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DEiHCATixr, to Dr. Arthur Newell
Talbot this first issue of the 1937-
38 Technograph gives the staff one
of the greatest pleasures of the season. It
is very fitting and proper that our humble
appreciation of his great work be shown
at the time when he will soon celebrate
his eightieth birthday. Tom Morrow has
written an account of Dr. Talbot's past
achievements for the readers of the Tech.
• You would imdoubtedly like to
know of your R. t). T. C. Engineer
friends' escapades during their summer
camp at Camp Custer. A series of "shorts"
of the "Engineers at Camp" will give you
a brief picture of the highlights during
their stay in Michigan.
• Deans Enger and Jordan have each
contributed a few words of wisdom to
those who will look for them on "The
Deans" Page."
• For those of you who are interested
in keeping up your "Beau Engineer" ap-
pearance, we have included a page of sug-
gestions to help you in the purchase of
your fall wardrobe.
• All of you interested in your school
friends' activities this past summer will
find some bits of interest among the "Sum-
mer Snapshots" and the "Alumni Notes."
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For Distinguished Service
Dr. Arthur Newell Talbot
THK .MoDKHX AniPrican listens
to his raiiii) and thinks of the
wiinciirs of Marconi ; lie stares
ami listens while his favorite actors ami
actresses move on the screen before
him. and he marvels at the se'iius of
ISdison : he also thinks of Eklison when
he is reminded of the modern miracle
of light: and few Americans hear the
drone of an airplane overhead with-
out jjaying: silent tribute to the Wright
hrothers. It is an entirely different
story, however, when we consider the
men who are responsible for such
things as the great advances in public
health, for the modern jiaved highwa>'
with its graceful high-siieed curves, for
the great bulk and beauty of the huge
bridges of our day. or for the lowb'
roadbeds of the great railways uiion
which the success of the new one-hun-
dred mile-per-hour trains depends so
much. We must admit that most of us
have much further off the tips of our
tongues the names of the men respon-
sible for these great achievements of
our day.
Kiahty Yeai-s Old
One of the men who is largely re-
sponsible for much of the development
in publii' health, highway.s. bridges, and
railways is Doctor Arthur Newell Tal-
bot. Here is a scientist in the fullest
sense of the word, for Doctor Talliot.
as he approaches his eightieth birth-
day, still carries on with the research
that has made him. besides one of the
outstanding educators of his day, one
of the most prominent engineers in the
world.
Easy to Inteiriew
Although I had been slightly ac-
quainted with Doctor Talbot for over
a year. I was nevertheless, ill at ease
when I went over to his home one eve-
ning- to get from him some of the facts
presented in this account. Doctor Tal-
bot, however, in his warm and friendly
manner, soon had me feeling perfect-
ly at home. Tall and straight, his white
hair giving him a dignity well fitting
to his positicin. there is little to remind
one that hi' is to celebrate his eightieth
birthday on October 21st of this year.
Doctor Talliot was born in IS.'iT. at
Ciirtland. Illinois, not many miles west
of Chicago. His parents had been
brought as children from England ami
Canada to newly settled northern Illi-
nois, where the construction of rail-
roads west from Chicago was stimu-
lating the growth of new villages and
attracting settlers from the East and
from foreign countries.
He received his early education in
the Cortland grade school and in the
high school at .Sycamore, Illinois, about
five miles from Cortland. This distance
Greetings to Freshmen
By
.Arthur N, T.\lbot
PJ l.vi V yi'ars aijo 1 came lo
(2j& ''"' I'linpus of the Univer-
sity of Illinois as a fresh-
man. Then, as iwu:, the neiv
scenes and n e ii; surroiindinijs
brought lo llie entering student
novelty, thrill, anticipation, mis-
givings, ambition. .Is then, you
note have the chance to profit
greatly hy tlie opportunities in col-
lege life—in classroom, in contact
1^'itli your felloKS in all the ivays
that ii;ill he open lo you as you
take up your present responsibili-
ties. Remember that college 'u.-ork
is your main job and that the
results and the regards of your
student ii'ork depend largely on
the tuay you handle yourself.
Choose carefully and ivisely your
closer friends—they v-'ill be a help
or a hindrance nov; and afler-
Vi-ard. If you learn hoiv lo man-
age yourselves ; if you do your
best; I have no doubt your college
life ix:ill add fullness and success
lo your later life as it has done
lo the greater part of the multi-
tude of students ivho have gone
before you. My best Irishes go
<icilh you.
Doctor Talbot traversed morning and
night on the train. After graduation
from high school he taught a country
district school for two years. In 1877.
just 60 years ago this fall, he entered
the University of Illinois, where he en-
rolled in the small but progressive engi-
neering school. .\s a student he was
noted for thoroughness of scholarship,
breadth of interests, steadiness of pur-
pose, and maturity of judgment. The
average grade of his undergraduate
studies was 98 per cent. Not only was
his work in the engineering .school out-
standing, but in the terminology of the
present he was a "big-shot," being- col-
lege editor of the lUini (at that time
a monthly publication), a member of
the senate and of the supreme court,
a prominent member of a leading lit-
erary society, and was active in debate.
He was also a student assistant in
physics and taught make-up courses in
mathematics.
In 1881, he received his degree of
Bachelor of Science in civil engineer-
ing. After graduation he followed the
practice of many young- engineers of
the time and obtained a position in the
West, and in the four years followin.g.
he received much valuable experience
working- for such railroads as the Den-
v:'r and Rio Grande; the .\tchison.
Topeka. and Santa Fe; and the North-
ern Pacific. This work consisted mainly
of location, construction, and mainten-
ance, in the states of Colorado. New
Mexico. Kansas, and Idaho.
Called Back to the I'nivei-sity
I'.ecause of his record at the Uni-
versity and the excellent experience re-
ceived in the West. Doctor Talbot was
called back to the University in 1S85.
In that year he was given the degree
of Civil Engineer, and was made assist-
ant professor of engineering and
mathematics. As was common in small
schools in the older da.v.s, the subjects
tau.ght in the first years covered a di-
versified list, which included mathe-
matics, surveying, engineering- draw-
ing, contracts and specifications, roads
and pavements, railroad engineering,
mechanics and materials, hydraulics,
tunneling and explosives, and water sup-
ply ami sewera.ge. I'^roni the beginning
of his service as an educator, he showed
tliorough knowledge of the subjects he
taught, was clear in his methods of
presentation, and had excellent com-
mand of his classes. In 1892, he was
made professor of municipal and sani-
tary engineering and put in charge of
the newly created department of theo-
retical and applied mechanics. Doctor
Talbot has done an ini)iortant part in
creating the fine laboratories which the
University of Illinois now has in the
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ilppartnii-iit of thi-ontical and a))plic(l
mochanics, AftiT the era i>f rxiiansion
in I'ligincerins' schools began, mechanits
and ensineerinR' materials absoibed his
attention even more than sanitary ensi-
neerins. and without a change in his
title, the emphasis of his work con-
tinued to be placed on mechanics and
engineering materials. For more than
40 years he moulded and inspired gen-
erations of young men and was a lead-
er in the development and advances
made in this important engineering
school. He has always regarded teach-
ing as the important part of his life
work. Upon reaching the age limit of
the University in September. 1S26. he
was retired from teaching and admin-
istration, but he has continued in re-
search activities.
Performs Invaluable Research
From the very beginning of his Uni-
versity teaching. Doctor Talbot con-
ducted research of recognized value.
Early work on maximum rates of rain-
fall, requirements for waterway open-
ings, hydraulic phenomena, iron remov-
al from well water, pioneer work in
sewage treatment by means of the
septic tank, and the standardization of
testing of pavin.g brick for strength
and abrasion, were welcomed by engi-
neers the world over. .\t"ter all of these
preliminary experiments, it is not
strange that he should become active
in the formation and development of
the Engineering Experiment Station of
the University of Illinois. That institu-
tion, the first of its kind to be con-
nected with an engineering school, was
made a valuable agency in producing
contributions to knowledge. His leader-
ship in formulating policies, ideals, and
methods has lieen reco.gnized as an im-
portant asset in the development of the
work of the station.
Some of Doctor Talbot's most im-
portant work has been done In the
field of reinforced concrete. A compre-
hensive and thorough investigation
upon this subject was started by the
Experiment Station in 1904, conducted
and directed by him. It consisted of ex-
periments in reinforced concrete beams,
slabs, columns, footings, pipes, frames,
and buildings. This experimental work
became a principal source of the early
knowledge on which the properties and
requirements for the design of rein-
forced concrete structures were based
by engineers and engineering organi-
zations, and on which principles and
methods of practice were formulated.
The conception of relations existing be-
tween the strength of a concrete mix-
ture, and the items involving the ab-
.solute volume of the cement, the fine
.•ind course aggregate, and the voids
of the mixture, as well as the so-called
relative w'ater content of the mixture,
put forth in a paper in 1921 and in a
later bulletin, has proved useful to
concrete engineers. His tests of stone,
brick, and concrete, the investigation
of .stc-el columns and timber stringers,
and a variety of other experimental
and analytical work have also added to
en.gineering knowledge. Contributions
were also made by him in experimental
hydraulics.
Tmpoi-tant Kail Investigation
An outstanding piece of research
which Doctor Talbot has directed for
twenty years and upon which he is still
working, is the investigation of railroad
track, commonly called "Stre.'jses in
Uailroad Track." This investigation has
been conducted with a view of obtaining
definite and authoritative information
on the propertii'K. nunle of action. aii<i
resistance.s developed in the various
parts of the track structure (rail, ties,
ballast, and roadbed), under the appli-
cation of locomotives and cars moving
at various speeds. At the time the
work was begun, comparatively little of
a scientific nature was known of the
stresses in rail and other ]iarts of thi-
track, or of the effect on the track
of the many variations in action of
the rolling stock in its operation.
Through twenty years, with the help
of a trained staff, and the cooperation
of some of the major railroads, manu-
facturers of track, the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers, and the Am-
erican Railway Engineering Associa-
tion, a multitude of tests have been
made with various types of locomotives
and cars on tracks of more than twenty
railroads in various paits of the coun-
try. Experimental work has also been
conducted in the laboratory. At the
present time, the scene of the investiga-
tion is on the Santa Fe tracks north-
east of I'eoria, Illinois, near the town
of Wenona, where a section of track
nine miles long has been laid with new
track. Each mile of this new track has
a different type of joint bar, and the
characteristic effects of the traffic on
the various bars is being studied ver.v
closely. An important series of tests
of track, with steam and electric loco-
motives and a very elaborate set-up of
electrically recording strain measuring
and depression instruments, has recent-
l.v been conducted on the Penns.vl-
vania Railroad at Elkton, Maryland.
Data from all of these tests have been
interpreted and coordinated with ana-
l.vtical treatment to establish principles
and findings. Besides various minor re-
ports of this engineering- research, si.x
formal reports have been printed in the
rroceedings of the A. R. E. A. and part
of them in the Transactions of the A.
S. C. E. This research project has pro-
duced reliable knowledge on the inter-
relation between track and rolling-
stock, and thus has aided in putting on
a more nearly rational basis, the de-
sign and construction of the track
structure to carry locomotives and cars
under modern traffic conditions, as well
as giving valuable information appli-
cable to the design of rolling stock.
Commendation by railroad engineers in
important executive and supervisory
positions is indicative of the value
placed on the investigation by men
fitted to pass judgment. The leading
technical journal of this country, in re-
viewing the first of the progress re-
ports upon this investigation said: "The
committee, headed by Doctor Talbot,
has written a new page in the book
of engineering. The investigation is a
classic . . . The problem was a difficult
one. It had grown up out of nearly
a century of empirical development.
The committee brought railway track
within the .';coi)e of engineering
science."
Numerous Written Contributions
Doctor Talbot's wiitten contriliutions
(perhaps 400 titles) are along numer-
ous lines. The reports of the Illinois
Engineering Experiment Station re-
searches on concrete and reinforced
concrete are given in seventeen Sta-
tion buUetin.s. with five other bulletins
on hydraulics, timber, steel columns,
etc. Reports on concrete, reinforcid
concrete, cast iron water pipe, methods
of testing and other topics may be
found in the Proceedings of the Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials. The
publication of the rejiorts of the Track
Stress invi'Stigation has already been
miiitoined. The rejioit of the first .loint
Committee on Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete, in the preparation of which
he participated, was published by sev-
eral technical .societies. A small trea-
tise on a very flexible method of lay-
ing out easement curves at the ends
of circular railroad curves. The Rail-
way Transition Spiral, iiubli.shed first
in 1899. has gone thidugh several edi-
tions and has been used Ijy many rail-
roads. V'arious non-technical articles
and addresses have also been written
by Doctor Talbot.
Influential in Conmiittee \\ ork
Doctor Talbot exercised a far-reach-
ing influence on engineering develop-
ments through committee activity in
en.gineering societies. Takin.g a leading
part in the work of the first joint
committee on Concrete and Reinforced
Concrete (1904-16) as a representative
of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, he was influential in formulating
principles and methods of design liased
upon the tests he had made and upon
other data and analysis. ,\s chairman
of the sub-committee on design, he
formulated and advocated many of the
views that were adopted b.v the com-
mittee. The report of this committee
exercised a marked influence on the
ideas and the practices in engineering
design ond on building regulations in
the pioneer iieriod of reinforced con-
crete construction among engineers
and architects in this country, and
most of the fundamentals of design
then iiut forth are still accepted. The
tests of reinforced concrete made at
the Illinois laboratory were widely
used liy engineering schools and thus
the information spread even more
rapidl.v to engineering offices. In the
field of testing materials he has been
active in the American Society for
Testing Materials since its formation
and has taken a leading part in the
work of several of the technical com-
mittees that have done constructive
work. In sanitary engineering, in rail-
way engineering, and in municipal
lines he has contributed to technical
committee work and in other ways
as well.
Has Hi.gli Hanking as a Teacher
Doctor Talbot has attained high rank
among engineering teachers and has
been influential in the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Educa-
tion since its formation in 1S93. hold-
ing various offices, includin.g that of
president. He has been prominent in
the work of the American Society of
Civil En.gineers. serving on its research
committee and on other committees
and on its Board of Directors. He was
president of the Society in 1918. He has
lieen active in the affair's of the .\racri-
can Society foi' Testing Materials in
many ways since its organization, and
was jiresident in 191,1-14. He is a
member of other" engineering societies,
includin.g the Institution of Civil En-
.gineers (I.ondon). .-\mer-ican Society of
Mechanical Engineers. Western Society
of En.gineers, American Railway Engi-
neerin.g Association, .\merican Concrete
Institute, American Water Works As-
sociation, American Public Health As-
sociation, and the American A.ssocia-
tion for the Advancement of Science.
In all of these, he has given sei'vice
in one way or another by writing
or by direction.
With this great outjiut of teaching
(Continired on Page 10)
R. O.T.C. Engineers Enjoy ''Vacation"
. . . Camp Custer Furnishes Relaxing Atmosphere
THK KIK.ST SLCiH'l' srrrting my
ryes as I pulled into camp after
a rather Ions, tiresome drive was
a detail all dressed up in their nc-\v
fatisues, earryins picks and shovels!
Rather eneonrasins, eh what? (One
coiisolaticiii though—those of us not yet
"lii-ocessed" could "soldbriek" and not
have anybody squawk).
The next morning Company C was
all out for rifle inspection in our pretty
"whistle" breeches. Harry Atkinson
came through at the head of the class
by having- the cleanest rifle in the
Illinois platoon (reference, Lt. Lothrop).
While planning the camp program,
the "big- shots" had decided we shoiild
have a lesson in chemical warfarc>.
Most of us enjoyed the demon.strations
very much with the exception of the
trip throush the tear gas without ga.s
masks—that we endured.
The Kainous "Weeneepee"
On the tirst time off, the hoys, of
course, went to Battle Creek, Gull l>ake,
Gugac. etc. to discover all of the
"jernts." Noteable among the numerous
exidorers was "Fro.g" Andre Dechaene.
His goal was the Wee Nippy; however,
he was sidetracked by his French and
srient the next few hours hunting the
"Weeneepee." (Say, Andre, why didn't
you ask any of the girls where you
could find the "Weeneepee"?)
It seemed that all during- camp the
second platoon, Illinois, was just too
fast (take that any way you please)
for the rest of the company. At least
we succeeded in beating- the other pla-
toons in putting- up the wire entangle-
ments by at least five minutes and in
building- the trestle bridge by almost
an hour. Of course, you vmderstand
that we'd never brag' about it
!
Kver.vone got a kick out of our ix-
lensive (?) horsemanshiji training.
Well-Earneil Kest on the Hike
Ho\ika] got more fun out of it than
anyone else, we thought. His favorite
snoozing- i)osition was to lean on the
cleaning racks and there enjoy the
leet\ii-i>. "Cowboy" Holt showed his
true worth as an ex-cavalryman durin.g
those sessions.
The new O. R.'s seemed to enjoy
thiir inspection trips out to our
trenches very much—mostly at our c\-
]iense. We grant that it must have
been amusing- to see a replica of WI'A
work, but our main fun was in think-
ing how we may be able to do the
laughing- next year.
Our "Home en the Kanjie"
While we spent the two weeks on
the i-ange, our home theme song de-
veloiied into "I Get a Kick Out of You."
Vernetti and McCleish seemed to have
a contest to find out who could do the
most damage to their respective faces,
and McKibben almost needed a new
|iair of fatigue trousers when he fin-
ished sliding back and forth after
firing each shot. Dechaene had the
prolilem of the liackward slide all
figured out, though. He dug some small
holes so that he could get a good :oe
hold, hut poor Andre hadn't rec'Konod
on any hip action and up he wer.i-
right in the middle. Rudy Houkal had
the prize rapid flre bolt operation. He
fired left-handed, but all he needed was
a little vocal inspiration after each
shot and he finished ahead of all the
others. Ed Holt (he sings the sweetest
version of "Mexicali Rose") surpassed
the rest of the company and shot higii
score with the rifle. His 'judl.v, De-
chaene. fired a score of 95 per cent
with the pistol—which was, so far as
we know, the camp's highest.
Maurie Adams was the company
rejire.sentative for the R. O. T. C.
dance and as usual, "G. I." dates were
Iirovideci for the boys. Fred White drew
a .girl whom he considered to be the
best in the lot—some of the others did
too. because Red had a tough time
keeping her with him. Was he mad
'
(Ask him, but duck in a hurry).
The Fighting Illini
During- the whole camp perio-1. Com-
pany C was spending- a great deal of
time trying to pick a fight with some-
one. The first scrap was with our
friends across the street—the signal
corps. It all started when the signal
corps boys invaded the engineer's por-
tion of the company street while play-
ing with a medicine ball. Of cou'-se,
a contest was soon in progress to see
who would keep the ball. FJveryone
was ha\-ing- a good healthy workout
until Swede Nelson picked up one of
the signal corps men too hi^n and let
him drop—then the whole tlcn^- \\,is
dropped. There was also th'J night
when the signal corps glee club had
to be quenched by a dose from fire
buckets. ,Just as soon as reenforce-
ments had gone for more water, the
S. C. lieutenant came around to sec
why .so many persons were running
about with buckets of water when they
should be asleep.
It should not .go unmentioned that
t\impany C won the totem pole which
is awarded to the company making
the highest average score on the lifle
lange. This pole caused no end of mid-
night scraps between the schools com-
posing the company. Finally, b.v order-
of (.'ol. Flint, commandant, the Michi-
gan Tech boys had to walk .guard on
it at ni.ght to prevent further disorder.
.\bout that time, the mustache re-
moval committee was also busy. Gib-
berman with his new electric razoi-
acted as chairman. They were a rather
lazy crew, though, because they'd onl.v
take off half of the "Up adorner."
.\tkinson didn't like that particular
part when they picked on him as
victim, nor did Perla, of Mich. Tech,
when he was given his half-shave.
Pontoon I5ri<lge Construction
The situaticm became so exciting- for
a time that Fred Linn and Jim Davitt
of the signal corps decided to shear
off their own.
On Sunday evening-, on Sergeant
Slavens' birthday, the company turned
out as a singing- chorus for his bene-
fit. The only number on the program
was "Happy Birthday, Dear Sergeant."
The blanket gang then gave "Dear
Sergeant," a demonstration of how
floating- power acts. By the way, he
was plenty worried about losing his
"cookie duster." too !
On the hike, everything- was just
about as expected except that there
wasn't enough rain to cause any dis-
comfort. The main excitement came
at the time when the engineers' ma-
chine gun company was left out in the
field for an extra hour after the
"armistice" was signed. You see. Run-
ner Bassett couldn't And them—they
w'ere hidden so well.
This year the field day activities of
the engineers weren't very successful.
However, Ulmer, of Wisconsin, did suc-
(Continued on Page 16)
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THE DEAN'S PACE
Dean M. I-. Knijer
, i?T~ HK hcyinniny of a neic yeiir is iisiiti/ly d time for iimkinyV^^ i/ood resolution!:. Resolutions of the diiy-dreain tyfie.
iLciikly made liith no reril expeetiition of fulfillment
.
(ire tvorse than useless. Repeated failures of a feeble ivill pro-
dines a t/rou'ing sense of inferiority. Budget your time to do
your seliool iiork promptly and icell and also allow for a
reasonable amount of extra-eurricular aetivity. Studies come first,
but ivorth-ivhile activities outside of the class room have an
exceedingly important place in a ivell-rounded education. Men
ivlio have made good scholastic records and ivho have, at the
same time_, engaged in activities arc in demand upon graduation.
Time wasters are usually failures in college and in life.
Best Irishes for a busy and a profitable year.
—M. L. ExGER.
ENCJINKEKING HAIX
shouldk REPAIRING one's self for the engineering profession i
be a stimulating and challenging job. Part of this prep-
aration must be a ivell-balanccd scientific, technical, and
( ultural cdiK ation. This is provided in an engineering course.
Any one of the several enc/inceriiit/ courses at the Ihiii'crsity
of Illinois lays heavy demands uf^ou the student's lime. To
secure satisfactory tucomplishmcut requires close planning, and
to attain distinction, the student must exercise his mental capa-
bilities to a degree infrequently attained by undergraduates.
Most every personal resource of initiative, training, and charai-
ter is drawn upon and developed in carrying on our carefully
planned programs of scientific and technical studies, that do not.
withal, overlook the cultural and esthetic needs of the future
engineer.
The college of ini/irucrin// is lookuui foruard to lh( school
year 1937-38 ii'ith the hope that it icill be greater in accomplish-
ment than any yet recorded. This is high expectation in the
light of past history. The realization of this expectancy can
come only through the united tjjorls and loyalties of its faculty,
its students, and its graduates. I'o this i oofti ra/iiu enterprise I
welcome each student ivho registers in the college during the
l\Iay his dividends be large indeed.
— H. H. JORDAN.
year. Associate Dean II. H. .lordan
WHO'S WHO IN ILLINI .
. ENGINEERING WORLD
Warren Johnson
Howard Miner Carroll Dunn
HOWARD MIXER hails from Batavia, Illinois.
He came to the University to study metallurgy, a desire
developed while working in a foundry. After graduation
from high school, where he played football and basket-
ball, steered the class of ii through their last year, and
ranked high scholastically, he spent the summer working
on his grandmother's farm. That winter he spent fol-
lowing a trap line, which he deems his favorite sport.
At the University he is a member of the American So-
ciety of Metals, the Mineral Industries Society, and
wears a Tau Beta Pi key which he won during his
junior year. His chief love is to tinker and invent
strange mechanisms. In the evenings, he likes to devote
his time to tripping the light fantastic but claims to be
still driving in single harness.
WARREN R. JOHXSOX, after being valedictor-
ian of the class of 1931 at Pecatonia Community High
School, turned agriculturist (fancy for farmer) for
three years, and then enrolled in ceramic engineering in
the fall of 1934. Since that date, he has found sufficient
time to study enough to make a 4.66 average; serve as
N. Y. A. flunky in the bacteriology lab for a year; work
as draftsman in the ceramics engineering department for
two years; join the Student Branch of the American
Ceramic Society, where he will wield the gavel this
year ; become a member of both Keramos and Tau Beta
Pi, whose financial problems it will be his duty to settle;
be a member of the Advanced Corps; and win an Illinois
Scholarship key. Since he has had too much leism^e, this
year he takes over a seat on the Engineering Student
Council. In the summer of 1935, he turned his farming
experience to value as a field supervisor of tlie AAA.
The last two summers, excepting tiie six weeks spent
at military camp, he has been employed by a pottery
company, first at Kenosha, Wisconsin, and last summer
at Camden, New Jersey. He likes to travel, and has
done so by the thumb method since 1934. Fishing and
baseball are his sports interests. Next June he hopes that
some company, in the refractory or glass industries, will
need his ser\ices.
CARROLL H. DUXX first saw the light of day
at Lake V^illage, Arkansas on Aug. 11, 1916. Lakeside
High School of Lake Village turned him out in the
class of 1934, third from the top. In high school, he
belonged to the French and Latin clubs and partici-
pated on the track and football squads. He was president
of the student body and editor of the school paper dur-
ing his senior year. In the fall of 1934, he enrolled in
the M. E. course here at the U. of I. During his fresh-
man and junior years, he won scholastic honors and
membership in Pi Tau Sigma, honorary M. E. frater-
nity. He has been secretary of the organization and will
be vice president for the first semester of 1937-38. Tau
Xu Tau, Advanced Corps Engineers' fraternity, claims
him as brother. He is a student member of A. S. M. E.
and was its publicity manager during the second semester
of last year. The L niversity Baptist Chinch has his
religious affiliation. He has served on its Student Council
for three years and will be president this year. The sum-
mer of 1936 and the last of this past summer was spent
in the Inspection Dept. of International Harvester Co.,
at Rock Island. He plans for production engineering
and factory management after graduation. Hobbies
—
motors and more motors. Carroll has a girl friend (fi-
ancee) in Moline (next door to Rock Ishmd?).
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TechnofashionS
f-
Tec/iywgrapli Specifications for ('ollege Mens Wear ,,
Everywhere in the Inited States, wherever fraternity men and
young business men gather, Illinois has been known as the most
collegiate of the American colleges. And now, as Engineers that we
are, for the glory and honor of the campus "North of Green Street"
we must set the pace in Illini Collegiatism. In eager pursuance of
this goal therefore, (whereas and whereas) this illustrious Techno-
graph inaugurates in this first issue of our new year an Engineer
Fashion Page—compiled with the aid of Esquire, Apparel Arts, and
our own observation.
Now that the hot days of summer are about to fade awa\-. the
engineer, if he wants to look like an engineer, will be wearing
jackets and sweaters when he goes to class. And what jackets they
have now—ranging from fall sport shirts to blazers and to heavy
fur-lined or fur-trimmed jackets. One of the sport shirts is styled
very much like a summer polo shirt, with wide collar and V-neck.
Of gabardine; it has knitted back and sleeves and a knitted bib to
keep out the wind. Pretty nice!
For the fellows who must wear coats of some kind when the>
dress for school or coke dates, the blazers are just the thing. With
free-action backs they are very comfortable. Large patterns of
checks and other designs in grey, brown and tan match with most
any slacks. Camel's hair and leather are used for many other popular
sport coats.
Sweaters are of all weights, shapes, and colors, but most of
them seem to be designed for wear with coats—long sleeves for the
cold days and sleeveless for the ordinary ones. Along with the
trend for brightly colored wool socks, the sleeveless sweaters are
being matched with the socks for added distinction. Knitted waist-
coats, they look like vests, arc fine for wear with colored shirts and
your slacks. And engineers can use plenty of odd slacks, with all
the chair sliding wc do.
'^'ou'll find all kinds of shirts in the stores and around about,
but for college the favored ones are in solid colors or stripes.
Button-down collars that help keep the ties straight are in demand
by those engineers who hate to be fussing.
Once it was right to have a bright and striking contrast be-
tween shirt, suit and tie, but the conservative engineer is leaving
that stage in his development. Today it is harmony, and especialy
of subdued tones. Brown, tan, and green are this year's fall colors.
Green things are e\erywherc—hats, ties, shirts, siuts, and topcoats
—and no color could better please Saint Patrick's Engineers.
But the brightest things of the fall are the ties and socks. No
one could possibly catch cold while wearing a pair of red, yellou
,
and blue wool socks and a necktie to match. Here on the Nortli
Campus we might think the socks were the result of an architect's
nightmare, but for the fact that they are attractive. They're health-
ful too, as only wool socks can be.
The tie manufacturers have all gone military and produced
regimental and chevron stripes from barber poles to zebras. And
the ties mix. like gin, with practically anything you please. With
large-pattern fall suits the regimental colors will just blossom all
oxer the campus in no time at all.
That's all for this time, but we serve warning now that in the
next issue this page will be especially interested in campus sights.
And we will soon stage a Best-Dressed Engineer contest. Be care-
ful, fellows! It'll be worth while!!!
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THOUGH the Bell System is made up of
315,000 men and women serving every
comer of the country, its structure is simple.
fP The American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company coordinates all system ac-
tivities. It advises on all phases of telephone
operation and searches constantly for im-
proved methods. ^^ The 25 associated
operating companies, each attuned to the
area it serves, provide local and toll service.
(Q Bell Telephone Lahoratories carries
(in scientific research and development.
Pra Western Electric is the Bell System's
manufacturing, purchasing and distributing
unit, fn T^^i'" Long Lines Department or
American Telephone and Telegraph inter-
connects through its country-wide network
of wires the 25 operating companies and
handles overseas service.
Thanks to the teamwork of these Bell
System units, you can talk to almost any-
one, anywhere, anytime— at low cost
!
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Doctor Arthur Newell Talbot
(Continued from Purp 4)
aiiii laboratories ami research and
writins. it is not strange that a by-
product appeared which in itself has
had far-reachinK influence on engi-
neeiins knowleds'e—the selection and
development and training of youns
men to teach, test, and delve into the
unknown, and thus to carry on hiKli
ideals and methods in teaching and re-
search through their lives. A Krouji of
workers associated with Doctor Tal-
liot from time to time have themselves
become leaders in education and re-
search, as would readily be recognized
if a list of names were given.
.\fter taking up teaching work, he
continued during vacations and at
other times to engage in engineering
work on railroad construction, on pave-
ments, sewerage and water works, and
on reinforced concrete design and con-
struction. He has acted as consultant
to cities and business organizations
on various occasions. He served on a
board to determine the type of struc-
ture for the Galveston causeway and
was one of a board in 1927 to make a
preliminary report on the location of
a bridge over the San Francisco Bay
between San Francisco and Oakland.
However, his research. a<lministrative
work, and his connections with tech-
nical committees have .so occupied his
time and energy that he has limited
the principal contriliutions of his life
to engineering- education, engineering
research, and the utilization of the
fruits of research through engineering
society channels.
Many honors have been bestowed on
Doctor Talbot in recognition of his
achievements. The honorary degree of
Doctor of Science was conferred by
the University of I'ennsylvania (1915).
Doctor of Engineering- by the Univer-
.sity of Michigan (1916). and Doctor
of Laws by the University of Illinois
(1931). Honorary memberships have
been conferred by the .\merican So-
ciety of Civil Engineers (1925). Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials
(1923). American Railway Engineerin,g
-Association (1933). .American Water
Works Association (1930). American
Concrete Institute (1932), Western So-
ciety of Engineers (1927). Illinois So-
ciety of Engineers (1924). and the
Institution of Structural Engineers
(Dondon). (1924). Medals have been
jiresented in further ai)preciation of
the merits of his contributions to en-
gineering- as follows: Award of the
Western Society of Engineers for work
as student and teacher, investigator
and writer, and for his enduring- con-
triliutions to the .science of en.gineering
(1924); George R. Henderson Medal
of the Franklin Institute for discov-
eries in the field of railway engineering
(1931); Turner Medal of the .American
Concrete Institute for outstanding con-
tributions to the knowledge of rein-
forced concrete design and construction
(1928): Lamme Medal of the Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Edu-
cation for achievements in engineerin.g
education (1932); the .American Rail-
way Engineering -Association in recog-
nition of his I'ndui'ing- achievements
as educator, scientist, writer, and for
outstanding- ccjntribution to the science
of engineering (1933); and the John
Fritz Medal given by the .American
Societies of Civil Engineers. Mechani-
cal Engineers. Electrical Engineers, and
the Institute of Mining and Metal-
BITS ABOUT 'EM
Dick (iade '37, is surveying for the
Penns.s Ivania Railroad near Lancaster,
Penn.
.1. I.aiiraiice IJarker ':i7, M. K., is
working for the Carbide and Carbon
Chi-mieals Corporation in Chailestmi.
W. \irginia. This summer he worked
ill the .Maintenance Department. I^u-
rance is jilanning on affiliating with
-A. S. M. E. verj- soon. He is not mar-
ried yet—"but has his eyes in that di-
rection."
H. ('. A. Purl 'ST, (ien. Kng.. went to
work for the same company a short
time later in the summer.
W I5»urg(» '37, C. E., spent most of
the summer at Camp Custer. Last
month he went to work for the T. V.
-A. at Knii.wille. Tennessee. His work
is connected with the central planning
section. Money is his principle reason
for not being married.
(ieorge Batterton '37, M. E., seems to
be completely settleii. He is working
for the Pure Oil Co., in Dawes, W. Vir-
ginia and is established with a wife
and a home.
Kay Penner '37, (hem. Eng., is lo-
cated with the (ioodrich Vo. at .Akron.
Ohio in their analytical lab. He is af-
filiated with the local chapter of .Alpha
Chi Sigma and plans to work nights
for his masters degree at the .Akron
university. Ward Fisher and ('lyde
Segiier are also working with Kay.
Segner is the only one that is mar-
ried.
Bob Foster '37, ('. E., completed his
training course given by the -American
Bridge Co. in -Ambridge, Penn.sylvania
and has been transferred to Gary. Indi-
ana. -At present he is doing detail
work. He likes Gary quite well—es-
pecially the tennis courts.
Matt Wilson '37, iM. E., is working
witli the ('hicago Bridge and Iron Co-
in theii- ei'ection department. This sum-
mer he worked on welded stoves for a
lurgical Engineers for notable scien-
tific acheivement (1937).
This fall. Doctor Talbot is celebrat-
ing his 80th birthday. -Active even to-
da.v, Doctor Talbot still resides in
Urbana, close to the campus to whicli
he has been attached since 1877, when
he entered as a freshman. To get into
conver.sation with him is an experience-
one never forgets, for Doctor Talbot
will talk vei-y fluently on practically
any subject. Whether the subject In-
about his experiences in handling local
Urbana-Champaign sanitaiy systems as
he once did. of his travels, of the Uni-
versity, whatever it is, one will find in
him as keen and as interesting a miirl
as there is in the countr.v.
To a great man, loyal Illini. w.-
doff our hats.
T. M.
bla.st furnace at the Carrie Furnace
Works of the Carnegie-Illinois Steel
Co. in Rankin. Pennsylvania. Matt re-
cently -saw Ka.\ .Moore, Carl .Mulen-
brooli, and .Marshall Hole ("37 (. E.'s)
who are employeil b.\ the .Muminuni
Cnmpany of .Ani'-rica.
Jack Rogers '37, ('. K., is working
with the St. Louis Health Department
in the milk control division as a sani-
tary engineer. Jack highly recom-
mends this type of work and states
that there is unlimited opportunity in
the field of sanitaiy engineering. He
has been mai-ri<-d for the past two
years. Mr. Feagan '3fi, is working in
the same department.
Edwin IJnk '37, K. E., is taking a
25 weeks' course at the Union Electric
Light and Power Co. in St. Louis. His
work was along the line of power
Iilants this summer. Orville J. Filers
'37, K. E., is also taking the same
cour.se ; he enrolled last month.
B. Norval McDonald '37, M. E., took
a long vacation before he .started the
year-and-a-half training- course with
Babcock and Wilcox Co. He is planning
to letiiin to eaiiipus for Homeconiin.g
at least.
(iu.v Kohins '37, ('. E., is working for
the Portland Cement a.ssociation in Chi-
ca.go where he is experimenting on
stabilized secondary roads. Joe I^eoda-
brand '36 is one of Guy's co-workers.
NOTE:—The author of this arti<le is
indehled '.o tli;> "Hislory of the Kngi
neering College" li> I. (). Baker, (he
"Biography of .\. N. TallMit" as wrilleti
foi- llie "John Krit'A Medal Book," and
Id Doctor I'alhot, personally, for (he
information included in the above
article.
Come and Get 'Em
Engineers
!
PENS and PENCILS
NOTE BOOKS
I.E.S. LAMPS
DESK SETS
STATIONERY
JEWELRY
CAMERAS
RADIOS
Pen Re pail-
Kodak Finishing
Watch and Jewelry Repair
Strauch's
At the ('aniptis
709 S. WRIGHT
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Welcome Illini—
For the first meeting of >our
engineering society—come to the
CONVENTION HOTEL
of the TWIN CITIES
Newest Hotel in i!hatnpaign-L'rbanu
100 Firepriiiif R minis -Cafe
Free Ptirkhii;'
Urbana-Lincoln Hotel
Tel. 5281
209 S. Broadway Urbana
^!^(£ftS'tieftf/f^J!;aft^ea
M'hen the transcontinental railroad bctan'.e a reality in ] S69, a new
page was written in the history of this country, recording a forward
stride destined immeasurably to hasten our industrial growth. R B i^ \V
— then twenty-five years old—was already supplying EMPIRE Brand
Bolts, Nuts and Rivets for plant, structure and rolling stock.
For nearly a century R B li;W has kept a step ahead of the times,
perfecting machines and methods by constant improvement ; establish-
ing the stanilards of \vorkmanship and inspection which ha\e made
EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets outstanding in quality.
RBi\V manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products Including varitnis types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
\\'ashers. Screw Pins and Rods. R B .i; W EMPIRE products arc
the staudard of industrv.
Write forfree booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits con\'eniently in drawing instrument case. @7105
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N V ROCK FALLS. ILL CORAOPOLIS, PA. y- R BSkg
Campus
Barber Shop
Where Engineers Meet
CROSLEV EXER\ AC
TREATMENTS
(By A ppniiitment
)
Open All Day 8:00-5:30
206 South Mathews — Urbana
OKONITE INSULATION
OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record
since 1878 is still generally recognized as the
acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as
"the best product possible" of its type.
The Okonite Company and its affiliates, hew-
ever, have constantly kept step with the ad-
vances of the electric art.
Whether the wire or cable is large or small,
single or multiple conductor, high or low volt-
age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn-
thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or
armor of any type, Okonite can make it.
In all cases, whether the correct solution calls
for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam-
bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic
compounds, the policy still is and will continue
to be (he best product possible.
l^^xTHE OKONITE COMPANY/>i ^,\inL ununiic \tvmrRniAm^^'
^"^
1 Founded 1878 lalS^Sti.
HAZARD INSULATED WIRE WORKS DIVISION
THE OKONITE-CALIENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE:
PASSAIC
New Jersey
FACTORIES:
Passaic, N. J. • Paterson. N. J.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
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your
"T'' Square
is out of style
|H
I
The AUTODRAFT did it. Put .vour
"T" square on the shelf with your
high school textbooks. The AUTO-
DRAFT is a complete drawing room,
if you will—in a size and form you
can carry with you anywhere. Draw-
ing Board, L-Square, Protractor—
every thing in one handy, compact
unit which you tuck under your arm.
If you ever put a drawing pencil to
paper you will want to investigate
this newly found convenience and
utility. In two sizes for paper 9 by 12
and 13 by 18 , finished in black and
chrome, ready for your paper. Gome
in today and try one here in the store
and see for vourself.
book
STOP£S
202 South Mathews 610 East Daniel
SUMMER
SNAPSHOTS
lia < hapiiiaii ':{!) chose the hard
way of learnins- about "liquid sold" in
the oil fields of southern Illinois while
Koiils Schuinm '40, obtained some of
thr- mueh-talked-of praetieal experience
runnins levels and twirlinc: the draw-
ins compass for ('. K. Wlllett "Ml, in
Dixon. Illinois.
Willard Xeinin.i;er MO, went back to
his old jot) in St. Louis. He worked
in the foundry of the Curtis Atanu-
facturin.s Co.
Stantim Smith '40 an.l T. .). I'ulz
'US had their summer's job with the
Western Clock Co. of Peru. Illinois.
According to Smith, the work was eas.v
compared with school, and some of the
"bis shots" are Illinois graduates.
From Paul Kaar 'SS, comes the in-
formation that he was in the .\meri-
can Bridge Compan.v's office in tiar.v,
strugsling with details for the U. S.
Steel Compan.v's new Irvins works.
IJoh Da.v ':18, Ceramic Knff., worked in
a glass factory in Lancaster. Ohio.
Kre<l Mari.sch "A~i and Maurice Carr
'liO, were engaged at the Pittsburgh
Testing I>ahoratory on a refrigerator
car test.
In Chicagi>. Krw"o;l Beck 'S« and
.lolin \Ven.i;er, trans., were engaged by
the Webster Sound Equipment Co, Er-
wood was planning to spend a month
or so out West before .school began.
Walt Renner '37, ('. K., plans to re-
turn to Illinois this fall for graduate
work. Walt has been working with
Bill) Zahorowski at the Roberts and
Schaefer Co. of Chicago. Walt will work
on concrete flat slabs in his graduate
work. His work has brought him in
contact with T. H. Sear "Mi. I,. II. Sent-
Miin 'ol, and ('. ('<ioi)er "Jli.
Going Out ?
GALL
A
GAB
CAMPUS
CAB
Phinu- 3424
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lack l{4>l>iiis<>ii ';iS, atiil l.e<i l.eld'oii
;{S were employed by the Dixon ili-
vision of the State Hig:h\vay Dept.
Here's news from the U. S. Enai-
neers' office. Rock Island, where ('apt.
Matthews is recoveringr from a se\ere
attempt at pedagosy. Instead of Char-
lie Jones' test grades, the Captain wor-
ries about the liackwater from any oi'
all of the thirteen nine-foot-channel
dams in the Rock Island district. The
Captain says, "Everything is lovely
(except 'Ole Miss' is down to zero stage
and boats are gettins stuck outside the
channel) ; even the subcontractors seem
to be as reasonabU' li:ipi)\' as the Cre-
ator intended a subcontractor to be-
come." For those who don't read the
papers—Capt. Matty marched up to the
altar this summer and became firml.\
tied to the proverbial hitching post.
In Champaign
VISITORS SELECT THE
INMAN HOTEL
KIKKI'KttOl-
Good Food and Dependable Service
University Avenue at Walnut
i»KLi.\ imowx
Manit4;ini: l)irect<pr
Why Wait?
There's no time
like the present
and
There's no magazine
hke the
Technograph
Subscribe Now!
6 ISSUES—ONE DOLLAR
The ILLIO
0/
1938
• INDEPENDENTS
• GREEKS
• ACTIVITIES
• SENIORS
• DRAMATICS
• SPORTS
Your Picture Diary
of Illinois
$3.75
(Until Midnight Sept. 21)
Then $4.00
BUY NOW
Save !^^^^^
20% off on bundles taken to and called for at Kaptain
Klean's depot, 808 South Sixth Street
WHITE LINE LAUNDRY
4206 PHONE 4206
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SCIENCE MARCHES ON
What would we do without science?
Let us, for example, consider the erg. There is after
all, nothing like an erg. You should, let us say, toy with
some of Charlie's "ergs. ' They're simply lousy with
vitamins, enzymes, proteins, calories and electrons. The
erg is one of the many scientific things that we boys,
here at Charlie's, are concerned with. We might be a
little shaky on thermodynamics, but we're No. 1 when
it comes to tossing together swell food. (Feeding Engi-
neers our Specialty).
"CHARLIE'S PLACE"
2021.. South Mathews Near the Famous Boneyard
„ ENGINEERS
/ Present
The Plaza Blue Room
Says one society officer—"The Finest Dining Room we
have seen in these twin cities."
Super Service for Engineering Honoraries
Popular Prices
THE PLAZA HOTEL • Urbana
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THE INTELLIGENT AND
EXPERIENCED SENIOR
Does Not Gamble
HE SELECTS, FOR HIS
PHOTOGRAPHER
WEBER
nti John Street
SURFACE PYROMETERS
SumlnatQ
• The oKl ^"-s-»-*-/ methni! of temperature <Ietermination is
inadequate for modern processes. Paper, Textile, Rubber,
Plastics and a host of otlier industries need
this quick, accurate and rugji^ed means 4>f read-
ing the temperatures of still ami moving sur-
faces . . . the Cambridge Surface Pyrometer.
The hand model is shown. Another model is
provided with an extension for the hard-to-
get-at places. Plastics use the mold type.
OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Instruments
Surface Pyrometers I-aboratory lasts, for A.C. & D.C.
Galvanometers Engineering Instruments
Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments
CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT
€9 Inc
3732 Grand Central Terminal, New York City
CO-OPERATION
• Makes Great Structwxs Possible
Our ad\ ertisers are here showing their appreci-
ation of your business. It is their support that
enables us to gi\ e you a bigger and better mag-
azine. Show your appreciation by giving them
your trade.
Say '7 saw your ad in the
TECHNOGRAPH"
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TECKNOKRAKS •
Komi lather: "Doirt .\i.\i think,
ilrar. that it's about tinu- thi- lial>.\
Irariied to say Maddy".'"
Kond mother: •Well. 1 hadn't in-
tiiidt'd ti-Uins him who you arc until
ho bet-omcs a little stronger—so he
can stand the shock."
* * *
McKihliin says: "She isn't my l>est
;;irl
—
just iie<-Us best."
* * *
Kd Holt : "nearest, your stoekins's
are wrinkled."
Blind Date: "V(ju brute! I haven't
an.\- on."
* * *
Guest: "Av,' you the Ijridesroom,
sir?"
Dale Khiek: "No. sii-. I was elim-
inated in the semi-finals."
!|= * I):
And llien there was engineer Fred
White wlio was so unveised in the
wa.\s of tlie world that he tliouKlit a
liope ehest was a hust developer.
BRESEE BROS.
GLEANERS
DYERS
DE LUXE
4 4,/l PHONE /I
4
Matters . . . Tailors
Wife (to hii.sband in the kitchen);
"My dear, what are you opening that
can with?"
l.t. I>othroii: "Why. with a can-
o|iener. Hnw did you think I was do-
ins if.'"
Wife: "Well, from your remarks, 1
thought that you were openinfr it with
a prayer."
* * *
"Yes, my boy, I'm a self-mad<' man."
"Gee. Pop. that's what 1 admire
atiout you. You always take the blame
for everythins."
:y. * *
V\e just heai'd about tile world's
most absentininde:! en;;ineer. lie in-
vited a sii'l to 'lis apartment for an
hour to see liis diawini;s and spent the
hour showini; her the drawinK-
Don Kahrnkojif: "I have a picture
of you in my mind all of the time."
Girl: "How small you make me feel."
Small boy: "I'm not afraid of .^dini:
to the hospital, mother. I'll be brave
and take what's comins' to nie, but 1
ain't going- to let them palm off a
baby on me like they did on yo\i."
* * :'
Battle Creek girl: "Do you wanna
spoon?"
Asman: "Spoon? What's spooning?"
B. C. G. : "Why, look at those other
coui)les over there, that's spooning."
.\sman: "Well, if that's spooning,
let's shovel!"
Ta.vi Driver: "I take the next (urn,
don't I'?"
Kasnuis.sen from rear seat: "Oh,
yeah '?"
NOTICE
Freshmen • Sophomores
Would you like ^our name engnived
on a bronze tablet in Fngineeriny Hall?
If j-ou would—write the winning article
on any subject of engineering interest
in a competition being sixinsored b,^
Thela Tau, luofessional engineering
fraternity, this fall. The contest wiPi be
judged bj a <()mmittee of five, com-
posed of three faculty and two student
members. If of sufficient general in-
terest, fhe winning composition will l)e
published in the Technograpli,
HI GANG!
Come and See Us Again
• Best Beer
• Coldest Ale
• Finest Steaks
20 TAYLOR TAVERN
20 Taylor Street Champaign
I'rof. Knight (waking up the front
row); "What do you expect to get out
of the course? Why don't you waki-
up and take notes".'"
F'red Linn: "What foi? I've got my
father's set."
!S * *
A widow is the luckiest female in the
world. She knows all about men and
all the men that laiow about her are
dead.
* * *
"Whv did Stephens .get sore at his
B. C. girl?"
"She forgot and asked him for a
tii-ket after each dance!"
^: ^.- *
Swede Nelson: ".Ju.st between you
and me and the lamp post, what do
you see in that girl?"
Dick Schwar: "Not a thing. But with
the girl between me and the lamp post,
well, that's a different .stoiy."
* * :;-
Piof. Severns: "What would be \ om-
definition of .steam'.'"
C. Dunn: "It's walei- in a high stati-
of jierspiration."
;: * ::;
Mother (to town girl student):
".Mary, come upstairs this minute; it's
terribly late."
Mary: "But, mother, I'm all wrapped
u]) in my sociology jn'ojeet."
.Mother: "Well, tell him to go home,
and come on upstairs."
Social tact is nuiking your company
feel at home even though you wish
thej were there.
* * *
Shop Girl; "(I'ould I interest you in a
bathing suit, sir?"
Deihaene: "You certainly could,
b:ib\."
Engineers at Gamp
(Continued from I'age 5)
ceed in stealing- the cavalry's .guidon
and sticking it up about 200 yards
down the field. Later a counter attack
tame, but the defense was ready. A
free-for-all then ensued with Maj.-Gen.
Herron acting as judge. Col. Flint
promptly stepped in. however, and
l)ruught the affair to an abrupt halt
—
emphasized with some dirty seats on
the "whistle" breeches.
Perhaps .\sman will always remem-
ber the last night's bed check. He and
Bassett were in the tent when Maj.
Simkins called in and asked if every-
one was there. "Yes, sir," answered
.\snian. He must have not liked As-
man's tone of voice, or something, so
he made a personal check—there -were
only six vacant beds in there!
.Mauiie .\dams is another one who
shouldn't forget the last night, for he
just g-ot back to camp in time for
lireakfast. His ti'Utmates were hoping
they'd have to diaw his pay because
they'd had to turn in all of the equip-
ment he had that morning.
On the whole, the entire company
had a swell time at camp—even Lt.
Lothrop, who enjoyed an impromptu
liath when he paddled his canoe too
close to the swimming pier.
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G-E Campus News
ICE \X ATER
New electric drinking-water coolers introduced
by General Electric have replaced the antiquated
ice-cooled type on several prominent Midwestern
railroads. This is another step in the modernization
program being carried on by railroads to increase
passenger traffic.
The new coolers are designed to overcome many
disadvantages of the ice-cooled units. With foot
operation of the self-contained units, only one
hand need be used to get a drink. Cleanliness is
promoted because of the absence of ice-filling
operations, and the expense for maintenance and
service is reduced to a minimum.
The water is automatically maintained at a
healthful and refreshing temperature through ther-
mostatic control. Coolers are designed either as
self-contained units or as separate C(«>ling and
refrigerant condensing units for remote installations
in the car.
AS VACUUM TUBES GREW UP
As the vacuum tubes grew, they found their style
cramped because metal could be sealed to glass
only in thin strips. Research took up the problem,
and it is now possible to fabricate glass and metal
together, in any size or shape, very much as two
metals are fabricated.
In a successful glass-to-metal seal, the tempera-
ture coefficients of expansion of the glass and the
metal must agree exactly over a wide range of
temperature. Painstaking investigation—much of
it in the General Electric Research Laboratory,
at Schenectady—developed new alloys and new
glasses, which could be used for this application.
The first applicaticjn of this new knowledge has
been in metal radio tubes, now standard in almost
all radio receivers. Power thyratrons, switches,
capacitor bushings—all these follow along the new
trail. We cannot predict how far this new technique
will go. but the possibilities are numerous and
inviting.
TURBINE STEEL CREEPS
If the wrong kind of steels were used in turbine
construction, the machine would not go creeping
across the floor with the operator in hot pursuit,
but the results might be even more disastrous.
Part of the increase in efficiency that has come
about in the power-generating field in the last few
years has been due to increased steam temperatures
and pressures. As a result, the mcKlern turbine
shell runs, almost literally, red hot. This shell must
withstand pressures such as exist half a mile down
in the ocean and must keep a 20-ton rotor spinning
perfectly in line. Heat softens metal, just as it
softens candy, and permits it to stretch. This
stretch, however, must be kept to the merest creep—
-
about one part in 1000, if the changes are uniform.
In the Schenectady Works turbine shop, auto-
matic electric furnaces hold samples of turbine
steel at the temperature which will occur in the
turbine. Gauges, which indicate changes of one part
in a million, measure the creep as the pieces are
exposed to heat for years at a lime. From these tests,
the best steel is selected.
It has been largely due to this research carried
on by General Electric that the temperature and
pressure of steam used in power generation have been
raised to unexpected highs in the last few years.
96-363DH
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How WELDING -
makes Better Piping Systems
Oxy-acetylene welrliiii; contributed to tlie l)et-
ter design and trouble-free construction oi this
intricate piping system. The J)ipe, bends, re-
ducers, headers and flanges were all made into an
integral welded unit. Every weld will remain
leakproof for the life of the pipe. Welding
stripped the entire system of every pound of ex-
cess dead weight and made it stronger, sturdier,
more rigid
—
yet added not one cent of extra cost.
Tomorrow's engineers will be expected to know
how to apply this modern metalworking process
to a wide range of metals—steel and iron, alumi-
luim, copper, brass and many other alloys and
metals, including |)latinuni.
Technical booklets describing the application
of the oxy-acetylene process of welding and
cutting are available from any Linda office.
W rite to The Linde Air Products Company, Unit
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation,
.30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Everything for Oxy -Acetylene Welding and Cutting
IINDE OXYGEN « PREST 0-LITE ACETYLENE . OXWtlD APPARBTUS AND SUPPLItS FROIVI M ^ ^ T TIVDF' """"* '^""BIOE
THE TECH'S WHO'S WHO page
has been renovated! Half of the
space is now being devoted to
faculty members and the other half to the
students who are the engineer "big shots."
The reason for the change from the old
double page spread of only students is to
give the readers a better idea of how well
our Illinois faculty rates in the outside
world. If you have time to look, you
will find that all of the professors who are
featured in this issue of the Technograph
are also among those written up in "Who's
Who in America."
• More about some of the important re-
search being conducted in the University
Experiment Station. Tom Morrow '39
has written a short article about the im-
portant work in the investigation of steel
railroad rails.
• Have you ever considered the desira-
bility of taking a five year engineering
course rather than the four years of work
given here at Illinois. See what some of
your friends think about the matter. Look
for "Your Opinions. "
• Rigid frame bridges are now capturing
the time and thoughts of many engineers.
Harry Schmielau '40 has written an ex-
planation of this engineering "brain-child."
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Rigid Frame Bridges
U. of I. Men Prominent In Their Develofynient
THE lisid frame bridge is not just
aiiDther offshoot. It has a proper
place in structural engineerina
practice and is in direct line of mod-
ern structural development. Con-
trary to public opinion, the first rigid
frame bridge was not built in 1922,
but some thirty or forty years earlier.
Nearly ever.v bridge designer of note
built or hoped to build a structure of
this type. The most famous bridge of
that time was the Stephanie Bridge
over the Danube Canal at Vienna. Aus-
tria which for many years was con-
sidered one of the most beautiful struc-
tures of its kind in the world. It was
erected in 1885. and had a steel girder
with a span of 200 feet and a depth
of one-forty fourth of the span at the
crown. Construction of rigid frame
bridges has advanced rapidly in the
United States since Westchester
Count.v. N. Y., first built a bridge of
this type 15 years ago. Virtually
every engineer is aware of the fact
that the rigid frame bridge is well
established as a desirable form of con-
struction from a structural as well as
an artistic point of view. Its field of
use for sjiecial purposes, such as grade-
crossing eliminations where headroom
is limiti'd, is widel.v recognized.
Monihlithir Construction
A clear conception of a typical rigid
frame bridge can best be obtained by
first visualizing an ordinary simple
span bridge supported by bearings on
two aljutments. If the bearings are
replaced by concrete that continues
nionolithically from the abutments to
the deck, the altered structure becomes
a frame with rigid corners, or a struc-
ture which is called a rigid frame
bridge. This name can also be applied
to two or more continuous spans, the
deck being monolithic with the abut-
ments and continuous over, but not
fastened or rigidly tied to the inter-
mediate supports. Such monolithic
conditions of aliutments and decks,
while simplifying construction, make
the stresses in the structure beyond
may he consideerably reduced and that
sequently special methods of design
had to be developed to analyze the
structures.
The basic idea of the rigid frame
bridge is that the aljutments and the
decking work together as one unit,
each helping the other. Thus flexure
of the decking is resisted partly by
the abutments and the strength of the
decking is brought into pla.v to resist
the lateral earth pressure on the abut-
ment. This means that the deck slab
may be considerably reduced and that
the abutments may be extremel.v light
in construction compared with the or-
dinary gravity abutments.
Man.v engineers, societies, colleges,
and universities have been making nu-
merous investigations into all phases
of the rigid-frame bridge. Columbia
University and the Massachusetts In-
.stitute of Technology first conducted
tests, and investigations for Westches-
ter County. The I'niversity of Illinois
has played an important part in the
development of this bridge. Professor
Hardy Cro.ss. while at the University,
made an analy.sis of this type of bridge
SOCIAL CALENDAR
I'lofcssor \V. (. Hiintinyton
Professor Huntington Receives
Norlin Medal
At the forty-second annual llnivor-
sity of Colorado Alumni Day held last
June 12th. Professor W. C. Huntins-
"ton head of the Department of Civil
Eniineerinij-, was awarded the Norlm
medal. This medal is siven annually to
that aknnnus of the University of Col-
orado who has di.stinsuished himself in
his chosen occupation, and is the hish-
e.st honor the Colorado Alumni Associ-
ation can give.
After graduation from the University
of Colorado in 1910, Mr. Huntington
took a position as construction engi-
neer with the nrm of Crocker and
Ketchum of Denver. From 1910 to 192ti
he held various positions in the depart-
ment of civil engineering of the Uni-
versity of Colorado, being head of the
department during the last six years of
that time. From 1918 to 1919 he was
assistant dean of the College of En-
gineering.
In 1926 he came to the University ot
Illinois where he rose to his present
position. In 1933 he was made chair-
man of the engineering advisory board
of the Civil Works Administration for
Illinois and was vice-chairman of the
state advisory committee of the Work
and Rehabilitation division of the
Emergency Relief commission for Illi-
nois. In 1935 he was chairman of the
Illinois organization committee of the
American Engineering council.
Professor Huntington is a member
of the .\merican Society of Civil Engi-
neers, the American Society for Test-
ing MateriaLs, the Society for Promo-
tion of Engineering Education, the
American Concrete Institute, the West-
ern Society of Engineers, the Illinois
Society of" Engineers. Tau Beta Pi,
Sigma Xi. and Peta Theta Pi. He is
the author of "Building Construction"
which was pviblished in 1929.
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Professor Smith Leaves to
Edit Magazine
Professor C. M. Smith, research as-
sistant professor of Mining Engineer-
ing resigned his position on Oct. 1.
to take the position of editor of "Mech-
anization—Tlie Magazine of Modern
Coal." The new magazine that he will
edit will be a small-size journal for
mine managers, operators and men
connected with the coal industry who
want a concise, readable reference on
modern trends in their field. Mr. Smith
will be associated with Paul We^r. con-
sulting mining engineer of Chicago.
The headquarters for the new organ-
ization will be in Washington, D. C.
Professor Smith is a graduate of
Illinois class of 1920. After graduation
he worked on the research staff of
Anaconda Copper Co. of Butte, Mont.
From 1921 until the present time he
has been with the mining department
at Illinois during which time he has
published several bulletins and techni-
cal articles.
His most recent undertaking was
consulting work during the past sum-
mer for the Climax Molybdenum Co.
of Colorado where he designed a new
ventilation sy.stem for the largest mine
in the state.
Mr. Smith is a member of Tau Beta
Pi Sigma Xi. Phi Kappa Phi, A. I.
M* E., and several other honorary and
professional societies.
Sovdiiher, 1937
Your Opinions
(Juestion: Do you think the pres-
ent engineering courses should be
extended over a neriod of five
years instead of four?
A popular exhibit at the Franklin
Institute in Philadelphia is equipment
enabling visitors to hear themselves as
they sound over the telephone.
According to an ancient Roman road
register issued about 200 A. D., the
Roman Empire then had 372 important
paved highways, totaling about 4S,0()n
miles.
Ed. Eraser '39; "1 am very much in
favor of it. It is impossible for one
to crowd into four years all the courses
he should take."
Harry Beckerle '38: "Cut it down
to three and let me out!"
Paul Kaar '38: "I think they should,
but comparatively few students could
afford to pay the expense of a five-
year course. There are not enough
cultural subjects in engineering now."
Fred Skogland '41: "I haven't been
here long enough to comment."
S. K. ELsiminger '39: "The way the
courses are laid out now we get about
10 hours of electives. If we went to
.school another year, we could take
more time on technical subjects besides
having more time for non-technicals,"
Ijarry Stoneburner '41 : "Not until
I get out."
Harry Atkin.son ','!8: "It is all a
question of money, and until such time
as fellows have more, it will be diffi-
cult to get them to take an engineer-
ing course here in five years when they
can get it somewhere else in four,"
Al Krivo '38: "Yes, because the last
two years which are the most import-
ant could very easily bo extended into
three years."
Wilber Dunn '39; "I believe they
.should. In the first two years one gets
practically no engineering courses, and
to cover the curriculum thoroughly 'n'
extra year is needed."
Professor t. W.
Parmelee Receives Award of
German Society
Professor C. W. Parmelee. of the de-
partment of ceramics, received the fol-
lowing radiogram a .short while ago:
Freibur.gbreisgau. Germany
September 2.5
Dr. Prof. C. W. Parmelee
PIniversity of Illinois
Dear Doctor Professor;
At the annual meeting of the
German Ceramic Society held to-
day, you were unanimously elected
honorary member. I hereby notify
you and request your acknowledge-
ment. With the be.st of good wishes,
(signed) Director Willach
This recognition conferred on Dr.
Parmelee is a distinct honor to him,
as well as. to the University of Illinois,
as the German Ceramic Society is one
of the leading organizations in the
worhl in the field of ceramics.
Western Society of Engineers
Honors Professor Wilson
Wilbur M. Wilson, research profes-
sor of structural engineering, and a
member of the civil engineering fac-
ulty for the past 24 years was awarded
the Octave Chanute medal for 1936-
1937 at the annual dinner of the West-
ern Society of Engineers, held at the
Union I^eague club of Chicago on Sep-
tember 27. This honor was conferred on
Mr. Wilson for his paper entitled, "The
Present Status of Structural Welding,"
He also received this medal in 1914
for his paper entitled, "The Analy.sis
of Wind stresses in the Frames of
Office Buildings."
The award was originated in 1901
when the late Octave Chanute. at the
end of his term as president of the
W. S. E., presented the society with a
fund to defray the cost of three medals
to be given each year to the member
presenting the best paper in civil, elec-
trical, and mechanical engineering. The
medals, which bear the profile of Mr.
Chanute and the name of the winner,
are struck from a design by Lou Wall
Moore, Mr. Chanute, after whom the
.\ir Corps Technical School was named,
held the degree of doctor of engineer-
ing from IlUnois.
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Born m '36
THE newest building on the ensi-
neerins eampus is the metallurgy
buiUiing. It was built in the
summer of 1936 and classes were held
in it beginning in September of that
year. Although the building is used
extensively for both classes and labo-
ratory work, it is not as yet fully
equipped. However. the equipment
which has been purchased up to the
present time is of the best quality
and would be of interest to any en-
gineering student who gets pleasure
in working with laboratory and sci-
entific instruments.
The metalU)graph>' laboratory is an
interesting place which is equipiied
with a great many optical instrvmTents
to study the micro-structure of met-
als. The type of work done in this
lab is the making of mirror-like sur-
faces on metal specimens in order to
study their structure under a micro-
scope. The specimens are polished on
laps using a carborundum solution as
a cutting agent. They are polished
until no scratches appear under a
high-powered microscope.
In the heat treatment laboratory,
on the first floor of the buildin,g, the
study of the effect of heat treatments
on the physical properties of metal is
pursued. The equipment consists of
several different types of furnaces.
hardness testing machines, and a cut-
ting machine. The furnaces are of
electrical and high-pressure gas-com-
bustion types. The gas-combustion
furnaces are capable of attaining a
temperature of 2800 degrees F. ami
are useful in carborizing and nitridin.g
the steels. Because of the intense
heat that is required for the proce-
dures followed in this laborator.v. it is
necessary to use pyrometers of the
highest quality. The hardness testers
are the Rockwell and Brinell appara-
tus. .\ cutting machine having a car-
borunihim disc rotating at hi.gh speed
is used to cut the finest grades of
tool steel. .\ new testing machine will
be used to study tensile strengths of
the.se heat-treated steels.
Also on the first floor, is an electro-
metallurgy laborator.v which is used
for the studies of electro-plating and
the refining of metals. It is of interest
to note that a new Lincoln welding
machine has been installed recently
and will be in use by the students this
fall. An interesting" piece of appara-
tus in this lab is the electric arc fur-
nace constructed by members of the
department. It will attain a maxinnun
temperature of 3000 degrees F.
.\t present there are several special
[iroblems bein,g studied. One is the
relation of niicni-structure to the fa-
lias Carlxmizing Furnace
tigiie of large welds. This is being
carried on with the cooperation of the
T. and A. M. department. Another is
the relationship which exists between
micro-structure and the physical prop-
erties of metals.
As yet. the research work being con-
ducted liy the metallur.gy department
is on a small scale. From all indica-
ti<ins. the work which can be done in
this building is of the highest grade
and by the examples we can see what
t.vpc of work is being' developed.
A private inspection trip through
the new metallurgy buildin.g would be
well worth while for any engineer.
Rail Investigation in M. T. L.
ONE of the newest projects to be
worked on by the University
F-xperiment Station is the invest-
igation of welded rails. The proposition
of welding rails together rather than
connecting- them by the usual joint
bars is being seriously considered to-
da.v. and several roads have already
experimented with welded track in ac
tual use. On one railroad south of
Saint Louis, there is a section of track
six miles long with the rails each
welded into a single length. Similar
sections have been put to use on the
Bessemer and Lake Erie railroad near
Pittsburgh. The investigation here at
the University has been under the
sponsorship of the Association of
American Railroads. Specimens will be
subjected to a wide variety of tests.
including repeated pressure and bend-
ing under a repeated heavy wheel load.
Some of the many problems to be
considered can be shown in the follow-
ing questions. Is the welded joint as
strong and as tough as the rail itself?
Is it as strong and as tough as the
ordinary rail joint? Can the problem of
linear expansion be handled?
-Another of the more recent investi-
gations is that of fl.ssures in rail heads.
This investigation is sponsored jointly
by the Association of American Rail-
roads and the Technical committee of
the Steel Rail Manufacturers, The im-
portance of such an investigation may
be gaged by the fact that an average
of 25 rails break every day on the
railroads in this country. The Sperry
car is useful in detectin,g fissures
before they spread to fracture, thus
diminishing the danger of railroad
travel, but it cannot prevent the for-
mation of fissures. By developing fis-
sures in the laboratory on special test-
ing machines, it has been disco\'ered
that they originate in minute cracks
in rail heads. These defects are too
small to be detected by the Sperry
car, and it has been found in the
course of the investigation that they
exist in newly-rolled rails. The use of
a slow-cooling- process prevents almost
entirely the formation of these cracks.
During the past year over 75 per cent
of the rails furnished railroads were
given this special treatment.
In one of the basement rooms of the
Materials Testing- Laboratory, tests are
now in progress to determine the
amount of "batter" of rail ends pro-
duced by the repeated passage of a
heavy wheel load. Special hardening:
processes for rail ends give promise
of reducing- batter ,thus increasing- the
life of the rails and giving- smoother
riding.—T. M,
"«1I
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Bits About The m . .
Bob Lehmpuhl '37. John Heil '27,
and Les Thorson "30, arc working in
the distribution dppartmont of the
Peoples' Gas, Light and CoI<e Company,
in Chicago. Bolj states that the op-
portunity for advancement is very
good, so he plans to remain with the
company for some time.
Kenneth Roth '37. has gone into
the field of air conditioning. He is
workin.g in Bloomfield, N. J., for the
General Electric Company, and likes
his work well enough to jilan on re-
maining in this field indefinitely. Ken-
neth will return to Illinois during his
first vacation ne.xt year.
Lloyde Danielson '37, seems to be
planning a trip to the altar .soon ; he
is engaged to a Kansas State College
Graduate. At the present time Lloyde
is doin.g test work for the General
Electric Company with several other
Illinois men.
Walt Turner '37. and .\llen Porter
'37, are working on research and pro-
duction prol)lems at the Corning Cda.ss
works in connection with the recently
purchased McP-eth-E'.ans Plant at
Shairoy. Pennsylvania. Both fellows
are quite enthusiastic about the fine
workin.g conditions at the plant.
As service man for Edison-General
Electric, William H. Blackburn 'SB.
travels through .Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, and upper Michigan.
.Ian Gunn '37. is taking a training
course with the Crane Company which
con.sists of 22 weeks training in the
research laboratories. 30 weeks train-
ing in the shops, and several weeks
sfient touring the eastern plants of
the company.
Dick Hull. E. E. '37, Fred Schlie.
M. E. '37, and Chester Wohlberg, Chem.
Eng. '37 are taking the training course
of the Delco-Remy Division of Gen-
eral Motors Corporation. W. McCar-
thy '29, is assistant superintendent of
the Starter plant.
Carl Campbell '37. really goes in for
the night life. He is testing power
tran.sformers for General Electric
Company on the 4:30 p. m. to 12:30
a. m. shift. George Logan. M. E. '37
is working the "graveyard shift" of
early mornin.g hours at the same place.
Carl spends his spare time sight-see-
ing about the Berkshire Hills.
John Hunt '37. Reed TuUis '37. and
Harold .\rdall '37. are working with
the Emerson Electric Company of
St. Louis.
Ed Cornell '37. is workin.g with tln'
Hoover Company at North Canton.
Ohio, where he is both designing and
using testing machines. Ed and Jim
Boyd '37 arc roommates; Jim also
works for the Hoover Company. Ed
went to Yellowstone National Park
during his first vacation.
From Lowell Fellinger '37. comes
news of some of the graduate stu-
dents. Lowell is now at Massachus-
etts Institute of Technology, where he
is assisting a professor of Chemistry
in senior chemistry engineering sub-
jects. E. F. Jennings is in the same
cla.ss as is I..owell.
Ra.v Purl '37, has had quite an
eventful time .since his graduation.
.\fter leaving Champaign, he spent a
month at Camp Cu.ster. then packed
his belongings into his car, and with
his parents, who were taking a vaca-
tion, journeyed eastward. Right now
Ray is working as a mechanical engi-
neer in the gas department of the
Union Carliide and Carbon Company
in Charleston. Ray seems to be en-
jo.vin.g him.self in Charleston : he
spends a great deal of his time in
activities of the stage.
Walter Black '37, is working for the
Goodyear Rubber Company in Akron.
Walter says. "I don't intend to get
married for a while—maybe next fall."
Myron Gossard '37. and Jack Diesen-
roth '37. are working for the American
Bridge Company at Ambridge. Penn-
sylvania. The .\mbridgc Office of the
.\merican Bridge Company seems to
be a popular place with Illinois engi-
neers. Mr. Clark and Mr. Dell of our
faculty spent their summeer working
at Ambridge. Myron is planning to
take graduate work at Carnegie Tech
after working hours.
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The Last Word is never spoken at
Western Electric
Tli(^ iii-oe to "make it better" is always there
WHKN you approach old jjrohlcms with
a fresh viewpoint, you often get out-
standing improvements.
For example: wires for lelepiioiie cable
had long been insulated by a spiral wrap-
ping of paper ril}bon.
Refusing to accept this as the "last word,"
a \\'estem Electric engineer mixed a wood
pulp solution in a milk bottle
—
poured it
on a wire—the pulp stuck. The systematic
development of this idea resulted in a new
and more economical insulating process
—
making an insulating covering of paper
right on the wire! .\iid the search for "a
better way" still goes on.
Such originality leads to improve*! man-
ufacturing processes and better telephone
apparatus for the Bell System.
Manufacturing Plants at Chicago, III., Kearny, N. J., and Baltimore, Md.
* WHO'S WHO IN ILL
•^'^
Melvin L. Enger
• Herbert 1\ Moore
• Wilbur M. Wilson
DEAN MELVIN L. ENGER is a big man! Just
look at him and see for yourself. Height—6 feet, 1 inch
;
weight—210 pounds; record—one any man coidd be
proud of! He was born in Decorah, Iowa, took his first
two years of college training at the University of Mich-
igan, but received his B. S., C. E., and M. S. degrees
here at Illinois. His first job when he was graduated
from school was witli the C. M. and St. P. Ry. as an
instrumentman. With this outside, he came back to the
University in the T. & A. M. department to begin
his career as an educator. Now his position is that of
Director of the Engineering Experiment Station and
Dean of the College of Engineering. Societies of whicli
he is a member include A. S. C. E., A. S. T. M., Amer-
ican Society for Promotion of Engineering Edvication,
American Water Works Association, Sigma Xi, and Tau
Beta Pi. His efforts as an author have been directed tn
the various technical journals and to the editing and
compiling of the International Correspondence Schools
text on hydraulics. Interests of all kinds direct his read-
ing to general fields, while his chief hobbies are driving
his automobile and putting away a good meal. During
the past summer he spent his vacation in Colorado "just
rusticating." In addition to all this, Dean Enger still
finds time to be one of the chief backers of student proj-
ects undertaken on campus.
PROEESSOR HERBERT F. MOORE has a good
many things to his credit. He has been the clerk at the
Congregational Church for the past twenty years (an
ex-deacon, too), a research professor of engineering ma-
terials for the Engineering Experiment Station, and is
one of the executive faculty of the graduate school. He
was born at Penacock, New Hampshire, and received
his B. S. and Dr. of Science from the old N. H. College
of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts (now U. of N. H.)
Later, at Cornell University, he was given the degrees
of M. E. and M. M. E. His experience as a teacher
began with his classes of science and math at Colb^
Acadamy in New London, i\. H. At Cornell he w-as
an instructor in machine design; and for his last problem
as an M. E. for Reihle Bros. Testing Machine Co., he
designed the 60(1, ()()() pound testing machine which is in
M. T. L. Later he taught applied mechanics at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. Now his time is devoted to the
investigation of steel rails. Hiking and dramatics are
his favorite pastimes when there is time for them. Gory
detective stories take the place of counting sheep at night.
His memberships include A. S. M. E., A. S. T. M., A.
A. A. S., British Institute of Metals, Sigma Xi, Tau
Beta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Pi Kappa Phi.
PROFESSOR WILBUR M. WILSON, research
professor at the L'niversity Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion, has a reputation in the engineering world which
is seldom surpassed by anyone. He has been twice the
recipient of the Octave Chanute medal and was awarded
the J. James R. Croes medal last year. Mr. Wilson was
born in West Liberty, Iowa, and attended college at
Iowa State. Here he won his letter as a member of the
track team and also earned his B. M. E. and C. E. de-
grees. Following his work at Iowa State, he went to
Cornell University for his M. M. E. degree. During
the World War he served in the Corps of Engineers as
the Regimental supply officer of the lOQth Engineers.
When he resigned from the service, he held the com-
mission for examining applicants for licenses as structural
engineers in the State of Illinois. His chief hobbies are
dower gardening and running his ranch in Colorado.
During his research work here at the University, he has
written twenty-one bulletins and three circulars. He is
a member of A. S. C. E., A. S. T. M., A. A. A. S.,
A. R. E. A., Western Society of Engineers, Engineer-
ing Society for Promotion of Engineering Education,
American Welding Association, Inteinational Association
of Bridge and Structural Engineers, Illinois Society of
Engineers, Sigma Xi, Theta Tau, and Tau Beta Pi.
IGINEERING WORLD *
Robert Zabnrowski
Daniel K. Cliiiilund •
Maurice V. Adams •
MALRICE V. ADAMS is the Valentine his
mother presented to his father in 1914. This important
event in Maurice's life took place at Robinson, Illinois.
As a youngster, he lived and worked in the oil fields
in thatl vicinity. Robinson Township High School claims
him as an alumnus, class of '31. His scholastic average
of 93.2 placed him third from the top of the thirty-oners.
High school activities included membership in the Players'
Club, the basketball and track teams.
In the fall of 1932, he came up to Chambana, but
missed the next two years. The L . S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, the U. S. Geological Survey, and the
Crawford County Highway Department paid for his
services until September of 1933, when he returned to
the University. He is now studying Engineering Physics
and Geology to prepare for work in the petroleum in-
dustry after graduation. In the summer of '36 he worked
for the General Geophysical Company. Scholastic hon
ors include Phi Eta Sigma, college honors, and a bid to
Tail Beta Pi which he could not accept for lack of funds.
In military he is a member of Tau Nu Tau, Pershing
Rifles, presides as captain of Scabbard and Blade, and
will serve this year as a major in the R. O. T. C. Corps
of Engineers. He was also president of the Engineering
Physics Club in 1935-37. On March 27, 1937, he con-
ferred the MRS. degree upon Kathrxn Brash of I rbana.
DANIEL K. CHIXLUND began life in Chicago,
his father being a graduate of Illinois in the class of '10.
At Lane Techiu'cal High School he ranked fom'th in
his class with a four-year average of 95.4. This won for
him a membership in the National Honor Society and
a four-year scholastic key. The Radio and Civics Clubs
of the high school are proud of the fact that his name
appears on the lists of their members.
His achievements at the University are on a par with
those at Lane "Tech." In scholarship he has made a
three-vear average of 4.36, class honors for three years.
and wears a I ni\ersity Scholarship key. He presides at
the AIEE meetings and does the same at the Tau Beta
Pi gatherings when the president fails to appear. Other
societies that claim his membership are Eta Kappa Nu,
Phi Eta Sigma, Synton, Pi Tau Pi Sigma, and Pershing
Rifles. He will also command the R. O. T. C. Signal
Corps this year, as lieutenant-colonel. His hobbies are
music and radio. He has worked for Postal Telegraph
and Cable Company in Chicago for the past three sum-
mers, but he hopes to enter the field of power-plant engi-
neering when he is graduated a san electrical engineer.
ROBERT ZABOROWSKI will enter and ought
to be welcomed into the civil engineering professional
ranks this Februar\', when he terminates an unusually
active college career. His first conquest was Phi Eta
Sigma, which he quickly followed with Chi Epsilon and
Tau Beta Pi. A. S. C. E. and Tau Beta Pi have elected
him president for the first semester of this year. Last
year he gave the Technograph many a boost upward as
its editor. The same year, as a member of the Engineer-
ing Council, he had both hands full in the process of
making St. Pat's Cabaret Dance and the Bi-ennial Open
House the successes that they were. Both summer work
and NYA jobs have enabled Bob to pay most of his
school expenses. During the summers of '35 and '36 he
worked for a carnival. Last summer he did design work
for Roberts and Schaefcr and then acted as superintend-
ent on the construction of the first commercial thin shell
concrete barrel roof built in the L'nitcd States. Bob's
practical mind won't allow him to narrow his life to
engineering alone, however. His hobbies are many
—
reading (ask him about English 57), music (he made
the Varsity Glee Club), clog dancing, and tennis. Ac-
cording to Bob's roommate, his greatest time consumer
is a certain J. K. course which is not listed in the Time
Table.
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• TechnofashionS •
Technograph Specifications for (College Men's Wear
Hats, Hats, Hats!! The lirop in tt'iiipfraturc is invei'Sfly proportional to the
amount of clothing; we wear—and with the cool fall days and the Chanipai}jn-l rbana
rain\' da\s playing leap-frog on the calendar, the engineers are putting on their over-
coats and raincoats. With the coats, so as not to seem partly bald, they are sporting
snappy hats. Felt hats in many shades are all around, but in Engineering Hall we
have seen brown and grey more than any other color. There are, however, some
good-looking engineers with green and blue top-pieces. Is someone going to give us
a Tyrolean hat to write about ? Fleece hats, to match fleece overcoats, are new and
may become as popular as the coats.
In any write-up concerning topcoats and overcoats the hrst con-
sideration might well be the colors. Tan and grey are the old stock
colors that are still maintaining their popularity because they adapt
themselves so easily to any outfit. But new topcoats are figured —
checks and others— and the colors are brighter. The tendency seems
to be to blend two similar colors and then cross them with a light or
thin line of contrasting color. Not bad either!
Heavy overcoats take on contiastmg colors for distuiction and there
are also some relatively new materials being used.
The choice of belts or no belts is left to you engineers when you
want a coat. You can tie up tight to look streamlined or hang loosely
like a tent. On topcoats the belts may be wrap-arounds or have buckles
— on the North Campus the buckles seem to be the choice. Leave the
knots to Commerce.
Fleece topcoats and overcoats, introduced a few seasons back, are
becoming more and more popular. We have noticed a number of them
here on the campus. They are soft, warm, and fine-looking. Swell for
evening.
When it rains about half of every week we get little time to hang
up our raincoats. Engineers like trench coats, with the belts; but new
styles tend toward full, draping coats. These are made in plain colors
and in patterns. Perhaps these drapes are just the thing under which
we can keep our slide rules dry.
But coats and hats aren't the onl\' things necessary to keep us
warm. We need three or four pairs of glo\es for various pvuposes—
how about grey pigs for ordinary and some brown leather ones for
(lri\'ing or really cold da\'s.
Plain color scarfs are coming back and a few fellows have
been wearing them already— maybe they didn't have their shirts
on. Hot Scotch plaids still add color when we dress up for the
football games and keep us warm too. The choice is up to you.
As we said in the last issue; hot colored socks are burning up
rlie campus and striped ties are everywhere— even on some fel-
lows who don't usvially wear ties. The regimental stripes have
a competitor, college stripes, college colors that might dig up
school spirit.
Who will be the "Best Dressed Engineer of l'),^7-.?S?"
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ETAIL-
Infinite Detail!
Every engineering work is a matter of attention to
detail. And it is the same with clothes. Take care of
every detail of your dress—And look it.
You Need—A Suit, A Coat, A Hat and—
SHIRTS SHOES SUSPENDERS GLOVES
TIES SOCKS BELTS JEWELRY
— Get Them All At—
Schumacher and Kaufman
619 E. GREEN ST. offc/if. CHAMPAIGN
I JOS. KUHN. & CO.^^^^
TOPCOAT
FASHIONS
of the
Campus
ALPAGORA
and other
Fleece Topcoats
And Overcoats
•
A Complete Selection
to Be Seen at
JOS.KUHN & CO.
"Downtown Champaign"
SIMPLE
HARMONIC MOTION
Learn To Dance
/^',v Simple and Easy to Get
the Swing at
NORMA KALTENBAGH'S
SGHOOL OF DANGING
Evening
Classes
Tuesday
Thursday
8:00 p. m.
616 East Green Phone 9019
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Heating and \'entilatins Keseaich Residence
MAN-MADE WEATHER
a la engineer
ONE HEARS or sees somethingconcerned with air conditionins
every little while, these days. We,
as students, are instructed tjy our
l<nowins- elders to set into the field
of air conditioning', as it is the coming
industry. Yet, with all this talk, few
people know the full meaning of the
term "air conditioning," nor do they
know of the background that the in-
dustry has. The Guide of the Ameri-
can Society of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers contains the following defi-
nition: "Air conditioning- has for its
objective the supplying and maintain-
ing, in a room or other enclosure, of
an atmosphere having a comiiosition,
temperature, humidity, and motion
which will produce desired effects upon
the occupants of the room or upon
materials stored or handled in it."
From the definition it can be seen
that air conditioning does not refer
entirely to the cooling of air in the
summer, as is the popular conception
of the term, but, in reality, includes
al,so a number of other i>rocesses, some
of which arc quite old. The regulation
of temperature includes the heating of
air in the winter, and the cooling of
the air in the summer, T-ow relative
humidity, usually prevalent in wintir,
is remedied by blowing the air through
a spray of water or steam; the exces-
sive moisture generally existing in
summer is removed by cooling the
air below its dew point temperature.
Experiment has placed air circulation
second only to temperature in impor-
tance. Air that is perfectly conditioned
so far as temperature, humidity, and
composition are concerned, will feel
stuffy if not in motion. On the other
• •
hand, too much motion will make the
air feel uncomfortably cold. In consid-
ering the composition of air, the lack
of oxygen seldom, if ever, gives the
ventilating engineer trouble. Control
of composition refers to the removal of
dust and harmful gases, which is done
by sprays or filters.
Air conditioning has three great fields
of application: in industry, in public
liuildings and conveyances, and in the
home. The first industrial aiiplication
of complete air conditioning was made
in lime by the textile manufacturers.
This made it possible for them to op-
erate the year around and still pro-
duce an article of uniform quality. The
office, too. has become air conditioned,
obviously making the employes more
comfortable, but with the ulterior mo-
tive of increasing their efficiency.
The second field of air conditioning
is also the second oldest. .Although
what has been called air coiiditioning
of theatres was, until the last fiw
years, only coolin.g ; temperature, hu-
midity, and motion of the air in the-
atres are now all controlled. Krom the
theatre the use of air conditioning has
Iirofitably spread to the ballroom, res-
taurant, hotel, and train.
The use of air conditioning in the
home is quite new, and, as yet, is con-
lined to new homes and to the homes
of the wealthy. The most important
reason for this is the cost and trouble
of installation. It is probable, however,
that complete air conditiiuiing will be-
come as much a part of every hiimc as
the furnace is now.
Research has provided much data for
the ventilating engineer. These data
may be divided into two classes;
physical and psychohigical. Physical
data have to do with the construction
and operation of air conditioning a]i-
paratus. Psychological data refer to
the effect that different conditions have
upon the human body.
There is very little that a ventilat-
ing engineer wi.shes to know that he
cannot find among the physical data
The thermal conductivity of nearlj
every buileing material has been de-
termined. The efficiency of heat-
ing and cooling sy.stems has been de-
termined. Humiilification and de-humid-
ification a|)paratus has b;-en tested, and
the proper type to produce the desired
humidity can b» determined. Thus,
given a set of condition.s—that is, given
the structure and plan of a building,
the required inside temperature, hu-
midity, and amount of motion of the
air, the extremes of outside tempera-
tures, and the use of the building—the
ventilating engineer can supply all the
data necessary for constructing the
conditioning sy.stem.
Ps.\cliologi<al Troubles
The major prol)1em confronting the
ventilating engineer, now. is the diffi-
culty of bringing the amount of psy-
chological data to as near completion
as are the physical data. The comfort
chart compiled by the ASHVE comes
nearest to giving a complete solution
of the problem. On this chart, which is
in reality a psychonometric chart with
other data added, are lines which rep-
resent what has been termed the effec-
tive temperature. By tests of a large
number of people, it has been determ-
ined that every point on any one of
these lines feels that 'same to the hu-
man body. Thus the temperature of
70°F. and a relative humidity of &a
per cent feels the same as a tempera-
ture of 73°F. and a relative humudity
of 30 per cent. In all of these cases,
the motion of the air was set at a
certain standard. But in compiling this
chart they have gone further yet and
established comfort zones which include
that range of effective temperatures
which feel comfortable to the most
people. In theatre, restaurant, and
other public installations, the equip-
ment can be designed to produce the
effective temperature that is comfort-
able to the largest percentage of the
people, as determined by the comfort
chart. In home installations, however,
the ventilating engineer meets trouble.
Although most of the people in a home
may be comfortable at a certain ef
fective temperature, the objection of
one member may require that much
different conditions he produced b>- thi-
equipment. This makes it difficult to
design apparatus for mass production,
It also makes it difficult for the venti-
lating engineer to know just what stan-
dard to set for any home installation.
.\ir conditioning is becoming well
established in industry and in public
places. It is the air conditioning of
the home, however, that interests the
public most. Efficiency and operation
costs of home units have reached a
level that will not be altered for some
years. There will be some lowerin.g of
initial cost because of ma.ss produc-
tion. Home air conditioning will soon
become common, in spite of its ex-
I)ensiveness, simply because the ]>eopIe
will pay the price to .gratify their .grow-
ing inhibition towards non-conditioned
buildings,—M.K.C.
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THE ENGINEER
ONE day, three men, a Lawyer, a Doctor, and an
Engineer appeared before St. Peter as he stood
guarding the Pearly Gates.
The first man to step forward was the Lawyer. With
confidence and assurance, he proceeded to deliver an
eloquent address which left St. Peter dazed and be-
wildered. Before the venerable Saint could recover, the
Lawyer quickly handed him a writ of mandamus, pushed
him aside, and strode through the open portals.
Next came the Doctor. With impressive, dignified
bearing, he introduced himself. "I am Doctor Brown."
St. Peter received him cordially. "I feel I know 5'ou,
Doctor Brown. ^lany who preceded you said you sent
them here. Welcome to our City!"
The Engineer, modest and diffident, had been
standing in the background. He now stepped forward.
"I am looking for a job," he said. St. Peter wearily
shook his head. "I am sorry," he said; "we have no
work here for you. If you want a job, you can go to
Hell." This response sounded familiar to the Engineer,
and made him feel more at home. "Very well," he said ;
"I have had Hell all my life and I guess I can stand
it better than the others." St Peter was puzzled. "Look
here, young man, what are you?" "I am an Engineer,"
was the reply. "Oh yes," said St. Peter; "Do you belong
to the Locomotive Brotherhood?" "No, I am sorry,"
the Engineer responded apolegetically ; "I am a dif-
ferent kind of Engineer." "I do not understand," said
St. Peter; "What on earth do you do?" The Engineer
recalled a definition and calmly replied: "I apply math-
{ Continued on Page 15)
7/w^ „^ MILEAGE
(M /UFJOM TAPES and RULES
Longer, steadier and more satisfactory service is
"built into" them. They're not only Accurate
and Well Designed, but they're Sturdy.
That's why they deliver greater mileage on all
jobs. That's why they're the "stand-by" with
Engineers everywhere.
Specify "Lufkin" and get your share of this extra
mileage. Send for Catalog No. 12.
THEfUFK/NPUL£Ho
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.
K. & E.
Gott'a
Date?
WITH SOME
Hot Numbers
Work on 'em with
a slide rule for
quick results.
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z
Time's A Wastin'
Prices Risin
DON'T WAIT
Buy the lUio of '38
NOW
$4.00
Price Advances December 21
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R.O.T.C. Commissions
The R. (J. T. C. commissions for the
seniors in the advanced course of the
Engineer Corps, as released l)y the
military office, are as follows:
Lieutenant Colonel—C h a rl e s E.
WriKht.
Majors—M. V. Adams, R. W. Dalrym-
ple, B. T. Schwar, C. H. Dunn, and
J. M. Ericson.
Captains—B. O. Larson, L.. J. Mc-
Cleish, R. D. Rodvvell, J. D. Dayton,
D. A. Bassett, W. R. Johnson, M. C.
Grimm, P. A. Nilsson, E. H. Holt,
W. G. Stone, R. W. Benoliel. R. O.
Beitel, A. J. Dechaenc. J. G. Moore,
and R. D. Stephen.s.
First Lieutenants—H. E. Arnold, A.
W. Asman, H. W. Atliinson, C- D.
Farhnkopf, M. U. Fritz, G. R. Fouts.
F. C. Henninger, R. J. Houkal. J. G.
McKibbin, A. M. Nelson, S. W. Ryden.
M. W. Schroeder, T. J. Scott, J. R.
Vernetti, and J. P. White.
Thirty-eight juniors have enrolled in
the advanced course of the Engineers;
the .second-lieutenants are:
R. C. Borman. G. J. Cahoon, E. H.
Carlson, J. T. Chumley, P. J. Clementz,
M. B. Crawford, C. Dillon, D. H. Dra-
goo, E. D. Ebcrt, S. K. Eisminger. C.
P. Erickson, E. S. Eraser, L. C. Gate-
w<iod. H. G. Haake, W. C. Hart. J. W.
Hernlund, R. L. Hicks, J. M. Hoffman.
T. Jakim, A. P. Janosik.
P. A. Kocian, H. C. Langille, H. E.
Lind, J. B. Lewellyn, R. V. Lohmiller.
T. Meisenzahl, E. Moroni. T. M. Mor-
row, W. T. Pa.scoe. N. Pokrajac, B. R.
Price, W. Price, F. J. Rasmussen, F. A.
Reed, J. P. Sass, W. H. Simmons, A. R.
Starr, R. Wiggins, R. L. Zierjack.
In the Signal Corps, the following
seniors have been given commissions:
Lieutenant Colonel—Daniel K. Chin-
lund.
Majors—J. H. Davitt and S. S. Doh-
erty.
Captains—W. R. Pahnstock, D. H.
Shick, and P. M. Whitaker.
Pinst Lieutenant!?—J. M. Askew, J.
Blackstock, P. A. Munro. and W. M.
Spurgeon.
Captain Stice reports that the in-
flux uf juniors is almost three times
the usual enrollment. The new course
in cryptographic analysis has caused
some of this increase, as there are a
number of transfers from other units.
Second lieutenants are:
Communications
;
R. .\ndermann. M. K. Carr, L. F.
Cipriano. M. H. Coggins. E. T. Ebersol,
J. C. Foss, K. M. Gonseth, H. D. Har-
back, P. V. Higgins, K. Hino. C. P.
Hogan. W. D. Lyon, A. P. Rugg, W. E.
Schreiber, R. E. Steinfort, J. W. Walk-
er, C. Wayham, B. H. Weston, J. H.
Wetzel, R. A. Wetzel, and R. H.
Christy.
Cryptography
:
P. D. Conner. R. N. Frye, R. C.
Holmes. W. J. Holz, D. G. Moore, K.
Naden, L. D. Summerfield, and R. J.
Doney.
Richard Little, last year's lieutenant-
colonel, is reported almost recovered
from injuries received in an automo-
bile wreck while enroute to Pittsburgh
where he is employed by Westing-
house.
Ted Woltanski, Major of the Brigade
Staff of last year, is now serving a
year in active service at Forth Mon-
mouth, New .Jersey.
Asphaltic Concrete Used
on Bay Bridge
So much has been written aljout the
construction of the San Francisco-Oak-
land Bay bridge, that it is difficult to
find an unmentioned suljject. How-
ever, the unusual asphalt paving used
on the Ijridge approach has escaped
notoriety. An asphaltic concrete, de-
signed to meet the requirements of
heavy traffic, is laid on a sub-sur-
faced hydraulic sand fill placeii on
varying depths of soft material. This
highway, completed for the opening
of the bridge last November, is to
provide adequate facilities for carrying
the large volume of traffic from the
East Bay area to the bridge. The as-
phaltic concrete was supplied by a central
plant capable of producing 125 tons per
hour. The asphalt content of the con-
crete is about six per cent. The as-
phalt was delivered in railroad tank cars
and stored beside the plant in steel
tanks. The plant was constructed with
facilities for dust control and conser-
vation of the asphalt dust. The dust
is removed from the air by collectors
and delivered into a room where it is
reclaimed by use of a jet of .steam
and is then delivered to bins.
Senior Inspection Trips
According to I'rofi-s.sor H. E. Bab-
bitt, chairman of the Committee on
Senior Inspection Trips, the trips for
all departments will be made on the
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth of No-
vember.
The group, which numbers 250 men,
will go to Chicago and then off on e.x-
cursions to places of interest to their
respective departments. The ceramis-
ists and ceramic engineers will take off
for Ottawa. La.'^alle, and the upper Il-
linois river valley. The E. E.'s and
the M. E.'s will discover what made
Milwaukee famous, while the C. E.'s
have their adventures in Gary, South
Chicago, and the North Shore up to
Waukegan. The mining and metaulr-
gical engineers are looking forward to
visiting LaSalle, .loliet, and Wilming-
ton, Indiana.
Hotel Atlantic in Chicago has been
established as headquarters. The party
will leave Champaign Tuesday evening,
Nov. 2, on the Illinois Central train.
The Chinese arc credited with hav-
ing invented more ingenious devices
for catching- fish than any other people.
The new Moscow-Vol.ga canal, which
divides Euroi>e from Asia, enables
steamships to voyage from Persia to
the .\rctic ocean.
SYNTON
During the past summer the mem-
bers of Synton, professional radio fra-
ternity, have been hard at work in the
Armory completing their new 500 watt
transmitter. When it is finished, its
call letters. WitZOL, will probably be
quite familiar all over the country to
tho.se who tune in on the regular ama-
teur bands, as the added radiating
power has greatly increased the effect-
ive working distance of the transmit-
ter. The members of S.vnton look for-
ward to a very active and interesting
season during this present school year.
VRINER'S CAFE
"Serving Good Food Since 18S7"
\ liner's .Modern Campus lieMtaurant
GOOD FOOD—At Low Prices
Louis Vriner, Prop. 6L^ E. Green St. (On the Campus)
IN I R|{.\N.\ IN (H.\MI".\l(iN
The Olympia Confectionery The Majestic Cafe
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THE ENGINEER
{Continued from Page 13)
niatical principles to the control of natural forces."
' This sounded meaningless to St. Peter, and his temper
got the best of him. "Young man," he thundered, "you
can go to Hell with your mathematical principles and
try your hand on some of the natural forces there!"
"That suits me," responded the Engineer; "I am always
glad to go where there is a tough job to tackle." Where-
upon he departed for the Nether Regions.
And it came to pass that strange reports began to
reach St. Peter. The Celestial denizens, who had amused
themselves in the past by looking down upon the less
fortunate creatures in the Inferno, commenced asking
for transfers to that other domain. The sounds of agony
and suffering were stilled. IVLany new arrivals, after
seeing both places, selected the Nether Region for their
permanent abode. Puzzled, St. Peter sent messengers to
visit Hell and to report back to him. They returned,
all excited, and reported to St. Peter:
"That Engineer you sent down there," said the
messengers, "has completeh' transformed the place so
that you would not know it now. He has harnessed the
Fiery Furnaces for light and power. He has cooled the
entire place with artificial refrigeration. He has drained
the Lakes of Brimstone and has filled the air with cool
and perfumed breezes. He has flung bridges across the
Bottomless Abyss and has bored tunnels through the
Obsidian Cliffs. He has created paved streets, gardens,
parks and playgrounds, lakes, rivers, and beautiful water-
falls. That Engineer you sent down there has gone
through Hell and has made of it a I'ealm of happiness,
peace, and industry!"
—Author unknown.
THE SPOT GALVANOMETER
J-a^otaiotif -(iccuracu . Skop )Q.uaaadnaii
The Cainl)ritlf:c Spot IJaK anoniotcr provides a
complete outfit— galvanometer, lamp and .scale
— in one self-contained metal case. It is robust,
has a stable zero and does not require accurate
levelling. The sbarjily defined spot can easily be
read at a distance. The lamp may be operated
on A.C. service current or 4-volt battery. Sensi-
tivity in mm. on scale is from 10 to 170 per
micro-ampere using coils of 10, 40 and 700
ohms. Scale can be read to 0.2 mm.
3132 Grand
Central
Terminal,
New York Cilv
CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CP Inc
Pioneer
Manufacturers
('/ Precision
Inslritmciils
THE FIGHT IS ON-
You've
Got
• Your Books
• \'our Pens
• Your Ink
• Your Paper
But you have to keep fighting
When You Need More—
Go To
SCIENCE MARCHES ON
No. 2
• What would we do without
Science?
Let us, for example, consider the dyne.
There is after all, nothing like a dyne
—the tenth part of a dollar. Just think
of all the swell food you can get—One
of Charlie's hamburgers or a swell
milkshake or a hunk of homemade pie
—for a dyne each. When the Engi-
neers want to eat they come straight to
"CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT"
2021 o S. Mathews
Near the Famous Boneyard
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TECKNOKRAKS
mic Sunday cvonins Jack Robinson
had taken his best sirl to church.
When the collection was beinp: taken
iil> the younu man ex|ilored his pock-
ets and findins nothing whispered to
his Kirl: "I haven't a cent. I changed
my pants." Meanwhile his girl search-
ing- her bag and finding- nothing.
blushed rosy red and
the same predicament."
said: "I'm in
( hersUove: "They've some lovely
mushrooms in (his liolel. What do you
sa.V.'"
(iirl: "Don't bother. We can use the
parlor when we K^t home."
* * *
Sunday School Teacher: "Who was
the mother of Moses'.'"
Little Mary: "Pharaoh's daughter."
S. S. T. : "But she found him in th(<
bullrushes."
L. M.: "That was her story."
NOTICE
Kreslimen .Sophomores
Would you like your name en.i;:av(:l
on a bronze talilet In Knijlneerlni; llrll.'
If y(m would—write the winnin;; arti li-
on any sub.ject of engineerinj; Intere .!
in a C(unpe(ition beins sponsored l)y
Tlieta Tau. professional ens;ineering
fraternity, this fall. The <-onlest will
be judged by a <-onmiittee of five, roni-
posed of three faculty and two stu-
dent nuMUbers. If of sutficient general
interest, the winning composition will
be published in the Technograpli.
We know a man who is so \u/.y that
lie married a widow with five children.
* * *
"Mother," said the sweet young-
thing. "I'm not going- out with Charles
any more."
"Why." said the mother, "I thought
ycju were rather fond of Charles."
"1 am," was the reply, "but he
knows too many naughty songs."
"Do you mean to say he sings them
to you'.'" demanded the mother.
"No," replied the s. y. t.. "but he
whistles them!"
* * *
"K-e-e-t," the teacher declaimed.
"What does that spell, Johnny'.'"
.lohnn> (lid not seem to know.
"What is it the cow has four of and
I have only two'?"
The conunotion which resulted when
.lohnnny gave his answer left the teach-
er practically a nervous wreck.
;; * *
"Hello, hello!" cried an excited co-ed
over the telephone. "Come up at once.
Two boys are trying- to climb in our
window.''
"Sorry, Mis.s, but this is the fire
department. Wliat you want is the
])olice station."
"Oh. no," reassured the young- lady.
"Our room is on the second floor and
they need a ladder."
* * *
"And what kind of officer does your
uniform signify?" asked the inquisitive
old lady.
"I am a naval surgeon, lady."
"(loodness me, how you doctors do
specialize in these modern times."
Let's Go to
HANLEY'S
Eat in tlie distinctly modern atmosphere
Cool and Refreshing
Good Food Good Service
"WHERE FRIENDS MEET"
Good Music
Shear? Sure!
We know what shear is—
We cut your hair with it.
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
206 S. Mathews Xervac Treatments
A contractor, whose name it is not
necessary to mention, when attemling-
a letting in a distant city, received a
telegram from his wife reading, ".lohn.
remember you are a married man,"
His answer read
:
"Telegram received too late."
* * *
Sister: "Was Maude in a bright red
fi-ock at the dance'?"
Urothcr: "Some of her, sis, some of
her."
* * *
Kvangclist: "If I lead a donkey up
to a pail of water and a pail of beer,
which will he drink?"
Tom Scott: "The water."
ICvangelist : "Right, why?"
Tom .Scott: "Because he's an ass."
'How did the accident liap-,histic(
pen '.'"
Schunmi: "I was .just hugging a
curve."
.lustice: "Yeah! that's the way nio.st
of them happen."
* * *
A salesman taking- his bride Soutli
on their honeymoon vi.slted a hotel
where he boasted of the fine honey.
".Sanilio." he asked the colored wait-
er, "Where's my honey?"
"Ah don't know, bo.ss," replied Sam-
bo, eyeing the lady cautiously. "She
don't wuk here no mo'."
Strauch's
Has The Gift You
Want
For Sweethearts, Pals,
Mother or Dad
Lockets and Crosses are
Now in Vogue. A Very
Large Selection.
Thr piace to go for the
most appropriate
Gift or Card
I'KNS OF AI.I. MAKES
CAMKKAS—N(>M;I,TIKS
IKWKI.KY
Remember
Strauch's
At the Campus
709 S. WRIGHT
CAREEBS OF CARRIER ENGINEERS
iLLisH. Carrier.
wmy
TV S an undergraduate at Cornell, Willis
^^ H. Carrier dreamed of the science
now known as air conditioning. And in
1902, within a
year after grad-
uation, his
dreams had be-
come realities
— through his
installation of
equipment to
control trouble-
some humidity
and tempera-
ture in a Brooklyn lithography plant.
Years passed— years devoted to ex-
perimentation, to designing new equip-
ment, and developing new methods of
installation. Then, in 1911 Mr. Carxiei
disclosed his now-famous Ra-
tional Psychrometric Formulae
to the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers— and true
air conditioning was born.
Overnight, a new industry
came into being— an industry
spreading health and prosperity through-
out the world— and opening new and
unlimited opportunities for engineers.
And these opportunities have steadily
increased— just as the demand for air
conditioning it-
self has stead-
ily increased.
New men,
young men are
needed — men
with the vision,
the determina-
tion, and the
ability to study
and carry on the
principles established by Willis H. Car-
rier and his pioneering associates.
To such men Carrier offers a wide va-
riety of careers— ranging from labor-
atory research, machine design, sales
and installation, to work in the far cor-
ners of the earth— the 99 countries of
the world which
today know the
benefits of Car-
rier Air Condi-
tioning. Youth
is welcomed at
Carrier, its ca-
pabilities fos-
t e r e d— t h e
young engineer
gains recogni-
tion in keepingwith his accomplishments
—not with age alone—for Carrier realizes
that its future development, its future
expansion depends upon its engineers.
During this year, Carrier has trained
300 recent graduates from leading
engineering schools in every sec-
tion ot the country. Carrier needs
more men. If you had a good school
record, and are interested in the
world's most fascinating, fastest-
growing industry, write us.
CARRIER CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
A N ORGANIZATION O F ENGINEERS
G-E Campus News
A 40-MILE-AN-HOUR MINE HOIST
The problem of hauling a 25-ton load up a steep
mine shaft at a speed of 3.600 feet per minute, or
approximately 41 miles an hour, was recently under-
taken by the General Electric Company for a South-
eastern coal company. Upon completion, tliis mine
hoist will be the largest and fastest in this country.
More than 6000 feet of wire rope wound around an
18-foot drum will hoist an unbalanced load of 50,800
pounds to the surface. The driving power for tliis
tremendous weight \>n\\ be a 2500-hp G-E hoist
motor with dynamic braking as a safety factor to
reduce the speed when men are being carried.
For the last 40 years the General Electric Company
has been engaged in the manufacture of electric
mining equipment. Much of the new design and de-
velopment in this field has been contributed by
college-trained men who were on Test.
FLOODLIGHTING DAVY JONES' LOCKER
When Capt. John D. Craig, deep-sea diver and
photographer, descends to the black depths of the
Irish Channel to photograph the salvage operations
of the Lusitania, Davy Jones' Locker will be flood-
lighted for the first time in history.
The hulk of the ill-fated Lusitania lies buried in
shifting sand at a depth of approximately 300 feet,
with a treasure in her coffers valued at between
$1,000,000 and $15,000,000. To illuminate the wreck
for filming, the General Electric Laboratories in
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio developed a 5000-watt
lamp, built to withstand a pressure of 500 pounds
to the square inch—more than three times the pres-
sure believed to be around the vessel. Capt. Craig
will use a battery of 12 of these lamps mounted on a
submarine stage to floodlight the inky depths.
So widespread are the uses of electricit)' that the
development of an underwater lamp merely illus-
trates the problems encountered by G-E engi-
neers. Many of these men were on the college campus
but a few years ago.
MODERN LILLIPUT
Wire, three thousandths of an inch in diameter,
flattened between two polished rollers to a tliick-
ness of nine ten -thousandths of an inch; pivots
ground to a point and then rounded to a radius
half the diameter of a human hair, yet still sharper
than the sharpest needle; sapphires not as large as
the head of a pin. Such Lilliputian parts are to be
found in the West Lynn plant of the General Elec-
tric Company.
A pivot with a point two thousandths of an inch in
diameter, yet it supports a pressure of many thou-
sands of pounds to the square inch. Hundreds of
such parts are assembled to produce instruments
—
instruments that measure small flows ofcurrent, great
flows of current, light, sound, vibration, strain, and
time. These instruments are so sensitive that they
measure the smallest quantities, yet stiurdy enough
to withstand the severe vibrations of a locomotive
cab or an airplane dashboard.
The design and manufacture of precision instru-
ments is but one of the many fields which are open
to technically trained men in the General Electric
Company.
GENERALB ELECTRIC
90-15DH
c9 Ol r
-e.
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DOWMETAL
THE world's lightest STRUCTURAL ALLOY
Finally, a year ago, Dowmetal entered
the household appliance field through
its adoption by The Hoover Company
for the famous Hoover One Fifty Clean-
ing Ensemble. So audible has been
customer enthusiasm for the amazing
lightness of that product that Hoover
designers determined to incorporate
this feature in the just-announced lower
priced Hoover Model 2 5.
Thus, the ambition for Dowmetal is
now realized. It is serving industry in
an ever broadening capacity and find-
ing its way into the homes of people—
to gladden their hearts and lighten
their labors.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
BranchSahiC)ffice-^:iORockefeller Plaza. S.Y.C. . Secondami Mai/isonSls.. Si. Louis • Field Bids. Chicago
Almost a score of years ago Dow under-
took to produce American made mag-
nesium alloys—the metal that is a full
third lighter than aluminum.
Then, and through the years, Dow
looked forward to when the startling
lightness of this metal would make a
myriad of tasks easier for mankind.
First to take advantage of Dowmetal*
was the aviation industry where its
unique I ightnesscombinedwith strength
is of untold value.
Gradually it found acceptance in in-
dustry—adding speed to machine parts,
cutting power costs, aiding transporta-
tion and speeding manual operations.
•Trade Murk Rej;. tj. s. Patent Offlrc.
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A Review of Work Being Conducted by the
Engineering Experiment Station
SINCE the establishment of the En-
gineering: Experiment Station at
the University of Illinois in 190S.
engineering- research by both station
and teaching- staffs has been given
continued encouragement and support.
As a tangible result, there have been
published, to date, 272 bulletins and 23
circulars, which give the results of
the investigational work. Some pro-
jects are carried on entirely on station
resources; others are conducted in co-
operation -with outside organizations
that contribute to the financial support
of the work in which they are
interested.
The Materials Testing- Laboratory,
completed in 1920. houses the laborato-
ries of the departments of theoretical
and applied mechanics and civil engi-
neering. It provides facilities for re-
search in structural, hi.ghway, and sani-
tary engineering, fatigue of metals,
general materials testing-, hydraulics,
metalography. timber, reinforced con-
crete and other building materials.
Some of the prinicpal current re-
search projects of interest (including
a few conducted in the field rather
than in the laboratory) are described
in the paragraphs which follow.
San Krancisco-Oakland ISay Bridge
The repeated-load tests of riveted
joints are part of the investigation of
riveted .steel tension members made in
connection with the San Francisco-
Oakland Bay Biidge. The first part of
the inve.stigation consists of tests of
comparatively small joints having not
more than four 1-inch rivets each. The
tests are made in a specially designed
machine that produces alternate stresses
of tension and compression in the speci-
mens. The magnitude of the stresses
can be changed as desired.
The variables studied included the
grip of the rivet, relation of maximum
to minimum stress in the stress cycle,
the spacing of the rivets, kind of ma-
terial in the plate and rivet, and the
method of making the holes in the
plate. The tests on the four-rivet speci-
mens were accompanied by tests on
connections containing- a larger num-
ber of rivets. This investi.gation is
being conducted in co-operation with
the California department of public
works.
Fatigue Strength of Bolts and Screws
At the root of a screw thread on an
ordinary machine screw there is a very
high concentration of strain. Under
ordinary loads this is not serious be-
cause this strain is largely plastic.
However, under repeated loading- there
is the liabihty of the formation of a
spreading crack, a "fatigue" failure.
Studies of this stress concentration at
rcrew threads have been carried out
both by means of analysis of stress
distribution by polarized light and by
means of fatigue tests.
(Veep of Concrete
The tests of creep or time yield in
reinforced concrete columns are a con-
tinuation of the general investig-ation
of columns begun in 1929 in co-opera-
tion with the American Concrete Insti-
tute and Lehigh Univer-sity. Sixteen
reinforced concrete columns have been
held under a sustained design load, with
a like number of comparison columns
under no load. The result of creep and
shrinkage of the concrete has been an
increase in steel stress (to values as
great as 33.000 lb. per sq. in.) and a
corresponding- decrease in concrete
stress. The major part of the creep oc-
curred during the fir.st year, and there
has been only a slight change in the
la.st three years.
Flow of \\'ater i)y Photographs
The object of this photographic study
is to obtain information relative to tur-
bulence, mixing lengths and other phe-
nomena related to the flow of water in
circular conduits. Motion pictures are
taken of water flowing through a glass
pipe. The movement of the water is
made visible by projecting- horizontally
a thin flat sheet of light of high inten-
sity through the diametral plane of the
pipe. The fact that the light is reflected
from small globules of an insoluable
mixture of carbon tetrachloride and
benzene makes such photography pos-
sible. An analagous set of conditions oc-
curs when dust particles in a darkened
room are made visible by a beam of
sunlight.
The particles of the material are in-
troduced with the water at the en-
trance of the pipe, and inasmuch as
SOCIAL CALEND.\R
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Seniors Tour Industry
Electrical Engineers
With the exception ot a short trip
to Milwaukee the senior E. E.'s spent
the entire four days of their inspection
trip visiting- electrical plants in Chicago.
The group was under supervision of
Frofe.ssors E. .\. Reid, C. A. Keener,
H. A. Brown, and Mr. L,. B. Archer of
the department of electrical eng:i-
neering.
The inspection be,gan Wednesdaj
morning- with a vi.sit to the Haw^thorne
Works of the We.stern Electric Com-
pany and then the Washington street
station of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany where they looked over up-to-date
electrical communication equipment.
Wednesday evening, the alumni "Get-
Together Dinner" was held in the cafe-
teria of the Y. M. C. A. Hotel for the
purpose of allowing some of the alumni
to become acquainted with the senior
class.
Thursday was spent in Milwaukee
where the morning- was enjoyed at the
AUis-Chalmers Company. After lunch
the group vi.sited the Harnichfeger
plant.
Back in Chicago on Friday, the group
went through the Stewart Warner Cor-
poration's factory in the morning and
spent the afternoon at the General
Electric X-Ray Corporation and the
Commonwealth Edison Company's gen-
erating- station. The concludin.g trip
was to the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Cor-
poration on Saturday morning.
The outstanding- practical joke of the
trip was played on a certain signal
corps officer who is reputed to have
spent one morning- hunting- the diner
on the Chicago elevated.
Mechanical Engineers
-\ man bites a dog; that's news.
However, when an engineer drops his
bonks in the middle of the semester to
go "galvantin"' around the country-side
for four days, enjoying some compli-
mentary meals and free guide service,
just to snoop around places of busi-
ness, that is the "colossalest" news of
all. On their inspection trips to Chicago
and central Illinois, the mechanical
engineers and the petroleum mechanic-
al engineers delved into an educational
paradise of practical application of sci-
ence in industr.v. Detailed reports of the
trip were made in order that a better
appreciation of the general nature of
the plants inspected and of their prod-
ucts, rather than of minor details
would be obtained. With an eye
toward graduation ne.\t June, the
more ingenious "engine-men" placed
applications for jobs and took their
first steps in that knack of the bu.si-
ness world, "learning the ropes and how
to pull them." Of course, the many and
varied excursions into places of amuse-
ment between long days of inspections
are memories that will always be
.sources of convensation wherever the
class of '38 gathers. Some of the mem-
ories that were told to the author will
lie plenty hard for .some men to live
down.
The highlights of the trip wore the
"once-over.s" of the American Bridge
Company, the Wisconsin Steel Works,
the Nash Motor Company, and the
.\llis-Chalmers Company. .\t the Ameri-
can Bridge Comjiany. of Gary Indiana,
the rolling- and fabricating operations
of large bridge members were seen.
At the Wisconsin Steel Work.s, the
high-speed, large-.scale production of
steel for the many demands of modern
industry was the main exhibition. The
next stop was on Thursday at the Wau-
kegan Generating- Station. Greatly con-
trasting with the ma.s.sive machinery in
the power station, the Nash Motor
Company of Kenosha was a revelation
of the po.ssibilities of combination of
the .skill of man with the might of
machines in large-.scale. mass produc-
tion. The visit to the Allis-Chalmers
plant impre.ssed embryonic captains of
industry with the unlimited extent of
the application of technical knowledge
to machines. The last, and perhaps
most interesting trip was a sight-seeing
tour of the bridges on the Chicago
river. This completed the three and a
half day tour, which most of the fel-
lows topped off with an inspection ot a
buzz saw operation—the mini victory
over Northwestern.
Going in the opposite direction, the
petroleum production option group of
the mechanical engineerin.g school cut
a path through the newly developed oil
fields of Illinois. Besides witnessing the
production of oil in the Olney and
Patoka section.s, the following places
of interest were studied: the pipe line
booster .station of the Texas Emjiire
Pipe Line Company. Mattoon, Illinois:
the manufacturing- ]ilant of the Impe-
rial Diesel Engine Company, Mattoon.
Illinois; the old Illinois stripper fields.
Robin.son, Illinois; the flooding- opera-
tions of the Carlysle field; the Bush-
Sulzer Diesel B^ngine plant, St. Louis.
Missouri; the oil refinery of the Shell
Petroleum Corporation at Woodriver.
Illinois; the natural gas comriressor
station at Glenarm. Illinois; and the
Lakeside Municipal Power Station.
Springfield, Illinois.
Miners and Metallurgists
Only four students made this trip.
They were .John L. Brown. O. V. .John-
son. Howard Miner, Mathew Retonde.
H. P. Nicholson supervised the group.
The first night was spent in La Salle.
111. The following morning- was spent
at the Marquette Cement Co. This plant
is among the largest cement plants in
the country and the opportunity of see-
in,g a great number of conveyors, jaw
crushers, bucket elevators and other
such equipment used in handling mate-
rial of this type was greatly appreci-
ated.
.Vdjoining- the cement plant is a large
open pit quary where 2.500 tons of
limestone is quarried every day. The
overburden is removed by shovels and
the rock prepared for blasting by drill-
ing holes to the depth of 35 feet. To
blast this amount of rock requires
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about 2ri0 pounils of 40 per cont am-
monia dynamite.
On the afternoon of Nov. 4 the party
moved to the lUinoLs Zinc Co. of La
Salle, where they saw the roUins' mill
and coal mine operated by this com-
pany. The rollins mill is one of three
such plants which operate in this
country. The coal mine owned by the
company was originally for a zinc
smelter which was run in conjunction
with the roUiUK niill but at present, all
smelting is done in Oklahoma and
therefore the coal is sold to outsider.s.
The Long-wall method of minin.g- is used
in this mine because of the narrow
seam of coal which averages about 30
inches. The I.,ongwall method is not
used to a great extent in this country
hut is very common in En.gland and
many of the miners employed have
come from English coal mines. Another
interesting- fact about this mine is that
most of it is under the Illinois river.
The next move was to Joliet, where
a trip was made to the Illinois Coke
Co., a subsiderary to Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Co. This coking- plant operates
140 coking- furnaces and makes not only
metallur.gical coke but also tar. am-
monia, ammonia sulphate and many
organic products from the hydrocar-
bons distilled from the raw coal.
Friday afternoon was spent at Wil-
mington at the Northern Illinois Coal
Co. This was an interesting experience
since the group had the opportunity to
see the large stripping- shovel at work
directly from the operator's control
room. This mammoth shovel can move
32 cubic yards of material in each dip-
per full.
The trip was terminated in Chicago
on Saturday morning- with a trip
through the Rosenwald Museum of
Science and Industry. This place was
of interest to all because of a visit
through the model coal mine housed in
this building. All of the equipment
shown was of standard size and oper-
ated by men who have mined coal. Be-
sides this coal mine there were many
other interesting things -which would
be of interest to any senior engineering
student.
Civil Engineers
Monday, November first, found every
civil engineer prepared to disband all
school work in preparation for the an-
nual inspection trip, yet two days
hence. By Tuesday afternoon every
mind was concentrated on the subject
of the coming- trip, and Tuesday eve-
ning found us jolting along tovi'ard
Chicago in the Illinois Central private
student coaches. Our headquarters, as
was the headquarters of all Illinois
student engineers attending the in-
.spection trip, was the Atlantic hotel.
During- our four-day trip, thirteen
engineering- structures and plants were
inspected; the plants and structures
that were visited are as listed:
Gary plant of the American Bridge
Company. Wisconsin Steel Works in
South Chicago, Roundhouse construc-
tion at Santa Fe Railway Locomotive
Ti'rminal, Chicago Scnith West Sewage
Dis|iosal riant. Lady Esther Plant, In-
ternational .\mphitheatre, Timber con-
struction of A. Brandwein and Com-
pany, the New York Central overhead
at Cermac Drive, Chicago, North Side
Sewage Disposal Plant. Evanston Filter
Plant. The P.aha'i Temple at Wilmette,
Highland Park Sewage Plant, the Shore
Erosion Work at Lake Bluff, Wauke-
gan, Illinois Sewage Plant, Waukegan,
Illinois Water Plant, optional trip down
the Chicago river inspecting- the mov-
able bridges crossing- the river.
The American Bridge Company fur-
nished guides for the students, as did
many of the other or.ganizations, to il-
lustrate the shop work, fabrication, and
shipping- of the structural steel fabri-
cated at the plant, .\fter inspecting the
shops they were permitted to tour the
drawing- rooms and observe the drafts-
men and engineers detailing. Of special
interest was the shop erection, fabrica-
tion and shipiiing of the steel dam
gates used in the Mi-ssissippi river
dams.
Perhaps the most spectacular tour of
the whole trip was the tour through the
Wisconsin Steel Works in South Chi-
cago. Here, many who had never seen
steel in the making observed rolling
of structural shapes, tapping- of blast
furnaces and open hearth furnaces,
soaking- pits where the blooms are kept
at a constant temperature, poining of
the ingots, and the mechanical devices
used to accomplish these operations.
The steel manufacturing did not alone
retain the spotlight, for the by-product
processes equaled in interest, the mak-
ing- of the .steel itself. The charging
and discharging of the coke ovens, and
the production of ammonium sulphate
from the light oils were the highlights
in the by-product processes. The class
was led over thirty-six separate flights
of stairs, up and over coke ovens, roll-
ing- mills, furnaces and other obstacles
so they were all ready to clean uji the
meal served to the students and alumni
at the Illinois Engineering ".get togeth-
er" that evening.
Thursday, the engineers visited sev-
eral places for shorter intervals of time.
Of interest to everyone -was the huge
South West Sewage Disposal Plant of
Chicago, a result of the criticism levied
at Chicago for their contamination of
the free water about the city. The vast
amount of concrete used in the tanks,
and structures about the tanks, can be
visualized when we realize that the
equivalent of eighty miles of modern
concrete highway could have been built
with the concrete used in this struc-
ture. Several other sewage plants were
visited during- the remainder of the
trip.
.\fter observing Lady Esther Prod-
ucts on the faces of a good many Illini
Co-eds for four years we finally in-
spected the source of these complcction
defending products by observing- the
mill construction at the Lady Esther
Plant. An outstanding fact here, was
the special concrete floor which was
lirocessed a.gainst dusting, because it
rijuri
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would introduco srit intu the faoo
powder.
All mcmbors of the department great-
ly appreciated the delicious turkey din-
ner given by Mr. A. 15i«tein. structural
engineer of Chicago, and designer of
the International Ampitheatre at the
Union Stock Yards. After dinner Mr.
Epstein showed the class about the
Ampitheatre which at that time was
being prepared for the auto show.
Mr. Leslie J. Sorenson. City Traffic
Engineer of Chicago gave a short lec-
ture, late Thursday afternoon, after
which the students were dismissed for
the day.
The Baha'i Temple at Wilmette. vis-
ited on Friday, was one of the out-
standing tours of the whole trip. This
structure built of concrete looks as if it
were picked up from the heart of India
and placed in Chicago, The ornamental
work is magnificent, and the arch
structural work e-xceptional.
The Shore erosion work at I^ake
Bluff, Illinois is unique in this locality.
Here, the lake has been eating away
very valuable residential property at a
rapid rate. Engineers are now busy
constructing- and experimenting with
rock jetties to break up the wave action,
undertow, and eddy currents of the
lake.
The Highland Park, Ilinois, sewage
plant is unusual in that it is located
on the shore of Lake Michigan in the
heart of a valuable residential section.
It is ver.v small, and the waste from
the plant is dumped into the lake a few
feet from shore.
To the civil engineering faculty .goes
the credit of protecting the Northwes-
tern bonfire since the Illinois engi-
neers found the wood stack unprotected
Friday morning. Only through the
united efforts of the faculty, were the
enthusiastic civils kept from start-
ing the Northwestern celebration a few
hours early.
Ceramists and Ceramic
Engineers
The first .sto|> made on the trip
was about 30 miles out of Champaign,
where the boys inspected a gas station
and surroimding buildings. Although
nothing of ceramic interest was dis-
coverer!, thi' l)Us compan.v found it ne-
cis.sary to send a new bus to reiilace
one the wrecks in which the iiarty had
started the triji.
After finally arriving in l'"rankfort,
Indiana, the fellows visited Ingrano
Richardson's fine enameling plant. The
most remarkable thing aliout this plant
was its organiation ; it seemed as
though every detail of operation had
been planned in advance and the neces-
.sary space allotted to each department.
The entire morning was spent in this
factory.
After enjoying lunch as guests of the
company, the inspectors departed for
Elwood, Indiana, the location of the
refractory plant of the Pitt,sburgh Plate
Glass Company. This factory made the
tank blocks used in the production of
glass in other divisions of the company.
Here, the problems encountered in man-
ufacturing solid clay blocks which mea-
sured as much as 108 x 16 x 18 inches
were explained. These blocks are made
to withstand over 1,200 degrees centi-
grade for months at a time since once
a furnace is put in operation, it does
not shut down until the refractory lin-
ing fails.
One more plant, that of the National
Tile Company at Anderson, was visited
on Wednesday. Here routine production
of all shapes and sizes of floor and wall
tile was observed. The problems of color
matching which the manufacturer must
face in order to please his customers
were most impressive. This plant had
over fifty shades of green
!
'Mid songs and cheers, the Ijuses
rolled the twenty odd miles from Ander-
son to Muncie, where everyone caught
up on his "rest" overnight. Muncie. on
which the spotlight of a nation's inter-
est has been turned by a novel called
"Middletown," presented the usual in-
spection trip entertainments: shows,
bars, crap games, bath tubs (if you
think one plant is dirty, try visiting
three of them), and sleep.
The following morning, they visited
the Mason jar center of America, the
Ball Brother's plant at Muncie. A book
could be written about this plant alone.
Not content with the manufacture of
all types of bottles, the company now
features rubber fittings for all Fisher
automobile Ijodies and a large zinc rol-
ing and stamping mill, which now pro-
duces shells b.v the million for small
dry cells. Both these latter departments
were developed as side lines to the pro-
duction of rubbers and fittings for
Mason jars.
At Kokomo a visit was made to a
.sanitary-ware manufacturing company,
and a trip to Peru took them to an
electrical porcelain insulator plant.
From there the journey to the "tl. of I."
convention at the Hotel Atlantic was
made.
Frida.v. the last official day of the
trip, was spent in visits to the Chicago
Vitreous Enamels Co., the Common-
wealth-Edison Co., and the Harbison-
Walker Refractories Co. Chicago Vitre-
ous Enamels Co. can boast of one of
the best equipped and most beautiful
laboratories in the country. This is one
place where it would reall.v be a plea-
sure to work. The Commonwealth Edi-
son layout was another of these im-
mense affairs that would take days to
cover thoroughly. As it was, we could
only stroll hurriedly alon,g the produc-
tion lines, with time for onl.v an occa-
sional comment. The refractories plant
(engineered, incidentally, by a number
of Illinois men) was one which iiro-
duced silica refractor.v brick.
Your Opinions
Question: Do .voii think SI. I'at's Itaj
sliiuild Ik- limited to engineers only.'
Jim Hoffman: No. I do not see why
the dance should be clo.sed. Other
school dances on the campus arc not
closed. Why shoidd we close ours? No
more cabaret dances
!
S. K. Eisiminger: Don't know, liut no
more caljaret dances!
Roy Lohmiller: Yes, because the so-
called "rough men north of Green
Street" might not appear as gracious
in the eyes of the women as those
south of Green street.
Rd Ebert: Y'es. It's our dance. Why
lit everyone else in'.'
Llewellyn: Sure. Make it closed
—
tliey'll get in anyway.
I'M Holt: No. I do not think there
are enou.gh engineers socially minded to
make the dance a success.
Pascoe: No. About sixty |ier cent of
the engineers do not date,
Don Dragoo: Yes, It is the only all-
engineer social event and there would
be too much of a crowd with it open,
Tom Chapman : No, The en.gineers
should have more opportunity to mix
Willi (lie students south of Green street.
Tom IMorrow: Yes. There are enou.gh
brawls for the others. Keep our dance
exclUSivt'.
Charli'S Bevans: (Commerce) 0|)en it.
1 would like to go!
'Engineer of the "Hiawatha" I'ri/.c Inspection Trip Picture
'SS
.\utomobile license plates are clearer
to read if dark letters are used on
light ground, than if light letters are
usimI on dark groiuid.
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LEADERS
Kriv", CaiT, KoWertson, Morrinv
Atkinson, (ioeUe, Bennan
HARRY W. ATKINSON 38, Chicago, attended Lake-
\ie\v high school until February, 1933. There he was a
member of the track team, senior chorus, and staff of
the Lake Review. He was also awarded a silver Jionor
key for scholarship. He entered Illinois a married man
and is now the proud father of a three year old girl.
He is a civil engineer, a member of Chi Epsilon, held
every office in Mu San, a member of the Engineers ad-
vanced corps, T. N. T., is independent, and has a Uni-
versity average of 4.01. He hopes to write books and
articles on Sanitary Engineering and particularly wishes
to write about sewage treatment in the Illinois state
parks.
ALBERT A. KRIVO '37, and a year 1013 started
life together on New Year's day. He was graduated fiom
Crane technical high school, where he annexed letters
in football and track, and worked on the school news-
paper. Lewis Institute claimed him for a year and a half
until the World's fair opened. Here he worked from tjie
day it opened until closing time. September, 1935 brouglit
him to Illinois with two and a half years of college
work left. Varsity glee club has his attention when he
is not working as chairman of the membership commit-
tee of A. S. C. E., or on the Technograph. Admiral
Byrd is his hero and his Byrd scrapbook is only exceeded
by his knowledge of the man and his personal acquaint-
ance with him. He hopes some day to be a contractor anil
has spent two summers working with the Carnegie Illi-
nois Steel Co. Although he claims no girl friend, a cer-
tain girl from Michigan had the laugh on him when the
Wolverines defeated Illinois.
JAMES M. ROBERTSON '3S is a native of Ur-
bana. At University high school, track, dramatics, work-
ing on the staff of the annual, and presiding over the
senior class kept him busy. He is a civil engineer and
wears the keys to Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Chi
Epsilon, and Mask and Bauble. Amatein- photograph\'
has been his chief hobby. He has attended summer school
at the University of Colorado, University of Illinois, and
the LTniversity of Washington at Seattle, Wash. 11'-
likes winter sports, mountain climbing, tennis, and
swimming. Ten productions of the Theatre Guild have
had him on the staff and A. S. C. E. has him as secre-
tary, Tau Beta Pi as corresponding secretary, and Mask
and Bauble as treasurer.
HAROLD E. GOEKE '38 was graduated from Dixon
high school and entered Illinois in 1934. Here he has
been honored by memberships in Phi Eta Sigma, Tau
Beta Pi, and Chi Epsilon. Even as vice president of
Sigma Pi, treasurer of both Scabbard and Blade and
T. N. T., member of A. S. C. E., Skull and Crescent,
and Ma-Wan-Da, he still finds time to keep company
with a very nice girl. Canoeing, camping, and shooting
claim his leisure hours. Summers have found him work-
ing for a contractor at various jobs.
SIDNEY BERMAN '38, Chicago, was graduated from
John IVIarshall high school, where he spent some time
playing football. He is a member of A. S. C. E. and an
independent. He entered here as a sophomore, in 1935,
after taking his first year's work at Lewis Institute. Al-
though lie claims his ambition is to sleep all day, he hopes
to become a successful business man. For the past seven
years, the Chicago Tribune has employed him in their
maintenance and receiving departments during vaca-
tions.
THOMAS M. MORROW '39 comes from Gencseo
where in 1935 he was graduated from the township high
school after ha\ing been one of its "biggest shots." Phi
Eta Sigma claims him as a brother and he is the president
of Triangle. He is also a member of Pi Tau Sigma and
Scabbard and Blade, holds a position with N. Y. A., is
on Y. M. C. A. all-University service, is in the Engi-
neers advanced corps, and is active in the Congregational
church. He likes to dance and secretly delights in going
out with strange women. He hopes some day to take
advanced work in aeronautics and specialize in that field.
He has worked with a telephone company as a troubfe
shooter or general repair and installation man.
MAURICE K. CARR '39 was an honor graduate of
Avon high school in Avon, Illinois. He won his letter
in basketball and participated in dramatics. Here at Illi-
nois Maurice is an E. E. To date he is a member of Phi
Eta Sigma, Theta Tau, A. I. E. E., Scabbard and Blade.
Pi Tau Pi Sigma, and is on Junior Board of the Student
Alumni association, and independent council, and has
won college honors. Fishing, swimming, and basketball
claim his extra time. He has great hopes of some day
working at commercial testing and air conditioiu'ng. He
has already made a good start by working for the Pitts-
burgh Testing Laboratories.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
TAl' BKTA PI
Tail liefa Pi is a national society
organizi'd for tlio imrposo of recosniz-
ing superior scholarship, coupled with
the qualities of leadership, intesrity,
and character, as undergraduates, or the
attainments as alumni : and to promote
a .st)irit of lilieral cvilture in the ensi-
neering .schools of America. It was or-
ganized at Lehigh in 1885, as the re-
sult of a long felt need for an organi-
zation of this kind. Today there are
some seventy chapters in schools all
over the country. The pledges of Tan
Beta Pi are
:
W. G. Chappell. M. E.
C. H. Dunn, M. E.
R. F. Fearn. M. E.
R. E. Jeffries, E. E.
R. P. McGregor, M. E.
J. R. Poyser, M. E.
D. G. Richards. M. E.
P. W. Ryburn, E. E.
C. S. Sandler. E. E.
W. A. Sinks, E. E.
P. R. Gillette, Eng. Phys.
L. R. Marcus, C. E.
J. A. Nachowitz. M. E.
And the honor junior:
R. W. Gaines, M. E.
S. 15. .\. ('. S.
Boasting a membership of cIo.se to
one hundred, the student branch of the
American Ceramic Society is actively
engaged in carrying out many projects
for this school year. A weekly bulletin
entitled "Raw Materials" is .soon to
make its appearance on the campus, if
it has not already done .so. It is to
contain Interesting or entertaining in-
formation about students and faculty.
Besides this bulletin the society is plan-
ning to sponsor a Ceramic year book
the "Illini Ceramist." It is also pro-
moting the second annual ceramic
"Ruckus" which is a dance, and the
annual "Pig Roast" which is a student
faculty dinner, in honor of the senior
class.
Some of the speakers who are to
speak before the student branch are Dr.
R. B. Sosman, president of the Am-
erican Ceramic Society, Mr. Hugo Fil-
lipi of the Illinois Brick company. Dr.
R. R. Shively of the B. F. Drakenfeld
Company. Mr. R. S. Brodlcy of the A.
P. Green Fire Brick Company. Mr. C.
H. Henderson of the Alton Brick (Com-
pany, and Mr. V. W. Boecker of the
Richards P.rick Comuany.
I£AII-\V.\V (lAIJ
The Railway Club of the University
of Illinois is open to anyone interested
in railroading, and its membership is
made up of students in the Pniversity
with this common interest.
The programs that the Railway Club
sponsors arc both interesting and in-
formational. On November 9. I'rofessor
H. J. Schrader of the Railway Engi-
neering Department spoke on the sub-
ject; "High .Speed Biaking Prolilems"
On Satui'day, November 13, the Rail-
way club sponsoi'ed an inspection trip
to Decatur to the shops of both the
Illinois Termi*ial Itailway and the
Wabash Railway.
A. S. C. E.
Sponsoring a series of talks by lead-
ing men in civil engineering and other
allied professions, the student chapter
of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers is busy making a success of its
fifty-fourth year as a campus organi-
zation. Dr. J. A. L. Waddell, interna-
tionally known bridge engineer, inaugu-
rated the program with a talk on the
future of engineering, at a meeting held
October 26. Dr. Waddell. who invented
the vertical lift bridge and has con-
structed bridges in many foreign coun-
tries besides this country, envi.sioned a
great need for engineers in all fields
from chemical to aeronautical engineer-
ing. Besides speaking before the stu-
dents, Mr. Waddell conducted a discus-
sion on engineering education with
some of the faculty and students.
Among the things he advocated was a
five year engineering curriculum.
On November 10 Professor Harlami
Bartholomew of St. Louis spoke on
"How Shall We Plan Our Future
Cities?" Mr. Bartholomew, besides be-
ing well known in the field of city
planning, is Non-Hesident Professor of
Civic Design at the University. Mr. A.
R. Lord, a well known en.gineer in the
concrete field, gave a talk on the
Works Progress Administration on No-
vember 17.
(HI KPSII.ON
V. G. Rathsam. S. .\. Clin. D. N.
Cortright, H. W. Atkinson, and G. M.
Herbert, seniors, and A. J. Logli, E. D.
Ebert. G. L. Farnsworth. E. S. Eraser.
A. R. Starr, and C. B. Williams, juniors.
Organized at Illinois in 1922. Chi Epsilon
Civil Engineering honorary fraternity.
Organied at Illinois in 1922 Chi Epsilon
has .since spread to over a dozen other
colleges. It is an organization "founded
to recognize scholarship, and to develop
sociability and practicability amon,g
Civil En.gineering students."
MINKKAL INDISTKIKS SO( IKTV
At the first meeting of the semester,
held October 6, the Mineral Industries
Society had as its speaker. Dr. C. E.
Williams, director of the B. M. I. On
November 10, the society's councilor
representing the Chicago chapter of the
A. I. M. E.. Dr. Frank H. Reed of the
Illinois Geological Survey, spoke on the
"Value of the Society." Also at this
meeting student members presented
talks based upon their summer em-
ployment. H. E. Mauck spoke on "Coal
Mining in Danville," and G. R. Ingels
spoke on "Furnace Design."
In the near future the society hopes
to have Mr. Dalson, chief metalurgist
of the Illinois Zinc company, Mr. Marsl.
in charge of Research at the Inland
Steel Company, and Mr. Knowleton.
chief metalurgist of the International
Harvester Company,
KKKA.MO.S
Keramos. honorary Ceramics Society,
was or.ganized to promote professional
fellowship among students of Ceramies.
The pledges for this .semester are I'.
VV. Nelson and (I. J. Cahoon.
A. S. M. E.
The student chapter of the A.S.M.E.
began this year's activities with their
annual smoker and get-together. The
membership in this society is over 140;
this is the first time in many years
that it has exceeded 100. Since the
smoker they enjoyed a talk on "Die-sel
Engines." by a representative of the
Bu.sch-Sulzer Co. of St. Louis. A repre-
sentative of the Elgin Watch Co. gave
a lecture on "Watch Making," while a
moving picture ca'led "Wire" was pre-
sented by the Bethlehem Steel Corp.
However, this is only a part of the
semester's program, as they have yet
to hear Mr. -K. K. Nowak of the Bald-
win Southwork Co. speak on "Modern
Hydraulic Presses" on January 12. The
semi-annual banquet of the society will
be held on January 19. when Mr. T. S.
McEwan, chairman of the Chicago sec-
tion of the A.S.M.E. and guest speaker,
will address the chapter on "Manage-
ment and the Engineer."
PI TAl sicaiA
Seniors, D. G. Kiehards. J. M. Kelli-r.
and R. P. Molt and juniors, R. W.
Gaines, T. M. Morrow. W. T. I'ascoe.
Jr., F. J. Rasmussen. R. W. Akemann,
S. W. Baker. C. D. Evan.s, and R. J.
King were recently pledged to the
ranks of Pi Tau Sigma, honorary Me-
chanical Engineering fraternity.
Pi Tau Sigma was organized to foster
the high ideals of the Mechanical En-
gineering profession, and to develop a
congenial friendship among the .stu-
dents and a better acquaintance and
mutual understanding between the stu-
dents and faculty.
A. I. E. E.
On November 23 the student chapter
of the .\merican Institute of Electrical
En.gineers presented a most interesting
program entitleri "Waves. Words, and
Wii'es." under the direction of Dr. .1.
O. Perrim. special representative of the
.\merican Telephone and Telegraph
Company. Besides sporting a soimd
proof booth from which the speaker
talked over a public address .system,
some of the apparatus used included
two fifteen hundred mile long distance
telephone lines and two one thousand
mile long, hi.gh fidelity wires such as are
used to carry radio programs. Besides
demonstrating the use of a special non-
directional microphone and a high
fidelity speaker (weighing .some six
hundred pounds), Mr. Perrim demon-
strated the transmission of fifteen dif-
ferent progiams at the same time over
one line.
Other programs spon.sored liy the so-
ciety included a talk on October 21. by
Mr. L. .\. Hawkins, executive engineer
of the General Electric Laboratories.
The subject of his address was. "Indus-
trial Research and Research Men," On
November 9 the chapter heard Mr. H.
B. Gear, vice president in charge of
en.gineerin.g of the Commonwealth Edi-
.son Company of Chicago and directoi'
of the A. I. E. E. He spoke on "Looking
to the Future in Electrical Engineering
Through the Mirror of the Past."
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M. E/s Keep Cool
w:
* %\ T THEN the air conditionings en-
gineers learn how to condi-
tion the air that hangs over
St. Louis, they will reall.v have some-
thins there!" How risht this fellow i.s.
It is indeed too bad that the air con-
ditioning industr.v hasn't reached the
point where that is possible. However,
the rapid growth that air conditioning
has had during the past decade has
brought the industry to a relatively
high state of perfection and this de-
velopment has had its effect on many
phases of engineering, among them lie-
ing engineering education. This is evi-
denced b.v one of the newest pieces of
equipment contained in the Mechanical
Kngineering Laboratory—the experi-
mental and instructional air-condition-
in.g plant completed last sprin.g. This
impressive appearing apparatus, occu-
pying the southeast corner of the main
floor of the laboratory, is an all-year
plant and is used by students in M. E.
21. 61. and 65.
An attempt has been made to incor-
porate more features in a single as-
semblage of apparatus than are found
in the usual commercial installation.
Space has been provided between all of
the units for the insertion of instru-
ments for demonstrating and studying
the performance of any one part of the
plant. These provisions, and the incor-
poration of special features, such as
three separate methods of cooling and
de-humidifying air. make the overall
length of the plant .several times great-
er than that of the usual installation
of the same capacity.
The different untis that compose the
plant are types of units used in actual
commercial air-conditionin.g. They are
so arranged that all combinations of the
various methods of treating the air can
be used, furnishing a very practical
training to students usin.g the plant.
So far in its use. the conditioned air
has been discharged into the large lab-
oratory as no attempts have been made
to condition the air of any given space.
The iilans of the department include a
system of supply and return ducts be-
tween the plant and the 100 seat lec-
ture room of the building, as well as
several smaller adjoining rooms. When
this is done, a more satisfactory method
of studying the affects of the condition-
ing will be afforded.
Normal cooling capacit.v of the equip-
ment is equivalent to 12 tons of refrig-
eration when handling- S.ono cubic feet
per minute of air. which is more than
adequate to cool and dehumidify. in
hot weather, the air for the lecture
room when it is full.v occupied. For
heating, the e.xtended surface preheat
-
er coil has a capacity of 162.000 B.t.u.
per hour when the temperature of the
entering air is degrees Fahrenheit
and the heater is capable of addin.g
140,000 B.t.u. per hour to the air when
it is received at 50 de.grees Fahrenheit.
All capacities are based on the circula-
tion of 13.500 pounds of dry air jier
hour and 5 pounds steam pressure in
the coils.'
One deviation from commercial prac-
tice is the presence of restricted sec-
tions of the recirculating, the outside
air, and the discharge air ducts, the
purpose of which is to permit determi-
nation of air velocities with smaller
percentages of error than is possible
where the cross-sectional areas are
.greater. It has been found that these
reduced cross-sectional areas do not
add greatly to the total resistance
a.gainst which the fan must work, and
hence do not destroy the value of other
data obtained. The larger cross-section-
al areas of all ducts are designed for a
maximum air velocity of 1.000 f.ji.m.
based on air at TO degrees Fahrenheit
and a barometric pressure of 29.i)2
inches of mercury.
.All the air dampers in the equip-
ment, controlling the flow of air
through the ducts, are operated manu-
ally at present. Air temperature and
humidity of the air is controlled by
means of duct thermostats and hygro-
stats which operate pneumatic steam
and water metal diaphragm valves-
using 15 pounds compressed air.
One of the most interesting features
of the equipment is the method of de-
termining the humidity of the air in
the ducts. This is the first time that
wet bulb thermocouples have been uti-
lized for this purpose. Throughout the
unit there are sets of wet bulb and dry
bulb thermocouples at critical points,
these thermocouples are connccteil
to the man control board, the difference
in wet bulb temperature and dry bulb
temperature being determined at any
critical point in the system. From this
difference the humidity of the air is
easil.v determined. Prior to this instal-
lation wet bulb thermocouples have
never been acknowledged accurate
enough for this type of work. It has
been proven, however, that the actual
error in temperature readin.gs in this
system is less than with the use of
mercury thermometers.
This apparatus is suitable for use
in the study of many problems includ-
ing: (1) air cleaning by use of either
filters or washers; (2) air humidifica-
tit>n: (3) air cooling and dehumidifica-
tion by three different i>ieces of appa-
ratus; (4) hot blast heating using eith-
er steam or hot water as a heating
medium; (5) heat transfer of finneil
couls usin.g either steam or hot water
as a heating medium; (6) heat transfer
of finned tube cooling coils, usin.g eith-
er chilled water or direct expansion of
the refrigerent (F'reon), with dry and
wet surfaces; (7) problems involving
the reheating of cooled and dehumidi-
fied air by use of either a steam reheat-
in.g coil or by bypassing recirculated
air; (8) all-year air-conditioning of
spaces in which typical load conditions
may be maintained either in summer
or winter; (9) centrifugal fan jierform-
ance under different load conditions;
(10) precision measurements of both
dry and wet bulb air temperatures;
(11) air distribution b.v means of noz-
zles, grilles, diffusers, etc.; (12) the
measurement of air flow and friction
losses in ducts of varying section and
shape and different units such as filters
and coils. —T. M.
— L outtcsy Jieatitig, I'lfiitij and Air i <nuiilt{'>iitiij
Two \'iews of M.K. .\ir ( unditiuniiig Equipment
* WHO'S WHO IN ILL
• H. H. Jordan
• J. J. DoUniel
• F. E. Richart
ASSOCIATE DEAN H. H. JORDAN is perhaps oik-
of the engineering students' best friends. From a life
spent as an educator, he has learned how many prob-
lems confront young engineers and he is doing as much
as possible to help them find satisfactory solutions. He
admits the \ast amount of interesting work in admin-
istering the college; but he prefers to teach because it
allows him to see students develop as a result of his
efforts. Perhaps it is this same desire to see things grow
that prompts him to putter around in his flower garden
in Urbana, as well as about his cottage in northern
Wisconsin. Dean Jordan was born and raised in Maine
and was graduated from the University of Maine with
his B.S. in C.E. Aftenvards he came to the U. of I.
as an instructor and a student in the graduate school.
He is now a professor in engineering drawing and the
head of that department. During the War, his activities
were confined to those of a civilian instructor in mili-
tary aeronautics and the Student Army Traiiu'ng Corps.
In addition, he did much towards the publication of
the first book of instruction for military aviators. He
has many connections with organizations, including: Plii
Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Tau,
Triangle, A.S.C.E., S.P.E.E., the IVIasons, Kiwanis
Club, and the University Club.
PROFESSOR JAMES J. DOLAM) has had a life
filled with many and varied experiences. He started out
next door to the Rockies in Denver, Colorado, and stay-
ed there luitil he had obtained his B.S. degree in C.E.
from the University of Colorado. He was later awarded
the C.E. degree from his first Alma Mater, but the
U. of I. presented him his M.S. degree. From the time
of his graduation from Colorado, Professor Doland was
employed in actual construction work until he came to
the U. of I. in 1926. These experiences, carrying him to
ten different states, ranged through all of the man\
activities of a civil engineer—building construction, grad-
ing for levees and railroads, irrigation, canals, bridges,
underpinning, and even acting as a coal mine operator foi'
a while. During the War, he was a first lieutenant in
the construction division, and was later a raptaiii in the
engineer luiit of the O.R. Luitil 193S. His cliief hobby,
he says, is major league baseball. His memberships in-
clude Theta Tau, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Scabbard
and Blade, A.S.C.E., S.P.E.E., and A.W.W.A. He has
also been an Associate Water Consultant for the \atin--
al Resources Committee since 1936. That the students
are his principle interest is proven by his activities with
them here on campus. He is the facidty adviser for
A.S.C.E. and Engineering Council, and also counseled
the Technograph staff until lack of time forced him to
resign last month. He is the president of the Illinois
Union, a member of the Student Affairs Committee,
and is on the Advisory Council for Tau Beta Pi.
PROFESSOR FRANK E. RICHART holds the title
of Reasearch Professor of Engineering Materials, but
this work does not seem to ha\e limited his activities
to just engineering. His membership on the faculty bowl-
ing team has helped them win many a match, while
dinging the summer months he spends much of his time
carry out his duties as one of the Board of Governors of
the Urbana Country Club or just "shooting" a few holes
for enjoyment or in competition. As a Director of the
U. of I. Athletic Association, he has much to do in
shaping the athletic policies of the University. Professo'
Richart is an Illini all of the way, for he has obtained
his B.S., M.S., and C.E. degrees here at Illinois. After
he was graduated, he practiced as an engineer for a
time and then came back to teach and to work on
research in the T. and A. M. department. He was
working with Professor Talbot when the>' originated
the mortar \oids theory for plain concrete, and, he and
Professor Wilson, worked out the slope deflection meth-
od for the analysis of indeterminate structiuTs. Some
of his other research has been done with reinforced con-
crete, building tests, reinforced brickwork, cast iron
pipe, and chilled car wheels. In his work he has written
ten bulletins published by the Engineering Experiment
Station. In attending to his duties of \ice president of tlie
American Concrete Institute and as a member of the
Executive Committer of the A.S.T.M. he tra\els about
20,000 miles ammally.
IGINEERING WORLD *
W. D. On-
J. T. Robinson •
C. E. Wright •
CHARLES E. WRK^HT was born in Dahlgmi, Illi-
nois in 1912. After graduating from the IVIt. Vernon
township high school, lie worked for two years, but re-
sumed his education at Carbondale Teachers college in
1929. After two years there, he reversed the process and
taught for a term near IVIt. Vernon. Deciding that
teaching was not his forte. Chuck enrolled in the Uni-
versity of Illinois as a ceramic engineer. This year, he
will collect the dues and call the roll for Keramos and
is a member of the Student Branch of the American
Ceramics Society. Military seems to be his favorite
activity for he is Lt. Colonel of the Engineers, captain
of Pershing Rifles, first lieutenant of Scabbard and
Blade, and a member of Tau Nu Tau. He won the
University gold medal, awarded annually to the best
second year cadet in the University. Also, he has been
a member of the national guard for the past six years
and is now serving as sergeant. Finding it necessary to
work while going to school, Charlie spent his first two
years assisting in the dean of men's office, but last year
he helped do research work with glass. Tinkering with
home-made radio sets is his hobby. Charlie is another of
those engineers who have already marched down the aisle.
Mrs. Wright was Marv Kav Dearth before last June.
JOHN T. ROBINSON had his high school days equal-
ly divided between Senn high school in Chicago and
Rockford high school. He was a member of the track
team of each school and in his senior year set Big Seven
conference records in the high and low hurdles while
bearing the responsibilities of captain of the team. Jack
registered in as a C. E. in 1934 and almost immediately
began to make a name for himself as a hurdlf^r. He w-s
captain of his freshman team and set Big Ten fresh-
man records in both the high and low hurdles. During
this year he became a member of Beta Theta Pi, after
being elected to Tomahawk. As a sophomore he placed
rliird in the high hurdles in the Big Ten indoor meet
and anchored the shuttle hurdle team to a new world's
record. With these victories he won his "1" and Sachem
and the Tribe of Illini both elected him to membership
Sachem chose him to be its president. Last year he was
Hig Ten indoor high hurdles champion and betteied
Jesse Owens' 75 yard indoor low hurdles record. At the
Chicago relays he ran a tied race in the high hurdles for
a record time of 7.4 seconds. Last year ]VIa-Wan-Da
elected him as a member. Jack has worked every year
he has been in school, holding down as many as two
jobs during the track season, while making better than
average grades. His summers have been spent working;
in 1936, as a life guard at the Rockford public park
pool, and last summer for the state highway department
doing sinveying and pa\ement inspection work. Next
June lie hopes to be employed as a sanitary engineer.
WARREN D. ORR thinks that being born within
view of the Keokuk dam may have produced his desire
to study electrical engineering. At Carthage high school
Bub giuded his class through its junior and senior years,
captained the football team, and was the leading man for
his class plays. From Carthage he went to the L niver-
sity of Missouri to study E. E. There he was a member
of the glee club and its quartet, the band. Phi Eta
Sigma, and Delta Tau Delta. In February, however, he
decided that the Ll^niversity of Illinois was a better place
to study his profession. Spending nearly all his time at
study during the following three semesters earned him
membership in Eta Kappa Nu his junior year. Also, as a
junior. Bub was a member of the pistol team, secretary
of Eta Kappa Nu, rushing chairman of the Delts, and
personnel manager of the E. E. show. In the spring of
'36 he was elected as the Illinois L^nion member of the
Engineering council. Last year Orr transferred to law
school and was initiated into Phi Delta Phi, legal fra-
ternity. Although no longer an engineer, he served as
president of the Engineering council and chairman of
Saint Pat's ball. This year Bub is back in E. PL and re-
laxing, he says. After graduating next June, he plans to
study more law at Harvard, and become a patent attor-
ney. His hobbies include hunting and shooting, boating,
learning to fly, and discussing economic theories.
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Bits About Them . . . .
Rt'xford Npwc'oiiib. Jr.. '36 is now
working with a Detroit retrifierator
firm, and V. T. Talbot '36 is working
for the Walker Refractories, Vandalia,
Missouri.
IJill Avery '35 was married recently
to Miss Isabel Forbes ('35, Iowa). They
met while they were workins' at the
1931 Century of Prosress. Bill is plus-
Sins away at ensineerins. he says, just
now with Holabird and Root in Chi-
ca.so.
L. .v. Dixon, mechanical ensineer '35
is a special apprentice for the Penn-
sylvania Railroad in Terre Haute. He's
anxious to meet the other Illini in Terre
Haute.
Newlin D. Morsan, Jr.. '35, son of
Prof. N. D. Morsan '28. M. S.. works for
the American Brid.se l'ompan.\ in f'.ary.
Indiana.
Leslie Silverman '36 who has a fel-
lowship in Mechanical ensineerin.s at
Hutsers, is well on his way to his de-
gree. This is Les' first year in graduate
school.
Edward Cwiklo '37 is working with
the General Electric (\)nipany at Sche-
nectady. New York. At the present time
he is supervisor of the Industrial Con-
trol Test, and is engaged in testin,s all
types of electric refrigeration controls.
Ed states that he will try a few jobs
in other fields before choosin,s any one
permanent job. J, C. Wheeler '33, E. E.,
is EM'S foreman at Schenectady.
Leonard Tofft '37 writes that he is
engaged to be married to Miss Betty
Haddlesay, formerly of the University
of Illinois, now at the University of
Chicago. Leonard is employed at the
Inland Steel Company at Indiana Har-
bor, Indiana, in the blast furnace de-
partment. Leonard states, "Durin.s my
first vacation I expect to be married
—
in fact, I will be."
A. Montero '35 is a chemical en.si-
neer for an organization in l^ima, Peru,
making a study of the Peruvian oil
lands.
W. S. Debenham '35 is an assistant
ceramic engineer at the south works of
the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Compan.v. He
and Doroth.v Wcllenreiter, who were
married in August, live at 7715 South
Shore Drive.
William Crocombe. Jr.. '36 is a mill
metallurgical observer for the Republic
Steel Corporation, Chicago.
Robert T. Crocombe '36 is a metal-
lurgical laboratory assistant at the
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company.
Indiana Harbor. Indiana.
Jerry Margrave '37 has been trans-
ferred to the PittstieUl, Massachusetts
plant of the General Electric Company
from their Lynn, Massachusetts plant.
Jerry is another engin<'i'r cmjiloyed
while taking a training course. Jerry
was married to Miss Katherine Whit-
tacker last June.
".V real beauty, with green eye.s, and
red hair,'' is the glowing description Leo
J. Novak '35 gives of his wife. Elizabeth
Steffo. They were married last August
14. He is a chemical engineer for the
Peoples Gas, Light, and Coke Compan.v.
in Chicago.
Walter Milewski '37 is ensaged in a
.year and a half field work course for
the Illinois Bell Telephone Company in
Chicago. Walt likes his work well
enough to plan on remaining with the
Illinois Bell Telephone Company per-
manently. Maurice Quinn '37, Harold
Pearson '37. and Walt sometimes sec
each other in and about Chicago.
H. A. Holler '35 is another chem
engineer engaged in research for East-
man Kodak, making Kodachrome film
for the color photographers of the
countr.v.
Edward H. Fairbank and Arthur
Richaiil Williams are among the 30
students from 29 universities who have
been awarded school medals by the
American Institute of Architects "for
.general Excellence in Architecture."
They graduated from school last spring.
Charles Slaymaker '37 arrived in
Panama Homecoming morning to work
for the United States Government as a
junior engineer.
A Preview
1938 E.E. SHOW
The Ca.st
D. K. Chinlund General Manager
W. A. Johnson Business Manager
C. S. Sandler Assistant Bus. Manager
W. A. Sinks Treasurer
R. E. Jeffries Chief Engineer
L. T. Bleuer Exhibits
S. W. Ryden Personnel
F. A. Linn Electrician
D. W. Russell Construction
C. E. Van Slyck Programs
F. E. Edwards Rep. Physics Dep't.
The Setting
Exhibits and demonstrations of elec-
trical apparatus of general interest, the
latest discoveries from research labora-
tories, trick stunts, etc.
S.ynopsis of Scenes
Since it was first held in the sprins
of 1907, the biennial P^lectrical Ensi-
neerins Show has attracted attention
from near and far. While still in its
.vouth. the show was so well known and
attended that large electrical manu-
facturins and utility companies were
anxious to exhibit their tiroducts at the
show. A list of some of the products
which have been displayed in the past
includes an automatic dial telephone
system, an electric-clock system, a
model hydroelectric plant, bank alarm
systems, and many others.
Although plans are onlv bc.ginning to
be made for this year's E. E. show, it
already shows promise of living up to
the successes of its predecessors.
The class of '36 ceramic engineers
is using a novel method of keeping in
touch with each other by the use of
round-robin letters writes Floyd Hum-
mel '36. Flo.vd is doing ceramic research
at the Onondase Pottery Company.
Robert Schneider '36 is working as an
electrical engineer with the Schweitzer
and Conrad Company in their produc-
tion testing and inspection dei>artment.
Bob is not married yet, but he admits
there is a definite relation between his
vacation plans, and plans for an en-
gagement or marriage.
Harold Peterson '37 is working in
Milwaukee for the AUis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co. as a student apprentice studying
general operation of power houses.
Harold attended the A. I. E. E. con-
vention in June, and there met some
Illinois graduates. He sa.vs that Allis-
I'halmers is in the midst of a large
expansion program at the present
time, and they shouUi take on a great
man.v new men in the future.
John A. Schaad '31 (also '36 Pli.D.l
now instructor in chemistr.v at .Vrmour
Institute, is the author of a pajier,
"New Measurements in Previously l"n-
known Large Interplanar Spacings in
Natural Materials."
Louis H. Kristof '37 is workins as a
surveyor with the U. S. Bureau of Re-
clamation at Gunnison, Colorado.
Roger Benedict '36. engineer for the
American Rolling Mills, is now mar-
ried to Marie A. Bertoni '37. Their
home is in Middletown, Ohio.
Karle De Wolf '37. is playing the
ambitious role of both student and
workins man while emiiloyed with the
Westinghouse Comj)an.v in Pittsliurgh.
He spent the first part of la.st sum-
mer at Camp Custer in Battle Creek,
Michigan,
E. Lyman Ellis. Jr., '37. is architec-
tural engineer for the E. S. Moore
Compan.v of Danville, taking the place
of John S. Winbigier '35, now with
R. W. Naef '23. in Jackson. Mississippi.
Raymond W. Pope '37, is chief chem-
ist of the Peabody Coal Company lab-
oratories in Duquoin, West Frankfort
and Harrisburg.
DKFINITIONS I5Y THK I5.\SU
KN(;iNKKI{S
Snipers shoot only in spasms.
Scouts advance b.v leaps and bounds.
.\ scout wears correct clothes.
.\ scout uses geograi)hy for cover.
Concealment—don't stay in one place
a long time.
.\ scout keeps flat with only one e.vc
exT>osed.
Snipers defend the attack.
A scout is a man who crawls on his
belly in front of the army.
Scouts cross open country li.v day in
boimct's.
A .scout is a iierson who proceeds the
arm.v without making any noise.
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SO you won't have to!
Without repeater tubes, which amplify voice currents
every 50 miles, telephony over very great distances would hardly be
possible. CL Incidentally, the telephone repeater tube was one of the
first applications of the vacuum tube principle, which now makes it
possible for you to talk across the continent as easily as just around
the corner. O. Changing needs call for continuous telephone
research to make your service more and more valuable.
BELL TELiX^HONE ffX|) SYSTEM
Why not call Mother or
Dad tonight? Rotes to most
points are lowest after
7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
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TAKEN at RANDOM
St'iiiois—Kemi'inhtr One Sf|)tfml)fi- Three Years Aj;<>?
Now and Then
As the Class of 'S8 is beginning its
last lap towards the completion of
their college careers, it is interesting
to note the great change in the num-
ber of men who now comprise the
group from the number at the time
they were freshmen. The following tab-
ulation shows for each of the various
departments under the jurisdiction of
the College of Engineering the number
of freshmen enrolled on October 1. 1934.
and the number of seniors on October
1. vy.M.
Department 19S4 W.r,
Agr. Eng H 5
Ceramics 34 in
Cer. Eng. 73 24
Civil Eng. 74 62
Elect. Eng. i»4 58
Eng. Physics 7 (i
CJen. Eng. 39 7
Mech. Eng. 78 75
Met. Eng. 3 2
Mining Eng. 11 4
Rwy. C. E. 1 1
Hwy. E. E. 2
Rwy. M. E.
Total 417 256
Sacramento Water Towers
Beauty as well as utility i.s evi-
denced in the new three million gallon
balancing reservoirs that the city of
Sacramento, Calif., has recently con-
structed. The tanks, two of which were
built, rise seventy-seven feet above the
ground, have a wetted wall height of
twenty-six feet and an interior diam-
eter of one hundred and forty-four feet.
The walls are lined inside with steel
plates imbedded in the reinforced con-
crete floors. The structures are con-
structed to resist earthquakes.
The steel walls of the tanks were
designed to resist the full pressure of
the water and the reinforced concrete
shell was bonded to them by means of
anchois. The specifications for the
structures required that the steel walls
br tested with a full water load before
the surrounding concrete was placed.
With the tanks still full of water, the
concrete shell was jioured. After a
twenty-eight day curing period, the
water was drained out. The steel nec-
essarily contracted, and by means of
the bond from the anchors, drew the
sides of the walls inward ami placed
the concrete under compression. This
was, in effect, a method of pre-stress-
ing the concrete.
As a result of this arrangement tor
placing the concrete when the tanks
were full, the concrete will never be
in tension and will be at zero stress
with a full water load.
Another interesting feature of the
construction of the tanks was the fact
that all steel connections were made
by welding. As a precaution, the city
engineer requireii all welders to take a
special examination. Of the fourteen
applicants, only seven passed inspec-
tion.
These welding examinations, neces-
sary because there are so very few-
welders capable of doing structural
welding, are highly important. The men
are examined on their ability to make
the common types of welds, all able t<
withstand the testing loads. In addition
to the initial inspection of their work,
during the course of the job the men
also prejiare samples which are tested
to see whether they are doing satisfac-
tory work. It has been observed that
ince trained, a welder always does
consistent work.
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- Courtesy Public Safety
"\" Marks the S|n)t
Warnings of Sudden Death
To help the careless motorist remem-
ber where the worst automobile acci-
dents have occurred, the city of Allen-
town, Pa., has started to mark the
spots with three crosses. They have
placed fifteen of these crosses during
the past seven months.
—Courtesy Euciineerinti Xeu'S Record
USEFUL BEAUTY
San Francisco's Treasure
Island
In the center of San Francisco Bay,
a 400 acre fill has created a "Treasure
Island." This is to be the home of the
l!)3ii CJolden Gate Exposition and after
the fair, it will be used as the perma-
nent airport for the city.
At present, a concrete plant has been
erected on the water's edge of the bay
and the fill material is beins' handli-d
from barges. A causeway is to be con-
structed later to connect the island
with the Bay Bridge to San Francisco
and with Yerba Buena Island.
A MODERN nil .\>l KK ISLAM) itcs\ Roik Products
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Chicago Plans
EMPIRE BUILDERS
palneiSinij ih/JhtutAi Seal)
Man's age-old dream of harnessing the thunder bohs was realized
when in 1 882 the first central station went into service. In the period of
swift application of electrical energ^y which followed, R B & VV— then
in business for 37 years— aided materially in developing and furnishing
EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets for this now casual necessity
— electrical power.
Since 1845 R B &W has aided the development of every major in-
dustry—constantly improving materials, machines, processes and prod-
ucts to make EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets the standard
of quality, uniformity and precision the world over.
R B &W manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products including various types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B &W EMPIRE products are
the standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nutand Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @7106
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N.V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLtS, PA.
CHICAGO has approved plan.s for ek-vated high-
ways ill an endeavor to lower its annual automo-
bile toll of 800 dead and 20.000 injured. These
safety structures are regarded as the only available means
for reducing the accident percentages. Surveys made of
Manhattan's elevated highways have amply demonstrated
the safety characteristics of these super-roads.
On the Outer Drive, Chicagoans have been given a
taste of the relative convenience and safety of elevated
highways. Here, due to favorable land peculiarities, pe-
desterians, cross-traffic, and parking worries have all
been relegated to the ash-heap. However, for the outly-
ing built-up sections, viaducts and some forms of elevated
roadways would have to be constructed. On these new
roads, motorists will feel much more secure and at ease,
since there would be no cross-traffic or jay-walkers
to hamper driving.
To keep cross-traffic from this west side super-
highway, the roadway would have to be above or below
the crosswalks of existing streets and on a different level
from the north and south pa\ements. Parking woidd be
abolished by separation of the express surface from near-
by property. The reasons as to why most city planners
have favored elevated highways is that depressed boule-
vards require broad rights of way of prohibitive expense
in a built-up area. A low level boulevard would also re-
quire a trestle for every north and south street that
wotdd not be closed.
Mr. Otto K. Jelinck, traffic engineer for the Chicago
Parks, reports that within the busiest one mile stretch
WIM
WIGOR
and WITALITY
from
KWALITY
7/ Has The Flavor'
Your Grocer Has It
Merry Christmas!
. . . Engineers
You Can Do Your Math Problems
But
Let Us Help You With That
Christmas List
Books, Stationery, Jewelry, Chromium
Fountain Pens and Copper
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
U. of I.
SUPPLY STORE
The Co-Op Wright and Green
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Super Highway
of the (filter Drive, only one death ami 26 injuries have
been reported in more than 28, S7 1,500 car miles of
travel. The National Safety Council reports that on the
New York elevated highway, the accident rate is one
mishap for every 2,500,000 car miles of travel. It is
figured that in Chicago alone, deaths and injuries in
traffic accidents totaled 23,629 for one year. This is a
rough ratio of about one person killed or hurt in 401,-
000 miles of motor travel. The Outer Drive, in spite of
having an average speed of traffic about twice as great
as the speed on the conventional roads, has therefore
proved, by means of its great safety record, the value of
elevated roads. A perfected design for elevated highwavs
physically prevents about 98.5 per cent of the accidents
wliich are motor fatalities. A survey made by Dr. Miller
.McClintock of Harvard for the city traffic committee
showed that a system of about 160 miles would be ample
to provide the needs of growing Chicago.
The new outer drive from Randolph street across
the outer link bridge to (^hio street, opened recently after
dedication by President Roosevelt, is almost an elevated
highway. However, in a few years buildings will spring
up so that it will be as cluttered as IVIichigan avenue.
According to Alderman John A. Massen, Chicago may
expect an increase of 12 per cent in the number of ve-
hicles, an increase of 14 per cent in the consumption of
gasoline, and an increase of 24 per cent in the number
killed and injured.
As things stand now, Chicago needs elevated high-
ways to increase efficiency and lower the ghastly yearly
terrific toll of humans. —L. O.
Going to Press!
Thelllioof1938
Sale at ends Dec. 22
ON SALE
at
331 STUDENT CENTER and
FROM SALES REPRESENTATIVES
CAMBRIDGE
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
ItuHed (2o- Wotkati. ok Science
DURING the past half-century, many of the
important developments of Science have
been furthered with the assistance of Cambridge
instruments. Today, the name "Caudjridgc" is
a familiar one in research laboratory, industry
and medicine.
The quality of workmanship and of materi-
als employed in their construction and the dis-
tinctive finish of metal and woodwork mark
Cambridge instruments unmistakably. From a
utilitarian standpoint it is these innumerable
refinements in the smallest details that make
> Caudjridgc instruments accurate, dependable
and long-lived.
In the Cambridge workshop, precision is more
than merely a word— it is a code of practice
governing every detail, from purchase of ma-
terials to shipment of a fine instrument.
'
»
'
3732 Grand /^ A A /fR"DT r^/'^HT ^''""'''"'
Central \^y/\ IVl OrVl jL/\^IIj "-nu/arturfrs
Terminal, T^T?CV^TTTTXTX^?^^^'*^^VT^rV '^^ Precision
IWriv York City ^U^^Q^^^^^^r^^^^^K^^Ua^HJEH Instruments
OKONITE INSULATION
OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record
since 1878 is still generally recognized as the
acme of perfection lor rubber insulations and as
"the best product possible" of its type.
The Okonite Company and its affiliates, how-
ever, have constantly kept step with the ad-
vances of the electric art.
Whether the wire or cable is large or small,
single or multiple conductor, high or low volt-
age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn-
thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or
armor of any type, Okonite can make it.
In all cases, whether the correct solution calls
for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam-
bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic
compounds, the policy still is and will continue
to be the best product possible.
.^^THE OKONITE COMPANY,
^m 1 Founded 1878 {WMMSi
HAZARD INSULATED WIRE WORKS DIVISION
THE OKONITE-CAllENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE:
PASSAIC
New Jersey
FACTORIES:
Passaic. N. J. • Paterson. N. J.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
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1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations.
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That the owner is The IlHni Publishing Company, a non -com-
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What! No Dedication?
It was a tense nioniciit! The President and the Dean
were just finishing a long conversation. "It simply can't
be done, that's all! If the Governor were able to be
here it would be different, but trying to conduct such
a solemn ceremony without his presence is useless. The
effect is gone! In my opinion, it will be far better to
have no dedication at all.
'
Shakespeare's words flashed through my mind
—
"There comes a time in the affairs of men when taken
at tile Hood leads on to fortmie ; omitted, all the voy-
age of their lives is bound in shallows and miseries."
Yes, Shakespeare was right. To miss an opportunity as
golden as that one missed by the College of Engineering
is to forever cast a shadow over a portion of the history
of the college—a shadow that shall be forever regretted.
You have probably already guessed that I am refer-
ring to the artistic triumph in Engineering Hall that
would bring joy to the heart of the most downcast artist.
Caesar in all his glory was not arrayed like this! Who
would suspect that a building as aged as Engineering
Hall would house what is without doubt the most mod-
ern and up-to-date room on the engineering campus.
So, there it is like an unchristened babe, beside the
entrance to the engineering library, silently reminiscent
of the glories that might have belonged to it alone, had
the officials of the college and university taken the op-
portunity of setting a cornerstone, a panel, or even a
lowly mosiac floor tile, with appropriate dedicatory
ceremonies. But man must be served ; the unending line
of humanity continues to wind its way in and out, scarce-
ly realizing the agony of insult being suffered by their
surroundings. —T. M.
CHRISTMAS
Is Coming
Biggest Bargain
In To\^ n
RIDE THE BUSES
FARE
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA
City Lines, Inc.
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Engineering Experiment Station
(Continued from Page 3)
lines; (b) the routes used; (c) the
number of vehicles that make the cities
their destination; and (d) the number
and duration of other stoiis made. The
efficiency, accuracy, reliability, and
cost of the survey method are being
studied.
Another study concerns the visibility
and efficiency of highway si.gns of va-
rious sies. colors, shapes, symbols, and
workings, including plain and reflecto-
rized signs. Consideration is given to
the visibility of si.gns to partially color-
blind persons.
The efficiency and economics of city
traffic control are also being' studied.
This covers the free crossing, the boule-
vard stop and the traffic signal. Tests
are being made to determine the
amount of fuel used by automobiles
while making- stops and starts, from
which an estimate of the cost of the
various types of traffic control to the
traveling public may be made. A fourth
study covers highway traffic accidents
with reference to the hazard-producing
features of roads.
Other subjects under investigation
include a study of thermal stresses
due to welding, the study of stress at
sharp corners by the plaster-model
method, joint materials for sewer pipe.
joint filers for brick pavement, rein-
forced brick masonry beams, volume
changes in burned-clay aggrregate con-
crete, discharge co-efficients for pipe
orifices under pulsating flow and for
orifices in a pipe wall, and various
minor projects in fatigue of metals. In
addition, there are many allied re-
search projects in mechanical, electrical,
railway, ceramic, and chemical engi-
neering. —A. S. B.
NOTE: The author wishes to ack-
nowledge "Current Investigations at
the University of Illinois." Engineer-
ing News-Record, by Dean M. L. Enger
for the information included in this
article.
AkTlJTJ lEnORAVEK^
(y^&mpi
\§.en.(njce,k
mujCL.
CHAMPAIGN ILL
1
BROWN & SHARPE
CUTTERS
FOR
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• TECKNOKRAKS •
Clunk \Vrii;lit (in liliiaiy) : "Have
you a l)ook called "Alan, the World's
Killer?'
"
I>ady librarian: "You niiuht find it
in the fiolion department, sir."
« * «
Magistrate: "So your only defense i.i
that you were drunk when you kissed
this lady. How can you prove that?"
Defendant: "Well, just take a look at
her yourself, Judge."
* * * *
I'rof. Wiley was driving alons; a coun-
try road wlien lie spied a couple of
repair-men climbing telephone poles.
"Fools!" he exclaimed to his com-
panion, "(hey must think I never drove
a car before."
But) Walker; Your lipstick is coming
off.
Betty: No it isn't.
I5ob: It is.
Betty; I'm sure it isn't.
Bob: Listen, any time I get as close
as this to a girl, her lipstick IS coming
off.
* * * +
Then there's the girl who swears
she's never been kissed! (.'Maybe that's
why she swears).
* * *
Cop: "Say, young fellow, there's no
parking here
;
you can't loaf along the
road !"
Ed Fraser: "Who's loafing?"
MERRY CHRISTMAS—Engineers
Next year will soon be here and
THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
will be here to 4've you the same good service we have
in the past—Thanks.
206 S. Mathews Xervac Treatments
He: "Do ,miu know the secret of
Iioi)ularity?"
Slie: "^es, but mother says that I
musn't."
* * *
A colored preacher having read to his
fleck several verses concerning virgins
from the Bible, requested all the vir-
gins in the congregation to come up on
the platform, .\mong the last came a
young woman with a bal).\- who was
stopped by the parson.
"Hold on dere, sister. How come you
come up here wid dat baby? You ain't
no virgin."
"Oh, yes, I is, parson. I'se just one
of deni foolish virgins."
* * * *
May: "What sort of a chap is
Johnny?"
Dot; "Well, when the lights went
out last niglit when he called on me,
he spent the rest of the evening re-
pairing t'he fu.se."
* * *
A mother testifying on behalf of her
son. swore that he "worked on a farm
ever since he was born." Triumphantly
the opposing lawyer leaned over toward
her and thundered: "Y'ou tell this court
that your son worked on a farm ever
since he was born?"
"I do."
"What did he do the fir-st year?"
"He milked," she answered.
You're
Not
Worrying!!
Mf. •/fff*Wf/f^{fAffA
When you're eating at
KATSINA'S
Gome in and RELAX
318 N. HICKORY 512 S. NEIL
Champaign
SCIENCE MARCHES ON
NO. 3.
• What would we do without
Science?
Let us, for example, consider the ohm.
There is after all, nothing like an ohm
—the unit of resistance. Here at
Charlie's we have conquered that re-
sistance and our ohm-cooking is just
like your Ma's. When you get that
empty, ohm-sick feeling have it taken
care of by our ohm-cooked food here
"CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT"
2021/2 S. Mathews
Near the Famous Boneyard
How Welding
makes Better Equipment
Tlie siiniili- (lesimi and joint less coiistnictioii of
lliis brt'wiii'i kettle were nKiile possihle hy oxy-
acelyleiie vveldiiiiT. \^ eliliiiii tliminatts all crevices,
cracks or other tiny oiKMiinjis fienerally present in
jointed coiintriiction and thus removes tlie possi-
bility of bacteria lodjiinu; in such |)laccs. This
\velde<l kettle, beiiif; jointlcss, is permanently leak-
proof. It is easy to clean and keep clean. In addi-
tion, weldinjj lias trimmed off the dead weijrbt of
tlie heavier connections required by other methods
of joiniti}: metals.
Tomorrow's eiifiineers will be expected to know
how to take advantage of this modem nietalwork-
ing process. Several valuable and interesting tech-
nical booklets, which describe the application
of the oxy-acetylenc jiroccss of welding and cut-
ting to design, coii^lrmtion and fabrication, are
availaljle from Lindc offices in principal cities.
^ rite to The Linde y\ir r*rodncts (Company, Unit
of Union Carbidi' and (Carbon Corporation,
30 East 42nd Street. N.w York, N. Y.
Everything for Oxy -Acetylene Welding and Cutting
IINDE OXYGEN PREST OlITE ACETYLENE « 0XW6LD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES PI\(3]Vl I T T LINDE """"' CARbJdE
G-E Campus ^ews
SHARPSHOOTING TW O MILES
UNDERGROUND
^HOOTING HOLES through an oil-well casing at
^^ a depth of two miles underground is another
problem successfully solved by electricity. The Lane-
Wells Company Gun Perforator is an ingenious
device used to pierce casings with steel bullets. When
an oil pocket has been exhausted, the operators
pierce the well casing at a different: stratum, thus
opening another pocket.
In order to know where to pierce the casing and how
deep the gun is, G-E electric locating, weight, and
depth instruments are mounted on a panel in a
truck from which the shots are fired and the results
recorded. Over two and one half miles of steel-
sheathed cable is used to lower and fire the gun,
the current for the charge being carried in the core
of the cable. Accurate measurement of the depth at
which the sun strikes or leaves the fluid level in the
well is indicated to the operator by a weight in-
dicator which utilizes two General Electric Selsyn
motors.
In General Electric Company, numerous groups of
engineers devote their entire time to the most
efficient use of electricity in all types of industries.
These men, former members of the Test Course,
have solved many problems such as Sharpshooting
Two Miles Underground.
TRAIN-PERFORMANCE DETECTIVE
TN AN I»FD"UT to determine more accurately
-*• the performance of an electric locomotive and to
calculate the most efficient motor for the train, T.
F. Perkinson, R. P. I., '24, a former Test man now
in the Erie Works of General Electric Company, in-
vented a machine which performs these operations
mechanically.
Computation by the step-by-step method of these
calculations necessitates many hours of tedious slide-
rule work; repeated adding and subtracting of
time, speed, and distance increments; and reading
of charts. The Transportation Calculator eliminates
this work and solves the mathematics at least five
times as quickly, depending upon the skill of the
operator.
The Transportation Department of General Elec-
tric Company offers many opportunities to
mechanical and electrical engineers in the design,
construction, and production of electric locomotives,
trolley cars, and trolley buses. The solutions of
many interesting problems are found in this depart-
ment, the Transportation Calculator being but one
of them.
BOXING THE ELEMENTS
W/'IND, RAIN, SLEET, SNOW, arctic and
"' tropical temperatures, six-mile altitudes, and
power dives— all are found >vithin the confines of
two steel rooms in the radio-transmitter test depart-
ment in the Schenectady Works of General Elec-
tric Company.
To assure perfect performance of aircraft trans-
mitters, the equipment is placed in these two rooms
where extremely severe weather conditions are
simulated. Portholes of one-inch glass in the rooms
permit the test men to observe the effects on the
instruments without being subjected to the same
strains placed upon the transmitters.
These complicated tests are made by college-trained
men now on Test. The field of radio transmission
from airplanes is, of course, new and progressive.
The "flight rooms" provide radio engineers with a
new and clearer conception of designs for radio
equipment.
GENERALm ELECTRIC
90-16DH
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UNQUESTIONABLY, the most
universally present item in the
family medicine cabinet is the
familiar bottle of Iodine.
Discovered in 1 8 H by Bernard
Courtois, iodine was identified
four years later by his com-
patriot, L. J. Gay-Lussac. as a
basic element— the 48th ele-
ment in point of discovery but
now classified as the iSrd in
atomic number. Incidentallv, iodine
ranks 2 8th in abundance. As a safe-
guard against infection, tincture of
iodine has sterilized the cuts and abra-
sions of many generations.
Medical science has also taken full
advantage of the unique properties of
iodine in the form of salts such as iodide
of potassium, sodium, ammonium, cal-
cium and strontium. The use of the.se
salts in the treatment of lead
poisoning, asthma, syphilis,
nephritis, bronchitis, arterio-
sclerosis and angina pectoris
has demonstrated them to be
of untold value. The benefits
of iodi/ed salt in preventing
uoitre development are famil-
iar to everyone.
, , Iodide of potassium is used
in photography and iodine
finds further use in the manufacture of
iodates. dyes, intermediates, and as a
chemical reagent.
Some conception of the vast importance
of iodine can be gained when one learns
that American consumption approaches
a million pounds annually.
Until 1928, we depended upon foreign
sources for our iodine supply. Then,
The Dow C;hemical Company began the
first production of domestic iodine on a
commercial scale.
Intensive study of various processes for
the recovery of iodine finally resulted in
a totally new method, conceived and
perfected by Dow technicians.
Today, Dow is producing a substantial
share of all the elemental iodine used in
this country—at a price equaling the
lowest foreign competition. Thus, Dow
has made available to leading pharma-
ceutical houses and industry a domestic
source of elemental iodine, constituting
an important step in our national progress.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
Branch Sale, Offices: .iO Rockefeller Plaza. New York Oly • Seconal a,,d Madison Streets.
Si. Louis
Field Building, Chicago • 584 Mission Street. San Francisco
2260 Fast ISIh Street. Los .Angeles
i.(.T
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HE 1 ECH" changed its suit
—
or had vou noticed ? And to
'39 F. A. A. we
gne our utmost appreciation for his work
in styling the new cover, representing the
various phases of engineering.
O Senior Special !—Or for anyone who
plans to be graduated from the College
of Engineering sooner or later, we are
having a series of articles which aim to be
of particular value to those who are to
go out into the wide, wide world. Any
suggestions upon this topic whic'i you
wish to make for the following editions
are welcome. In this issue we hear from
one of the most prominent alumnus of
Illinois—W. L. Abbott, who gives excel-
lent Advice to Enyitucnny Ciradiidlcs.
• We didn't know an engineer could do
it! Just read the Tau Beta Pi prize
articles written by the honor junior, R.
W. Gaines, on The I'aliic (if a Scientific
Attitude, and you, too, will wonder which
side of campus Bob has frequented most.
Wanted :
Your presence at ST. PAT'S
BALL on March 23 in the
George Huff (}\ni.
Reward :
A Good Time.
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A Noted Illinois Alumnus Gives
Advice to Engineering Graduates
FOR yoars you have planned onbavins jobs waiting^ for you at
graduation. Some of you now have
positions aheady secured. Others may
be wondering where and what kind of
a job they will land and if it will bo
as good as some of those that were
reported years ago.
Possibly yes. probably no. Wind
blowing across water kicks up waves,
crests, and trough.s—some times slight,
sometimes frightful. For some reasons
it were better that the sea always
remained smooth as glass. Correspond-
ingly, when the winds of trade blow
across the sea of commerce it results
in prosperities and depressions. Per-
haps it were better to have an even
stage of business, say at the height
of the boom crest, or that not being
possible, at a medium height, but by
no means at the bottom of the trough.
However, as there are certain natural
laws governing the sea and .governing
commerce which human hands and
human laws have been unable to
change, we will continue to have ups
and downs in the future as we have
had in the past.
L'ps and Downs Affect Prospects
These ups and downs have a bear-
ing on the prospects of college grad-
uates and. in particular, on those in
engineering courses. Here are some
examples which have come to my
notice:
More than one hundred years ago
my father, who had served his time
as an apprentice, quit college at the
end of the first year for lack of
funds. He went to work at his trade
for $12 for a 72 hour week. He was
glad to get the job as it was during
a depression when jobs were scarce.
One of his classmates, who held on.
graduated three years later as a civil
engineer and at once obtained a posi-
tion from the Russian government
locating the railroad that was later
built between Moscow and St. Peters-
burg, salary, $3,000 a year, equivalent
to 10 times that sum in these days.
Sixty years ago an older brother
of mine graduated as a civil en.gineer
in the cla.ss of '77. It was during a
severe deijression when grangers and
.greenbackers were rampant. He was
an honor student whose reputation
for scholarship hung around the I'ni-
versity to embarass me years later.
As there was no engineering work
to be had at that time, he went back
to the farm to plow corn and make
hay until fall when he obtained a
position teaching in a local academy.
Three years later he had quit his
students to be instrument man with
\V. 1.. .\BB(ITT
NOTE—Last spring Mr. Abbott 'S-f
gave the material contained in this
article as a talk at a banquet of the
combined groups of Chi Epsilon, Pi Tail
Sigma, and Eta Kappa Xu. Before re-
tirement, he luas chief operating engineer
for the Commoniseallh Edison Co., and,
at one time, ivas president of the I'ni-
versity Board of Trustees.
a Santa Fe railroad locating party,
out west, at a fair salary, so it was
rumored. In fact the rumor was so
extravagant that the story was not
believed. One evening when I was a
guest at a neighbor's table, he plump-
ed it straight to me—"They say Theo-
dore is getting $200 a month. Is that
so?" When I answered that I be-
lieved it was, my nei.ghbor gave me
a fishy look and said, "Well, he may
b" getting it, but he can't earn it."
No reflections on the young man's
ability; it was merely incomprehen-
sible and unjust that one boy raisi'd
in that community should be getting
five or 10 times as much as any of
the others who had not been to
college.
In 18S4, with some influence, I got
a job as machinist at $2.7.5 for a 10
hour day, $72 a month. I thought it
was more than I deserved, but made
no complaint. Those who graduated
later fared even better. Those who
came out still later fared not so well.
This is to show you that regardless
of your native and acquired ability,
your first job will depend also on
what kinds of work are available, but
the kind of a start you make will
have little to do with your future,
except that if one gets too much at
first, his taste for jobs that pay less
may be ruined for life.
There is a story of a needy man
being offered a job. the pay to be
fixed later at what he wo\ild prove to
be worth. The applicant hautily de-
clined the position and pay. saying he
would not work for any such money.
Fifty dollars a week for a short time
nearly ruined me, .giving me a super-
iority complex that made me later
decline a position that I would like
and which had a great promise for
the future, I was offered only a little
more than I was worth.
Now You Have a Job
Ijet us skip a ways and suppose
that you have a job. I am not particu-
lar about the pay. but I am insistent
that in the position you find useful
experience. I hope the job will be
short-lived and that you will .go on
to another and another, adding- to your
practical knowled,ge as you go. "A roll-
ing stone .gathers no moss," but at your
age >-ou should not be looking for
moss. You need hard bumps and expe-
rience which is what the rolling stone
gets. Eventually you will fetch up
against a tree or in a depression where
you will be quite comfortable at a hi.gh-
er salary than you had been gettin.g.
Perhaps you should stay there, but
most likely not.
I often tell the story of Peter Junk-
ersfeld. from Sadorus. near here, cla.ss
of '95. He .graduated in a depression
and was glad to .get power house work
in a low down capacit>' at a low down
rate of pay. I watched him advance
through various positions until he be-
came a switchljoard operator, one of
the aristocracy of the station, and
there he rested content with his white
collar job. One day he came to me and
said. "Mr. Abbott. I have had excellent
treatment here. I have a good job, good
pay. and congenial as.sociates. I can
sta.v here as long as I like. I suppose,
but I feel that I am getting into a rut
and unless I move soon 1 will never
.get out of it."
"Pete." I said, "I have been expect-
ing that from you for some time. We
all like you and would be sorry to
see you go. but for your own good you
had better 'git'."
He transferred from operating to the
engineering department and began to
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climb. He advanced as vacancies oc-
curred and in a few years was Chief
Electrical Engineer. He was prominent
in national ensineerins societies. Pres-
ident of the .\.ssociation of Edison 11-
luminatins: Companies, Major in the
Quarter Master Department and Colonel
when the war ended, engineer with
Stone and Webster, then partner in
MacClellan and Junl<ersfeld Electrical
Contractors, and then, alas, from over
work he suffered cerebral hemorrhaRe
and is buried in a cemetery within
sight of the University towers. He ad-
vanced because he kept movin,sr.
Get Experience Wliile Vouns
While you are young get experience.
Later you will have your money re-
ward.
Let us now assume that you have
changed about some and now are in a
position where you would like to take
root and become an engineer.
Being an engineering graduate your
employer unhesitatingl.v assumes that
you are possessed of Integrity. Loyalty,
Technical Knowledge. Indu.stry. and Ini-
tiative, and that you are a "Company
Man." all of which aligns you with the
staff rather than with the Rank and
File. Such as you are the sprouts from
which future executives are grown. Do
not betray that trust.
When settled in a position of some
permanence don't assume that your
education is finished. It may be ended
any time, finished, never, or you will
be like freshmen who, having passed
the trigonometry examination, dance
around a bonfire in which a text Ijook
is being immolated; then they go home
saying. "Trig is past and gone. What's
next?"
Fortunate are you when given a
problem reciuirin.g a review and a re-
freshening of some phase of your col-
lege work. When the problem is fin-
ished you will be inclined t(i .say that
you never realizeii before the value and
interest of that principle. One of my
engineers, on handing in the solution
of an assigned problem in entropy, re-
marked that he had learned more about
that subject in the solution of the prob-
lem than he had absorbed during his
whole course in thermodynamics. He
probably overstated the fact, but he did
come to realize that entropy was real
and had its place in a power house.
Beware of Specialization
you are mechanical, or civil, or elec-
trical, but some of your training in-
volved excursions into other fields.
The.se side-lines were put into your
course for a definite and useful pur-
pose. Don't let that knowledge become
atrophied for want of use. .\round you
will be .specialists in those lines who
usually will have charge of their re-
spective branches of the work ; per-
haps under you. You should have suf-
ficient acquaintance with the language
they speak to know what it is about
and perhaps to make the final decision
Hold on to your calculus. You won't
need it often if you forget it, but if
retained, it will be a magical "passe
partout" to man.v a door.
When as.signed to a permanent posi-
tion, learn all al)out .vour job and about
what surrounds it. Know what is going
on in the department and in the in-
dustry generall.v. Write up your experi-
ences for the technical press and for
engineers conventions. Re observing
and inventive. Several young men I
know are drawing more in patent roy-
alties than in .salary, and some have re-
tired rich on their inventions. Make
suggestions for improvement in the
company's materials and methods. Your
sugge.stions will be accepted or rejected
with or without thanks. Either way it
is immaterial. You have exercised your
originality. Cultivate your superior-s.
They can do great things for you or
to you. Maintain .vour self-respect and
respect the man to whom you report.
He is not always kind and he is not
always right, but he must be fairly
.good or he would not be where he is.
At any rate he is probably as good as
you will be when you reach that posi-
tion.
It is not good for a soldier to be
coddled and it is not .good for him to
talk back. The .same holds for a yoimg
engineer in training. He is privileged
to walk off the job at any time but as
long as he accepts the pa.v he should
take, without grumbling, whatever goes
with it.
1 recall with satisfaction some exact-
ing and sarcastic foremen who delight-
ed in pointing out my short-comin.gs
in their proficient way and later as-
tonished me with preferential kind-
nesses. I regret that I did not have
more of that training.
That is all of the advice I have time
to give you on how to become an engi-
neer. I hope that some of that advice
may be foimd helpful and if it is.
when you reach your goal, you will
join the mighty chorus of others who
cr.v to hi.gh heaven that the engineer
is not receiving his due honors and
emoluments in comparison with the
blessings showered on other professions.
I am. therefore, moved to take a little
time to .see if I can help you to some-
thin.g better.
Aim Hi.yli
The aim of an engineer should lie to
the title of Superintendent or Chief,
although some over-shoot the mark
and are called President. But, to ob-
tain any of these titles, the aspirant
should have accomplishments that are
not usually counted neces.sary in a
mere engineer. This, then, is the last
and most important chapter.
Heretofore you had jirofessors to
pray for you. From now on you must
pray for yourself as your hi.gher suc-
cess will depend on your ability to sell
yourself to your associates. Therefore,
be one of them. Enthusiastically par-
ticipate in their sports and other ac-
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tivities. Follow and support their lead-
ers; you will .soon be one yourself.
Always be cheerful and a wellspring of
joy to your fellows and. high or low.
give them greeting for greeting and
railery for railery. Don't be a grouch.
If I had an enemy and wished to be
mean to him I would innoculate him
with a grouch over which he would
brood, keeping his stomach .sour and
his mind off plea.sant things. It would
not hurt me. but it would be eating his
heart out. Don't carry a grouch.
Make acquaintances and friends. Re-
member names and faces, a talent that
will be of inestimable value to you.
Extend your acquaintanceship beyond
the circle of your immediate associ-
ates. Cultivate those of influence in
other companies who may some day be
able to offer you a better position than
you have.
Drudgery .Ajtart from Success
Success and advancement are not due
to drudger.v. Drudger.v is plodding and
does not spell high speed nor high in-
tellectual activity. Hard work and ap-
plication are essential, but inspiration
and new ideas come when you relax
and look up from your work to take
a general view of it.
Some one with a taste of sour
grapes in his mouth said:
"Whereimto is money good?
Those who have it not have hardi-
hood
Those who have it have much
trouble and care
Those who once had it have des-
pair."
Robert Burns, however, with a more
popular idea of the value of money,
.said
:
"To %vin ilame fortune's fickle
smile
.\ssiduous wait upon her
.\nd gather gear by every wile
That's justified by honor.
Not for to hide it in a hedge
Nor for a train attendant
But for the .glorious privilege
Of bein.g- independent."
Vanderbilt .said. "A man that has a
million dollars is as well off as though
he were rich." Paste that in your hat
and look at it occasionall.v as you ap-
proach the million mark.
Invest in Yourself
In your permanent position be.gin to
.save your mone.v for wise investments
and the best investment for some of it
is on yourself, .good clothes, neatness,
smartness, sports, autos, movies, card.s.
.girls, dances, all in moderation and not
as a major study. .\nd. while investin.a
your money. i)Ut a little of it in the
bank as a nest eg,g, anticipating the
time when you will have a home of
.vour own. Some one said of old, "he
that marrieth giveth hostages to for-
tune." meanin.g that by shirking nat-
ural respon.siliilities, starvin.g his .soul,
and saving the expense of supporting
a family, a man can accumulate more
mone.v than he would have donr hail he
married.
Money? Yes. perhaps.
Success? No.
Besides religious celibates, there are
occasionally bachelors of jirobity who
have attained high positions and pub-
lic esteem, but with few exceptions
men require a mate and a family not
only for thi'ir higher and rounder de-
vclopmiril. but also to satisfy their
(Continued on Page 16)
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Mass Production Ideas Aid Aviation
Large Orders Necessitate Expansion
IN SPITE of their best efforts, themajor airplane companies have
been unable to fill their orders
promptly during- the past year. In
tact, some of the largest peace time
orders in the history of aeronautics
were placed last year. Private aviation
is having' one of its biggest booms in
recent years, and the commercial air-
lines are surveying new routes over the
.\tlantic, and service across the Pacific
has already been inaugurated. With
this rapid expansion underway, it is
only natural that new idanes are need-
ed in quantities that have never been
produced before.
These planes which are being manu-
factured to supply the demand are
more specialized than heretofore. Mono-
coque and semi-monocoque construc-
tions are becoming- common, especially
in militar.v and commercial planes.
while the cantilever wing- is becoming
almost synonomous with superior per-
formance. These carefully designed
structures must be made with exactin.g-
precision if a rigidity is to be obtained
that will prevent flutter at hi.gh speeds.
Naturally, increased precision slows
down production speed, and the indus-
try, as a whole, found many problems
to iron out before a fast and efficient
production system could be devised.
Today a monocoque construction al-
most invariably niean.s all-metal con-
struction. .\s it is necessary for the
different sections of the covering- to fit
tog(>ther accurately so that the stre.s.s
is evenly distributed, the metal sheets
from which the .skin is made must be
cut and moulded accurately. Hand
methods of cutting and sliaping- these
metal sheets for the covering were too
slow and inaccurate; therefore, the de-
signer turned to machines. The hy-
draulic pre.ss which is used in the
automobile industry to shape fenders,
steel tops and other body parts, .seemed
to be the solution. Parts could be cut
and shaped rapidly and accurately at a
minimum co.st. After the Ryan Aero-
nautical company and a few others
had experimented with the press, it
was accepted by the industry. The
Ryan S-T was one of the fir.st planes
in which this construction was used.
Today, every company that builds metal
airplanes on a large scale has a hy-
draulic press to form the parts of the
wings and fuselage that can be made
from stamped metal. One of the most
interesting- of these presses is the one
which was delivered to the Doviglas
.-\ircraft company. This pre.ss forms
several pieces of different sizes and
shapes at the same time.
In order to speed up the actual as-
sembly process, efficiency experts came
to the conclusion that greater speed
and accuracy could be obtained by di-
viding the plane into smaller units so
that more men could be employed in
the assembly process. Consequently,
assembly jigs were devised for wing
sections, fuselages, and other structur-
al riarts of the plane so that the indi-
vi(iual units would fit together accu-
rately on the assembly line. In building
the new Curti.ss' P-;i6, a pursuit plane
for which the army has placed an order
for 210. the manufacturers have divided
the fu-selage into two parts by con-
sidering- the upper and lower halves as
two separate units in the fabrication
process. When these halves are com-
pleted on their jigs, they are essembled.
In manufacturing any article, it is
impo.s.sible to produce any two which
are exactly alike—so it is with air-
planes. These very slight inaccuracies,
while they do not affect the planes'
flying characteristics aerodynamically.
do affect the movement of the control
surfaces. In planes which use bushing-
type bearings on the hinged control
surfaces, no two planes will have the
same "fcer'to the jiilot. This is caused
by the bushing centerlines not coin-
ciding, thus the plane is stiff at first
and as the bushings become worn, the
controls become sloppy and do not re-
spond promptly because of the excess
lost motion in the control transmission
system. It is for these reasons that
planes usin.g- Imshing control bearings
require more muscular energy to trans-
mit the pilot's actions to the controls.
As this saving- of energy is becomin.g
more important in the huge planes that
are under construction because of the
size of the control surfaces, and since
positive, instantaneous control is abso-
lutely necessar.v in high speed forma-
tion flying such as the army does, it
was neces.sary to find, or adapt, a bear-
ing- that would adjust itself automatic-
ally to sli,ght inaccuracies of alignment
NEW DOKiUAS .\1HLINEIJ
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and yet be simple and dependable.
In 1929. ball hearings wore used very
little in airplanes. Today the ball bear-
ing is being used extensively in air-
plane control units where ease of op-
eration is rtesiralJle. These ball bear-
ing.s, which usually have self-contained
.seal for protection against dirt and are
much easier to maintain for they re-
quire less attention and servicing. Their
ability to take axial load in either di-
rection or misalignment without ma-
terially increasing the friction of the
unit is important in reducing the ener-
gy required to operate the control
units. As the wear on a ball bearing-
is very minute unless the bearing is
overloaded, a ball-bearing-equipped con-
trol will not become sloppy from wear
for hundreds of hours after the bush-
ing type has become exces.sively worn.
Thus the military pilot is able to do a
better and safer job of flying because
of the instantaneous transmission of his
actions to the control surfaces. Another
advantage the manufacturers discover-
ed was that every plane of the same
type had more nearly the .same "feel"
since friction is reduced to a minimum.
Since rigidity is desired in an airplane,
it is a distinct advantage when bear-
ings can be fitted with less clearance
tolerance. This is especially true in re-
tractable landing gears and control
surface hinges and control cable pul-
leys. Here the close fits of the ball
bearing are esi)ecially valuable.
When multi-motored planes first be-
came common, the pilots had trouble
in syncronizing their engines. It is
necessary that the engines turn with-
in ten r.p.m. of each other if the beats
set uj) by their difference in frequency
are not to annoy the crew and passen-
gers. A small, light weight bearing has
been developed which is being used on
almost all of the engine and propeller
controls.
.\11 of these improvements in construc-
tion, while they improve the quality
of the plane and improve the ease of
operation, al.so make it possible for the
factories to increase their output with-
out a tremendous increase in manufac-
turing co.sts. and this is very important
if the cost of airplanes is to be lowered
through mass i)roduction. There are
many such problems that must be solv-
ed before the initial cost of airplanes
can be apiireciably lowered, and this
initial cost must be lowered if private
aviation is to thrive. Many of these
problems, in fact mo.st of them, can
be solved by the engineers outside of
the aviation industry. The metallurgist
must develop new metals and the chem-
ists have an almost unlimited field for
the development of synthetic products.
A very good example of the chem-
istry in aviation is shown in the con-
struction of sheet metal seams and
joints. These joints are used in the
construction of the floats for the flying
boats and the amphibians. Formerly,
oleoresinous materials or bituminous
derivatives were impregnated into fab-
ric tape and this tape placed in the
joint which was rivited together but
these materials were not stable when
exposed to gasoline or oil. Since they
were also mess.v to handle, much diffi-
culty was found in cleaning excess ma-
terial off the joint, and if gasoline was
used, great difficulty was encountered
in keeping it out of the joint ; and
when it did get in, it removed the
material in the joint. If the excess was
scraped off. the protective coating was
taken off the metal and it was then
unprotected against corro.sion. Someone
then thought of neoprene, the recentl.v
developed .synthetic rubber.
Neoprene is comparatively unaffected
by gasoline, it has the elastic qualities
of rubber, and it is little affected by
the common solvents or extremes in
temperature. Therefore, ga.soline or
steam could be used to clean the plane
without damaging the joints. .\ tape of
pure neoprene was first experimented
with. This tape had to be aliout .015
inches thick so that it would not dim-
ple when it was under the pressure of
the rivets. As it was almost impossible
to produce the neoprene in even strips
of a fairly constant thicknes.s, it was
decided to imiiregnate it into a cotton
tape and apply it much as they had
before. In order to prevent corro.sion at
joints where two different metals were
joined, a corrosion inhibitor was added
to the neoprene. The compound used is
softened, but not harmed, by gasoline,
kerosene, or a mixture of light oils.
When it is apjilied the tape is bru.sh-
ed with one of the solvents and pre.ssed
onto one side of the joint. If it is not
desired to rivet the joint at that time,
the tape may be allowed to dry and can
be re-moistened before the riveting be-
gins. It can easily be seen that this
method is much simpler and fa.ster
Sikorsky, using it on his flying boats,
was one of the first manufacturers to
use the new method.
WAYNE E. MOORE '41.
E. E. Wonder House of Light
TUCKED away among the tall
buildings near the Power House
is a building that contains a
wonderland of light and color — yet
most of the students at the university
are unaware of its existence. It is
probably one of the most interesting
laboratories on the campus; it deals
with all the amazing and beautiful ef-
fects of light and color, and how they
influence us through manufacturing
and industry.
Lighting Display.s
Here lighting <lisi>lays for show win-
dows, attractive colored electric signs,
and illuminated exhibits of every sort
are demonstrated; lighting for shops,
factories, and mills is tested and im-
proved
;
glass bricks are tested for the
amount of light that they will trans-
mit, and colored gla.sses for special
uses in unusual signs and exhibits are
shown. Behind the footlights of a small
stage, an artist's paint rag becomes a
brilliantly colored Persian shawl with
the magic black light. Throughout the
entire laboratory the effects and artis-
tic values of light and color are .stu-
died and demonstrated.
As one walks up the stairway to
the laboratory, he sees some colored
plates of the recent World's Fair that
show the effect and arcitectural value
of incorporating neon and flood lamps
in the various buildings. Those who
saw the fair will well remember the
striking beauty and power of the
Chrysler. General Motors, and Trans-
portation buildings at night. This is a
very fine example of one of the most
recent uses of colored light—that of
outlining buildings to make them more
impressive and more beautiful. The.se
plates serve somewhat as an introduc-
tion to the lab itself, for as one walks
into it, he sees a room that is neat and
attractive, yet it is filled with lighting
equipment of all sorts.
Hanging from the ceiling. like
bunches of grapes from an arbor, are
more than fift.v different types of the
most modern indirect and direct lights
for commercial and industrial uses.
Over the tables in one corner a power-
ful five-hundred watt indirect system
provides ideal illumination for people
working there. It is the mo.st perfect
type of light source yet devised, but
it is quite expensive, and its large
size renders it impractical for home
installation. The other lamps that hang
from the ceiling are of many different
sorts, such as spot lights jirovided with
gelatin slides; long tubular lights that
have the filament in one long string,
instead of the usual loop; bright floo.i
lights for illuminating large areas in
factories or mills; indirect lights that
look .something like the modern do-
mestic chandeliers; and m.'iny others.
Each separate light is controlled b.v
an individual switch. This makes con-
bined effects very easy to produce, and
greatl.v increases the vor.satility of the
system.
.Modern lilackbnard Illumination
Along the walls th.- blackboards arc
lighted by tubular lights, some of which
have orange-colored gla.ss. This pro-
vides more light without any glare,
and rests the eyes of those at the
blackboard. Just next to it is a case
of glass bricks that are used in con-
structing modern factories and homes.
The use of these special bricks enables
much more natural sunlight to enter
the building than was possible with
the old s.vstem of construction, anil
cuts down the cost of artificial light
in addition to imjiroving the appear-
ance of the structure. In conjunction
with this is a bank of small, individ-
ual iianes of colored glass. Some syn-
thetic buildin.g stones and natural mar-
bles and granites are also included in
this particular section. When the small
panes are li.ghted from behind, one
can see which light is easiest on the
eyes and that which is best for dis-
play windows that contain articles of
a certain predominant color. ISlue has
been found the best colored light for
illuminating a room in which some
very intricate or precise operation is
done, such as fine machine work or
FchcliriKiry
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disection. 'Ihese various panels of glass
and brick represent part of tlie worlc
now being- done with the effects of
light and color in commercial and
technical fields.
On another wall, next to the three
huge banks of switches which control
all the lights, is a bank of about
twelve bulbs that form part of the
historical exhibits in this room. The
bulbs represent the evolution of arti-
ficial light from the time of the first
carbon filament bulb down to the
present day type in which the fila-
ment is a doubly coiled spring. This
small but interesting panel portrays
graphically the pro,gress made in the
lighting- industry during- the past half-
century.
Hulb Kxhlbit
Just beneath this iianel is another
which shows the various types of
bulbs in use today. Tlie modern sixty
watt lamp, the special bulb for spot
lights, the strong bulbs used in mov-
ing picture projectors and lanterns,
the lamps that have straight sides and
caps of colored glass for special signs;
the blue lamps that produce li,ght
nearly like the sun; frosted bulbs with
special filaments; all these and many
more are shown. One hardly realizes
the many different types of Inilbs that
are employed in so many diversified
industries and ways until he sees this
panel. It makes one see how essential
light is in our lives, how extensively
we use it to help us in manufacturing,
how it amuses us through the theatre,
and is of general service to us every-
where. Light follows mankind like a
faithful guardian and slave wherever
he goes.
There are also two or three exhibits
placed by electrical companies. They
show different kinds of fuses, switches,
connectors, wiring- devices, plugs, pro-
tectors, and cable in use today. They
serve as invaluable informative ex-
hibits that give one who has never
experimented with ordinary wiring a
definite idea how it should be done and
the kinds of equipment that are avail-
able.
Lights Kffect Colors
Just above these exhibits is a prac-
tical demonstration of the difference in
light sources that make an object ap-
pear of much different shade of color
than it would appear in the sunlight.
Perhaps some of you have purchased
an article of clothing at ni.ght that
seemed a totally different shade of
color when you looked at it the next
morning. This exhibit demonstrates the
reason for this. In three compartments
that are isolated from each other by
wooden partitions are three identical
pictures of a winter scene at a large
steel mill. It is night, and the orange
Ught from the furnaces lights up part
of the chimneys and mills, and leaves
the rest in a dark shadow. This direct
contrast of li.ght and dark, and par
ticularly the blues and oranges that
are used in the pictures make it an
excellent example for the demonstra-
tion. The three compartments are
hghted from the top; the first with
an ordinary Mazda bulb, the second
with a daylight bulb, which is slight-
ly blue, and the third with two lamps
that have special filter lenses over
them so that they look almo.st like
spot lights.
When all three of these bulbs are
turned on, one easily notices the differ-
ence in the appearance of these
—Courtesy Architectural Forum.
Indirect Electric IJgliting and (ilass Brick lUuniinatiun
in New Bus Station
three identical lithographs. The first
picture has the orange colors in it
over-emphasized to the detriment of
the deep blues. The second appears
with a fairly equitable balance be-
tween the relative strengths of the
two colors, while the blue predomi-
nates in the third picture. This study
shows that our artificial lamps that
are in everyday use contain more
orange and not as much blue light as
that given off from the sun. The other
lamps represent attempts that have
been made to compensate this dis-
crepancy.
In the back of the room is a re-
mote controlled slide lantern that was
manufactured in the imiversity. It
uses w-eights for a propelling- force. A
solinoid acts on a plunger which fits
into holes that are b.v each slide.
When the solinoid removes the
plunger, the wefght of the bricks luill
the wheel around till the plunger slips
into the next hole. This simple device
makes an effective slide lantern.
Miniature Stage
Perhaps the most entrancing- piece
of demonstration equipment in the
whole lab is the miniature sta.ge. This
stage is mechanically constructed so
the effects of black light, flood lamps,
spot lights, and many combinations of
the four colors of the artificial light,
amber, red. green, and blue ma.v be
easily demonstrated and studied. The
curtains are pulled by a motor that
is controlled outside, thus enabling- the
lecturer to stand at his usual place
during- the demonstration. The stage is
all faced in black cloth, and the drop
curtains and board on which pictures
and articles are placed is painted black
because no light must be reflected
from anything but the subject of the
demonstration. Footlights, borders, tor-
mentor spots, and two floor lamps com-
prise the regular li.ghting sources on
the sta.ge. while mercury vapor and
ultraviolet sources give many of the
special effects.
Demonstrates Lighting EB'eets
This stage is used to demonstrate
the effect of various tenses of artifi-
cial light on different colors and com-
binations of color. Objects that appear
dull and uninteresting- glow brilliantly
with green phosphorescent or deep
purple colors when placed under black
light. This property of some minerals,
known as flouresccnce enables them
to be identified when no other way
will succeed, and is also used in the
larger display windows to some extent.
This type of display is rather expensive
but it produces a very striking effect,
as the objects seem to .glow with an
inner li.ght. Some advertising- is done
by this method.
Other designs are painted with spe-
cial pigments that react to the in-
fluence of ultra--violet light. In ordi-
nary light they appear .simply as flow-
(Continued on Page 17)
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One Mans Idea of
The Value of the Scientific Attitude
IN A discussion on this subject it is necessary thatwe first define what we mean by the "scientific atti-
tude." The scientific attitude requires first a belief
in the fundamental cosmos of the world of nature cou-
pled with an intense desire to comprehend the laws
that make up that cosmos; an insatiable curiosity to
know, not for the sake of the rewards that knowledge
brings, but for the satisfaction that knowing brings.
This outlook the scientist has in common with the
philosopher.
The philosopher who preceded the scientist gave
much towards the birth of the scientific attitude. Socra-
tes introduced the method of hypothesis. Plato reached
the conclusion that "the objects of real knowledge are
not the ever changing things of the sensible world, but
are the immutable, eternal objects which he called
'Ideas.' " Aristotle constructed a great logical system
of truth based on "form" and "method." From philoso-
phy came the science of logical thinking within given
premises. And from philosophy came the heritage of
thinking about the nature of things, the contemplation
of phenomena not immediately associated with the prob-
lems of existence; a heritage that was essential to the
growth of science. AH these philosophies were largely
speculative or intuitive in the reaching and establishing
of their ideas. Deductive methods of reasoning were
almost the only means used in getting at truths.
In the sixteenth century there occurred a significant
change and development in the method of discovering
the nature of phenomena. Roger Bacon probably first
wrote on the validity and advisability of experimental
research. He originated the philosophy of inductive
science which is the basic process of scientific work.
Gallileo and Newton made use of this new tool of the
reason in verifying their theories. They did not accept
as fact that which merely appeared reasonable and logi-
cal ; they tested their premises by experimental methods.
In addition, each possessed that philosophical imagination
which is a prerequisite for creative scientific thinking.
Michael Faraday gives the following description of the
scientist and his attitude:
"The scientist should be a man willing to
listen to every suggestion, but determined to
judge for himself. He should not be biased by
appearance; should have no fa\orite hypoth-
esis; be of no school, and in doctrine have no
master. He should not be a respecter of per-
sons, but of things. Truth should be his pri-
mary object. If to these qualities be added
industry, he may indeed hope to \vn\k within
the veil of the temple of nature."
Perhaps the rea.son we have scientists is that the
scientific attitude has intrinsic \aluc; it is enjoyable to
discover the secrets of nature. Har\ey, in discovering
the circulation of the blood, must have felt a great
surge of pleasure at uncovering the laws which govern
the circidatory system. When he was asked why he
labored so long at this problem he answered: "It is
sweet not merely to toil, but to grow weary, when the
plains of discovering are amply compensated by the pleas-
ures of discovery." Likewise, Newton, in formulating
the law of gravitation, was almost overcome by emotion
when he found his theories checked by experiment.
I poll making his calculations concerning the displace-
ment of the moon due to the gravitational forces of
the earth, he became so certain that they would agree
with his law of inverse squares, that overcome with
emotion he was forced to have a friend complete the
computations. Kepler, when he had completed his third
law of planetary motion, said
:
"What I prophesied two-and-twenty years
ago . . . at length I have brought to light and
recognized its truth beyond my most sanguine
expectations. It is not 18 months since I got
the first glimpse of light, 3 months since the
dawn, very few days since the unveiled sun
burst upon me. Nothing holds me; I will
indulge my sacred fury."
From what these men have said it is apparent that
one of the greatest values of the scientific attitude to
the individual is the aesthetic pleasure he derives from
its employment. But this is by no means the only value
of the scientific attitude. Its inherent value from an
objective standpoint is plainly evident from a considera-
tion of the remarkable development of the world's ma-
terial civilization that has taken place in the last two
centuries. This development has come about through
the application of the various sciences to specific prob-
lems. The bodies of knowledge that make up the
sciences are themselves the product of the scientific
attitude.
In the science of medicine the piinciple of vaccina-
tion has been of incalculable \alue in the prevention of
disease. This principle, discovered by Jenner, was
further explained by Pasteur, accidentally, in his study
of chicken cholera—it was the outcome of scientific
curiosity. The telegraph, radio, and telephones; electric
motor and generator, and electric light; photography and
motion pictures are a few recent scientific achievements.
Immense industries ha\e been built around them. ^ et
each was the residt of pure scientific reasearch carried
on for the sake of knowing rather than for the sake
of utility or profit.
Our modern material civilization is founded on the
(uiilings of men of scientific attitude of today and to-
morrow to determine how to control this civilization
as well as to extend it. The great value of the scientific
attitude in this day is in its extension to those problems
lying outside the domain of the physical sciences. This
is the crying need of the times. The scientific attitude
has been of immeasurable value to man in the past; it
can be of inconcei\abl\' greater value in the future.
By R. W. GAINES '39.
Note: Tliis rsxtiy rcichu-d first p/arr in ii ((i/iipc/i/ion
(Oiidnrled niiinny the pledges nf Tail Beta Pi Inst month,
iiaines is the honor junior nieinher of the orijanization.
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"Perfectly Shocking" is the
1938 Electrical Engineering Show
THK sixteenth biennial Electrieal
Ensineering Show will present in
April its exhibition of the marvels
of modern electrical science. The first
show of this kind at the University of
Illinois was held in 1907. It was pro-
duced without great expense and net-
ted $280. A few years later the show
was made a biennial function, to alter-
nate with the Engineerins Oiien House.
By 1921, the show was so well known
that ten large industrial concerns asked
for permission to displa.v their exhibits
Soon after, a loan fund for deserving
students of Electrical Engineering' was
established from the proceeds of the
show. In succeeding shows, there was a
definite growth in number of visitors
and exhibits, so that in 1932 the loan
fund was increased to almost $3,000.
Besides this, a $1,000 guarantee was set
aside for the 1934 exhibit. From its
small start in 1907. the exhibit has
steadily increased in size and popu-
larity, and it is now recognized as one
of the leading activities in the College
of Engineering.
Perhaps a better idea of the possi-
bilities of the coming show may be ob-
tained by a retrospect of the exhibit
made in 1936. The show was sponsored
by the Student Chapter of the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical En.ginecrs.
with the co-operation of Eta Kappa Nu.
electrical engineering honorary societ.v:
the Railway Ciub; and Synton. national
radio fraternity. More than two h\uid-
red students and two dozen faculty
members took part in the construction
of educational and entertaining exhil)-
its in the Electrical Laboratory and the
Physics Building-.
President Willard closed the switch
which officiall) opened the show. Mo-
tion pictures were shown ; lectures,
scientific demonstrations, and special
entertainments were given; and for
three days the Physics Building- and the
Electrical Laboratory were the points
of greatest interest on the eng-ineering
campus. One day was set aside for
high school students, and special ar-
ran.gements were made for railroad and
bus service. The Chicago high schools
dismissed from classes those students
who wished to attend the show. The
General Electric compan.v sent exhibits
never before shown to the public. \
great many entertaining exhibits were
prepared entirely by students, and
every one was based upon some funda-
mental of electrical engineering. Many
seeming imposibilities were performed.
Eggs were fried over a cake of ice
;
hot dogs wi>re electrocuted; sigruitures
were transmitted over wires and were
presented as souvenirs to their owners;
a voice was converted into a flickering
light beam, which was directed to a
nearb.v building where the voice was
reproduced. The mirrors used in this
demonstration were .so powerful that
care had to lie taken to jirevent sini-
light from Iieing reflected upon objects
which might have taken fire. Tests of
sex appeal were even made with a ma-
chine designed for the purpose, and the
results were found to be fairly accu-
rate.
Plans for the 193X show arc already
under way. A board of managers head-
ed by Daniel K. Chinlund has been
chosen, and enthusiasm has been
evinced at a general meeting- open to
all Electrical Engineering- students.
Rumors have been circulating that a
machine, designed to indicate the co-
ed's reaction to a kiss, is to be dem-
onstrated at the show in April. The
rumors are probal)ly unfounded, but.
even lacking- this attraction, the 1938
show is expected to have an increased
number of visitors, and to trul.v live up
to the motto. "Ten Years Ahead of the
World."
ROBERT TIDEMAN '41.
Social Course for Engineers
Open to engineers—one pipe course.
Yes, believe it or not, and it isn't a
course in hydraulics or one in sewage
disposal. It's open to every engineer
and really should be on the required
list in order to be sure that we all
learn the Graces of life (Grace who?).
The plan of the course is ideal, since
it just meets one night during- the
entire semester and then for only three
hours. All of the previous preparation
for the class will be to take a few
exercises to limber up a bit so you can
really "go to town." There will be no
home%vork a.ssigned for later— purely
optional, fellows — and the only ma-
terial needed is one gal who can really
swing- it. The date of the class meeting
is March 2.5. and the place is the
George Huff gym. Come on, guys, reg-
ister and see how it seems to take a
pipe course. The registration fee is as
yet undetermined, but whatever it is
it will be money well spent. What do
you say, fellows? (By the way. regis-
ter for St. Pat's Ball).
Efficiency of Stoker to Be
Tested by M. E. Department
According to Professor .\. P. Kratz
of the mechanical engineering- depart-
ment, that department is going to in-
stall a commercial make of under-fed
coal stoker in the University's experi-
mental warm-air heating residence. At
the present time the house is being-
heated by a hand-fired furnace, and
quite extensive data is being gathered
on the cost of operation of this fur-
nace, the efficiency with which it heats
the various rooms, the different room
temperatures, temperatures at various
levels in the same room, and other
similar data.
Durin.g the latter part of January
a commercially manufactured under-
fed coal stoker will be attached, and
during- the rest of the winter and dur-
ing the spring similar data will be
taken to that now being- compiled for
the hand-fired furnace. From this the
costs of operation and their efficiencies
can be compared, and in general, a
thorough comparison of the two meth-
ods of firin.g warm-air furnaces will be
possible.
Your Opinions
R.O.T.C. Engineers Carry off
Honors In Rifle Match
.Adding to Engineer victories in mili-
tary, the engineer rifle teams, both ad-
vanced and freshman, walked to an
easy victor.v over the other units. In
the advanced bracket, the nearest chal-
lenger was the Coast Artiller.v but still
a good ninety-seven points behind. In
the freshman matches, both the Engi-
neers and the Signal Corps came out
on top taking- first and second places
respectively.
The memljers of the teams in order of
their .scores are as follows:
.\dvanced Engineers—P. Nilsson. T.
Lively, H. E. Goeke, M. Clancy, P. K.
Hutton, R. C- Flood. F. Rasmussen, R,
L. Miller, C. E. Wright, R. S. Hutton.
Freshman Engineers—M. A. Novy, G,
Harlror, H, O. Ireland. T. Ingle-sby, R.
B. Lemmon, J. M. Hess, J. S. Munday,
E. R. Picken, T. J. Marten.s. F. V. Herr.
Freshman Signal Corp.s—C. A. Ever-
sole, W. R. Clutter. E. W. Berry. T.
M. Holman, J. M. Jacobowitz, F. W.
Snaith. F, W. Smith, A. D. Cloud, S.
H. Y'asbee, A. L. Saunders.
Question: Why is it tliat engi-
neers take little interest in stu-
dent activities'?
Hank Schrader: The.v have enou.gh
trouble stayin.g in school doing engi-
neering work.
Geo. Farn.sworth: They think they do
not have enough time.
Chester Sosnowski : Engineering-
problems are enou.gh to wangle about
without adding more woe that women
etc. will add.
Prof. Vawter: I didn't know that
engineers took so little interest in ac-
tivities. We have had very active engi-
neers in student activities.
Ed Fi.sher: In proportion to the
amount of work they can do. I lielieve
that the engineers spend as much time
in student activities as do the students
of other schools.
.1. Welch: It is my contention that
the time for student activities is such
that it interferes with the engineering-
classes.
Bob Zaborowski: .-K certain amount of
inertia and probabl.v the fact that ac-
tivities aren't interesting and that they
haven't enough time.
L. J. McCleish: .A lot of them seem
to think they haven't the time and fur-
ther, the other schools haven't the mu-
tual interest that the engineers have.
A. A. Krivo: Because they do not rea-
lize how important these outside ac-
tivities are in the development of their
ability to get along with men.
* WHO'S WHO IN ILL
9 O. A. Lentwiler
• C. W. Parmelee
• E. B. Paine
PROFESSOR OSCAR A. LEUTWILER is an
"Illini" in every sense of the word. He was born in
Highland, Illinois, and received his B.S., M.S., and
M.E. degrees from the University of Illinois. He spent
two years as an instructor at Lehigh University, after
which he returned to Illinois where he now is the head
of the department of mechanical engineering. Although
his major work has been teaching, he has been a con-
sultant for various concerns and projects during the
summers. His vacations have varied from writing some
of his books on mechanical engineering subjects to
traveling through many of our states. He says about
such trips, "why travel so far away when the golfing
is just as good here?" It is quite easy to guess that this
is his favorite sport, but the excitement of a good bas-
ketball game runs golfing a close race. Perhaps his main
hobby, that of helping his graduates procure jobs, is one
of the finest a person could have. (At least all senior
engineers think so.) On the campus he has served on
the Illinois Union board and eleven years on the Illini
Board of Control. He is, at present, the president of
the alumni organization of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. His
society memberships include: A.S.M.E., S.P.E.E., Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Theta Tau, Soc.
of Auto. Eng., Amer. Gear. IVIan. Ass'n, Sigma Iota
Epsilon, and Pi Tau Sigma.
PROFESSOR CULLEN W. PAR.MELEE, head
of the department of ceramic engineering, has distin-
guished himself as a ceramist, not only in the United
States, but in Europe as well. He was born in Brooklyn,
New York and received his college education at Rutgers
College in New Brunswick, New Jersey. Here he earned
both his B.S. and M.S. degrees, the latter being award-
ed in 1926. For the first year after his graduation from
college, he was employed as a chemist for a company en-
gaged in the dyestuff and tanning biisiness. After this,
however, he began his career as an educator by teaching
chemistry at Rutgers, where he organized a ceramics de-
partment. In 1916 he came to the University of Illinois
as a professor of ceramic engineering. In leisure hom's.
Professor Parmelee's favorite sports are hiking and
iishing, and each summer he spends a month or so in
northern Michigan for better angling than the Boneyard
offers. Last fall he was elected an honorary member of
the German Ceramic society. He also belongs to the
Deutsche Keramische Gesellschaft, The Ceramic Society
(England), A.S.T.M., Beta Theta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa,
Sigma Xi, Gamma Pi Upsilon, and Alpha Chi Sigma.
He has held the office of vice president, president, and
dean of the Fellows of the American Ceramic society.
PROFESSOR ELLERY B. PAINE might well
pass for the Coiuiecticut Yankee, if he were given the
atmosphere and a good rughtniare to help along. Born in
Willington, Coiuiecticut, he still keeps in contact with
iiis birthplace tlirough a summer home near there in
Woodstock. He received his college education at the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute from which he holds
ti'c B.S., M.S., and E.E. degrees. After graduation he
began work as an electrical engineer, but soon accepted
the Professorship of Electrical Engineering at Stetson
University. From there he went to the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Engineering, and thence to
the L^niversity of Illinois. Here he has been the head
of the E. E. department since 1913. He spent many of
his summers as a consultant—that is before the depres-
sion—but .since then he has enjoyed himself by visiting
his friends and traveling. His travels ha\e carried him
through many of the coimtries of Europe, England, and
the East, West, and South of the United States. His
favorite sports are swimming and skating. Extensive
writing in technical journals and the Bulletins of the
Engineering Experiment Station show his active interest
in research. His name is included on the rolls of
A.I.E.E., S.P.E.E., Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi, and Eta
Ka|ipa Nu.
GINEERING WORLD *
R. W . Gaines
R. P. Parshall •
W. D. Rich •
WILLIAM D. RICH, a tennis playing ALE., says that
ever since an important day back in June, 1935, he has
called Chicago his home town. Class of '33 of Morgan
Park High School claims his membership. He possesses
six varsity letters from high school, where he divided
his services equally between the basketball and tennis
teams. His name was then listed on the pay roll of
Armour and Company for a year. In the fall of '34
he was able to satisfy an ambition that had started years
before, by enrolling in mechanical engineering at the
L^niversity of Illinois. His choice of engineering was
evidently inherited, as two brothers and his father are
already engineers. Also, both brothers are loyal Illini.
During his freshman year, Bill won his numerals in
tennis. His sophomore year saw him win his "I" and
become of member of the Tribe of Illini. Last year he
was captain of the tennis team and played No. 1. He
is a member of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and is serv-
ing as chapter president this year. Rich has spent the
past two summers working for International Harvester
and he hopes to make the connection a permanent one
next June and to enter their iiukistrial school. Athletics
will always occupy his spare time.
RICHARD P. PARSHALL might be called a travel-
ling player. He was born in Pontiac. Illinois, in 1915,
and lived in Morris, (^ak Park, and Elmhurst, besides
the two years he has spent here. In high school he won
letters in football, basketball, and baseball, was active in
dramatics, went to two State and two National Speech
Contests and played the lead in his senior class play.
After all this activity, York Community High School
in Elmhurst gave him his diploma. Dick spent his first
year of collegiate life at Elmhurst College, where he
won numerals in football, a letter in baseball, and played
the role of "Man" in Tlif Lift- of Man. At the begin-
ning of his sophomore year, Parshall transferred to the
L^niversity of Illinois, where he is now enrolled as a
civil engineer. He played in Man and the Masses and
during the summer teiiii, besides catching up on the
work he missed his freshman year, appeared in four
Shakespearean productions. During his junior year, Dick
was initiated into Pierrots, men's dramatic society, and
Sigma Tau, engineering honorary. This same year he
appeared in a number of the Theatre Guild productions.
So far during his senior year, Dick has been initiated
into Mask and Bauble, honorary dramatic society, and
the National Collegiate Players, national honorary dra-
matic society. He has also appeared in Boy Meets Girl
and Sprint/ Dance. Parshall worked for the State High-
way Department last summer, but he hopes to do sales
engineering work after next June. Besides his interest
in dramatics anil sports, he likes to read, anil has made
a collection of pipes.
ROBERT W. GAINES moved to I'rbana from Crete,
Illinois, when he was still a toddler. When he receives
his B.S. in mechanical engineering a year from next
June, he will have completed sixteen years of school in
I'rbana (except for P.E. at the new gym). Perhaps
the word "when " in the above sentence should be
changed to "if," for the da\' before he was graduated
from grade school he fell out of a tree, and repeated the
feat the day before Urbana High School Commencement
Exercises in '35. Between these two e\ents, Bob played
football, worked on the staff of the Echo, was a member
of the student council, and made a 4.99 average which
earned him membership in the school honor society. This
fall, in his jimior year, Gaines received one of the great-
est honors that an engineer at the L^niversity of Illinois
can earn, that of being elected to Tau Beta Pi as the
honor junior. He is also a member of A.S.M.E. and
Pi Tau Sigma. He did not accept bids to Phi Eta
Sigma and Pi Mu Epsilon, math honorary. Outside of
engineering, he is a member of the Baha'i Youth Group.
During the summer of '36, Bob lielped build a house.
Last summer he attended school. He sa\s that he is
just a plain M.E., not ha\ing selected an option.
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Bits About Them
K. C. A. Purl 'S", and Winston Blatk
'36, were back on the campus just beton-
the holiday vacation to help certain
girl friends do their studying in the
library. Black is working- in the engi-
neering research department at Le-
high university, and Purl is with the
Union Carbide and Carbon comjiany.
The fourth annual edition of the
"Pop-Off of the '33 M. E.'s has been
mailed out to the 55 in the group. A
picture of Prof. John A. Goff appears
on the cover; facsimile letters from
Profs. O. A. Leutwiler 'Oil. head of the
M. E, department, and H. J. Macintire.
of mechanical refrigeration are in-
cluded.
Gordon (Cork) Peacock (Min. Eng.
'29) returned to campus last month
from three years work in the copper
mines of Chile. The Mineral Industries
society were fortunate in persuading
him to speak of his experiences at one
of their meetings. "Cork" spent his
time in South America working seven
da.vs a week at an altitude of some
1 11.000 feet in the mountains. Vacations
fur the men were provided by giving
each engineer his choice of four five
day vacations a year, or one fifteen
day vacation a year, during which time
the men make a bee line for the sea
coast to enjoy the company of other
American and English citizens. The
construction of the mines is quite in-
teresting in that all shafts penetrate
the mountains horizontally, then turn
vertically upward to the place of actual
mining. "Cork" plans to leave for the
Philippine islands after the Christmas
season.
Edward M. .Xnderson has a new job
cm the engineering staff of the city of
Champaign, He was formerl.v city engi-
neer of Urbana and has recently been
with the Decatur and Champaign WPA
offices. His lUini degrees are plentiful
—
B. S. '32, M. S, '33, and B. S, in educa-
tion '34.
E. N. Angell '33 was recently trans-
ferred to the Chicago office of the Gen-
eral Chemical company. He and one
other man are in charge of six plants
west of the Missi-ssippi river.
During the C. I. O. excitement at the
South Chicago plant of the Republic
Steel corporation. Dick .\rmitage '33
lived as well as worked within the
gates.
Dan Christopher '33 is a sales engi-
neer covering Illinois. Iowa. Nebraska,
Missouri, Kansas. Oklahoma, and Texas
for Norma-Hoffman Bearings Corp..
Chicago. Dan is very anxious for the
Illinois Engineering college to in.stall a
petroleum engineering: department.
Kenneth J. Rabe '33 is working in
the piece-rate division. Western Elec-
tric, making time studies. He attends
evening classes in industrial manage-
ment at Northwestern university.
.Sometimes sees John Zikmund and
Marshall Wallberg, both at Western
Electric, and also RoUo Pollock.
Student Organizations
PHI K.APPA PHI
The national honor society. Phi
Kappa Phi. which takes its members
from the upper three per cent of the
students in the various colleges of the
University, recently initiated the fol-
lowing engineering students:
Ralph Frederick Feam M.E.
Philip Roger Gillette__-Eng. Phys.
Donald Gilchrist Richards M.E.
James Mueller Robert.son C.E.
Milton Parker Vore Eng. Phys.
Robert Zaborowski C.E.
RAILW.^Y CIA'B
The Railway club held several par-
ties during the pa.st semester. One of
these was a Thanksgiving j^arty at
which the members of the railwa.v
engineering department were guests.
Another of their parties was held
shortly before Christmas.
Various members of the club have
a.ssisted in making tests with the
dynamometer car and two Illinois Cen-
tral railroad locomotives. These tests
were made on runs between Cham-
paign and Chicago. The dynamometer
car is owned jointly by the I. C. rail-
road and the railway engineering de-
partment.
S. B. A. C. S.
At a recent meeting of the stvideiit
branch of the -\merican Ceramic So-
ciety, C. F. Hanks and L. J. McCliesh
were elected secretar.v and vice presi-
dent, respectively. On January 7, the
societ.v held its second annual Ceramic
Ruckus. The programs for this dance,
which, by the way, is the only one
which is sponsored by an engineering
departmental society, had covers maile
of glass cloth.
On January 12, the society hail as
speaker, A. E. Badger, Research Asso-
ciate in Ceramic Engineerin.g. He spoke
on his experiences in Germany during
the past year. Also at this meeting,
pictures taken by Dr. Andrews on the
senior inspection trip were shown. On
January 18, Robert B. Sosman, presi-
dent of the American Ceramic society,
was the guest speaker. K. S. Hradely.
director of research of the A. P. Green
Fire Brick company, spoke on Febru-
ary 10 and movies of plant processes
were also shown.
A, .S. C. K.
Some of the speakers presented re-
cently by the student chapter of the
.American Society of Civil Engineers
were John C. Page, commissioner of the
I'nited States Bureau of Reclamation
on December 3, Professor T. C, Shedd
on December 8, and Louis C. Hill,
president of the A. S. C. E. on Decem-
ber 15.
Commissioner Page, in his talk, uut-
lined the work of the Bureau of Re-
clafmation and showed slides of the va-
rious projects constructed by the bu-
reau. These included Boulder and
Grand Coulee dams. Professor Shedd
presented the commentary for an illus-
trated lecture on the George Washing-
ton bridge. President Hill, in his talk,
discussed "Conditions and Variations of
Salary in the Past Forty-five Years."
Just before the holidays, the student
chapter brought out the first copy i>f
their quarterly, the Illini A. S. C. E.
News.
\. I. i<:. K,
The student chapter of the .-Vmerican
Institute of Electrical Engineers held
an open meeting for ;'ll E. E.'s early
in December for the purpose of making
plans for the E. E. Show. On Decem-
ber 16 the chapter held a social meet-
ing for the faculty and their wives and
the .students and their girls. The chief
speaker at this meeting was Miss Rita
Pinkerton '41. formerly an E. E., who
.spoke on ".\ Trip to South America."
Cider, doughnuts, and chocolate milk
were served as refreshments.
ETA KAPPA N'l
Eta Kappa Nu was organized to bring
into close union those men in the pro-
fession of Electrical Engineering v.h
)
have manifested a marked ability in
their chosen work. Unfortimateb' its
]>ledges had not been annoimced at the
time this material went to press.
A. S. A. E.
The .student branch of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers spent
part of last semester discu.ssing- the
Iiroblem of seed corn drying. In one
of the early meetings. Professor E. W.
Lehmann. head of the agricultural en-
gineering department discu.ssed the
problems facing the agricultural engi-
neer. Following this talk Ken Fuller
'38 described the construction and op-
eration of a seed corn dryer which he
and his father built recently. At an-
other meeting. R. H. Reed of the agri-
cultural research staff described his
work on dehydration. .After his talk
he took those present to his laboratory
and showed them his dehydrator.
Shortly before the Christmas vaca-
tion the organization held a meetin.g
at which Mr. C. N. Hinkle of the
Standard Oil eompanj- showed their
movie, "Stan," which depicts the oper-
ation of tractors. The student branch
has also co-operated with the Agricul-
tural council and Engineering council.
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OF INTEREST TO TELEPHONE USERS
I think many people have only a vague idea of how our company functions
within the Bell System, and how a unique business philosophy is operating to
make your telephone service increasingly dependable and economical. This adver-
tisement is the briefest possible statement of the philosophy that guides the
Western Electric Company.
P R E S I D EN T
In 1882 the Bell System became convinced that the best way to assure uniformity
of equipment necessary for universal telephone service was to control its manu-
facture through one organization. To this end it acquired the Western Electric
Company, which operates under this three-fold policy:
1. To make telephone appa-
ratus of high quality.
This in itself is not unusual. What is
unusual is that every item of equip-
ment in the vast network of the Bell
System mustcoordinate so perfectly that
from any Bell telephone you can talk
clearly with any one of the millions of
others. Can you think of any other
product which must meet such an ex-
traordinary test.'
2. To work for efficiency and
lower costs.
Whether it be in purchasing materials
— or in manufacturing the 43,000 items
of telephone apparatus—or in distrib-
uting all this equipment to the Bell
companies, Western Electric is always
seeking the better way. As a result it
has a progressive record of methods
developed, products improved, econo-
mies effected, and costs lowered.
3. To keep prices at the lowest
possible level consistent with
financial safety.
Western Electric fiirnishes most of the
telephone equipment used by the opera-
ting companies ofthe System. By com-
bining their requirements it is able to
manufacture more economically; and it
eliminates selling expenses and credit
losses. The resulting savings it passes
along to its telephone customers in the
form of lower prices.
On these sales the policy of the
Company is to set the lowest prices
which will enable it to pay fair wages
to its employees, to earn a fair return
on the money invested in the business,
and to maintain the Company's finan-
cial stability.
This policy of voluntarily limiting
profits is reflected in the Company's
financial record. In recent years it has
earned on its investment a rate of re-
turn only about half as large as that of
a representative group of comparable
manufacturers, and over a period of
twenty years this rate has averaged
less than 7%.
This set-up within the Bell System re-
sults in low costs to your Telephone
Company, and thus Western Electric
contributes its part in making Bell Tele-
phone service dependable and eco-
nomical.
Western Electric
BELL SYSTEM SERVICE IS BASED ON WESTERN ELECTRIC QUALITY
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For The
MODERN
WAY
PHONE
8208
MODERN
CLEANERS
607 South Sixth
Champaign
Advice to Graduates
(Continued from Payc 6)
yearning for intimate companionsliip
and to l<eep tliem straight.
Engineerins is. or should be prepa-
ration for a higher and more useful
life which, if you please, may still be
called engineering. The engineer is
recognized as a useful public servant
who gets a pat on the back, or in the
head, for what he does while someone
else gets the credit for the accomplish-
ment. It is my hope that you may jiass
the various grades of engineering and
on up into that higher sphere where
you will be the one looked to for lead-
ership and the one upon whom the
hi mors will be bestowed in proportion
ti) service rendered.
Complaint is even now made that
the present sad slump in public morals
is because of the recent phenomenal
advance in technology. It is true that
technology has gone ahead of civic.
ethical, and religious development, and
the contrast is used as an excuse by
the laggards. Let us take them at their
word and accept the respon.sibility not
for a moment to slacken our pace,
but to gather all human interest under
our wings and give them our engineer-
ing supervision.
\'i.sionary? Many others are calling
themselves engineers, so let us extend
the scojie of our profe.s.sion and make
it all human engineering. The times
are working that way. but the result
i.s waiting for the engineer to over-
come his inferiority and boldly step
out and be a leader. To do that he
must revise his conception of the ideal
engineer and make him.self an ideal
human being.
I/Knvoi
A tenderfoot prospecting party in
quest of gold invites a way-faring
miner to share their supper. .\s they sit
around the camp-fire after eating, the
30 SECONDS
from the
Engineering Campus
A dash across the street from the Phvsics Buil(lin)i
McDANIEL'S RESTAURANT
Green and Mathews Streets
An Engineer Must Get The Most Economical Solution to
An Engineering Problem
Get Into Practice Before You Leave College
Take advantage of our Student Bundle Plan
Take your laundry to Kaptain Klean's Depot
Save 20% 808 South Sixth Save 20%
WHITE LINE LAUNDRY
Phone 4206 Phone 4206 Phone 4206
WATT'S SPECIALTY SHOP
IS THE PLACE TO GO FOR VALENTINE CARDS
ENGINEERS—Choose from our selection
BUY 'EM BY THE DOZEN -WE WON'T TELL
Mother, Dad, All the family, ei'en Sweethearts
H timorous and (,'omic
GIFTS SELF SEAL STATIONERY
1204'/2 West California
U. OF I. SOUVENIRS
Urbana, Illinois
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novices seek helpful information from
the old man. The party is well supplied
with books, metallursical knowledge.
camp equipment, tools, and such. In
fact, all it seems to lack is a gold
mine, and when they ask the old timer
where there is a good place to dis for
gold that gray-haired man. who had
prospected for fifty years and now has
a pick-axe. frying pan, blanket, and
burro, to show for it. arises and with
sweeping' gesture in the direction of a
distant mountain range .says:
'In them thar hills way beyond the
range is gold enough for all
And now's the time to take over
the job for 1 quit that trail
last fall.
Take your pick and go dig in the
hills.''
Work hard as an engineer aughter
.Vnd when you become a chief en-
.gineer you can marry the
president's daughter."
E. E. Wonder House
(Continued from Page 9)
ers or designs that are very common
and with nothing unusual al)out them.
When transformed by lilack light, they
glow and shine with an uncanny bril-
liance.
This stage helps in many ways to
demon.strate the work being done with
color and li.ght. yet the work of those
in the illumination laboratory goes
farther than that. They have made
studies of student lighting in study
rooms and residence halls. There are
25 foot candles on the desks in the
lab, while glare is at a niinimimi.
Studies and surveys were made in most
fraternity, sorority, and residence
houses in which students live. They
found .some conditions that would pro-
duce terrible effects on the eyes, .some
even conducive to blindness and eye
diseases. The goose-neck lamp is the
worst offender, while the I. K. S.
Start the Semester—
with A Shave, A Haircut, and A Shampoo
FOR EXCELLENT SERVICE
Come to
THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
206 S. Mathews Xervac Treatments
lamps are probably the best available
lights for -study rooms.
The work of those who direct the
illumination laboratory is varied and
ilivcrsitied, but their work has been
toward a definite goal—better illumi-
nation for factory, home, and cla.ss-
room.
By ALLEN ADAMS '41.
When you cant
STUDY
ALL THRU
THE NIGHT
For
Refreshment
Come To
MORRIS
CAFE
open All Hiiurs
Engineers!!
CASH
For Used Textbooks
Start the Second Semester right
—
Buy LJsed Textbooks
and Save Money
SLIDE RULES BOOKS
PAPER STATIONERY
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
EVERYTHING YOU NEED
U. of I.
SUPPLY STORE
The Co-Op Wright and Green
OKONITE INSULATION
OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record
since 1878 is still generally recognized as the
acme of perfection for rubber Insulations and as
"the best product possible" of its type.
The Okonite Company and its affiliates, how-
ever, have constantly kept step with the ad-
vances of the electric art.
Whether the wire or cable is large or small,
single or multiple conductor, high or low volt-
age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn-
thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or
armor of any type, Okonite can make it.
In all cases, whether the correct solution calls
for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam-
bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic
compounds, the policy still is and will continue
to be the best product possible.
J^S^THE OKONITE COMPANY/
Founded )878 L4!^ii
HAZARD INSULATED WIRE WORKS DIVISION
THE OKONITE-CAUENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE:
PASSAIC
New Jersey
FACTORIES:
Passaic. N. J. • Paterson. N. J.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
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TAKEN at RANDOM .
.
New Core Drill
To facilitate the insiieetion of umler-
Kround rock formations, a drill which
will cut a core of 36 inches in diametr
has recently been developed.
The drilling is accomplished by
rotating a cylinder of the jiroper
diameter, employing shot as a cutting
medium or, in soft rock, the teeth are
made of high grade alloy steel. The
core, after the desired depth has been
reached, can be removed in several
ways. One method used is to insert
small, charges of <lynamite at the bot-
tom of the core and break it off by
means of the explosion. The core is
hoisted by means of a small hole drilled
in the center of the core, to which
grapples can be attached.
-
-
'
-^'-^^*--
-
—Courtrsy of G.
MKTAL IN THK WIND
M. Basford and Co. —Lonyicsy of Sciciitifir Aim-riair
36 INCHKS IN DIAMKTEIJ
All Metal Yacht
Th^ America's Cup yacht, "Ranger,"
which won a series of races over the
Briti.sh contender, "Endeavor II," last
August and thereb.v kept the coveted
trophy in the United States was de-
signed by Mr. W. S. Burgess who also
designed the yachts "Rainbow" an<i
"Enterpri.se" for former races. It was
of steel construction throughout, and
measured 135 feet 5% inches overall
length. It was fitted with a vanadium
chromium steel mast 165 feet long
which was designed to carry from 6,000
to 7,000 square feet of main.sail. The
no ton lead keel was the heaviest ever
u.sed on an America's Cup yacht, and
was held in place by a flat plate cif
arc-welded steel.
Electrical Insulator
.\ literial bath of electricity surroinids
these porcelain bushings and insulators
which are on test. The test is carried
out, u.sing flash over, which takes the
place of the 200,000 volts of electricity
re.gularly used.
The tests are made to insure the
efficient service of bushings and in-
sulators in the transmission <if high
voltage.
S^u'iilifu .-lnu-n,-tiii.
HATH OF KI.KCTUIC FIRE
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-Courtesy of Scioitific Ai}}rnraji.
FAST—PRESENT—FUTURK?
iuiirlcsy u) -•>Liciiniu .imi'riaill.
THE MODERN WAY
New Building System
In the construction of any structure, one of the most im-
portant items that have to be taken into account is the
dead load of the buildins. In building construction any de-
crease of the dead load means a lighter structure which may
in turn mean a more economical and faster built building.
With the new system, in which the design of the floor
and root deck construction have been perfected, it is claimed
that it is possible to .save at least 40 per cent of the con-
struction costs.
In reinforced concrete construction, one of the most im-
portant costs are those of the forms. In the new system
this form work is all relaced Vjy hollow sections of li.ght
gage, cold formed steel, in which the beams are cast.
On top of these hollow steel .sections are placed the pre-
cast slabs of light-weight, reinforced concrete. The strong
reinforcing rods protruding from the pre-cast constituting
the stirrups of the beam and make the reinforcement con-
tinuous throughout the beam and slali. The b-^ams are
then cast on the job.
Progress In the Air
.-Vlthough the beginnin.g of so-called
"schedule flying" can be said to have
started in the United States before the
War, it was not until 1920 that the
United States Po.stal Department com-
pleted its first coast-to-coast mail route
and not until 1927 that the first pas-
senger service from the .\tlantic to
the Pacific was started.
In the beginning, the single-en.gined
passenger-mail planes took 33 hours to
span the 2,700 miles journey. Today
the same route is spanned by giant
of the air in 1.5
.getting shorter
twin-engined birds
hours and the tim
every year.
In 1926 there was no cross-country
air transportation: in 1927 it took 33
hours fora 2,700 mile trip; in 193S 13
hours are taken for the same trip
—
breakfast in New York, supper in Los
.\ngeles.
Steamlined Streamlining
ICrticiency of a new standard has
been incorporateil into the new power-
ful locomotive that has recently been
designed for the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-
road. The new locomotive is of radical
design and has 16 cylinders arranged
for constant torque which will provide
a continuous flow of power. It is be-
lieved that the new locomotive will
provide approximately 5,000 horsepower
and that it will be able to pull 14
standard Pullman cars at a speed of
100 miles iier hour on a .straight level
track.
Each of the four drive-wheels will
have a separate steam motor and each
motor will have four cylinders directly
geared to the axle. No counter-
balancing of any kind, will be required
on the wheels.
The total weight of the locomotive
will be about 400,000 pounds.
More of Nature's Antics
The photograi>h slnjwn beluw was taken
on the Connecticut River during a storm.
The interesting thing is the fact that the
lightning has, or seems to have, multiple
Iiaths and streamers.
—Courtesy of Scientific American.
"STEAMI>IXEI) STREAMLINING"
—Courtesy of Scientific American.
NATURE'S FIREWORKS
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The ''One and Only''
BUILDERS
In 1891 scoffing bystanders would have laughed at the idea that a high-
wheeled buggy powered by a sputtering, asthmatic motor was to breed
tlie country's greatest industry. Alrcadytheacknowledgedleader in the
manufacture of industrial fastenings, RB&W substantially aided the en-
gineering and mechanical advances which followed by developingandfur-
nishing threaded products for the assembly of motor vehicles of all types.
Continuously since 1845, R B &W has played an important part in
the growth of every major industry, progressively improving EMPIRE
Brand Bolts, Nuts'and Rivets to set unmatched standards of strength,
uniformity and accuracy.
R Bi VV manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products including various types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B &W EMPIRE products are
the standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @7107
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS. PA.
Valentines
for
EVERYBODY
Mother • Sweetheart - Friend - Brother
Sister - Aunt - Uncle
at
Valentine Headquarters
College Supplies
Pens . Notebooks - Papers - 1. E. S. Study
Lamps • Laundry ('ases, etc.
STRAUCH'S
at Campus
709 SOUTH WRIGHT
HY did you enter engineering? I suppose Flor-
\\ ence (jorlca, sole girl engineer, has been asked
this question numerous times. However, when I
questioned her, instead of finding, what I suspected, a
girl very peeved from being asked the same question over
and over again, Florence surprised me by presenting one
of the incest personalities with which I have come in
contact.
Florence did not make up her mind to become an
engineer on the spur of the moment ; rather, for three
years she deliberated over the situation and became firm-
ly convinced that engineering was the only profession
for her. Today we find Florence fulfilling her ambi-
ti,ins, enrolled in the University of Illinois as a fresh-
man civil engineer.
An honor graduate of Fenger High School, Chicago,
in 1935, Florence left behind her an excellent record.
She was editor of the year book, business manager of
the school newspaper, president of the math club, vice
president of Phore.v Honor Society, and a committee
chairman of the National Honor Society. With a
straight A in high school math, Florence was in the
upper ten graduates of her class. After graduation, she
worked with her parents until her enrollment here.
Contrary to some peoples' views south of Green
Street, Florence finds the engineers very likeable. She
thinks the work is very interesting and likes it very much.
Further, she states that she is not afraid of anything, and
that she can take it. When I told her that Rita Pinker-
ton had transferred out of the College of Engineering,
she said that nothing would stop her from completing
such a course. From my short conversation with her,
Fm inclined to believe that nothing will stop Florence
from fulfilling her ambitions.
Most of all, she wants to be a surveyor and work
in South America. The harder the job, the better she
will like it. Short life and physical disability hold no
horror for her. In fact, she says that as long as she
has done something worth while, she does not care
what happens to her. An orchid to you, Florence, and
I believe that the name of George (middle name) will
fit vou better than some bovs who own it.
Rv ED ERASER "39.
Just the place for you to
enjoy your
FRATERNITY
BANQUET
QUICK AND DEFT SERVICE
A pleasing atmosphere
The Southern
624 East Green St. Champaign
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Fifth From the Top
\E nt the important reasons for the high national
rating* given the L niversity of Illinois Library
is the engineer's pride and jo\—the Engineering
Library, a branch of the Main Library.
Located on the main floor of Engineering Hall,
occupying a large main reading room and an extremely
quiet study room on the second floor, the engineering
library is a "hefty chip" off the Main Library. For the
benefit of those statistically minded engineers, the Engi-
neering Library houses 36,720 volumes, a large majority
of which are de\oted entirely to diflferent phases of
engineering but with a few well-known literary "favor-
ites" to furnish relaxation from technical duties. There
are also over 400 engineering periodicals, magazines of
general interest, pamphlets, manufacturer's catalogues,
hooks of historical value, and lantern slides used to sup-
plement lectures in various courses. The branch has a
seating capacity of 210, including the second floor
conference room and tables set aside for graduate stu-
dents.
The Engineering Library has become one of the en-
gineers' favorite retreats as is seen by the fact that the
seats of the main reading room are almost always com-
pletely occupied, with a considerable overflow upstairs.
With its solemn and dignified quiet, only occasionally
broken by the "swish-swish " of a slide-rule, the En-
gineering Library is a good place to read and studw
Trv it!
Hy LEONARD OBERMAN '40.
*Rri>ikiil fifth iiiiKjtu/ nati'iii's iinivfrsitii's and crjllc//cs.
ORAVEKS
(^^ompt
^^enjutce.
mwai
CHAMPAIGN ILL
- Increasingly Popular
-No. 2 Universal
-No. 2 Plain
-No. 2 Vertical
QBS
-Aldy we send speci-
fications of these
profitable milling machines?
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
Providence, R. I.
BROWN & SHARPE
SWITCH TO LUFKIN
When you rlioose .i Lufkin "Micliipan" chain tape
you've chosen a tape that's built for hard service.
The markings are deeply stamped in lony-wearing
Babbitt metal. The sturdy dull-nickeled re«l effec-
tively resists weather and wear. Every part of a
Lufkin "Michipan" tape—frame, tape-line, handle
and evien the brass end-clips and leather thongs
,nre designed and built for hard use. And records
of their performance prove they can "take it."
See your nearest dealer or write for free illustrated
catalog No. 12.
NEW YORK
I06 L.t.y.H. St.
TM£/uFXiMPuleCo.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
WINDSOR, ONT,
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
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Quenching the . . .
Thirst of a City
Quenching the thirst of today's cities is
truly an amazing acconiphshment. For man
and machines there can be no shortage of
water. You will find your local water sys-
tem a system of engineering skill and the
result of operating experience, with an al-
ways dependable record for operation.
On the average 12,495 tons of filtered and
sterilized water each day, is lifted 367 feet
so that you may have water at the turn of
a faucet
—
yet,
SAFE WATER . . .
delivered ni,i;lit and day
COSTS LESS . .
tluiii anXlhiiif! else you buy
ILIJNOIS
WATER SERVICE CO.
SCIENCE MARCHES ON
NO. 4
• What would we do without
Science?
Let us, for example, consider pi.
There is, after all, nothing like pi, that
inevitable ratio between the scalloped
edge of the pi crust and twice the side
of a piece of Charlie's pi. When your
slide rule gets down to 3.14159265 you
can be sure that it is time to eat some
pi at
"CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT"
202 1^ S. Mathews
Near the I'dUKiiis B(nievtird
Open for Business !
THL iCLi-iit faihiR- ot the brine pipes at the Liii-
\ersit\ of Illinois Ice Rink, maintained and oper-
ated by the Athletic Association since 1931, brings
before the students a very interesting problem in engi-
neering and presents some actual difficulties that are
facing rink operators all over the country today.
In the original floor, a sub-slab of concrete was laid
and then a layer of sand was placed in order to permit
free movement of the top slab during temperature
changes. The top concrete slab, to which steel shavings
had been added, was laid on the sand, and the brine pipes
were imbedded in this slab. During the construction of
the top slab, the sand e\idcntly took water and cement-
ing material from the top slab, and the result was a
co.irse, porous concrete between the brine pipes and the
sand. Brass strips were placed at construction joints in
the top .slab and held in position by wood wedges driven
between the brass strips and the adjacent brine pipes.
These u-edges were not removed and it was at these
points where the first leaks in the brine pipes were dis-
co\ered ; the corrosion which caused these leaks started
on the outside of the pipe and progressed inward.
Several factors may have contributed to first breaks
or failures in the brine lines, such as electrolytic action
between the pipes and the brass strips or the action on
the pipe of aerated water contained in the wooden
wedges. Of course, as soon as the brine was released, it
spread through the porous concrete and the sand layer to
all the pipes,
In the new patented monolitliic floor, e\ery effort
will be made in design and constrLiction to prevent cor-
^ A CHIP
^m off the
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rosioii of tlie pipe hy iiiibcddiiig it in a slab of jjood, dense
concrete well bonded to the pipe. No sand will be used
between the slabs. Instead a layer of heavy asbestos will
be placed on the top of the sub-slab so that the top slab
which will rest on a layer of zinc plate, will not bond
to It and will be able to move freely.
General practice has shown that the most popular
ice for pleasure skating always has a wet or "sweaty"
surface. This does not mean, however, that good ice is
.soft or slushy, for it is only at the plane of contact with
the atmosphere that the ice should be near the melting
point. When a skate passes over ice of this type, the
weight of the skater momentarily depresses the freezing
point and causes the ice to melt. Of course, an instan-
taneous re-freezing takes place as soon as the pressure is
released, and the surface remains un-marked.
For the operation of this system, many successive
coatings of water are sprayed onto the floor, and each
is allowed to freeze for about fifteen minutes. This is
continued until the desired depth of ice is reached. For
ice-hockey, the depth may be three-eighths of an inch,
but for ordinary purposes, it is most economical to use
ice one and one-fourth inches thick. The temperature
at the underside of the ice is determined by the brine
pipe and should be from 22 degrees to 24 degrees Fah-
renheit. The temperature at the surface of the ice should
be about 32 degrees Fahrenheit and is determined by
the temperatm-e of the atmosphere, the relative hur.iidity,
the air circulation, and, consequently, the number of
skaters present. For accurate control of the local rink,
there will be ordinary thermometers in contact with tlit-
atmosphere, and electric resistance thermometers embed-
ded in the floor at definite places near the surface.
W. O. VOIGT '41.
ST. PAT'S
BALL
Are You
Going?
BUY
Your Textbooks
Where You Sell Them
Patronize your student book store.
There are no fairer prices any-
where. Buy and sell new or used
books at
The Illinois Union
Book Exchange
In Champaign
VISITORS SELECT THE
INMAN HOTEL
FIKKPROOF
Good Food and Dependable Service
University Avenue at Walnut
1)EI-I.\ BROWN
Manayini; Director
COLLEGE SUPPLIES for Less
Stock Up Willi Things for the Second Semester
Where You Get More for Your Money
DRAWING SETS 9 SLIDE RULES
and GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Get Them All at
SEARS, ROEBUCirATsTT) CO.
43-45 MAIN ST. CHAMPAIGN
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• TECKNOKRAKS •
'Are .Mm loiiKiiis al my knee'.'"
'No, dear. I'm aliove that."
"C'auKlit in the act of window jieep-
ins. eh?" asked the judge. "That'.s pret-
ty serious. Are you married?"
"No, Your Honor." explained the
defendant serenely, "and that's the
trouble. I'm looking for a wife and
went window shopping."
TOM
MERLO'S
Military
Store
Expert Shoe Repairing
New & Used Boots
Special .Mlowance cm Old Itiiots
Official Distributor of U.
of I. Engineer Insignia
Full IJiie of Kt|Ui|)iiienl
404 E. Greet Street
BRESEE BROS.
CLEANERS
DYERS
DE LUXE
A PHONE A
4
Hatters . . . Tailors
.Matt Retonde had joined the Nudist
Club, and was telling about the first
meeting. "They were all sensationally
nude." he said, "even the butler who
took my hat and stick." Asked how he
knew it was the butler Matt snapped.
"Dammit. I knew it wa.sn't the maid!"
Inscription on a tombstone: "Here
lies an atlieist. .All dressed up and no
place to so."
* * *
A Bishop was con.siderably upset upon
receiving- the following note one Friday
morning- from the Vicar of a village in
his diocese.
"My Lord. I regret to inform you of
the death of my wife. Can you pos.sibly
send mi' a substitute for the week-
end?"
The loon is a funn.y bird, but it takes
tlie stork to kid us along.
* « *
The taxi suddenly came to a half
in the middle of the street.
"What's the matter." called Hartman
from the back seat.
"1 thought the young- lady .said stop?"
answered the driver.
"Well, she wasn't talking- to you."
* :; * *
Prof. Severns: "Name a great time
saver."
l5ob Hilman: "I,ove at first siglit."
* * *
"I wanna come in."
"No. you can't come in."
"Why can't I?''
'"Cause Mamma sa.vs boys should not
see little girls in their night.gowns."
.Short Silence. "You may come in
now, I took it off."
IJIiienose: "I'ardon me, .voiinj; lad.v,
in tile matter of .tour dress, don't joii
think ycui could sliow a little more
discretion?"
Co-ed: ",My gosh, some of you guys
ain't never satisfied!"
* * *
Tlie.v were skating on the rink and
l.iza fell down, flopped over, and came
upright in front of Rastus with re-
markable agility.
"Did you see how quick ah recovered
mah equilibrium. Rastus?"
"C?olly
—
yaas—almfos' befo' ah no-
ticed it was uncovered."
* * *
Harry .Atkinson says, "Love is when
a man likes to help with tlie dishes."
* * *
Swede Nelson: "Just between you
and me and the lamp post, what do you
.see in that girl?"
Dick Schwar: "Not a thing. But with
the girl between me and the lamp post,
well, that's a different .story."
.A man needs %?> and lias oiil.v two
smacks. He pawns the two bucks for
.S1..5(l and sells the ticket to another
fella for $1..5(). Now lie has three
bucks, so what?
* * *
She: "Oh, steward, I've got a com-
plaint. A sailor peeked into my cabin
last evening."
He: "Well, what do you expect for
second class—the captain?"
* * *
Dumb : "We're goin.g to give tlie
liride a shower."
Dumber: "Count nie in. I'll bring
the soap."
A REAL VALUE for your insurance dollar . . .
VOU NEBD^^X STARK POR LIFE
Chartered Life Underwriter
PAY YOUR PREMIUM MONTHS
AFTER GRADUATION
AOur i'rofessors are IM.v Kel'erences
602 E. Green St. Phone for Appointment
606 E. Green St.
P. E. Equipment
—1938—
The place to get it is is
BAILEY & HIMES
Athletic Equipment
Ch-dinpaign
CAREERS O F CARRIER ENGINEERS
BECAUSE A Kafir
COULDN'T STAND THE GAFF...
• Man's quest for gold has led him into
strange places . . the frozen lands of the
north, the deserts of the south, the bow-
els of the earth. But from the land of
Cecil Rhodes comes an amazing tale of
muck and sweat and terrific heat . . , and
man's victory over the elements!
The Robinson Deep Mine, Johannes-
burg, South Africa, is the world's deep-
est hole— 8,500 feet down! In those
depths is gold, but with temperatures
exceeding 100° Fahrenheit and humid-
ities approaching 100%, production
reached what seemed to be an impass-
able barrier Even the natives couldn't
stand the intolerable heat!
What could be done to improve
conditions, to increase the effi-
ciency of miners, to permit deeper
excavations for gold? The answer
was Carrier Air Conditioning!
Into those black depths went
Carrier engineers and for 365 days
tackled the problems of rock tem-
perature and adiabatic compression of
air, both of which go higher as shafts go
lower. They studied the excessive humid-
ity; heat from oxidation; heat from hu-
man bodies; frictional heat from machin-
ery; and heat from explosives. And from
their analysis came the installation of
a Carrier Air Conditioning system with
a cooling effect equal to 4,000,000
pounds of ice every 24 hours.
Thus again had engineering triumphed
in a victory affecting notonly production,
efficiency and comfort, but one which
left its impress on world economics.
There is no limit to the scope of Car-
rier Air Conditioning—nor to Carrier's
further expansion and future accomplish-
ments—except as measured by the num-
ber and ability of the young engineers
Carrier can bring under the training of
the pioneers who have been through the
35 years of the development of the art.
In the Carrier organization, young men
hold responsible positions— their capa-
city gauged not by age, but by ability.
And whether that ability is fostered best
by laboratory research or field work in
the far corners of the world. Carrier en-
ables engineers to progress. Today in
99 different countries, you will find ev-
idence of Carrier engineers' contribution
to the world's progress!
During 1937, Carrier trained 300
recent graduates from leading en-
gineu.'Ing schools in every section
of the country. Carrier needs more
men. If you bad a good school re-
cord, and are interested in the
world's most fascinating and fastest-
growing industry, write us.
CARRIER CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
A N ORGANIZATION o r ENGINEERS
G-E Campus News
TEST ALLM.M DAY
TO celebrate the tliird annual reunion of engineer-
in;; graduates of General Electric Test, men all
over the world gathered in groups to listen to the
international radiobroadcast of the reunion at
Schenectady. N. Y. Oflicers and prominent members
of P.T.M.. or Past Test Men's Association, sent
•Teetinsrs to their fellow Testmen over the General
Klectric shortwa\e stations, W2XAD and W2XAF.
More than 15,000 men have graduated from G-E
Test—a course which enables them to supplement
&-t
,^'>^
their theoretical knowledge with a practical training.
Test graduates today hold many responsible posi-
tions in the Company. Others have gone into every
walk of life—engineers, lawyers, utility executives,
farmers, industrial leaders, bankers, and many other
professions. There is, however, one tie which binds
them all—their experience ''on Test," and to many
of them that experience is recalled with somewhat
the same enthusiasm as da\s in college.
Kansas State "22, were able to convince officials of
the Dutch Shell Company that it would be more
economical in the long run to use electricity instead
of natural gas and gas engines for operating power.
As a result, a high-voltage line will be erected along
the lake shore, from which step-dow-n transformers
will distribute current to the motors in the proihicini;
areas.
The Lago Petroleum Company has wells in a sec-
tion paralleling the Dutch properties and extending
ten miles out in the lake, which has already been
electrified. The combination of these two com-
panies makes the largest electrified system of its
kind in the world, from which 400,000 barrels of
oil are shipped daily to refineries in Aruba and
Curacao, N.W.I.
OIL FROM Vi ATER
"r^OW>i on the shores of Lake Maracaibo in the
'^ steaming jungles of Venezuela, the Dutch Shell
Company owns rights to a fifty-mile frontage. Here
it has drilled hundreds of wells to make avail-
able the rich oil found in deposits ranging from 1500
to 5000 feet below the lake surface.
The natural gas which acc<)m[)anies the oil deposits
has for years been used to jxjwer the wells. In spite
of this cheap source of power. General Electric
engineers under the supervision of E. E. Thomas,
WHISTLING GASES
/^ ASES are liquefied to be used as cooling agents
^-^ and to conserve storage space. Chester W.
Rice, Harvard '10. consulting engineer in the
Schenectady Works of the General Electric Company,
has developed a method of thus processing gases
more readily by making them whistle.
To liquefy a gas by this method, it is necessary to
compress it to 3.000 pounds per square inch, cool it,
and pass it through a series of tubes into a liquefy-
ing chamber where the pressure is released through a
valve in the form of a whistle, producing a further
escape of heat energy. Mr. Rice's whistle is so
pitched as to convert the greatest amount of heat
energy into sound energy. To be effective, however,
the sound energy must be carried away from the
liquefying chandler.
Developments such as this are being made by
college graduates who were at one time "on Test."
Many of them have been off the college campus
but a few years and are entering a career in one of
the many business and engineering fields in the
General Electric (^)mpany.
GENERALm ELECTRIC
90.40DH
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^^^^^^I Bell System po^cy.
„\e know the ^^'\^ telephone
«ith financal
safO ^«.etn Elec
helps in tnc .^^/^^-i^'*^—"—
"
I A financial statement I
I without figures |
= In the Bell System, the manufacture, purchase and distribution of =
= equipment are centralized in one organization—Western Electric =
= Company. S
^ From these large scale operations, important economies have re- S
= suited, and have made possible repeated reductions in Western Electric ^
= prices to the Bell Companies, even in times when the general -price ^
~ trend has been upward. S
= Western Electric's established policy is to set the lowest prices ^
S consistent with fair wages to its employees, a fair return on the money ^
S invested in the business, and the maintenance of the Company's ^
S financial stability. ^
S The proof that this policy has been observed is that for the past =
= twenty years the Company's rate of return on its investment has ^
^ averaged less than seven percent. S
I
Western Electric |
1 BELL SYSTEM SERVICE IS BASED |
1 ON WESTERN ELECTRIC QUALITY |
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DO YOU know the first importantstep in landing the job yon want?
In the second of a series of articles
containing advice for the gradnating sen-
ior. Bob Tidenian tells how a good appli-
cation letter should be written.
• We hear all about St. Pat's Ball from
a man who had the good fortune to meet
and converse with the engineers' patron
saint himself. Tom Morrow wishes to
correct a few of the ideas about St. Pat
and to talk all engineers into attending
the Ball.
• The E.E.'s promise a better show than
ever before. In this issue, Maurice Carr's
conducted tour through the exhibits serves
as a preview for the real performance to
be presented April 21 to 23.
• When Henry Ford finally makes a
car entirely from soybeans, the newspapers
will shout that it is something entirely
new, but in this issue the Technograph
scoops them several years by presenting a
few of the little known facts about that
farm product that is becoming increasingly
important to all industry.
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ST. PAT'S BALL
Engineers Celebrate Birthday of Pattvn Saint
THE FUNNIEST thins happened
tci me one riay as I was crossins'
lireen street to set to my class.
A man about 70 years of age, sit-
ting in a make of car I had never
seen before, stopped me, apparently
seeking information. I noticed that he
was wearing- a green tie, that there
was a green feather sticking' in his
cockily-worn. soft-felt hat, and that
protruding from between his well-kept
white mustache and goatee was a
browned clay pipe. In his eyes there
was a gay mischievous look, which,
together with his appearance, gave me
the idea that he was quite a dudo
despite his age.
"Say, buddy, what's all this here ex-
citement goin' on around these parts?
Some sort of a celebrashun or some-
thin'?" I noticed that he spoke with a
decided Irish brogue.
"The engineers are celebrating St.
Patrick's Day today, sir. Didn't you
notice all of the green ties and socks
the fellows are wearing? Why, you
even have on a green tie yourself, sir."
"I'm always awearin' one. son. But
tell me. who is this St. Patrick guy?"
I was a little ashamed to try to
answer him, for at that time. I really
knew very little about St. Pat. But I
took a stab. "St. Pat was an Irish civil
engineer, who the ensineers call their
patron .saint."
St. Pat a Scot<'linian
He flinched when I said that.
"Them's almo.st fightin' words, buddy.
I gue.ss I'll have to put you .straight.
In the first place St. Pat was a Scotch-
man by birth, and not an Irishman."
Whereupon he went on to illuminate
my flickering- torch of knowledge with a
neater biography of our patron saint
and all that he stood for than I later
found in any encyclopedia. "And in
the last place," he concluded, "don't
get mixed up on this point; he was a
mechanical engineer, and not a civil.
.\nd you had better give him a rous-
ing- good celebrashun, too. None of
this cheap stuff. If it's a ball you're
givin', make it a good one, for if there
was anything that St. Pat enjoyed, it
was dancing- the jig. Well, Erin Go
Bragh. .son."
And after this amazing- discourse,
the queer automobile started off, and
after a riui of a few hundred feet I
.saw some stubby wings shoot out from
the sides of the car. and the whole
contraption took off into the air like
a bullet and disappeared over Hanley's.
It was just as I realized that all the
information I had ju.st received was
first hand from old St. Pat himself
that my alarm clock went off.
WAKKI N .lOHN.SON
Chairniaii, .St. Pat's Ball
You all know a little of the .story
of St. Pat, the patron saint of the
engineers, and how he invented calcu-
lus and handed it down for us to cuss.
There is, however, a little dissention in
the ranks as to just how he became
our patron saint. Historians themselves
can't swear to anything definite about
St. Pat, as most evidence points to
him as a Scotchman Instead of an
Irishman, and as having driven snakes
out of Ireland, when according to Hoyle
there never were any snakes on the
isle. But it makes mighty interesting-
material for argiunent, and gives us
the liberty of celebrating- the fifteen
hundred and fort.v-second anniversary
of his birth in any manner -we choose.
.\nd, by cracky, we choose to do it by
throwing- one of the best waxed-wood
shindigs that ever caused a Boneyard
Benny to throw a connecting rod or
burn out a bearing.
So let it be proclaimed to all, and
especially you northsiders, that tickets
are now on sale for the annual St.
Patrick's Informal Ball, which will take
place in the George Huff gymnasium
on Friday evening, March 25th. The
particularly joyful notes of .limmie .loy
and his orchestra will do their part to
give every one of the dancers a very
joyous night of fun.
One of the features of the evening
%vill be the crowning' of St. Pat, the
most popular student engineer on the
Illinois campus. The balloting for St.
Pat will take place at the door on
the night of the dance, the back of the
tickets being stamped with a ballot.
.\nd So the man to receive the tradi-
tional halo on his head will be kept a
secret right up to the time of the
ceremony. And here are the candidates
for St. Patrick, men chosen from their
respective departments by the .students
themselves: C. E. (Red) Carter, C.E.;
Dan Chinlund, E.E. ; Bob Phillips.
M.andM.; Al NeLson, M.E. ; and Chuck
Wright. Cer.E. .\nd if you see any fel-
lows going around the canijius wearing
a little green cap. it will either be one
of these candidates, or else a member
of the St. Pat's Ball committee.
Warren Johnson, president of the
Engineering- Council, has announced all
of the committees and heads, who. with
"The best St. Pat's Ball" as their motto
are certain to give all who attend more
than they money's worth. Walker
.Stone, the man faced -vs'ith the big
job of finding a good orchestra, is a
curious fellow—he refused to be satis-
fied with anything but the best. And
Matt Retonde can be depended on to
get something unique in the way of
programs.
Decorating the gym is no easy task,
but with Jim Robert.son as chairman of
the decoration committee, the place
will be no less than a palace, so help
me. Harry Atkinson, as publicity chair-
man, will .see that you don't forget the
occasion, -while Dan Chinlund and his
finance committee will see that ends
meet.
Get Your Ticket Now
.\nd now that it has been decidcil
that the engineers are going to spon-
sor a dance that will probably bring
a flock of transfers to the engineer-
ing college, how about the tickets. Re-
member that, although ticket sales -will
be limited to engineers for a few days,
the tickets will then be available to
some 8,000 other fellows. So while you
are still in the running. Maurice Carr.
and his gang of .salesmen, will give as
many as possible a break. But don't
get caught coming around late and
asking- for a ticket, because, engineer
or no engineer, no ticky—no selly. And
before they get into the hands of the
.scalpers, the price will be one dollar
and sixty-five cents, including tax.
This month's formula for a good
time is mighty easy to derive. With a
little oil on your bearings, with a little
steam in your c.vlinder.s. and with a
little queen on your arm. it can be
easily seen (or it follows, if you prefer
that choice phrase) that the 1938 St.
Patrick's Informal Ball will be the
solution to any man's entertainment
problem.
By TOM MORROW '39
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Get the Job You Want
Some Timely Advice About Application Letters
When you arc graduated as an en-
gineer by the University, you will have
completed a major step in your life.
You will be starting a new mode of
living. Your key to this new mode of
living- is a letter of application for a
job. Care taken in its writing will
effect a saving in time, effort, and
money.
Imagine a personnel director reading
as many as fifty letters of apphcation
for one position. An ordinary letter,
poorly written and lacking originality,
may fail to im]iress him, even though
the writer's qualifications may be very
good. An application letter should be
thought of as a sales letter in which
the writer is trying to sell his services
and is competing with others who are
trying- to sell theirs. It is a vitally
important stop in securing a job.
In spite of the importance of letters
of application, the average engineer
knows very little about the technique
of writing- one. He is more concerned
with training- for his profession than
with learning how to give a good im-
pression of himself on paper. This is
not as it .should l)e. Engineering-
standards of today are higher than
ever before, and an engineer who
knows only his profession—who cannot
express himself interestingly and con-
vincingly— is .seriously handicapped.
Most important of all in writing an
application letter is the attitude as-
sumed tiy the writer. Once the correct
attitude has been a.ssumed. the rest
will follow comparatively easily. The
writer should keep in mind that the
employer is not personally interested in
him. To the employer, it does not
matter whether or not the applicant
secures a job. He is seeking the liest
man for the position.
According- to Mrs. Alta Gwinn
Saunders, head of the University of
Illinois division of business English,
the correct attitude to assume is the
so-called "you attitude." That is, one
should temijoi-arily disregard the fact
that he has preferences and dislikes
and should consider, above all, what
he has to offer his prospective em-
ployer.
A letter is its writer's representative.
It is the means by which the personnel
director can judge whether or not to
grant an interview. If it is neat, he is
justified in supposing that the writer
is neat. Hence, the letter should be
typewritten on a good quality of bond
paper, 8% by 11 inches, and .should
be free from typing mistakes and
erasures. Since the letter is also con-
sidered an index to the quality of the
writer's mind, it is essential that the
material be selected so that the most
important facts about the writer's ex-
perience, education, and activities are
included, while long per.sonal histories
anil unnecessary facts are omitted.
To aid in abbreviating the letter, a
data sheet is usually added. On this
sheet the writer tabulates the details
of his education, his experience, his
life, and his references. It is invalu-
able in producing a compact, well-or-
ganized letter.
The word "I" is a constant offender
in application letters and should be
avoided. This is sometimes accom-
plished by writing- th" letti-r in the
third pi-rson, with such an introduction
as: "Portrait of a Man Who in June
Received His Bachelor's Degree in En-
gineering and Is Now I-ooking for a
Job." In this way, statements which
vvo\dd otherwise seem Ijoastful can
safel.v be included in the letter.
Modesty is a virtue which one should
not forsake when writing a letter of
application. The ingenious writer can
find more ways than one to recite his
merits without showing- boastfulness.
.\n effective letter of application also
shows originality. When a personnel
director reads many application letters
for a position, he will find time to
consider carefully only those letters
whicli impress him most—the original
iin-s. .\ stereotyped letter is most
often a waste of time, while a letter
whith shows originality is likely to
bring- results.
The mechanics of the application
letter should be perfect. This is not a
difficult requirement to meet ; yet it is
of great importance. A i>ersonnel
director can easily classify letters into
two groups: those which are me-
chanically correct and those which are
not. Those which are correct will un-
doubtedly receive greater consideration.
Further, the application letter shows
the writer's character and personality.
I!y his letter he will be judged for
accuracy, confidence, sincerity, thor-
oughness, and all the human qualities
-u'hich can make the essential dif-
ferences between men, .Ml of this the
reader will judge from a letter, besides
the writer's training- and ability in en-
gineering.
—r.y ROr.ERT TIDEMAN '41.
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This excellent. inisoli( ifetl letter and tin tieiu/n/'tinyinf/ dtiln sheet
Here ivritten by an underyradiiate student in tin etistern eotletje. The
letter is here rrfirodueed l/y pirmission of Mrs. Altti Criiinn l^iiuntlers,
from lihom it ictis obtained.
July 6, 1937
226 North Winston Ave.
New York, N. Y.
John Smith Manufacturing Corp.
246 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Sir:
I would like to submit my application for engineering work
in your air conditioning department.
I have completed my college training at the University of
This training has included five years of mechanical
engineering, giving me B.S. and M.S. degrees, and one half
year in the commerce school.
During the past two years I have become deeply interested
in air conditioning as a vocation. You will note on the attach-
ed sheet that during this time I have taken a number of engineer-
ing courses dealing with air conditioning and allied subjects.
More recently, the particular division of sales engineering has
strongly attracted me. To improve this interest, I re-entered
the University last fall to study marketing and advertising.
In two of my courses I have had the opportunity while preparing
term papers to study the marketing and advertising problems
of the air conditioning industry.
While preparing these reports, I became familiar with the
great service many of the larger Public Utility Companies are
performing in fostering the proper introduction of air condi-
tioning to the public.
Because of your strategic position, I have felt that you
may be able to put me in contact with dealers or manufacturers
in air conditioning who might be looking for college graduates
who are interested in making this field their permanent vocation^
If you can use no new men in your department, I shall greatly
appreciate any contacts you may be able to make for me.
On the attached sheet I have listed as references the names
of four men and one woman who have known me as a student and
employee.
I am free to go to work at any time and am willing to begin
at the bottom. If you wish, I shall be happy to come to Chi-
cago for an interview at any time which is convenient to you.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN DOE (Signed)
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Eli Electron Entertains
At 19SS Electrical Show
"And on ydur Ipft, LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN, are tho electrical ensi-
ne<?ring' buildings, where we shall see
tho preview of the Biennial Electrical
Show, that greatest of all college exhi-
l)itionK, where "Eli Electron," that
mishty multitudinous mite who makes
the world go round—all Fascist dicta-
tors to the contrary—is putting on a
nightly performance. Just think of it
folks, here you can see that sage .say-
ing. "In union there is strength."
proved Ijefore your very eyes, for when
you view the work that millions of
these electron.s. working- together, can
perform, you cannot help but believe.
"Our tour stops here for two hours,
folks, so make the most of your time.
If any of you want to go with me. I
will show you the exhibits of major
interest.
"Before we go in, let me explain the
significance of all of this display. It
has been a biennial event since 1907,
when the electrical en.gineers i)ut on
an exhibit to raise a contribution for
the John Fritts Memorial in New-
York and were so successful that their
contribution was one of the largest.
Since that time, the profits of the show
have gone into a loan fund to be used
to help deserving- electrical engineering
upperclassmen. The show, like any
healthy child, has grown much since
its birth in 1907. The first show oc-
cupied only a few rooms of the labora-
tory. This year, the two electrical
engineering buildings and the physics
building will be so full from top to
Viottom with student exhibits that most
of the electrical manufacturers have
been denied displays for lack of room.
The show- is now recognized by elec-
trical engineers to be the greatest
student engineering exhibit. As the
show has grown, so has the loan fund,
until now it has reached the sum of
about five thousand dollars.
"Just a few more words before w-e
go in. This show is entirely a student
affair, being backed financiall.v 1).\
pledges of money made by the students,
and being entirely planned and exe-
cuted by the sttidents, with the
faculty acting only in an advisor.v
capacity.
"Folks, the street we just drove along
is Burrill Avenue. Years ago. this
was the central street of the campus,
just as it -still is for nearly two thou-
.sand engineers, of whom some two
hundred elect ricals are jiresenting- this
grand, .stupendous i)ageant of the mod-
ern workings of "Eli Electron." Let
us go in by this door. The floodlighted
building- reminds one of the Century
of Progress. If you will look on your
left, you will see a tablet, dedicated to
the ten electrical engineers who here
founded Eta Kappa Nu, electrical en-
gineering honorary which has spread
its chapters from this campus to 2S
other colleges since 1904.
"Turn to the right after you enter
the door. If anyone wants a drink of
water, bend over the fountain. An
DAN ( IIIM-IM)
General Slanajjer, K.M, Show
electric c.ve w-ill turn the handle for
you. I'm telling- you people, if these
engineers keep on. they will be having
machinery to breathe for us.
"Turn into the laboratory on the
right when you come to the end of the
hall. These motors are the equipment
that the students use in their labora-
tor.v work. That big cup-.shaped mirror
by the window is being u.sed to .send
sound to the physics laborator.v. Y'ou
can si>eak into a niicroiihone here. The
sound waves are transformed into light
waves by electrical apparatus. Another
mirror in the physics laboratory inter-
cepts the light waves and the light
is changed back to sound. On the other
side of the room is the ever-flowin.g
wine bottle, which has been a part
of every show. .A strong magnetic and
electric field is used to bring the water
molecules back into the bottle so that
it never gets empty. Of course, for
the first show-, they w-ere able to get
onl.v enough water so that the water
just dripped out of the bottle. The
large stream of water flowing- now is
a good measure of the advancement of
the science of electricity since that
time.
"Down.stairs are some lighting- and
.strobo.scopic exhibits. A stroboscope is
a machine by which a moving body
can be made to appear to stand still.
In this room we see some of the U. S.
Army Signal Corps equipment. There
along- that wall are some of tho tiehl
radios and on the other side of the
room are some of the telephones thc.v
use. In the next room are exhibits
explaining- the operation of meters.
Over here on our left are some of the
commercial displays.
"Let's go hack \iiistairs and on up to
the .second flocjr. This is the radio lalj-
oratory. Inside that wire cage is the
short wave radio station of the Uni-
versity. If you know any amateur back
home, they will send a message to him
for you. Hero are some other short
wave sets. In that corner is the tele-
vi.sion apiiaratus. It really works, and
if one of you will step into the booth,
the rest of us will get to .see a picture
of him transmitted iiy television. In
that little room over there is a modern
telephone central system. If you watch
a few moments you will see what hap-
pens when you dial a number.
"Come on downstairs again and we
will .see what they are showing in the
north laboratory. Did you ever see a
man sent to the electric chair? Well,
watch over by the north wall. See,
they are leading the condemned man
to the chair. Watch his hair stand on
end when the.v turn on tho juice.
Right behind us are some electric toys
that you can operate yourself. When
you get done playing, come over to this
booth where they will test your degree
of sex appeal with a kiss-o-meter.
This device is being- used by the psy-
chology department in an effort to find
some of the Romeos that the Tribune
tells abovit.
"Out in the hall is the talking skull.
It will answer any question you ask.
You don't need to look for the person
answ-ering- you, for there isn't anyone
but a ghost who comes back to haunt
every Electrical Show.
"We will now go out the back door
of the building- to the illumination
laboratory. That big fountain on the
right is simply the aerator for the
water suppl.v of the I'niversit.v. Per-
haps you have noticed a sleepy look
on the faces of a few of the boys.
They haven't been .getting much sleep
lately, for they had to carry their w-ork
as well as get ready for the show.
.\lso, some of them were out prett.v
late, last night, at the Military Ball
"Here in the illumination laboratory
is nearly every type of li.ght manu-
factured. We are just in time for
the show, so let's sit down. If you are
all ready to go on. we will go down
to the high voltage laboratory. That
big spark machine will jirobably han-
dle more Eli Electrons than any (.ither
machinery you have seen tonight.
"From here we go to the physics
laboratory. Here are some more com-
mercial exhibits. In this laboratory a
largo number of electrical measuring
instruments are on display. However,
the most interesting- exhibit in this
buildii-ig is the cyclotron. This appara-
tus is used to break uii atoms. Here
they are able to do what alchemists
have been striving for for centuries
turn one element into another.
"Well, folks. I guess we have .>ieen
the 1938 Electrical Show, and we -will
have to admit that it was one of tho
most educational, interestin.g. and en-
tortainin.g- shows wo have ever .seen.
We hope you have enjoyed this .short
preview and that you will be on hand
for tho grand openin.g- at 7 p. m. on
April 21."
By MAURICE CARR '39.
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The Fatigue of Metals . . .
U. of I. Laboratory Prominent In Investigation
AMONC, till- most intorcstiiiK of till'
phcnonirna of materials is their
failure under rciieated stress, com-
monly known as fatisue. Failure b.\' fa-
tigue (iiti not become apparent until the
(ievelojiment of relatively high speed
machines, after which it was noticed
members such as rotating' car axles
often failed suddenly without distortion
by bending. Because of the jagged,
crystalline ajipearance of a fatigue
break, this type of failure was first
attributed to "crystallization" of the
metal. The advent of the metallurgical
miscroscope proved this to be wrunj;.
as the metal was shown to be crystal-
line before stress was applied. The fail-
ure of metals under repeated stress
is now attributed to the development
of minute, probably sub-microscopic
cracks within the crystalline grains.
The.se cracks act to intensify stress at
their ends far above its normal value
and consequentl.v spread through other
grains until not enough solid metal is
left to withstand the applied stress,
when failure occurs suddenly.
First Investigation by \\dliler
The first investigation of fatigue of
metals on a large scale was conducted
in Germany by Wohler from 18.59 to
1870. Later other investigators began
to study this phenomena. Directly after
the World war extensive investigations
were conducted by McAdam at the
United States Naval Academy, R. R.
Moore of the United States .\ir Service.
Gillett and Mack at Cornell university-.
Gough in En.gland. and Professor H. F.
Moore at the University of Illinois.
Professor Moore, upon coming to Illi-
nois in 1907. ordered the first fatigue
machine for the University. As a result
of the World war. an intensive study of
fatigue was begun at the University of
Illinois in 1919. .A testing fUior origin-
ally intended for airplane en.gines was
pro\ided in the old boiler house, and
the investigations were conducted there
until the fatigue of metals laboratory
was established on the third floor of the
present Materials Testing- Laboratory.
Best College Laboratory
The present laboratory is one of the
mo.st completely equipped to be found
in any college. There are over forty
machines; varying from small rotat-
ing-beam machines which take a three-
sixteenths inch specimen and run at
ten thousand revolutions per minute to
rotating
-beam machines turnig a two-
inch diameter specimen at one thou.sancI
revolutions per minute. Professor W. M.
Wilson's large fatigue machines, located
in the basement, are among the most
powerful fatigue machines in the world
and will apply a 200.000 pound load 185
times a minute.
The most numerous of the many
types of machines in the laboratory are
the rotating'-beam machines, the sim-
ple-beam machines with constant bend-
ing moment, and the smaller, faster
cantilever-beam machines. There are
special machines for repeated torsion,
repeated tension-compression, as well
as special machines for conducting tests
at temperatures up to twelve hundred
degrees Fahrenheit. Some of the fatigui-
machines have attachments for investi-
gating the simultaneous effect of cor-
rosion and fatigue. Tests have been
conducted by the University of Illinois
at the United States Air Service in
Dayton. Ohio, at temperatures as low-
as forty-five degrees below zero. Under
the Hydraulics laboratory arc rolling-
load machines for subjecting full size
rails and rail joints to stresses equiva-
lent to or exceeding- those encountered
in actual track. The design for three
of these types of machines ori.ginated
at the Universit.v of Illinois, and several
of the machines in the laborator.v were
built here. About the only form
of fatigue testing machine not repre-
sented is the electro-magnetic type.
Operate Twenty-four Hours a Day
Fatigue machines operate twenty-four
hours a day every day in the year.
Fatigue specimens usually have to run
ten-million cycles and often as much as
one-hundred-million cycles. Specimens
have been run continuously for over a
year in the laboratory as many as one
liillion cycles. The staff has. in common
with most other investigators, imsuc-
ce.ssfuU.v tried to find a quick test for
the endurance limit of metals.
Many of the principal studies of the
fatigue phenomena have been or are
bluing- conducted at the Univer.sity i>f
Illinois. It was here that for most
metals the existence of an "enduranci-
limit" below which specimens would
run indefinitely was demonstrated con-
clusivel.v. In these tests sjiecimens of
twenty or thirt.v metals were run fmiii
one-hundred-million to one - liillion
cycles. Some aluminum alloys and some
coiiper-nickel alloys seem to be excep-
tions in that they ajiiiarently have no
endurance limit. A study of the .stresses
on car axles is another imjiortant con-
tribution made by the fatigue of metals
laboratory. Corrosion-fatigue in both
tcMision-compression and torsion are now
being studied by Professor Dolan as
well as the effect of heat treatment,
grain size, and the size of specimens.
The first iihoto-micro.graphic motion
liicture of an opaque object -n-as made
by the Photographic Department to
show the progressive failure in fatigue.
.\n extensive investigation of the de-
veloi)ment of transverse fissures in
ratls. a fatigue jihenomena, is in prog-
ress. As a result of these tests, ninety
per cent of the rails rolled in the
I'nited States last .vear were rolled b.v a
process which nearly eliminates the
minute "shatter cracks" which are the
starting- points for fatigue failure.
The failure of metals under repeated
stress emphasizes the necessity for
.scientific investigation of the assumii-
tions underlying- our present formulas
of mechanics. These formulas, while
statistically correct, do not hold strictly
in some cases of which fatigue, starting
at a point of localized stres.s. is a not-
alile example. The designer of high
speed machinery is finding it more and
more important to study fatigue phe-
ncjmena and their apjilication on design
to supplement the older princijiles of
mechanics. By .JOHN SHAPL.VND 'tfl
University Fati.gue of IMelals Laboratory
* WHO'S WHO IN ILLII
• E. E. King
• D. B. Keyes
• H. II. H'aldo
PROFESSOR E. E. KING has a hobby very differ-
ent from those of most engineers. It is that of growing
peonies on his lot here in Urbana and also on an acre
plot out in the countr>'. During his twenty years of
endeavor he has exhibited his flowers in many shows
and has won numerous prizes for their quality. During
the long winter evenings, he spends many hours brows-
ing through nursery catalogues trying to decide which
varieties to grow the following season. Professor King
obtained his R.S., M.S., and C.E. degrees from Rose
Polytechnic Institute, his A.B. degree from Indiana
University, and his M.C.E. degree from Cornell L'ni-
versity. His first job after graduation from school was
in Mexico as a resident engineer for the Mexican Cen-
tral Railroad. Later he went with the C. H. & D. R. R.
(now the H. & O. R. R.), after which he began his
teaching career. He has taught at Oklahoma A. & M.
College, Cornell Unix'crsity, Iowa State, and is now pro-
fessor of railroail engineering here at Illinois. Traveling
is his favorite way of spending the summer, for each
year he drives East for a month or so. He has also
been West and has spent one summer in Europe. The
organizations of which he is a member indue Alpha
Sigma Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Thcta Tau, and
Phi Kappa Phi, A.R.E.A., A.S.C.E., S.P.E.E.. and
A.A.R.
PROFESSOR D. R. KEYES seems to have spent
the greater share of his life traveling over the country.
He was born in Rhode Island, received his B.S. degree
from the University of New Hampshire, his A.M. de-
gree from Columbia University in New York, and his
Ph.D. degree from the University of California. At
present he is professor of chemical engineering and
head of the department here at Illinois, as well as a
member of the executive staff of the Engineering Ex-
priment Station. Recently he spent two summers in
Europe; the first- was in England for promotional pur-
poses, and the second was on the continent to attend
chemical society meetings and for an inspection trip
througli their chemical plants. On the continent he and
his family traveled by automobile and thoroughly en-
joyed meeting "just people." On one occasion \\\t\\ his
Packard he raced a Ford V-8 over the highest pass iri
the Alps, between Austria and Italy, where the road
was on a twenty per cent grade. He won—his speed
was ten miles per hour! Here at the University his
work IS centered around the development of the distilla-
tion processes. Professor Keyes has contributed many
articles for various chemical magazines and is a fellow
in the A.A.A.S. and the A.I.C.
PROFESSOR E. H. WALD(0 certainly is an engi-
neer with \aricd interests. Having taught here on the
Illinois campus for twenty-seven years, he was made
an associate professor of electrical engineering, emeritus,
in 19,34. This more or less inactive status now gives
him more time to pursue his avocations. One of his
principal hobbies is building a Christmas display window
each year. This is accurate in all details for the period
which he is reconstructing and entails a large amovuit
of research for the proper treatment of his subject. List-
ening to good music is on his list of favorite indoor
sports as well as attending lectures upon the topics of
economics and international relations. Athletics of all
kinds have always fascinated him, and he has actively
taken part in many. He particularly enjoys figure skat-
ing and goes to see hockey, football, and lacrosse games
whenever he has a chance. His travels have all been
confined to North America ; but he has visited Canada,
Mexico, and all of the states in the L'nioii except the
Gulf states. Out West he delights in mountain climb-
ing but says that at the Grand Canyon he encountered
the most difficult climb. Pi'ofessor Waldo received his
A.B. degree from Amherst college and hopes to go back
there for his fiftieth class reunion this next summer. His
.M.E. degree was obtained at Cornell uni\ersity, while
his M.S. and E.E. degrees are from the University of
Illinois.
NGINEERING WORLD *
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^iM W. li. KatzD. G. Ricliiirdx •A'. E. Jeffries •
ROBERT E. JEFFRIES began life in Dwiglit, III.,
in the year that the United States entered the Great
War. He was graduated four years ago from Lynns
Township High School where he was an athlete and
activity leader. Before he left high school. Bob picked
his hobby by licensing station W90QY and his CQ
is still heard when he can find time to operate. As an
electrical engineer at the University of Illinois, Jeff
has been initiated into Phi Eta Sigma, freshman schol-
astic honorary; Eta Kappa Nii, electrical engineering
honorary; Tau Beta Pi, all-engineer honorary; and
Synton, amateur radio fraternity. Dining his fresh-
man 5'ear he found time to win numerals in wrestling.
Right now, every minute that he can spare is required
by his duties as Chief Engineer of the Electrical Show,
to be presented April 21 to 23. Bob is earning most of
his education as he gets it by working for his meals and
NYA During the summer after his freshman year,
he designed and built radio equipment for the National
Guard at Pontiac, 111. The summer of '36 he was
an inspector for Stewart Warner. Last summer he did
some very interesting work in the General Motors
research laboratories in Detroit.
DONALD G. RICHARDS came to the University
of Illinois in 1936 after being born, reared, and edu-
cated through the junior college period in Lincoln, 111.
In high school, he was in several plays and he played
basketball for Lincoln Junior College. While still in
grade school, he began to pursue the hobby of model-
airplane building, but now he hopes that his will be
another case of avocation becoming a paying vocation,
when he begins to build his planes on a larger scale.
While in high school, he helped to build and to fly
a glider. Don is now a senior in mechanical engineering.
He is a member of the Student Chapter of the A.S.M.E.
That his scholastic standing is very high is indicated by
his membership in Phi Kappa Phi, all-Lhiiversity schol-
astic honorary; Tau Beta Pi, all-engineering honorary;
and Pi Tau Sigma, mechanical engineering honorary.
Work as a painter earned Richards the money to
attend Lincoln Junior college. The past two summers
have found him working on a line gang for the Central
Illinois Electric Light and Gas Company. This se-
mester he is spending much of his time at the Arthur
Newell Talbot Laboratory doing research on photo-
elastic analysis. When graduated next February, Rich-
ards hopes to return to school to obtain his master's
degree in aeronautical engineering.
WILLIAM B. KATZ'S present home is in Wil-
mette, 111., but he first put in his appearance in Spo-
kane, Wash., in 1917. He was graduated from New
Trier High School in Wilmette in 1934 with a record
which included a 4.75 scholastic average, activity in
dramatics, and membership of the glee club, rifle club,
lightweight basketball team, chemistry club, radio club
and student usher's corps. The fall of that same year,
Bill came to the University of Illinois to study chemi-
cal engineering. He is a member of Synton, Phi Eta
Sigma, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, and the
Tribe of Illini. He earned his "I" in fencing. He was
treasiner of his house, Zeta Beta Tau, last year. His
scholastic average, which is one of the highest in the
University, has won him the Thomas Arkle Clark Phi
Eta Sigma prize, awarded annually to the sophomore
man liaving the highest average for his first three se-
mesters; the Phi Lambda L^psilon prize cup; and Class
and College honors. Katz states that his hobbies, in
order of enjoyment received, are: fishing, fencing, ama-
teur radio (W9PPH), photography, golf, stamp col-
lecting, and chess. That he is an ardent fisherman is
evidenced by the fact that for the past three summers
he has gone on extended fishing trips. This summer he
plans to see Europe from a bicycle. After graduation
in June, Katz hopes to earn his master's degree at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
TAii iji:ta pi
President A. C. AVillard will present
the speech at the sprins initiation ban-
quet of Tau Beta Pi, to be held on
April 24.
Oftieers for the second semester are
as follows
:
President. .Carroll H. Dunn, M. E.
Vice-president
Warren R. Johnson, t"cr. B.
Recordins' secretary
Donald G. Richards, M. K.
Corresponding secretary
Robert W. C.aines, M. E.
Treasurer
William A. Sinks, Jr., E. E.
Cataloger.-Howard W. Miner, Min.
Master of Initiation
William G, Chappell, M. E.
A. S. C. K.
The student chapter of the American
Societ.v of Civil Ensineers began the
second semester of its .'34th year as a
campus organization b.\- selecting the
following officers:
President James Robert.son
Vice-president Donald Bassett
Treasurer .\ndrew Reed
Secretary Thomas Chapman
In the near future the society ex-
pects to present a series of talks by
prominent engineers such as Mr. Ka-
linka, vice-president of Roberts and
Schaefer Company of Chicago; Major
William Bowie, Geodetic Engineer.
Washington. D. C; and Mr. E. B. Black
of Black and Veatch, Kansas City, Mo.
;
and also to present a series of motion
pictures illustrating various civil en-
gineering enterprises.
A. S. M. E.
The student branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers an-
nounces the following second semester
officers:
President B. Y. Kutner
Vice-president S. J. Wenthe
Treasurer W. Chappell
Secretary H. R. Lett
Publicity man N. V. Needham
.\sst. Pub. man J. R. Poyser
TAU NU TAU
\t a meeting held Tuesday. Feb. 22,
Jim Ijlewellyn was elected treasurer
for the coming- year. As a part of the
plans to make the local chapter better
and stronger, it was decided to get in
touch with the other chapters and to
have national officers elected. Also as
a part of these plans, the office of
historian was created. His duties will
include keeping a permanent record of
the activities of ev^ry man and alum-
nus of the local chapter and making
a scrap book of the doings of the or-
ganization. Elected to this office for
the coming semester was Ed Fraser.
Professor Springer of the G. E. D.
department .gave the members an ex-
cellent idea of what to expect in case
of war b.v recounting his experiences
while a captain in the Engineers Corps
of the I'nited States Army during the
World War.
Pledged to TNT at this meeting- were
A. R. Starr, C. H. Coyne, and I, H.
Alexander.
(HI KI'Sll.ON
Chi E|isilon announces the election
>r the following new officers:
President J. O. Potter
Vice-president S. .\. Olin
Secretary L,. E. Salch
Treasurer C. B. Williams
Assistant Editor of Transit
E. F. Wilson
S. H. A. ('. S.
The Ceramic Year-book will Ije out
.sometime in the latter part of March.
This is the only publication of its kind
on the engineering campus. The 1 k
is to be used to send to prosiiective
employers of the graduating seniors, to
advertise them and the department.
The speakers for the remainder of
the .semester are:
March 8—Dr. Kautz of the Republic
Steel Corporation.
April .5—F. E. Hodek. Jr., of the
General Porcelain Enameling Company.
April 27—Charles Henderson of the
.Mton Brick Company.
May 3—J. L. Essex of the Illinois
Clay Products Company.
The national convention of the Amer-
ican Ceramics Society is to be held at
New Orleans from March 27 to April
2. Some of the seniors are planning- to
attend but regret that they will be
just too late for the Mardi Gras.
Enameled ash-tray,s, symbolic of
membership in the student branch, will
be given for the first time this semes-
ter.
The student branch basketball team,
"The Hot-Bricks" is now playing in the
intramural competition. A hand-ball
tournament will be sponsored in the
near future. These athletic ventures
are sponsored to keep up the society
spirit and to promote friendship among
the members. Paul Buckles is chairman
of the athletic committee.
Plans for the annual Pig Roast are
well under way. George Zinc is chair-
man of the committee. The roast will
be held during the second week of
May. Small enameled favors will be
given as souvenirs. If the Ceramic boys
want the low down on the faculty, they
should be present, for the faculty will
be roasted as crisp as the pig.
A. I. ]>!, K.
The American Institute of JlctalUir-
gical Engineers announces the follow-
ing meetings and speakf^rs: March ii.
Mr. Vaughen, assistant chief metallurg-
ist for the Caterpillar Tractor Com-
pany, will speak. Mr. Parsons, of the
Haliburton Oil Company of Duncan,
Oklahoma, will speak at a joint meet-
ing- of A.I.M.E. and A.S.M.E. to be held
the latter part of March. On ,\pril II.
D. F. Forbes, president of the Gunitc
Foundries in Rockford, 111., will talk.
.Vbout the middle of May. the society
will hear M. 1-. S. Maash. Manager of
Inspection of Metallurgy of the Inland
Steel Company, will speak. During
Easter vacation the .V.I.M.E. will make
an ins|iection of the- Krnpy i:)rop Forge
Company.
Last October 7. Dr. Clyde E. Williams
of Bartelle Memorial Institute of Co-
Iund>us. Ohio, spoke on "The Place of
Industrial Research." November 18, Mr.
C. D. Peacock '28, spoke about copper
mining- in Chile. He has been employed
by the Breden Copjier Company at
Sael, Chile, for the past three years.
On December 4, Mr. H. F. Hebley of
the Commercial Testing- and Engineer-
ing Compan.v gave an interesting talk.
".Vnnmd the World as a Mining En-
gineer." Mr. Hebley was born in New
Zealand and has travelled widely. A
group of 25 members made an inspec-
tion trip through the South Works of
Carnegie Illinois Steel Company during
Christmas vacation. One entire day was
spent at the i)lant. Mr. Berchurstein.
chairman of the Chicago sector of
.\.I.M.E., spoke at dinner. Mr. Larson of
.\. O. Smith Corporation of Milwaukee,
Wis., gave a talk on "Welding of
Pressure Ve.ssels" on Jan. 12. Between
semesters, nine members of -\.I.M.E.
and Dr. Welder, faculty sponsor, at-
tended a dinner of the Chicago Section
at the Chicago Engineers Club. They
al.so made an inspection trip through
the Couveth plant of the Crane Com-
r)any. On Feb. 10, a dinner was held
at which Mr. W'. Sykes of Inland Steel,
and director of .\.I.M.E.. spoke. Mr.
J. R. Daeson, chief metallurgist of the
Illinois Zinc Compan.v spoke on "The
Metallurgy of Zinc and Modern Ap-
plications.
KT.A KAPPA Nl
Eta Kaiipa Nu wishes to anni>unce
the initiation of the following men : E.
Buehler, R. Wetzel, H, Wetzel, P.
Zuercher. R. Zierjack. E. McCown. M.
Carr, W, Lyon, R. Andermann, C.
Poarch, and F. DeW^)lf.
The following- officers have been
elected for the second semester:
President E. E. Fisher
\'ice-pre.sident C. K. Poarch
Treasurer W. .\. Sinks
Secretary P. Zuercher
SIG.AIA TAl
Sigma Tau. all-en.gineering .scholas-
tic honorary fraternity, held its formal
initiation on Sunday, Feb. 20, i;i38.
Initiates wei-e: W. S. Bonnell, R, W.
Benoliel, E. E. Nelson, J, M. Trummel,
J. Spen.gler. H. E. Phillips, .V. Wolf.
R. K. Ericson, J. O. Potter, R, E,
Loeck, E. D. Ebert. A. B. Horn. These
men were selected for scholastic merit
out of all the students enrolled in the
various branches of engineerin.g. At
this meeting, John Shapland was
awarded a medal by the organization
as the outstanding Freshman in the
College of Engineerin.g la.st year. This
medal is awarded annually.
MU SAN
.Mu San, sanitary engineering honor-
ar.v, announces the election of the fol-
lowing new officers:
President Leo LeBron
Vice-president-Treasurer
Evi.gene Shields
Secretary H. J. Spaeder
Historian G. A. Perkins
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The Soybean ....
WILL IT REPLACE STEEL?
While Henry Furd mii'ueuldusly
turns the soybean into horn buttons
and steering wheels, a United States
government laboratory, under our very
noses in the old Agriculture building',
is also making' great .strides in the
discovery of new industrial outlets for
soybean products. Only a few days
before the beginning of this year, a
news release was sent to Washington,
D. C. which announced that a new
soybean-oil varnish, after seven month's
exposure to the weather, was still in
good condition, but a high-grade spar
varnish, exposed on the same [lanel,
failed completely in five months!
The work of the Regional Soybean
Industrial Products laboratory at the
University of Illinois is done in con-
nection with other stations in the
United States and under the super-
vision of the Secretary of .\griculture.
Soybeans of different varieties are
grown in the middle-Western states
and sent to Urbana. We note with
pride that Illinois produces more of
the legume than all the other states
put together, that Chamiiaign county
has a greater output than any other
county in Illinois, and that Illinois men
have published a great deal of the
written material on the soybean.
.Although the soybean is already used
industrially in making soap, linoleum,
glue. lard, pajier. lubricants, and foun-
dry sand-cores, this investigation may
prove to have a large commercial value
because the unsettled conditions in the
Far East have lessened the Chinese
exportations of tung' oil (the best dry-
ing oil known for varnishes), and "pro-
ducers of varnishes are seekin,g' sub-
stitutes for the tung' oil normally em-
plo.ved in their formulas." *Thc limited
use of soybean oil in jiaints has been
due to its drying' rate. Now, new paints,
varnishes, and enamels are possible
since "properly treated soybean oil can
be substituted up to 100 per cent of
the oil vehicle in a considerable num-
ber of varnishes, not only without im-
pairment, but in certain cases with
actual improvement of the properties
of the resulting films."
Vou Kat So.vheans
Although we now consume many edi-
ble soya products in certain types of
breakfast cereal. cheese, macaroni,
bread, salad oil, oleo-margarin, .sausage,
tinned beans, and ice cream, the Chi-
nese have been thrivin.g on this simple
food for three thousand years! Mr. A.
de C. Sowerly. editor of "The China
Journal." said
:
"The soya bean is unquestionably the
most important individual food plant,
and it is not too much to .say that
if the Chinese had it and nothing else.
their wants would be amid.v supplied.
Fermented, it yields all their different
sauces which supply the basic flavour-
ing of their food
;
pressed, it gives out
oil which can be used for cooking:
sprouted, it gives a fresh vegetable
rich in vitamins: plucked in the pod
while still green, it makes a delicious
table dish; ground dry, it forms flour
from which bread can be made; ground
wet and curdled, it provides the fa-
mous bean curd—a substitute for moat.
Bean curd itself is treated in many
ways to yield a variet.v of dishes. The
soya bean also provides food for horses
and cattle, while bean cake from which
the oil has been pressed is an excel-
lent fertilizer."
George Douglas Gray tells us ".Ml
about the So.va Bean" in his excellent
book by that name, from which much
of the followin.g information is taken.
Gray writes that "the yield of protein
from the bean, weight for weight, is
approximately twice that of meat ; four
times that of e.ggs; and 12 times that
of milk." Moreover, the bean gives us
this valuable food cheaper than any
vegetable or meat. Soya vegetable milk
is much higher in protein than human
milk, and children can be fed on it
from birth; the roasted bean makes a
"coffee without caffein" with a nu-
tritive value twice as hi.gh as that of
ordinary coffee; the pulverized bean is
the chief constituent of popular brands
of milk chocolate; in the United States,
soya centers into the compo.sition of
many widely advertised cereals and is
obtainable unmixed with other cereal:
the bean can be boiled and put in tins;
the starch-free and sugar-free flour is
especially valuable in the diet of dia-
betic people; the soya, planted in al-
ternate rows with corn, makes a fine
pasturage for sheep and pigs; and as
a hay, it is equal to red clover and
alfalfa for milk and butter production.
Gray relates that one of the most im-
portant b.v-products of the soybean is
a good casein which has heretofore
been manufactured from animal milk.
Casein is the material from which
bakelite is made. Not only are the
bean oil and meal used industrially, but
the shreddeil stalks can be made into
pressed board and wall materials.
-Vlthough Manchuria, "the Land of (he
Soybean." is the chief ju'oducer of the
soya, its methods of farming are prim-
itive and go back to pre-Biblical times.
The farmer uses a heavy hoe for cul-
tivating and a hand sickle for reaping.
On the threshing floor, a donkey pulls
a roller over the dried plants. Then,
as described in the Old Testament.
Book of Ruth, the beans are "win-
nowed" by being- thrown into the air
so that the wind will carry away the
chaff.
In Europe and .\merica, modern ma-
chines are used for soybean cultivation.
The threshing' can be done with an or-
dinar.v grain separator, and there are
mechanical bean hullers and cleaners.
Three processes can l)e used in ex-
tracting the oil: hydraulic pressure,
the expeller machine, and solvent ex-
traction. The expeller process is most
popular in the United States. After
being crushed and dried, the so.vbean
mass is passed through a machine
similar to the domestic meat grinder.
This leaves two of the basic commer-
cial products, oil and meal. For the
shipment of soybean oil, Japanese re-
search workers have developed a meth-
od of hydrogenation which hardens the
oil into a fat and prevents leakage
loss and changes in color and taste.
The soya will grow in .soil that is
unfit for wheat, corn, and many other
farm products. It is a sturdy plant
with flexible uses and has been used
for generations in the Orient. With pri-
vate research and .government investi-
gation earnestly under way. we can-
not forecast how closely the future of
the human race will be tied to "the
great soybean."
By BILL \'OIC,T '40.
*0. E. May. director of the Regional
Soybean Industrial I'roilucts laborator.v
at Urbana.
U, of I. So.^ Ik an l.al)oratory
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In 1855 the Bessemer process made steel available in \zTge quantities
for the first time and paved the way for modern machinery and machine
tools. R B & W, then ten years old, "as in a position to contribute
substantially to the ensuing wonders of production and construction
by furnishing bolts, nuts and rivets necessary for the assembly of ma-
chines, structures and products.
Year by year since 1845, EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets
have been improved, as new materials, machines and methods — per-
fected and adopted by R B & W— have made possible progressively
higher standards of strength, uniformity and accuracy.
R BiiW manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products including v;irious tvpes and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B & W EMPIRE products are
the standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @7104
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS. PA.
• KATCHY KWIZ
Forget Your Slide-Rule
1. What are the dimensions of a cube \vith a sur-
face of 24 square inches?
2. A niachine-and-a-half builds a car-and-ahalf in a
da\-and-a-half, how long docs one machine take to
build one car?
3. Draw the figure of this problem before proceed-
ing. If line AB, one half inch long, is perpendicular to
line BC as a base, three inches long, and CD is drawn
equal to AB such that angle BCD is just very slightly
less than 90 degrees. Points A and D are connected.
To lines AD and BC, the perpendicular bisectors are
erected and meet above the figure in some common point
O. Lines OA, OD, OB. OC, are drawn. Now tri-
angles (^BA and (^CD are congruent since AB equals
CD, OA equals OD (o is point on perpendicular bi-
sector), and OB equals OC (for the same reason);
hence, the triangles are congruent as they have three
sides equal. Now angles OCD and OBA are equal,
from congruent triangles, and angles OBC and OCB
are equal, base angles of isosceles triangle. Therefore
angle ABC is equal to angle DCB, but angle DCB
was drawn slightly less than a right angle while angle
ABC is a right angle. What is the fallacy of this
proof ?
4. What distances must parallel planes to the base
of a hemisphere be above the base in order to divide
the surface of the hemisphere into three equal areas?
Use 24 feet as the radius of the hemisphere.
2x2=3.99
There is a story, that Frank Conrad, chief
engineer of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, was explaining
a problem for a group of engineers at a
blackboard and had occasion to multiply
2 X 2. Unconsciously he took his slide-
rule, moved it around a bit, and murmured
"2 X 2 is 3.99," and put this result on the
blackboard. Whether this story is true
or not, it illustrates how unconsciously an
engineer uses his slide-rule even though,
like everything else, it has its limitations
and its proper place.
University
Book Store
Don't Just Say
Bread
Say
Kwality Bread
"It Has the Flavor'
YOUR GROCER HAS IT
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5. A mail carrying two twenty foot planks conies to
a moat around a square castle. The moat measures
twenty-five feet across. By use of the planks only, how-
can the man cross the moat?
6. There are two books standing on end on a shelf,
similar as in a library. Rook one is to the left. If the
leaves are two inches thick in each book and the bind-
ings are one-quarter inch thick, how far is it from page
one of the first book to the last page of the second
book?
7. A man in building a barn has a window, four
feet by four feet, square. The top of the window just
touches the roof and the bottom of the window just
touches the top of the door. How can the man double
the area of the window and still keep the window
square?
8. Two water jets, A and B, running together fill
a tank in twenty minutes. If A runs alone for ten min-
utes and then B takes 28 minutes to finish filling the
tank running alone, how long would it take A and B
to fill the tank bv itself?
Korrect Konclusions
1. Two inches.
2. A day and a half.
3. Submit your answers to this problem to the Tech-
nograph by putting them in the basket in the Tech
office. The best answer, correctly proven so that there
is no doubt will receive a subscription to the Techno-
graph for the remainder of the year. Contest closes two
weeks after this issue was printed.
4 tight feet, 16 feet, and 24 feet from the base.
5. Puts one diagonally across a corner and lays the
other on it and the far side of the moat.
6. One-half inch.
7. Revolve the window so that it lies on the flat
side instead of a corner as it must have been in the
problem. Then the sides are now four by four feet
instead of the diagonals and the area of the window is
doubled.
8. A—43 min., B—36 niin.
EDITOR'S XOTEdf you are in favor of con-
tlnuhig this column in the Tech, please shoic your in-
tention by submitting an answer to problem three, or by
handing in a piece of paper uith a comment on it to
the Tech office.
AFTER THE BALL
—
or on any other date
The place to go for steaks and all kinds
of good food
• is •
20 TAYLOR TAVERN
20 Taylor Champaign
rk. CAMBRIDGE
FLUXMETE R
A £eitet SHOP
INSTRUMENT
The Cambridge Illuminated
Dial Fluxnieter is particu-
larly suitable for routine
lasting of magnets. On tliis
model figures engraved
upon a transparent moving
scale are projected In means oi aa illuminating optical system
onto a translucent screen. The resulting magnification provides
an equivalent scale length of twenty inches; with end, center or
displaced zero. Useful not onlv in badly lighted places but also
for distant readings in ordinary daylight. A Bowden wire controls
the zeroising device at a distance. If required, portions of the
screen can be colored green and red for test acceptance or rejec-
tion limits. It is readily used by unskilled workmen.
3732 Grand
Central
Terminal,
New York City
CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT C© Inc
Pioneer
\ lanufacturer «
of Precision
Instruments
Shop all you will, you won't find a drag tape to equal
a Lufkin "Hi -way" in durability. But more than that,
you won't find a tape as accurate and easy to read.
Made of a special, tough, long wearing steel. Prom-
inent black etched permanent markings. Heavy brass
end clips. Leather thongs, detachable. 50 to 300
feet. See your dealer. Write for Catalog No. 12.
NEW YORK 7M£/UFK/MPut£^0.
o6 L.f.,.n. s». cI^,K..w \.:,^^,^^fSAGINAW, MICHIGAN WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
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Bits About Them
Richard Franklin statt-s tiiat ho is
"one of several Assistant County Super-
intendents of HiRhways." Dick received
this jol3 with the Iroquois County
Highway Department throujrh Profes-
sor C. C. Wiley, while spending his
vacation at Yellow Stone National Park
and at Grand Coulee Dam. Says Rich-
ard, "it's hard to set used to the small
town after living; in Chicaso."
lioli Hieronymus '.Sfi, while workin.s
for the Carbidi' and Carbon Chemicals
Corporation of South Charleston, was
sent into the heart of the "hill-billy"
region. Cattletshung. Ky.. to help .start
a new raw materials plant. Of the 300
men on construction near the plant,
some 75 carried guns to work. We are
sure Bob enjo>ed working among such
friendly people.
Robert Daker is working for thi
Frigidaire Company in Dayton. Ohio.
He was married last summer to Kath-
erine Nicely, a graduate of St. Eliza-
beth Hosjiital.
Tom Scholes '36. C. E.. is working
with the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pao-
li. Pa. Tom has been working in Phila-
delphia, but he was recently trans-
ferred to take charg'e of maintenance-
of-way on tlie Lincoln Highway and
the main line of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road east and west.
G. L. Jeppensen '36. C. E.. does re.
search at the Materials Testing I^abo-
ratory. Gordon spent his time last
summer working- on a track stress in-
vestigation imder Professor Talbot. He
is now doing thesis work.
Moderns Want Speed
OFFSET Printing Spells Economy!
• 5300 Impressions Per Hour
• Pictures Without Expensive Engravings
DANIELS PRESS
Phone 5560 Corner Sixth and Green
Tom F. Pope '37 C. E.. resigned
from the highway department to do
engineering work at the Ingalls Iron
Works in Birmingham, Ala. Tom
worked on the 11.500 ton approach of
the bridge at Baton Rouge, La. Re-
centl.v, he vi.sited Web Benedict '35.
C. E.. in the materials lalioratory of
the highway office in Siiringfield.
Lowell Anderson '35. M. E., finished
his apprenticeship with the Carnegie-
Illinois Steel Company la.st June.
Ed Simons '36. is working with the
Pullman Standard Car Manufactures
in Chicago as a draftsman. .\t the pres-
ent time Ed seems to lie having a lot
of fun working on the new stream-
lined trains.
"Duch" Mader '35. E. E.. is working
as .\.ssistant County Superintendent of
Schools of Morgan County. "Duch"
sometimes spends a week-end on cam-
Iius with Bol) Lindgren '35, M. E.
Hal Kibbey '36. is working with the
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation in
their sales correspondence department.
Hal does not have to wonder what to
do with his spare time for he attends
Northwestern Ni.ght School classes.
W. C. Burdick '36. and his wife, now
reside in Yuma, .\riz.. where he is a
concrete foreman for the Morrison-
TTtah-Winston Company at Imperial
Dam.
JOS. KUHN & CO.
Want to Dress Smartly
this Spring?
Then go where there are
Hundreds to Choose From!
You can find exactly the
coat that was "made for
you" at Kuhn's. Nowhere
else in town will you find
such a wide choice of
patterns, fabrics, colors
. . . and price.
"Serving Illinois Men for Over
75 Years!!
JOS. KUHN & CO.
"Downtinti'u CJuimpaiHu"
Easter !
!
• GREETING
CARDS
NEW JEWELRY
IN SOLID GOLD
AND GOLD FILLED
Lockets and Crosses
STRAUCH'S
at Campus
709 S. WRIGHT
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Casagrande to Give Lectures on Soils
Tho department of civil engineerins
has secured Dr. Arthur Casagrande,
assistant professor of civil engineering'
in the tiraduate school of Engineerins
at Harvard University, to give three
lectures on soil mechanics on the reg-
ular University Lectureship to be held
in the Electrical Engineering Lecture
room at 4 p.m.. April 6th. 7th. and Sth.
Subjects of Dr. Casagrande's lecturi'S
include: "The Principles of Soil Me-
chanics," "Recent Developments in
Earth Dam Design," and "Recent De-
velopments in Settlement Analysis."
He will also give a lecture on "New
German Highways" illustrated with
slides and movies for the Student Chap-
ter of the .XmiTican Society of Civil
Engineei's.
Dr. Casagrande is the outstanding-
authority in the field of soil mechanics
in the United States. As a young man
in the field, he has much to his credit
which is reflected by his accomplish-
ments. Besides his work in research at
the Techni.sche Hoch.schule in Vienna.
Austria, he has worked with the De-
partment of Public Works in HollanrI
and as an engineer in tunnel construc-
tion in the Austrian Alps. In this
country he has worked as a research
assistant in the U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads and as a co-worker with I'rof.
Terzaghi at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in 1926. Dr. Casa.grande
has been in charge of soil mechanics
in the Graduate School of Engineering
at Harvard University since 19.^4.
"W
I)l£. .VIMIIIH ( ASA(iK.\NI)l':
Slip-Stick Shuffle or Slide-Rule Drag
"Dance with Joy" and Jimmy Joy's Orchestra
AT THE 5TH ANNUAL
ST. PAT'S BALL
Friday, March 25
Geo. HiifT Gym Tickets $L65
SCIENCE MARCHES ON
No. 5
• What would we do without
Science?
Let us, for example, consider roots.
There are, after all, nothing like roots;
square roots, cube roots, fifth roots,
five-eights roots, L7832 roots, and
Charlie's roots. These latter include:
potatoes, carrots, onions, beets, turn-
ips, radishes, and even peanuts. And
no one knows better than Charlie how
to fix up these powers in a way most
pleasing to Illini Engineers. For your
roots and rutabaga come to
"CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT"
2021/0 S. Mathews
Near the Famous Boneyard
THE 4-0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
O KO N I T E
T
E
GENERATION
TRANSMISSION
DISTRIBUTION
UTILIZATION
Okonite \^'ires and Cables are designed for
every condition of use in each of these
phases of any electrical system.
A 220,000-volt transmission cable or the
smallest control M'ire may be the vital link
in the chain, and seven laboratories in the
Okonite factories |)rovide the testing facilities
that insure equivalent strength in each link.
There are many bulletins available on
Okonite products that will help in solving
problems involving insulated conductors.
THE OKONITE COMPANY
Founded 1878
Executive Office Passaic,New Jersey
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• TECKNOKRAKS •
Highway clciiartmont stonosraplior:
"Now. lioforp we start this lido. I want
to tPll you that I don't .'imoko. ilrink
or flirt ; I vi.sit no way.sido inn.s; and
I expect to be liaek home by 10 o'clock."
I.ieBron: "You're nii.staken."
H. d. s. : "You mean that I do any
of those things ?"
l.,eF!ron : "No. I mean about startin';
for thi.'f ride."
* * *
I'.ill Todd spent the night with a
farmer. The next morning' he ap-
peared downstair.s with a black eye.
"How did you get that?" asked the
farmer in surprise.
"Oh. I just happened to fall in the
.quest chamber, that's all," answered
Bill.
"Gee, you didn't break it, diil you?"
anxiously inquired the farmer.
!); * *
Tom Scott; "Do you pet?"
New Girl: "Sure—animals."
T. S.: "Go right ahead then, I'll
be the .goat."
* * *
Wright: "Since I met you I can't
sleep, I can't eat, I can't drink."
Skipiier (shyly): "Why not?"
Wright: "I'm broke."
* * *
There's the wonderful love of a beauti-
ful maid,
And the love of a staunch, true man.
And the love of a baby that's imafraid.
All have existed since time be.gan.
But the most wonderful love—the love
of loves.
Even greater than that of a mother.
Is the tcnderest. infinite, passionate love
Of one dead drunk for another.
Shrewd Customer (to youn,g coal
salesman): "How high i.s the sidiihur
content of your coal'?"
Salesman: "Very low."
Ciistomer: "And the ash?"
Salesman: "Practically none."
Cu.stomer: "How about B.T.U.'s?"
Sali'.sman : "There's where we've got
Hum. Not a one."
"Walpole once wrote," said Bob Jef-
fries dreamil.v, as he parked the car,
"that the world is a comed.v to him
who thinks, and a tragedy to him who
feels."
"Well?" .said the girl.
"Well," continued Bob shuttin.g: off
the lights, "I think I'm about to get
tragic !"
* :{! *
A pretty school marm who prided
herself on knowing the parents of all
her luipils, on the street car one day
said: "How are you, Mr. Smith?"
Then perceiving he wa.s a total
stran,ger, she apolo.gized : "I beg your
pardon; I thought you were the father
of one of my children."
* * *
Overheard on a Campus Route bus
before registration:
Fir.st Berry-eyed Engineer: "What
time ish it, fellowsh?"
Second More-so: "It'sh Wednesday."
Third Still More: "Me too, letsh get
off."
* * *
Best Girl: "This beer has a neat
little wallop to it. I wonder how much
of it we'll be able to drink?"
McCleish (promptly) : "A dollar and
fifteen cents' worth."
"Mother. I advertised under an as-
sumed name that I would like to make
the acquaintance of a refined young
gentleman with an eye for romance."
"Marjoriel How- awful! Did you get
any an.swer?"
"Only one, from, father."
* « *
Maurie Adams (showing wife around
ISEE) : "Dear, this is the very latest
t.vpe of milking machine."
Kay: "But. Maurie, do you think
any of these machines make as good
milk as cows do?"
* * *
Orator at Convocation: "And where.
I ask you, is Julius Caesar? Where is
.Vttila, the Hun? Where are Moses, Ol-
iver Cromwell, Charlemagne, and Han-
nibal?
Mike Herod (a little the worse for
wear) : "Stand uii. Ixiys, so the man
can see you."
.\ honeymoon couple were m.aking a
tour of eastern Europe. In some of the
cities they found hotel accommodations
were terrible. There were seldom any
bath tubs, and frequently not even
water pitchers in their rooms.
One night the bride, looking around
the room in disguest, s u d d e n 1 y
screamed:
"I hate Istanbul."
"Me too." agreed the groom." It ain't
got no handle on it."
* * *
Lohmiller: "Do you object to pet-
ting?"
She: "That's one thing I've never
done."
Lohmiller: 'Tetted?"
She: "No. objected."
Spring Fever!
!
Never mind, come in and get a load off your mind
with one of Lee's haircuts
THE CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
206 S. Mathews Xervac Treatments
ENGINEERS
We've got all the equipment you'll neec
for any sport
GOME IN AND VISIT •
3!) MAIN
.STKKKT
('H.\MI».\ir.N mm SKKIA'.lOIINSTON•?1
Mandy: What's de matter, Sam?
Don't you love me no mo'?"
Sam: "Sho' ah does, honey. Ah's jusi
restin'."
* * *
Uncle and niece stood watching the
young- people dancing around them.
"I bet you never saw any dancing
like that back in the nineties, eh
Uncle?"
"Once, but the place was raided."
* * *
St. Peter was interviewing the fair
damsel at the pearly .gate. "Did you,
while on earth." he a.sked, "indulge in
necking, pettin.g, smoking, drinkin.g. or
dancing?"
"Never," she replied, emphatically.
"Then why haven't you reported here
sooner?" said Peter. "Y'ou've been deail
a long- time."
* * *
.\n old retired contractor had taken
a room in a hotel and was preiiaring
for bed. Just as he was about to slip
under the covers the door openeil un-
expectedly and a young flapper bounced
into the room.
"Oh. excuse me," she cried. "I—
I
must have gotten into the wrong
room."
The old man looked at her .sadly.
"Not only the wrong room, youn.g
lady," he said reproachfully. "You got
here about forty years too late."
r CAREERS OF CARRIER ENGINEERS
Carrier Centrifugal Refrigeration.
the development that revolutionized an industry!
IT'S a simple matter to provide refriger-
ation for air conditioning small stores
or buildings. A good conventional com-
pressor will do the work in a satisfactory
manner, and at reasonable cost. But it's
a different matter entirely to supply the
thousands of tons of refrigeration re-
quired for cooling skyscrapers— or for
industrial processing. Space is costly.
Power costs must be controlled. Parallel-
ing the trend toward rotating, high speed,
smooth -action machinery. Carrier en-
gineers developed Carrier Centrifugal
Refrigeration — a development that
literally revolutionized the industry!
Think of a compressor capable of sup-
plying cooling equivalent to melting
1000 tons of ice each day
—
yet
so compact that it can be installed
in a fraction of the space required
for conventional compressors. So
economical that power costs are re-
duced as much as 25'""
—
yet so
simple that no skilledattendants are
Above: Carriei C^ntiifugal Refrigera-
tion machine providing refrigeration
for air conditioning of skyscraper.
Beiow: Diagram of construction.
required. So efficient, the first machine
constructed is operating today, as effec-
tively as when installed, 15 years ago.
Centrifugal Refrigeration . . . Evapo-
rative Condensing . . . safe refrigerants
. . . in fact every Carrier contribution to
the comfort and efficiency of the world
has been brought about through engi-
neering. And the opportunities for young
engineers to gain recognition at Carrier
are greater now than ever before. At
Carrier, young men hold responsible po-
sitions— their capacity gauged, not by
age, but by ability. Whether that ability
is fostered best by laboratory research or
field work in the far corners of the world,
Carrier enables engineers to progress.
i: i: :::
During 1937, Carrier trained 300 recent
graduates from leading engineering
schools in every section of the country.
Carrier needs more men. If you had a
good school record, and are interested in
the world's most fascinating and fastest-
growing industry, write us.
CARRIER CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, N.
A N ORGANIZATION O F ENGINEERS
G-E Campus ^ews
<;) 'vv,,
•SOLPEU- ENGINES FOR SIX-xMILE
HEIGHTS
4S THE bellows is tq(,.the forge, so is tlie supcr-
fharger to the airplaile engine. Because of the
rarefied atmosphere at high elevations, airplane
i-iigines re<jiiire superchargers « liirh operate like fan
hlowers. iiiainlaiuing air |)ressure in the engines and
peruiitling tlie motor to operate at normal effieieney.
Today, twelve-hoiu- Mights from coast to coast at
an average height of six miles are the objective of
transport airlines. Experiments in this field have
been successfullv conducted bv Transcontinental
and Western Air, Inc., and the U.S. Armv Air ('orps
with very encouraging results, using (i-K lurliine-
driven superchargers.
Military, transport, racing, and transoceanic planes
arc equipped with G-E superchargers which increase
motor efficiency, speed, and flying distance. The
superchargers were develojied hv Dr. S. A. ^^oss. of
(iciieral Electric and are built in the River Works in
Lynn, Mass. Student engineers on Test at Lynn
have an opportunitv to inspect and test these devices
as a part of their training course.
BEATIxNG SWOKDS LN'IO PLOWSHARES
T¥7ELL, not exactly swords into plowshares, but
" rather discarded rails, superheaters, and boiler
lubes into steel for the overhea<l svstem of an
electrified railroad line. In this manner the old
steam railroad of the W'ilwatersrand Gold Miriini;
Area was replaieil li\ a coiiipliMeK •ieclrilii'il
line.
Because of the rise in frold price- during.' llie last
few years, an increased suburban passenger traffic in
that section of South Africa necessitated an enlarge-
ment of the railroad.
Mercury -arc rectifiers m,ade by the British Thonison-
ITouston Company, an affiliate of General Electrii-,
supply the power for the "'Reef Scheme," as
it is called, while 115 four-motor, midtiple-unit car
equipments were furnished bv G.E. through I he
International (General Klc<'tric Com])an%
.
The engineering and sales work on this project was
done by several former G-E Test men. Many such
opportunities are open to gra<hiates of college
engineering schools who have successfidh i-ompleted
the G-E Test Course.
AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING YOUNG
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
DK. CHAl NCEY GUY SUITS, research physi-
cist of the General Electric Research Laboratory,
in Schenectady, has been named by Eta Kappa Nii,
honorarv electrical engineering fraternitv, as the
outstanding voung electrical engineer for 1937.
Horn in Oshkosh. Wisconsin in 1903. Dr. Suits
graduated from the Lni\ersit\ of Wisconsin in 1927
and from the Technische llochschule in Zurich,
Switzerland (Sc.D. '29). An ardent skier, he spends
most of his spare time on the sno\\\ slopes around
upper New York State.
As a member of the Research Laboratory staff, his
work has been on the fundamentals of electric arcs,
showing how arc temperature can be measured bv
sound, and it was for this work that the Eta Kappa
Nu award was given him. Other acti\ities for which
Dr. Suits is noted include the investigation of non-
linear circuits, high-pressure arcs, and the develop-
ment of automatic timiu': for radio reccixers.
Last year the award was given to Frank .VI. Starr.
U. of Colorado '28, G-K Test '29, who is employed in
the Central Station Engineering Department of
General Electric. The Test Course, of which Starr is
an alumnus, provides a practical education supple-
mentary to the theoretical knowledge obtained in
I'oUesre.
GENERALm ELECTRIC
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HEN you enter tlie praetiee of
VI \\/ tlie |irofe:isioii of engineeriii}; von
L ^ _ will, without a doulit. require a
more detailed knowledge of the oxy-acety-
lene process of welding, cutting, and heat-
treating of metals tlian you will carry away
with you from college.
No matter where you locate, we invite you
to consult Linda whenever you need assistance
in prohlems involving the vise of welding, cut-
ting, flame hardening, flame softening, hard-
facing or any other application of the oxy-
acetvlene process. There are 32 Linde offices
in ])rincipal cities throughout the country.
Such assistance as this is made availahle
to users of Linde products through the me-
dium of Linde Process Service. The purpose
of this service is to help consumers ohtain the
greatest possible value from everv dollar
spent for Linde oxygen—and everything else
houglit from Linde. \X rite or call the nearest
Linde office for full iuforiiiatioM.
THE :i,i;\:r)E air products coMlp;\^:y
I nil <>i Vnion Carbide and Carbon Corporation
[Tffl
New ^ ork unil i'riiici|ial (iilif>
III ranailii: Ooininioii Owi-rn < ioiiipany, Liniilcd, 'roninto
Everything for Oxy -Acetylene Welding and Cutting
LIWDt OXYGEN « PRESTO-LIT£ ACETYLENE « OXWELO APPORATUS AND SUPPIIES £* ROjVT
mxm< m
umoii cuii»( tNo
oaiOH cotroiiTiOR
LINDE """"' CARBIDE
The >»orJs "l.indc," '*i'fi'>t-l>-Lili-," ''ttxwflil" ami "Cnioti" ^liv^^ hert-iii are rrgi.'itereil lr»<lf-ni:irk>
WITH the rniversity and the Col-
lege of Engineering, the Techno-
graph feels privileged, for the
second time this year, to honor Dr. Arthur
Newell Talbot upon the occasion of the
renaming ot M. T. L. to the Arthur
Newell Talbot Laboratory.
• President Arthur Cutts Willard heads
Who's Who in this issue. Although the
responsibilities of being the President of
the University of Illinois at present over-
shadow his work in engineering, he is a
recognized authority in the field of \enti-
lation engineering.
• Seniors—are you going to be "gradu-
ate apple-polishers?" For those men who
soon will be employed by the various in-
dustries, there is an article with excellent
suggestions for developing the ability to
get along with the boss.
• Au Revoir, auf Wiedersehen, or plain
old American "so long"—which ever you
choose! In this, the last 1937-38 Techno-
graph, the staff wishes to say that we ha\e
enjoyed ovu- work; that we appreciate the
cooperation we have received ; and that we
wish a verv successful vear of the 1038-
39 Staff.
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M. T, L. Becomes the
Arthur Newell Talbot Laboratory
ONCE a^ain it becomes the privi-
lege of ttie Technograpli to
dedicate another issue to Doctor
Arthur Newell Talbot. It was forty-
eight years ago that this man. whose
name is now carved in stone above the
doors of Illinois' great materials test-
ing laboratory, gave the name "Techno-
graph" to what was then the new
student publication of the college of
engineering. During this half century.
Doctor Talbot has kept his vital in-
terest in students and their problems.
And during the sixty years that have
passed since he first came to this cam-
pus. Doctor Talbot has lived a life of
work and service to humanity, of edu-
cational inspiration to all students who
have come in contact with him, and
of friendliness and good-will to all who
know him. So today it is we who are
honored by being able to rededicatc
this magazine to him.
On April twenty-first the University
of Illinois bestowed on Doctor Talbot
one of the highest honors possible,
when the materials testing- laboratory
was officially renamed the Arthur
Newell Talbot laboratory. This re-
naming took place at a convocation
held in the university auditorium.
Professor Robert E. Dohert.v, presi-
dent of the Carnegie Institute of
Technology, was the principal speaker
at the convocation. Others who spoke
during the occa.sion were Dean M. L.
Enger, chairman of the convocation.
President .\. C. Willard, and Mr. Orville
M. Karraker, member of the university
board of tru.stees.
Following' the convocation a ban-
quet was held in Doctor Talbot's
honor. Four hundred people, mainly
close friends of his, representatives of
professional engineering societies, col-
leges of engineering, and other institu-
tions, attended the banquet in the
Women's building. H. F. Moore, re-
search professor of engineering
materials, presided as toastmaster.
In connection with the occasion, a 61-
page Ijooklet. "A Tribute to Arthur
Newell Talbot," stating in brief form
some of the outstanding features of
his professional career and tracing the
growth of the college of engineering.
was published. Its purpose is to "ex-
press the regard and esteem in which
he is held and to epitomize the prin-
cipal facts and events in his life as
an engineering teacher and investi-
gator."
Thirteen thousand copies of the pub-
lication were printed and are being-
sent out to alumni of the college of
engineering in the years 1923-37, mem-
bers of professional societies, deans and
presidents of all engineering colleges.
DH. .\KTHLI{ NKWKI.L TALBOT
engineering- libraries in the United
Htates and foreign countries, and to
students who have applied for them.
President Willard states in a for-
ward to the booklet
:
"The University of Illinois takes this
occasion to recognize and acclaim a
distinguished son. Arthur Newell Tal-
bot, of the class of 1881. Honors
and awards, degrees and memberships,
tablets and medals attest to the life-
time achievement in many scientific
fields by Dr. Talljot.
"Over a period of nearly 60 years
his contributions to engineering educa-
tion, research, and practice, have .grown
more and more notable imtil today he
is an acknowledged lekder among en-
gineering teachers, research organi-
zers, scientific investigators. and
writers, and above all, amon.g men.
"Man.\- generations of college stu-
dents have gone forth from this insti-
tution inspired by his higii standards
character, and devotion to his ideals.
"It now remains for his alma mater
to signalize for future .generations of
students the enduring- contributions of
this man to the engineering- profession
liy placing- Iiis name on a great
materials testin.g laljoratory at the Uni-
versity of Illinois."
To tell the story of Doctor Talbot's
life is a task beyond the scope of this
article, and to do true justice to all of
his life and -work, a complete story
would be necessary. As a longer ac-
count of his life and work was pub-
lished in the Seiiteiiiber, 1937 issue of
the Technograph, we shall suffice to
give only an outline here.
He was born in Cortland. Illinois,
October 21, 1S57, of English parentage.
He majored in civil engineering at
the university, returning here to join
its engineering facult.v after four years
on railroad location, construction, and
maintenance in the West. He was ac-
tive in the planning and development
of the college of engineering and its
experiment .station, retiring- in 1926
w^hen he reached the retirement age.
One of Doctor Talbot's most im-
portant contributions to engineering-
education is the development of labora-
tories dealing with the testing of
materials and structural elements.
Starting- with a small testing machine
in ISSS. the facilities have grown to
the present large laboratory, one of
the best equipped of any engineering
school.
His research is believed to have ac-
compli.shed more than any other one
investigator to establish laws of the
strenglh of concrete. A list of his
pulilished writings on his studies alone
fills 14 pages in the tribute booklet.
To list the honors that he has re-
ceived would, in itself, take man.v
pages. To give only an idea, he has
received honorar.v degrees from the
Universities of Pennsylvania. Michigan,
and Illinois, and he has been given
honorary membership to nine state,
national, and international professional
organizations. AH of these he has
served at some time or other as presi-
dent, committee worker, director, or by
written contributions.
The awards he has received include
the award of the Western Societ.v of
Engineers, the George R. Henderson
Medal of the Franklin Institute, the
Turner Medal of the American Con-
crete Institute, the Lamnie Medal of
the Society for the Promotion of En-
gineering Education, medal of the
American Railway Engineering As-
sociation, and the most recent, the
John P^ritz (!old Medal given by the
combined organizations of the A. S. C.
E.. A. S. M. E.. A. I. E. E., and the
I. M. M. E.
On April 21. the day of the convo-
cation, Doctor Talbot was eighty and
one-half years old. And should you
desire to find him any one of these
days, you can be reasonably sure that
he will 111' in the materials testing- lal)-
oratory, probably in his office. For.
carrying- on his great work, he still
drives down to the laboratory every
morning- and afternoon. .\nd if he should
not be there, the next best bet is that
(Continued on Page 12)
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Physicists Break Down Matter with
The Illinois Atom Smasher
4 T ONE time-, stii'iiti.stM tlaimod that
/\ there were but two basic forms
^ •* of matter, fire and water. Since
that time, man has jirogressed thronsh
stages where it was claimed that the
mo'ecule and then the atom was the
basic particle of matter. Now experi-
ments show such things as protons,
electrons, and neutrons are the fimda-
mental units of ma.ss. Not content with
present beliefs and wishing- to deter-
mine what holds the atom together and
keeps it from collapsing, .scientists are
investigating the nucleus of the atom
by bcjmbarding it with high speed part-
icles.
Such high speed particles are oli-
tained with an instrument which has
popularly Viecome known as the cyclo-
tron, invented and developed at the
University of California. The original
instrument has .since been improved
but its principles of operation are
identically the same. Instrumental in
the development of this instrument
are two of our own physicists. I'rof.
Kruger and Dr. dreen. These men
have set up in our own laboratory an
instrument capable of producing ener-
gies of two million electron volts which
give the particles a velocity of twelve
thou.sand miles per second.
Principles are Simple
The o|ieration of the machine is ba-
sically simple and uses only the fun-
damental mechanical and electrical
principles. An electron stream is shot
into tile cyclotron by means of a
tungsten filament ami a grid with a
high potential differential existing be-
tween them. The cyclotron itself is
essentially two parallel plates about
one inch apart, completely encased,
split along the diameters and separated
about a half-inch. These plates are
filled with some sutistance like hydro-
g.n or deuterium which is to he used
tor the high speed particles. As the
electron stream passes through the
c.vclotron. at the center of curvature
of the plates, it ionizes the gas. These
ionized gas particles are then picked
up by an electric field, caused b.v elec-
trodes, and accelerated between the
jilates. These ionized particles can bo
a proton, deuteron, helium nucleus, etc,
depending on the gas used. As the
[larticlc passes between the plates it
is acted upon by a strong magnetic
field of appro.ximately 15,000 Gauss.
This field bends the particle around
in a circular path. When it coverP
one half of a circle, it is back into
the electric field—which is now revers-
ed by the oscillating electric potential
—and it is given an additional velocity.
Again it is bent around by the mag-
netic field but the circle is greater
than the first because the inertia force
niv- r' nuist be a constant as the field
|.ri«iiHiiig the curvature, the perma-
niiit magnet, is constant. That is.
since V is increased to keep the sys-
tem in balance. Kach time the electron
passes through the electric field, it
is given an aclditit.tna! vel(»cit.\' by the
oscillating potential until the path ha.s
become so great that it can leave ;he
cyclotron through a slot in the o.v- r
edge of the plates. It is then beat
away from the cyclotron by anoHier
electric field and directed down a tuoe
to whcre-ever the particles are to Ir;
used. The particles now have a ki.ietic
energy of from one to two niiil'on
electron volts, depending on the squai"
of the diameter of the plates and 011
the square of the intensity of the
magnetic field. However, there is a
limit to the size of plates usable as
the increase in the radius of each suc-
ceeding circle is less than the one be-
fore. Thus there is a point where the
increase in the radius of the path is so
small that the edge of the plate used
in removing the particles totall.v ob-
structs the passage of the particles.
Difficulties are al.so encountered in in-
ereasin.g the intensity of the magnetic
field.
Nuclear Physics
These jiarticles, after they have left
the cyclotron, are used in the studj
of nuclear ph.vsics. That is. they are
used to tr.v to determine the laws re-
garding nuclear structure.
It is conmionly known that thire
is a repulsive force between two
charged particles of like charge called
t'oulomi) repulsive force, equal to the
product of the charges divided by the
square of the distance between them.
(Continued on Page 12)
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Timely Suggestions for
A College Graduate In Industry
WILLIA.M ALLEN WHITE, Kan-
sas journalist and philosophpr,
pictures an excavation made
near Luxor. Esypt
:
"The foreman, turlianed and draped
in Ions' dark skirts, stood over the
youths, yelling- at them, cursing them,
ursins them to their task. They, watch-
ins the tail of his eje with snake-like
cunnin.g, did as little clawing in the
earth as possible, filled as few leaky
baskets as possible, under which their
comrades groaned as they carried thpni
out of the excavation. Occasionally,
and when a white man came along, to
emphasize the abysmal difference
yawning between the foreman and the
workers, the turbaned man cracked
his whip and let the lash fall upon the
naked back of some boy who jumped
and winced and began to claw eagerly
in the earth, .\nipther foreman, or sup-
erintendent, much more gorgeously
turbaned. much more splendidly robed,
sat aloof, as far from the slave driver
as the slave driver was from his
prey ..."
Not in Amerifa
Praise Allah! This description can-
not be applied to American industr.v.
Egyjit can have her silk-garbed despots,
but America prefers to move sensibly
on to a different mode of industrial
endeavor w-here fairness and equality
exists. We see before us an industrial
organization that is growing- humane-
ly, scientifically, and economically. And
a challenge that forces us to a new
and different realization of "thi? sur-
vival of the fittest" for the future.
Not only will the "counterfeit" engi-
neer fall behind, but many brilliant
and practical men will be squashed be-
cause they lack the cultural and so-
cial background so important to the
scheme of modern American industry.
Since a great number of engineering
students hold summer jobs in indus-
trial plants, it is good to review a few
helpful rules that will apply directly
to the summer job as well as to the
higher positions of tomorrow. It is our
purpose, therefore, to serve the future
by serving- the present. We shall try to
g-ive some concrete suggestions that
can be used by the student in the
plant. We shall first dLscuss usefulness,
or service, in industr.v. and secondly,
we shall show the necessity of cordial
relations with men in the plant and
how to bring these relations about.
Service is First
Henry Ford said, "The way is clear
for any one who thinks first of service
—of doing the work in the best possible
way." And. as Theodore Roosevelt put
it, "The men who will loom large in
our histor.v are the men of real achieve-
ment of the kind that counts." That
statement is very true, for the person
who does not give service above all.
leaves only tracks in the mud that will
wash away in the first rain. The value
of true service, however, is not always
measured in history; most people feel
the results of their energies all through
life. They can get out of life only what
they put in it through honest labor.
Edwin Markham told the story of a
\vealth> mail who took an interest in
a poor carpenter who could not make a
success at his trade. He asked the car-
penter to build a house and gave him
a sum of money to do it with. The
carpenter saw that he was on a fre-'
lani'e; so he decided to use inferior ma-
terials and to do only the kind of work
that would "get by." When the house
was completed, it had a good appear-
ance but was really a poor piece of
workmanship. He knew, however, that
the wealthy friend could stand the loss,
but imagine his horror when the good
man whom he had cheated said inno-
cently, "Here is the deed. Take it and
move your family into the house and
enjoy the fruits of your own hard labor
at last." The carpenter had done no
service in the construction of the house
and was justly rewarded for his neg-
lect.
Learn to Worit
The first thing the student learns
when he begins work in a plant is that
usefulness is all that is wanted of him;
that industry is no respector of per-
sons, of education, or of social status;
that personal identity is unimportant
in the plant ; and that he is merely a
part of a large scheme. In short, he is
impressed by the actuality of work (or
service) above all else. Here, glorified
titles are really Sunday names for ac-
tual human energy. The terms effi-
ciency, production, wages, and cai>ital
lose their previous meaning. Labor is
no longer an institution— it is work.
This does not mean that it may not
be pleasant work. Work may be very
agreeable, but it is hard for the stu-
dent to realize that it is not a dream,
and when the bo.ss tells him to move
some material, he must roll up his
sleeves and actually move that mate-
rial, just as his foreman has to get up
and do the thing- he is required to do.
t'selfulne.ss is the by-word; service is
the jiurpose.
Co-operation Necessary
Service can only be rendered, how-
ever, through honest co-operation. The
Egyptian whip-method of bossing men.
dcscrilied liy Mr. White, is no longer
popular. Modern management has grad-
ually turned to the cultural for a means
of effectively handling- men. and, versa-
tile as ever, the engineer—the "prac-
tical applier of knowledge"—is execut-
ing a new duty. He is giving a useful
and larger meaning to the popular idea
of etiquette prevalent in the butterfly
society of our "upper-cla.ss" brethren.
He is developing a code of ethics in th'
plant communit.v. He is learning to co-
ordinate men as well as machinery.
He calls this new duty Human Engi-
neering.
Charles M, Schwab was so conscious
of the imjiortance of Human En,gineer-
ing that he attriliuted his success in
the steel industry to it,
"I never was a great engineer," wrote
Mr. Schwab. "I never was a conspicu-
ously able chemist or metallurgist. I
have never flattered myself that I was
a super-salesman.
"But when it comes to handling men.
when it comes to winning men's loy-
alty, when it conies to getting- men to
give their best, including workmen. 1
think I can .say, in all humility, that I
don't have to regard myself as a sec-
ond-rater."
Stress Human Itelafionsliips
The success of any jilan depend.'^
upon the human relationships connect-
ed with the plan, and an industrial
plant that does not stress this element
usually fails. Let us emphasize this
point. In Scribner's magazine, Febru-
ary, 193S. Whiting Williams, an adviser
to large emplo.vers on personnel and
public relations, cites an interesting
incident in which the plant relationshiii
between the management and the work-
ers was neglected. The result was a
strike, and here is what the employee's
committee .said:
"Forty-five of our most skilled men
asked us to find out if it was true that
men doing the same work in a near-
l>y plant had received a three-cent-per-
hour incr"ase. If so, our men w-anted
the same. We found our manager was
out of town. The 'Super,' next in line,
told us he'd give us his answer in 24
hours. But three days later he was still
stalling. So one shift of these skilled
workers—only 1.5 men, y'understand
—
walked out. These 15 told everybody
else. 'The place is on strike'—and it
was !
"
Friendliness Pays
The reader can probably cite many
examples in his own experience which
show how individual negligence, insult,
and jealousy affect any plant, no mat-
ter how large it is. There are many
logical ways to prevent such situations
and to maintain cordial human rela-
tions in the jilant. but only a few will
be given here.
"A ver.v good beginning on a new
job," writes Mary i'. Barker, the author
of the popular booklet. "The Techniiiue
of Good Manner.s." "is to cultivate a
friendly morning- greeting. Whether it
be 'Hi, Bob,' to the time-keeper, 'Hello
there.' to your office mates, or 'Good
morning. Sir.' to the boss, say it with
a smile, and inean it. Get acquainted
with yinir a.ssociates just as fast as
they will let you. You will find many
of them with a stiff reserve which
they will not let you break through,
but watch carefully and you can tell
when your friendly interest is accept-
able and when not," Friendliness and
cheerfulness is the Ijasis of most btisi-
nesses today. Cheerfulness in service
brings customers to gasoline stations
all over the country, Charles Schwab
believes in cheerfulness and good-will
in service:
Clieerfulness an Asset
"Yes, I'll admit that I studied from
the start how I could earn the good-
will of my superiors, not by toadying
obsequiously to them — no he-man
wants that sort of thing. My method
was to make myself useful to those
above me. , , . Even at that early
age, I had the thought that people
liked to have cheerful individuals
around them. I was always cheerful.
(Continued on Page 12)
* WHO'S WHO IN ILI
A. C. Willard
• T. C. Slu'dil
• A. C. Calien
ARTHUR CITTS WILLARD, to most students,
is the president of the University nf lUinois, a figure-
head whom they hear speak a few times while in school.
But President Willard \\-ould rather be known to the
students as a friend. He is best described by the term so
often used by those who have had the pleasure of meet-
ing him,"A swell fellow!" Although he is always busy,
he generally has a few moments to chat with those who
come to see him. Dr. Willard was born and educated in
our national capital. His first degree was in chemical
engineering. After teaching that subject for two years,
he entered the field of mechanical engineering. In 1917
he came to the University of Illinois as a professor of
heating and ventilating engineering. In 1920 he became
head of the department of mechanical engineering; in
193.1, the acting dean of the College of Engineering;
and in ]9,U, the president of the University. Although
he was an engineer and little known as an educator
when he became president. Dr. W^illard soon made a
place for himself in educational circles. He would like
to impress this fact upon the minds of engineering stu-
dents: There are many other things to be learned besides
the technical, and of these things the English language
is one of the most important.
THOMAS CLARK SHEDD was born in Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, and received parts of his educa-
tion in Rhode Island, North Carolina, and Virgini-i
before graduating from Brown University. He decided
to desert the vocation of his father, uncles, and grand-
father (civil engineering) and studied mechanical engi-
neering. After teaching at Brown for two years, how-
ever, he took a civil engineering position. Against his
will, he again became a teacher during the war when
his employers loaned his ser\ices to Lehigh Universit;'.
In 1922 he came to the University of Illinois and is
now professor of structural engineering. Professor Shedd
keeps in touch with the building inilustry h\ working
for different companies during the summer. Last sum-
mer he helped design the New York World Fair Theme
Building, a 200-foot sphere. He is co-author of one
book on structinal design, author of another, and ,s
in the throes of authorship again. He says that writing
takes so much time that he has little time for hobbies,
but that when he gets a chance he likes to play tennis.
However, because he is so interested in the economics
of structural design, he does not feel badly about being
so busy. Other interests include two boys, one a sopho-
more in electrical engineering—evidently also trying to
break away from ci\il engineering—the other in L niver-
sity High, ,-ind a little daughter, the apple of his eye.
ALFRED COPELAND CALLEN, head of the
department of mining and metallurgical engineering, was
born in Pen Argyle, Pennsylvania, in the heart of the
famous slate-quarrying region where he was afforded,
during his boyhood, an opportunity to study mining and
metallurgy as practiced. His education consisted of high
school at Reading, an Engineering Mining degree from
Lehigh in 1909, an M..S. in 19n, and graduate woik
here from 1914 to 1917. Professor Callen has done a
variety of engineering work besides teaching, and has
not stayed in the mining and metallurgical fields to ('o
this work. His teaching experience was gained at Le-
high and at West Virginia. A mining extension comse
in West Virgina ga\e hm some of his most interesting
work—the unique experience of teaching really interest-
ed pupils. Organizations that claim Professor Callen's
membership are too numerous to list here. He is very
acti\e in various Twin city clubs and has served as the
mini representative in the Big Ten for seven \ears.
As for his recreation, in his own words: "An infre-
quent, indifferent, but consistent srolfer; ni\ card usual-
ly totals 134-7."
The Producfion of
. . .
STAINLESS STEEL
Editor's Note : The folloivint/ eiyht-pagc sup-
pli'iiunt illtislnitcs Ihc processes in the innniifacttire
of striin/ess steel in the stihsidinries of the United
States Steel Corporation. This icas made possible
ihroiii/h the courtesy of V. S. Steel \eivs.
STAINLESS steels are made in electric arc furnaces,
which often have a capacity of thirty tons. The
molten steel is tapped from the furnace into a hug?
ladle from which it is poured into molds, where it solid-
ifies into ingots. After being stripped from its mold,
each ingot is placed in a pit to soak up heat until it
reaches the correct, uniform temperature for rolling.
The ingot is then rolled on a blooming mill into slab.-.,
from which flat plates, strips, or sheet bars will later
be rolled, or into blooms, from which bars and tubes
will be rolled.
Stainless steel plates are rolled on a 96-inch continu-
ous mill consisting of a slabbing mill, slab furnacs,
three stands of roughing mills, si.x stands of finishing
rolls, and an immense cooling table, all in one straight
line.
Sheets, which comprise a large portion of the stain-
less steel made, must be rolled with great care for mucli
of the tonnage must be polished. The sheets are first
hot-rolled. Then because the rolling hardens the metal,
the sheets are softened by heat treatment before they are
processed further. This process, generally done in a
continuous fm'nace must be completed correctly for in-
sufficient treatment produces sheets of low ductility and
overtreatment makes the metal so coarse grained that
polishing is difficult. The scale formed by the heat
treatment is removed by pickling the sheets in an acid
solution. The pickling process also requires good judg-
ment as overpickling results in excessive loss of metal
and roughens the surface, making polishing difficult.
The pickled sheets may be cold-rolled or polished to
finish them. The cold rolling consist of passing the
sheets through the highly polished rolls of a special
mill. Some types of sheet are given a second annealing
and pickling. If high tensile strength is desired, the
sheets are rolled under much greater pressure, which
also gives the metal greater hardness. The sheets to be
polished are first rough ground on a revolving belt
machine. The final polishing operation uses powdered
lime as the abrasive. The steel may be polished to mir-
ror finish. The degrees of finish have been standardize'
and the finish desired may be specified by number. When
the polished sheets are crated for shipment, they are
interleaved with special paper to protect the surface
from marring or scratching.
Stainless steel strip is made by hot-rolling, anneal-
ing, pickling, and cold-rolling. By proper cold-rolling,
steel having a tensile strength of 150,000 to 180,000
pounds per square inch may be produced.
Illustrations and captions hv courtesy of LV; Steel News
Stainless steel bars of all shapes may be finished by
cold-drawing. Round bars may also be finished in a
"Medart" machine or in a centerless grinder, which
produces the highest finish.
Stainless steel wire is drawn from bars. Some is
drawn to a diameter finer than that of human hair.
Such wire is so fine that twenty miles of it weighs one
pound. Such wire must be annealed in hydrogen to
prevent the formation of scale.
Stainless steel tubing is manufactured by four proc-
esses, namely, seamless, rotary-rolled seamless, lap-weld,
and butt-weld. In the seamless process, a hot round
bar of steel is pierced by a conical shaped mandrel, then
rolled and finished. In the rotary-rolled seamless, tubing
made by the seamle.ss process receives a further rolling
which enlarges the diameter and which can be made
to increase or decrease the wall thickness. By this
process pipe with a diameter of 24 inches can be pro-
duced. In the lap-weld process, a sheet of strip steel is
bent longitudinally until the outside edges overlap and
is then pa.ssed through rolls which weld the edges. In
the butt-weld process, a similar piece of strip steel is
pulled through a funnel-shaped opening in a die called
the welding bell, bringing the two edges together to
form a weld.
Polishing the outside surfaee of stainless steel tubing
ill National Tube Conipan.v, Ellwood Cit.v, Penns.vlvania.
Outside polishing is done b.v rotating the tube over a
traveling belt wliirh produces either a rough gniund
I'irilsli or a siiiootli liut't' finish, depending upon the dll-
ferenl grits eiuplo.ved. I'olisliing is done either to im-
part a more brilliant finish or to develop a surface
whiih is readil.v kept baeteriall.v clean.
THIS HOT METAL IS STAINLESS STEEL
Fig. 1. Tapping a heat of USS 18-8 stainless steel from a 30-ton Heroult electric furnace at South
Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corpn., Chicago. Note the observer checking the pouring temperature
of the metal with an optical pyrometer.
\
Fig. 2. (At left). Blooming mill at South Works, Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Corpn. Here stainless steel ingots are rolled into blooms,
billets or slabs for further processing. Notice another "brain
truster" checking temperature with an optical pyrometer.
V^
Fig. 3. (Below). Cooling bed of 96-in. continuous plate mill.
South Works, Carnegie-Illinois, where stainless steel plates are
rolled.
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Fig. 4. (At leit). Coils of hot-rolled stainless strip which will be further processed
into cold-rolled strip or will be cut into breakdowns for rolling into sheets. The
employee is putting a micrometer on the edges to see w^hether they are of the
right thickness. This is called "inspecting for accuracy of gage." Gary Works,
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corpn., Gary, Ind.
/"^
Fig. 5. {At right). Rolling stainless steel
eets at Wood Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel
orpn., McKeesport, Pa. The man at the right
1 blowing compressed air on the sheet to
move any loose scale which may be pres-
it. It is important to keep the sheet free
im such scale during rolling to prevent
;;3rking.
Fig. 7. (Below^l. Continuous annealing furnace. Wood Works
Carnegie-niinois, in which stainless steel sheets are heat treatec
The stainless sheet is laid on a "rider" or "waster" sheet for its ridi
through the furnace. The conveying mechanism is below the iurnoct
except for the dogs (supports projecting from a continuous chal
belt) which hold the sheets. The dogs project through slots in tb
furnace bottom. Note the two ventilating fans which help to keep t)|
operator comlortable.
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Fig. 6. (Above). Rolling stainless steel sheet at Wood Works.
Carnegie-Illinois.
Fig. 8. (Below). These stainless steel sheets have just been
pickled and are about to be immersed in a water tank to be
washed and rinsed. Wood Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corpn.
Fig. 9. (Below). Four-high mill where stainless steel is cold-rolU
to produce a smooth surface finish or high tensile properties. Wof
Works, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corpn.
Fig. 13. (Right). Packing and crating stain-
less steel sheets. Wood Works. The polished
sheets are interleaved with specially selected
paper to prevent marring and scratching. The
employee at the leit is marking the sheet with
a rubber stamp. Packing, inspecting and
weighing are simultaneous operations here.
The empty box and the paper are weighed
first and the scale is set to tare. Hence when
the box is packed the scale shows the net
weight oi the contents.
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Fig. 14. (Upper left). Cold-rolled stainless sti
leaving a 12-in. tour-high cold-rolling mill I
Cuyahoga Works, American Steel & Wire 0(
Cleveland, Ohio.
Fig. 15. (Above). Cold-rolled stainless sle*
strip entering a continuous annealing turnaci
Cuyahoga Works. American Steel & Wire C<£
Cleveland.
Fig. 16. (Left). Continuous pickling of cold
rolled stainless strip aiter annealing, Cuyahog<
Works.
Fig. 17. (Above). Recoiling finished
old-rolled stainless steel strip pre-
laratory to shipment, Cuyahoga
Vorks. To protect the cold-rolled sur-
3ce the strip is carefully interleaved
nth specially prepared paper. The
aper, it will be noted, runs up from
sets located near the floor.
' Fig. 18. (Upper right). Extra-width
3ld-rolled stainless steel strip leav-
ig continuous annealing furnace,
uyahoga Works.
Fig. 19. (Right). Cold drawing stain
steel flats, Newburgh Works
.merican Steel 4 Wire Co., Cleve
ind.
Fig. 20. (Above). Straightening and polishing stainless steel bars,
Newburgh Works, American Steel & Wire Co.
Fig, 21, (Below). Polishing stainless steel bars in a centerless
grinder, Newburgh Works,
Fig. 22 (Above). Drawing extremely Kne stainless steel wirei
American Works, American Steel & Wire Co., Cleveland.
Fig. 23. (Below). Annealing line stainless steel wire, Ameiicai
Works.
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MGINEERING WORLD *
J. M. Robertson
R. F. Fearii •
W. A. Sinks •
WILLIAM A. SINKS, E. E. '38, has quite diver-
sified interests; as Bill puts it, he has "diddled around
with a number of things." At Cairo High School, 10
miles from his home in Cache, 111., he showed versatility
by earning two baseball letters and an honor pin. His
college career began at the Southern Illinois Teachers
College in Carbondalc, where he majored in P. E. and
mathematics. Feeling a need for a general education
before he decided upon his life's work, he registered in
physics, advanced mechanics, and commercial subjects.
After three years at the Teachers College, he decided
Jefiniteh' that engineering offered him the greatest op-
portunities, and, accordingly, he took a summer cor-
respondence course in G. E. D. from the University of
Illinois. In September, 1936, he entered the University
with a junior standing and soon became known as an
earnest scholar. Last semester he was elected treasvner
of Eta Kappa Nu and A. I. E. E., and this semester he
is treasurer of Tau Beta Pi and the Electrical Show.
He declined a bid to Sigma Tau because of a lack of
funds. In spite of his activities. Bill still finds time to
work in the E. E. Laborator\' on an N. Y. A. job. After
graduation he hopes to work in the field of power gen-
eration and transmission or in the manufacturing of
power equipment.
RALPH F. FEARN, M. E. '38, came to the Uni-
versity of Illinois with a junior standing after having
studied engineering for two years at Bradley Tech in
Peoria. He attended Peoria Central High School, where
he made an exceptional record by earning school honors
and a membership in the National Honor Society. Be-
sides his excellent scholastic work, he played in the
school band and earned a letter in track, riuining the
"440" and the half-mile relay. At the University of Illi-
nois, he has earned a 4.85 average for three semesters
and has been initiated into Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa
Phi, and Pi Tau Sigma, of which he was secretary last
semester. He has spent a great deal of his summer time
in traveling through the United States and Canada, and
has visited every state east of the Mississippi ri\er ex-
cept Delaware and Florida. Last summer, in his base-
ment workshop, he constructed a circular saw which,
according to his roommate, really runs ! The greater
portion of his summer vacations has been spent playing
the saxaphone and trumpet with a professional orchestra.
After being graduated from the Uni\ersity, he hopes to
take a training course in physics which will lead to a
research position.
JAMES M. ROBERTSON, C. E. '38, a native of
L'rbana, is undoubtedly one of the most active students
in the entire L'niversity. He is a member of the Engi-
neering Council, president of A. S. C. E., and was for
more than two years a staff member of the Tcchiwyraph.
He has been initiated into four honoraries: Phi Eta
Sigma, Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi, and Tau Beta Pi.
He is also a member of Mask and Bauble and Arepo,
and has worked backstage on 16 Theatre Guild produc-
tions. He has spent his summers in extensive travel
through nine European countries and in study at the
Washington and Colorado state universities as well as
in Switzerland. Jim graduated from Lfniversity High
School where he was active as a member of the (rack
team, as president of the Senior Class, and as a member
of the annual staff. At present he is collecting data for
his bachelor's thesis entitled "A Study of the Flow of
Water Around Bends in Pipes." Tennis, golf, and win-
ter sports are his favorite forms of athletics. His ovitside
interests include reading and pla\ing the piano. If it is
possible, he will tra\el during his spare time. Jim hopes
some day to learn well the German, French, and Spanish
languages.
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Summer to Bring
Netc Problems for Experiment Station I
ONK of the most valiialilc an<l use-
I'lil divisions of thp Univorsity is
tho Knsineerini; Expc-rinient Sta-
tion, which puts tile theories of ensi-
neerins into actual practice, and jjives
the licncfits of its work to the pulihc.
In this cooperative enterprise, money
and men from industry and researcli
technicians from the staff meet in an
effort to solve the problems that arc
steadily coming from the many in-
dustries of America. Many different
types of experiments are bein.q con-
ducted, such as research on stresses
in railroad tracks, warm air heating'
systems, hardness of boiler water, vit-
reous enamels, and reinforced concrete.
These investigations that are conducted
in widely varied fields may affect the
lives of each of us materially sometime
during our life. The general public
doesn't know or hear much about the
station or its work, yet many of the
investigations have a far more pro-
found effect upon the people than the
sweet nothings that they are so con-
cerned with every day.
At present there are nearly t\vriil>
different projects being carried on al
the station, about ten of which will
be continued through the summer. An
investigation of ri.gid frame structures,
in co-operation with the Portland Ce-
ment Company, that has just been
completed has brought out several new
facts that are of great interest to con-
tractors. Another investi,gation. in co-
operation with the State of California,
on reverse stresses in riveted connec-
tions, has also been recently completed.
The pulilic is not interested in the
technical features of these reports, yet
it will appreciate ami commend the
imiirovements in buildings and large
structures that will be the direct re-
sult of these studies.
This summer the Ceramics dcpart-
nunt is to do some work on vitreous
inanuls in co-operation with the Can-
ton Stamping and Enameling Com-
pany and the Chicago Vitreous Enamel
Products company on vitreous enamels
and enamel frits, respectively. In the
smaller things, such as china, crock-
ery, and enamelware. the experiment
station moves silently and effectively
behind the scenes to provide us with
better products to use on our tables
and in our kitchens.
Some of the most important work
to be done this summer will be the
work on stresses in railroad track, con-
tinuous welded rails, and a general
rails investigation. These studies will
be conducted by different members of
the staff in co-operation with the Am-
erican Society of Civil Engineers, the
American Railway Engineering As.so-
ciation. the Rail Manufacturers' Tech-
nical Association, and the Association
of American Railroads. These tests will
Iirobably aid in making travel by train
much smoother and safer than before.
One of the newest developments in
the field of railway engineering is the
continuous welded rail. Formerly the
rails were cut into given len.gths at the
mill, and then fastened to the roadbed
with a small space between them for
expansion. Now, however, on some
'"ormer l.aliciratory id' .Applied Meclianics. liuilt in lllll'i
experimental tracks, a special car that
is equiiiped to weld the rails together
is employed to riroduce a continuous
rail of several miles in length. A unit
about eight miles long has Ijeen suc-
cessfully completed by one road. In
the field tests that have been given,
these rails have proved very .satisfac-
tory. However, some problems have
arisen with the advent of these ex-
ceeilingl.v long rails and Professor H.
P. Moore is in charge of their inves-
tigation at the experiment station. If
these rails are found to be entirely
practical, the roadbeds will be made
much smoother than was ever dreamed
of by the passengers of Stephen.son's
first train. Another result of the ex-
tensive adoption of these rails will be
the disappearance of the familiar
clickety-click of the wheels as they
swiftly run over the rails.
At the present time a study of .s<ime
of the problems of air-conditioning is
being conducted by some of the re-
search professors in heating and ven-
tilating in cooperation with the Amer-
ican Society of Heating and A'entilat-
ing Engineers and the National Warm
Air Heating and Air-conditioning As.so-
ciation. This study is not yet com-
pleted, but when it is, cool air may
circidate in more homes in the hot
summer months than ever before.
An important section of the venti-
lating field is that of providing for
mines clean, cool air which is free
from du.st and poisonous gases. A re-
port of an investigation of "Ventilation
Characteristics of Some Illinois Mines,"
by Professor C. M. Smith, has just
been published by the station. Fourteen
mines were studied, ventilation char-
acteristics and savings were considered,
and in some places yearly savings
amcumting to as much as $1,100 were
pointed out.
.\bout two-thirds of the power gen-
erated in this country comes from the
plants where water is heated to provide
steam for the turbines. Two of the
most imyiortant problems of the steam
g"neratin,g stations are the menace to
health and projierty from stack .gases,
and the breakdown of the boilers due
to impure water. This summer the
chemical staff of the station will study
tliese two problems in co-operation with
the Ptilities Research Commission In-
corporated.
During the summer, the hi.ghwa.N'
engineers will work with the ('. S.
Hureavi of Public Roads and the State
of Illinois Division of Hi,ghways on the
problems encountered in the use of
reinforced concrete slabs. Automobile
t raff ice has increased so much in the
last decade that highways that were
thought to be eternal are fast wearing
i>ut. Ways of reinforcing the concrete
slabs with steel and other metals arc
being investigated at the present time.
This country still needs many more
miles of .good roads; perhaps the re-
s\dts of this investigation may be broad
stretches of concreti' that will be
smoother and .safer tliaii even Cer-
many's Reichsautobahn.
By ALLEN ADAMS '41.
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FROM
//BAGDAD ON THE SUBWAY"
TO
BAGDAD ON THE TIGRIS
BY TELEPHONE
"Bagdad on the Subway" (as O. Henry
called New York City) is now able to tele-
phone to Bagdad on the Tigris.
Today your Bell Telephone puts you within
easy speaking distance of some 70 foreign
countries and a score of ships at sea— 93%
of all the world's 39,000,000 telephones!
Whether you talk to Bagdad or Bali— to
Oslo or Buenos Aires— across the continent
or just around the corner. Bell Telephone
service proves its value wherever and when-
ever you use it.
y^mH
BELL TELEPHONE fAji SYSTEM
Why not call Mother or
Dad tonight? Rates to most
points are lowest after
7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
THE ILLINOIS TECHXOGRAPH Mav, 103S
ILLINOIS ATOM SMASHER
As thi' clJstaiKi' botwi'L'ii the particles
hpcomps smaller, the repulsive force
hecimies more and more intense. How-
ever, it is founJ that as the particles
approach a distance of one times ten
Illinois t .\('l<)tr(in
11)
to the minus twelve or thirtccnlli
power centimeters, this force chanRcs
to an attractive force. Thus it is the
purpose of the c.vclotron to i)rofiucc
particles of such energies that they
can overcome the repul.sive force and
set into the distances where this at-
tractive force becomes effective, and
thus set the particles to combine with
each other. This has actually been ac-
complished and heavy hydropen has
lieen changed to helium by its bom-
bardment with deuterons, and beryl-
lium has been made into boron with
a similar bombardment right here in
our own laljoratories. Of course, many
other interesting' phenomena occur dur-
ing' and after the bombardment, such
as the emission of gamma rays, but
the discu.ssion of this is lengthy and
very technical. For further informa-
tion regarding this subject, the reader
is referred to a textbook on modern
physics or to the articles written by
Prof. Kruger, Dr. (Jreen. and others
in the Ph.vsical Review during the i>a.st
two >'oars.
At the ITniver.sit.v of California, a cy-
clotron capable of iiroducing energies
up to eleven milliim electron volts has
been in operation for some time. With
this instrument, every known element
has been Ixinibarded and other ele-
m<-nts formed. Gold, for instance, has
been made by bomliarding platinum.
.\t the present time. Lawrence, the in-
ventor of the cyclotron at the Univer-
sit.v of California, is building one to
produce energies up to twenty-million
electron volts. This machine is to be
u.sed in the .study of biological physics.
.\s yet. the highest energy that can
be produced with the instrument in our
laboratory is two million electron volts,
but this has been sufficient for our
uses.
By ED FRASER '3!).
Talbot Laboratory
(Continued from I'age 5)
he is out of town, examining some ot
the research projects in which he is in-
terested or taking part in. or that he is
attending a convention of some en-
gineering organization. For all these
years, the love that Doctor Talbot has
had for his profession has never
waned.
.\nd we students in the univer.sity,
who. with his family and his work.
share his great loyalt.v, add our tribute
to that which he has recently received.
—By Tom Morrow.
College Grad In
Industry
(Continued from Page T)
.Maybe my superiors recognized that
nothing was any trouble to me so long
as I could render them even the .small-
est service."
The first rule for influencing nun in
industry is: lie cheerful, render a serv-
ice with a smile
!
Gifts Worthwhile
FOR
Those Graduating
Seniors
• JEWELRY
• WATCHES
• RINGS
• PINS
Get them all inid iiitDiy
thiiifis more friiiii
Carl W. Mouch
Downtown 110 N. Neil
The second rule is: don't let your
own routin" affect .vour relation to the
men around you. Remember that your
emplo.ver has a diUl routine too. Even
the work of the President of the United
States is tiresome and, in many 'n^ays,
homel.v. Although doing the same spe-
cific thing over and over is terrifying
to a certain kind of mind, the general
type of repetition is not an unfair hind-
erance. "When you come right down to
it." says Henry Ford, "most jobs are
repetitive. A business man has a rou-
tine that lie follows with great exact-
ness; the work of a bank president is
nearl.v all routine
. . .
Indeed, for most
purposes and most jjcople it is neces-
.sary to establish .something in the wa.v
of a routine and to make most mo-
tions luirelj- repetitive—otherwise the
individual will not get enough done to
l)e able to live off his own exertions."
The third rule for getting along with
men in industr.v is: don't tread on the
other fellow's ground. It is very im-
portant in the plant to have jobs spe-
cifically defined. Creat pains are taken
t(] iirevent ambigiious duties. Conse-
quentl.N'. the ambitious. ovcr-.stepi>ing
worker is generally a .source of trouble
to his employer, and h" is hated by his
fellow workers. In dealing with work-
ers, remember that a machinist, for in-
stance, has a "job iiride" that is almost
.sacred. His trade is his soul; it is the
most important thing to him, and he
will defend it as a dog guards a bone.
He will snarl at intruders. Keep in
mind that the lra<lesman doesn't like
to be improved upon. You may observe
that he resents an infringement upon
his duties even by his foreman, and he
is silently reverent for the boss who
keeps "hands off." who leaves him to
the execution of an in.struction. But he
will always .give his best to workers
and employers who deal with him
earnestly and fairly.
The fourth rule is; stay out of the
rut ; use your education. ".\t an execu-
tive meeting of the C.eneral Electric
Company." declares Mrs. Barker, "this
comment was made: 'One of the first
things a young engineer .should ac-
quire is a dinner coat, and he should
.see to it that he wears it to some func-
tion or other at least once a week.'
That advice is good, figuratively speak-
ing. If you take it literally, it is even
bi'tter ..." Join your professional
societies; go to as man.v of the con-
ventions as y(ni can afford in time and
money. Get yourself known. When a
vacancy occurs, the man who has to
fill it runs over in his own mind the
men he knows who might be suitable.
If he doesn't know you, how can you
expect to be considered?
Human Kn^ineering
Since college education has become
.so popular, or should we .say .so easily
obtained, a college man is no longer
upheld by a traditional prestige, and
sometimes he is even shadowed b.v the
very fact that he is a student. Some
industrial organizations, through ex-
perience, have built up a resentment
toward the student in the plant. They
have found many students to be
"social misfits," poor worker.s, and even
shirkers of responsibilit.v (in its realist-
ic form). Many plants hire the college
man merely for his technical knowl-
edge, and that kind of knowledge is
very cheap today. It takes a clever
student to overcome such barriers as
these. Sometimes he has to resort to
some practical i)sychology to do it. .\t
an.v rate, it wouldn't hurt the engineer-
ing student to look ahead of his as-
signed duties for a jdiilosophical for-
mula that would help him in this
great movement called Human Engi-
neering.
—By BILL A'OIGT '40.
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Bits About Them
From Baltimoi'p. jraryluml, oonios
\vi>ril that Julius Hurclick, Crv. E. '37,
is workins with the Standard Gas
Kquiiiment Corporation as the control
(nsinf'r. JuHus seems to be quite
active professionally as he has joined
both the American Ceramic Society and
the Eastern Enamelers Chili.
Wayne Fay, Cer. E. '37. is workin.a
for the General Refractories Company
as a research en.aineer in Philadelphia.
Wayne likes to associate with gradu-
ates of Illinois; his "boss" is A. E.
Fitz.s^erald '27. an Illinois .:;raduate, and
his two roommates are Bradley Gardmr
and Harold Schwartz, both 1!I37 sradu-
ates in ceramic ensineering.
Ernest Berninger, E. E. '37, is one of
the few '37's that have undertaken
trips to the altar. Ernest was married
to Marion Skelton of LaSalle on Feb-
ruary IS, 193S. At the present time he
is working in the Engineering De|iart-
ment of the Westclox Company in l.,a-
Salle. His last trip to the campus was
to attend the E. E. Show.
James Miller. M. E. '37. and Woodrow
Walsh. M. E. '37, are doing design and
engineering- work for the Ideal Com-
mutator Dresser Company in S.vca-
more, Illinois. James says, "nice people,
nice work",—and that's all.
Stan Arthur, architecture '37. be-
came engaged to Jean Wilson. Kappa,
last New Year's Eve.
niok I^ittle and Karle De Wolfe,
both E. E.'s '37, are working for West-
inghouse Electric Company in Wil-
lianisliurg', Pennsylvania.
Bernt Larson, who graduated in C.
K, this February, is now teaching in
the University G. E. D. and Surveying
lie-part ments.
Gregory Hebert is working' with the
Carter Oil Company at Tul.sa, Okla-
homa.
.\rthur Brown. E. E. '37. was in the
communication game working for Leich
Electric Company in Genoa, Illinois.
l>ut started working for the Illinois-
Iowa Power Company last February.
Now. Arthur is at their division office
in Mt. Vernon. Illinois, doing distribu-
tion mapping and sub-station design.
He was married to Mi.ss Norma Gold
of Chicago, on June 26, UI37.
Walter Black, G. E. '37, who has
been working with the Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company, has lieen trans-
ferred to Jackson, Michigan.
Harry Skinner, C. E. '37, is working
through the Rock Island office of the
U. S. Government En.gineers in Quiney.
Illinois. At the present time he is
working- on topographic surveys. Harry
seems to be doing- all right, having
brought his own girl with him when
he came down for the Mil Ball a
couple of weeks ago.
Robert V. Shepherd, E. E. '34, is
living with W. R. Knight '34, H. S.
Shott '34, and C. G. Talbot '30 while
doing- design work in the motor and
generator engineering- department of
General Electric, Schenectady. Bob
writes that he enjoys the winter's fine
skiing, and occasionally sees a iilay or
two in New York City.
Bart Williams is working with the
Chicago Bridge and Iron Cmnpaiiy in
Chicago.
Bob Lindgren, M. E. '34. is an en-
gineer for the Dauly Machine Srieeialty
Company in Chicago.
Among the '38 C. E.'s, doing gradu-
ate work are LeRoy Brink, working on
track stress investigation under Prof.
Talbot, Albert Krivo, working on road
expansion joints under Prof. Crandell,
and Bob Zaborowski and Carl Rohde,
who have received research appoinl-
np-nts.
Walter Glover, Arch. '37, is now- in
the Canal Zone doing- estimating- and
surveying- work for the Panama Rail-
road and Steamship Lines, as is
Charlies Slaymaker Jr., C. E. '37.
F. Pope Thomas, C. E. '36, is work-
ing as an engineer in the .structural
department of the Ingalls Iron Works
in Birmingham. Alabama.
I'-d
THESIS TITLES
Thesis titles printed by a
Union printer, according
to the University specifi-
cations. One Dollar and a
Half for titles and enve-
lope.
UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
EMPIRE BUILDERS
n
Many queer mechanical contrivances were devised to take the place
of the ancient sickle and crude cradle-scythe, but McCormick's
"American Reaper," shown at the Exposition in London's Crystal
Palace in 1839, was the only practical machine that survived.
Having already been in business six years before this International
Exhibition, R }5 &: W has always continued to contribute to the fast-
growing development of American agricultural implements.
Continuously since 1845, R B &W has played an important part in
the growth of every major American industry, progressively improv-
ing EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets to set new high standards
of strength, uniformity and accuracy.
R B i^' \V manufacture a complete line of threadeti, upset and punched
products including various types and finislies of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B &: W EMPIRE products arc the
standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case.
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS, PA.
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Auditorium Reincarnafed
YOL HAVE been passing the Auditorium every
ilay. watching the old scats and ventilating pipes
liile up outside tlie east door, and vnidoubtedly were
curious to see what clianges were taking place inside.
( )nce you almost stepped inside to look around, b\it in-
stead hurried home to cram tor that exam.
Suppose, through some unavoidable accident, you
have been dropped through the skylight of the Audito-
rium. Being a typical tidy engineer, you first brush your-
self off, straighten yo\ir tie, and then have a look around
to see what's doing.
In the first place, you are rather surprised to find
that you have not fallen into the main room of the
Auditorium. The sk\light, which all but tore the shirt
off \our back, is not the same one that you have been
used to seeing from below. After talking this over with
the two workmen who are working between the upper
and lower skylights while installing the IS, 500 watt
chandelier, you discover that the building has a false
roof—that the ceiling you see from the inside is, in some
places, fully thirty feet below the roof you see from the
outside. You proceed down the rickety wooden staircase
over the inner dome and down a steep and narrow spiral
staircase which explains to you why the shortest and
thinnest men are sent to work up above.
After your somewhat exhilarating trip through the
skylight and down the spiral staircase, you feel relieved
to stand once more on a solid footing. Seeing no one to
whom you can speak, you descend to the first floor and,
by talking with a workman, discover a number of inter-
esting facts.
The Auditorium was closed in April, I'^M, when
one of the cast iron pillars supporting the balcony was
found to be bent due to an eccentric load. Since then,
almost forty thousand dollars have been spent repairing
and refurnishing the building. Green linoleum and new
upholstered seats as well as entirely new accoustic and
lighting systems have been installed. The walls have
been repainted, and the floors have been cleaned and
waxed. The building has taken on an atmosphere of
newness and proudly displays the results of its reincar-
nation. Bv Robert Tidemax '41.
Clothes for
SUMMER!
Be completely equipped before
the vacation begins—
Get Your
NEW SUITS . . . SPORT JACKETS
TIES SOCKS
at
SHIRTS
Schumacher and Kaufman
619 E. Green Champaign
REASONS WHY ENGINEERS
PREFER /(/FfffN "RED END" RULES
1. Solid Brass Joints
2. Solid Brass Strike Plates
3. Look-Joints that prevent
end-play.
4. Smooth-working and
Rusl-Proof.
5. Sharp, Clear Markings
6. Waterproof Finish
"Red End"' Rules come in lengths from 4 to 8 feet. They
are made in Engineers graduation ( lOOtlis of feet (, as well
as standard inches. See your dealer or write for free
Catalog No. 12.
NEW YORK TH£/UFK/MPui,EPo.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN WINDSOR,
ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
Dependable
Precision—'
AiA; for Catalog
QB"S Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
I
Providence, R. I.
BROWN & SHARPE
TOOLS
"World's Standard of Accuracy'
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TECKNOKRAKS
Judm' (after yivins jury in.struc-
tiiins)
: "Is there any question anyone
would like to ask Iiefore considcrins
tile evidence?"
Juror: "A couple of us would like to
know if the defendant boiled the malt
<ine or two hours, ami how he kept the
yeast out."
* * *
Young- Lady (Just operated on foi'
appendicitis): "Oh, doctor, will the sear
show?"
Doctor: "Not if you are careful."
* * *
The buxom woman was standins in
the street car. holding to a strap. The
cantankerous looking' man was seated
readin.q-. The car swung and she step-
ped on his foot.
"Madam," he barked, "will yo\i ]>li>asr
get off my foot?"
"Put your foot where it belongs,"
she replied sharply.
"Don't temiit me, madam, ilon't limpt
me,'' he countered,
* * *
A farmer was passing the in,sane
asylum with a load of fertilizer. An
inmate .stopped the farmer and in-
quired
:
"What are you hauling?"
"Fertilizer," replied the farmer.
"What are you going- to do with it?"
asked the inmate,
"Put it on my rhubarli," replied the
farmer.
The inmate quickly answered, "We
put sugar on ours and they call us
craz.v,"
Little Boy: "Mother, do they have
skyscrapers in Heaven?"
His Mother: "No dear; it takes en-
gineers to build .sk.vscrapers."
* * *
Krein : "Did you travel in Europe to
.satisfy your thinst for knowledge?"
fieiser: "No, ju.st my thirst."
* * Jl!
In Montana a railway liridge had
been destroyed V)y fire and it was
neces.sary to replace it. Two days late i-
came the superintendent of the di-
vision. .\lighting- from his private car,
he encountered the old master bridge
builder.
"Bill," said the superintendent—and
the wonis quivered with anxiety— "I
want this joli rushed. P^very hour's de-
la.v costs the comi)an.v inoney. Have
you the engineer's plans for the new-
bridge ?"
"1 don't know,'' said the tiridge build-
er, "whether the engineer has his pic-
tur" drawed yet, but the bridge is up
and the trains is goin' over it,"
* *
.-s
Professor: "Here you see the .skull
of a chimpanzee, a very rare specimen.
There are only two in the coimtry
—
one in the national museum, and I
have the other."
t * *
"Whaffo' you .sharpenin' 'at razor'.'"
"Woman, they's a paih o' gemmun's
shoes undeli you lied. If they ain't no
nig.gah IN them shoes—Ah's gonna
shave !"
Vacation Days are Coming
—
And we will be sorry to see you fellows leave.
But don't you forget that when you
want good barber work
Just come to us at the
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
So Long, I'eliiiws—LKK.
A ycjung lady recently visited the
locomotive works and then later told
.'^ome of her friends how a locomoti\-e
is made.
"You pour a lot of .sand into a lot of
bo.xes." she exclaimed, "and you throw
old stove lids and things into a fur-
nace, and then you empty the molten
.stream into a hole in the sand, and
everybody yells and swears. Then you
pour it out and let it cool and pound it.
and then you put it in a thing that
bores holi's in it, and they take it to
the drafting-room and make a lilue
print of it. But I forgot one thing
—
they have to make a boiler. One man
gets inside and one man gets outsiile.
and they pound fri.ghtfuUy ; and the.v
tie it to the other thing, and you ought
to see it go!"
* * *
"John, dear, I'm to he in an ama-
teur theatrical. What will the iieoi>le
.say when I wear tights?"
"They'll probably .say that I mar-
rii'd you for money."
* * *
Goers: "I've been in a terrible state
of consternation for the past three
days."
Doherty: "Did you ever try bran?"
* * *
Porter: "Did you mi.ss the train,
suh?"
Puffin.g- Passenger: "No! I didn't like
the looks of it, so I chased it nut of
the station."
* * *
.\ girlie whose name doesn't matter,
Found that she got fatter and fatter,
liut she dieted so well
That she now- looks like hell,
.\nd there i.sn't an\' place you can
pat her.
This si.gn appears on a Imilding in
Kseanaba, Michigan, which is being re-
modeled and occupied liy a barber shoii:
"During alterations all iiatrons will
be shaved in the rear."
* * *
-An elderly lady, afraid of passing
her destination, iioked the street car
conductor with her umbrella. "Is that
the First National Hank?" she asked.
"No mum," replied the conductor,
"them's my ribs."
Monite!
The new dry cleaning process which moth
proofs EVERY woolen garment against moths
and INSURES your garments.
See that you get this service by using
WHITE LINE
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
FUR STORAGE PHONE 4206
On the Great Nieuw Amsterdam
The Largest Air Conditioning System Afloat!
TT WAS no simple task adapting air con-
^ ditioning to the ocean liner. Carrier
engineers worked for years to overcome
what seemed to be unsurmountable ob-
stacles. The corrosive effect of salt air and
water, for example, made it necessary to
introduce special metals for condensers
—and drip-proof or water-tight construc-
tion for motors. New types of equipment
were necessary to meet the restrictions
imposed by low ceilings and limited
space. Then there were problems of
propeller vibration . . . the rolling of the
ship the rapid changes of outdoor
weather conditions. And, above all, the
necessity for absolute dependability.
Carrier engineers overcame
these obstacles— overcame them
so thoroughly that today, any ship
built without air conditioning is
considered obsolete before she is
launched. The "Normandie," the
"Queen Mary," the "Mariposa" and
dozens of smaller vessels all feature
Carrier Air Conditioning for passengers'
comfort. And now, with the maiden
voyage of the "Nieuw Amsterdam" this
spring, the largest air conditioning system
afloat will be in operation.
Aboard the "Nieuw Amsterdam," pas-
sengers will enjoy true air conditioning
at any season of the year. They'll be kept
cool in hot weather by Carrier Centrifu-
gal Refrigerating Machines providing
300 tons of cooling— or the equivalent
of melting 600,000 pounds of ice each
day. In cool weather they'll be v^armed
by gentle Carrier heating. And always.
arrie
AirJConditipninq
they'll find perfect ventilation and circu-
lation of clean, humidity-controlled air.
Engineering enabled Carrier to
pioneer in the marine field
—
just as it
enabled Carrier to pioneer in every other
field of industry and commerce. And the
opportunity for still greater engineering,
and still greater pioneering are as great
or greater today than ever before. Youth
is no obstacle—at Carrier, recognition is
gained by accomplishments, not by age
alone. And the young engineer is en-
couraged to use his abilities to their best
advantage—whether they be adapted to
experimental, development or installation
work in Carrier's world-wide organization.
• • •
During 1937, Carrier trained 300 recent
graduates from leading engineering'
schools in every section of the country.
Carrier needs more men. If you had a good
school record, and are interested in the
world's most fascinating and fastest-
growing industry, write us.
1
CARRIER CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, N. Y.
A N ORGANIZATION O F ENGINEERS
G-E Campus ^ews
>.< <,
DEW -POLNT POTENTIOMETER
T^EW on the grass may be Hne for the fanners
-L^ and an indication of fair weather, but it has no
place in metal heat-treating furnaces. Moisture in
the atn]()S((here in furnaces causes corrosion on the
metal, thus decreasing the size of the part. Because it
is impossible to tell the amount of moisture in such a
furnace by sticking your hand into it. (General Elec-
tric engineers have de\elo])cd a dew-point potenti-
ometer to do this job. and do it accurately.
The potentiometer consists of a metallic mirror
located in a small chamber into which gas from the
furnace is passed and condensed on the mirror. By
means of a thermocouple, a balancing circuit, and a
direct-reading meter, the weight of water vapor per
cubic foot of gas may be derived. Thus the furnace
operator can tell if the furnace atmosphere is suit-
able for the treatment of the metal.
Many of the G-E developmental engineers working
on this and similar apparatus are former Test men.
The General Electric Test Course augments the
theoretical training received by engineering grad-
uates, giving them a practical training in in-
dustry.
SPEEDY FLIES
THERE are many legends of nature which have
remained for many years, evcniiially being
refuted by naturalists, but one which has persisted
up until a few weeks ago is that of the phenomenal
S]>eed of the deer botfly. W bile man ])lods along at a
speed of 400 miles per hour in his airplane, one
entomologist calculated the speed of the deer bot-
fly to be 800 miles per hour. Digressing from his
usual type of experiments. Dr. Irving Langmuir.
Nobel Prize dinner in the General Electric Research
Laboratory, exploded this entomological myth by
means of a series of tests.
Using a piece of solder the size and shape of a deer
botfly. Dr. Langmuir showed that if this insect
traveled at 800 miles per hour it would encounter a
wind pressure of 8 pounds per square inch—enough
to crush it. and that maintaining such a velocity
would require a ])owerconsum[>tion of one-half horse-
power—a good deal-for a flv. He also demonstrated
that the insect would be invisible at speeds in excess
of 60 miles per liour, yet the entomologist estimated
the speed of the fly at 400 yards per second because
he saw a brown blur pass by liis eyes. Finally the
calculations showed that if the fly, while traveling
at this speed, struck a human being, it would pen-
etrate the skin with a force of four tons per square
inch and bury itself deep in the flesh.
ATOM 5
BOMBARDING ATOMS
The modern miracles of aviation, television, and
World's Fairs are taken quite calmly in this twen-
tieth century of progress. But it is a different matter
when scientists start snapping the whip with ions to
smash ultramicroscopic particles called atoms into
even mon' minute portions. And that's just what
scientists are doing over at Harvard Universitv
.
Using a machine called a cyclotron, devised by Prof.
Lawrence of the University of California, the Har-
v"ard physicists are bombarding atoms bv accelerating
ions to a tremendous speed and shooting them out
through a hole in the side of the machine. But
people are talking about this barrage of ionic
ammunition because the results have proven success-
ful in the treatment of cancer.
This is the third of such atom-smashing machines
for which the General Electric Company has fur-
nished parts. Even in such academic and highly
specialized fields. Test men are called upon to make
their contributions.
GENERALm ELECTRIC
<L
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BOOKS
SLIDE RULES
PAPER
For Particular Engineers—We Have Everything You Need
SLIDE RULES and
Drawing Sets
K. & E. (The Best) Slide
Rules from $7.80 to $12.75
Practice Rules from 25c and up
Complete G.E.D. Sets
POST and SCHOENNER
Instruments
NEW and USED
Text Books
Books for all courses
One of the largest selections of used
books on the campus
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR OLD
BOOKS OR TAKE THEM
ON CONSIGNMENT
A Complete Stock of All Kinds of
NOTEBOOK PAPER
GRAPH PAPER
TYPING PAPER
REPORT COVERS
PAPER
E. E. PAPER
DRAWING PAPER
ALSO—
Fountain Pens and Pencils Monogram Stationery
Latest Popular Fiction and Non-Fiction
Desk Blotters Study Lamps Desk Sets
THE TECHNOGRAPH takes this
opportunity to extend a greeting to
Engineering students. Freshmen, we
are glad to have you with us and wish
you success. Upperclassmen, we know you
are glad to get back to your friends and
to your work. The best of luck to all of
# The Tecnograph is to publish news
of the Engineering world and articles
about engineering subjects, news of the
College of Engineering and the Engineer-
ings news notes, practical engineering tips
students of Engineering. Who's Who,
Bone.\ard Philosophy, North of Green,
Our Societies, The Illini Trail, and Teck-
nokraks, all features of this issue, will be
continued. There will be added such fea-
tures as an Alumni Who's Who, Engineer-
ing news notes, practical engineering tips
and shortcuts by professors of our faculty,
faculty news, and college news. Follow
the pages of The Technograph for enjoy-
ment and to learn of phases of Engineering
that are not taught in the classroom.
• Did you know that you spend $2.18
a year needlessly for soap just because of
the hardness of our city water. Bill V^oigt
tells of the great losses that hard water
cause the people of our country and ex-
plains the zeolite method of water
softening.
9 Although a complete list of staff mem-
bers has not been made, we sincerely thank
the following men who helped to make
this issue possible: Bill Voigt, Harold
Kleckner, Tom Morrow, Al Starr, Al
Logli, Maynard Hufschmidt, Art Brown,
Bob Tideman, F. E. Butterfield, Ted
Jakim, Ed Cieiser, and all those others
who helped us with Registration Day
sales. We wish to extend an invitation to
join our staff to all those students inter-
ested in publication work.
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Soft Water
An Explanation of the Zeolite Process
by
W. G. VOIGT
WATER! WATER! IVIan, his wars, his tents, his
cities, his progress, have ever followed the water. 1 he
Arabians utilized extinct volcanic craters as basins for
the accumulation of water. Greece had its rivers,
springs, and infiltration galleries. Rome had its lakes,
aqueducts, and reservoirs. China had its deeply driven
wells which supplied its best water. The American
Indians fought for the possession of good water; early
settlers died from the lack of it.
Besides clouding the skies, water covers three-fourths
of the earth's surface, and, through a network of streams
comparable to the arteries of the human body, feeds the
remainder. It serves as a home for fish, oysters, lob-
sters, and other aquatic animals ; affords us kelp, sponges,
salt, bromine, iodine, and sand
;
provides commercial
and pleasure transportation ; and is a boiuulless source
of natural beauty. Frozen, it serves as a refrigerant;
heated, it furnishes enormous power; distilled, it aids in
chemical research and processing; and, in combination
or solution with other compounds, makes up most of
the world.
One can readily see why so much scientific attention
has been given to the purity of this substance. Although
it must also be chlorinated to remove bacteria ; settled
to remove mud and sand ; and filtered to remove vege-
table matter, tastes, and odors ; treating water for hard-
ness is alone so important a process that men devote
their lives to it and companies exist merely for that
purpose. In fact, libraries of books have been written
on the one subject of the hardness of boiler feed water.
Almost all natural waters contain a considerable
quantity of salts that dissolve in it as it passes through
the soil. These salts are calcium carbonate, or lime-
stone; magnesium carbonate, or dolomite; calcium sul-
phate, or gypsum ; magnesium sulphate, or epsom salts
;
silica, or sand; sodivim chloride, or common salt; sodium
sulphate, or Glaubers salts; and minute traces of iron
and aluminum. Ocean water contains as high as 2,100
grains or about three-tenths pound of these minerals
per gallon.
The calcium and magnesium salts found in water
are known as scale-forming or "hardness" minerals. In
nature they are occasionally deposited in the solid form
as stalactites and stalagmites, but in the commercial world
they are noticed everywhere because water hardness af-
fects everything it touches, from food, faces, fabrics,
and dyes, to fuel bills, plumbing, and machinery. The
amount of work, worry, and expense it causes is almost
unbelievable. It scales boilers, radiators, and pipe lines.
It may even afiect the human body, for many physicians
hold theories that hard water is the source of indiges-
tion, dyspepsia, rheumatism, and other ailments.
The next time you take a bath, remember that soap
has two distinct properties; emulsifying power by which
it converts grease into droplets surrounded by soap, and
adsorptive power by which collodial particles carry off
dust and dirt. But, remember, too, that in hard water
the minerals in solution grab the soap and change it
to an insoluble curd so that these cleansing actions can-
not take place until all the hardness has been removed
from the water in this way
:
Na Soap -|- Ca Hardness > Ca Curd -)- Na Salt.
This curd, not dirt, forms the "ring around the bath-
tub." More than $200,000,000 are spent annually to form
this ring in the bath-tubs of the United States.
There are many ways of treating water for hard-
ness, but according to recent authorities, "the most re-
cent and apparently the most successful of all water
softening processes is the use of Zeolites, natural or
artificial." The low cost of installation and the sim-
plicity of operation of this type of water softener is
responsible for its popularity. The zeolite, a silicate
mineral, is merely placed in tanks similar to filter tanks
and as the water passes through it, the hardness salts
are changed to soft sodium salts:
Ca Hardness + Na Zeolite > Na Softness -|- Ca
Zeolite.
After the softening properties of the zeolite are used
up, the zeolite is renewed by passing a strong solu-
tion of common salt through the softener and draining
the calcium chloride thus formed into the sewer.
Ca Zeolite + Na CI > Na Zeolite + Ca Drainage.
About two and a half pounds of salt are used per
pound of hardness. After the zeolite has been regenerated,
it is exactly the same as it was before using. "From all
indications," say J. T. Campbell and D. E. Davis,
Pittsburgh engineers, "zeolite can be used indefiiu"tely,
since the reversible reaction between sodium and calcium-
magnesium does not tend to break down the zeolite
grain or to decrease its base-exchange capacity.
The zeolite softeners may be operated in open or
(Criiitiiuicd on PfUjc 18)
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New Society Proposed
Plans for All-Engineering Organization
Now Before the Engineering Council
During the last weeks of the past semester, the
new Engineering Council was called together to discuss
the proposal of some of its members that an all-engineer-
ing society be founded. The success with which such
organizations function on other campi, plus the rather
marked inactivity of our present Engineering Council,
decided these students to take this step. Because of the
lack of time and because some of the leaders of the stu-
dent branches felt that they did not have sufficient
power to act, all plans to start the organization this fall
were dropped.
The object of the new society would be, "to unite
the engineering students, faculty, and alumni of the Uni-
versity of Illinois and, through this union, to promote
interest in the welfare and traditions of the College of
Engineering."
Students of the College of Engineering, and stu-
dents in chemical, agricultural, and architectural engi-
neering could become active members. Alumni and fac-
ulty members could become honorary members. It would
be possible to purchase life honorary-membership.
The dues of the organization were to be $1.75 to
active and $1.00 to honorary members for one year. In
return for his dues the active member would receive
membership in the society, membership in his branch so-
ciety, and a year's subscription to The Technograph. So-
ciety membership, which would be graded according to
a point system, would entitle one to wear the badge of
the society, to attend the Slide-Rule Shuffle, to partici-
pate in the activities of the society, and to otherwise bene-
fit from the varied activities of the society program.
The government of the society would be vested in a
council made up of the presidents of all the student
branches, the editor and business manager of The Tech-
nograph, and the presidents of all the professional and
honorary engineering fraternities. The council would,
from its own number, elect a society president, vice
president, secretary, and treasurer. The Dean of the
College and five faculty members appointed by him would
serve as an advisory council.
The society would hold six meetings during the year,
the first to be a smoker for which the council woidd
furnish the program. The programs for the other meet-
ings would be presented by the different student
branches, expenses to be paid by the society.
The council would function as a senate, having
committees to do its work and make reports back to the
council. It would have the following standing commit-
tees, the chairmen to be from the council, but the mem-
bers to be from the society: Membership, active and hon-
orary; Program and attendance; Publicity; Technical;
Atheletic; Literary, writing, speech, and debate; Hob-
bies, photography, model building, radio, etc.; Illinois
Student Engineering Exhibit (Open House); Employ-
ment survey, permanent, summer, and local ; Calendar
publication; Social committee, St. Pat's Hall, Sliile-Rule
Shuffle, and departmental functions; Guide service; and
Scholarship. Many of these names are self explanatory,
but some warrant to few words. The technical commit-
tee would have as its function the encouragement of
student independent technical activity as independent
reasearch and the writing of theses. The athletic com-
mittee would attempt to set up an intermural league in
which teams from the different student branches would
play. (The Ceramists already have a basketball team.)
The literary committee would try to revive interest in
technical writing by the students, the presentaion of
papers at the student branch meetings, and debates on
technical subjects. The hobbies committee, working with
Synton and other clubs of that nature, would bring to-
gether all the students interested in any hobby. The Open
House committee would, of course, have its busiest time
in the spring of alternate years, but through year around
planning and effort would relieve the council of much of
the last minute rush of presenting the exhibit and would
provide for a better-planned show. There has been, in
the past, the complaint that students do not seem inter-
ested in employment but allow the faculty to do all the
work of getting them jobs. Our employment committee
would attempt to change all this. The calendar committee
would produce a weekly calendar of engineering events
for bulletin-board publication. The Slide-Rule Shuffle
would be a free, closed, society dance during the first
semester. It would be similar to the Ag Club Mixer.
The departmental function subcommittee would encour-
age functions similar to the Ceramics Ruckus and the
Ceramics Pig Roast. Capable guides who could give
interesting explanations of the laboratories would be
provided by the guide service committee. The function
of the scholarship committee \\'ould be to promote more
student interest in scholarship, student aid or tutoring to
freshmen, a working honor system, and thus more stu-
dent control of scholastic activity.
These are the plans as they were submitted to the
Engineering Council last spring. The formation of such
an organization would, undoubtedly, curtail the budgets
of .some of the student branches, but its six big meetings
could be substituted for some of those now held by the
departmental societies. It would not decrease the im-
portance of the departmental societies but would seek to
make them a larger factor in the life of the engineering
student and to give him an interest besides his school
work. It would greatly increase the prestige of the Col-
lege of Engineering, both on this campus and in the
engineering world.
The Engineering Coimcil hopes to perfect these
plans so that next fall, when students return to the cam-
pus, they will find a functioning society. The members
of the Council solicit the comment of students, faculty,
and alumni upon both the general idea and upon these
plans. First of all, a name is needed for the organiza-
tion. The Technograph offers one year's active dues or
two years' honorary dues to the person who presents
the name finally selected. Keep in mind that, in increas-
ing the prestige of the College of Engineering, you are
helping yourself, in that "Illinois '09, or '39, or '42"
will mean more. Please send in your opinions and com-
ments. Just address them to The Engineering Council,
213 Engineering Hall.
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The Life of A Private
T\A o Seniors Give Their Impressions of Camp Custer
Signal Corps Engineers
The train was already packed when Lyon and I got
on at 63rd Street, but we found Hino and Weston hold-
ing down four seats. Ever\one on the train got off at
Battle Creek, and there found a lone corporal with one
truck. He sent for more trucks and, with typical arni\
efficiency, they arrived in two hours. We learned in
those seven miles why GI trucks last only six months.
At camp we found Captain Stice, who was in charge
of the Signal Corps O. R.'s, and Captain Sturies, still
wearing his Lieutenant's bars, who was our supply offi-
cer. We signed into Company E, drew part of our
equipment, but were too late to be processed. At tent
8 we found that Summerfield, Schrieber, and Coggins
had gotten there before us so Hino and I took the beds
that were left. At six o'clock the whistle blew for mess.
I'll never forget my first army meal. I don't believe that
not eating any lunch had anything to do with the taste,
either. I wish I could say as much for all the meals.
We stood in line nearly all day Saturday, first to take
our physical exams and then to draw uniforms. But
when it was over we had nothing to do till Monday
morning. Of course, Cip drew K. P. on Sunday. We
got one suit of fatigues to wear six weeks. I should have
made two suits from mine; they were big enough. Still,
they didn't go over the hill any night, but stood quietly
in the corner.
Instruction began Monday. Up early enough to fall
in at six. Mess at six-thirty, calisthenics at seven and
drill at seven-thirty. Leave for instruction at eight, with
tents in order for inspection. Captain Sturies, with the
assistance of Sergeant Whitfield and the men of the 4th
Signal Company, gave us instruction in wire communica-
tion. For the next few weeks the daily routine was lug
a couple of wire carts, a BD-14, a couple of BD-ll's,
some phones, and a trunk of other equipment about a
half mile from camp, set up a wire system, operate it a
time, then tear it down and cart the stuff back to camp.
Everyone had his chance at making splices and tie-ins,
connecting a switchboard, hooking up locals, operating a
board, laying wire, and patrolling a line. Some of the
boys still brag about the road overhead they put up on
the third day in the field. Fit for A. T. ^- T., they
claim.
Then there was radio instruction under Captain
Mathews. At first this \vas only code practice with most
of the boys starting from scratch and working their
speed up to ten words a minute. Then, after wire in-
struction was done, that time was put into radio practice.
{Continued on Page 19)
Dear Ed:
It seems as if every time I write to you, there is so
much to tell but such a short time in which to tell it.
So, as usual, I'll dash off what I can and try to give you
an abbreviated idea of what the Engineers did at Camp
Custer.
Not long after we landed in camp we were busy
trying to find our rifles which we knew were someplace
in all that cosmoline. But find them we did, and for the
rest of the six weeks the engineers came out on top in
the use of said weapons, both on the drill field and on
the range. Even on the pistol range things were popping.
Butch Eisiminger demonstrated his right to the captain-
cy of the L niversity pistol team by shooting high score
in the company, despite a few difficulties encoimtered
by the use of a poor pistol. And believe it or not, Ed,
on the rifle range all but two of the approximately 40
mini engineers qualified ; Beneliel, Carlson, Clementz,
Fraser, Gatewood, and Hicks, all qualified as experts.
Remember Tony Janosik and Nick Pokrajac? They
both landed berths on the Camp Perry rifle team.
You should have seen Phil Clementz wield a shovel,
Ed ! Someone accused him of using TNT, the way the
dirt flew out of that super-ultra trench the engineers
constructed. That's not all that Phil could throw, either!
I didn't tell you, did I, that the Illinois Platoon was
the best in the company? It must have been that I didn't
want to boast; but it was plain to see, after watching
the lUini erect French high wire in nearly record time.
Ray Hicks and Butch Eisiminger both did some nice
work in directing the entire company in the erection of
the heavy pontoon bridge out into Eagle Lake. You
would have enjoyed seeing Ray being tossed off the end
of the bridge. "Colonel" Green and Bill Simmons were
two other soldiers who didn't seem to be able to resist
the cool lake water, encouraged by the others, of
course.
You've heard the one about running into a door,
haven't you? That story didn't go so well when Ted
Jakini came home from the T.N.T. beer-bust with as
pretty a black eye and sore face as one will ever see.
That came, not from a door, but from a friendly little
((Continued on Page 20)
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President A. C. VVillard
WELCOME
/'^r^ ELLOW EXGIXEERS, / zcish to take this opportunity to cx-
^-\j/ ten/1 a icord of liclcoine. If r arc ftnin// a busy and iin-
. portant year and may I ivisfi you su((iss in all your
efforts.
The Technograph is an important supplement to the educa-
tional program of the College of Engineering and indirectly of
the Vniversity as a ivhole. Such student enterprises are not only
ivorthiihilc in the/nseh'es as extra-curricular acti%>ities. hut are
valuable, educationally, to those zvho participate in them.
The Technograph has always been a publication of fine
standards and has been a credit to the University. It deserves
the support of the students in the (Jollege of Engineering for it
affords them a means of expressing their professional interest and
is ivell ivorth reading by all engineers.
A. C. WiLLARD.
/^^—'.HE BEGINNING of a neiv year is usually a time for making
^-%l_y good resolutions. Resolutions of the day-dream type,
urakly made with no real expectation of fulfillment, arc
ivorsc than useless. Repeated failures of a feeble icill produces
a growing sense of inferiority. Budget your time to do your
school work promptly and icell and also allow for a reasonable
amount of extra-curricular activity: Studies come first, but
xcorth-while activities outside of the class room have an exceed-
ingly important place in a well-rounded education. Men ivho
have made good scholastic records and who have, at the same
time, engaged in activities are in demand upon graduation. Time
wasters arc usually failures in college and in life.
Best wishes for a busy and profitable year.
—M. L. Enger.
Dean M. L. Enger
/-rv^T IS ALWAYS a pleasure to see students of the College of
\J Engineering returning to their tasks in September each
year. They are eager to pick up the threads of their
courses ivhere they left off in June. Nnr students in the College
seem to catch this spirit of enterprise quickly and they become
established members of the family of engineering students and
faculty at the University of Illinois in a very short time. The
(Jollege greets all its students ivith the expressed ivish that they
may realize to the fullest their fondest dreams of high achieve-
ment.
lie extend a person/d nelcome to each student who regis-
ters this fall and zvish for him the joy and satisfaction that
comes from the exercise of one's abilities to the utmost on worth
iihilc tasks.
—H. H. [ordan.
Associate Dean II. H. Jordan
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ABILITY to serve you better is the
reason for the Bell System. Its set-up is
simple as A, B, C, mm American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company coordi-
nates all system activities—advises on all
phases of telephone operation—searches
for improved methods. C^ 25 associated
operating companies provide telephone
service in their own territories. ff\ The
Long Lines Department of the A. T. and
T. Co. inter-connects the 25 operating
companies— handles Long Distance and
overseas service. urn Bell Telephone
Laboratories carries on the scientific re-
search and development for the Bell
System. Gk Western Electric is the
manufacturing and distributing unit.
These Bell System companies, working
as a team, give you the world's finest
telephone service— at low cost.
,l| ^^ -^0
' «%-•
* WHO'S WHO IN ILLII
• F. B. Seely
• C. H. Casbcrg
• W. C. Huntington
PROF. FRED B. SEELY states, "Many students
have more ability and capacity for extra-curricular ac-
tivities than they realize." Having devoted his spare
time through many years to activities foreign to his
work, he is able to speak with authority. While procur-
ing his degree at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, he
captained the baseball team, called signals for the foot-
ball team, and served the athletic council as its vice
president. He also found time to hold active membership
in Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity; Sigma
Xi, honorary scientific fraternity ; and Phi Gamma
Delta, social fraternity. Between his graduation and
19(W, when he became a member of our faculty. Prof.
Seely gained that practical engineering experience, so
necessary to a good teacher, by working for the Car-
penter Steel Company as draftsman and test engineer,
for the duPont Powder Company in their engineering
department, and for Consolidated Expanded Metals
Company as a research engineer. He also was an in-
structor at Villa Neva College. Now head of the de-
partment of theoretical and applied mechanics. Prof.
Seely is still busily engaged in extra-curricular ac-
tivities. He is a member of the American Society for
Testing Materials, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education, Chicago Engineers Club, Kiwanis and Uni-
versity Club. He is one of those men one likes immedi-
ately. He has written several Engineering Experiment
Station bulletins and is the author of the texts: "Ana-
lytical !VIechanics for Engineers," "Resistance of Ma-
terials," and "Advanced Mechanics of Materials."
PROF. C. H. CASBERCj is another member of our
faculty who boasts a college athletic record. He earned
his "W" at the stroke oar of the University of Wiscon-
sin shell. Before entering Wisconsin, he worked for
nine years for the C. B. ,^ Q. Railroad. While study-
ing for his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering,
he became a member of Acacia and of the "W" Club.
After graduation. Prof. Casberg was a foreman and
later assistant superintendent in the plant of the Rock-
ford Drilling IVIachine Company. He taught for a time
at the Rockford High School and in 1923 became a
member of the faculty of the University of Illinois.
Three years later he took a position in the engineering
department of the Western Electric Company but re-
turned to Illinois as a professor of mechanical engineer-
ing in 1928. He is in charge of the shop laboratories,
and there the mechanicals and electricals make his ac-
quaintance as sophomores. He is co-author of a number
of Engineering Experiment Station bulletins on foundry
practice. At present. Prof. Casberg belongs to Sigma
Xi, scientific honorary; the American Foundrymen's As-
sociation ; the American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, and holds a professional degree in mechanical
engineering.
PROF. W. C. HUNTINGTON advises, "Intel-
ligence in dress, manner, and personal life, as well as in
business, is a requisite of the successful engineer." After
being graduated from the University of Colorado as
valedictorian of his class, he continued his study there
to obtain his M.S. and C.E. degrees. As a faculty mem-
ber at his alma mater he rose from an assistantship in
civil engineering to become assistant professor, professor,
head of the department of civil engineering, assistant
dean of the engineering school and head of the con-
struction department. In 1926 he left Colorado to be-
come head of the civil engineering department of the
University of Illinois. By stopping at the departmental
office almost any day, one can have a friendly chat with
this calm, self-assured man who alwa>s has a business-
like air about him. In addition to his duties as a peda-
gogue. Prof. Huntington has served as adviser to the
Civil Works Administration of Illinois, and as adviser
to Work Rehabilitation in Illinois. He is chairman of
the Illinois committee in charge of the study of expan-
sion joints in concrete pavements. As an author, he has
written the text "Building Construction." Organiza-
tions of which Prof. Huntington is a member include
Tau Beta Pi, engineering honorary; Sigma Xi, scientific
honorary; Chi Epsilon, civil engineering honorary; Beta
Theta Pi, social fraternity; the University Club; and
Kiwanis.
NGINEERING WORLD *
J. R. Poyser •
G. L. Farnsworth •
R. J. Diefenthaler •
ROBERT J. DIEFENTHALER became a native
son of Oconee. 111., in May of 1917. Neighboring Pana
benefitted by his athletic prowess when he played foot-
ball and basketball and high jumped for the Township
High School there. He also found time to participate
in the dramatic efforts of the student body. His active
high school career was brought to a natural close in the
spring of '35 when Bob was graduated. The following
fall found him at the University, studying electrical
engineering. Working his way has not prevented Bob
from earning numerals and letters in track. His high
jumping has also earned him membership in the Tribe
of mini and Sachem. Last spring his teammates elected
him track captain for this year. But Bob has not spent
all his spare time at the jumping pits, for he has taken
an active part in the affairs of the Student Branch of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and will
serve as chairman this fall. Phi Gamma Delta, social
fraternity, lists Bob as a member. His special interest
has been in illumination and he is working with Prof.
J. H. Kraehenbuehl on the construction of the world's
second ocosahedrn photometer. This instrument will
be used to measure the light from large fixtures, taking
the place of the expensive spherical photometer. His
summers have been spent with the Big Ten track team
and working as a carpenter for his father.
GEORGE FARNSWORTH'S claim that he isn't
interested in much of anything is very ably disputed by
his record. By Oct. 10, he will have been calling Otta-
wa, 111., his home, for 21 years. Point number one on
his record sheet is that he graduated from high school
with an "A" average. Initiation into Phi Eta Sigma,
freshman scholastic honorary, is point two. He is a
member of Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering frater-
nity; Sachem, junior activity honorary, and Blue Pencil,
senior activity honorary. He lives at the Delta Tau
Delta house. The Student Branch of the American
Society of Civil Engineers lists his name on its rolls.
While hitting the books hard enough to make the Hon-
ors Day program three years, George has served in tile
copy department of the business staff of The Daily Illini.
Last year he was copy manager. This year he is circu-
lation manager of the Siren. Instead of taking military,
George played a clarinet in the first regimental band.
In spite of such varied interests, he remains true to his
first love, civil engineering, and spends his summers
peering through a transit, making preliminary surveys
of reconstruction roads for his father who is superin-
tendent of LaSalle county highway's. Next June he
hopes to be an employee of some sanitary or highway
engineering firm.
JOHN R. POYSER was born in Canton, O., just
21 \ears ago next Oct. 16. He calls Milwaukee, Wis.,
home, however, and has since he was five. To keep
busy while attending Riverside High School, he was a
member of the news staff of the school magazine and a
member of the Shovel Club, a student charity organiza-
tion. Any spare time was devoted to debating, and, from
one who knows, don't try to argue with him. Jack
couldn't decide where to go to college so tried first
Lyons Township Junior College and then the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. The reputation of the College of
Engineering of the L^niversity of Illinois brought him to
our campus, which he will leave next February with a
very enviable record. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi,
honorary engineering fraternity, and Pi Tau Sigma,
honorary mechanical engineering fraternity, whose affairs
he managed last semester. A student member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, he will
wield the gavel at the local student branch meetings
this fall. It is his hope that he can strengthen the bonds
between the student branch and the senior branch at
Peoria, thus bringing the students and practicing engi-
neers into closer touch. Jack's sports interests are cen-
tered in tennis, swimming, and baseball—he plays with
the Chi Psi team. Professionally he is interested in steam
power plants and sales engineering.
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BONEYARD PHILOSOPHY
Policy
I realize that some members ot the facult\- will feel
that I am not in a position to write what is to follow.
However, it is my firm belief that, as the student pub-
lication of the College of Engineering, it is the duty
of The Technograph to attempt to help improve the
College. I believe that the students, on the whole, are an
earnest, clear-thinking grovip of young men and that
they can do much to help the faculty to better the edu-
cation received while attending the College of Engineer-
ing. Therefore, I invite letters of criticism and of de-
fense of the College, The Technograph, the faculty, and
the student body. I will not promise to print every one
of these, but all will be appreciated. So the next time
something makes you angry, do not explode on your
associates. Sit down and write a letter to 213 Engi-
neering Hall. —The Editor.
Are You Certain?
Each fall nearly 800 freshmen enter the College of
Engineering. An aggressive, ambitious group of young
men, they come from village, farm, and city, unafraid
of the work and problems that face them. Most have
gi\en considerable thought to the choice of a career.
Hut there are those who are not sure. There are those
who have chosen engineering because it is the one pro-
fessional career that requires only four years of college,
or because of the romance of the outdoor lives some
civils lead, or because their elders have advised them
that there will be money in the field of radio or air-
conditioning. Some of these 800 boys are better fitted
for other things. Too, some have chosen the wrong
branch of engineering. It is important that every student
find himself, so that his four \ears of college, and per-
haps his whole life, will not be wasted.
But by what rules is the young man going to make
his all-important decision? He should be able to answer
two questions in the affirmative. First, "Is the work one
in which I will always be able to take an honest pride?"
The word pride in this question docs not refer to the
kind of pride one feels when he points out something
that he has accomplished. It is a feeling that lies wholly
within one. It is the kind that a man feels when he
looks back at his life and is able to say that it has been
one of service to others. Many men build enormous
fortunes, but one finds most of them busily at work
giving away their wealth in the later years of their lives.
They feel more honest pride in the bestowal of their
wealth upon others than they do in its accumulation.
They want to be able to say that they have lived a life
of service. A man can receive very little aid in answer-
ing this first question about any profession. The answer
is as personal as a man's religion.
The second question is, "Will the work always be
intensely and absorbingly interesting to me?" The man
who can truthfully say, "I love my work," is the happy
one. It is to help the student make his answer to this
question that the freshman is required to attend engi-
neering lectures. In these lectures the attempt is made
to point out to the freshman just what the work of each
branch of engineering really is. The senior very prob-
ably lamented loudly to his fellows when he had to at-
tend the lectures. But that was four vears ago. Ask him
toda\. He will probably advise the freshman to keep
his eyes and ears open during that hour each Wednesday
morning, as it might make the difference between a life-
time of happiness and one of struggling along in the
wrong pigeonhole.
Besides this help offered by the College of Engineer-
ing, the Y. M. C. A. has a program through which the
student may have personal interviews with men who
ha\e spent their lives actually working in engineering
fields. These men can tell the young man much that
will help him to decide whether he will be happy in his
chosen profession.
So engineers, seniors as well as freshmen, make sure!
After all, happiness is what makes life worth living and
most necessary to happiness is an interesting, satisfying,
life's work.
Ethics
Like all other great professions, engineering has its
Code of Ethics which governs the conduct of all those
engaged in its pursuit. It was because of the great obli-
gation of engineering to humanity that this code was
formidated. We should bear in mind, as we go about
oLir task of learning to be engineers, that we owe it to
our profession to be true at all times to this code:
1—The engineer will carry on his professional work in
a spirit of fairness to employees and contractors,
fidelity to clients and employers, loyalty to his
country and devotion to high ideals of courtesy and
personal honor.
2
—He will refrain from associating himself with or
allowing the use of his name by an enterprise of
questionable character.
3—He will advertise only in a dignified mannei', be-
ing careful to avoid misleading statements.
4
—He will regard as confidential any information ob-
tained by him as to the business affairs and tech-
nical methods or processes of a client or employer.
5
—He will inform a client or employer of any busi-
ness connections, interests or affiliations which might
influence his judgment or impair the disinterested
quality of his services.
6—He will refrain from using an\ improper or ques-
tionable methods of soliciting professional work
and will decline to pay or. to accept commissions
for securing such work.
7—He will accept compensation, financial or otherwise,
for a particular service, from one source onh', ex-
cept with the full knowledge and consent of all
interested parties.
8
—He will not use unfair means to win professional
advancement or to injure the chances of another
engineer to secure and hold employment.
9—He will cooperate in upbuilding the engineering
profession by exchanging general information and
experience with his fellow engineers and students
of engineering and also by contributing to work of
engineering societies, schools of applied science and
the technical press.
1(1— He will interest himself in the public welfare in
behalf of which he will be ready to apply his spe-
cial knowledge, skill and training for the use and
benefit of mankind.
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NORTH OF GREEN STREET
Forrest Nelson managed to "go out nights" this
summer even though he worked 70 hours a week in an
automobile supply store and played softball in the De-
catur city league.
Jim Tracy indulged in his hobby of making the
parts for and assembling small electric motors and gaso-
line engines this summer. Some of the motors are so
small that he does not touch them but starts them by
blowing on a miniature propellor attached to the end
of the shaft. The gasoline engine made too much noise
to suit the neighbors.
Bill Tracy, a radio hobbyist, worked for a short time
as an inspector for the Cralvin Manufacturing Company.
Bill McMahon spent his vacation away from home
at summer school and says that he enjoyed it.
Bob Diefenthaler, knowing from experience that
summer E.E. jobs are not so good, spent the first part
of the summer travelling to track meets. The rest of
the summer he spent doing carpentry work for his father.
Jack Poyser whipped his tennis game into shape and
did a lot of swimming.
A. H. Reid kept cool working for an ice company.
Steve Wenthe spent his summer at Crystal Lake, 111.
Going to business college was Roger Bush's summer's
work.
Bob Phillips took a trip West on his motorcycle.
Another summer cyclist was Dick Molt.
Jack Hanson got some real engineering experience
working in the engineering department of the world's
largest coal mine at West Frankfort, 111. Most of his
work was surveying, underground, but one day the fore-
man surprised him by handing him a blueprint and tell-
ing him that he was responsible for some work on the
air shaft.
Ranny Odum, also from West Frankfort, stayed
above ground to work with his father on road con-
struction.
Ralph Herzler spent the first part of the summer
helping his father convert the Herzler and Henninger
Machine W^orks into a portable farm-building factory.
Later he went to work for the Alton Boxboard and
Paper Company.
Paul Zuercher says that his father, in order to min-
imize an increase of vice, set him to working painting
the house.
Ed Geiser spent the summer returning to the shop
for tools as he tried his hand as a plumber.
Johnny Grubb was steadily employed entertaining a
Miss W. who was visiting in Chicago.
Don Cortright was at Sandwich with Cortright and
Oswald, builders, until the first of September when he
returned to the campus to resume his duties as mailing
room assistant in the Engineering Experiment Station.
Clarence Bush, John Trummel, and Lynn Huffman
were employed by the Soil Conservation Service and re-
ceived training in the \arious phases of the work done
by that service.
After Camp Custer, Nick Pokrajac spent the time
painting the house until the day he left for Camp Perry
and the National Rifle Matches.
Chester Kwast took a 10-week course in differential
equations at Lewis Institute and pla\ed tennis in his
spare time.
Walter Kalisz spent the summer swimming and
loafing.
Walter Jollie worked foi- R. H. Clements Company
of Chicago.
Robert Wirth served as a truck driver for his
father's company.
Bob Tideman spent a week as a carpenter's helper
and spent the rest of the summer doing the least possible.
Bob "Pure" Zierjack spent what was left of the
summer, after he waited for his pay at Custer, clerking
in his father's grocery store.
Bob Steinfort quit camp in its first week to take a
job with a power company in Dayton, O.
H. Bunte worked with Bob in Dayton. He was in
the meter department most of the summer.
* * «
Students, this page is yours! Boxes are being placed in
different engineering buildings for your contributions.
We want to print personal items, so tell us of your
friends' activities, in and out of the classroom. Let us
pnnt that classroom joke, that incident that set everyone
to roaring with laughter. Try your hand at rhyme. Give
us the dirt, the lowdown. To each of the three students
sending in the largest number of printable items for
each issue we will award a free ticket to the Virginia
theater. This page will be what you make it, so put
your contributio[is in the boxes or send them to 213
Engineering Hall
!
St. Pat's Ball
Engineers, perhaps you are not aware of it, but unless
St. Pat's Ball is a success next spring, it will pass out of
existence. Two years ago the Cabaret dance made many
dollars but lost the dance many of its regular patrons.
Last year, the Ball was a fairly successful dance, socially,
but barely broke even. So the Engineering Council is
now asking you for ideas and suggestions. It is desired
to create some theme for the dance that will become
traditional, just as the Ag Dance, Fine Arts Ball, and
Military Ball have. So if you don't want our one engi-
neering social function taken away from us, put on your
thinking caps and produce a central idea or theme upon
which to build the evening's entertainment.
Award
To aid in the revival of student interest in writing.
Kappa chapter of Theta Tau, national professional fra-
ternity, has purchased a bronze tablet to be placed in the
Engineering Library during the Illinois Student Engi-
neering Exhibit next spring. Each year the name of the
freshman submitting the best article to The Techno-
graph will be placed on this plaque. The essays, to be
one thousand words in length and about any subject
of engineering interest, will he judged by a committee
of five. Three of these members will be from the faculty
and two from the student body. This year, its first, the
contest will close on March 1, 1939. The award will be
announced during the I-SEE. Freshmen, do not pass up
your chance at this award! Begin your essay now and
have it finished before the teachers really begin to crack
down! For any further particulars see the Editor.
—
(Articles by upperclassmen as well as freshmen, al-
though not eligible for the contest, will be greatly ap-
preciated.
—
Editor. )
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OUR SOCIETIES
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
The Engineering Council is a student board com-
posed of the presidents of the eight departmental soci-
eties, a representative from the Illinois Union, and the
editor and business manager of The Technograph. Its
purpose, as stated in the constitution, is, "to encourage
and advocate the participation of engineering students
in extra-curricular activities on the campus; and to
sponsor such student engineering activities as the All-
Engineering Smoker, St. Pat's Ball, Illinois Student
Engineering Exhibit (Engineering Open-House) and to
assist in the production of the Electrical Show.
This year St. Pat's Day is on Friday and the Coun-
cil hopes to make it a day of celebration for the engi-
neers. They hope to sponsor a parade and convocation
in the afternoon and to hold St. Pat's Ball in the eve-
ning. This is also the year for I-SEE and the Council
has already begun to lay the plans for the best exhibit yet.
ASME
Jack Poyser Ch/iiniian
Hudson Reid l'iee-(Jhairiii(iii
Joe Morrison Seeretary-Trensurcr
Tom Morrow, Norm Ferm
Publicity Committee
The purpose of the Student Branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers is three-fold : It serves
to unite the mechanical engineering students with the
practicing engineers of the professional society ; it brings
to the campus speakers who talk about the practical
side of engineering; it helps the student get acquainted
with the faculty members.
Plans for this year are still in the making. The first
meeting, with an outside speaker, will be held Wednes-
day, Sept. 28. On Wednesday, C^ct. 5, the membership
drive will close with an informal smoker—no speaker,
just a student-faculty round-up. The regular meetings
will start Wednesday, Oct. 12, and will be held every
second week thereafter. The speakers will generally be
engineers in the employment of some large company.
Occasionally they will be regular ASME speakers or
men sent down from the Peoria Branch. They will al-
ways have interesting and valuable information to tell
the students.
RAILWAY CLUB
Bill McMahon President
Don Lyons Viee-president
Tom Shedd Secretary-treasurer
Malcolm Harvey Publicity
The Railway Club is going to break away from the
usual program and try to take its place as one of the
most active of the engineering clubs. F"irst of all, meet-
ings will be held at fraternity houses instead of at the
Transportation Building. This will help to implant in
the minds of other students that the club is not an or-
ganization only for railway engineering students, but is
open to all. Plans have been made for three inspection
trips this year. The club will visit the Illinois Central
Roundhouse and the Big Four Shops, both in the Twin
Cities, and the Wabash Railroad Shops in Decatur. It
is hoped to devise a way by which the society can begin
the construction of a model railroad. At present there
is plenty of talent but no space.
AIEE
Bob Diefenthaler (Chairman
Steve Bushman Vice-Chainnan
Bill Lyon Secretary
Cjoodwin Peterson Treasurer
Ralph Andermann Publicity Manager
The Student Branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers is interested in aiding and develop-
ing the abilities of the students by affording them op-
portunities to carry out activities similar to those of the
professional society; such as, holding meetings and pre-
senting and discussing papers, reports, and abstracts. The
Student Branch brings prominent engineers to the cam-
pus to discuss engineering problems with the students.
AG ENGINEERING CLUB
Clarence Bush President \
Milan Watson I'ice-president
John Trumniel Secretary
Lynn Huffman Treasurer
The Agricultural Engineering Club is interested in
better acquainting the students in ag engineering with
each other and with the practical side of their profes-
sion. It presents speakers and motion pictures at meet-
ings held throughout the year. The club will have an
exhibit at the Little International and another at I-SEP],
thus co-operating with both the ag students and the
engineers. It will also operate a stand during Annual
Farm and Home Week to earn the money to send dele-
gates to the national convention next summer.
SBACS
Forrest Nelson President
J. R. Zeller lice-President
J. W. Briscoe Secretary
R. S. Irely Treasurer
The Student Branch of the American Ceramic So-
ciety carries out a very active program during the school
year. A dance, the Ruckus, is given annually, and the
Pig Roast, a traditional banquet, is enjoyed at the close
of each year. The club also publishes a year book, "The
Illinois Ceramist." The club meets twice a month and
prominent men from the ceramic companies are in\ited
to speak.
This spring, the Illinois Branch will be host to the
delegates from the other schools when the annual con-
\ention of the American Ceramic Society is held in
Chicago.
A. I. Ch. E.
Jerry Arkis President
Victor Munnecke Vice President
John Cox Secretary-Treasurer
The Student Branch of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers plans to open the year with a
smoker. In October they will hold a banquet meeting
with a nationally known speaker. Two meetings a month
will be held during the year, with young practicing
engineers for speakers.
MU SAN
Mu San was founded on this campus in I'MI. Its
purpose is to more closely unite graduates and under-
graduates and to promote interest in municipal and
solitary engineering. Plans for this year haxe not been
completed and officers will not be elected until some-
time tins fall.
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TAU BETA PI
Tau Beta Pi is a national society organized at Le-
high University in 1883 for the purpose of recognizing
superior scholarship coupled with the qualities of leader-
ship, integrity, and character as undergraduates, or at-
tainments as alumni ; and to promote a spirit of liberal
culture in the engineering schools of America. This year
Alpha of Illinois plans to hold monthly dinner meetings,
with both student and faculty speakers. Plans are also
being laid for the starting of a chain letter among the
members of each pledge class.
ETA KAPPA NU
Paul Zuercher Prisidcnl
Frank DeWolf J ia-President
H. Bunte Recording Secretary
Bill Lyon (lorrespnnding Secretary
Dick Wetzel Treasurer
Kenny Poarch Bridge Correspondent
|. S. Wenger Pledgemaster
Lewis McCown Sergeanl-at-nrms
Eta Kappa Nu was founded in 1Q04 by 10 students
on this campus that those men in the profession of elec-
trical engineering, who, by their attainments in college
or in practice, have manifested a deep interest and
marked ability in their chosen life work, may be brought
into closer union whereby mutual benefit may be
derived.
Alpha Chapter plans to hold a facult\'-actives picnic
early in the fall and pledging and initiation will follow
soon. It is planned to start pledge letters between the
members of the different pledge classes so that the alumni
of each class can learn what their old friends are doing
and so that the active chapter and faculty can keep in
touch with the alumni. An employment survey of the
different electrical companies will be made during the
school year.
THETA TAU
Maurice Carr Regent
Bob Spellbrink Vice Regent
E. C. Heubach Scribe
Al Starr Treasurer
Ken Leutwiler Corresponding Secretary
Theta Tau, national professional fraternity, exists
for the purpose of bringing together men from all the
branches of engineering, that by their association both
the profession and the men themselves will be benefitted.
Kappa chapter plans to begin the year with rushing
and pledging meetings. During the year it hopes to
begin a chain letter for each of its pledge classes. Sun-
day evening dinner-meetings, with student and faculty
speakers, will be held once a month. It is also sponsoring
the freshman essay contest described elsewhere in this
issue.
PI TAU SIGMA
Dick Molt President
Tom Morrow f'ice President
Bob Darke Treasurer
Pi Tau Sigma is a national mechanical engineering
fraternity honoring high scholastic standing. One of its
important functions is that is serves as a meeting ground
for students and faculty members. Plans for this year
are still indefinite. A rushing smoker will be held early
in the fall, followed soon by formal pledging. Formal
initiation will be in December and will be followed by
a banquet held in conjunction with Eta Kappa Nu and
Chi Epsilon. During the semester, monthly dinner meet-
ings will be held, followed by talks by facidty members
and professional engineers.
SIGMA TAU
Howard Phillips President
John Trummel J'ice-president
Roger Ericson Secretary
Alfred Horn Treasurer
Sigma Tau was organized for the purpose of recog-
nizing scholarship among student engineers, and to en-
courage any move which will advance the interests of
engineering education. The local chapter plans to hold
its annual smoker during the second week of school and
to hold meetings every two weeks during the rest of the
year.
KERAMOS
Paul Corbett President
Gilbert Gaboon I'ice-president
Morris Hall Secretary-treasurer
Howard Swift Herald
Keramos was organized to promote professional fel-
lowship and to reward high scholastic standing among
students of ceramics.
ISEE
This is the year for the Illinois Student Engineering
Exhibit (C^pen House). That means that in April, all
students in engineering are going to be very busy. But
let's not wait until April and then get caught in that
last minute rush. Begin to plan now just what you want
to do for the I-SEE. The Engineering Council is going
to lay its plans early and may call for the plans of the
different exhibits as early as the end of the first se-
mester. So don't put it off! Begin your plans now that
this may be the biggest and best I-SEE 1
STRAUCH'S
709 South Wright Street
CONVENIENT AT CAMPUS
With a Record of More Than a Quarter
Century of Service to Students
and Faculty
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
STATIONERY
NOTE BOOKS
FOUNTAIN PENS
LAUNDRY CASES
COMBINATION LOCKS
COLLEGE JEWELRY
FRAMES
GREETING CARDS
Service Departments
FOUNTAIN PEN REPAIR
WATCH REPAIR
ENGRAVING
PHOTO FINISHING
PHTIRE FR.AMING
STRAUCH'S
709 SOUTH WRIGHT STREET
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THE ILLINI TRAIL
Engineering Alumni, this is Noiir page! We hope
you will help to make it bigger and better. We really
appreciate a letter telling us what you are doing and
what \ou think about things in general and the College
of Engineering and The Technograph in particular. And
your old friends like to hear about you, too. Tell us
what other lllini-Engineers are doing. In our attempt
to build up an alumni section and an alumni circulation,
any assistance is deeply appreciated.
As a supplement to both this page and to Who's
Who, we are beginning, with the December issue, an
alumni Who's Who page. So alumni, faculty members,
and students, send in your nominations for this honor!
The address is 213 Engineering Hall.
* * *
John R. Eraser '35 is an engineer trainee with the
Union Oil Company of California.
E. F. Stahl '26 is the Chicago district sales manager
of Lyons Metal Products, Inc. He married Anna Moore
in September of 1927 and their only son, James, is 4
years old.
E. G. Staley manages the Chicago office of the
Henry Vogt Machine Company. Mrs. Staley was Hazel
Linton '20, from his home town of Leroy. Their 14
year old son attends Oak Park High.
The Chicago Board of Education employs Carl O.
Anderson '24 as heating and ventilating engineer.
As plant engineer and master mechanic, P. A. Eaust
'12 works for the International Smelting and Refining
Company in Miami, Ariz. He married Mary L. Hol-
comb the fall after he was graduated.
Edward C. Barkstrom '17 is the chief engineer of
the Los Angeles plant of the Stephens-Adams Manu-
facturing Company. He married Helen LeKander of
West Chicago in 1930 and they have a six year-old
daughter, Carol. He says that Los Angeles is so distant
from Urbana that it is difficult to keep in touch. Get
after him, Illini!
D. B. Allabough '?>?! writes from Collinsville that
he is an engineering draftsman for the Union Electric
Company of East St. Louis. He married Barbara Boneau
in 1934. Stamp collecting is his hobby and he is looking
for other collectors to trade with. He also likes to
travel and to take pictures.
Leonard G. Abraham lives in Madison, N. J., and
works for the Bell Laboratories as a toll transmission
engineer. He married Ruth Thrasher 'li and they have
three children.
N. R. Eeldman 18 is a partner in the Eeldman
Petroleum Company. Mr. and Mrs. Eeldman, she was
Isabel Goidblatt '20, have a daughter, Geraldine, on the
campus this fall. Son Elliot is in Junior High at Tuc-
son, Ariz.
The secretary-treasurer and chief engineer of the
Underwood Construction Company of Chicago is Reu-
ben L. Sandberg '12. He married Henrietta Elofson.
Their daughter is working as a stenographer and their
son, Bob, enters the University this fall.
R. B. StampHe '37 is a junior metallurgist with the
Bethlehem Steel Company in Johnstown, Pa. His work
at present is on wrought steel wheels.
Harold E. "Hek" Barden '15 filled out the best
questionnaire yet. He works for the Los Angeles City
School District as classification techiu'cian for the Per-
sonnel Commission. He now has his M.S. in education
but does not regret graduating as an E.E. He married
Myrtle Mason, a native daughter of the Golden West.
Regrets that they have no children, but has taken part
in Boy Scout work for years. His hobbies are yachting,
fishing, and collecting ship stamps. Invites visits from
old Illini (i. e. around '12-'18). (He'll have to make
his own apologies for that word "old."—Ed.)
Earl H. Beling '22^ is the owner of the Beling
Engineering Company in Moline. He married Marian
LOOK! at the Back of
Your Head
Everyone else does . . .
"// Pays to Look Well"
KANDY'S BARBER SHOP
Inidii H;irl)er>
625 E. Green On the Campus
No Need to Cram lor this Exam:
What line of Measuring Instruments is con-
sistently accurate, dependable and sturdy?
:[ ^J^Jlfiillllg|E7s53E}IB^Snu^
iVFKiN
Successful Engineers rely on them now and
have been doing so for over half a century.
Send for Catalog
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
TAPES . RULES •
• New York City
PRECISION TOOLS
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Armstrong '24 in 1927. They have three children rang-
ing in age from 10 to three years. His firm designed the
air coniiitioning for Lincoln Hall Theatre and several
other builih'ngs on the campus.
Walter Aikman '28 works for the Beling Company.
He is married to Lois Armstrong '29.
Russell C Smith '29 is an engineer with the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company in Chicago.
His work is with pole line maintenance. Mrs. Smith
was Margaret Pedersen. They have a 7 year-old daugh-
ter, Beverly Jean.
The American District Telegraph Company em-
ploys Paul M. Farmer as chief engineer. He lives across
the river from his work, in Maplewood, N. J. Edna
Miller was his wife's maiden name. Their one son just
missed being a Christmas baby by four days back in 1930.
Fred Meyer '37 is employed in Bluefield, W. Va., by
General Explosives.
"Doc" Kring has travelled three times around the
world since he was graduated. He worked on both of
San Francisco's big bridges. Now he is employed by the
Ben Hm- Construction Company in St. Louis.
W. J. Brown '00 is an architect in Cedar Rapids,
la. M. R. Bechstrom '29 practices in the same profes-
sion in Moline ; Benjamin A. Horn, in Rock Island.
Ivan Anderson '2i is assistant superintendent of the
meter repair department for the Peoples Gas, Light, and
Coke Company in Chicago, so Illini, if your meter runs
too fast, you now know where to go.
Carrol O. Beeson '23 works for himself and family
as an architect in Crawfordsville, Ind. The family in-
cludes the former Elizabeth Deer, Beechwood College,
Jenkintown, Pa., class of '24, and a son and daughter.
The secretary-treasurer of the American Foundry-
men's Association is Dan M. Avey '10, former Tech
editor. His wife was Jessie R. Newcomb of Champaign
until he changed her name in 1911. Their daughter,
Mary, is a graduate student in journalism here.
E. D. Bell '03 is employed in managing the affairs
of the Kansas Power and Light Company. Mr. and Mrs.
Bell, she was Amelia J. Seifferman, have one daughter,
Marv Bell Muench, who has given up the profession
of landscape architecture that she learned here to become
a wife.
Guy T. Avery '17 is assistant works manager of
the Riversdale plant of the Acme Steel Company. Mrs.
Avery was Ada M. Berger. Their son, George R., is
an engineering junior here.
The Marathon Electric ManufactLiring Company of
Wausau, Wis., employes W. R. Appleman '28 as chief
electrical engineer. Alberta Kohlenbach Appleman grad-
uated from here in education in '28. They have a daugh-
ter, age six, and a son, age one.
Horace M. Adams '31 works for the ^lidland f^lec-
tric Coal Corporation, who operates the huge strip mines
near Farmington, 111. Mrs. Adams was Florence Beidel-
man 'ii. Richard L. was born last Jan. 10.
R. J. Anen '32 is employed by the Ceco Steel Prod-
ucts Corporation of Berwyn as assistant works manager.
He married Ruth Granstrom two years ago.
Vice-president and eastern district manager of the
Marley Company is J. C. Albright '20. He and Mrs.
Albright, the former Hazel Wartman, have a 13 year
old son.
Of the class of '92, William Snodgrass writes from
his citrus grove in Clermont, Fla. He married Antoin-
ette Dewey of Urbana in '97 and their daughter, now
Mary S. Priebe of Norris, Tenn., graduated from here
in landscape architecture in 1925.
IMPIEE BUIIDERS
^Itippina UroH's Up
In the 1878 issue of Lloyds' Register of British and Foreign Shipping,
the screw steamer "Annie" was classed as steel—the first ship to be
so rated. Shipping had grown up— within the span of a single genera-
tion, ships of steel supplanted vessels of wood and iron in carrying
the cargoes of the world. In this swift development, R B & W—
already backed with 33 years of experience — played an important
part by furnishing EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets for the
assembly of hulls, machinery and equipment necessary for propul-
sion and navigation.
R B & VV manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products including various types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screws, Pins and Rods. RB&W EMPIRE products are the
standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @8227
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS, ILL. CORAOPOL1S, PA. 9 R B S W?8
THE 4-0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Okoiiite Wires and Cables are designed for
every condition of use in each of these
phases of any electrical system.
A 220,000-volt transmission cable or the
smallest control wire may be the vital link
in the chain, and seven laboratories in the
Okonitefactoriesprovide the testing facilities
that insure equivalent strength in each link.
There are many bulletins available on
Okonite products that Mill help in solving
problems involving insulated conductors.
THE OKONITE COMPANY
Founded I8TS
Executive Office Passaic,New Jersey
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SOFT WATER
((jontinut d fro/ii P/ii/c 5)
closed water systems and on eitluT the up-t1o\v or down-
How principals. Because the softening action is instan-
taneous and all the water is completely softened, sea-
sonal variations in the hardness of incoming water
produces only the problem of varying the salt regenera-
tions. Water of any degree of hardness may be obtained
by means of a by-pass around the softener. The handiness,
the low cost of construction and operation, and the facts
that the softener does not require much space, nor in-
volve special sedimentation or filtration facilities, are of
great concern to buyers of commercial water softeners.
People are glad to know that there is no sludge to dis-
pose of, that there are no moving parts such as feeders
and pumps, and that there is no need whatever for a
chemist.
Zeolite softeners are made in sizes from portable
units to units large enough for entire cities. They are
being used by canneries, hotels, beauty parlors, restau-
rants, schools, homes, laundries, industrial processing
plants, boiler plants, diesel power plants, and chemical
laboratories. One system has been constructed, that,
using ocean water for regeneration, will soften 10,000,-
000 gallons of water per day.
The zeolite softener has proved indispensable to the
laundry industry. In the past, it was the practice to
soften laundry water with chemicals or soap, but this
caused a grimy precipitation which stuck to the fabrics
and not only made them a dull gray, but, baked into
them during the ironing, soon caused splits in the cloth.
Besides that, the cost of soap and washing powders was
AkThTi (x Engravers
(^^mpt
^^e/unce.
CHAMPAIGN ILL
high, so th.it almost universal adoption of zeolite soften-
ers has resulteil.
Every engineer knows the danger of boiler scale,
because it acts as an insulator and increases fuel bills
about 15 per cent for every one-tenth inch scale. Also
the higher temperature made necessary by this scale
produces overheating, burnouts, and even explosions.
Kent's Engineers Handbook says, "Many substances
have been added with the idea of causing chemical ac-
tion which will prevent boiler-scale. As a general rule,
these do more harm than good, for a boiler is one of the
worst possible places in which to carry on chemical
reaction, where it nearly always causes more or less
corrosion of the metal and is liable to cause dangerous
explosions.
"When the water used for steam-boilers contains a
large amount of scale-forming material, it is usually
advisable to purify it before allowing it to enter the
boiler rather than to attempt the prevention of scale by
the introduction of chemicals into the boilers."
On the average, 1,000 gallons of hard water will
produce about 50 cents damage in boiler repairs and
increase in fuel bill; the same 1,000 gallons of water
could be softened for 3 cents. Several years ago, it
was estimated that the railroads in this country were
spending $15,000,000 a year in boiler repairs and in-
creased fuel bills due to hard and muddy water. Today,
water treating is saving the railroads money, time, and
labor. Loco-boilers, for instance, are washed once a
month instead of once a day.
The practice of softening the entire water supply
of a municipality by the zeolite method has grown
steadily and in not a few manufacturing cities the mu-
nicipal softening plant is saving citizens hundreds of
thousands of tons of coal per annum and adding years
of life to the communities' boilers. This is not the only
large saving, for theref is a tremendous saving in the
soap consumption of such a municipality. Our own
State Water Survey Division published a bulletin by
Dr. Hersel W. Hudson of the University of Illinois
entitled "Soap Usage and Water Hardness." Through
an exhaustive research. Dr. Hudson found the soap
usage per capita in four cities to be as follows
:
Per Capita Annual
Total Hardness Annual Soap Cost of Soap
City Grains I' sage— Lbs. Per Capita
Superior, Wis 2.5 29.2.S $3.75
Bloomington, 111 4.1 32.13 4.48
Champaign-Urbana, III... 17.4 39.89 5.93
Chicago Heights, 111 32.4 45.78 7.50
Using Superior, which consumes $3.75 worth of soap
per capita annually, as a basis for comparison, it will
be seen that the excess cost of soap per person per year
using hard water is: Bloomington, 73 cents; Champaign-
Urbana, $2.18; and Chicago Heights, $3.75. In other
words, Champaign-Urbana, with 17.4 grain water and
40,636 population (including students) wastes about
$88,713 per year on soap. This waste is of soap alone.
Just think how nuich the extra enjoyment, comfort,
and convenience adds to the savings of the people of
Superior.
It is true that science has brought man a long way.
Today we have artificial wool made from cheese; vine-
gar made from coke and limestone ; soap from corn
;
and gasoline from sand ; but with all our modern culture,
we are primitive in many ways. Sanitary engineering is
still in its infancy. Only recently have methods of treat-
ing and handling food been improved. Due to the smoke
of our civilization, housewives find it increasingly hard
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to keep things clean. Soap nianutacturers are capitalizing
on the embarrassment of "tattle-tale gray" and on per-
sonal untidyness which is hard to prevent in many sec-
tions of the country. The answer to this question of
cleanliness will undoubtedly be found in that universal
solvent and cleansins agent, soft water.
SIGNAL CORPS
{(Continued from Page 7)
Most of us learned that the procedure had been changed
and that ZWA instead of ZZX now meant "close your
station." After a few lessons in procedure with the
TG-Vs, we went out with the IJl's. setting up. getting
swell sunburns, cranking generators—the Engineers
called us G-men
—
pounding brass, sending IMI, and al-
ways waiting for the ZWA. Then we were introduced
to the \l\'s and set up our nets from points farther
apart.
After radio came message-center work, with Corporal
Widener doing the instructing. The long hours we put
in under Captain Sturies last semester made this easy.
At last we put all these into one complete communi-
cation system. Our first day of this was the day we
helped the regulars demonstrate for the O. R.'s. The
next tivo days the O. R.'s were in command and we sat
in the trees for a couple of hours, waiting for them. We
put the time to use, teaching Doherty and Coggins who
not to fool with. After that were days of reduced dis-
tance exercises with student officers in charge of the
work. One of these was a demonstration for the Infantry.
Finally came the three big field exercises, supplying the
communication for a meeting engagement, an attack,
and a withdrawal—the United States Army never
retreats.
The overnight hike was the last week. We left camp
at seven in the morning and marched seven miles to the
bivouac area at Stony Lake. All the R. O.'s but the
cavalry and a few Signal Corps gold-brickers who rode
in a truck, were in the column. Our tents were all pitch-
ed by ten-thirty and we ate at eleven. The food was hot
and good—brought out from camp. Talking and sleep-
ing took up the time till fi\e when we fed again. After
supper the maneuver began. The infantry, with the engi-
neers to build a bridge and provide boats and the signal
corps to provide communication, was to make a river
crossing. The cavalry was to be the enemy. About ten it
began to rain. It let up about midnight when wt messed,
but started again soon after. The infantry pulled a fast
one on the cavalry and had just about won the war
when the authorities called the problem off because of
the rain; everyone was wet by then. Company E piled
men and equipment into trucks and headed for camp.
That cot felt good at four-thirty.
But the sergeants wouldn't let us sleep the next
morning. We had to turn in equipment. Then came
fatigue details with everyone staying hidden so that he
would not do more than the rest. Turning in clothes,
folding pants, tying socks
—
phew, stacking bedding,
counting clothes, checking equipment. Finally it was all
but done. We spent the last night on a bare cot with
one blanket for cover. Up early the last day to turn in
our cot and blanket before mess. We folded tents as soon
as they were dry and everything was turned in by seven-
thirty. Then we began to wait. We knew the paymaster
and money had come out the day before, so we ought to
be out of there soon. Two false alarms and the line fin-
((^ontiniieii on Page 20)
YOU CAN TURN OUT BETTER WORK-
WITH HIGGINS INKS
Whether you are planning a
new type of motor or some
minor gadget, ink plays an
important role in the trans-
fer of your ideas to paper.
J ^ ^ 2-CYCLE INDUSTRIAL OIESEL ENSINE
Higgins American Drav.ing
Inks give you true color and even flow necessary
for the careful draftsmanship required in your col-
lege work. Most engineers, architects, designers —
in their search for the best—have long used Higgins,
for in Higgins they have found the high quality
that answers their most exacting and lasting needs.
Higgins comes in waterproof and soluble blacks,
17 brilliant waterproof colors, white and neutral tint.
For better results, buy Higgins at your College
Store.
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. T.HIGGinS
Enjoy the
Economy and Comfort
Afforded by a
WOLCOTT
Water Softener
Known for Its Fine Construction
and Dependable Sen-ice.
610 Range Line
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TECKNOKRAKS •
He had married a widow and all went well for a
week, when they had their first quarrel. The next day
he came down to breakfast with a mourning band on his
arm.
"Oh, I'm sorry," said his wife. "What is it for?"
"For your first husband," he replied, "I'm sorry he
died."
Immigration Officer—"What do you expect to do in
this country?"
Pat
—
"Take up land."
I. O.—"And how much, Pat?"
Pat
—
"Not more than a shovelful at a time."
I\ A FRESHMAN'S EYES
A Senior stood on the railroad track,
The train was coming fast.
The train got off the railroad track,
And let the Senior past.
* * »
"What have you been doing all summer?"
"I had a position in my father's office. And you?"
"I wasn't working either."
SIGNAL CORPS
((Continued from Page 19)
ally began to move just before noon. At last! Civilians
again !
Memories we will always carry—ask any of the
boys: Monty's explanation that the mosquitoes didn't bite
him because they would die of acute alcoholism; "Rest?
Doney?"; serving K. P.—six till eight; changing uni-
form; B. B. Schreiber and his flat boats; Larry "Casa-
nova" Summerfield ; the 2nd Infantry band at 5:40 a.
m. and at 4:30 p. m. ; Gull Lake; "Command? Wes-
ton?"; walking guard; S. A. S. Doherty and the vice-
squad; The Rendezvous; Whit's good nature;
Doney playing football on the drill field ; (jogoac
Lake; Mundt leading calisthenics; "Little Corporal. Na-
poleon" Rugg; Pierce's ticklishness ; the tent 6 and tent
7 cars; the totem pole and its three disappearances—no-
body thought to blame Company E when it was stolen
from their company street nor to suspect the Illinois
boys for its disappearance from its hiding place the last
night; tents 4 and 9 with their back door entrances; the
cot folding the last night; Max Coggins' thrill at having
two weeks more of military at Camp Grant ; "hurry,
hurry, hurry—wait, wait, wait" ; Moore's three weeks'
confinement sentence; our contempt for the C. M.'s;
Holz going to sleep standing up; climbing poles; "roll
'em up—roll 'em down"; S. O. S. ; Kenny Hino—in on
most the pranks, but never blamed ; the Wetzel's, bicker-
ing; cold showers; the many S. L.'s; "Ready on the
left? Ready on the right? Ready on the firing line?";
circus water; "Yeah! Dat's right!"; the trip to Jackson,
the GI picnic lunch, and the bomb in Captain Sturie's
car; Frank Conner's speed; rolling packs; foldin' money;
our verbal warfare with Company D ; singing as we went
through Augusta on the long hike ; and a host of other
brief moments that will always cling in our minds. As
time passes, the disagreeable times will be forgotten and
we will remember our camp days as six weeks of fun.
Two old Scotsmen sat by the roadside puffing solemn-
ly at their pipes. "There's no much pleasure in smoking,
Donald," said Sandy.
"Hoo dae ye mak' that oot?" questioned Donald.
"Weel, if ye're smoking ye ain bacca ye' re thinkin'
o' the awful expense and if ye're smoking some ither
body's y'r pipe's rammed sae tight it winna draw."
* * ^
Ed.: "Who spilled the mustard on this waffle,
dearest?"
Elsie: "Oh, Ed, how could you? This is lemon pie!"
-:j& ^ % H
"I vish I vas as religious as Semmy." ^
"For vy?"
"He clasps his hands so tight in prayer, he can't get
them open ven the collection box comes aroundt."
* » »
War does not determine who is right—only who is
left.
Inquisitive visitor (visiting the Keokuk dam): "And
did they put that dam to the bottom of the river?"
Altruistic engineer: "No, madam; they left two
inches so that the fish could swim through."
"Stop, I never heard such profanity since the day I
was born."
"What were you, a twin or a triplet?"
* * »
A pretty young nurse was selling poppies. A sales-
man told her that he would give her a S5 bill for a poppy
provided she would promise to nurse him if he ever went
to her hospital. She agreed.
"By the way," he asked, "where is your hospital?"
"I am at Queen Charlotte's Maternity Hospital,"
meekly replied the pretty nurse, putting the five-spot
into the box.
ENGINEERS
((Continued frrjiii Page 7)
tussle between Clementz and Jakini. which ended with
Jake doing a power dive into the gravel.
There isn't time, Ed, to tell you much more—about
how Bill Pascoe took fifty-seven minutes to walk his 400
yard guard post, how Sadik kept the boys roaring, how
Hernlund, Langille, and Lind drove Snorky, their $25
Pontiac, all over the countryside, about the first time
the totem pole was removed from the Signal Corps, only
to be returned by those noblemen, Dalrymple and Jakim.
Nor have I mentioned the night maneuvers, the erection
of the footbridge, the lessons in horsemanship, the gas-
mask drill and the exposure to tear gas, the athletics, or
the dozens of other interesting activities we engaged in.
Perhaps the biggest problem that some of us were
confronted with was that of keeping Tom Meisenzahl
away from the Wee Nippy and the women. He's cer-
tainly a devil when he gets away from home.
All I can say, Ed, is that I'm glad I was in that
army rather than the army of the unemployed, as were
many of my friends. Yours truly,
—Tom Morrow.
Engineers Are Experts
—and so are the
CAMPUS
BARBERS
On Mathews . . . Opposite Physics Bldg.
"Where Engineers Meet"
Campus
BARBER SHOP
206 South Mathews—Urbana
i
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DE\^ -POINT POTENTIOMETER
DK\^ on the grass may be fine for the farmers
and an indication of fair weather, but it has no
plaee in metal heat-treating furnaces. Moisture in
the atmosphere in furnaces causes corrosion on the
metal, thus decreasing the size of the |>art. Because it
is impossible to tell the amount of moisture in such a
furnace by sticking your hand into it, (reneral Klec-
tric engineers have develop(-d a dew-point potenti-
ometer to do this job, and do it accurately.
The potentiometer consists of a metallic mirror
located in a small chamber into which gas from the
furnace is passed and condensed on the mirror. By
means of a thermocouple, a balancing circuit, and a
direct-reading meter, the weight of waler vapor per
cubic foot of gas may be derived. Thus the furnace
operator can tell if the furnace atmosphere is suit-
able for the treatment of the metal.
Many of the G-E developmental engineers working
on this and similar apparatus are former Test men.
The General Electric Test Course augments the
theoretical training received by engineering grad-
uates, giving them a practical training in in-
dustrv.
SPEEDY FLIES
THERE are many legends of nature which have
remained for many years, eventually being
refuted by naturalists, but one which has persisted
up until a few weeks ago is that of the phenomenal
speed of the deer botfly. While man plods along at a
speed of 400 miles per hour in his airplane, one
entomologist calculated the speed of the deer bot-
fly to be 800 miles per hour. Digressing from his
usual tv[)e of exj)eriments. Dr. Irving Langnuiir.
Nobel Prize winner in the General Electric Research
Laboratory, exploded this entomological myth by
means of a series of tests.
Using a piece of solder the size and shape of a deer
botflv. Dr. Langmuir showed that if this inse<-t
traveled at 800 miles per hour it would encounter a
wind pressure of 8 pr>nnds per square inch—enough
to crush it. and that maintaining such a velocitv
would require a power consumption of one-half horse-
power—a good deal for a flv. He also demonstrated
that the insect woidd be invisible at speeds in excess
of 60 miles per hour, vet the entomologist estimated
the speed of the fly at 400 yards per second because
he saw a brown blur pass bv his eves. Finallv the
calculations showed that if the flv, wliile traveling
at this speed, struck a human being, it wouhl pen-
etrate the skin with a force of four tons per square
inch and bury itself deep in the flesh.
ATOM 5
BOMBARDING ATOMS
The modern miracles of aviation, television, and
World's Fairs are taken quite calndy in this twen-
tieth centurv of progress. But it is a different matter
when scientists start snapping the whip with ions to
smash ultramicroscopic particles called atoms into
even more minute portions. And that's just what
scientists are doing over at Harvard Univer,sity.
Using a machine called a cvclotron. devised l)y Prof.
Lawrence of the University of California, the Har-
vard phvsicists are bombarding atoms bv accelerating
ions to a tremendous speed and shooting them out
through a hole in the side of the machine. But
peo|)le are talking about this barrage of ionic
ammunition because the results have proven success-
ful in the treatment of cancer.
This is the third of such atom-smashing machines
for which the General Electric Company has fur-
nished parts. Even in such academic and highly
s[)ecializcd fields. Test men are called upon to make
their contributions.
GENERALA ELECTRIC
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Your telephone won 't let you down
A suspicious noise in the night—
you quietly reach for the telephone
—you cull for help.
Your voice carries through a great
network of telephones, wires, cables
and switchboards—and your call is
answered.
This equipment was designed by
Bell Telephone Laboratories and
supplied by Western Electric, man-
ufacturing unit of the Bell System.
For more than fifty years Western
Electric has been meeting the Bell
System's standards for high quality
service. Constant improvement in
manufacturing methods, and rigid
tests at every step of the way, assure
telephone equipment you can de-
pend upon.
Every wire in every cable made at Western
Electric receives many tests before it is
acceptable for your service. Here is one of
the final tests after the lead covering is applied.
This skilled worker is perfoniiini; a delicate
operation on equipment for a new tele])hoiie
exchanije. He joins thousands of wires that will
carry yourvoice wherever there arc telephones.
Western Electric . . .
made your
BELL TELEPHONE
EV^ERYONE has been watching thepapers for pictures of the new
cars. The Technot/r/iph goes behind
the scenes to discover the engineering fea-
tures of the 1939 automobiles. Before
buying a car, make certain about the
many small points that have made the new
cars the best engineered automobiles e\er
produced.
• In an interesting article, Mayiiard
Hufschmidt tells of a unique power de-
velopment on the Wisconsin river. To en-
large the output of the station, the river
was diverted into a pond alongside the old
river bed.
• For the grads there is more news of
classmates. It has been suggested that we
compile a directory of the graduates from
the College of Engineering. Thi Teilino-
f/rtiph is willing to do this if enough
alums indicate that they think it worth
while.
• According to Bob Tideman, the peo-
ple of Chicago will be able to rest more
easily in about two months, for their
sewage disposal problems will again be
solved, and they hope that this time it
will be for good.
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A PARADE OF BEAUTY
THE ILLINOIS TECHNOCRAPH
Published Six Times Yearly by the Students of the College of Engineering, University of Illinois
Volume LIIl NOVEMBER, 1938 Number 2
Presenting—
Beauty and Performance
An Engineer Looks Behind this Typical Advertising
Slogan to Find Why the New Cars are Better than
Ever Before
Strike up the baiui ! Clear the way! The parade of
new motor cars is passing! The time is here for the
annual auto shows. Let us, as engineers, pause and dig
beneath the avalanche of advertising of "new beaut\'
and greater performance" to discover the really impor-
tant features of the car of 1939. The new cars are
the best engineered cars ever offered. So let us com-
pare the important engineering features of the new
cars against those of other years.
Start with the engine. The best motor has the block
made of cast iron alloyed with molybdenum and chrom-
ium. This alloy gives greater wear resistance, smoother
wearing surfaces, and greater resistance to fatigue. Pick
a car with tin-plated, aluminum alloy pistons; they
weigh less but cost more than cast iron pistons. Four
compression rings are no better than three if the fourth
is near the top of the piston. Tests have shown that
this top ring causes the greater portion of cylinder wear.
See that the cylinder head is aluminum also. Be certain
that the valve seats have inserts. Valves should be of
alloy steel, with different alloys for the intake and
exhaust valves. Full length water-jacketing is a nece.ssit\
on the better motor. So are steel-backed bearings for
the crankshaft and camshaft. Reqiu're that both the
crankshaft and camshaft be one-piece forged steel. A
non-metallic helical gear should have replaced the steel
chain drive to the camshaft. The fabric gear reduces
noise and wear, and the stretch of the chain is elim-
inated. See that the water pump is sealed and lubricated
for life.
Check on the springing. The wish-bone type, indi-
vidual, front-springing has definitely proven its superior-
ity as the last of the knee-action sponsors swings over
to the wish-bone type for 1939. However, this type has
as many variations as a strip-tease dancer. Simplicity
is an excellent criterion of the efficienc\'. A front-wheel
springing with innumerable links, knuckles, and grease
joints is subject to much more wear than a springing
of simpler construction. Look for construction utilizing
either roller bearings or rubber mountings. Do not
be misled by the number of fifth shock-absorbers, riile
stabalizers, and anti-roll bars; these are a necessitv with
by
HAROLD KLECKNER
coil springing, not an added attraction. Coil springing
on the rear is a new feature and has not thoroughly
proven itself yet.
The brakes on your new car will be hydraulic, of
course; but they should have some of the minor refine-
ments that increase their performance: a shorter rear
lining that stops squeaking; a stepped cylinder for each
brake that gives the front shoe greater pressure, the one
that does sixty per cent of the braking; and cast iron
brake drums for less wear and faster cooling. These
things give perfect brakes their perfection.
Then there are many minor features to make certain
about. See that the generator is shunt wound. Check
that X-type frame. An X-frame that does not cross is
like a bent nail ; it encourages rather than resists bend-
ing. Has the crankshaft a torsional vibration damper?
The motor without one is like a vibrating violin string.
Check the automatic controls on the carburetor. An
automatic choke that is not integral with the carburetor
body will cause trouble in bad weather. The single-
spring conical clutch proved itself in 1938 and should
be a part of that '39 car. This clutch is one of the
greatest engineering refinements of the new car.
Perfection is no trifle, but trifles make for perfection.
Watch for valve-spring vibration dampers, rotary door
latches, needle-point universal joints, anti-vapor locks in
the fuel line, a hypoid rear axle, airplane-type hydraulic
shock-absorbers, solonoid-controlled overdrive, and the
steering post gear-shift bar. Look for the most ingenious
engineering feature of the new cars, the utilization of
the valve push rods as pumps to force the oil to the
skirts of the pistons.
Engineers, let's allow concrete engineering advance-
ments to rule our choice of the best 1939 automobile.
Let's look under, not at, that bright, gleaming hood
;
for beauty is only paint deep.
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Chicago's Sewage Troubles
Natives of the Windy (Aty Hope to See the End of
a Seventy-five Year Old Problem by New Years
hy BOB TIDEMAN
On Jan. 1, IQ.iO, Chicagoans can smile through their
hangovers and think that at last it's all over—no more
"litigations," no more bonds—nothing to do now but
pay for it—$177,000,()()().
Pay for what? Well, for those who haven't heard,
it is on Jan. 1, 19.i9, that Chicago's sewage-disposal
problem will be solved once and for all. That is what
Chicagoans must pa\ for— the solution. On that date,
the Sanitary District can go to sleep in its swivel chair
and need awake onlv occasionally to figure out its tax
bill.
Chicago's sewage-disposal problem has had a stornn
history. Eleven states and Canada have been involved
and the city of St. Louis claimed to have an interest in
the matter. All over the L'nited States, sanitary engi-
neers and lawyers have discussed the questions which
have arisen, and the controversy which developed was
finally settled only by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
From 183Ji until about the middle of the century,
disposing of Chicago's sewage was not a problem. Pipes
were laid under the streets, and sewage flowed either
directly into the lake or into the Chicago river, which
Howed into the lake. The amount of sewage was so
small that the lake was not contaminated and could be
used also as a source of drinking water.
This situation might ha\e continued vmtil now, had
not Chicago been so ideally located that it soon became
one of the world's fastest-growing cities. In amazingly
short intervals, it doubled its population, and while the
size of Lake Michigan naturally remained constant,
more and more sewage was emptied into it, and more
and more water was taken from it. The natural thing
happened—the water supph' was polluted.
Nowadays, we talk carelessly of a polluted water
supply, for we do not visualize the panic which threat-
ened the very existence of the city, when epidemics of
typhoid fever and cholera broke out. Rich and poor
were affected alike, and Chicago's death-rate from water-
borne diseases became one of the world's highest. The
situation was critical, and it was obvious ( to Chicagoans)
that something had to be done.
The time of the Chicago epidemics, however, was
the time of the Civil War, and when engineers advised
that a new crib be built, farther out in the lake, the
suggestion was criticized severely on the gromuls of ex-
pense. Much discussion followed, but in the end, the
new intake was begun, and relief was in sight. The tun-
nel to the intake was dug by hand through clay, 50 feet
below the lake bottom, and due to the war, wages were
high. Backers of the new intake encountered difficulties
on every side, but the need was acute, and their deter-
mination was strong. A few years later, the intake was
put into use, and Chicago's sewage-disposal problem was
".solved."
The acute situation was indeed relie\ed for a time
;
Chicago was satisfied. The lake was still very foul, but
the death-rate had gone down. Not once, however, did
the city cease growing, and even during the construction
of the new intake, it became apparent to persons with
foresight that what had happened once would happen
again. With the increase in population, typhoid and
cholera broke out once more, and Chicago's death-rate
rose again. For a time, it appeared as though Chicago
had a naturally-determined popidation limit, beyontl
which it was luisafe to go. Optimistic Chicagoans, how-
ever, hoped for a solution to the problem and, in 1889,
formed the Sanitary District of Chicago, whose first
duty was to discover a method to dispose of sewage
without contaminating the water supply.
The Sanitar\' District immediately set to work on
the problem and considered four suggestions: (1) Con-
struction of a new intake crib, farther out than before,
(2) Disposal of sewage at one end of the city and con-
struction of an intake at the other, (3) Construction
of sewage-treatment plants, (4) Reversal of the Chi-
cago river and construction of a canal to the Desplaines.
The first two suggestions were eliminated on the grounds
that, as population increased, the same difficidty of pol-
lution would be encountered. The third was eliminated
because of the great expense of the crude methods ol
sewage treatment which were available at that time.
The fourth suggestion—that of constructing a canal
—
appeared to be the only feasible one, and in 1892, con-
struction on the project began.
Eight years later, on Jan. 17, 19(10, the canal was
first put into use. The Chicago river, insteail of flowing
into the lake, now Howed out of it and carried sewage
into the drainage canal. From there the sewage Howed
into the Desplaines and Illinois rivers and eveiitualls
reached the Mississippi, entirely purified by the action
of bacteria, sunlight, and air. A power dam at Lockport
controlled the flow of the water from the lake. When
heav\' rains caused a local rise in the river, and it threat-
ened to back up into the lake, the gates in the dam at
Lockport could be opened to allow a greater flow of
water. Chicago's sewerage problem at last was "solved."
For almost 30 years, Chicago swelled with pride,
and children in grade school read in their hygiene books
how the kind and fatherly Sanitar\' District had saved
the lives of Chicago taxpayers. The engineers who
planned the canal, ho\\ever, did not plan against inter-
national treaties, and in 1926, Canada, supported by
five states bordering the Great lakes, was complaining
bitterly that Chicago's diversion of 10,000 cubic feet
per second kept the le\el of the Cjreat Lakes six inches
below the average before 1900. The Sanitary District,
supported by Illinois and five other states in the Missis-
sippi valley, "hotly contested" the case which arose and
carried it even to the Supreme Court. In the final decree
in 1930, however, the Sanitary District was ordered to
reduce its diversion to 1,S00 cubic feet per second b\
Jan. 1, 19,^).
AboiLt the time of the Supreme Court's final decree,
Chicagoans began to lose faith in the Sanitary District.
The depression had begun, and the public was "mone\
conscious." Investigations indicated that the S.-mitary
{(-.'ontirniid on Ftu/e ]'<}
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OUR SOCIETIES
RAILWAY CLUB
Fifteen railroad fans turned out to hear Professor
H. j. Schrader describe the histor\- and achievements
of the Railway Engineering Department at the first
meeting of the Railway Club for the 1938-39 school
year, which was held in the Locomotive Laboratory back
of the Transportation Building. Professor Schrader ex-
pressed the belief that railwa\' engineering will become
an increasingly important field of stud\ since the rail-
roads, which formerh' employed few college-trained men,
are hiring them in steadil)' increasing numbers.
The Railway Department had its inception in 1898
when technical options in Railway Engineering were
offered in the Mechanical Engineering Department, and
the separate Railway Engineering Department was estab-
lished in 1905. Research work of outstanding value to
the railroad industry has been an important feature of
the work of the department since its founding. The
train resistance and brake shoe tests are examples of
investigations which the department has conducted with
the aid of its excellent testing eqiu'pment.
The Club plans to hold meetings every two weeks
this semester, and it welcomes any railroad fan, railway
student or not.
MU SAN
F. E. Wisely President
H. J. Spader..../ ice President and Treasurer
(i. A. Perkins Secretary
R. J. Johnson Historian . Editor I\Iu San Neirs
Mu San held its first fall meeting on (October 6.
Officers for the first semester were elected and plans
were made for the fall meetings.
ASCE
Sidney Herman President
1. Thomas Chapman I'iee President
H. E. Phillips Secretary
Edward S. Fra.ser Treasurer
The annual smoker of the student branch of the
Aiiiericaii Society of Ci\il Engineers was held at the
Social Center on Wednesday, September 28. Toastmas-
ter H. E. Habbitt introduced, with special remarks in
each case, Sidne\' Herman, president of the student
branch; C. H. Williams, president of Chi Epsilon ; \Lau-
rice K. Carr, editor of the Tcchnograph, and Professor
Wilbur M. Wilson, acting head of the Civil Engineer-
ing Department. Professor WiLson gave an interesting
talk Lipon the inspirational \alue of A. S. C. E. \L-.
Herman closed the meeting with an invitation to all
civil, general, and architectural engineers to join the
student brarich. Doughnuts, cider, and cigarettes were
furnished to all who wished to indulge.
The second meeting was held Wednesda\, October
X .'\ sound motion picture about diesel tractors was
shown. On October 20, Thomas Wolfe, a research en-
gineer from Chicago, presented a talk and a movie. The
color film, "SteeI-\Lan's Servant" was shown to a large
audience on November 9.
A talk, "Scientific Crime Detection," will be de-
livered by B. F. Fitzsiinons, Special Agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in charge of this district. An-
other movie, "The Plow that Broke rhc Plains," will be
shown later in the semester.
PI TAU SIGM.A.
Pi Tail Sigma was formed in 1915 when a group
of upperclassmen in the mechanical engineering school
at the University of Illinois executed a plan for an
honorary fraternity foi- their department, "to foster the
high ideals of the engineering profession, to stimulate
interest in departmental activities, and to promote the
welfare of its members." The fraternity is now national
in scope having fifteen acti\e chapters in prominent
engineering schools throughout the countr\.
The local unit has greatly assisted the Mechanical
Engineering Department by rewarding high scholastic
averages and by cooperating with the faculty in all
A.S.M.E. activities. A "Marks M. E. Handbook" is
presented each \'ear to the sophomore with the highest
scholastic average.
The bi-annual initiation and banquet is held in
conjunction with Eta Kappa Nu and Chi Epsilon.
Active student and faculty members congregate informal-
ly several times each .semester to enjoy themsehes at
dinner meetings, promoting mutual understanding and
friendship between faculty and students.
KERAMOS
Due to the large number of members graduated last
June, the membership in the Illinois chapter of Keramos
has fallen to the lowest level since the society's inception.
At pre.sent there are only seven actives, but it is expected
that eight or ten will be pledged during the semester.
The great decrease in the size of the organization has
kept group activities at a minimum.
Last year, at the biennial Coinocation held in New
Orleans, the Illinois chapter representative propo.sed the
"weighted average" method of determining the scholastic
eligibility of prospective members. The local campus
unit intends to carry on a campaign among other .school
chapters for the adoption of the plan.
Fhe senior Keramos members are engaged in niak
ing keepsake plaques that offer the same problems ii,
Ceramics that might be met by the graduate after he has
started work in a commercial organization. After being
cast in porcelain, the plaques are protected with the
proper glazing and colored black and gold.
SBACS
The student br.inch of the American Ceramic So-
ciety held its initial meeting on Wednesdav, September
28. Professors C. W. Parmelee, R. K. Hursh, A. I.
Andrews gave short talks. Plans were made for the
Enamels Forum and a tentative date for the Ruckus
was set as December 3. The meeting closed with the
.serving of refreshments.
Approximately 300 visitors representing the L nited
States, Canada, Poland, England, and Argentina, includ-
ing superintendents, foremen, and engineers of ceramic
products companies gathered here for "one of the most
important technical conclaxes in the country for the
enameler." It was organized and held to assist in the
training of factory men in methods which will contribute
to the general advancement of the enamel industry.
The key speech, "New Frontiers," was deli\ered h\-
Bennett Chappie, president ol the .American Rolling
Mill Compain'. Entertainment was furnished by Bruce
F'oote and Sherman Schoonmaker of the Music School.
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ETA KAPPA NU
Eta Kappa Nu menibeis are lookiiif; backwaid at
first seasonal activity, a weiner roast, held on October
L\ to which all members of the Electrical Engineering
Department were invited. Plans for the outing were
made by brothers Wetzel, Zierjack, and Horn.
The Chicago Alumni Chapter has informed the
local unit that it hopes this semester to duplicate the
Emp!o\ment Conference held with such success last
March. Seniors who made the trip last year urge the
present membership to attend.
Headed by Recording Secretary Hill Lyon, a com-
mittee, made up of Milburn Pehl, John Wenger, R. (X
Gray, and Bernard Epstein, has already begun work on
the H. K. X. alumni chain letter plan. Approximate!)
fifty per cent of the two graduating classes written have
responded.
President Paul Zeurcher said the search for pledges
will probably begin early in November.
SYNTON
One of the most unusual organizations on the cam-
pus is the local chapter of Synton, professional radio
fraternity. While man\ of its activities are common to
other fraternities, both professional and social, its cen-
tral theme is unique.
Radio comniiuiication forms the principal acti\it\
of this fraternity. Since 192S, when the first chapter
of S\nton was founded at the L'niversity of Illinois,
its members have maintained a short wa\e station in
the I niversity Armory. Most of its members are li-
censed operators who own and operate their own ama-
teur stations at home. Since very few of them bring
their radio equipment to school with them, the Synton
station is used considerably for keeping schedules with
home stations and for keeping in touch with other friends
over the air.
W9ZOL, as the station is officially designated, is
licensed to Synton through Professor H. A. Brown,
of the Electrical Engineering Department, who acts as
trustee. The room in which it is located, 236 Armory,
is furnished as a club room. The receiving equipment
usually consists of three receivers covering the broadcast,
short-wave, and ultra-short-wave bands. There are two
main transmitters, one used for phone communication
o\er distances up to two hundred miles, and the other
for code work with stations all over the world
!
The power input to the one-hundredth tube in the
final stage of the latter transmitter is M)() watts. Besides
this, the station is also equipped with an oscillator for
code practice and with small transmitters and receivers
for experimentation.
Several of the members of Synton are also members
of the Signal Corps of the R. O. T. C. Thrugh their
operation of W9ZOL they obtain \ery valuable experi-
ence in operating under actual conditions involving
atmospherics, static, "skip distance." and other factors
;
experience which will mean much in safeguarding our
country in case of war. Valuable experience is also
gained by those members who are pursuing electrical
and radio courses in the L'niversity, since practically all
of the equipment has been built b\ the members them-
selves.
Synton alwa\s plays a large part in staging the
biennial Electric Show. It conducts a message service
to all parts of the country, and holds code classes
aiuiually, both ser\ic;s being free to those interested.
The station is open to \isitors nearly every afternoon
and particularh on Saturdays.
ASME
At the opening meeting of the student branch of
the American Societ\' of Mechanical F2ngineers, on Sep-
tember 28, Mr. Meager, of the Owens Illinois (llass
Company gave a talk and showed motion pictures of the
manufacture of "Fiberglass." On October 5, the annual
round-up was held in the laboratory with Professor A.
R. Knight acting as master of ceremonies. After the me-
chanical engineering faculty had been introduced, cider
and doughnuts were served.
SIGMA TAU
Sigma Tau, national honorary engineering frateinitx,
held its thirty-fourth anniversary conclave the week
beginning September 30, at the L'niversity of Colorado
at Boulder, which was attended by H. E. Phillips, presi-
dent of the Illinois chapter, as delegate.
In addition to the technical committee reports and
business sessions, the program was made up of trips into
Boulder Canyon, banquets, and a real western steak
fry, which was especially enjoyable to the eastern dele-
gates. The conclave was attended by ninety delegates
from various chapters throLighout the L nited States.
Prominent Illinois alumni who were present included
Profes.sor Sutherland, now of the L niversity of Colo-
rado, and \L H. Cook of the Western Electric Com-
pany. Mr. Cook is National Councilor for Sigma Tau.
The annual smoker was held in October. V^arious
speakers on engineering and related subjects will fol-
low, and, as a change from technical speakers, B. I*.
Kitzsimmons, special agent in charge of this district for
the Federal Bureau of Investigation will speak.
Theta chapter held its fall rushing in October and
had National Councilors Cook and Lehigh, from Chi-
cago, for one of the regular meetings.
A.I.Ch.E.
The iirst meeting of the stuilent branch of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers was held
October 5. On (\-tober 19, Dr. L. F. Audrieth lec-
tured on "The Effectiveness of Chemical Warfare
Toda\." He showed slides and motion pictures.
AGRICULTURE CLUB
- In its first meeting of the new school \ear, the Ag
Club, presided over by Clarence Bush, had as guest
speaker Professor E. W. Lane, who related experiences
and observations from traveling through the farm dis-
tricts of Europe and the L^nited States during the sum-
mer. Professor Lane placed special emphasis upon the
almost complete .shift from human labor to machine
power on farms large and small throughout the coun-
try. He gave as the principle reasons for the change
the extra efficiency of machinery and the labor disputes
so prevalent between farm employes and employer. An-
other interesting observation made by Professor Lane
was the noticeable decrease in the size of individual
farms as he went farther south.
At the meeting of October 20, the addresses were
given by John Trommel and Herman Finkel, the two
students selected by the faculty to make a two weeks
tour of the better known farm implement manufacturing
companies.
Reid Bishop, former L"ni\ersit\- of Illinois student,
an<l for two \ears employed by the Soil Conservation
Branch of the Federal Department of Agriculture, was
the guest speaker October 3.
The December meeting will be de\ oteil to moving
pictures showing the Ag clubs from coast to coast at
their various activities.
* WHO'S WHO IN ILLI
• R. h. Hursh
• R. F. Larsdii
• E. A. Reiil
PROFESSOR RALPH K. HURSH was bom in
Woodstork, Illinois in '85. After one year at Western
Illinois State Teachers College, he transferred to Illinois
where he received the degree of bachlor of science in
mechanical engineering in '08. A year followed in which
he worked in an Ohio brickyard and he spent two years
with the Ceramic Technology division of the United
States Bureau of Standards. In 1911, he began as a
faculty member of the Ceramics department as a half-
time assistant. He has stayed at his post ever since and
now ranks as a professor. When an undergraduate Illini,
Professor Hursh was a member of Acacia, A. S. ^I. E.,
and the Ceramics Club. Today, a nationalh' known fig-
ure in the field of Ceramic Technolog.\', he is national
treasurer of the American Ceramic Society, national
secretary of the fellows of the American Ceramic Society,
secretary of the Illinois Clay Manufacturing Associa-
tion, a member of the refractories committee of the A. S.
T. M., and a member of the University's entrance com-
mittee. He is ad\isor of the Student Branch of the Am-
erican Ceramic Society. His son, graduateil from the
U. of I. last spring, is now a research fellow in me-
chanical engineering at (^hio State.
PROFESSOR LARSON, in charge of petroleum
engineering courses offered in the Petroleum Production
Option of Mechanical Engineering, is a man of wide
practical experience. Born Reinhold Fridtjof Larson in
(jeneva, Illinois in 1899, he came to our campus in '19
and secured his bachelor of science degree in mechanical
engineering in 1923. During his undergraduate days he
was elected to Tau Beta Pi, engineering honorary frater-
nity. Four years were spent in industry as lubrication
engineer for Standard (^il of Indiana, convc\ing-machin-
ery designer for the Stevens-Adamson Manufacturing
Company, and as a salesman for the Dearborn Chemical
Company, and later, for the Newport Boiler Company.
In 1927, Professor Larson returned to the L^niversity of
Illinois as full time assistant in the mecharu'cal engineer-
ing laboratory. During summer vacation periods he has
worked for the Babcock and Wilcox Boiler Company,
the Western United (las and Electric Company, and the
Humble Oil and Refining Company. He took over the
suiicrxision of the petroleum prochiction courses in 19,i4.
A. S. \I. E. and Sigma Xi claim his membership. Pro-
fessor Larson has completed two-thirds of the work to-
wards the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in mechanicd
engineering. He and Professor Straub of the chemical
engmeering department have done research on the sub-
ject of boiler water. Their papers ha\e appeared in the
A. S. M. E. Transactions, American Chemical Societ\
Transactions, Power Plant Lngineermg, and The
troleum Engineer. He knows the problems met by many
engineering students for he earned all of his educational
expenses. Professor Larson recommends that engineering
students investigate the possibilities of employment in the
petroleum industry and that they get field experience
as soon as possible if they plan to take the petroleum
option.
PROFESSOR ERNEST A. REID, well known to
students for his interest in student affairs, is a native
son of the Hoosier state. His first two years of college
were spent in the South at Mississippi A. & M. The
University of Illinois conferred the B. S. degree upon
him in 1914. In 191 S he received his M. S. and in 'M)
his E. E. degree. His formal education has been supple-
mented by a year with the (leneral Electric Company
and summer \acations with the Illinois Commerce Com-
mission Committee on Electrical Inspection of Utilities,
the engineering department of Public Service Companx
of Northern Illinois, the Bell Telephone Laboratories in
New York City, and the combined laboratories of Cien-
eral Electric and Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
\ania. Profe.ssor Reid gained his first experier.ce at
teaching at the University of Minnesota. He has been a
faculty member of our college since 1917 and now has
charge of the electrical laboratories. His name appears
upon the rolls of Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Education, and Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers. He has held the
chairmanship of the local professional branch of A. I. E.
E. E. and is the advisor of the student branch. He also
help.-, the Alpha Chapter of Eta Kappa Nu make its de-
cisions. Because of his friendliness and luiderstanding
he has always been popular with students, faculty, and
.-iliimru.
ENGINEERING WORLD •
S. Bermcut •
P. jf. ^\^l.so„ •
A'. /«•. Phillips •
BOB PHILLIPS is the ad\enturer ot the month.
Mining must have gotten into his blood during the
fifteen years he h'ved in Jerome, Idaho. After the Phil-
lips family moved east to Chicago, Bob spent three years
at Lindblom High School and ended up at the head of
his class. Sports were his major activity in high school :
he upheld the honor of Lindblom on the gridiron and
woriced on the school paper as a member of the sports
stafi. Nineteen hundred and thirty-four found him on
the cast of the senior play.
A former graduate of the L niversity helped him to
decide to enroll in mining and metallurgy here. His
nam? appears on the membership rolls of Alpha Chi Rho,
the Engineering Council, of which he is secretary, and
the Student Branch of the Mineral Industries Society.
He will wield the branch's gavel this year. Bob's sports
interests are in football and wrestling; he once groaned
and beat the mat for the L niversity on the frosh squad.
For four years he worked as shoe salesman and gas
station attendant; now he's selling cand\.
Since two summers ago when he worked in a motor-
cycle repair shop, straddling an engine has been his main
spare time occupation. Last June he started out on a
motorcycle tour of the mining sections of the West. For
two months he mined, shoveled rock, and acted as mill
foreman for a living. In Omaha his bike had six flat
tires ; in Ketchum, Idaho, he prospected the city lock-up.
He wrecked his motorcycle on a mine grade, wrecked a
car a week later, and hurried back to Illinois on a bus.
To Decatur. FORREST NELSON is a home town
boy making good. He is accomplishing the rare feat
of working his way through school, engaging in acti\!-
ties, and maintaining a high scholastic average to-boot.
Decatur has been Forrest's home since May 30, 1917.
In high school he was on the staff of the paper for
three years, besides spending much of his time with the
Boy Scouts. Graduated in IQ.i^ with a 4.^ a\erage, he
was seventh in his class.
He had friends in ceramics at the L niversity and
he wanted to come here. To realize that ambition, he
applied for, and won on his high school record, one of
the last Illinois Clay manufacturers scholarships. Since
that time it has been necessary for him to earn his entire
way. He is now head of the N. Y. A. workers in the
psychology department. In addition to the work needed
to maintain his 4.4 average, he will this year keep order
at the meetings of the Student Branch of the American
Ceramics Society. Keramos, ceramic honorary, claims his
membership, and he is treasurer of the Engineering
Council. This year he plans to write articles on ceramics
for the Tcchnoffriiph. Tennis and baseball are his favo-
rite sports, and he looks forward to the time when he
will have enough time to catch up on his reading.
His summers have been spent as clerk in grocer) ami
motor supply stores. Not satisfied with working all day,
he played softball under flood lights.
The fact that SIDNEY BERMAN was born in
Chicago at the beginning of the World War may ac-
count for his perpetual activity. While attending John
Marshall High School, he played football and served
as vice president of the school's society of lettermen. His
next step was to Lewis Institute where he put in his
Hrst year of college work. Finally deciding, however,
that the L niversity was the place to get an education in
tivil engineering, he transferred here in 1935 as a
sophomore.
At one time Sid's greatest ambition was to sleep all
day. Now he doesn't even sleep at night, with piloting
the student branch of the A.S.C.E., being a member of
the Engineering Council, and laboring far into the night
at amateur photography. Not long ago Sid traded his
girl for a camera as an economy measure; now that he
finds his pockets empty more often than before, he is
considering bids on the camera. Hunting articles and il-
lustrations for The Technot/rfiph consumed much of hi;'
time last \ear. Just to keep his hand in, he threatened to
proofread this before publication. He is a student and an
activity man, but imbibing the amber brew is his most
amazing ability. It has been said that he can drink three
design classes under the table in one afternoon.
For seven summers the Chicago Tribune has em-
ployed him in its maintainance and receiving department.
Last summer he did cost estimating and surveying for
the W. P.A. His professional ambition is to succeed in
whatever business he can find a good opening.
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Class of 1886
George S. Haniiister, who graduated titty-two years
ago from the School of Architecture, passed awav June
3.
—'95—
Lnier\ Stanford Hall OS. married Claia Louise
Adams '94. Their four children are of the classes of '27,
'28, '35, and '36. Mr. Hall does architectural work and
is Secretar\-Treasurer of the National Council of Archi-
tectural Registration Boards.
Their daughter Josephine married Armando Lejada
'35, and the two are now in Bolivia, South America.
Their .son Halbert '28, works in Boone, la., for the
Chicago and Northwestern R. R.
(i. R. Radley, former editor-in-chief of the Ttthnn-
t/rdfih. married Delia Converse, a graduate of Wiscon-
sin State Teacher's College. Their only child, Jane, took
her B. A. from the University of Wisconsin in 1^33. Mr.
Radle\ owns a sign company in Milwaukee.
—'05—
The subwa> for the City of Chicago concerns F. A.
Randall, who is Consulting Structural Engineer. Two of
his four children are students here at the University.
His wife was Mabel Morris.
'07—
J. I). Ball, Professor of Physics and Business Ad-
ministration at Mount ALary College, Milwaukee, is the
father of two children, John D. Jr., who has a B. A.
from Carroll College, and Ester Catherine, who is a
senior at Mt. Mary. He received his Ph. D. at Mar-
quette in 1928.
—'09—
Charles E. Ramser whose mother and brother reside
in Urbaiia, is doing Soil Conservation Work in Wash-
ington, D. C. He has two children, a son Charles
Ernest, Jr., and daughter Ann Ernestine, whose mother
is the former Ann Lillian Larkin of Marshall, Missoiui.
—'11
Frank S. Bauer is one M. E. graduate that made
good in his own field. Frank is now head of the Me-
chanical Engineering Department at the University of
Colorado, in addition to being a Professor of Engineer-
ing Drawing and Machine Design. His two children
have both attended the L'niversity of Colorado, Frances
Evelyn graduating in '38 and William Charles now
completing his last year of Chem. Engineering.
—'12—
Paul Sinionini, M. E., owner of the Imlustrial Prod-
ucts Co., insulation and roofing concern, has two pros-
pective musicians in the persons of his two sons, Paul,
Jr., and Alfred. Paul, who is eighteen, intends to enroll
at Armour Institute for two years before finishing at the
U. of I. Alfred, 15, is still at high school. The Illinois
Band, according to Paul, Sr., can coiuit his two sons
among its future members.
—'14—
Back in the smoky city of Pittsbingh, John M.
Fetherston is District Sales Manager for the Photostat
Corporation. He married Katherine Born '17, and their
oldest of three children, John M., Jr., is of the Class of
'42. His father is of the class of '911 .md bis brother
James '17.
—'17—
Seeing that the New York Telephone Company's cir-
cuits are okay is the job of H. H. Schroeppel. His three
children live in L rbana. two attending the I niversitx
and the other at L rbana High.
—'19—
Many beat transfer problems in Bloommgton, III.,
are handled by C. J. Scanlan. He married the former
Nelle Curley and they have two sons and a daughter.
Head of the Department of Electrical Engineering
at the Montana State College, Bozenian, is E. W. Schil-
ling. In 1927 a "Western gal" of Sioux Falls, S. D.,
lassoed him. They have two bo\s.
C. B. Schmeltzer is now in Vicksburg, Miss. He was
married to Pauline Kennedy of Springfield, a year after
graduation. He does Flood Control Work for the De-
partment of Agriculture.
A graduate in Civil Engineering, Harr\' (j. Hoake,
is at this time vice president of the Ceco Steel Products
Corporation at San Marino, Califoriua. He was mar-
ried to Mildred Moore of St. Louis in 1928, four years
after her graduation from Washington L niversity. Their
children are John and Harriet Jane.
_'20—
"
J. M. Aubuchon is a district engineer for the A. T.
and T. Company in Omaha. He and his wife, Hazel
Martin, have a boy and a girl.
At work in the Law Department of the Union Pa-
cific Railroad, as a Contract Engineer, is Earl J. Smiley.
His present address is Omaha, Nebraska. He has been
married twelve years and has one child L^oroth\ Ellen,
age 8.
—'22—
Lester Seelig is Chief of the Engineering Depart-
ment at the Museum of Science and Industry in Chi-
cago. T wo children ba\e been presented him by the
former Leora Allswang.
Kenneth Cotton Brown, M. E., is eniplo\ed by the
Electronic Control Corporation as Cieneral Manager.
He was married in F^vanston, III., in 1917. The vnuon of
Mr. and Mrs. has produced four children: Dorothy, 20;
Malcolm, 15; Barbara, 13; and Kenneth, 6.
—'23—
Frank S. Bruecknian, after his graduation in civil
engineering, returned in '24 to complete the required
graduate work for his M. S. degree. Now employed as
design engineer by the Standard Oil company of Indiana,
he IS married to Ambie Carroll Mosley Brooks and is
the father of two boys, Frank Robert and John Edward,
aged nine and three and one-half years respecti\ely.
Fred P. Schrader is the husband of Ruth Lawton,
same class. He does city pa\ing engineering for Kinsey
Engineering Company, Pekin, Illinois.
P. N. Ferguson is protecting the employees of the
St. Joseph Lead Co., in Rivermines, acting as Safety
Engineer of the Federal Division of Safety and Welfare.
He married Winnifred Brown '2i two years after leav-
ing school. The\ ha\e two children.
L. Clifford (load, M. E., whose appointment as
general manager of the AC Spark Plug division of Gen-
eral Motors has been announced, is one of the yoimgest
general managers in the ranks of (jeneral Motors, being
only 37. Mr. (load succeeds Fred S. Kimmerling, who
has been on leave of absence since last September be-
cause of ill health. Mr. (load has been acting general
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inanajiiT ihiiiiig Mr. Kiminerling's absence. Mrs. Cioad
Mas Frances Creek '26.
Cities Service company eniplo\s T. P. Hamilton as
engineer in Kansas City, Mo. His \\ife, of Parsons.
Kansas, was Jewell Harris.
-'as-
Working tor the Corn Products Refining Company,
R. B. Hall, now in Lnglewood, N. [., serves as a super-
iritendent. Evelyn ^L^nchester of Herwyn, Illinois be-
came his wife in 103,\ and since then two boys have
doubled the household membership.
'26—
Walter G. Hagemeyer, his wife, the former Lois
Xewburn, son Robert, and daughter Donna Jean reside
in Springfield. Hagemeyer is an assistant engineer for
the Illinois Division of Highways.
—'27—
Hugh Alexander is located in Indianapolis, where
he is employed by the Johnson Service Co., as Branch
Manager in charge of automatic temperature and hu-
midity control. He married \LTrion Wright of Buffalo,
N. Y. Their child Sharon is three \ears old.
—'28—
Robert C. Hadley is doing contract sales work in
Denver, Colorado for the Stearns-Roger manufactining
Company. He married Helen Schroeder of Kansas City;
the couple now have a boy and a girl. Hadley states
that the U. of L has a hearty reputation in those parts.
For details on Wm. L. Sawyer see "Young Men of
America." Sawyer is in the department of Civil Engi-
neering at the L niversity of Florida, but has done other
than teach. Mrs. Sawyer, whose maiden name was
Friend, and he have two children.
—'29—
Ciraduated from the Electrical Engineering depart-
ment, Gordon Whipple Brown of Evanston, Illinois
now holds the position of Plant Repair Supervisor with
the Illinois Bell Telephone Company. He married Alice
Fern Wallace of St. Louis in August, 1929. They are the
proud parents of twin eight year old girls, Dorothy Alice
and Helen Donna,
'30
J. J. Floreth is a manager for the Westerlin and
Campbell Co., in the air-conditioning division. The for-
mer Alice V. Landly is of the same class. Since their
marriage in lO.il they ha\e been blessed with a bo\' and
a girl.
Carl J. Scheve is with the L'. S. Navy in Pearl Har-
bor, Hawaii, doing channel and harbor dredging.
—'31—
Flood control work for the TV^A is being done by
I). Joseph Brumley, a C. E. now residing in Knoxville,
Tenn.
At work as a Junior Engineer in the L^ S. Engineer-
ing office at Memphis, Tenn., is L. H. Shifley, C. E. In
1932 he married Estelle Smith at Waterloo, Illinois.
They now have two children, L. H. Junior, and Joyce.
"Uncle Sam" is the employer of G. W. Barry, now a
C. O in a C. C. C. Camp. Barry, located in Dubois,
Idaho, married IVIargaret Clark '30. They have no
children. He states that Lt. T. L. Woltauski '36, also
serves at Dubois.
—'34—
One of our graduates has realh' headed South. Ralph
Bevis, according to Fred Armstrong, is working in
Buenos Aires. He has his wife along with him.
Fred Armstrong is a superintendent for Johns-^Ian-
\ille Corporation at Manville, New Jersey. He is con-
nected with the manufacture of home insidation prod-
ucts. His wife, the former Marybeth MacKenzie, is the
A^^f^l*^"
BROWN & SHARPE
CUTTERS
Open Early Evenings
For Those Incidental Supplies
Attractive Greeting Cards
Gifts . . . Stationery
Cameras . . . Photo Supplies
Photo Finishing Service
Strauch's, At Campus
709 South Wright
Fens unit Pen Repair . . . Hatch Repair
daughter of a Champaign grocer.
Perr\' Hafer married Ethel Hurle\ ( Dennison I .
'31) two years ago and is doing Industrial Management
Training for the International Harvester Co., of Chi-
cago.
John Shelford is designing up-to-date railway cars
to be used for inspection purposes, Fairbanks Mor.se &
Co. employs him at Three Rivers, Michigan.
—'35-
Ralph E. Bailey seems to be permanently connected
with education. He receivd his M. S. degree in E. E.
from (^hio State L niversity. He is now Assistant Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering at Virginia Polvtechiuc
Institute, where he teaches communication work. His
wife was Neva M. Mathis.
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Some Plated Aluminum Articles
Aluminum Can Now Be Plated
Aluminum, b\' first coating with anodic-oxide film,
can be plated, it has recently been discovered. The trouble
before has been that aluminum's affinity for oxygen not
only presented a chemically sensitive surface to the air,
but also a surface that would resist plating. Aluminum
is more abundant in the earth than iron and its useful-
ness may sometime exceed that of the ferrous metals,
especially now that it has been discovered that it can be
plated. Alread)' the airplane manufacturers are using
the new plated aluminum in many ways.
Smothering a Gasoline Fire
A New Fire Extinguisher
A I'm.- water spray, which surpasses man\' other types
of fire-extinguishers, has recently been adopted in Cal-
ifornia. The "water-fog" as it is called, presents an
enormous lieat-absorbing area to the otherwise destruc-
ti\e fire. An ()i"dinar\ stie.im of water not (ird\ tails
to absorb the maximum heat, but also to smother leaping
flames. Water-fog, however, displaces such a large vol-
ume of air that it will put out a gasoline flame, despite
the low temperature of gasoline's flash point.
World's Largest Bearing
Declared to be the largest journal bearing ever
made, the 317,ll(l()-pound "horseshoe" bearing shown in
the accompanying illustration will carry the million-
pound load of the world's largest telescope. This giant
instrument, one of the most important scientific projects
in all history, is expected to enable astronomers to peer
a billion light-years into space.
The bearing resembles a giant steel washer, forty-six
feet across and fifty-three inches thick, from which a
large "U" has been cut. Because of its unusual size, the
bearing had to be made in three sections for shipping
from the East, where it was made, to its final resting
place atop Mt. Palomar, California. During machining,
the "horseshoe" was bent out of shape so that it will be
squeezed back into a perfect circle under the great weight
of the telescope mounting. The warping of the bearing
was done by placing a large compression member near
the bottom of the U and pulling in at the top of the
bearing with steel bolts and turn-buckles. Originally the
boring mill on which the bearing started its long "grind"
was built with a fourteen-foot table. For the machining
of the valves for the Houlder Dam turbines it was en-
larged to thirty feet. Hut these valves are dwarfed by
the telescope bearing and the mill table is now more than
forty-three feet in diameter. When finished, the bearing
will have a glass-smooth surface, and so precise will the
final machining be that the bearing will be within five-
thousandths of an inch of a perfect circle when it is
sprung back to its normal position. The specifications
state that the telescope must be sighted with an error not
larger than the angle formed by two lines drawn Irom a
point three miles away to two points the thickness of a
twenty-five cent piece apart.
When hoisted into position on its steel base, the
bearing will rest on two steel oil pads through which
oil at a pressure of 250 pounds per square inch will b-
pumped. Despite the fact that the telescope and its sup-
porting structure will have the proportions of a six-
story building, the friction between the bearing and the
oil pads will be so slight that an electric motor of onh
one hundred sixty-five one thousandths of a horse power
can turn it.
The sixty-foot telescope tube, housing the two-
hundred-inch mirror, will swing between two sixty-foot,
tubular-steel arms forming a yoke. The upper end of this
yoke will be welded to the horseshoe, and a flat swivel at
the lower end will turn in a ball and socket bearing
floating on oil. The yoke will be hung parallel to the
earth's axis, or at an angle of thirty-three degrees with
the earth's surface.
The construction of this giant telescope, conceived
b\ Dr. George K. Hale, was made possible by a six-
million dollar grant by the Rockefeller Foundation. Work
was begiui in 1 ').?(> and although the steel frame-work
is nearing completion, the instriniient will not be read)
tor use until \'Hil
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Seen dm blackboard in .il'^* K.H.. "Dear Hoc, Mr
have wt'iit hoiiic. Sec. A-2."
What freshman asked if the boneyard was part of
an engineering experiment ? Harold Klcckner has the
answer and he states that he thinks they used to use it
for testing battleships. That was before the flood. Let
us also advise Ben Jantla (a sophomore!) that armatures
are not the guys that sing for Major Bowes.
When Bo/t If illianisoii asked Professor Macintire
if the L niversity steam line extended east to the Resi-
dence Halls, Mac said yes, he'd remembered going
through the tunnel to them . . . properly escorted by
the power plant engineer.
Announcements: Johnny Gruhh and Boh Krcin. both
M.E. ',i9, are doing extensive research in Human Engi-
neering. The results shape up pretty good but one of
them failed to keep a "coke" date last week . . . Win-
chell doesn't have it, but Technograph does, that Harold
Htinic, senior E.E., hasn't been a bachelor since Sep-
tember 0. Now let Winchell look up the details. Con-
gratulations Harold.
Hy the way. Dirk Thompson is seldom seen about
nowadays without two or more pulchritudinous body-
guards . . . and speaking of cupid. Tommy Spires spent
most of his summer vacation making bows and arrows
for his friends . . . and speaking of vacations, how's
this ?
Don M((Jrii//h/ worked in a tomato caiuier) for two
months while in New Jersey. Don Radcr worked on his
( irandmother's farm. Paul Todd spent his time showing
prize livestock at various county fairs. Eldon Arhuthnot
put in eight hours a day at the Western Cartiidge Com-
pany in Alton, Illinois. George Eyerly spent part of
his summer in Colorado shooting woodchucks and jack-
rabbits. R. L. If'illiams. also an outdoor lad, occupied
himself working at camp.
// arren Ilareslad spent the whole summer in Chi-
cago engaged in unproductive effort, while Bill Thiemnn
worked for the school board in Peoria and then took a
trip West. Leonard Fieman '39 worked with the Acme
Sheet Metal Company of Kansas City, and CJharlrs
Apple. Chem. Eng. '41, worked with the Child Recrea-
tion Department of the St. Louis Public Schools . . .
sounds like Paul Spellbrink's line two summers ago.
// arren Gratian spent most of his summer helping
with the construction of pipe organs in his father's
factor\- at Hunker Hill, Illinois. Eduin Mr(Jonn
learned the ups and downs of a toll lineman. Kenneth
Smith gave his mind a rest and his feet a work-out on
his father's farm near Rockford, Illinois.
Jamestown, N. Y., sent Fred Moore, Gen. '40, back
to us this year; but Jamestown'll get him back if he
designs any more buildings (guaranteed not to fall over)
with 28 inch by 28 inch wood planks. Have your
instructors all made the "roll call pun," Ed? (His last
name is If'anderer. poor bo)' ) . (iranite City, the Pitts-
burgh of Southern Illinois, claims six engineers this
\ear: Art Karrer. Cer. '4(1, (,7(7;/; I'oigt. M.E. '40,
Chris Papadinoif. Met. '42, Gene Sternberg. M.E. '42,
Leo Jereinovie. '42, and Roger Braden. Cer. '42.
Instructing the boys on flux mapping in design class,
Mr. Archer, at the board, said, "I'm not bragging about
my map." Don't feel bad, Mr. Archer, looks aren't
everything.
Among the nineti,-fi\e freshmen who are not taking
Rhetoric I because they passed the proficiency are engi-
neers: Robert Debs. Paul Freeland, Donald Llayes.
Phil Kessler. Ehcyn King. Donald Melohn. Howard
Mendenhall
.
Robert Nelnis. George \ibbe. Pryor Ran-
dall. Donald Stei'ens. and James Thale.
HIGGINS— THE INK THAT
GIVES "WINGS" TO YOUR IDEAS
No matter what your classroom problem— an airplane,
a bridge or some siinple gadget— it is ink that puts
your ideas on paper. With most en-
gineers, architects, designers and
students— all who draw— Higgins
American Drawing Inks are first
choice for their high quality, even
flow and true color. Higgins comes
in waterproof and soluble blacks,
17 brilliant waterproof colors, white
and neutral tint. For better work,
buv Higgins at vour College Store.
Horseshoe
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. HIGGinS
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FACULTY NEWS
Promotions
J. A. from Assistant
troni Research
Archer, from Asso-
Skrotier, from Asso-
: Albert JorKeiiseii,
from Re-
Assistant.
(lirainif E n (/hie c r't n <j
to Instructor.
(jivil Etu/innring: Ci. L. Jeppeson
(Graduate Assistant to Instructor.
Eleclrictd Ent/inefriny: L. 15.
ciate to Assistant Professor. C. E.
ciate to Assistant Professor.
(I'rncr/i/ Engineering Drtm'iny
from Associate to Assistant Professor.
Merhaniciil Engineering: R. B. Engdahl,
search (Jraduate Assistant to Special Research
Minim/ and Metalltirgieal Engineering: H. P. Nich-
olson, from Associate to Assistant Professor of Mining
Kngineering.
Physics: E. I?. Jordan. Jr., from Instructor to
Associate.
'llieoretieal and Afplied Merhanies: R. E. Cramer,
from Special Research Assistant to Special Research As-
sistant Professor. N. J. Alleman, from Special Research
A.ssistant to Special Research Associate in Engineering
Materials. J. L. Risesi, from Special Research Assistant
to Special Research Associate.
Appointments
(Uraniie Engineering: H. A. Van Derek Fiechette,
as Research (iraduate Assistant. (^leorge Herbert Zink,
Assistant.
(iivil Engineering: Robert Marxin Mains, as Re-
search (iraduate Assistant. Laurence Rogers Marcus,
as Research Graduate Assistant. Arnold M. Judd, as
Research (iraduate Assistant. David Hume Caldwell, as
Research (Jraduate Assistant. Fred William Ocvirk, as
Special Research (iraduate Assistant. Warren Ahvin
(irasso, as Special Research (iraduate Assistant.
Electrical Engineering: William Joseph Warren, as
Associate. Marion Stanley Helm, as Instructor.
Mechanical Engineering: Kenneth James Trigger,
as Associate. Jay Arthur Bolt, as Instructor. Edwin
Devere Luke, as Instructor. Francis Seyfarth, as In-
structor. Daniel William Thomson, as Research (Irad-
uate Assistant. Mario Joseph ( loglia.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering: Harold Le-
roy Walker, as Assistant Professor of Metallurgical
Engineering. Richanl Arnold Wilde, as Special Re-
search (iraduate Assistant.
Physics: Moritz (loldhaber, as Assistant Professor.
John Reginald Richardson, as Assistant Professor. Rob-
ert Serber, as Assistant Professor. Leland John Ha-
worth, as Associate. Ernest Mcintosh Lyman, as Asso-
ciate. Donald William Kerst, as Instructor. Francis
Barnet Berger, as Assistant on half time. Louis John
Cutrona, as Assistant on half time. Milton Parker Wire,
as Assistant on half time.
Therjrctical and Jf>/>lied Mechanics: Winston Ed-
ward Black, as Instructor. Francis Lewis Ehasz, as
Instructor. Harvey Rogers Puckett, as Research Grad-
uate Assistant. Robert Roy Penman, as Special Research
(iraduate Assistant.
(Icneral Engineering Drauing: Richard Roy Little.
Withdrawals
(Ceramic Engineering: W. R. Morgan, Associate.
(jivil Engineering: \L E. Fiore, Special Research
(iraduate Assistant. F". J. Morales, Jr., Research (Grad-
uate Assistant. A. A. Thomas, Research (iraduate
Assistant.
Mechanical Engineering: J. A. Goff, Professor of
Thermodynamics. J. C. Reed, Associate.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering: D. R.
Mitchell, Associate Professor.
Physics: H. Q. Fuller, Instructor, (i. K. (ireen.
Instructor. R. X. (iriesheimer. Assistant on half time.
H. A. Leed\', Assistant on half time. W. E. Shoupp,
Instructor. R. E. Watson, Assistant on half time.
Theoretical and Jfifilied Mechanics: R. H. Heit-
man. Research (iraduate Assistant. H. A. Lepper, Jr.,
Special Research (iraduate Assistant.
Cj eneral Engineering Drauing: Cj. R. Fink, In-
structor.
Deceased
Proctor Edwin Henwood, Associate in Machine Design,
Died May 29, 1938.
Dr. lakob Kunz, Professor of Mathematical Phvsics.
Died July, 1938.
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Chicago's Sewage Troubles
( (.''intiniiiil fri/iii Pai/i 4)
District's payroll was padded, ami on April ii. lO.id,
one week after the Supreme Court's decree, the ('JiiKiyn
Dtii/y Nfus launched forth its campaign again.st cor-
ruption in the board of trustees of the District. A public
scandal followed, and some claimed that the Sanitary
District had deliberately lost the "diversion case" so that
it might reap graft from the construction of sewage-
disposal plants. The evidence supporting this opinion
was only circumstantial, howe\er, and shortly the scan-
dal was forgotten.
In 1930, after the decree, the Sanitary District faced
a new problem. Fifteen himdred cubic feet per second
obviously was not enough to dilute Chicago's 17,000
cubic feet per second of sewage, and even if it \vere,
the river might back up during rainstorms and pollute
the lake. Within less than nine years, the Sanitary
District would ha\e to build not only locks at the river's
mouth to prevent back-tlow, but also treatment plants
to handle about five-sixths of its sewage. The Supreme
Court had said that the District should finance its con-
struction with bond issues, but the District's credit was
at an all-time low, and the outlook was dark. Just as
the Sanitary District was about to fold its hands on its
tummy and give up, along came the P. W. A. with a
long-period loan for sewage-treatment projects.
At once, the Sanitary District swung into action,
and at the date of this publication, it is still going strong.
By Jan. 1, it expects to have finished $177,000,000 worth
of treatment plants and sewers. C^f course, Chicago
taxpayers will be paying the bill for years to come, but
they can smile with pride and console themseKes by
pointing out the "biggest," "best, " and "most expensive
"
snhition.
Grandfather Falls
{(Jontiriiiiil frf/in Ptu/c S)
reinforced-concrete structiue with two wmgs connecting
the main body with the high ridge on one side and with
the dike on the other. Steel piling has been driven into
the ridge to guard against seepage. The intake structure
will be backed with an earth embankment to strengthen
it. The water level at the gates will be the same as
that at the dam. 3,700 feet upstream, so that all of the
94-foot fall is between this point and the turbines.
PRESEmt
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• TECKNOKRAKS •
"How long \OLi ill jail to', Mose.''
"
"Two weeks. "
"What am de cha'ge?"
"No cha'ge, eberyting am free."
"Ah mean, what has you done did?"
"Don shot mah wife."
"Yo all done killed \o wife and only in jail fo two
weeks?"
"Dat's .-dl—den Ah gets hung."
A certain railway engineer who had made a com-
plete study of the oil losses on his particular run, made
it his first duty to instruct new firemen in the care of
oil so as to eliminate these losses. On one occasion he
was quizzing a new fireman on the duties of his post.
"What would be the most important thing to do in
case of an unavoidable head-on collision?" he queried.
Without a moment's thought he shouted, "I'd >hiit
off the lubricator, grab the oil can, and jump."
"H ave you eve r dr:iven a car ?" asked the clerk of the
lady applicant for a driver's license.
"One hundred and twenty thousand miles," put in
her husband, "and never had a hand on the wheel."
Modern Youngster: "What are prayers, .Mother.''"
Mother: "Prayers, darling, are little messages to
God."
Youngster: "Oh, and we send them at night to get a
cheaper rate?"
A \'oiuig man with a pretty but flirtatious fiancee
wrote to a supposed ri\al : "I've been told that you have
been kissing my girl. Come to my office at 1 1 o'clock
Saturday. I want to have this matter out."
The rival answered: "I've received a copy of your
circidar letter and will be present at the meeting."
» * »
Missus: "Has the Professor had his breakfast?"
Maid: "I don't know, mum."
Missus: "Well, ask him!"
Maid : "I did, mimi, and he didn't know either."
A salesman bringing his bride South on their honey-
moon, visited a hotel where he boasted of the fine honey.
"Sambo," he asked the colored waiter, "Where's my
hone\?"
"Ah don't know. Boss," replied Sambo, eyeing the
ladv cautiously. "She don't wuk here no mo'."
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Grandfather Falls
{(Continued fro/ii P/it/i 15)
in concrete cradles spaced eight feet apart. The> describe
both a horizontal and a vertical curve in their descent
to the power-house. About 60 feet from the power-
house the redwood pipes are replaced by riveted steel
penstocks to carry the water into the turbines.
Alongside the power-house are the surge tanks. They
tower 100 feet into the air, being on the le\el with the
top of the dam, one mile upstream. The tanks are pro-
tective devices to prevent the bursting of the pipes when
the flow of water through the turbines is decreased or
the collapse of the pipes when the flow is increased. The
inner diameters of the tanks are 39 and 51 feet, re-
specti\el\. All joints are riveted. A 180 foot steel crane
is being used to lift the steelwork into place.
The power-house was the first imit to be completed,
but will be the last to be touched by the water. It is on
the edge of the river, built upon the solid rock, which is
everywhere so conveniently close to the surface. It is of
structural steel and brick and will be equipped with de-
vices to permit the operation of the turbines by remote
control. These turbines are of the vertical axis t\pe with
ratings of 11,000 and b,240 kilowatts and are located
deep in the heart of the power-house. From the turbines
the water will flow through the tailrace back into the
Wisconsin ri\er, which it left a mile upstream.
Adjacent to the power-house and of similar construc-
tion will be the sub-station from which electricity at
44,000 \olts will be supplied to the northern Wisconsin
\alle\ and at 66,000 volts to the central Wisconsin
valley.
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"MIDGET S\)H"
T7^( )R years Old Sol has had things pretty iiuich his own
-*- «ay -causing sunburn, ha\ing sunspots, and wander-
ing periodical!)- north and south of the ecjuator.
Now a young u]istart aliout the size ot a cigarette has
been announced by (General Klectric. It is the new looo-
watt mercury lamp, which, even though many million
times smaller than the sun, has one tilth the brilliancy
ot Old Sol's surface.
Source ot the brilliant light is the laniji's highly concen-
trated arc -12 times niore brilliant than the incandescent
filament ot a looo-watt stamlard projection lamp. Labo-
ratory tests show that the "upstart" will be ot great value
in searchlights, photoengraving, blueprinting, photo-
enlarging, and as an aid to medical science.
"AMERICA CALLING "
"^^TI'.W'S reports broailcast via short-wa\e radio Irom
-^ ^ America told ot troop movements in Spain; picketl
up in Barcelona, they aided torty refugees in escaping a w ar-
torn area. An appeal tor emergency contributions to a
Red Cross tlood-reliel tund was heart! in South America;
\'ene-/uelan oll-tield vvorkers answered with a donation.
Behind these events and others ot tront-page news were
the two powerful short-wave stations of (Jeneral Klec-
tric—WiX.Al), and WiX.AK, in Schenectady, New York.
.Since they first took the air, i 2 years ago, the stations
iia\'e tigureil in e\-enrs ot all kinds, ha\e broadcast their
programs to all parts of the earth. One ot their weekly
variety programs is an institution in South .America.
World .Series baseball games have been heanl in India
and Arabia. The news reports of these stations are heard
everywhere.
The steady stream ot cards and letters from all over
the world asking tor intormation on the programs and
congratulating the stations on their service is indicative ot
the good will that the stations are helping to promote.
'I'he I ;:-hour-a-week operating schedule, headed by
Kugene I ):irlington, Oregon .State '2S, ex-Test man, now
features broailcasts of all types, on four different fre-
quencies, in six languages— I'.nglish, .Spanish, Portuguese,
French, Italian, German.
"FROM AMERICA, FROM INDIA.
FROM ENGLAND . . ."
SCAWING the recent rolls ot youim men on I est with
General Klectric gives the impression <>• reading mem-
bership lists in an "International House" at some large
university. I'or, intermingled with gratiuates of engineer-
ing schools all over the I'nited States are, tor example,
Cariapa from Kashmir, in India; Btimbery, from " 'way
down under" in New Zealand; (nirewitsch, ot Roumania;
and Chia-Hsu Hon, of China.
Hut predominating in the picture are picked men from
American colleges and universities. Selecting names at
random from the xarious Tests inevitably shows student
engineers from widely separated j'arts ot the country
working side by siiie. Miller of .-Xrizona I', and Olsen of
Brooklyn Tech. worked together on motor and generator
tests. Schniid ot Wisconsin ran turbine tests with Norris
of Texas Tech. Testing imiuction motors were Loew ot
Washington and Owens ot Union College.
(•eneral T.lectric's c\ecuti\es look upon this Test training
;is more than a graduate course in engineering—it is a
carefully formulated plan of training young engineers tor
leadership in industry.
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yM^j • 'fa^ your benefit
'^ Relentlessly a mechanical mouth
at Bell Telephone Laboratories keeps talking
. . . talking . . . talking into this new type
telephone. Other telephones are being frozen,
steamed, baked, lifted and dropped into their
cradles by machines.
Why all these laboratory tortures? Simply
because your telephone must prove it can take
more use and abuse than it will ever get in its
normal lifetime. It must be ready to give you
the best possible telephone service.
Exhaustive testing of Bell System apparatus
is one reason you can depend on your tele-
phone always.
BELL (m TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Why not telephone home
oftener? Rates to most
points ore lowest after 7
P. M. and all day Sunday.
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WITH the Februaii,- issue The
Techiiograph will initiate a new
method of distribution. Instead of
mailing the magazine to the student sub-
scribers, the distribution will be made at
The Technograph office in 213 Engineer-
ing hall. When the magazine is published,
notices will be placed on the bulletin
boards and in The Daily Illini. The sub-
.scriber will then be expected to call for
his magazine. This plan has been used
successfully at other schools and there it
was found that more interest in the maga-
zines was created, making it possible for
the staff to produce a better magazine. So
when you see the notice that the new
Technograph is out, come to 213 Engi-
neering hall and get your copy.
# In this issue, Wayne Moore relates the
history of anti-knock gasoline and de-
scribes the octane system of rating the
anti-knock qualities of a motor fuel.
• Read how the engineer deals with such
commonplace things as the leakage of cold
air around windows and doors. In "Win-
dow Testing" an apparatus used to deter-
mine the heat loss through windows is de-
scribed in detail.
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FILL 'ER UP
A Story of the Development of Anti-Knock Fluids
and of the Octane System of Rating Motor Fuels
Shortly after the war the manufacturers of gasoline
engines began to be troubled about the knocking of their
engines. But as the public did not object, nothing was
done about it until General Motors began the develop-
ment of the Delco lighting system for rural homes. Then
the insurance companies objected to the use of gasoline
because of the fire hazard. When an attempt was made
to use kerosene, the knock became so objectionable that
it was apparent that either the compression ratio had to
be lowered or some other method adopted to prevent
knock. It was discovered that by adding tetra-ethyl of
lead to the fuel knock could be prevented. Since that time
no more efficient method has been discovered.
At first the sound of engine knock was attributed to
looseness of the parts of the engine. When this was
proved wrong, the idea was advanced that it was caused
by a detonation wave set up by the explosion of oxygen
and hydrogen. This was not widely accepted because
man\' doubted whether cylinders could withstand such
an explosion. A third erroneous idea that has been im-
planted in the mind of the public is that knock and pre-
ignition are the same thing. Fre-ignition is caused by
overheating of the spark plugs or by incandescent carbon
particles in the cylinder and occurs before the end of
the compression stroke, whereas knocking occurs after
the spark has ignited the fuel mixture. Knocking, if con-
tinued, will produce overheating to such an extent that it
may cause pre-ignition, but the two are not the same.
To determine the cause of knocking it was neces-
sary to find out what happened inside the cylinder when
an engine was knocking. So engineers made an explosion
chamber with a small quartz window in the side.
Through this window they took motion pictures which
showed the sweep of the explosion down the cylinder
like a wall of flame. If the flame was followed by an
afterglow until it reached the end of the chamber and
the flame did not particularly increase in brightness at
the end of the cylinder, no knocking was heard. How-
ever, when the flame was not followed by an after-
glow during its entire travel, just before it reached the
end of the chamber it accelerated and a bright after-
glow was suddenly set up behind the flame. The last
flame seemed to \ibrate and a pinging noise was heard
at the time the after-glow spread through the chamber
behind the flame. When tetra-ethyl of lead was added to
fuels that produced the ping, it was found that the
flame did not accelerate and vibrate at the end of the
explosion, that it was followed by after-glow during its
entire travel and that no knocking was heard. This after-
glow is a completion of the combustion of the end prod-
by
WAYNE MOORE
ucts; and in knocking fuels some extra impetus, such as
that furnished by the shock of the flame reaching the
end of the explosion chamber, seems to be needed to fin-
ish the combustion. The sudden secondary explosion
results in a sudden increase in pressure, the knock. Tetra-
ethyl of lead seems to prevent the sudden explosion of
the end products, but does not affect the speed of the
Hame prior to the time knock would ordinarily have
occurred.
Engine design has an important effect upon knocking.
Compactness of the combustion chamber and a central
location of the spark plug tend to reduce knock. Since
it is usually impossible to place the spark plug in the
center of the combustion chamber, it is best to place the
plug on the hotter side of the cylinder so that the gases
will be compressed by the explosion against the cooler
side of the engine and thus will lose their heat more
rapidly. Tmbulence in the chamber tends to lessen the
chance for gases to become trapped in a certain part of
the chamber and also tends to spread the flame through
the charge more rapidly and evenly, thus decreasing the
tendency to knock. One manufactiuer uses this theory
to gain greater power by using a piston with an irregu-
larly shaped top. The higher the compression ratio, the
lower the anti-knock qualities of the engine will be ; so
those features which permit the increase of the compres-
sion ratio without an increase in knock are of greatest
importance as the higher the compression ratio, the great-
er the efficiency of the engine.
The chemical composition of the fuel also has a great
deal to do with the knocking of an engine. It was found
by experiment that the paraffin hydrocarbons are the
worst offenders, while the aromatic hydrocarbons cannot
be made to knock even at extremely high compression
ratios. Cracked fuels are more resistant to knocking than
straight run gasolines and those cracked fuels that are
produced under high temperature-pressure conditions are
even more resistant to knocking than ordinary cracked
ga.soline. The spontaneous ignition temperature (S.I.T.
)
of the fuel seems to have an effect on the knock proper-
ties of a fuel for, in general, the higher the S.I.T., the
greater the anti-knock rating. Adding anti-knock fluid
raises the S.I.T. of a fuel. These S.I.T. values mav be
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usfd to ilc'tcrmiiu- between a good ami a bad fuel, but
they are not accurate enough to be used to determine
the anti-knock rating of a fuel. As the molecular weight
of the parafifin hydrocarbons increases, the S.LT. of the
fuel decreases, along with the anti-knock rating. The
S.LT.'s of the paraffnis are nuich lower than those of
the aromatics and the alcohols, as are the anti-knock
ratuigs.
All of these facts about the composition of fuels have
led to a number of hypotheses about knocking. One that
is fairh wideh' accepted is the peroxide theory. This
theory is that the first products of oxidation are or-
ganic peroxides and that these break down upon further
oxidation to form other oxygen compounds luitil finally
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide, along with water,
are the final products. The knock is produced by the
decomposition of the peroxides. By experiment it was
found that the higher the temperature of initial oxida-
tion, the greater the anti-knock rating. Also, when or-
ganic peroxides were added to fuels, the anti-knock rat-
ing was decreased ; the more stable the peroxide, the
smaller the decrease.
Ricardo, of the Asiatic Petroleum company, was one
of the pioneers in the investigation of knocking. He de-
veloped two engines, both with adjustable cylinder, so
that the compression ratio could be changed. Since tur-
bulence decreases the tendenc\ to knock, the engines
were low speed engines, a feature that has been incor-
porated in other test engines. Ricardo foiuid that as the
cylinder diameter increased, the highest useful compres-
sion ratio decreased. His engines had no provisions for
testing knock except by ear so are of little importance
today except for historical interest.
The Ethyl (Jasoline company developed a test en-
gine from the Delco light plant engine. This engine
was fitted with two V-belts through which it drove an
electric motor, which served as a governor. Compression
ratio could be changed by removing shims at the point
where the cylinder joined the crankcase. The cooling
system was of the evaporating type and used water for
C. F. R. Standard Engine
jacket temperatures up to 100" Centigrade and ethylene
glycol for temperatures above this. A neon tube was
fitted to the crankshaft so that the ignition timing could
be checked and accurateh adjusted. The carburetor
was fitted with two bowls so that different fuels might
be used and adjustments were provided so that any fuel-
air ratio could be used. The knock was measured by a
knock-meter. T his consisted of a small, steel diaphragm
fitted into the top of the head. A slender steel pin fitted
on top of this; and as the engine knocked, the sudden
explosion bent the diaphragm upward and thus moved
the pin upward. When the pin moved, it completed the
circuit of a resistance coil. A very sensitive thermo-
couple placed close to the coil measured the temperature
rise on a millivoltmeter. There was a slight time lag in
the itistrunient, but it caused no trouble.
Armstrong-Whitworth also de\eloped a test engine
which was much the same as the Ethyl company engine
except for minor mechanical details.
In 1928 an attempt to standardize the method of
testing fuels for their anti-knock qualities was begun.
/^s a result the Co-operative Fuel Research committee
was formed. They developed an engine known as the
C.F.R. engine. It is very similar to the one described
above. But when road tests were made in 1932, it was
found that the anti-knock rating given b\- the C.F.R.
engine did not agree with those obtained in practice,
but neither did the results from one road test agree with
those from another. It was decided, however, to develop
a new engine that would give ratings more nearly agree-
able with those obtained on the road. Ratings obtained
with the new engine are obtained by what is called the
C.F.R. Motor ^^lethod, whereas the old method is called
the C.F.R. Research Method. Both engines are in use
today as standards. The Army and Navy use a different
method from either of these, as do the British.
Knocking has been hard to standardize because it
is dependent upon so many factors to which no two
engines will react alike. Also there are variables in the
operation of a single engine. Temperature of the engine
affects the knock rating, but not in the same manner
for each fuel. Timing is another controlling factor. It
was because of these many factors that the C.F.R. de-
cided that a standard fuel was the proper way to set
an anti-knock rating. Because they would not deteriorate
upon storage and would always have the same properties
whenever manufactured, a standard fuel of a mixture
of pure hydrocarbons was decided upon. They devised
the octane number system of rating which is defined
as being: "the percentage of iso-octane and normal hep-
tane required to match the anti-knock value of any given
fuel." Heptane has a very low anti-knock value while
iso-octane is theoretically perfect—number 100. Until
a few years ago the cost of iso-octane was about $20 a
gallon so that it was not used in actual testing. Three
or four secondary fuels were made for running the test
and tetra-ethyl of lead was added to these secondary
fuels until they matched the rating of the fuel under
test. These secondary fuels were mixed to different oc-
tane numbers, matclu-il against iso-octane and heptane
mixtures, and kept on hand. Iso-octane is now produced
at low cost for use in high octane aviation gasolines.
Tetra-ethyl of lead is still the best anti-knock agent.
A few of the other anti-knock fluids are iron acetyl
acetonates, organic ferro-aiul ferri-cyanides, ferric com-
pounds of oxymethylene camphor, and ferric compounds
of beta diketones. Some compounds of copper and the
alkali metals have been patented for use as anti-knock
agents, but their use is still in the experimental stage.
((UintiniKil (in Piu/c 13)
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GLASS
FABRICS
by
HAROLD KLECKNER
Glass marbles, melted and drawn through tiny holes
into filaments almost invisible to the human eye and
then combined into one strand the size of a human
hair bid fair to make the world safe from fire, as these
strands are today furnishing "Fiberglas" for a multi-
tude of purposes such as tape, braided sleeving, insula-
tion, cloth and paper.
The story of the discovery and development of this
new product reads like a page from the tales of the
Arabian Nights, or might we say, like a story of mod-
ern science. "The Fiberglas process was discovered,"
states one of the research men who had much to do with
its development, "when we were trying to find a meth-
od to fuse color to the side of milk bottles, so that dairy
firms, for instance, could have their names and slogans,
or even cartoons and other characters, imprinted per-
manently in any desired color upon the container as a
merchandising aid.
"We tried different methods. One of them involved
the use of a blow-torch, that is, melting finely-powdered,
colored glass and forcing it, simultaneously, under pres-
sure against the milk bottle. The glass did not adhere
as we desired, but it was noted that the glass was being
'blown' into tiny filaments that piled up in a fluffy mass
alongside the bottle.
"We had not been thinking in terms of fibrous glass,
but realized, naturally, that we had bumped into some-
thing. An examination revealed that the fluffy mass of
glass weighed only about one pound per cubic foot.
"It had been known that a crude form of insulation
glass was being produced in Europe, but the thing that
aroused our interest was the fact that European insula-
tion glass weighed about one pound per cubic foot.
Weight is, of course, a highly important factor in
insulation.
"We invented machinery to produce fibrous glass
for insulation, made such glass commercially practical
early in 1934, and then began experiments with Fiber-
glas for textile purposes.
"The new continuous Fiberglas yarn is composed of
102 filaments and has a length of 100,000 yards per
pound. It is of such extreme fineness that a single fila-
ment is only one-twentieth of the diameter of a human
hair, with a tensile strength greater (fiber for fiber)
than steel."
Fibreglas today is made by two methods, known as
the "continuous filament" process, and the "staple fiber"
method. The manner of melting the glass is identical in
both processes. Glass marbles are fed into electrically-
heated furnaces. Each furnace has a trough, of V-shaped
bushing, made of costly metals of a higher melting point
than glass. In the continuous process, the molten glass
entering the open or upper end of the bushing is drawn
downward by gravity, the glass emerging from 102 tiny
holes in the bottom of the bushing. These filaments aver-
age 0.00025 of an inch in diameter, and can be made
as small as 0.00005 of an inch in diameter. Human hair
has an average diameter of 0.0010 of an inch, cotton
fiber averages 0.004, and silk between 0.00002 and
0.00004 of an inch. These filaments are combined into
one strand measuring 0.024 of an inch in diameter and
wound upon spools. These spools are transferred to other
machines where the fabric is made. In the staple process,
the molten glass is forced through the bushing by steam
under high pressure, instead of being drawn through by
gravity. After passing through a flame to remove all
moisture, the fibers gather upon a revolving drum and
then are drawn past groved wheels to be wound on a
spool. Then it is taken to an ordinary spinning machine
for reduction to thread.
A complete range of electrical insulating materials
is available. For example, a motor can be constructed
in which the wires are first insulated with glass, then
wound into coils and the coils wrapped with impreg-
nated glass tape. These coils will be installed in the
slots which have previously been insulated with Fibreglas
sheets, and the commutator segments will have been
separated with glass insulation sheets. Electrical equip-
ment will be improved because of the completely inor-
ganic composition of glass fabric. But before the maxi-
mum improvement can be obtained it will be necessary
to develop inorganic impregnating varnishes.
Fibreglas cloth is luiaffected by most industrial tem-
peratures and b\' common acids. In addition, it can be
furnished in more tightly woven, stronger cloth than
asbestos or an\' of the other acid and heat resisting
cloths. It can he treated readily by any of the coating
materials now used in industry and is perfectly flexible.
Industry has found that it is better than the older
products for such things as filtering hot gases in process
work as ore smelting because it resists both the heat and
acidity of these gases better. Also, because it can stand
much higher temperature, its use eliminates the neces-
sity of passing the gases through coolers.
Glass fabric has been used very successfully as the
base material in the construction of oil-field gaskets and
cylinder head gaskets.
Today's housewife can have her share of Fibreglas
in her kitchen. Her oven can have glass insulation, the
refrigerator can be insulated with this fire, vermin, and
moisture-proof material. In the basement the hot-water
heater can have a glass insulation covering—just like the
great industrial concerns are using. The walls of all her
rooms can be covered with the new fire-proof, water-
proof glass wallpaper. And in a short time she will be
able to hang glass draperies, lay a beautiful glass, lace
table-cloth upon her table, and even sleep between glass
sheets.
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As far as the AL E. instructors are conctrnt'd, AI
Horn may be in one of the power plant boilers. Some
time a^o Al took the inspection trip through the boilers
and forgot to punch out that day.
Frank Hanlon is the freshman whose roommate
spent twenty minutes showing him that the square
root of A-- is X.
To disprove the fact that machines save time. Hill
Clark, who scoots about in a snappy? model A Ford, has
posted a new tardiness record for his eight o'clock cal-
culus class. Professor Doob doesn't mind, so long as he
gets there before class is over. After all, what's the dif-
ference where a fellow sleeps?
We're hoping that Bob Johnson will give varsity
basketball a try. He played two years at Wilson Junior
college in Chicago. We're not sure, but he might be al-
most as tall as Joe Frank.
We wish to add Donald Kuhn's name to the list of
freshmen who passed rhetoric by the proficiency route.
He makes thirteen for the engineers. Twenty-one passed
the hygiene proficiency: Robert Hallard, John Hoyd,
John Buyers, Joseph Collins, Robert Epstein, Charles
Filstead, Edwin Firese, Edward Hammerstein, (ieorge
Jerdan, ^lax Kelley, Elwyn King, James Lund, Robert
McDonald, Clement Miller, Robert Nelms, James Nel-
son, William Nolte, Theodore Parker, Robert Schadt,
Arnold Smith, and Arthur Weber.
Elwyn King and Robert Nelms passed both exams.
Nice going, all of you! Let's see you make your extra
time count for something.
Bits about the inspection trips ... It didn't take the
seniors long to find the way to the coach with the bar
on the way to Chicago. The prices kept them from get-
ting nut of hand. Tau Nu Tau actives got their enter-
tainment on the train from pledge (leorge ^IcCracken
—
he did so well that they expect to back him in his vaude-
ville debut. A great many decks of cards but very little
cash were seen—there was no cash seen on the return
trip. The electricals saw Bill Sinks at Bell Telephone
and L. A. terVeen at Stewart-Warner. At Stewart-
Warner, T. C. Hunter was the lucky fellow whose
name was drawn when they passed out a "Varsity"
radio. Lee Gatewood, who was absent from school ,i
couple of weeks due to an ailment, made the inspection
trip with the M. E.'s and is back to his books again.
For entertainment in Chi there were Kitty Davis', the
Rialto, Blondie's, the movies, and—who says we're not
cultured—some took in the opening of the opera season.
Frank DeWolf just couldn't make it for the optional
trip to the steel mill on Saturday morning—his pin fol-
lowed him to the big city and they went steppin' Fri-
day night. That a particular blond at Illinois Bell was
much nicer than the girls at Western Electric was the
first important observation made and noted by Howie
Reisman. The ceramics are said to have practically taken
over the tavern next to the hotel in St. Louis. A few of
them spent most of their time on the elevators—the at-
traction being the operators, not the machines. The
North Shore train left Thursday morning without Ra\'
Hicks while he got a few extra winks of sleep—but he
just hopped the next train north and one of those "girls-
in-e\ery-port" met him at the station and got him out to
Allis Chalmers in time to start his tour through the
plant.
The Technograph is making an effort to bring to
light student activities that, many times, do not come
to ;ittention. One of these is the under-graduate thesis
work which qualifying students substitute for elective
subjects during their senior year. Many students are
carrying on experimental research that is of vital im-
portance to the professional field.
R. G. Ricluirds. making a photo-elastic study of
stresses in airplane wing spars, spent a day at the
McCook Air Field at Dayton, Ohio, where he obtained
hearty cooperation from the engineers. In another case,
the industrial need of a chain link company suggested to
A. R. Starr the photo-elastic study of stress distribution
in plates containing various types of holes. It was found
that taking out more material from certain sections of a
member actually strengthened it by redistributing the
stresses.
(]. B. Lyon has chosen to examine the problem of
loss of head of water traveling through special types of
valves.
A lumber association is very much interested in the
outcome of C.'. B. H'illiains' experiments on composite
beams in which concrete and timber are used together,
the concrete on the compression side and timber on the
tensile side. In order to impro\e the looks of surface
concrete for decorative purposes, R. P. Massarsky is in-
vestigating the properties of special gap gradings.
R. P. Molt is writing a very up-to-date thesis on the
fatigue properties of the new commercial material, high
strength cast iron now used in Diesel crankshafts.
Studying the fatigue properties of wire, (^. P. If'aiiip-
Icr is working on actual strands that failed in use. //'. D.
DiKjdn is trying to tie up the experimental and the
theoretical results of an investigation of the hydraulic
ram.
.\ jirobleni encoujitered over and over agaui m the
well drilling business is that of corrosion fatigue. When
.1 metal pits due to corrosion, very small local stresses
are set up and eventually the metal fails. The problem
is being fought by //. //. Bcnninz/cr in his research on
various protectixe coatings.
/)'. R. Pruf is studying a little known low alloy steel
containing lead which was recently de\eloped by a large
steel company.
R. E. Lorcntz. Jr.. is writing his thesis on "The
I'^ffect of Grain Size on the Mechanical Properties of
S. A. E. 2345 Steel."
Louis D. Flisch is doing similar work on 7030
brass.
L. R. Kovac is studying the metalhu'gy of cast iron
glass moulds. The problem deals with the determination
of metallurgical factors that control the life of glass
moulds. A glass industry and a foundr\ are s\ipplying
the materials for the investigation.
(.'. S. Niclsoii has for his topic the "Study of the
Malleablizing Process for Cast Iron." The aim is a re-
duction in the time required for malleablizing and an
improxement in the qualit\- of tlie final product. A
commercial f(iuncli\ is suppl\ing the material for this
woik also.
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KEEPING OUT THE COLD
A Description of Equipment Used by the Heating
and ]'entilating Engineer to Determine the Heat
Leakage of Jf'indows
You, my reader, will some da\' be Lord and Master
of a household. When that time comes, you will under-
stand why Dad objects to leaving the outside door open
on New Year's Day. Now Dad probably doesn't know
it, but in his battle to keep down fuel costs he has a
staunch alh', known as the heating and \entilating engi-
neer. Dad doesn't need a college education to know
that a lot of his coal dollars leak out at the windows.
But his friend, who has spent four years studying to be-
come an engineer, has devised ways to find just how
much heat is lost through a window. First he separates
the losses into two classes; thermal-conductixity, which
means direct heat flow through the wood and glass;
and air-infiltration, which means the leakage of air
through the cracks. He finds each of these losses sepa-
rately and adds them together to get his final result.
This sum comes to about forty per cent of the total
heat loss for the usual home without weatherstrip or
storm-sash.
The apparatus, of which a cross-section is shown
at the bottom of the page, is used by a well-known com-
mercial testing laboratory to determine both the ther-
mal-conductivity and the air-infiltration through win-
dows. It consists essentially of two adjoining rooms with
the window in the removable wall or panel between
the rooms. Outside air conditions are similated in one of
these rooms, known as the Cold Room. Normal room
conditions are reproduced in the Warm Room.
The Cold Room measures about eight feet by eleven
feet by eight feet high, and its three walls, floor, and
ceiling are of eight-inch cork with plaster surface. The
refrigeration is provided by four independent compres-
sors, each with its own expansion coil locateii in the
rear of the Cold Room along the wall farthest from the
panel. This system will hold the Cold Room at minus
forty degrees Fahrenheit when a metal panel is in place
and the Warm Room is at a temperature of seventy de-
grees. The Cold Room is entered through an insidated
vestibule or lock, furnished with refrigerator doors. The
equipment includes an air circidation fan, electric lights,
telephone, 110 and 220 volt electrical outlets, emergency
alarm button, and thermocouple connections. A six inch
conduit connected to the air blower enters through a side
wall. There is also a connection to the Emswiler gage
used for measuring the air pressure in the room.
The Warm Room measures about eight feet by nine
feet by eight feet high and is of similar construction
except that it is mounted upon casters so that it may
be moved away from the Cold Room when the panel is
being changed. It is entered directly through a refriger-
ator door. The electrical heating system can either be
manually or thermostatically controlled. The equipment
includes an air circulation fan, electric lights, telephone,
110 and 220 volt electrical outlets, thermocouple con-
nections and the Guarded Enclosure or Hot Box. There
is a connection to an Emswiler gage outside.
The Hot Box is shaped like the frustum of a four-
sided pyramid. The larger base is open and is slightly
larger than the window frame. It is sealed to the panel,
enclosing the window. In the back of the box is a metal
plate containing orifices used in tht infiltration tests
but sealed during the conductivity tests. There are about
fifty differential couples threaded through the walls
of the box. All the couples on each wall are connected in
series and the couples on all five walls may be con-
nected in series. The Hot Box contains electric lights,
heaters anil air circulation fan, all shielded from the test
(Conliniicd oh P(U/c 14)
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Window Testing .\pparatiis
* WHO'S WHO IN ILL
R. P. Hnelscher
• W. J. Putnam
• E. W. Lehman It
PROFESSOR RANDOLPH P. HOELSCHER
hails from Evans\ilk', Iii(i. At Central high school he
participated in the school debating and dramatic acti\i-
ties. Hecause of the persuasion of a high school physics
teacher he entered Purdue University to obtain a bache-
lor's degree in civil engineering in 1912. The adventure
of civil engineering beckoned and he spent the next four
years as a structural engineer. This he followed by two
years of teaching physics, mechanics, and drawing at
Baldwin-Wallace College. In '18 he came to the Uni-
versity of Illinois as an instructor in the general engi-
neering drawing department. He obtained his M.S.
degree from Illinois in 1927 and two years later Purdue
conferred the professional C.E. degree upon him. He
has passed the state exam in structural engineering and
maintains a permit to practice in Illinois. Professor
Hoelscher is president of the Illinois Union board of
directors. He has served as chairman of the committee
on admissions of the University and is at present on the
commencement committee. Societies in which he claims
membership are Tau Beta Pi, Triangle, the American
Society of Civil Engineers, and the Society for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education. He has served as
secretary-treasurer of the central Illinois section of
ASCE and as president of the Indiana-Illinois section
of SPEE. Most students know him best as the co-author
of the elementarv drawing text.
PROFESSOR WILLIAM J. PUTNAM was born
in Rosamond, 111. He attended high school at Illinois
Academy, which has since been moved from the base-
ment of University Hall to the University High build-
ing north of Springfield. He then moved across (ireen
street to get his degree in electrical engineering in 1910.
In four years with the Illinois Traction, he advanced
from a construction foreman to the assistant superin-
tendent of sub-stations. But in 1914 he retiuMied to
ovu' campus as an instructor in the theoretical and ap-
plied mechanics department. He secured an M.S. de-
gree in T. & A. .M. in '19 and a professional M.E.
degree eight years ago. His thesis for the latter was
written about research on highway guard-rail design.
Since then, Professor Putnam has written a number of
research bulletins published by the Engineering Experi-
ment Station. He has served on the committee on col-
lege policy and development. He is now a member of
the committee to supervise the use of WPA funds in
research projects and of the committee on student af-
fairs. A list of the organizations to which Professor
Putnam belongs reads like a roll call of engineering
societies. Thev include Sigma Xi, Phi Eta (graduate
discussion fraternit\), Theta Tau, American Society
for Testing Materials, American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Illinois Society of Engineers, National So-
ciety for Promotion of Engineering Education, and As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science. He worked
his way through college, but advises students not to
work if possible, for they miss everything but the class-
room.
PRC^FESSOR E. W. LEHMANN comes from the
deep South—from Oldenburgh, Miss., to be exact. He
went the rounds of the engineering schools of the coun-
try, including; Cornell University, the University of
Wisconsin, Texas A. and M., graduating from Mis-
sissippi A. and M. in electrical engineering in 19]0.
He stayed at his Alma Mater to teach physics till 191,i
when he received a scholarship at Iowa State. The next
\ear he was made assistant professor of agricultural en-
gineering there. Two years later he moved to the Uni-
versity of Missouri to become head of the department of
agricultural engineering. While at Missouri he was
agricultural engineering editor of "Successful Farming."
In 1921 he came to our campus to head the department
of agricultural engineering. He was a pioneer in the
rural electrification movement and has served as a mem-
ber of the state rural electrification committee since its
foiuiding. He also pioneered in the field of rural sani-
tation. He planned the organization of the first CCC
camps established in Illinois and had worked at the con-
trol of soil erosion long before the soil conservation
service sprang into being. Professor Lehmann is a mem-
ber of Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Zeta, Alpha Tau Alpha,
(lamma Sigma Delta, Sigma Xi, Acacia, and the Rotary.
GINEERING WORLD *
C. J. Bush •
P. J. Zuerclier •
F. H. McKelvey •
FRANK McKELVEY was born li-ht here in
Champaign, but took his first step on a farm near Sparta.
Springfield turnisheii his schoohng till June of lO.vS
when his teachers recommended that he be graduated
from high school and the board of directors gave him
a diploma. That engineering was in his blood he proved
in grade school by winning a prize for manual training
proficiency. In high school he devoted his spare time
to the debating society and to the yearbook. Frank en-
rolled in the University of Illinois in the fall of '35
and his name was entered on the rolls of Phi Delta
Theta that same year. Although an engineer and an
active member of the student branch of ASME, Mac's
sphere of activity has been south of Green street. He
was elected to the Student senate last fall by a majority
of a single vote. He is a member of the board of di-
rectors and of the cabinet of the Y.M.C.A. As the
engineering member of the board of directors of the
Illinois Union, he is also a member of the Engineering
Council. His first two vacations from college were
spent as a carpenter with a construction gang, but last
summer he decided that he wasn't getting enough book
learning here, so went to school at the University of
California. Frank goes to class in the M.E. laboratory,
where he expects to learn enough about production and
factory management to make his living a year hence.
PAUL ZUERCHER put in his appearance in the
household of a Broadhead, Wis., cheese merchant on
June 20, 1917. When he was nine, the Zuercher famih'
moved to Park Ridge, 111. While making a perfect
scholastic record at St. George high school in Evanston,
Paul earned letters in track and football. By his work
as a freshman in the University, he won membership
in Phi Eta Sigma and the Sigma Tau medal for the first
ranking freshman engineer. He became a member of
Eta Kappa Xu and of Tau Beta Pi last year. This
year he is serving as president of the electrical honorary
and as recording secretary of the latter. Zurch was
active in the forming of AIIDA. He is a member of
the student branch of AIEE and a member of the staff
of the Technograph. He passed both rhetoric courses
by proficiency, and is now looking for a plot for his
great American novel which he hopes some day to pub-
lish. His one bo5'hood ambition to become a big league
baseball player has survived three years of college. An-
other hobby is drawing pencil portraits and 'tis said
he is good. Besides the stuff that the E. E. professors
hand out, Paul's big problem at present is the weaker
sex. His affection fluctuates with the weather and some
say that it is a little squaw who occasions his visits to
a Wyoming Indian reservation every summer. In prep-
aration for a career in con\nuinication engineering, Paul
has worked for the Lyon and Healy company on their
amplifier assembly line during the last two summers.
CLARENCE BUSH came to our campus from
Dwight, 111., in the fall of 1935. He played football
for Dwight high school and for this and for completing
four years of scholastic work, they presented him with
a diploma in the spring of '34. Part of the next year
he spent in travel. He toured the West, exploring the
beauties and interesting spots of Yellowstone, Salt Lake
City, and the Pacific coast. He also took a turn through
the East, stopping in Washington, D. C, and other
cities. Since he enrolled in the University, he has seen
service of the business staff' of the Technograph. He has
been one of the most active members of the student
branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engi-
neers. Last year he wrote the minutes, and this year
he serves as president. This office also gives him mem-
bership on the Engineering Council. When he graduates
he will be able to say that he earned a large percentage
of his college expenses. For recreation, he strives to roll
that perfect 300 that is the hope of all bowlers. During
his vacations. Bush has been employed by the United
States Department of Agriculture and the Soil Con-
servation Service. Machinery and power, as used by
the farmer, are his favorite technical subjects and he
hopes that some farm implement company will want
to use his knowledge next June.
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BONEYARD PHILOSOPHY
Activities Build Personality
In the spring of the year, a young man's fancy may
turn lightly to thoughts of love, but if he is a college
senior, he is also thinking seriously about the task of
getting a job. For years, the employers coming to the
campus to hire students have depended a great deal upon
the interview as a means of selection. Personnel men
lament, after hours, that a man's whole life may hinge
upon 15 minutes of conversation, but they continue to
pick their men that way. Wh>? Because they know
that a man's worth to them will be largely dependent
upon his personality.
Most men use the word "personality" easily, but
they hate being asked to define it. However, no man
but hopes that his is a pleasing personality. A pleasing
personality might be likened to a house. It is built upon
the foundation of a love for humanity, an interest in
people. The walls are built of the experience of ming-
ling and working with others. The rafters are made of
the habits of congeniality. The roof, without which a
house is practically worthless, is shingled when one has
learnetl how to make others like him.
The foundation is, in every case, already in place.
Some people may apear to not like their fellows, but
this is either self-consciousness or ego, not a normal
condition. Dig down a little and one always finds solid
rock. So, in the building of this structure, the first task
is to erect the walls. Somehow, if one just works hard
enough to build up the walls, the roofing seems to fall
into place. Fortunately, on the campus, as elsewhere in
the world, others have already put up the studding.
Activities form an e.xcellent framework for the walls.
Nowhere, except at his house, will the student find such
opportunities for meeting and mingling with his fellows.
Any student knows that he makes few friends in the
classroom. Friendship comes from working or playing
with a person. Activities form the framework for the
building of personality, for which colleges claim so much
credit.
For examples of personality's importance to an en-
gineer, and of the great personality building power of
activities, one does not need to travel to the city to the
engineering department of some large company. One
needs only to look about him, in his daih' routine. Take
faculty members for examples. Compare two of your
present instructors. Let's take the uninteresting one
first. Certainly he knows his subject, but what do his
classes consist of. Simply a recitation of the day's as-
signment. Never a joke, an interesting story, a prac-
tical allusion. Furthermore, he seems uninterested in
the thoughts of his students. But really he isn't. He just
doesn't know how to show his interest. He lacks ex-
perience at mingling with his fellows. Now let's study
the real teacher. His cl.isses are interesting and \aried.
He seems to know how to get the students to take charge
of the discussion. He shows an interest in their thoughts
on the lesson. And his background generalh' explains
the difference. He is an active club member, and adviser
to certain student acti\ities. He was a leader when he
was in .school. He ma\' not be doing all the study, re-
search, or writing that he could, if he were not engaged
in these other activities. But what scientific fame he is
passing up, he is receiving pay for. Alumni like to drop
in to see him. Too, Johnny Jones, famous scienti.st, first
became interested in his speciality in old Prof Scott's
class.
A man's personality can either be a balloon, boosting
him upward, or a sandbag, dragging him down. But it
need never be a burden to anyone, if he honestly works
to develop a pleasing personality. Why not decide now
to be more friendly to all your acquaintances, and to
get into some activity to meet and work with other
fellows.
The Engineering Library
The popularit) of our Engineering Library is in-
creasing, as is attested by the letters requesting book loans
which come in on an average of one or more per day
compared to the few each month not so many years
back.
L. I. DuPont Ne Mours and other well-known com-
mercial houses, such as Corning Glass Works, Shell Pe-
troleum, and (ieneral Electric, coupled with uni\ersities
of all sizes from coast to coast including Cornell, Prince-
ton, Purdue, L'niversity of Toronto, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technolog\', and others have been making
constant use of the Engineering Library. Furthermore,
our library has on file letters from the U. S. Bureaus of
Mines, Commerce, and Reclamation requesting technical
information.
An absolute accounting for the library's wide spread
popularity cannot be made, but the supposition is that
companies closely related in work have passed the M^ord
to orgaiu/.ations in slighth' different fields and so on un-
til the fame of the Illinois Engineering Librar\' has
spread throughout all phases of engineering science.
One of the most important reasons for the library's
universal use is the promptness with which the books on
hand are supplemented by the most recent works of
authors and commercial engineers in every known field.
Some of the newest additions are:
Cost and Tariffs in Electricity Supply, D. J. Bol-
ton ; Public L' tility Regulation, Wilson, Herring, and
Eutsler; Engineering Law, Laidlaw and Young; Modern
Management, J. E. Walters; and Wireless Engineering,
L. S. Palmer.
"
Engineering's Advance?
Dean M. L. Enger, and Professors J. J. Doland, and
W. J. Putnam are helping in the restoration of the saw
and grist mill at New Salem, Illinois. They drew plans
for the structure according to the principles of operation
in the days the mill was built. A model of the mill
wheel was constructed by Professor Putnam and tested
in the h\draulics laboratory, proving to be 56.5 per
cent efficient.
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OUR SOCIETIES
TAU BETA PI
Tail Beta Pi lioKl its first business meeting of the
\'ear on Octobet 2(1 and made pLans for the futine.
Arthur Hamilton, Professor of Romance Languages,
was the guest of honor at the first dinner meeting, held
on C)ctober 28. In addition to the actives, several fac-
ulty and graduate members attended. Dinner meetings
will be held weekly throughout the semester.
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
Maurice Carr President
Hob Diefenthaler J'ice President
Bob Phillips Secretary
Forrest Nelson Treasurer
These officers lead a crew of eleven presidents of
the student branch societies. There are proposals before
the coimcil for an all-engineering smoker and for an
all-engineering society intended to bring popular speak-
ers to the campus and to co-ordinate the engineers in
the University. Problems which confront the council
are the Engineering Open House and the lack of funds.
Planning for the Engineering Open House has begun,
and very fine plans they are. ^-leetings are held at 7:1^
every Friday night in 207 Engineering hall.
SYNTON
Stephen Bushman President
(loodwin Peterson - Vice President
Ralph Baxendale Secretary
Stanley Pierce Treasurer
Lloyd Rigg Chief Operator
At the close of the football season Synton inaugu-
rated a code class which meets each Saturday at 2 :00
o'clock. This class, which gives instruction in the use of
Continental Morse Code, is under the direction of Len-
nart Hartman and is open to all University students.
The practice is held in Room 236 Armory.
ASME
During the month of October, ASME members were
diverted from their regular Wednesday night labors by
two very entertaining speakers.
On October 12, Mr. W. J. MacPherson, Industrial
Relations Manager for the Public Service company of
Northern Illinois, spoke on the work of engineers in
utilities. Mr. MacPherson's non-technical talk gave the
members a new conception of the old "success formula.
"
Mr. R. C. Woodward, Chief Metallurgist for the
Bucyrus Erie company of South Milwaukee, addressed
the student branch on October 26. His lecture, "Metal-
lurgy in Heavy Industry," was illustrated by motion
pictures of large shovels and road machinery in operation.
AIEE
On C)ctober 1'^, Mr. I. Buys, Chief Engineer of the
Illinois-Iowa Power company, addressed the student
branch on the opportimities open to engineering gradu-
ates in a power industry.
After his talk, the meeting was conducted by the
senior program committee, Amos Bateman, Frank De-
Wolf, and Melbourn Pehl. A "Professor Qui/," con-
test was held between eight faculty members and eight
seniors. Each participant had submitted ten non-tech-
nical questions, and the most appropriate ones had been
selected by the committee. The faculty demonstrated
its professorial superioritv b\- downing the seniors, 215
to 147.
CAMBRIDGE
PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
TtuitaJ. ^o- LvorketA o-k Science
DLTRING the past half-century, many of the
important developments of Science have
been furthered with the assistance of Cambridge
instruments. Today, the name "Cambridge" is
a famiUar one in research laboratory, industry
and medicine.
The quality of workmanship and of materi-
als employed in their construction and the dis-
tinctive finish of metal and woodwork mark
Cambridge instruments luimistakably. From a
utilitarian standpoint it is these innumerable
refinements in tiie smallest details that make
Cambridge instruments accurate, dependable
and long-lived.
In the Cambridge workshop, precision is more
than merely a word— it is a code of practice
governing every detail, from purchase of ma-
terials to shipment of a fine instrument.
3732 Grand
(riitral
Trrminal,
AVic York City
CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CP Inc
Pioneer
ManiifactiiriTS
iif Prevision
Inslrtimenls
A Gift Combination
Hard to Beat
9 .Attractive Gifts
• Selected with Care
• The Right Price
• Wrapped for Giving
Use Our Gifts aiitl Service for
Yniir ('liristmtis Giviu:^.
Strauch's at Campus
Open Evenings Until Christmas
11(11 S(i. Wiijtlil Street. ('liaiii|)aii;ii
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THE ILLINI TRAIL
—'90—
Fred X. Waterman, \L E., retired from active en-
gineering work when he became president of the Na-
tional Tube Company Fred married Miss Ivy June
Walters in 1900; and the cciiple have three children;
Fred Jr., who ^\•ent to Cornell and AL L 1.; Philip,
who is a Dartmouth '30; and John, a Lehigh '30.
—'96—
F. L. Thompson now lives in Chicago. He is Vice-
President and Chief Engineer of the Illinois Central
System. He married Miss Maude Martin in 1900, and
to them were born two children: Donna G., Mrs. David
D. Wilson; and Ruth L., Mrs. William E. Dee, Jr.,
graduates of the University of Illinois and Northwestern
L niversity, respectively.
—'07—
Merle J. Trees, C. E., makes his home in Chicago
and is employed by the Chicago Bridge and Iron Com-
pany, manufacturers of steel plate fabrications. Mr.
Trees and Mrs. Trees, then Emily Nichols, married in
1909, and they have two children: Kathrine, a graduate
of the University of Chicago, and George, a senior in
the University of Illinois, College of Engineering.
—'14—
Harry Gardner Wood, E. E., supervises the sales
of Diesel engines in five Atlantic coast division offices
of the Worthington Pump and Machinery Corporation.
Harry married !VIiss Helen Weliber of Urbana, in 1917;
their daughter, Julia Ann Wood, is a member of the
class of '41 at Vassar.
A. E. Tarry, E. E., is the chief of the frame and
wiring department of the Western Electric Company,
Chicago, III. He married Miss Elsie Madaline (jmaehle
of Crown Point, Ind., in 1912. They have four chil-
dren: Angeline Marie, H. S., University of Illinois,
class of '34; Irene Lillian, who finished her junior year
at the U. of I. in 1934; Allen Martin, who finished
his junior year at the U. of I. in I93.S; and Daniel, who
is spending his first year at Oak Park high school.
—'15—
George O. With, M. and S. E., is Sales Manager
of the Concrete Bar and Sheet Piling department, Car-
negie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Chicago. He married
Marie Milligan. Their son, ( ieorge Jr., is a sophomore
at LaCirange high school.
—'16—
Harold E. Wilson, Mining Engr., is the head of
the H. E. Wilson Engineering Company. His wife was
.Mabel Luke before their marriage in 1923. The si.x
Wilson children are: Betty Sue, age 13; Harold Jr.
and Edwin, age 12; Frederick, age 10; Ruth, age 7;
and Calvis, age 2.
—'17—
MacDonald C. Booze, Cer., is Vice-President of
the Charles Taylor Sons Co., of Cincinnati, O. He was
a football letterman while at Illinois. He has four
children, one of whom is now a senior in Commerce.
Fred A. Brooks, E. E., is now employed by the Uni-
versity of California as an Agricidture Engineer. He
is doing research work. In 1929 he married Aliss IVIar-
garet Ward of Milton, Mass., a graduate of Smith
College and Brookings Institute. They have four chil-
dren.
—'20—
W. T. Stephens, E. E., is a sales representative for
the Central Station division of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Co. In 1925 he married Miss
Florence (i. Gallentine, a graduate of the University
of Illinois. They now live in Madison, Wis.
—'22—
I). I. Taze, M. E., of Cleveland, ()., is now em-
ployed by the American Blower Corp., as manager in
charge of air handling equipment for the Cleveland
district. Taze married Miss Kathleen Millington of
Grand Rapids, Mich., in 1933. Mrs. Taze was gradu-
ated from the Fairmount School, Washington, D. C.
They now have one child, Kathleen Cheswith, age 2.
—'23^
W. I. Stemwell, C. E., is in charge of expediting
and scheduling work for the T.V.A. projects at (iun-
terville, Chickamauga, and Watts Bar. He married Miss
Lucille Lhota in 1924. Now they have three children,
Jane Frances, William I. Jr., and Richard. Bill is
registered in the graduate school of the University of
Tennessee.
Paul F. Witte, M. E., is one of the partners of
the Witte and Biu'den Advertising Agencv of Detroit.
Mich. In 1928 he married Miss Helen' Lois Clark.
They now have two children, Helen Ann and Jane.
George F. Yacky, M. E., is employed on the de-
sign and construction of hydro-electric plants by the
city of Los Angeles, Bureau of Power and Light. He
was married in 1934 to Alma Houghton of Santa Bar-
bara. They have one child, George Jr.
-'2,-
Marden F. Wilson, who received his M. E. degree
in 1937, manages the American Steel Foundry plant in
Pennsyhania. In 1931 he married Miss Ruth Birdmark
of Chicago. They have one child, John Marden, born
in 1932.
—'27—
W. R. Woolley, C. E., inspects Federal aid high-
ways in Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Kentucky.
Married to Kathryn Dilly '27, he now has two chil-
dren, Susan and David.
—'28—
F. W. Wodrich, Jr., E. E., is purchasing agent of
the Kendall Refining Company, Bradford, Pa. He mar-
ried Vernie Rathniell '31, of Chicago. They have two
children: Marie Elizabeth and Dayton Rathmell.
Harrison L. Winter, C. E., is a sales representative
of the Millers' Mutual Fire Insurance Association of
lilmois. \Larried to Helen Turner of Alton, he has
two children: Helen Janet and Harrison Turner.
—'30—
Russell C. Nebeck, E. E., is foreman of the Wal-
worth Company's lubricated valve department at Ke-
wanee. In 1934 he married Eva ^L Wood of Kewanee;
they have two children, Pevere Mildred and Delores
Ann.
—'31—
C. Donald Stewart, C. E., passed away in April,
1936. He married Anne Stewart and lived in Evanston.
Don Johnstone, C. E., who was editor of the Tiih-
iiiK/idph in 1930-31, is now editor of (jivil Kiu/iin crint/,
an A. S. C. E. publication. Harold T. Larson, also an
luiois man, is e(litor of the A. S. C. E. P diiii/s.
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—'32—
Joseph TiffaiU' Jr., C. E., is an Associate I^ngineer
at the L . S. Waterways Station, Vicksburg, Miss. He
works on the design, construction, and operation of the
hydrauHc models vised in the study of waterways and
harbors. Editor of the Technograph in 1931-32, Tiffany
regards the experience thus attained as the most valuable
training of his college career.
Kail Smith '38, Ci. Kenneth Lowe 'i2, and William
Pittnian '36, all work for Charles Taylor Sons Com-
pany, manufacturers of fire brick and refractories. Lowe
married a girl from Columbus, O., this spring, and lives
in Cleveland. Smith and Pittnian are still single.
FILL ER UP
(('.(inliniud frdiii Fdyi- 4)
Ethyl is more than twice as efficient as any of these
other agents as only a minute trace of it is needed to
increase the anti-knock rating of a gasoline to the de-
sired \alue. However, as the concentration of ethyl
increases, the effectiveness it produces decreases. The
greatest disadvantage of ethyl is that it tends to deposit
lead on the spark plugs and exhaust manifold and to
corrode the valves slighth'. In any instance, however,
the damage done by the ethyl is more than offset by the
damage that is averted in preventing knock.
At the present time much work is being done to de-
\elop high octane aviation fuels with ratings of 100
and upwards. Many compounds have been considered
in searching for high octane blending hydrocarbons.
Most widely used are iso-octane and iso-pentane. Others
used are the aromatics, ethers (isopropyl), ketones, and
alcohols. Each agent has its advantages and disadvan-
tages and there is much dispute over which is best. In
this country iso-octane is preferred but in Europe the
aromatics are favored because they work better in their
water-cooled aviation engines. The alcohols, ketones,
and ethers are not so successful as the others because
they contain oxjgen which results in a lowered heat
value. It is worthy of note that most of this advanced
research is being carried out in our own country in the
laboratories of the fuel companies, plane manufacturers,
and imiversities.
A very self-satisfied man arrived at the Pearly Gates
and asked for admittance.
"Where are you from?" asked St. Peter.
"Hahvahd."
"Well, you can come in, but vou won't like it."
A SLIDE RULE
for
CHRISTMAS
UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
In 1855 the Bessemer process made steel available in large quantities
for the first time and paved the way for modern machinery and machine
tools. R B & W, then ten years old, was in a position to contribnte
substantially to the ensuing wonders of production and construction
by furnishing bolts, nuts and rivets necessary for the assembly of ma-
chines, structures and products.
Year by year since 1845, EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets
have been improved, as new materials, machines and methods — per-
fected and adopted by R B & W— have made possible progressively
higher standards of strength, uniformity and accuracy.
RB&:W manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
products including various types and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B & W EMPIRE products are
the standard of industry.
Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.
Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.
Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @7104
RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS. PA.
THE 4-0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
O KO N I T E
GENERATION
TRANSMISSION
DISTRIBUTION
UTILIZATION
Okoiiite \^ ires and Cables are designed for
every condition of use in each of these
phases of any electrical system.
A 220,000-volt transmission cable or the
smallest control vire may be the vital link
in the chain, and seven laboratories in the
Okonite factories provide the testing facilities
that insure equivalent strength in each link.
There are many bulletins available on
Okonite products that will help in solving
problems involving insulated conductors.
THE OKONITE COMPANY
Fmmded 187S
Executive Office ^NeSi^^ Passaic,New Jersey
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KEEPING OUT THE GOLD
{(joritinticd from Pai/v 7)
]i:nH-l. The fiitirc t'k-ctrical input to the Hot Hox is
inetiTcd. Thf heaters are controlled manually from out-
side at the instrument bench. A rubber hose leads from
the Hot Hox to an Emswiler gage.
leniperatures are measured electrical!) h\ means of
copper-constantan thermocouples connected to terminal
blocks permanently installed in both rooms, with cables
leading from them through cold junction boxes and se-
lector switches on the instrument bench to an L&N port-
able potentiometer. The exact positions of the couples are
governed by the special test, but in general, average tem-
peratures near the panel in the Cold Room, Warm
Room, and Hot Box are obtained. The differential
couples are used to detect any small difference of tem-
perature between the Warm Room and Hot Box, that
it may be reduced at zero. An integrating watt-hour
meter, which can be read to one watt-hour, is used to
measure the electrical input to the Hot Box. Air veloci-
ties are measured with a Kata thermometer. A mercurial-
thermometer t\pe of hygrometer, placed in the current
of air from the fan, is used to measure humidity in the
Hot Box. For some tests the humidity is controlled by
means of chemicals.
The procedure for measuring the conductivity of a
winilow is as follows. The thermostat in the Warm
Room is set at seventy degrees or at the temperature set
in the test specifications, and the heater system turned
on. The Cold Room is generally run at about minus
twenty degrees Fahrenheit. The desired Cold Room
temperature is obtained by regulation of the expansion
valves and the setting of the mercoid thermostat con-
trolling the compressor motors. The heaters in the Hot
Bo.x are controlled manually to keep the readings of the
differential thermocouples at zero. When the whole sys-
tem has come to equilibrium, which takes about twenty-
four hours, the test is begun. Readings of temperatures,
differential couples, and the watt-hour meter are made
every half hour for a period of five to eight hours. Be-
cause the Warm Room and Hot Box are at the same
temperature, no heat can flow between them. Therefore,
all the heat supplied to the Hot Box must flow through
the test panel into the Cold Room. This amount is found
in Btu per hour by multiplying the watt-hour input by
3.412 and dividing by the length of the test. The
small amount of heat flowing through the panel around
the window is calculated from previous test results and
subtracted from the total heat flow. This difference is
then divided by the number of degrees temperature dif-
ference on the two sides of the window to obtain the
thermal-conductivity of the window in Btu per hour
per degree Fahrenheit of temperature difference across
the window.
The infiltration test procedure is entirely different
from that of the conductivity test. It is run entirely at
room temperature. Air pressures are measured by a re-
cording aneroid barometer for the Warm Room pres-
sure, which is atmospheric because the door is left open,
and by Emswiler gages in the Hot Box and Cold
Room. An Emswiler gage is an instrument which ac-
tually weighs air pressure. It consists of a tube leading
from the air chamber and opening into a fixed hollow
cylinder inverted in oil in a container resting on the
pan of a sensitive balance scale. A conversion factor for
multiphing grams weight to obtain pounds-per-square-
inch air pressure has been determined. Air is forced into
Flash ! ! —
Engineers Discover
The Convenience, Efficiency and
Excellence of
CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
On Mathews Street Urbana, Illinois
As Thrilling to Gi\e
AS THEY ARE TO
RECEIVE . . .
Gifts from
Mouch's Jewelry Store
At the Sign of the Big Clock
on Neil Street
COLLEGE SUPPLIES for Less
Stock Up with Things for the Second Semester
Where You Get More for Your Money
DRAWING SETS • SLIDE RULES
and GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Get Then, Ml at
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
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the Cold Room b\ the blower until the liitfeience in
pressure across the window or between the Cold Room
and Hot Box is the equivalent of a certain wind ve-
locity on the Cold Room side. This pressure difference
is measured by a differential Emswiler gage. Then the
pressure in the Hot Box and that in the Warm Room
are measured. From these two readings it is possible to
caluculate the amount of air flowing through the orifice
in the plate in the back of the box, which will be the
same as the amount of air flowing through the cracks
in the window. The infiltration is measured at differ-
ent wind velocities and a curve plotted between wind
velocity and leakage. The number of Btu's necessary
to heat air from any lower temperature to seventy de-
grees can be obtained from tables. Therefore one can
calculate the amount of heat lost through infiltration
through the window when the air outside is at any tem-
peratiM'e and the wind at any velocit).
Besides these standard tests, this apparatus is used
to find the theniial-conductivity of doors and different
types of wall. It has been used to determine the maxi-
mum relatixe humidity it is possible to maintain in a
house with certain types of windows, when winter con-
ditions exist on the outside. Also, it is possible, by the
use of the pitot tube, to find the places in a window
where the leakage is greatest.
Professor: "And in final proof of the theory of evo-
lution we now have the "Intelligentia" instead of the
old-fashioned "Smart Alec."
Eat? of course you do
$4.50 per week (without Breakfast)
We have a plan for everyone.
Good food with second plates.
l.\k<;est vakiktv .\M) mk kkst
SKKVUK ON ( AMFl S
Try 3 Meals for 50c
No Further OI>li$:ati(in
ILLINI INDIAN
sill South Sixth Street
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duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is the busi-
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THE SHAPE
O F
THINGS
TO COME
The shape ofthings
to come is planned
today on the draw-
ings of architects
and engineers.
Drawings that con-
tribute to the ad-
vancement of ar-
cliitectnre and en-
gineering must be able to withstand the ravages of time.
That is why such plans are drawn with Higgius Waterproof
Black Drawing Ink.
So, in preparation for your own future, Iliggins— smooth,
jet-black and even-flowing — helps you to do better work.
For more than 50 years Iliggins has been the standard India
Ink among engineers, architects and students who plan ahead.
Your College Store has Iliggins American Drawing Inks
in waterproof and soluble blacks, 17 brilliant waterproof
colors, white and neutral tint.
HIGGinS
CHAS. M. HIGGINS &. CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N.Y.
For a sturdy, compact steel tape, you can't beat
the Lufkin "Reliable Junior." The line is Va"
wide, fifty foot case is only 2%" in diameter,
and the accurate markings are prominent and
permanent. Send for General Catalog No. 12A.
NEW YORK T/f£/UFK/NPUL£(^O.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
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TECKNOKRAKS •
A i);i::sengjr boartk'il the train at L\ons, cntc-rcil a
sk-eper and tipped the porter liberally to put him out
of the train at Dijon. "I'm a very heavy sleeper," he
said, "and you must take no notice of my protests. Seize
me and put me out on the platform."
He slept. He woke as the train steamed into Paris.
In a raging fury he went to the porter and expressed
some emphatic opinions in a varied vocabulary.
"Ah," said the porter calmly, "you have a bit of
temper, but yo' am nuthin' compared wid de chap Ah
put of de train at Dijon."
Little Jim: "Are you a traitud nurse?"
Nurse: "Yes."
L. J.: "Well, let's see some of your tricks."
"I'apa, what do you call a man who runs an auto?"
"Well, that depends on how close he comes to hit-
ting me."
Mique: "I hear that your roommate has a baby
saxophone."
Iqiie: "Yeh, and it'll be an orphan soon."
* •* *
"It will all come out in the wash," said the con-
tractor as he looked at the bridge he had just built.
30
Seconds
From the
Engineering Campus
A dash across the street from
the Physics Building.
LOW PRICES
• EXCELLENT FOOD
• QUICK SERVICE
all make
CHARLIE'S
Restaurant
THE PLACE TO EAT
202'/2 South Mathews Street
Little Willie: "Mother, where do the\ keep the
cross-eyed bear in Sunday school ?
"
IVIother: "What in the world do you mean?"
Little Willie: "Why, they're always singing about
the holv cross I'd bear."
* * *
Hellhop (after guest had rung for Id minutes):
"Did you ring, sir?"
(luest: "No, I was just tolling. I thought you were
dead."
« # -*
Stranger: "Please, sir, can you direct me to the
library?"
Stude: "Sure. See that girl ahead of you all dressed
up and no books under her arm? Well, just follow her."
^ -* *
Her husband had just come home and had his first
meeting with the new nurse who was remarkably pretty.
"She is .sensible and scientific, too," urged the fond
mother, "and says that she will allow no one to kiss
Haby while she is near."
"No one would want to," replied the husband, and
then the fur Hew.
« * *
Patient: "Doctor, how are my chances?"
Doctor: "Oh, pretty good, but I wouldn't start read-
ing any continued stories."
The SLIDE RULE
is the Logical Gift for
an Engineer . . .
f.i-fes^:^,'- , H-,^,,;'^,Jj_in= ^T^jci U^ I
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THE CO-OP
is the Logical Place for
Excellent Slide Rules
AND ALL ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
THE CO-OP
Green & Wright Telephone 6-1369
THE ^/leiemist?v OF peaceriJ
Dow HAS NEVER INCLUDED in its
own program the development and
production of chemicals designed ex-
pressly for destructive purposes. "Peace
hath her victories no less renown'd than
war" and the business of Dow has always
been and will ever be, short of the im-
perative demands of national defense,
the chemistry of peace.
In inaugurating this policy nearly fifty
years ago, the very first effort of the late
Dr. Herbert H. Dow was not without its
symbolic significance. For his initial
undertaking was to develop new and
more efficient means for the production
of bromine on which so many of our
indispensable sedatives are based.
And so down through the years the con-
notation of chemistry, so far as Dow is
concerned, has continued to be products
that assist industry in its economic de-
velopment
—
products that aid pharma-
ceutical manufacturers in the alleviation
of suffering
—
products that in every way
promote the greater well-being of the
American people.
The fruit of this policy is a long line of
notable contributions of a constructive
nature— more than }()() in all. They in-
clude such outstanding achievements as
Dowmetal that presents industry with the
lightest of all structural alloys—Dowflake
Calcium Chloride, the product that makes
our gra\el roads dustless in summer and
combats the hazards of icy highways,
sidewalks and steps in winter.
There are also synthetic dyes for the
beautification of textiles—crop-protecting
insecticides—synthetic rubber—the
current and exhaustive efforts in the field
of plastics— synthetic solvents that make
dry cleaning a finer, faster service than
was hitherto possible—and many other
products of genuine importance.
It is with a feeling of gratification that
Dow looks back on the results of this
program and policy. Now at this gracious
holiday period of good will, Dow also
looks forward to even greater and more
helpful contributions that characterize
the chemistry of peace.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
MIDLAND. MICH.
Branch Salei OJJices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
^'ofk ( il> —Second And Madison Streets. St. Louis
— Field Building. ChicJKO— UOU 16lh Street. San
Francisco — 2260 East I3lh Street, Los Angeles.
(7'£Canflfas /\/ews
"PINHOLE DETECTOR"
COL'XTING traffic, guarding jewels, opening doors -all
are in the day's work tor photoelectric relays.
But in a great rolling mill one is acting in the unusual role
ot pinhole detector, a role developed by General Electric
at the suggestion of the Bethlehem Steel Company. .-Xs
steel strips, a yard wide, leave the uncoiling machine at
a speed sometimes approaching 900 teet a minute, the
G-F, relay looks tor detects
—
"pinholes."
When the light beam ot the unit, aimed at the strip, hits
any defects, a diverteffji^chanism goes into action and
throws t'aulty sections ofF'the production line.
On that part of the G-E Test course known as " Industrial
Control Test,"r'student engineers sometimes work uith
these ingenious devices, testing and experimenting in a
search for new applications.
100,000 HORSEPOWER
AN 8o,oco-kilowatt turbine-generator, using steam at
a pressure of 1250 pounds per square inch and at
900 F in a single cylinder to generate 100,000 horsepower,
is being built at General Electric's Schenectady Works.
It will be installed in a nevs *9,500,ooo steam-electric
station at Oswego, N. \ .
The latest results of constant research and experiment by
G-E turbine engineers are embodied in this new unit. It
will be the first large 1200-pound condensing unit built in a
single casing; the generator will be hydrogen-cooled to
reduce windage losses; special alloys are being used to meet
high pressures and temperatures.
The gigantic boiler is as large as a 9-story building V^ •e<^t
wide and 54 feet deep. Steam will shoot from it into the
turbine at a pressure of 1150 pounds per square inch. One
twentieth of a second later the steam will be cool water,
the effect of the amazing change being to lirive the unit's
rotor at 1800 revolutions a minute.
.Soon the foremen will report
—
"work comiileted." Tests
will begin, calling into action student engineers—recent
graduates ot engineering schools and colleges. Then, an
estimated 14 months after work began, the turbine will be
shipped from Schenectady.
FROM MODERNISTIC CABINETS
TO 36-INCH STEEi PIPE
WHF^N inspectors ot the City ot l.os .Angeles \\ ater
Department were confronted by 13,000 teet ot steel
jiipe waiting tor their inspection, they were dismayed,
bor uispection meant checking every scjuare toot ot the
pipe to see that the layers ot enamel were of a specified
thickness on both the inner and the outer surfaces.
It meant the tedious task ot stripping and niicrometering
samples of the pipe at random, the accepteil but not in-
fallible method.
On a search tor a better way went one ot the mspcctnrs.
He found a magazine article about General F.lectric's
electromagnetic thickness gages being used to measure,
without marring, the thickness ot the enamel coating on
refrigerator cabinets. The aesthetic difference between a
modernistic cabinet and a steel pipe didn't bother the
inspector—he simply bridged the gap with his imagina-
tion.
A aage was adjusted to the requirements ot the imusual
situation; with it the inspectors did the job better, more
quickly, more accurateh', and more easily. Not only did
the gage, with its fingers of magnetic flux, check the entire
surface of the pipe, but it reported back the thicknesse-
with an accuracv ot a thousandth ot an inch.
GENERALB ELECTRIC
THE
ECHNOCRAPH
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Mountfer brothers of your telephone
This one helps entertain
and instruct millions
Did you know that talkinij: pictures are
a product of Bell Telephone Labora-
tories research? And that the majority
of pictures today are both recorded in
t'.ie principal studios and reproduced
in thousands of theatres by means of
^^"estern Electric sound equipment?
(Above is a section of fihn, with
the sound track at left of picture).
This one helps the
hard-of-hearing to hear
If your hearing is impaired, you'll be
interested in Western Electric's new
Ortho-Technic Audiphone. Anotlier
outgrowth of Bell System research,
this instrument is built on entirely new
principles in hearing aid design. ]t does
things no previous aid could do. It will
bring easier hearing and greater happi-
ness to thousands.
This one helps people to
fly on schedule
When you travel on any of the nation's
major airlines, the air-minded brother
of your Bell Telephone flies with you.
\Vestern Electric radio telephones keep
pilots and airports in touch—help to
?>^BR
This one helps to catch
more criminals
When police use Western Electric
radio, arrests increase and crim.es de-
crease. Your Bell Telephone makers
pioneered in the police radio rield.
Today Western Electric equipment is
giving added protection to 45 million
people. Has your community this law
enforcement aid?
make possible today's splendid airline
service. More and more private planes,
too, are being equipped with the flying
telephone.
K'
MAX has long dreanit-il of the day
when he would be able to extract
gold from the waters of the sea.
The first step in the fulfillment of this
dream was taken a few years ago when
a plant for the extraction of bromine from
the waters of the Atlantic was established
on the Virginia coast. Wayne Moore ex-
plains the operation of this plant, which
may lead to greater things than the re-
covery of gold.
• Did you know that in case of fire, a
fire-proofed wooden building is safer than
a steel or concrete structure. Work done
at the University of Illinois indicates that
wooden structural members may come into
fairly common use in the future.
• Boxes for your contributions to the
North of Green page have been placed
in the Kngineering Library and in the
Talbot Laboratorv.
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FROM FARM TO OIL FIELD
A Story of the Discovery and Growth of
the New Oil Fields of Southern Illinois
The recent newspaper stor\ of the Illinois farmer
Avho bought each member of his family a new car for
Christmas illustrates vividly the remarkable changes in
the lives of many of the people of southern Illinois dur-
ing the last two years. These changes are a result of the
tremendous increase in oil production which has fol-
lowed the disco\ery of new fields m several counties in
the southern part of our state, (^il production in Illinois
has iiuiiped from 400.000 barrels a month to nearly
3.000.000 barrels. During the first ten months of last
year our state produced 16.854,000 barrels; enough to
supph the nation's need for 5.2 days.
In spite of the suddenness of this increase in oil
production, there has been no hysterical boom in Illinois
as there was when oil was discovered in Texas and
Oklahoma. Although there was a scramble to lease
land for drilling when the first discoveries were made,
production and discovery soon subsided into an orderly
but rapid program. The people of southern Illinois had
been through such a situation before and refused to
become unduh' excited over the prospects. "Boom
towns" are almost non-existent because there were many
well-established towns and cities, and the oil men prefer
to li\e in the towns where there are good hotels, resi-
dences, church, and school facilities. The automobile
has made it easy to commute to the site of their work
from comfortable homes and the ramshackle temporar\'
houses of most oil booms are not seen. The facts that
leasing prices have become very high and that numerous
wells have been dry holes have also tended to discour-
age any mad boom characteristics.
Illniois is no newcomer among the oil producing
states, but it still ranks behind a number of others. The
principal field was in the southeastern counties of Clark.
Crawford, and Lawrence. Other fields, many aban-
doned, \v'cre scattered about in other localities in the
southern part of the state.
The train of events which culminated in the dis-
covery of the new Illinois fields began in 1928 when
the Mount Pleasant field was discovered in Michigan.
This discovery was especially interesting because it was
made in the region that had been thought to have no
oil—the Mil hit/an Basin, a large depression in the earth's
crust known to geologists as a gensynchne. Illinois has
such a basin in the southern counties of Wayne, Marion,
and Hamilton. It had also been thought to have no
oil because it was believed that any oil which had been
present wovdd have shifted to the margins of the basin.
The discovery of the Mount Pleasant field, however,
focused attention upon the Illinois basin. Geological
by
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survc\s of the region weie begun and in 1935 oil com-
panies began to lease land for drilling. Some companies
leased without knowledge of the subsurface structure
but the larger companies were able to finance seismo-
graph parties for locating deposits. In many cases the
land was leased for as little as ten cents an acre for
ten years.
Oil was first discovered in the Bartelso field in
Clinton coiuity in \Iay of 1936. No further discoveries
were made luitil the Patoka field in Marion county
was brought to light in February of 1937. Then came
the Clay City, Cisne, and many others imtil there
are now about fifteen new fields of varying size and
importance. Man\ additional areas are being surveyed
and drilled. The largest of the new fields is the New
Centralia field just northwest of Centralia which had
more than 500 producing wells on October 31, 1938.
The Beecher City field, east of Effingham, has 250
wells; the Clay City field has 190 wells; the Lake Cen-
tralia field just east of Centralia has 160 wells; and so
on—the total number of producing wells in the new
fields now being nearly 2,000.
The general method by which an oil field is dis-
covered is as follows. A general area that may produce
oil is located. Geological surveys follow b\' which
" oph\sical information about the subsurface structure
is obtained. Numerous methods are used in making this
ssurvey but the seismograph system is probably the most
interesting and most used.
There are two methods of seismographing: tiie
refraction and the reflection methods. The first named
was used in the Gulf coast region of Texas but is
seldom used in Illinois. It consists of setting off a
charge of dynamite in the center of a ten to fourteen
mile circle of seismograph detectors. These pick up
and record the ground vibrations set up by the explosion
and from these recordings it is possible to compute the
velocities of the vibrations through the intervening
ground. The velocity of the vibrations gives an indica-
tion of the type of structure below the surface.
The system used in Illinois is known as the reflec-
tion seismograph method. A d\namite charge is set oft
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:it a certain point and at an accurate!) nicasureil distance
from the shot—usually about a quarter of a mile
—
{leophones pick up the vibrations. The electrical current
produced is amplified and photographed from an oscil-
lograph screen. When the charge is set off, ground
vibrations travel in all directions. Should the vibrations
that go downward strike a thick rock la\er, they are
reflected back toward the surface and may reach the
detectors. The distance from the shot to the detectors
and the speed with which \ibrations travel in various
media are known. Thus it is possible to calculate the
depth of the reflecting layer. Hy taking numerous
observations a map of the subsurface contours can be
drawn. Any formations which might be favorable for
the discovery of oil are outlined on this map.
But the discovery of oil cannot take place until a
well has been drilled. There are two methods by which
oil wells are drilled. The older method involves the
use of cable tools. The drill, a sharp, heavy, metal tool
known as a spudder is attached to a cable and lowered
into the hole as the drilling proceeds. The motion of
the tool is a vertical reciprocating one. The spudder
must be taken out at intervals so that the dirt that has
been loosened may be removed. Wells o\er 7,1)00 feet
deep ha\e been drilled by this method.
The method of drilling which is most extensively
used today is the rotary drilling system. The tool has
a rotary motion in a horizontal plane. It is attached
to a drill pipe which is connected to a bar of square
cross section. The bar passes through a square hole
in the rotary table which is really a horizontal gear
wheel driven by a gasoline or steam engine. The square
bar is free to drop as the drill cuts out the earth below
it and can be raised by means of a rope. The grief stem.
.is this bar is gencrallv called, is ^0 to 60 feet in length.
The deiricks used for lifting it are about 100 feet in
height. Drilling need never be stopped to remove the
debris from the hole as it is washed out by water
immped down the drill pipe. Clay is often mixed with
the water and as the water rises to the surface the cla\-
IS iilasteied to the sides of the hole, tending to seal off
water bearing and other strata encountered in drilling.
Holes as deep as 15,000 feet have been drilled b\ the
rotary method.
In the southern Illinois fields, gasoline driven drilling
rigs are the most common. All varieties and sizes are
seen. Some of the lighter set-ups are portable, being
mounted on trucks.
Practically all the wells in the Illinois basin are
pumpers ; that is, the oil must be brought to the surface
by .some form of pump. Some of the new wells have
flowed for a time, but eventually have had to be pumped
as the gas pressure decreased. The gas content of the
Illinois wells has been rather low. In some places the
gas is put back into the well in an attempt to maintain
the pressure. This method helps to cut down the waste
of production. Wasteful production methods have lost
to the country many millions of barrels of oil, which
are still in the groiuul and cannot, by present methods.
be recovered.
It is possible, by modern methods, to obtain practical-
ly all the oil that is in a field. Methods of conserva-
tion are being practiced by the most successful and
forward-looking of the companies now operating in the
Illinois basin. The state administration has announced
that it is in favor of conservation regulations. With
!^uch laws and a wise administration and enforcement,
Illinois will recover a nia.ximum amount of oil from
the new fields and the prosperity of the oil producing
sections of the state will be assured for vears to come.
*" 1
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Four Wells in a Schoolyard in Lake Centralia Field
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WOOD COMES BACK
Tests Conducted in the Talbot Laboratory Indicate that
Wood Possesses Structural Advantages that Steel Does
Not Have
\Vc ,-ii-i- li\iii5i in wliat is cift ternic-d tin- "Afii- ot
Stfi-I." Ill nu-tropolitan areas, wood, as a building niatc-
lial, lias bi-fii almost entirely supplanted by steel and
concrete. Tbis cbange can be attributed to the two facts
that steel is fireproof and that it is stronger. Hut wood
is now making another bid for power and, although it
will never regain its former position, will untloubtedh'
be used more in construction in years to come than in
tliose just past.
First, fireproof construction is not now limited to
steel and concrete, for wood can now be treated to make
it fireproof. In fact, fireproofed wood has many ad-
vantages over steel in case of a fire. Steel, when exposed
to intense heat, quickly loses its strength and collapses
whereas wood does not so readily weaken. Also, a steel
member, because of the high thermal coefficient of ex-
pansion of steel, expands .so much during a fire that
walls are bulged and often pushed over so that the en-
tire structure is destroyed. The \olume change due to
rise of temperature is only one-tenth as much for wood
as for steel. The thermal conductivity of wood is onh
one two-hundredths of that of steel so that joined mem-
bers remote from the blaze are much less affected when
the structure is of wood. Because of these facts fire
insurance rates foi' modern fireproofed wooden struc-
tures are often lower than those for steel buildings.
By using laminated or built-up structural members,
greater strength is obtained in wooden structures than
was formerly possible when ordinary wood was used.
Laminated structural members have the advantages that
the wood may be seasoned in much smaller pieces and
thus the warping and checking so often evident in large
timbers is a\oided. Wood from smaller trees may be
utilized. Thus far, the laminated arch is the most used
of the modern built-up timber structural members. It
has the advantage that by its use, the need for the high
overhead spaces required by the convenional steel tru.ss,
is eliminated, thus reducing the volume of the building
;uid producing savings in heating and ventilating costs
and providing for a better distribution of light. The
arch is \ery adaptable and can be made to harmonize
with ni.un st\les of architecture. The cost of the lani-
|g^.^a."™»'^ |«4L„d No. 16.170 lb
W' Z'^^'i'
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inated arch is about the same as that of the steel truss
for which it may be substituted, but great savings are
effected by use of the arch for the thickness and height
of walls may be reduced and columns are eliminated for
the laminated member is generally built as a framed
arch and columns.
Although laminated timber arches were introduced
in (jermanv as earlv as 1907, it has been only within
f
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Test Set Up
Relation Between Computed and
Measured Stresses
the last ten >ears that they lia\e interested American
engineers. At the University of Illinois, a test program
under the direction of Professor W. A. Oliver was initi-
ated a few years ago and is still being carried on.
The tests have been made on relatively large models.
Four arches have been constructed and tested and prepa-
rations are being made for the testing of laminated rigid
frames. The arches were tested as two-hinged, unbraced
ribs. The span was 17.5 feet, the rise was 3.5 feet and
the size of the section was 4.5 x 10 inches. Two of the
arches had 2.-) laminations each seven-sixteenths of an
inch thick. The other two had 13 laminations each one
and nine-sixteenths inches thick. The wood used for any
laminated structural member must be free from knots,
checks, and other defects. The kind of wood depends
upon the strength and finished appearance desired. The
test arches were made from straight-grained, short-
leafed yellow pine with a moisture content of 1() to 12
per cent. The boards, without preliminar\' treatment,
were bent to conform to the desired shape with their
broad sides, and thus the glued joints, perpendicular to
the plane of the arch. They were cut in lengths .such
that their ends were staggered and no two joints were
at the same section. The end joints were symmetrically
[Cmitinucd nn Piiijc 11)
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OUR SOCIETIES
ENGINEERING COUNCIL
( )n [aiuiary 13, Dean M. L. Enger entfitaiiu-d tlic
incmbc'is of the Kiiy;iiu'cnn<; Council and the facult\' ad-
visors of the acti\itii-s irpicsi-nted by the incnib<'rs of the
Council at a dinner at the University Club. After
the table had been cleared the group collaborated in the
writing of a final draft of the constitution for the lUini
Engineers, an all engineering society that is being formed.
This constitution will be submitted to the student
branches for ratification immediately after the beginning
of the semester and the organization formed as soon as
enougli of the student hi.anches ratify.
SBACS
On the evening of December 3, about eight)' couples
as.sembled in the upper parlors of the Woman's building
and danced to the music of Johnny Bruce and his or-
chestra at the third Annual Ceramic Ruckus. True to
tradition, the programs were something new and differ-
ent. They were made by tying small glazed drain tile to
the programs. The students advance the idea as one for
the industry to investigate.
On November 16, tlie juniors beat the seniors in a
quiz contest.
On December 13, .Mr. Sweeley of the Chicago Vitre-
ous Enamel Company gave a talk on the problems en-
countered by the engineer in the enameling industry.
This was Mr. S\A'eeley's third visit to address the stu-
dent branch in as many years. At this meeting the mem-
bers of Keramos challenged the faculty to a quiz contest.
Plans are being made for the student branch's pait
in the National Ceramic Convention to be held in Chi-
cago in April. The Illinois student branch is to act as
host to all the other branches in the country.
ASCE
The student branch of the American Society of Cixil
ICngineers held their election on January 12. The follow-
ing men were elected to administrate the affairs of flic
branch during the second semester:
Tom Chapman President
A. B. Reid J'iee President
( jeorge Lyons Seeretary
Nellow Farneti Treiisiirer
An amenilment to the constitution was approved. It
changed the manner of election of the vice, president.
ASME
.Mr. William Littlewood, vice president in charge
of engineering of the American Air Lines, spoke to the
student branch, November 30, on "Air Transport Engi-
neering.
"
At the December 14 meetuig the second semester
officers, elected the previous week, were announced a>
follows:
Joe Morrison (jhainniin
Norman Kehrm Vice CJIi/iiri/uin
Gilbert La Roche Secretary Trciisiircr
Bill Beckerle, Keith Pfundstein,
and Bob Roose Puhlicity Cniiiinitlec
.Mr. J. M. Davis, a research engineer in the Cater-
pillar Tractor company, spoke on the problems en-
countered in the field performance of diesel engines.
Two reels of sound motion pictm'es showing C.-iterpill.ir
diesels in operation were also shown.
ASAE
At the .Novembei' 10 meeting, Reid Bishop gave a
t.ilk, which he illustrated with sli<les, on problems
ejicountered in soil conservation and the prevention of
soil erosion. .\L-. Bishop was employed by the Soil
Conservation Service and is on furlough, enrolled in
the College of Engineering. He explained the work
of the soil conservation engineering in making maps,
designmg dams, and laying out terrace systems.
On December 1, \lv. Petersen, a University of
Nebraska graduate who is conducting a research project
m the Agricultural Engineering department here, spoke
on the tractor tests conducted at the University of
Nebraska, where he was previously employed. Mr.
Petersen explained the testing methods and illustrated
his talk with slides showing the eqm'pment used. Ne-
braska tractor tests, required by law before a tractor
may be sold, are recognized all over the world. Copies
of a report of an official tractor test were distributed
,ind discussed.
At the meeting held December IS, Herman Finkel
reported on the annual winter meeting of the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers, which he attended
as a student branch delegate.
SYNTON
Svnton's 160-meter transmitter has been put on
the air again, and a new six-tube communications re-
ceiver has been installed in the station. Code classes
under Len Hartman, E.H '41, continue to be held
each Saturday at 2 p. m. in the Synton room in the
Armorv. They are open without charge to all I m'versity
students.
AICHE
At a business meeting held November 2, the grou;i
heard a talk on synthetic resins by one of the members,
who related some of his observations while employed in
a resin factory during the simimer.
This year, the local chapter has a paid membership
of sixty-seven, the largest since 1932.
ETA KAPPA NU
After a pledge period of several weeks, the follow-
ing men were initiated into Eta Kappa Nu at the Inman
hotel, Simday. Decembei' IS:
Mike Jezevvicz Shannon Powers
Rav Keiffer Frank Thoma
Jim Murphy Jim Tracv
The initiation ceremony was followed by the ban-
(|ui-t held in conjunction with Pi Tau Sigma and Chi
I'^psilon.
The new officers, elected January 12, are:
CliftOrd Poarch President
Frank Thoma lice President
Shannon Powers Recording Secretary
Milburn Pehl Pledgemaster
James \Lnphy Scrgeant-eit-Arnis
Richard W et/el Tre/isurer
Joe Spengler Bridt/i ('orrcspondciif
{(Continued mi Patjc 12)
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BROMINE FROM THE SEA
Man Realizes the First Step in the Dream of the
Extraction of Elements from JJ aters of the Ocean
In the seven years from 1024 to 1931, tiu- anriuiil
production ot bromine in this country rose from two
million to nine million pounds. Most of this increase
was necessitated by the increase in the use of anti-knock
fiasoline. When tetra-ethyl of lead is used alone, it
leaves a deposit of lead oxide in the cylinders. This
lead oxide deposit accumulates until it becomes objec-
tionable in that it interferes with the How of heat out
of the cylinders and raises the compression ratio. It
was found that when ethylene bromide is added to the
ijasoline, the end products of combustion are volatile
and thus this accumulation of lead oxide is avoided.
It is for this reason that tetra-ethyl of lead for the treat-
ment of motor fuels is made from ethylene dibromide
and sodium-lead allov.
—Courtesy Dozv Chemical Cotif'any
Bromine Extraction Plant
With the increase in gasoline sales, the industry saw
that the available commercial supply of bromine would
have to be augmented in some way. Since brines had
already been the source of commercial bromine, the logi-
cal sttp was to turn to sea water for the supply. But
the concentration of bromine in sea water was just
about that of the waste from the older process and for
this reason, the old process proved very inefificient when
applied to sea water. The process consisted of three
parts: 1 ) the oxidation of the brine with chlorine to
free the bromine, 2) blowing the freed bromine out of
the solution with air, and 3) the absorption of the bro-
mine in an alkali carbonate solution from which it was
recovered later.
Not only was the concentratu)n of sea water too low
but it was alkaline, and the bromine was hydroly/.ed
after oxidation so that it formed bromic and h\(lro-
bromic acid. This h\drol\sis had been pcrnu'tted in the
brine plant because the bromine concentration was great
enough to make it economical to do so. But this was
not true with sea water. It was found that by adding
acid to the water, the bromine would not be hydroly/.ed
."•nd a satisfactory yield could be obtained. A control
was worked out which utilized the fact that every bro-
mine solution has a different oxidation potential depend-
ing upon the concentration of the bronu'ne ions and the
collectne effect of the other ions present. This is
WAYNE MOORE
measured b\ the difference in voltage between a satur-
ated calomel electrode and a platinum electrode. 1 bus
it was made possible for the plant operator to control
the process without wasting large quantities of acid and
chlorme.
After the process had been perfected in the labora-
tory to the point where it extracted about fifty per cent
of the bromine from the sea water, a search was started
tor a suitable site upon which to erect a trial plant that
could later be enlarged. After a careful examination
of the sea coast, a spot at the mouth of the Cape Fear
Ri\cr was selected. It had all of the requirements:
I ) there were no streams entering the ocean for several
miles up the coast, 2) it was possible to get rid of the
effluent water without diluting the somxe supply which
was to be obtained on the other side of a long promon-
tory of land, and 3) there were no large quantities of
industrial waste in the water. After six months of oper-
.•ition of the trial plant, the process was perfected to the
point that a commercially profitable plant could be
erected.
In 1033 plans were made to construct a plant with
a capacity of 15.()(K) pounds of bromine a day. As this
was the first plant of its kind in the world, many
unique features confronted the engineers. One of the
first brain teasers was the intake canal. It was decided
to place piling out into the sea to form the intake. Thus
a large volume of water could be handled and yet the
intake be kept open. In the trial plant the engineers
foun<l that a single row of piling could not withstand
the sea. The\ solved the problem by making each wall
(if the channel a double row of piling spaced about
fifteen feet apart. Partitions were placed between thes-
walls of sand and thus the completed wall was made uji
{Continual on Page 13)
-Couvtexy Doxr Chemical Company
Sea Water Intake
* WHO'S WHO IN ILl
• E. C. Schmidt
• C. T. Kiiipp
• C. C. inicy
PROFESSOR EDWARD C. SCHMIDT was
born ill Jersey City, New Jersey. The manufacturing
city of his birth fostered in him an interest in mechanics,
an interest which he furthered in his studies at the
Stevens Institute of Technology where he was gradu-
ated in IS95 with the degree of mechanical engineer.
After graduation lie worked for a number of engineering
firms, chiefly as a designer and as an engineer in charge
of installation and maintenance of power plants. In the
year 1H98 he began his teaching career on our campus.
The next four years he served as instructor and assistant
professor of experimental engineering and railway me-
chanical engineering. He then abandoned the schoolroom
for the commercial world the second time, but returned
in 1906 as head of the newly organized department of
railway engineering. When the United States entered the
World war, he was commissioned a major in the ord-
nance department and served luitil July, 1919. After
two years more of commercial engineering he resumed
his old position as head of the department of railway
engineering and has been in the harness ever since. Pro-
fessor Schmidt has written numerous technical bulletins
on railway research. He is a member of the American
Societi,' of Alechanical Engineers, Society for the Promo-
tion of Engineering Education, Western Railway club, an
associate member of the American Railway Association,
and an honorary member of the Railway Fuel and
Traveling Engineers' Association. "Who's Who in Am-
erica" discloses that he also belongs to Tavi Beta Pi
and Sigma Xi.
PROFESSOR CHARLES T. KNIPP was born
in the town of Napoleon in the Huckeye state. Evidently
he heard the phrase "Go West, yoinig man," for he ob-
tained his A.H. in Physics from Indiana University in
1894 and the M.A. degree two years later. He taught
at Indiana for two years before going to Cornell to ob-
tain his Ph.D. Three more years were spent at Indiana
and then, in 190,?, he arrived on our campus as an as-
sistant professor of physics. He taught electrical mea-
surements and other advanced courses luitil his retire-
ment two years ago. In 1917 he was made professor of
experimental physics. Professor Knipp has published over
one hundred articles on theoretical and experimental
phj'sics. Among his contributions to the physical sciences
are the alpha-ray track apparatus, electrodeless discharge.
and the cold cathode rectifier. He is a popular lecturer,
probably because of the effective demonstration method
that he uses. His "singing tubes" demonstration is his
most famous. Professor Kiupp is a member of the Am-
erican Physical Society, American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, The Optical Society of America, Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education, American As-
sociation for the Advancement of Science, Indiana State
Acadcnn of Science, and the Illinois State Acadenn of
Science of which he was president in 1921. His name is
listed in "Who's Who" and in "American Men of Sci-
ence." He has been initiated into Sigma Xi, Phi Beta
Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, Synton, and was one of the first
faculty men initiated into Eta Kappa Nu.
Congenial PROFESSOR CARROLL C. WILF^'
was born ui Edinburg, Illinois, the son of a Methodist
minister. As a result of frequent moving, he received a
diploma from two high schools in the same semester.
When he was graduated from the University of Illinois
in 1904 he was a member of Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Xi
and had attained the rank of First Major of the Cadet
Corps. Following graduation he worked for the Weir
Frog Company, the Lorraine Steel Company, and the
American Bridge Company. But in 1906 he returned
to our campus to teach civil engineering and to study
for the C.E. degree which he obtained in 1910. Profes-
sor Wiley is a member of the American Society of Ci\il
I'.ngineers and a charter member and past president of
the central Illinois section of that society. A member
of the Illinois Engineering Society, he has twice served
as chairman of its road and street committee. He is also
a member of the Institute of Traffic Engineers, Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Education, and Al|iha
Kappa Lambda. Among engineering literature are his
books "Principles of Highwa\' Engineering" and "Route
Surveying," which Professoi- Pickels helped write, and
many articles. His interest in photography and travel
has been pushed to the background by such engineering
wovk as the writing of texts, supervision of experimental
work, and advisory work on highway and construction
jobs. His special interest has always been in traffic engi-
neering. It was through his efforts that the design of
Illinois license plates was changed in 19,iS. His idea of
engineering is that it is simply applied common sense.
JGINEERING WORLD *
S. Sachs •
A^. E. Dillow •
G. D. n'alrai'cit •
(}EC)RGE WALRAVP:X, our studeiit colonel, just
missed being a fiic-cracker by two days, back in Cen-
tialia in 1917. After a short sojourn in Washington,
IX C the Walraven family returned to the Middle
West and now live in Decatur. George kept busy nt
Decatur high school by playing football, running the
mile, holding class offices, as president of the Hi-\
club, sports editor of the annual, and business manager
of the school's stage productions. In 1935 he decided tha:
the L ni\ersity was the proper place to get a college edu-
cation because of its reputation and the moderate costs.
A chemical engineer, his special interest is in the chem-
istry of oil. Perhaps his education has something to do
with his abilit\ to get along with the president of
W.G.S. When a freshman, George thought that it would
be fun to ride horses so enrolled in the cavalry. This
year he holds the highest rank in the University brigade.
He is president ot the niilitar\" council, a member of
Scabbard and Blade and of the ca\alry club, honorary
captain of Pershing Rifles, and a member of the Student
Senate. He was a member of the Pershing Rifles drill
team for the last three years. George has learned to like
riding so well that he now coimts it as one of his hob-
bies, along with camping and collecting first-hand tish
stories. Earning his room and board through X.Y.A.
work, meal jobs, and shoe selling, has kept him more
than busy during the past three years. During the la.st
two summers he attended militar\' camp and worked
at the Ciary plant of the United States Steel corporation.
In EUGENE DILLOW'S case it's "like father,
like son." His father is group superintendent of a public
utilitN compan\' and (lene wants to get into power trans-
mission work after he graduates. Horn on August 2, 1918
in Dongola, Illinois, he has been oji the move through
central and southern Illinois ever since. During his three
years at Christopher high school he balanced a fi\e point
average with debate, dramatics, band, editing the school
paper, working on the annual staff and being manager
for the athletic teams. Instead of going back for his
senior year. Gene enrolled at Culver-Stockton college in
Canton, Missom'i. His interest in music, dramatics, and
debate continued ami he joined Pi Kappa Delta, the
forensic honorary. During his sophomore )ear he was
advertising manager of the paper. The reputation of the
University among practicing engineers attracted him an<l
he enrolled here as a junior in electrical engineering. He
is a student member of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, and Eta
Kappa Nu. He worked in last year's electrical show
and is now continuijig his journalistic career on the busi-
ness staff of the Technograph, His high school hobby,
radio, has been sadly neglected of recent years. For the
past two summers he has travelled about the state as field
cashier for an electrical utilities construction company.
SAM SACHS, the second son of a Chicago grocer,
was born on August 14, 1917. \Vhile a student at
Roosevelt high school, Sam became interested in pla\
production, which is still his favorite pastime. He was
also active in the Hi-Y club, civics club, and .served on
the Prom committee during his senior year. Sam rook
life easy for the first two years after graduation .md
attended Wright Jimior college. Finally captured b\ the
romance of engineering, he entered the University of
Illinois in 19,56. He immediately made a visit to the
Theatre (niild office in the heart of Lincoln hall and
has worked on the crew of almost every show produced
since then. His biggest job was the designing and con-
struction of the sets for the recent production "Tosca.
"
Last spring he was chosen as senior production manager,
the first time such an office has been given in the lUim'
Theatre Guild. He spent the summer just past as tech-
nical director for the Summer Theatre. He is a member
of Mask and Bauble, Arepo, and Pierrots. Blue Pencil,
senior men's honorar\-, and the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers list his name on their membership
rolls. At the Mansion House he has been house secre-
tary, social chairman, and president. To keep himself
in pocket money during the long hard winters, he has
designed machinery for the Illinois Tool compan\ and
does construction work for the Engineering Experiment
station in the M.E. department. His professional ambi-
tion is to become chief design engineer for the best com-
pany he can find. Sam claims, "There ha\e been an
amazing number of women in my life."
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Engineers Are Active
After a Thorough Investi^atio)!, Don Stevens Con-
cludes that the Bovs from North of Green Street
Help Run Campus Activities
Dirty, greasy, ill-inamicrcd men who study until
two ill the morning and have massive slifi-sticks project-
.iig from the pockets of misshapen, corduroy trousers
as they ambulate about the campus north of (ireeii
street—these are the engineers. At least this is the
engineer as the suffering students on the nlhcr side of
(ireen street usually think of him. 'I'he law, the L. A.
and S., the commerce students look upon him as a grind.
"The engineers do not have time for activities," they
maintain. It's time for us to correct these mistaken
ideas and to give a true picture of the hard working
engineer.
Engineers are not dcad-lu/uh. Many boast a long
list of activities other than engineering activities. Others
have one or two outside interests. Engineers making
Ma-Wan-Da last year included Hal Goeke, student
colonel, and John Robinson, trackstcr. Sachem, junior
honorary, initiated Loren Ashwood, 15ob Diefenthaler,
and (jeorge Farnsworth a year ago, and Erwin Duer-
.'nger last spring. Ashwood is track manager ; Diefen-
thaler, track captain; and Farnsworth, after three )ears
on the business staff of the Illiiii. is circulation manager
of the Siren. Erwin Dueringer is comptroller of Sigma
Phi Epsilon and is a member of the Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet. He serves on the Illibvick committee of Sa-
chem and is a member of Star and Scroll. Most of
his activity associates do not realize that he is an engi-
neer
—
possibh' because he wears a tie and combs his
hair.
-Members ot engineer Diefenthaler's track squad are
James Mulford, Wayne Yarcho, and H. C. Whitmarsh.
The Varsity Men's Glee Club includes Hernard Ep-
itein, Stan Howell, Ross Lenimon, and Don Stevens
from the north campus. Workers for the Theatre (niild
are construction crew head Sammy Sachs, his assistant,
Louis Wahler, and llr\ Mueller, and Dave Stinson.
Ken Brooks, the Homecoming badge chairman of last
year, served as a cheerleader for the past two years.
Tom Morrow is a member of the Y. M. C. A. board
of directors and serves as chairman of the meetings
committee.
Engineers form a large jiart of the famous Illinois
bands. Among the Concert Hand boys are l\eii Acker-
man, Ed Dolch, H. D. F2glin, John Engstrom, Elwyn
King, Ken Malick. Charles .Mant/., Clarence Sandy,
Howard Yarnell, and Al Hatch. Some 25 engineers
are to be found in the ranks of the First Regimental
Hand and 2(1 others are in the Seconil "Reg."
Leo Sainati pitched for the Illini baseball nine last
spring. Norm Fehrm is a member of the Dolphins
and Joe F. Smith is a sophomore football manager.
(leorge Perkins, swimming manager also serves as head
usher during the football season. Travelling o\er to
the esthetic side of University activities we find that
Dan Hazen is a member of the University Concert and
Entertainment Board. Allen Adams works for the Star
Course.
Among the politicians, engineer Norm Seip is presi-
dent of the Junior class and a member of the Student
Senate. Frank .McKelvey won a seat in the Student
Senate l;ist fall and he is also a member of the board
of directors of the Illinois I nion.
Down in the Armory, chem engineer George Wal-
laven runs the show as student colonel. Other members
i,f the Militar>' Council who are from north of Green
are E(i Eraser, Maurie Carr, Phil Clementz, Art Brown,
Hill Dunn, Ray Hicks, and Ken Cionseth.
These engineers are engaged in south campus or all-
l ni\ersity acti\ities. No mention has been made of
the men in engineering activities. There are eight student
branches, the Engineering Council, four all-engineering
fraternities, five branch fraternities, and the Techno-
graph. The engineers sponsor St. Pat's Ball, the Elec-
trical Show, and the Illinois Student Engineering
Exhibit.
Who will now claim absolute monasticisni as the
onh' forte of the engineer? He is as human as ainone
in this I ni\ersit\'. According to polls conducted during
the past several years, the engineer spends 32 per cent
of his time in classes and doing homework, 3ll.(S per
cent in sleeping, and 37.2 per cent of his time in activi-
ties. The engineer is not just a grubbing, greasy bloke
—
he is an average active student.
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Wood (Monies Back
(Cniiliuiu d from I'lir/c S)
placfd with iTganl to the ci-nter lint- of the arch. Th
only nails used were those necessary to hold the hoards
in place while the glue was being applied. A water re-
sistant, casein glue was used. .After the glue had been
applied, the arch was subjected to a uinforni pressure
while it dried.
The hinges upon which the arch rested were hardened
steel knife edges which were embedded in steel castings
which were in turn embedded in hea\ \ concrete blocks.
Th concrete blocks were tied together with two, 2-inch
nickel steel rods which resisted the horizontal thrust of
the columns when the arch was loaded. Provision was
made to measure the amount of horizontal thrust and
also that the span of the arch would remain the same
<luring the entire test.
The tests were made to determine the relationship
between the actual stresses produced in the laminated
arch as computed from the strains measured in the lab-
oratory and the stresses as calculated by means of the
elastic theory applied to the two hinged arch. The actual
value of the force of horizontal thrust was also compared
with the theoretical value.
The arches were tested by loading them in a 3U(),(I(I(I
pound testing machine. The load was distributed from
the movable head to the six arch-load points by means
of a system of levers. Strain gauges were placed on every
lamination on both sides of the arch at each of the seven
strain sections. Siiiall nails were used with these strain
gauges on two arches but it was found that regular
strain gauge plugs gave more accurate results. All strains
were measured over four inch gauge lengths. On one
arch, measurements were made between laminations to
determine the amount of slip.
The relationship between the calculated and measured
stresses is shown in the figure. The straight line repre-
sents the computed values, which very closely approxi-
mate the measured values. Probably the two most im-
portant reasons for the ilifference between the test data
and the straight line are the weakening due to joints in
the laminations and weakening due to slip between lam-
inations because of poor glueing. Other factors having
an effect are non-uniformity of the wood; the shifting
of the neutral axis as the load increases, an action typical
of wooden beams; and the increase in stress in the wood
past the proportional limit stress. That increasing the
stress beyond the proportional limit value has an effect
is evidenced by the increase in the variation between the
calcvdated and measured \'alues of stress after the pro-
portional limit stress has been exceeded. However, the
theoretical and actual values check very closely. The same
is true for the horizontal thrust forces. The evidence
would indicate that the laminated timber arch acts ver\
much like an ideal or theoretical arch.
The ultimate loads that the different arches with-
stood varied from 101,000 pounds to 137,000 pounds.
The arches with the thicker laminations stood up a trifle
better than the ones constructed from thinner sections.
Preparations are being made for the testing of two-
hinged rigid frames. It is probable that these members
will be stronger than the arches for a better method of
fabricating and gluing has been discovered since the
arches were made. The joints are scarged diagonalh' and
end glued in the new specimens. The results of the first
set of tests show that the laminated timber structural
member is practical and already a few bviildings iitdizing
this type of construction have been built.
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Our Societies
i (JoiiliniKil from I'lu/c 6)
MU SAN
Tlu- .innual tOrninl iiiiti:irioii was lu'ld Dfccniber
18 with si'\cn active nifmbiTs and five tacult\ iiumh-
bds present. The men initiated were:
Lawrence Hreniser (jeorge Kenned\
Robert I)e jonge James MidtOrd
( ieorjje I'ieldliouse Harold Nelson
John Hallden Steven Xichiporuk
Otto Hallden Harold Wustman
VV. H. Wisely '28, Assistant Sanitary Engineer of
the State Department of Public Health, spoke at the
meeting and recommended that the seniors search for
l.'ivoi.Mble working conditions.
RAILWAY CLUB
(^n November 9, at the brakeshoe laboratory, be-
hind the Transportation building. Professor H. J.
Schrader ilemonstrated the method used in testing brake
shoes. In the past, this work has been very valuable
to the railroads, and new tests are constanth being
made.
The Railway Club, which thus far has h.ul unusually
good attendance at its meetings, has planned several
interesting programs for the remainder of the year.
Fifteen persons turned out when S. H. Pierce,
instructor in (}.E.D., showed two reels of movies on
the Chicago elevated lines at the last meeting of the
Railway Club. Mr. Pierce, who has worked for the
"L," gave a ver\- enlightening description to accompany
the picture. All railway fans are urged to come.
T.A.U BETA PI
,iniiar\' 1 S. Alpha of( )n Suiula\. j,inii - IS Illinois chapter
of Tail Beta Pi recognized the outstanding scholarship
of the following men by formal initiation :
.Amos W. Hateman
Harold Hunte
John ]•,. Cordes
Robert S. Darke
James V. Dick
X. F.iigene Dillow
Edward D. Ebert
Melvin E. Filers
Hernard Epstein
Charles D. Evans
Alfred H. Horn
Ralph J. Johnson
Ro\ F. Lorent/, Jr.
William D. Lyon
Lewis '•,. McCown
1 homas ^L Morrow
M. Milburn Pehl
John H. Wetzel
Richard A. Wetzel
The initiation was followed by a banquet which was
.itteiided b\ both student and facultv members. Dean
M. r. McCliire spoke on "The Atmosphere of Scholar-
ship."
KERAMOS
At a banquet held November 17, eight stutlents
were initiated into Keramos. selection being made on
the basis of character and scholastic achievement. The
neophytes are:
Justine Boeker John Morris
Val Cichowski Jack Veale
George Eyerly John Webber
Vaylord Luster Allen Young
Work h.is begun on enameled porcelain plaques
being made for the members. The plaques are in the
shape of the fraternity pin and are enameled gold and
black, the colors of the pin. Pictures of the group
were taken for the Illini Ccraiiiht. the yearbook jnib-
Ji.shed by the S. B. A. C. S. A committee has been
V\kThTi ^Engravers
(^^mph
\§.e/LUtce.
UJCii
CHAMPAIGN ILL
Spcdkini/ ijf fujiins . . .
you c/m t/e't more dour
ivifli fi sliitc rule.
book
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I
.ippointcd to assist in tlu- promotion of Ci'raniics rejiis-
f I'.itinn.
PI TAU SIGMA
Tlu' election of secoiul-seniestei' orticers was held
|anuai\ 1 1 following the initiation of Assistant Profes-
sor L. H. Thomas of the department of Mechanical
I'ligineering. The officers arc:
Stan Raker Preside 11 f
Durwood Evans lice President
V^ernon Zwicker Treasurer
Frank Rasmussen Reeordin/j Secretary
Roger Campbell (^orrespondint/ Secretary
Ten men were initiateil at the fall election:
Richard Akemann Keith Carter
Merrill Anderson Oliver Dmrant
John Bunting Edward La Bond
Sam Capizzi Leonard AL'nick
Walton Carlson Robert Sutherland
The annual presentation of Mark's Meeha?iieal E>i-
'lineer's Hatidbook was made January 1 1 to Rune E.
Levine, whose freshman average was 4.7. The hand-
book is given in recognition of scholarship to the sopho-
more Mechanical Engineer who made the highest
scholastic average for the two freshman semesters. The
presentation was made preceding the technicolor sound
movie, "Steel—Man's Servant," in the Lincoln Hall
Theatre.
Bromine from the Sea
(Continued from Piuje 1)
of cells, each 21 feet long and 15 feet wide. The intake
was 200 feet long, and these cells were made one at a
time and filled with sand dredged from the channel.
Fifty foot, steel, interlocking piling was used and the
piles were driven with water jets.
From the intake the water flows into a settling
basin where foreign particles are removed. At the far
end of this basin are four concrete cells, the first three
having floating strainers to catch floating logs, while
the fourth has a conveyor screen which removes any
small floating debris. At the end of the basin are two
centrifugal pumps of a combined capacity of 58,000
gallons per minute, which raise the water over a concrete
dam so that it cannot flow back into the sea when
the plant is not in operation. The water flows acro.ss
the peninsula to the plant. \i\ warm weather the water
is sidetracked through a shallow pond where it is warm-
ed, thus making the process more cfificient. The
extraction plant is located near the river and about
five feet above it. Some excavation was done in order
that the water would not have to be pumped to such
a great height during the process.
In the actual extraction process the water is pumped
to the top of the blowing-out towers in a 42-inch,
rubber-lined, pipe. At the bottom of this pipe the acid
is introduced from a number of small rubber-lined pipes,
.nnd a little fiuther up the chlorine is introduced through
several similar pipes. At the top the water pas.ses through
hox distributors where it is broken into 3,200 smaller
streams before being introiluced into the tower. Air is
drawn through openings at the bottom of the tower
and passes upward in a direction counter to the flow
of the water. This chamber is filled with wood cut-
tings. The water leaves the bottom of the tower and
is emptied into the river. The air, now carrying the
liberated bromine, passes into the absorption tower where
a soda ash solution is sprayed through the bromine
laden air, absorbing the bromine and forming sodium
{Continued on Piu/c 15)
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I'ihrumy. 1Q39
1)1(1 \ou know that "Huf\" l.oiij;. Kttinjiham's con-
tribution to the senini" enijinfcis, used to tiilf hoiiii' every
week-end on his motorcycle? He has discontinued the
practice this year so that he can sta\ on the campus
and study—or is it because you have some "femnie"
keeping you here, Omar?
A nomination tor one of the junior classes" smartest
boys goes to Ernie Richards. His chief dissapointment
about last year was that he got only a "H" in M.E. <S7.
Imagine a "I? " in an engmeering course being a disap-
jiointment
!
August Chiary doesn't mind expressing his prefer-
ences with regard to the form of equations. In senior
design class he recently took Mr. Hrielmaier to task for
setting up an equation in a slightly revised form: "1 al-
wa\s like to have the constant in the numerator, so
change it please."
L pholding the reputation of the class of '42 at the
Freshman-Faculty dinner were some 133 of the Frosh.
Professor H. F. Moore gave a talk that kept even Rob
Taylor, Cer.E., awake. Roy Hammar and Don Stevens
sneaked into positions at the speakers' table for reasons
that we cannot fathom. Bob McCreary and Erwin
Dueringer, co-chairmen of the e\ent, recei\e many com-
pliments on their program.
For a complete description of the effects of "zombies
"
upon the human body we refer you to George Trees and
Frank McKelvey. On the inspection trip they conducted
a thorough-going research project, the results of which
they have so far kept a secret.
Seven engineers were among the group of fift\ re-
cently initiated into Phi Kappa Phi. national scholastic
honorar\. The\ were: ( iene Dillow, E.E.. Hob Oaines.
.M.E., Hob Holmes. Ch.E., Al Horn, E.E., Vi Sing
Hvue, Ci.E., Harold Kleckner, M.E., and Kennv Poarch,
E.E.
Many ']".iiA..\l. 3 students got their first glimpse
of the photoelastic, fatigue, and rail-investigation labora-
tories on a short inspection trip through the Talbot lab-
orator\- after Christmas \acation. Every day visitors from
other cities come to see the laborator\'. but stuilents sel-
dom get any further than the crane bay railing.
Students in M.E. 87 had guilty looks on their faces
recenth when they found out that they hadn't been
getting away with anything but that their instructors
knew that the\ had been fudging time on their shop
work.
Either our Illini Engineers are just good bo\s or
their follies are well concealed, judging by the difficulty
we have in getting wind of their activities in off hours.
Where does Ernie Richards, of the "H" mourning
tame, go. all dolled up, nearly every Monday or Tuesday
mght ?
The bo\s in Mr. Fett's E.E. 25 cla.s.ses respect his
Solomon-like wisdom. Just before the Christmas \acation
he delivered this bit of wisdom: "Now I don't want
any of you to take an\' books home over vacation. You
certainly won't even open them, but if you have them
with you, they'll just haunt you and spoil your vacation."
How sad—but, oh, how true!
Buy Used Textbooks
AND SAVE UP TO 30%
Large Stock of New and Used Books,
Drawino^ Supplies and Slide Rules
Don't forget we buy any and all textbooks
of current edition
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Bromine from the Sea
[C'lnlinind fiiiiii I'lU/r hi)
bioiii.'iU" and bromide. There are several of these ab-
sorption towers in scries in each extraction unit and
as tlie concentration of the bromine in the soda asli
solution reaches a certain point in the first tower, it
is drained out, ail the other solutions moved to tlie next
rower, and a fresh solution started at the end tower.
Each absorption tower through which the bromine laden
air is passed has a soda ash solution having a lower
bromine concentration than the last. The floor of each
libsorption tower is elevated on concrete arches for two
purposes: 1) to obtain gravity How of the soda ash
through the tanks below, and 2) to make the detection
of leaks in the floor more simple.
The sodium bromide-bromate solution is stored in
tanks and when it is desired to remo\e the bromine, the
solution is acidified and the bromine distilled oiif. Ethyl-
ene dibromide is also produced in tliis plant. This is
done by passing ethyl alcohol o\er a heated kaolin
catalyst to form ethylene. Ethylele dibromide is made
by bubbling the ethylene through liquid bromine at
about 32 degrees Fahrenheit.
The acid used in the process is sulfuric acid and
is delivered to the plant in the concentrated form. It
is diluted in rubber-lined tanks, lb feet in diameter and
10 feet high. The chlorine is kept in tanks that hold
one ton each. These tanks must be kept at about 70
degrees Fahrenheit. The chlorine is conducted to the
42-inch mixing pipe in liquid form and is vaporized
\n a steam jacketed \aporizer.
Tile control laboratory for the process has meters
which show the pH of the water and the oxidation
potential of the liberated bromine. The valves which
control the acid and chlorine are ]io\\' hand operated
but will be made automatic by coupling them to these
two meters.
It is interesting to note that the plajit power Jiouse
produces steam for heating and e\aporating purposes
only. Electrical power is purchased. The plant has it
own boat which brings in all supplies from Wihiiingtoii,
North Carolina, which is twent\- miles away.
The plant, which was completed just five months
after the plans were begun, is now producing 1 S,()t)fl
pounds of free bromine a day which is being comertcd
into about 16,000 povuids of ethylene dibromide with
an efficiency of something over 90 per cent. As has
been said before, this plant is unique in that it is the
first successful plant for the removal of elements from
the waters of the ocean. It may be the first step in tlie
fulfillment of man's age-old dream of extracting goKl
from the sea.
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TECKNOKRAKS
Down south there lived a negro who was crippled
and consequently was unable to do anv work. His wife
was blessed with the uncommon name of "Combustion."
And as a result of this, he was called "Nitrogen," be-
cause he was unable to support "Combustion."
"He\, Hill, >our doctor's out here with a flat tire.
He wants to know what it's going to cost him," an-
nounced the garage owner's assistant.
"Diagnose the case as flatulency of the perimeter,
and chaige him $5.00," came the answer.
A Frosh on his first field trip had caught a butter-
fly in his net and had rtui straightway to the Professor
who was on his 106th field trip.
Frosh (excitedly): "What do I do now?"
Prof, (sarcastically) : "Climb up the pole and stab
it."
"Well, and what did xou think of the beauties of
the Maine Woods?"
"Didn't see a single girl aftei' leaving the depot."
Things that never worried (jrantlma:
Middle Age Skin
Dishpan Hands
The Dishpan Line
Halitosis
B. O.
Lost S. A. (Stocking Ap|ie.il )
Pink Toothbrush
Acid Skin
Honeymoon Hands
Skin Vitamin
Tattle Tale Gray
First Prof.
—
"The students were so entranced in my
lecture room that they forgot to leave at noon."
Second Prof.—"Why didn't you wake them up?"
There's no excuse for anyone being :\ f.ailure these
da\'s when you can get a book free that will tell \iiu all
about how to be a success.
Engineers
—
Trust your hair to good care
So that people will not glare
CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
206 South Mathews—Urbana
One day .Aunt Llla was explaining the meaning of
various words to her young nephew. "Now an heirloom,
my dear, means something that has been handeil down
from father to son," she said.
"Well," replied the boy, "that's a queer jiame for m\
p.-mts!"
« -» -*
"I want a sha\e," said the sergeant as he climbed
into the b.irber's chair. "No haircut, no shampoo, no
rum, witch ha/el, hair tonic, hot towels, or face mas-
sage. 1 don't want the manicurist to work on me, nor
the bootblack to handle my feet, 1 don't want to be
brushed down, and I'll put on my coat myself. 1 just
want a plain shave, with no trimmings. L nderstand
that?"
"Yes, sir," said the barber quietly. "Lather, sir?"
"So I told the freshman to indorse the check his
family had sent him."
"Did he do it?"
"Yes, he wrote on the back, 'I heartily indorse this
check.'
"
She: "Do you think there are divorces in heaven?"
He: "I don't think so. You can't get a di\()rce with-
out a lawyer."
New and Used
Textbooks
Complete Engineering
Supplies
THE CO-OP
(Jreen tS: Wright Phone 6-183';
7r j\^r///ff Of am rm///i
OF THE THOUSANDS of
suits and dresses deliv-
ered by dry cleaners
every day, how many
are destined to play their
part in encouraging romance?
It's an interesting speculation.
Vi'hen "boy meets girl" both are eager
to look their best.
Appearance has so much to do with
the success of that great adventure. And
so the dry cleaner, in delivering freshb
cleaned and pressed clothes at a specific
hour, is often hand in hand with Dan
Cupid.
But the "romance" of dry cleaning
goes much farther than that. Few people
realize the true nature and extent of the
remarkable service the drv cleaner is
7
rendering. Clothes are not mereh
"sloshed" in some commonplace liquid,
wrung out, dried and pressed, like a
family wash.
The modern dry cleaner is a skilled
technician who understands the nature
and peculiarities of textiles and tex-
tures, of dyes, of prints, of wools,
silks, rayons, acetates and mixtures.
He knows his chemistry and what to
do with troublesome spots. He knows
the problems of shrinking and stretch-
ing and what to do about them. In
fact he practices a scientific operation.
In the advancement of this essential
business Dow technicians have played
a conspicuous part by the development
of Dowclene. This dry cleaning sol-
vent, in addition to speeding up the
process, makes dry cleaning abso-
lutely odorless. It leaves no oily film
to attract new dirt. It makes clothes
cleaner, fresher, brighter, wear longer.
Beyond these invaluable results is the
immensely important fact that Dowclene
is nonflammable and non-explosive.
The utilization of Dowclene solvent
is now national in scope and Dow con-
siders it among the most important of
all its more than three hundred contri-
butions to industry.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
MIDLAND. MICH.
lirtnich Sales OJJicef: 3U Rockefeller Plaza, New
York CJt> —Second and Madison Streets. St. Louis
— Field Building, C^hicaKO— 9 Main Street. San
Francisco.
6^'ECitntfiits /\^efvs
NEW-TYPE STREAMLINER
ANEW'-TVPE 1 2.;-niilc-an-ln)ur strcanilincr -tlic
iCOOO lu)rsi;]ioucr steam-electric train now heint; put
through its final tests by G-E engineers—soon will he
speetiing on its first westward run over the Union Pacific's
historic "Oxerlami Route."
Nearly two years have been spent by General Electric
and Union Pacific engineers in designing and building
the streamliner. The result is that the power plant ot the
new train is capable of doing twice the work ot a con\en-
tional steam loco]ii()ti\e tor each pounil ot luel used, anil
ot making three times the mileage without stopping for
fuel or water. Six large motors in each of the two cabs
drive the locomotive, the electricity being supplied by a
geared turbine-electric generating unit similar to those
used on many ships.
.As the new i i;-car streamliner speeds between Chicago
and the Pacific Coast, at times winding through passes
more than 7000 feet abo\e sea level, it will be another
symbol of the constant search by General Electric's
transiiortation engineers for more efficient means of
travel. This search is one in which the engineer with years
ot experience gives invaluable training to the Test men -
young student engineers recentlx' graduated from college
—who assist him.
-^<^
TELEVISION AT THE
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR
IF YOU have a favorite line or two from Kipling or a
famous Shakespearean speech you like to give now and
then, consider the ne plus ultra ot settings tor the presenta-
tion—a complete television studio, with an autlience as
standard equipment, recently announced by Dr. W. R. G.
F^aker, Union '16, managing engineer of the General
Electric radio division and an ex-Test man.
For you are invited to turn actor in the G-E building at
"The World of Tomorrow," the New York World's Fair.
At your service will be a program director, who w-ill initiate
you into the experience of acting before the camera, and
complete television equipment of the latest design—
receivers, camera, transmitter. .And between acts you will
be able to see and listen to programs that are being broad-
cast by television stations throughout the New York area.
Demonstrating television to the public is not new to
General Electric engineers. Nine years ago, Dr. E. F. \V.
.Alexanderson—one of the G-E consulting engineers and
an ex-Test man—and his assistants demonstrated tele-
vision to a theater audience in Schenectady. But great
advances have been made since then, and when you act
tor your friends at New York you will be using the latest
equipment that science has to offer.
I
NOW you SEE IT-
NOW you DON'T
N THE G-E Research Lalioratory, at Schenectady,
there is a framed photograph which at first glance does
not appear to be unusual in any way. Hut when it is
viewed from an angle at which the glare ot light reflecteil
from the glass becomes noticeable, the picture does tricks
— part of it becomes almost obscured by the glare, yet
the rest remains clearly visible.
The explanation is that each surface of the clear portions
of the glass is coateii with .1 transparent film—a film four
millionths of an inch thick, or one-quarter wave length ot
light, and having the proper refractive index. These films,
recently developeii by G-E scientists, cause the light rays
reflected from the film surfaces to counteract one another.
The reflection of light from the glass is thereby prevented.
Whereas the process is still in the laboratory stage, it is
believed that it will soon be available for many optical uses.
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. . . this telephone idea can help you
%Y 7"HILE you're in college, you're on tlie
''^ consumer side of the fence. There you"Il
find the "Where to Buy It" section of your
Telephone Directory a quick, easy way to
discover who sells Avhat you want.
After graduation, you may be on the other
side of the fence, too— the seller's side. As a
manufacturer or distributor of an advertised
product you'll find classified telephone direc-
tory listings a most effective, economical way to
direct buvers to dealers handlinji vour product.
This directory service, tying up the national
advertiser with the local distributor of his
product, is just one of many Bell System ideas
that help to increase the
value of your telephone.
A telephone call home would be appreciated. Rates to most
points are lowest any time after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
•5^^r.'
ONK often hears the expression,
"Times are changing." This is as
true in engineering as it is in any
other part of our economic system. In-
dustry is now calling for an engineering
graduate with a different type of educa-
tion than the one that most technical
schools have been furnishing their stu-
dents. Maynard Hufschmidt, a senior.
looks over the situation, and drawing upon
the experiences of four years of engineer-
ing education, gives some usefid advice
for those who are just starting out.
• The third biennial Engineering Open
House will be held this spring. The En-
gineering Council has set the date for the
first week-end in ^lay and preparations
have begun. Read in this issue a preview
of this great show that exhibits the edu-
cational advantages of oiu- college.
• The Technograph wishes to apologize
for not giving credit to // nrld Petroleum
who furnished the frontispiece for the
Februar\' issue.
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Engineering Education
A Senior Looks Back and Then to the Future
William L\i)n Phelps, Yale's famous Professor of
Eniilish, in a con\ersat!<in with a prominent eastern
engineer, asked him, "What studies in college would
you advise for one who intends to become a civil en-
gineer?"
The successful executive replied with no hesitation,
"Anything—so long as it has no connection with engi-
neering!" The engineer then amplified his statement
by citing the cases of young engineers in his employ.
The graduates with a strictly technical education sur-
passed their more broadly educated fellows at first, but
soon fell behind them. He attrib\ited this to the ad-
vantages possessed by the more liberally educated men
because of their wider background.
The attitude of this engineer is typical of the point
of \iew of our business, educational, and governmental
leaders toward engineering education today. There was
a time when, seemingly, industry could not get enough
higlily specialized men. Except for a few indiistries,
notably aviation, the situation has changed and men
with specialized education find it difficult to find places
to use their training. As long as industry was expand-
ing, it cnco\n'aged the education of specialists; in fact,
many schools were foimded in order that the supply
might meet the demand. But the drastic curtailment
of production which occurred during the past decade
depleted this market for the specialist. The business
upturn of lO.-i? found a new type of engineer in de-
mand
; one whose technical training had been supple-
mented by education in other fields.
Surveys conducted by engineering schools have borne
out the fact that it is the broadly educated engineer
who achieves the greatest degree of success. A survey
by the University of Michigan covering its engineering
graduates during the period from 1925 to 1936 found
that starting salaries fluctuated with business conditions,
being highest in 1929 and lowest in 1934. The sig-
nificant finding of the survey was, however, that during
the depression years the engineer did not always get
\\'ork in his specialty. Hence the engineer with a
broader education had the advantage, in the sense that
he was better adapted to meet existing conditions. This
survey also showed that, after 10 years of employment,
men who had advanced the most were those with widei'
educational horizons: the men who had engaged in ac-
tivities and hail tried to increase their non-technical
knowledge.
A survey by Pennsylvania State College showed
substantially the same results. Certain exceptions should
be noted here: chemical engineers and men trained in
aeronautics have no difficult) in procuring jobs and
advancing rapidly. This may be attributed to the rapid
expansion of these industries and to the shortage of ex-
MAYNARD HUFSCHMIDT
lu-rienced men. But the opposite trend is shown in
civil engineering, which field finds increasing difficulty
in absorbing all its graduates each year. Many civils
are now branching into other iields, where their suc-
cess is dependent upon tlieii- .-ibility to meet new sit-
uations.
An increasing numbei' of engineers are finding em-
ployment in government work. For many years the
government has hired engineers as inirely technical men.
Recently, with the broadening of governmental activi-
ties and the increase in economic planning, engineers
have been hiied to serve in advisory capacities. There
is every indication that this trend will continue. To
be a success in these new go\ernmental positions, an
engineer will need a much wider knowledge of affairs
than a purely technical education can give him.
What are the engineering schools doing to meet
the challenge of these changing conditions? Two trends
in engineering education have been noted: Some in-
dustries, who feel that the schools do not fully meet
their needs, have set up technical schools of their own.
The aviation industry is a good example of this; several
fine technical schools have been opened in California
by the leading airplane manufacturers. The radio in-
dustry also has its own technical schools for training
personnel. The engineering colleges, however, are mov-
ing in the opposite direction. Several eastern schools,
notably Cornell, now require two \ears of education
in liberal arts before enrollment in engineering, thus
lengthening the educational term to five years. A few
schools, including the I niversity of Illinois, have set
up courses in general engineering, in which the attempt
is made to give a more general education, yet retain
the four year course. Some engineering educators are
advocating the retention of the specialized four-\ear
curricula, but the reduction of the courses in each cur-
riculum to the stud\ of fimdanientals that can be re-
tained by the student. The time that would be gained
in this manner would be used to give the student a more
general and more liberal education. The.se attempts,
while indicative of the future methods for training
engineers, are still too few to have much effect upon
the majority of engineers now attaining their education.
What, then, is the student who attends the average
engineering school to do? Must he accept the fact that
his course is laid out for him and let himself be molded
by it alone? Indeed not! He can do a great deal foi-
{(jontiniu'd on Piujc 1 1 )
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I SEE
Students Present the Third Open House
by FRANK BUTTERFIELD
A full sized locomotixe niniiiiig at top speed without
moving an inch, the step by step production of building
brick, concrete cylinders subjected to a squeeze of 2,0(10,-
000,000 pounds—these are some of the sights which will
greet the 10,000 visitors to tlie Engineering Open House
at the University of Illinois. This public exhibition,
formally known as the "Illinois Student Engineering
Exhibition," is intended to show guests, by means of
routine tests and activities, the basic principles of engi-
neering. It is one of the few times the College of P'ngi-
neering may be observed performing all its normal op-
erations at one time.
The IVIechanical Engineering department, the largest
department in the college, will have in operation its
laboratory engines—auto, diesel, steam, and gas. The
huge heating, refrigerating, and air conditioning equip-
ment will be of interest to many since the recent
commercial applications in these fields. In the shop
laboratories students will be pouring cast iron, brass,
and aluminum, running the machine tools, and operat-
ing the little gasoline engines manufactured in these
shops. Periodic demonstrations will be made of steel
hardening and heat treatment.
In the Transportation building spectators may see
the (General Engineering Drawing department in full
swing, drafting, lettering, rendering, and reproducing
drawings. The department of Mining and Metallurgy
has prepared exhibits of mine construction and operation
and will display blasting and surveying equipment. (Op-
eration of pneumatic drilling equipment and assa\'
apparatus will be explained. The department is espe-
cially proud of its new metallurgical laboratory where
a great deal of work has been done on the micro-struc-
ture of metals and fatigue in welded joints.
Almost everyone will linger in the Physics building
before the fascinating demonstrations of the properties
of fluid air and of intricate glass blowing. Many his-
toric and spectacular experiments will be performed here
with electrical and magnetic apparatus. Electrical dis-
charges and ion activity are especially beautiful.
In the kiln laboratory of the Ceramics building
students will be kept busy operating brick making, clay
mixing, and sand blasting machines and burning ma-
terials in the kilns and furnaces. Visitors will see the
manufacture of pottery by jiggering and casting and
the strength testing of pottery and porcelain. On the
second floor will be microscopic studies of ceramic ma-
terials and exhibits of iron enameling.
In the locomotive laboratory, where important brake
shoe research has been carried on, an Illinois Central
locomotive will be in continuous full-load, normal-speed
operation on its test mounting. Traction tests and fuel
consumption tests will be run several times during the
program. The Railway Engineering department's test
car, an electric car equipped for making motor per-
foiniance investigation and rail tests, will be on its
siding just north of the locomotive lab. The depart-
ment also has displays of signal block systems and his-
toric apparatus.
Student civil engineers will demonstrate the use
of a triangulation tower and surveying equipment. Dis-
tributed about Engineering Hall will be pictures and
models of important hydraulic projects, bridges, and
highway development work. Military engineers will
display bridge models and explosive equipment. Visitors
interested in agriculture should be sure not to miss the
Agricultural Engineering and soil conservation equip-
ment.
In the Electrical Engineering Laboratory visitors
will learn the principles and latest developments in
radio, tele\ision, and telephone as well as the cost of
operating standard household appliances. Demonstra-
tions will be made of electric and magnetic measure-
ments, vibrations of quartz crystals, and the transmis-
sion of sound over light waves. In the Electrical Engi-
neering Annex spectators will see startling direct current
discharges in the high voltage laboratory, and light-
ing equipment and fimdamentals in the illuminating
laboratory.
Perhaps the most interested crowd will gather in
the Talbot laboratory when four-foot reinforced con-
crete cylinders are crushed by a 2,000,000,000 pound
pressure in one of the world's largest testing machines.
Routine tests will also be made on steel, cast iron, and
timber members. In the hydraulic laboratories may be
seen water pumps aiid tmbines anil displays of sanita-
tion and water supply.
Everyone is invited and there is no toll. All this
ilisplay will take place in Ma\' when, for tiie third time,
the College of Engineering opens its doors and puts on
this great exhibit for anyone who wishes to attend. The
show is a student responsibility and is entirely of stu-
dent planning and execution, but receives the utmost
co-operation from members of the faculty. Thus it is
a true exhibit of the educational facilities of the Col-
lege of Engineering of the L'niversity of Illinois.
Infant
Meet the bab\' of the Mechanical Engineering
family—M. E. 84, Welding. Yes, the course in weld-
ing has at last been started. After three years of plan-
ning and preparation the new laboratory in the Foundry
building has been completed and this semester has been
put uito use.
The course is taught for senior mechanical engineers
who have had the course in the heat treatment of metals,
^L E. 89. The two hours of classroom work each week
are devoted to a study of the uses and proce.s.ses of
welding. The three hours of laboratory work furnishes
experience in both oxy-acteylene and arc welding. The
purpose is not to make welders out of the students, for
that actually requires months of practice, but rather
to teach them to know when, where, and what kind
of welds can be used in design work. Instruction is
being furnished bv Professor D. G. Rvan and Mr.
R. D. Williams.
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Railroad Evolution
Intricate Steel Castings Replace Fabricated Parts
by GENE STERNBERG
1' rom the tlays when railroail trt'ij;lit and passenger
traffic «as confined to a few hundred miles of track that
hiy between the principal Eastern cities till the present
time when a network of railways serves every part of
the country, the greatest expense of providing and main-
taining efficient transportation facilities has been the
construction and iip-keep of the power and fuel units of
trains, the locomotive and the tender.
The first locomotives and tenders, built up from
many parts, were a constant source of expense to the rail-
roads. This expense consisted for the most part of re-
jilacing the fasteners used to hold the parts of the frame
together and to attach such parts as the cylinders, front
deck, air pump brackets, and engine truck center pins.
The bolts underwent so much strain due to the vibration
of the engine that they were worn or sheared off and
many of them had to be replaced several times between
shoppings of the locomotive. Machinists often had to
ream out the old bolt hole and replace the bolt with a
larger size. It was not inicommon for a set of bolts one
:in(l one-half inches in diameter to be incrca.sed to as
much as two and one-fourth inch bolts. This increase
lessened the amount of metal between bolt holes and
eventually frame cracks resulted, which simply entailed
more expense.
Immediateh' following the World war, railroad en-
gineers began to plan the construction of the one-piece
locomotive bed which would do away with much of the
trouble given by fabricated beds. The development was
slow and man\' difficulties were encountered before the
frame that is used today was evolved. It had already
been determined that the empirical design formidas for
cylinders could not be applied to a one-piece bed and
consequently the first beds had to be comparatively
simple in design, incorporating only the main frame with
cross braces and front deck. Even this simple bed made
it necessary to discard old practices of the foundry anc'
finishing departments for the designer's work was changed
from the determination of the number, strength, an'.'
spacing of the holding bolts and rivets to the deternniia-
tion of the distribution of the metal throughout the
casting so that maximum strength with minimum weight
might be obtained.
After the development of the first bed, the advance-
ment of the integral locomotive structure came more
rapidly. The cradle was added in 1924 and the steam
cylinders, heretofore the greatest cause of trouble in
frame loosening, were incorporated in 1926. At the same
time the boiler saddle was made an integral part of the
frame and thus a steady support for the boiler w;is
insm'ed. Since that time other parts of the locomotiNc
have been incorporated as a part of the bed structure
till the old fabricated structure has become almost ex-
tinct except for old switching engines. That the unit
bed is used extensively is evidenced by the fact that
forty-two railroads in the United States, Canada, and
Australia have equipped approximately 1,650 locomotives
with the bed since its inception. The permanent align-
ment of the various parts, the impossibility of frame
loosening and the greater strength of the cast steel imit
bed have all helped to lower the maintenance bills of the
railroads.
Along with the development of the unit bed came
improvements in other parts of the locomotive. The pilot,
or "cow catcher" as it is popularly known, has had to
be redesigned because of the greater speeds of the trains
of today. It is now a strong, one-piece casting and is de-
signed to throw objects away from the engine ,ind not
to deflect them under the locomotive.
Liniytrsy t,,-nrnil Steel Castinil Corp.
Four-wheel Truck
The guiding trucks have been redesigned for greater
strength and so that they would distribute the weight
e\enly whether the train was on the straightaway or a
curve. This even distribution has done away with much
of the vibration of the locomotive. The greatest im-
provement in the drivewheels has been their redesign
so that balance is obtained. The throw of one drive
wheel, when not counterbalanced, can subject the track to
a force as high as 30,000 pounds which is applied at
what is theoretically a point contact. Drivewheels are
now designed and cast as a unit which greatly increases
their strength and produces better balance. The trailer
or follower truck has also been through the designer's
shop ,ind a stronger, evenly balanced unit is now used.
With the advances in foundry practices, it was roon
made possible to cast as one piece the comparatively thin
fire and ash pans which had been fabricated from rolled
stock. In addition to lowering the susceptibility to sur-
((Uinliniicd on Ptu/c 12)
Cast Steel Locomotive Bed
11,1 Sh'i'l (.'nstiilfl Coif.
* WHO'S WHO IN ILL
A. A*. Kuiaht
• H. F. Johnstone
• A. I. A udrews
I'ROFESSOR A. R. KNKIHT likes cadiin- ami
scouting "because they both have to do with boys." His
father, professor of Industrial Arts at Ohio State, in-
troduced "Buck" to engineeriii}; at an early age. Even
as a high school student he spent his spare time and
summers at electrical power work. At Ohio State,
military and politics were his non-technical interests.
After graduation, he taught for two >ears at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. Coming here in 1913. he as-
sisted in teaching and studied, obtaining his M. S. in
1Q17 and the professional degree in E. E. four years
later. IVIost of his summers, until recently when scout
camp became more interesting, ha\e been spent in work-
ing for power companies. Professor Knight is co-author
of a bulletin on watt-hour meters and of a book, "In-
troduction to Circuit Analysis," which will soon come
off the press. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, Sigm;i
Xi, Eta Kappa Nu, and Sigma Tau. Sigma Pi, social
fraternity claims him and he is an honorary member
of Triangle. He is actively connected with the Facult>'
Players Club, Masons, Kiwanis Club, Illini Board of
Control, Illini Theater Guild, the Episcopal Church,
and the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Edu-
cation. He has been local Scout Commissioner for the
past seven years. Atop all these activities. Buck still
finds time to be a camera fan and to act in plays on
the Lincoln Hall stage.
I'ROEESSOR H. F. JOHNSTONE was born on
a farm in the old South, where he obtained that likeable
note that is evident in all his speech. After securing
his B. S. degree at the University of the South at Se-
wanee, Tenn., in 192,^ he came north to the Universit>
of Iowa to procure his doctor of philosophy degree in
chemistry. He was a Sigma Nu as a student and is
still active, being a division inspector. After teaching
chemistry for two years at the University of Mississippi,
he came north again, and he has stayed. He went to
work for the Engineering Experiment Station, and the
fruits of his labors are recorded in Bulletin 228. In
1925 he was appointed associate professor of Chemical
Engineering. Students luider his direction have con-
tinued his work, which has been on the removal and
recovery of sulfur dioxide from flue gases. That he
has been to a measure successfid is evidenced by the
fact that he has obtained 11 U. S. and four foreign
patents. Honorary fraternities that claim his member-
ship are Sigma Xi and Phi Lambda L^psilon. He is a
Councilor of the American Chemical Society and serves
in the American Institute of Chemical Engineers as
faculty adviser for the local student chapter, as a mem-
ber of the Educational Projects Committee, and as a
member of the National Student Branch Committee.
I'ROFESSOR A. I. ANDREWS started lite in
Baraboo, Wis. He earned his bachelor and master de-
grees in science at the state university, losing onh' one
year which he spent in the U. S. N. R. While at Wis-
consin he captained the track team, his exents being the
hurdles. And he is still adept at clearing the barriers
of life. His professional interest began with chemistr\',
traveled to refractories, and is now enamels. The doctor
of philosophy degree which he holds was conferred upon
him at Ohio State where he taught chemistry. After ob-
taining this degree he spent a year as profe.ssor of cer-
amic engineering at Alfred University. In 1925 he
came to our campus as an assistant and in 1933 he had
reached his present position as professor of Ceramic
I'ngineering. Along with his duties as a pedagogue
he has done a great deal of work fen" a number of com-
mercial firms. Professor Andrews claims membership
in Sigma Xi, Alpha Chi Sigma, Keramos, and Acacia.
He serves as chairman of the Committee on Defini-
tions of the Porcelain Enamel Institute. Some 30 ar-
ticles have been published under his name and the books,
"Ceramic Tests and Calculations" and "Enamels' are
credits to his authorsliip. What time he can find, he
spends at outdoor s|ioits as a member of the Pollywog
Association.
IGINEERING WORLD *
/, T. Chapman •
J. ff. Morrison •
(). H. Paddison •
OSBORNE H. I'AODISON ^ot his first glimpse
of the- light of day helow the Mason-Dixon line in the
deep, deep South of Savannah, Ga., on January 6, 1918.
He followed the natural course of elementary educa-
tion, going through the Savannah grade schools and
high school. In high school he was a participant in all
the school athletics and in the speech society. During
each of his last three summer vacations from high school,
he made a trip to Europe, working his way across the
waters as an ordinary seaman on various \essels of Uncle
Sam's merchant marine. Howie came into the engineer-
ing profession naturally, since his father was an en-
gineer before him. Accordingly, after graduation from
high school in 19.^3 and a year at the Armstrong Junior
College of Savannah, he journeyed into Yankee terri-
tory to the Uni\ersit\- of Illinois, where he had been
attracted b\ the eruiable reputation of the Chemical
Engineering de|iartment. He pledged Theta Chi, was
duly initiated, and is now scholastic chairman. Paddison
is president of the student chapter of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers and a member of the
Engineering Council. Those swell programs at St. Pat's
Hall can be laid on his doorstep. After being graduated
next June, he plans to continue his study at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. His major technical
interest is in the petroleum and rubber industries.
JOSEPH MORRISON touched terra iirma for
the first time in I'ieldon, 111. He attended the local
grade school but moved to Jerseyville for his high school
training. He was a \ery busy fellow dining those fom-
years, playing football and basketball and foiling the
villain by sa\'ing Jerseyville's fairest "Nells" in the
school plays. After a four year interim between high
school and college, he enrolled in engineering at the
University of Nebraska where he phned freshman foot-
ball. But destiny led Joe to the Mechanical Engineer-
ing department of our University. Here he has an
enviable record with scholastic average well enough
above the four point mark to warrant a Pi Tau Sigma
bid. This semester he is guiding the activities of the
student branch of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers and is a member of the Engineering Council.
His special professional interest is in the design and
construction of internal combustion engines. Joe has
spent his summers in the employ of the Western Cart-
ridge compan\, where he has done everything from
pickling bra.ss to pouring lead. But he does not recom-
mend the latter job as a good summer position. At
present he is working in the Talbot laboratory on the
investigation of reinforced concrete slabs. An avocation
is an interest in architecture and he has a desire to
draw the plans for his own house.
THOMAS CHAPMAN began life in Robinson,
111., on February 19 just 22 years ago. Moving to
Sandoval, he began his education in the grade schools
there, but later moved to Bridgeport before enteiing
high school. In high school his time \\as taken by h.ind
and orchestra, speech, serving as editor of the school
paper, and as vice president of his class. He was led
by a liking for mathematics and construction work to
enroll in the Civil Engineering department of the L ni-
veisity of Illinois. Here his activities have been man>
and varied. He has served as secretary-treasurer and
as vice president of the student chapter of the American
Society of Ci\'il Engineers. This semester he wields
the gavel and represents the chapter on the Engineer-
ing Coimcil. Tom is a member of Triangle fraternity.
Phi Eta Sigma, and Tau Beta Pi. He earned the Chi
Epsilon award for the outstanding sophomore civil en-
gineer. He has become a regular fixture on Honor's
Day, his name decorating the coveted lists every year
since his entrance into the University. His spare time,
if it can be called such, Tom spends in working for
the siu'veying department where he has charge of the
equipment. Last summer, he had charge of a WPA
project engaged in locating and mapping underground
conduits. He spent the two preceding siuiimers as a
roustabout in the oil fields. In his course at the Uni-
versity he is preparing to fill a position in the petroleum
industrv.
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OUR SOCIETIES
TAU BETA PI
T he sccoiul-senn'sttT officers, elected :ir ;i icceiit
iiieeriiif;, are as follows:
Hob Cjaiiu's PnsiiU nt
Milburn Pehl I'icc Prcs'ulrul
Waneii Dugan Rcturd'ing Secretary
Jim Dick (,'orresp'iii/iiiiff Secretary
Frank De Wolf Treasurer
ASAE
Professor Lehmaiin talked to the student branch on
January 5 and showed movies which he took last sum-
mer in Europe. A reel compounded of strips taken
b\- the various student branches was also shown. On
January 19, Professor Foster spoke on rural architec-
ture and illustrated his talk with slides tracing the
development of rural American architecture. During
Farm and Home Week, the student branch operated
a refreshment stand in the Architectural Engineering
Building. The funds derived will be used to defray
partially the expenses of delegates to the national con-
vention in late June.
SGE
"
—to further the mutual interests of its members and
to promote good fellowship among them. That is the
purpose of the newly reorganized Society of General
Engineers. Its officers have been elected as follows:
Maynard Hufschmidt President
Melvin Eilers J'ice President
Bill Gilbert Secretary
George IVIiller Treasurer
The constitution of the SCJE has been lifted intact
from the old organization, which became inactive in
1934. Local speakers will address the group, as often
as not on non-technical subjects, at its five or six meet-
ings this semester. Membersliip dues will be $1 for
the scliool year (50 cents for this semestei'). Good luck
to \ou, fellows!
ASME
(^n February 11, motion pictures furnished by the
International Harvester Corporation illustrated some
applications of Diesel power in the oil industry. On
March 1
, J. L. Drew, of the St. Louis Airplane Di-
vision of the Curtiss Wright Corporation, discussed
some problems in the development of a modern trans-
port airplane.
RAILWAY CLUB
New officers to guide the club through the second
semester, elected at the last meting of the old semester,
ar
:
1 )ori Lyons Pri sidi ill
Malcolm Harvey lice President
Tom Shedd Secretary-Treasurer
Dick Rayer Piildicity ('iiinniittce
A hilarious "Professor Quiz" program occupied the
meeting of February 15. Several of the fellows pro\ed
they know a great deal about railroading; the contest
was such a success that the club plans to ha\e another
in the spring.
The club welcomes M interested r;iil f;ins .it its
meetings.
ET.4 KAPPA NU
A \w\\ ide;i! 1 he Chicago Alumm Chapter is spon-
soring and the seniors are paying for the publication
of data sheets of Eta Kappa Nu seniors in the Middle
West. About 200 copies will be planogr;i|ihed and
mailed to prospective employers.
SBACS
At a recent meeting, two sales engineers from the
(leneral Refractories Company discussed the opportuni-
ties in refractories for ceramic engineers. The ceramic's
basketball team lost its first game to the Linco filing
station team. LS to 12. A total of seven or eight games
are to be pla\ed, however, so the\' are just warming up.
MU SAN
Newly elected officers are:
Ralph Johnson President
(jeorge Perkins, / icc President and Treasurer
Otto Hallden Secretary
ILLINI ENGINEERS
in the September issue of the 'Technrjt/rapli was jiub-
lished a proposal for an all-engineering society. Since
then, little has been heard of the idea, but the Engi-
neering Council has been hard at work fashioning a
constitution—the Constitution of the Illini Engineers.
The purpose of the organization, is stated in its con-
stitution as follows: "—to unite the engineering stu-
dents, faculty, and alumni of the L niversity of Illinois,
and, through this union, to promote interest in the wel-
fare and traditions of the College of Engineering."
The society dues will be $1.75 per \ear and will
pay for membership in a departmental societx' and a
subscription to the I'ecliijnri//rapli. Again quoting the
constitution, "In order that this body may be organized,
membership in the SC^CIETY for the second semester
of 1938-39 shall cost 1^ cents and shall not include part
membership in any student branch society nor a sub-
scription to The Illinois Technograph."
The Illini Engineers is the "biggest" idea coming
out of the engineering campus in several years. We
all know that starting friction is greater than running
friction ; so come on—let's all join and push it off to
a rt\ing start.
SIGM.\ TAU
Professor Wiley spoke at the meeting of February
17, comparing and correlating engineering and archi-
tecture. He was pinch hitting for Professor Provine,
Head of the Department of Architecture, who, barring
illness, would have spoken on "Interviewing the Young
Engineer." Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclama-
tion, John C. Page, who spoke last year before the
student branch of the ASCE, will address Sigma Tau
sotiietime in the spring.
MINER.\L INDUSTRIES SOCIETY
1 he miiuiig and metallurgical engineers have elected
the following officers to head their departmental so-
ciety :
Lew is Kovac President
Joe W^aisman Vice President
Bob Hogue Secretary
Tom Si mills Treasurer
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St. Pat's Ball
i'ri(l;i\ night. Marcli 17. some 300 engineers and
their best girls gathered in the lower gym of the
Woman's building to celebrate the birthday of St. Pat-
rick, the patron saint of their profession, by dancing
to the very excellent music of l^arney Rapp and his
New Englanders. Decorations consisted of a giant St.
Pat perched atop a liuge slide rule hung behind the band
and of plaques around the floor, each honoring one of
the student branches. The program also carried out the
slide rule theme. At 1 1 o'clock, to top off the evening's
celebration. Tom Morrow, popular \I. E. senior, was
crowned "St. Patrick" to rule fm- the rest of the eve-
ning.
But it seems proper that a few words should be
said about this custom of honoring the birthday of St.
Patrick. IVIany colleges claim the hor.or of holding
the first St. Pat's celebration, but credit usually is given
to the boys at the Missoiu-i School of Mines who started
the ball rolling back in IQO.i. On St. Pat's day of that
year thev claim to have found a mysterious stone bear-
ing the inscription "Erin go Eragh." Many professors
of arts and languages tried to translate this and .some
Irishmen still claim that it means "Ireland Forever,"
but an engineer succeeded in making the correct trans-
lation, which is "Pat \\as an engineer. " It has been
said that .since the translation was made, none but engi-
neers can see the stone as it is invisible to all others.
Since that time, Pat has been given credit for discov-
ering and inventing many of the tools of the engineering
profession such as the calculus and the slide rule.
The first St. Pat's day celebration at Missouri was
a calm affair. All engineering students took a holiday
from classes and attended the morning prayer in a body.
I'rnm this quiet begiiuu'ng, the custom has grown to
nationwide importance. At Missouri it is now a three
day celebration. The engineering campus is gaily deco-
rated. Grads come back, for it is a bigger day than
Homecoming in the fall. Outstanding alumni are made
Knights of St. Patrick. Numerous events such as an
open house, a beard growing contest, and an all-engi-
neering barbeque enliven the holidays. The celebration
is ended at St. Pat's ball, the biggest dance of the year.
At Wisconsin the engineers have a full day holida\'.
In the afternoon they hold a big parade through the
streets of Madison. Prizes are given for the best floats.
The lawyers, arch enemies of all engineering students,
try to spoil the day by breaking up the parade. There
are numerous skirmishes and last year even the sorority
girls rained nu.ssiles on the heads of celebrators as they
pa.ssed through the streets. The parade ends outside of
Engineering Hall, where the lawyers, by this time aug-
mented by most of the rest of the University, make a
last attack. Last year the fire hoses had to be used to
beat off the invaders, and when the last besieger had
given up, there were si.\ inches of water on the lower
floor. After the battle, the engine boys ha\e to go home
and put on their Svuidav best to attend the St. Pat's
Hall.
At Mnuiesota classes are dismisseil for two days.
They have a parade, too, but the past few years the
police have kept the lawyers at a distance. There is a
big picnic and an athletic field da\'. Events end in a
St. Pat's Ball.
Bur at Illinois, long known as the deadest engineer-
ing c.-impus in the country, the engineering students con-
((Jontiniird an Pnyc 12)
CAMBRIDGE GEOPHYSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
. . . Aaue lieljaed to make
(jlL J^toipecilna a Science
Camliriilfif lias, for tlie past ten
years, conslnictetl recorders for use
ia geopliysical prospecting liy the
seismic method for Loth refraction
and reflection shooting. Accordingly,
recorders of extreme sensitivity are
available for refraction work and
multi-re<"ord etjiiipments providing
as many as tweNe channels for re-
flection work.
Standard designs are a\ ailalile or
modifications will lie incorporated
when desired. -"^v^M
Cambridge Instruments are in satisfactory use in many of the
oil producing areas throughout iIk' world.
OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
MoiMture Indicators and Recortlfrs Physical TcNlinj; lastruments
Surface Pyrortn-ters Lahoratury Insts. for A.C. & W.C.
Galvanometers Engineering Instrument
s
Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments
3732 Grand
Central
Terminal,
A'eic York Citv
CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CP Inc
Pioneer
Alanu/acturiTs
of Precision
Instruments
'XANYON"' CHAIN TAPES
HOLD THEIR oV^N ON ROUGH
GROUND AND IN^IGH WINDS
This sturdy "Canyon" Chain Tape is ideal
for measuring in high winds. The extra thick
and extra narrow tape {Va inch wide) cuts
wind resistance to a minimum, won't readily
catch on obstructions, and handles well on
rough ground. Send for general catalog.
NEW YORK Tif£/uF/f/MPulepp.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
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Drying Seed Corn
The Engineer Applies the Scientific Method
to the Solution of an Agricultural Problem
hy HAROLD KLEGKNER
When Illinois fanners spend millions of dollars an-
luially for seed, they have the right to know that a high
percentage of that seed will grow. Stuck away in a
remote corner of the Agricultural Engineering building
is a rather expensive piece of experimental apparatus
calculated to aid in assuring the farmer that so far as
the drying of seed corn is concerned, his money is being
well spent. Started in 1931, the apparatus was suffi-
ciently complete by 1936 for tests to begin. Since 1936
extensive work has been done to improve the parts of
the apparatus regulating temperature and humidity. The
apparatus is now being used to study the effects of dif-
ferent drying rates and of different dr\ing tempera-
tures upon the quality of seed corn.
The laboratory drier, as the apparatus is called, es-
sentially provides for the circulation of air, whose tem-
perature and relative humidity are controlled, through a
sample of seed. By means of a balance, the loss of mois-
ture of the sample measured, and by suitable in-
struments the temperature, volume, and humidity of
the circulating air are measured and controlled. This
control apparatus can be divided into three classes: that
for the control of the dry-bulb temperatures, that con-
trolling the wet-bulb temperature, and that regulating
the quantity of air blowing.
Hoth heat and moisture are added to the air that is
circulated through the sample. Electric coils totaling
24,000 watts in capacity furnish the heat, permitting
the use of temperatures above 270 degrees Fahrenheit
although none higher than that have been tried yet.
The moisture is added in the form of steam. In this
regard, two limitations increased the amount of work
necessar\ for perfecting the apparatus. The steam added
must be dry and the control must be very rapid and
exact. As perfected, this part of the apparatus consists
of two units, a small gas-fired boiler and a bank of four
electric heating coils. The boiler is operated without the
use of a float valve by ilischarging a stream of water
over the feed pipe and thus maintaining a controlled
Lahoratory Drier
height, fluctuations being eliminated b\' the use of a flut-
ter valve. Dry steam is obtained by keeping the water
level below the top of the tubes, thus forcing the steam
to pass over heated surfaces as it leaves the boiler. The
bank of electric heaters is always used to furnish a part
of the required steam since their control is very easy and
exact. Surrounded by a very thin film of water, they
can furnish steam almost instantaneously.
The quantity of air flowing through the drier is
measured by a Thomas Air-Flow Meter, one of the most
accurate instruments available.
The most important part of the drier equiiwient
and the part that caused the most trouble is the appa-
ratus that measures the dew-point temperature of the
circulating air. The dew-point temperature is a meas-
vne of the per cent of humidity of the air. For a drying
process it is necessary to keep the humidity constant and
the degree to which this is accomplished determines to
a great extent the accuracy of the data obtained during
a test.
The elements of the dew-point meter are the "gap," a
vacuum tube relay, two mechanical relays, a small electric
heater, a thermocouple, and a recording potentiometer.
The heart of the meter is the gap. This is a small glass
tube, about half the length of an ordinary test tube, with
a flat, closed end. Two platinum wires are imbedded in
this end, spaced one-sixteenth of an inch apart, and over-
lapped for halt an inch. The glass is ground down until
parts of the wire are exposed. The other ends are con-
nected to the grid circuit of the vacuum tube relay,
which, in turn, by means of the mechanical relays, op-
erates an electric heater. The outside of the glass tube
is exposed to the air in the duct; the inside of the tube
is connected to a source of cold air. The cold air serves
to condense moisture on the outer surface of the tube.
The moisture increases the conductivity of the glass be-
tween the platinum wires sufficiently—from zero to
about 5 X 111 ndios — to permit a current to flow be-
tween the plate and filament of the vacuum tube. This
operates the relays and turns on the heater which heats
the air inside the tube. The heating will evaporate the
moisture, which decreases the conductivity to zero and
turns off the heater. This cycle repeats about once a
minute. Embeilded in the glass tube is a theiiiiocouple
which records the temperature of the tube on the poten-
tiometer. These temperature recordings will \ary from
the dew-poiyt temperature to a temperature slightly above
the dew-point. Thus there is obtained an accurate meas-
urement of the dew-point temperature of the circulat-
ing air.
The laboratory diier is an excellent example of good
experimental technique. I'lach instrument for measure-
ment and control was developed with the idea of ob-
taining the greatest accuracy and dependability from
that particular instrument. As a result of the care
taken, each piece of the equipment gives extremely ac-
curate results, and the accumulated errors from all the
measurements are therefore small.
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Engineering Education
(Continutd from Pdi/f .1)
himself while \et in school. He can, tor instance, choose
his elective courses in such a manner that he will get
this broailer education that industry is demanding. This
means that he must elect courses in other departments
of the college and of the university. Some suggestions
are courses in economics, history, sociology, music, phil-
osoph\, and elementar\- law. He should develop his
st>le of writing and manner of speaking by taking
courses in speech and English and by practising these
two arts at every chance that he gets. Faculty men are
glad to be regarded as humans rather than just ma-
chines who pass out assignments and grade papers. They
can and will give valuable advice about the selection
of electi\es and the guidance of outside reading.
Along with this broadening of the curriculum, the
engineering student should join campus organizations
and enter into activities. By acquitting himself well in
one or two activities, he will acquire poise, self-confi-
dence, and e.xecutive and organizational abilities. While
doing all this he should still keep up with current events
and integrate his knowledge with world happenings.
This seems like a large order for four years when one
considers the fact that in his four years the engineer
takes the equivalent of one semester more than the
liberal arts student. But it can be done—and by the
average engineer. It may mean a regimentation of time
—a few less bull-sessions and picture shows—but it will
be worth it. Any advance a student may make in this
direction will help to set him apart from his fellow
students—the ones who possess only technical knowledge.
The engineer should be a man who has integrated
his technical knowledge with an understanding of the
social, political, and economic life of the world. He uses
the scientific method in piecing together the structure
of civilization, much as he applies it to the construction
of a complicated machine. He is a worldly man, cap-
able of mixing with people. He speaks and writes well,
being able to explain his work as well as he does it.
His mind is broad and open to all logical ideas, yet he
has that critical sense so necessary to the engineer. His
education is broad, encompassing many fields not di-
rectly related to engineering. He has a well developed
social and moral conscience, a good sense of values,
and a definite set of ideals. His education and experi-
ence have caused him to form a definite philosophy
of life, which he applies to all his thought and actions.
A man so well versed and so gifted would be the ideal
engineer.
DOiYT GET TRIMMED!
Get a real haircut
at the
CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
On Mathews St. Opposite Physics Bldg.
IPATENT PENDIN31
HIGGINS brings you a new stopper
for your greater convenience
This improved quill stopper has been adopted for the famous
Higgins Drawing Ink desk bottle to add to its convenience
and safety. Its several new features are as follows:
1 Shoulder ridges make stopper easy to grip forturningto remove
from bottle neck and prevent rolling when stojiper is placed
on a sloping drawing table.
2 Stopper is weighted so it ahvays rests with point of ([uill up.
3 Flat side on steeple provides a thumb rest which is so arranged
that open face of quill is always uppermost when thumb is
placed upon it, thus guarding against spilling.
4 Quills are genuine feather quills which will not splinter or
break and are just right to take up enough ink for one filling
of ruling pen.
5 Large cork makes possible bottle neck wide enough to admit
freely lettering pen or brush.
New Stoppers and empty bottles may be purchased from your College Store or Stationer
HIGGinS
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.. INC. 271 NINTH STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Don't Gamble
Have Weber
Make That
Portrait For
MOTHER'S DAY
Weber Studio
on John Street
Dial 3015 for Appointment
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• TECKNOKRAKS •
SHE: "My hands are cold."
HE: "Here are my gloves."
Jones: "I sent a dollar for an appliance to keep down
gas bills."
Rones: "What did they send you?"
Jones: "A paper weight."
a
-a »
Jack: "I'm worried. My girl is running around with
that new doctor in town."
Jim: "Feed her an apple a day."
Railroad Evolution
(Coniuititil from Fdyc ^)
face corrosion—scale accumulates on rolled stock—the
unit steel structure eliminates the warping caused by the
excessive heating of the fire box and the air leaks in the
built up pans which were responsible for the loss of a
great deal of heat.
Before the power unit of the freight or passenger
train could be fully utilized, it was imperative that engi-
neers perfect a tender that would carry the maximum
amount of fuel and water. Until 1908, the fabricated
frame was used, but at this time, the speed of trains be-
gan to be increased and there was a call for larger
tenders so that trains would not have to stop so often
to take on water. The unit tender frame made of cast
steel resulted. It had greater capacity and strength. The
newer locomitive tenders have the water scoop attach-
ment by means of which the tender can be filled while
the train is in motion. This device has made possible
the saving of a great deal of time on long runs.
It is evident that the one-piece steel casting has played
an important part in the impro\ement of locomoti\e and
tender design. The reasons it has been so imiversally
used may be summed into the following points: The
one-piece casting has cut maintenance cost greatly by the
elimination of bolt and rivet fasteners; the elimination
of fasteners has pre\ented any frame loosening and the
telescoping of parts in accidents; the decrease of frame
troubles has allowed engineers to devote their time to the
problems of safety and comfort ; the permanence in struc-
ture and alignment of the unit casting has made possible
advances in balance which lessen pound on the rails and
jolt and stiain on the train.
Spring Days are Kodak Days
Let us help with
NEW CAMERAS, Finishing Equipment,
Enlargers, Film and Supplies
Strauch's, At Campus
709 South Wright
Kodaks - Zeiss - Leica - k'ovelle - Argus
Graflex - Foht - Welta - Etc.
"What did the dean want to see you for?"
"Nothing at all."
"What do vou mean?"
"A zero in M.E. 85."
Co-ed (answering the door bell): "Time for the
dance?"
Frosh (beholding an evening gown for the first
time): "Yes, put on your dress and come on."
Night Watchman, on the south campus: "Young
man, are you going to kiss that girl?"
He (straightening up) : "No, sir."
Watchman: "Here then, hold my lantern."
^ » -a
Sororitv sister: "Mable has been wearing a strange
expression lately, hasn't she?"
Ditto: "Yes. she's trying to resemble her photograph
for the Illio."
St. Pat's Ball
((jOntinufd from Patje 9)
tinue to tell themselves that they have too much work
for such foolishness. Five years ago, St. Pat's Ball was
held for the first time. It was a success and it was
hoped that it could be extended to become an annual
day of celebration for engineers. But the following year
few engineers thought it even worthwhile to attend the
Ball. The next year, the Engineering Council circu-
lated a petition which practically every engineering stu-
ilent signed, pledging himself to attend St. Pat's Ball.
The Cabaret Dance was the result. It made money, but
unfortunately the floor was far too crowded. Again
last year the petitions were signed by nearly 2,000 engi-
neers, of whom, only 400 or 500 actually attended the
dance. That dance just paid for itself. This year the
Council realized the futility of having the students sign
petitions and planned for a smaller dance of only 600
couples. But it turned out that they had again over-
estimated the activity of the engineers and the dance
was moved to a smaller floor.
As a result of the history of St. Pat's Ball at Illi-
nois, the Engineering Council is going to recommend
to the juniors who serve next year that they sponsor
a small dance for the seniors, as they seem to be the
only ones really interested. This dance could be held
in the new Union Building with a good local orchestra.
The same carnival spirit would reign and would not
be dimmed b\ the knowledge that the dance was losing
mone\'.
If engineering students had the unity on this cam-
pus that they have at other schools, St. Pat's Ball would
not now be a thing of the past. If the students really
unite next year and prove that they really want a dance
by raising the money before making the request for a
dance, they nu'ght be able to hold it again. Attendance
at St. Pat's Ball should be a matter of loyalty to the
school. Students should not hold off buying tickets imtil
they know what orchestra will play. The fact that it is
St. Pat's Ball, their own dance, should be reason enough
to bring at least 1,000 of the 2,000 engineers out to
reall> celebrate the birthday of their patron saint.
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
PIPE LISE!
To the architect, engineer or contraccor
planning the installation of fire protection,
piping, heating or humidification, prompt
and helpful service from a nearby Grin-
nell office means a lot.
But the scope of Grinnell service is
important in more than planning alone.
It is a complete piping service, including
automatic sprinkler fire protection, pre-
fabricated piping, welding fittings, pipe
hangers, Thermolier Unit Heaters, and
Anico Humidification. To the owner of
Grinnell equipment, it means prompt at-
tention to routine or emergency demands.
That is why "The Industry Built on Pip-
ing" maintains seven strategically-located
plants, thirteen branch warehouses and
thirty-four sales offices. Specify Grinnell
whenever piping is infolved. Grinnell
Company, Inc., lixecutive Offices, Provi-
dence, R. I., Branch offices in principal
cities of the United States and Canada.
GRINNELL
WH E NEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED
Cri„„cll Co,„puny. Inc. Cinnell Company of the Pacific ' Grinnell Company of Canada, Ltd. • American
Moistening Company
General fire Extinguisher Company • Columbia Malleable Castings Corporation • The Ontario Malleable
Iron Company, Ltd.
6'ECamJ!f(isA/ews
A BIG SQUEEZE
II'
'I'AKHS a lot ol'squL-czc to put a 1 ,000,000-vol t x-ray
t;t|iiipnient in a container only tour feet in diameter
and seven feet long, especially when its less-powerful
predecessors required a special building 62 feet long, yi teet
wide, and 2i^ feet high. But recently, G-E scientists
applied the necessar\- squeeze and completed some surpris-
ingly compact x-ray equipment.
Such squeezing naturalK in\olves a few innovations in
design. -So innovations were introduced. The ii-section
x-ray ruhe was put inside the novel transformer, in the
space rKirmally taken by an iron core, (ias having an
impressive-sounding name, dichlorodifiuoromethane, was
used instead of oil as an insulating medium, 100 pounds
of this gas doing the work of six tons of conventional oil.
Then the equipment was mounted in the grounded metal
container, thereby enclosing the 1,000,000-volt circuit and
eliminating the hazard of electric shock. Looking at the
apparatus, vou note a striking absence of moving parts,
for the control of the apparatus is essentialh- electrical.
The first of the new units will be installed this spring
in Memorial Hospital, Ne« '\'ork Cit\-, providing medical
science with another powerful weapon in its constant
war on disease.
i/GHTS/ ACTION/ CAMERA/
IN A specially constructed room alongside the studios
of the G-E international short-wave stations, the famil-
iar words, "l.ightsi .Action! Camera!" will soon be heard.
I'or General Electric's new television station at Sche-
nectady is nearing completion.
I'he television transmitter, perched atop the Helderberg
Hills 12 miles outside the city, will lie at least 250 feet
higher than the station in the tower of the Empire State
building. New York. .And, broadcasting with 10,000 watts,
it will be the most powerful television station in the
Inited States.
There will be -literally -no strings to the transmitter.
C. -A. Priest, Maine '22 and an ex-Test man, Engineer of
the Radio Transmitter Engineering Department ot
(jeneral Electric, has announced that an ultra-short-wave
transmitter will be used instead of the usvial cable to
relay the images from the Schenectady studios to the main
transmitter in the Helderbergs.
J3j
THE "HOUSE OF MAGIC"
BECOMES TWINS
THE world-famous G-E "House of .Magic" show has
become twins. It had to, tor it was placed in the
predicament of having to be in two places at one time
—
the New York and the San Francisco l'"airs.
One twin—directed by R. L. Smallman, Calif. Tech '33
and ex-Test man—is already holding court on San Fran-
cisco's Treasure Island, site ot the Pageant of the Pacific.
The other makes its bow .April 30, opening day of the
New York World's Fair. Its director is W. A. Gluesing,
Wisconsin '23, also an ex- lest man.
The thousands ot visitors to these l-'airs will see such
feats of modern magic as a voice-controlled toy train, a
magic carpet, zigzagging pictures of sound. They w\\\ see
the stroboscope, which makes it possible to see the spokes
of a whirling wheel just as it the wheel were motionless.
I'hey will see a light beam saweil In the teeth of a comb.
However, entertaining as these demonstrations are, they
represent far more than mere tricks of modern magic.
I'hey symbolize the work in pure science that is con-
stantly taking place in G-E research laboratories—work
which is the basis ot General Electric's contributions to
the world of the future.
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MANY young men "go a-prospect-
in" for new worlds to conquer.
They dream of going into busi-
ness for themselves, of inventing something
new, of becoming successful overnight.
One fertile field for dreaming which is
revived frequently by ambitious inventors
is the possibility of eliminating the Open
Hearth furnace from the steel making
process. Men would like to dump the
iron ore into a blast furnace and tap
off the finished steel at the bottom. Can
it be done? Read what a student has
been able to learn about the process.
• The Technograph wishes to correct
the statement of the March issue that,
at the I-SEE, concrete cylinders will be
squeezed in a 2,000,000,000 pound ma-
chine. The capacity of the test machine
is 3,000,000 pounds but this still makes
it one of the world's largest.
^Jrms,
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THERE IS QUALITY in water. Some com-
munities enjoy water that is a delight to
behold and an exhilaration to drink—
clear, sparkling and utterly refreshing.
Others, while meeting sanitation and
health requirements, serve water that is
unappealing and unpalatable.
Admittedly, natural sources of supply
have a definite bearing on the original
character of a city's water. But they need
not be the determining factor in its final
quality. Foremost among the means
of greatly improving municipal water
in taste, color and odor is the modern
use of charcoal—or, as it is technically
termed, activated carbon — a develop-
ment of prime importance among the
more than three hundred Dow products.
As is well known, activated carbon has
a high adsorptive power. Due to its in-
tense cellular structure, it offers a great
surface area which attracts and holds
foreign matter and thus eliminates objec-
tionable tastes and odors.
Production of activated carbon for
these purposes is a matter of high techni-
cal concern. From the characteristics of
wood varieties, down through methods of
processing, quality depends on research,
methods of production, and close control.
Through its subsidiary, the Cliffs Dow
Chemical Company of Marquette, Michi-
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
Branck Sale! OJficei.- SO Rockefeller I'laza, \ew York City—Second and Madison Streets. Si. Louis-
Field Buildiais. ChicaKo—9 Main Street, San Francisco—415 1 Bandini Blvd.. Los Angeles
gan, Dow produces a variety of activated
carbons marketed under the trade name,
Cliffchar. Each is processed to meet the
specific requirements of its uses. Thus,
in still another field, Dow's broad expe-
rience in chemistry and its leadership in
chemical production are evidenced.
Visit exhibits of The Dow Chemical Company and its
Great Western Electro-Chemical Company Division,
at the Goliien Gate International Exposition,
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Submarine Adventures
A New "Eart/r is Found Under the Sea
For the past \ear and a halt, Professor F. 1'. Sliep-
artl, who has been with the Geology Department of the
Univeisit\- of Illinois since 1922, has been studying the
submarine topography of the area lying between San
Diego and Los Angeles, California, and extending more
than 15(1 miles out to sea. His party has gone as far as
^^^
I \\r X Ihiiiiut, K. \V. Scripps
.il)() miles to sea and 600 miles up the coast past Monte-
rey Hay covering approximately 23,000 square miles of
Pacific waters.
The recovery of rounded pebbles and cobbles on the
floor of the ocean some 3,000 feet below the surface
led Professor Shepard to believe that at one time the sea
level was much lower than it is now. And further in-
vestigation re\ealed a whole world covered with water.
"I found the floor of the ocean to be very similar in
topograph)! to our present dry land," said Professor
Shepard. "If the present sea level were lowered suffi-
ciently, canyons, rushing torrents, basins filled or partly
filled with deep lakes, and mountain masses would ap-
pear, (^ne \olcano that I know of would rear its head
ten thousand feet above the surroundings—frozen lava
and all."
In addition to finding the rounded cobbles indicati\e
of a once lower sea level, the Shepard part\' found deltas
at the mouths of canyons, which seemed to be a sign
that rixers formerly flowed through these canyons. .An
impressive canyon in Monterey Bay—a witness to long
years of service as a river bed—is similar to, but 1,200
by
E. H. KING
feet deeper than the famed Grand Canyon. It varies
from an altitude of 360 to 6,96f) feet below sea level,
while the (jrand Canyon varies only from 8,050 to
2,600 feet.
Curiously, these great canyons do not have much
sediment in them. Geologists consider this as unusual,
but Mr. Shepard explains that there are periodical land
or mud slides which clear the silt away. As the sediment
collects, it gradually amasses weight until it finally slides
down the steep canyon \\-alls and floor. In fact, sound-
ings taken at the same spots at different times have
shown definite variations in depth, and this is conclusive
of the fact that slides do occur.
Another factor keeping the canyons free of sediment
and disproving the old theory that deep water is still
water, is the presence of perceptible currents at all
depths of the ocean. Most of the current observations
made by the Shepard expedition showed definite move-
ment. In the canyons, cinrents ha\e been found ranging
up to 0.5 miles per hour.
{ (Jrjritiiilii(l on Fai/f 10)
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Campus Construction
by
by DON STEVENS
A major part of the current building construction
program that is in progress on the University of Ilh'nois
campus is the new Natural Resources Building. This
red brick and reinforced concrete structure is rising
beside an extension of South Drive just across from the
Architecture building. It will house the Illinois State
Geological Survey and the Illinois State Natural His-
tory Survey, and is the first unit in a development that
will later include a greenhouse, garage, and industrial
laboratory. The million dollar building will be of the
Georgian style of architecture that has been used for
all of the newer L iiiversity buildings. Fifty-eight thou-
sand square feet of floor space will be available in the
four story structure that will house modern, well
equipped laboratories and offices.
A few of the structural details include stone sills
for windows, exposed piping for all but the first floor,
and a slate roof with rock wool insulation. There will
be a small mezzanine floor in additon to the basement and
four main floors. A rock garden on the south side of
the building makes drainage of the outside walls neces-
sary on that side. Because of the problems found in
providing for office and laboratory space on the same
floors, laboratories have been planned for the best and
least e.xpensive arrangement. Services provided for the
laboratories include distilled water, hot and cold water,
gas, and vacuum. A long east and west corridor offers
access to the rooms on each floor. Stairways are lo-
cated near each end of the building and an elevator
is centrally locate<l. One of the newest features of
this type of building that will be used is a terra cotta
finish for all the laboratories.
Division of space between the Geological and Nat-
ural History Surveys will be approximately in a three
to two ratio. Each floor will be divided between the
two departments, with the Natural History Survey on
the west. A listing of the various offices and laboratories
will give the reader a picture of the diversified use
of the space.
The basement will contain the fish patholog\- lab-
liisicle the main librar.v wlicn construeteil. Soon we will
see tile Interior of the new Natural IJesourees Bulldinu.
oratory anil tank room, entomology laboratory, shop,
plant pathology laboratory, industrial minerals office
and files, rock and clay laboratories, grinding room, and
geological files.
The principal attention of the public will be focused
on the first floor which houses the main offices at either
end of the hall. The main doors open into a hallway
which leads to a foyer and reception and conference
rooms. This floor also has entomology laboratories,
paleontology, petrography, and industrial minerals of-
fices, and the mailing and filing rooms.
Offices and laboratories found on the second floor
will include those of aquatic biology, limnology, insect
survey, game management, forestry, sub-surface geology,
mineral economics, engineering geology, oil and gas,
and coal divisions. Occupying most of the third floor
will be the geo-chemical section of the geological sur-
vey. Plant pathology office and laboratory and a herb-
arium will share the remainder of the floor space. Space
on the top floor will be devoted to libraries, drafting
rooms, educational extension exhibits, and paleo-botani,'
laboratorv'. Publications will be stored on this floor.
, ..--J." ;;,:: : :-;;-S:>w>>--;;-
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Architect's Drawing of the Natural Resources Building
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Steel by a Direct Process
Theoreticallv Possible; ('.an You Make it Practical?
by GLENN VOIGT
Although it iloes not st'eni witliin reason that a
reader of this magazine will, in the near future, invent
a direct means of making steel on a large scale, the
vision of such an accomplishment is colorful, and the
enormity of the problem, with its powerful economic
significance, hyptnotizes the dreamers among us to the
extent that we are somewhat like the lady who wept at
the plight of a fictitious character in a play while, in
reality, her chauffeur was freezing to death outside; we
allow imagination to replace good judgment.
The "wild ideas" of men like Galileo, Edison, and
Marconi taught people not to di.scard seeming absurdities.
Thus inventors and metallurgists have tried again and
again to make, directly from the ore, an iron that can
be easily worked. The Ford Motor Company, for in-
stance, has carried on experiments to determine the pos-
sibilities of producing steel ecnnomicalh by direct reduc-
tion of iron ore, ^L^ny other companies and individuals
have prospected in a like manner.
But the fact that steel making consists in converting
multitudinous random grades of iron ore to numerous
pre-determined kinds of steel has hindered attempts to
perform the necessary industrial operations simidtaneous-
ly, and we are disposed to reduce iron ore first in a blast
furnace and refine it later in a separate fiu'nace.
An historical resume of steel making will ser\e to
clarify the argument.
Man has known how to get iron for thousands of
years. Probably the first method was to heap iron ore on
burning charcoal and fan the fire with crude bellows.
The Catalan forge, which is said to have originated in
Catalonia, Spain, and which is still used by some races,
embodied this principle. The iron oxide heated with
.some form of carbon was simply reduced to free iron.
These early furnaces, however, were not hot enough
to melt the charge, and the iron, mixed with slag, formed
a pasty mass which was hammered into various shapes.
This product was known as wrought iron and it served
mankind well until accidentally, by stronger blasts of air.
there occurred a melted product which was unwelcomed
because it was brittle when cooled. It was found, how-
ever, that this brittle cast iron could be made malleable
by re-melting and "puddling" it in a shallow hearth in
the presence of oxygen. Iron workers noticed that it was
cheaper for them when the\ used this resultant high-
temperature process e^•en though it was complex. Cer-
tain men. nexertheless, clung to the idea that a simple
high-temperature process could be found and so they
designed and patented apparatus to do this. In Ticinann's
Iron and Steel, third edition, 1933, are listed some
ninety of these processes for making iron directly from
the ore.
About this same time it was foiuid that a new and
very useful product named steel could be made from the
pig iron tapped out of a blast finnace. Again certain
gentlemen of the steel industry ha\e insisted that a single
furnace could be built to carr\ on all the reactions,
enabling the manufacturer to charge a furnace with iron
ore and tap out finished steel. These reactions consist
of reducing the ore ; oxidizing the carbon and other im-
purities from the pig iron; antl again adding the ilesired
amount of carbon and also certain alloys.
It may seem that these reactions are a roundabout
way of reaching the goal. For instance, we make iron in
one furnace and convert it to steel in another, whereas
the primitive worker made it in a single step. It is here
that our problem lies. The solution may be one of two
things; the designing of a single furnace which will op-
erate continuously to produce steel from the iron ore;
or the perfection of existing apparatus and the method
of using it. We will now describe two theoretical
schemes for carrying on a direct process, and then we
will discuss the practical problem as it is today according
to current avithorities.
In any kind of continuously operated blast furnace
it is difficult to prevent the free iron which comes into
intimate contact with the unburned coke found at the
bottom of the hearth from becoming saturated with
carbon and other impurities in quantities not characte-
ristic of steel. To combat this, Herman A. Brassert of
Chicago, an international authority on iron and steel,
patented an apparatus similar to the ordinary blast fur-
—Courtesy Fowfr Fhiiit Etuniicfiiiui
Makinu' Iiiipleinents Direct from Iron Ore
iiace excepting that the hearth and bosh were increased in
mameter from that of the other part of the furnace and
there was a pedestal of fire brick built up in the center
of the hearth on which the charge of iron ore, coke, etc.,
was supposed to rest. The purpose of this apparatus was
to support all of the coke above the level of the metal
which would collect in the aiuiular space around the
central pedestal. As the iron was reduced, it would not
be long in contact with the coke and would collect
around the pedestal as practically carbon-free iron and
with a minimum of other impurities.
It was the intention periodocially to stop the combus-
tion against the central column of coke and to direct
this combustion against the metal bath to refine it so
that it could then be tapped out of the furnace as steel.
If these things could be done, it would be possible
thus to make steel of a sort but the support of the
charge on a central pedestal would be rather hazardous,
{Continued nn Paye 12)
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Power, More, More
A Story of the University Power Plant
by WALTER PAHL
"The rapid growth and de\x-lopment of thi- I'lii-
VLTsity of Illinois rendered it imperative that increased
facilities should be installed for the proper heating of
the buildings already erected on the campus," wrote
Professor L. P. Hreckenridge in 1S9S. Words to the
same effect were echoed in 1909 and are now re-echoed
in 1939. In the process of growth and expansion, once
again present power plant facilities are inadequate.
Forty-two years ago the completion of the Library
with the accompanying need to supply heat to 3,000
additional square feet of radiator surface, furnished
the necessary impetus for the construction of a new
power plant. In designing the new plant, the designer.
Professor Breckenridge, summarized his objectives in
the following eight statements that he macle in The
Technoyrat>h of 1897.
\. To concentrate at the lowest point of the cam-
pus all heating boilers.
2. To provide increased draft, so that cheaper grades
of coal may be used.
3. To prevent smoke.
4. To provide a system of tunnels large enough
to carry the heating, water, gas, compres.sed air, vacuum
mains, as well as wiring for electric light and power
purposes.
3. To concentrate all engines near the boiler house
so that all exhaust steam may be used for heating
purposes.
6. To provide 1,000 incandescent lamps for the
buildings and 20 arc lights for the campus.
7. To provide electric current for running electric
motors for power purposes at any point on the campus.
8. To arrange the entire plant .so that as far as pos-
sible it may be available for educational purposes.
The plant itself included a 250 horsepower Xationai
Water Tube boiler, installed in December, 1897, and
a 500 horsepower Babcock and Wilcox boiler, added
in May, 1938, along with a 100 horsepower horizontal
tube boiler that was moved from the old plant. The
boilers were operated at a pressure of 300 poinuls per
square inch, which Professor Leutwiler believes was
the highest boiler pressure used west of the Allegheny
Mountains at that time.
In the engine room, two phase, 440 \olt, alternating
current generators, totaling 120 kw. were installed.
The power plant operated uith this equipment until
1909, when the echo of the story of 1897 was heard.
At this time ( 1909) the equivalent of 200,000 square
feet of direct ratliating surface required heating. .'\1-
though all buildings were adequately supplied with heat
during the previous winter, it was necessary to over-
load the entire pov\er plant to do so. Boilers at the
time had a capacit\ of 1,800 horsepower. In designing
a new plant, 500 horsepower boilers were considered.
However, if 500 horsepower units were to be used, a
basement, not in the plant constructed in 1897, would
be necessary. For this reason, it was decided to build
an entirely new plant at an initial cost of $75,000.00
for buildings and equipment.
Babcock and Wilcox, natural draft, chain grate,
^00 horsepower boilers were selected. Two were in-
stalled in the original plant. These boilers operated at
150 pounds pressure. To supply electrical energ\', a
Ball engine driven, 250 kw., 440 volt, two phase, gen-
erator and a 125 kw. steam turbine were installed.
However, in 1914, more capacity was needed, and
two more 500 horsepower power boilers, duplicating
the first two were added. Expansion didn't stop here,
for in 1919, two more were added, and in 1925, an-
other two, making the total installed horsepower 44,000.
All of these boilers were equipped for natural draft
operation, but, when it became necessary, in 1930, to
repair the first two original boilers, they were remodeled
to operate with forced and induced draft.
To keep pace with the boiler room expansion, the
electrical generating system >mderwent change and ex-
pansion also. In 1921, the original 120 kw. generator
was retired to make room for the first of two 500 kw..
2,30() volt, three phase generators. A duplicate of the
1921 addition was installed in 1924, and, finally, in
1929, a 1,000 kw. unit was added. Also during this
period, the standby connection with the local power
compan\- was increased from 250 to 750 to 1,000 to
the present 1,500 kw. capacity, making a total electrical
capacity of 3,400 kw.
(CouliiiiK d 'til I'lU/i 10)
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Emil A. Weber, C. E., Secretary-treasurer of the
Marine Contracting and Engnieering Company, is liv-
ing at 923 Commercial Street, Manitowoc, Wis. He
was married in 1919 to Estlier M. Krueger. The couple
have two children, Ruth and Joyce.
—'15—
Roy Zipprodt is now an Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering at Columbia. He has charge of instruction
in Reinforced Concrete and conducts research in the
same field. He worked previously for the Portland Ce-
ment Association and also as a structural engineer. He
has been married since 1915 to Edna Rradley, formerly
of Champaign. He has a son, Elliot, in junior higli
school.
—'21—
Ernst Zimmer, C. E., unmarried, has kept his hands
full for the past fifteen years working for the Kansas
City Bridge Company. He served his time in the field
as a timekeeper and engmeer and is now an office engi-
neer. His company is constructing the six main piers
for the Mississippi River bridge at Baton Rouge, La.
The largest pier is 63 feet by 82 feet at the base and
goes to a depth of ISO feet below the low water level.
—'23—
Harold Yackey, M. E., superintends the Pipe Line
Division of the L'nion Oil Company of California. He
lives in San Luis Obispoc, Calif., with his family. He
married Eleanor Swan of Los Angeles in 1927 and has
two children, Harold, Jr., 9, and Alice,6.
—'24—
Carl Anderson, .M. E., is employed b\' the Chicago
Board of Education as a heating and ventilating engi-
neer, designing power plants and heating and ventilat-
ing systems for new Chicago schools.
—'32—
C. R. Slonneger, M. E., who did graduate work
at M. I. T. on Engineering and Business Administra-
tion, is now an Industrial Engineer in the Armstrong
Cork Company. His work deals with labor control,
costs, and budgets. Being still a bachelor, he doesn't
worry yet about a home budget.
—'36—
An instructor in T. A. M. liere at Illinois, Winston
Black, completed two years of graduate work at Le-
high University last summer. Winston likes teaching
and also a certain young lady but has found that he
dislikes the course known as "Differential Equations,"
whicji he took last semester.
Bob Reynolds is a foreman in the "Milrite" De-
partment of Caterpillar and really enjoys his work.
He helps build and install jib cranes and monrails, move
machines, and take care of steel construction.
Charlie Prout works witli the U. S. Engineers at
Arkport, N. Y., on an earth fill dam on the Canister
River. He says that he has learned a lot about construc-
tion methods and the problems of contract work. He
is saving his "extra" nione\ for a car and has not yet
made plans for a dual life.
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Power, More, More . . .
(Conttiiiit d frtiiii I'lU/i (S )
L mil recent \c;irs the primaiv function ot the Liii-
\ersity power plant was to supply heat—electrical energy
generated was a by-product. The turbines merely acted
as pressure reducing valves through which very little
lieat ot the steam was lost. This is still true at pres-
ent, but the present generating equipment does not ha\e
the capacity to supply all the required electrical energy.
I'xhaust steam from the turbines is used for heating
inirposcs, along with live steam that is added when
necessary. The steam is transported underground through
steel pipes in tunnels and conduits. At present, the
longest distribution line is to the hospital, a distance
nf o\er a mile.
No\x. in 19.S9, the re-echo of the need for modern
equipment and increased capacity is again heard. Once
more, due to "rapid growth and development," present
facilities are inadequate to supph demands imposed
upon them. Five new buildings are umier construction.
When they are completed, no amount of overloading
can possibly supply their needs.
Plans for a ne\\' plant are in progress and they in-
clude a new location, a new generating voltage, and an
adequate, balanced capacity. A new location is neces-
sary because the present load center is near the Audi-
torium, and as the campus is expected to expand to
the southwest, the load center will follow in that di-
rection. Citizens of the city of L rbana desire to re-
move the branch line, over which a major part of the
36,000 tons of coal burned by the plant each year are
transported. For these reasons it has been proposed that
the new plant be located along the Illinois Central
tracks, north of Stadium Drive. The new generating
voltage will be 4,000 volts, four wire, three phase. The
greatest need the new power plant will supply is a
remedy for a lack of capacity. And, with an increase
in capacity and a central location, a more efficient sup-
p]\ and distribution will result.
Submarine Adventures
((Ujiitiniitd from Page 5)
These currents are of an erratic nature. The\' do not
flow in one direction as do our rivers and the waters of
the Gulf Stream; neither do they follow the movements
of the tides, but they change direction at much more fre-
quent intervals and they are largely independent of sur-
face motion. Factors not definitelv known tend to force
Quality Restaurant
"Where Quality Reigns"
105 N. Walnut St. Champaign
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the water to\\aids some point, and, in order to relieve
this pressure, deep water flows occur. These currents
also account tor another phenomenon which is interest-
ing to geologists. That is the tact that subterranean hills
have very little sech'inent on tiieni ; usualh- solid rock is
exposed.
The cainons oft Southern Cahtornia begin almost at
the coast line and terminate at the opposite end in huge
depressions \\hich are similar to those of lakes. These
"lakes," ho\\-e\er, would be much deeper than any lake
in North America. Several of them are more than 2,000
feet deep, and one was found that varied in altitude
from minus (below sea level) 3,500 to minus 6,400 feet.
In our Great Lakes the deepest point is only 1,200 feet
below the sm-face. Crater Lake, located in Oregon, is
our deepest "dry land" lake. Formed from an exploded
volcano and only ten miles across, even it is not more
then 2,000 feet deep. The submarine lakes are not as
extensive, however, as the Great Lakes, although the>- do
compare in area with any other of oiu' large lakes.
"Our party also found extensive deposits of phos-
phates, more extensive than any known to exist on land.
We also discovered considerable rock formations which
might suggest the presence of oil," Professor Shepard
said. "But," he added, "while at some future time these
deposits may have a commercial value, at present they
are merely items of interest."
Working from rowboats and small laiuiches as well
as from the schooner, E. IF. Scrif>ps, which was loaned
to the expedition by the Scripps Institution of Oceanog-
raphy, they were able to go further to sea than was
possible otherwise. The group was able to go directly
to points of interest \\ith the aid of the Coast and Geo-
detic Survey maps which showed the approximate topo-
graphy. When over the site, they determined the depth
by echo soundings, which consist of sending sound sig-
nals to the bottom and measuring the time of return.
After they had thus determined the contour of the bot-
tom, they set to work dredging and coring. Dredging
consisted of sending a bucket, open at one end and
screened at the other, down to the bottom, and operating
it much like a drag line excavator. In this way chunks
of rock, some of them granite, were brought to tlie
surface.
Coring, a neat method for determining the composi-
tion of the sediment, was done by an instrument per-
fected by two graduate students of the L^niversity of
Illinois; R. S. Deitz and K. C. Emery, who accompanied
Mr. Shepard. This instrument consisted of a twenty-
foot pipe, weighted at the top, and with a slightly bul-
bous nose and a constricted opening at the other end.
{(jDiitiniicil an Piit/t 14)
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Steel by a Direct Process
[ Cnnliniud jrom Piiyc 1)
hut rile doubt as to ttu' practicability of this process has
heni so fjn-at that Mr. Brassert, «ith all of his infhi-
ciici- with the iron and steel people of the L'nited States,
(iieat Britain, and (Germany, has been unable to per-
suade anybody to make a trial of this process.
Mr. T. F. Baile\ of Canton, Oliio, has invented a
piocess wiiich was to use a tall stack similar to a blast
furnace to sift pui\ eri/.ed iron ore into the top so that
it woidd fall in small particles downward through the
stack and at the same time to burn carbonaceous fuel
in the bottom of the furnace to carbon monoxide. This
would pass upward in counter current to the falling
particles of the ore, thus reducing the ore particles to
metallic iron containing the impurities in the ore. As
these fine particles of iron reach the bottom, it was the
intention to retain the temperature of the bottom of the
furnace sufficiently' high so that this metal might be
somewhat purified in the hearth of the fvniiace and
tapped out as steel of a sort.
This process is also of such a nature that no one has
given Mr. Bailey any encouragement as to its practical
application.
Prof. Dr. C. Benedicks of Sweden has told us of tlie
Flodin-Gustafsson process which was carried on in an
electric arc furnace at the Hagfors iron works in his
country. The process was tried also for the production of
stainless steel. Neither result was satisfying, however,
and no further use of the method has been made.
In a letter to The Tc( fniof/raph Mr. .'\rthur G. Mc-
Kee, president of Arthur G. McKee & Company, Engi-
neers and Contractors, Cleveland, Ohio, wrote:
"The real fact of the matter is that the blast furnace
is a remarkably efficient tool for smelting iron ore and
producing pig iron or hot metal and it would seem to me
tliat the logical course of development would be to de-
\ote some very intelligent effort to the uiiprovement of
the processes of making steel out of hot metal instead
of trying to do all of the things necessary to reduce the
iron ore and make it into all of the multitude of grades
ot steel in one operation.
"I would call your attention to the fact that tiie
production of automobiles, for instance, has been cheap-
ened and perfected on the basis of domg the hundreds
of things necessary to assemble an automobile a:, the unit
moves through the plant and comes out finished at the
end of the line and no one thinks of trying to put all of
the things on the automobiles at one point or at one
rime and it is my impression that the smelting of iron ore
and the makmg of the resultant iron into finished steel
of the desired quality are and should be two distinct
operations and I believe that the best residts in the mak-
ing of steel will be operations separate and perfecting
each of them to the Jiighest degree."
Repeating Mr. McKee's statements. Dr. John John-
ston, Director of Research for the United States Steel
Corporation, said at a meeting held Thursdav, Xo\eni-
ber 11, IQ.^7:
"... there are great technical obstacles, which re-
main to be surmoiuited, in the wa>' of a lessening of the
number of separate steps in tlie current production of
steel articles of the (|ualit\ now demanded. Some minor
steps lia\e been simplified or eliminated, others will be
modified ; but there is no indication of a major change
in the general methods of large-scale steel production in
the near futine."
.'\ctually, the tluid condition ol cast iron and the
ease of handling it in large quantities have made it very
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(lifticult tor ;m\- dirfcr procfss to compftc with riu-
niodeni oiif.
These opinions shoLiKI not disappoint the tore-
sighted reader, but should uiereh focus attention upon
a different ideal. As James Allen said in his essay, Js A
Man Think, th. "Humanity cannot forget its dreamers;
it cannot let their ideals fade and die ; it lives in them ;
it knows them as the realities which it shall one day
see and know." The sentiment is true but we must face
the problem carefully and direct our dreams to some-
thing that is not too far removed.
"Rather than produce steel directly from iron ore,
says Dr. A. B. Wilder, professor of Metallurgical Engi-
neering at the L tu'versity of Illinois, "it appears to be
more practical to study the proposition from the view-
point of making the production of steel products a con-
tinuous process. That is to say, the modern blast furnace,
steel refining, casting, and rolling operations might be
conducted as a continuous process. Steps have already
been taken in this direction and in recent \ears a great
deal of attention has been given to the rolling of steel
—Couftcsy Biast I-initacc titui Steel Plant
".\ Remarkablj- Ettu^ieiit Tool . . ."
directly from the molten state by the use of water cooled
rolls. The advantages of certain continuous processes
have been well demonstrated in the field of Chemical
and Mechanical engineering.
"On the other hand, the engineer can contribute a
great deal by improving the efficiencies of existing pro-
cesses and by providing means of establishing exact
methods for the statistical control of steel making pro-
cesses.
The steel industry, therefore, has been and is spend-
ing its efforts and money trying to understand its own
present complex processes. Here lies the strong challenge
to a person's ingenuity. Opportunities for better tem-
perature control of the liquid steel and the silica brick,
for a rapid method of chemical analysis that is accurate
and sure, for absolute control of factors that now rest
solelv on the personal skill of the operator are of genu-
ine significance. ((Jontiniicil on Page 14)
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The \alue ot such work. lies in its ditticulty. Accord-
ing: to Hnylston. "When it is remembered that the avcr-
aize modern furnace ot, say, 700 tons production of pig
iron pel' t\vent\-four hours must be kept nuiiiin^ con-
tinuously, day and night, until it is necessary to shut it
down for repairs or lack of demand for the iron, and
\\ hen it is recalled that about 7,570 pounds of solid ma-
teria! must pass through the furnace for each ton of pig
iron ever\ twenty four hours, it «ill be realized that a
tremendous plant of smoothly and regularly running
powerful machinery- is needed to handle this great quan-
tity." And for producing steel from iron, there are in-
siuniountable difficulties in finding more efficient means
than the open hearth or electric furnace. Here is indeed
a problem for the man who sees rather with his eyes
th.in v\ith his hopes and dreams.
Submarine Adventures
( Continutd fro/n Piu/t 1 1 )
With this tool they were able to obtain cores up to
twelve feet in length. The average length, however, was
about six feet.
The work which Professor Shepard has been carry-
ing on should have a bearing on geological theories. The
acquisition of more knowledge concerning our submarine
topography and the composition of the sea bottom is of
itself extremely important. Also, the discovery of mineral
deposits beneath the sea may at some future time be of
importance. And since much of the work was in the
daily study and observation of the shifting of the sands
in shallow water, particularly around piers, these obser-
vations will be extremely \aluable in the study of beach
erosion.
;^ MONEY!— MONEY!
'a^'i
Get Cash for your Used Books
.6ZflEAST"g PHONF BI34-
629 E. Green St Phone 8134
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6'BCamffUs /\/ews
n CUTS SOME (CE
NTCODEMUS, the brou n-nosed se:il, phiyfully swam
up to the North Pole, tripped the circuit-breaker
and phiiiged Santa's workshop into darkness.
Absurd? Not as tar as the successful operation of G-E
outdoor air-break switches is concerned. These have been
phiced in a special room in the General Electric Research
Laboratory at minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit, sprayed «ith
water, and tested when coated with ice to a thickness of
one and a half inches. The powerful leverages shattered the
ice as easily as a walrus swallows a fish. Tn each case the
switches opened and closed properly.
This test is just one of the many which G-E equipment
must pass. And the observers, who check the operations
with pitiless eye, are members of the G-E Test Course -
young college men in their first year with the Company.
OH! MUMMY.../
ASKELETON in the closet— a white-robed ghost inthe attic—even Ichabod Crane's headless horseman -
ma\' well feel jealous ot Harwa, the Egyptian mummy. For
while conservative ancestors content themselves with roll-
ing in their graves in a genteel way, Harwa is floodlighted
in a golden glow in full view ot the public in the G-E
building at the New York World's Fair.
This unusual exhibit is designed, not to frighten women
and little children out ot their wits but to demonstrate one
of the many uses of x-rays. By pressing a button, an x-ray
machine is turned on, and an image ot Harwa's skeleton
appears on a fluorescent screen which moxcs in front ot the
minnmy. The principle emplo\ed is the same as that by
.hich a doctor may fluoroscope a broken bone, except
that the entire body of an adult person is viewed.
Harwa lived 2800 years ago, in Egypt. From inscriptions on
the coffin lid it is learned that he was overseer of storage
houses on the great farming estate of one ot the temples ot
.Amen, chief god of the empire. Pathological study ot the
munimv bv means of x-ray indicates that Harwa was
probably forty years old at the time ot his death, .-^nd
now, nearly 3000 years later, he is in his portable grave, a
citizen of ancient Egypt in the World ot Tomorrow.
FLOATING POWER
TLIE surging waves of a stormy sea are beautitui to an
artist, disconcerting to a tood-loving passenger, but
just another problem to an engineer. Whenever a sleek,
ocean liner plows her bow through a heaving swell, her
engines feel an added load, and her captain womlers it the
fuel will last. So, G-E engineers built an all-electric meter
that will accurately measure the power put out by the
propeller of any boat, from a tiny tug to a transatlantic
greyhound.
The meter is essentially a combination of two electric
generators mounted a little distance away from each other
on the propeller shaft, and connected to instruments
which can be located at any point on the ship. The
generators are so mounted that at no load the voltages
generated are exactly 180 degrees apart in phase ami there-
fore add to zero.
When a load is placed on the revolving shaft, the torijue
causes a small angular twist in the shaft; consequently,
the two generated voltages no longer add to zero. The
resultant voltage is proportional to both the shaft twist
and the propeller speed, and hence the meter can be made
to read directly in horsepower. The installation can easily
be modified to indicate total horsepower-hours and to
write an automatic log of the power delivered during the
trip.
Among the G-E engineers who developed the device
are A. V. Mershon, Pratt Institute '13 and Union College
'it;, and C. I. Hall, U. of Illinois '10.
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Bits About 'em
'Action is the distinguishing characteristic of Greatness." E. St. Elmo Lewis
HARRY PRINCE, C. E. '40, has merely made a
continuation of his activities enjoyed through his high
school days in Kewanee, 111., where he grew up and
obtained his elementary education. His activities in high
school in plays, debate, yearbook. Hi-Y and the various
functions which demand a high school fellow's attention
I'HINCK will lie Uepl husy at many posts this .year piimi-
iiieni anions; vyliicli \yill lie military activities. This summer
he attended (amp Custer alony with 4.> other Illinois engi-
neers who sained outdoor experience in realistic military
comlitious.
paved the way for his making the place for himself on
the Lniversity of Illinois campus. Engineering was his
chosen profession when he left high school, and the Uni-
versity of Illinois had been plugged to him so excessively
and well that he had already chosen it as the ground for
his engineering training. Since his step into the stream
of Illinois activities he has been made Vice President
of the ASCE, has become a member of Sigma Tau, a
member of Phalanx, and the president of Chi Epsilon,
and has become Secretary of the Tau Nu Tau Society.
Harry has spent his summer \acations rather con-
structively, dividing them between working as a spray
painter in a boiler shop and as a surveyor helper on the
Mississippi River for the U. S. Army Engineers. Struc-
tural engineering is his forte, although he has not got
around to figuring just what specific type of structural
engineering in which he wishes to specialize. This sum-
mer, upon returning from R. O. T. C. camp, Harry
hitchhiked to the State Fair at Springfield but it took
him 150U miles.
PROF. JOHN S. CRANDELL, since his gradua-
tion from New York University in 1904, has done a
multitude of things, among them song-writing, general
civil engineering work, research, and, in the main, high-
way engineering work, both in practice and in education.
He has been in Europe four or five times and has spent
some time in Panama. During his college years, he was
quite prominent in song and play writing and producing.
The plays and light operas he brought out while in school
forecast the future success of his two Broadway hits,
"Yankee Brigands," and "The Debutantes." The
N. Y. C. R. R. claimed him for several years following;
and after some time as a faculty man at Penn. State,
Prof. Crandell did some work as a considting engineer
for the Barrett Co. until 1926. Since then he has been
at the University of Illinois, instructing in highway
engineering, writing songs we have all heard the Uni-
versity bands play, writing innumerable articles for pub-
lication, and dreaming of his farm back in Pennsylvania.
In the summer look for him in Pennsylvania; in the
winter at his carpentry building cabinets whenever time
('K.\NI>KI.I>, who lilies to write sonss and poetry, mends
his own road while vacalionin;; in Pennsylvania.
permits. Prof. Crandell's memberships in, societies, engi-
neering associations and fraternities are numerous. He
is author of Section 20, American Civil Engineering
Handbook and has patented a number of inventions,
the most widely known among them being a bituminous
mastic cushion for block pavements, and the Ciandell
spacer for wood block pavements.
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Model Railroading is Fun
:'. ' , , 1./ the Moiici Kud'.Ki.lr
A "super -detailed" (> gaue pa.ssenner model
Only a few years ago any adult who "pLayed with
trains" was considered by the public at large a potential
case for the nut house, a person to be looked down upon
as having the mentality of a twelve year old child. After
all, who ever heard of a sane person playing with trains?
But times change; in the last five years the hobby of
model railroading has emerged from the status of a
juvenile pastime to take a place with stamp collecting,
photography, and other popular avocations. It is esti-
mated that there are probably 50,000 serious model rail-
roaders in the United States today, and the number is
increasing rapidly.
Scale model railroading has for many years been an
accepted hobby in Great Britain, but up until the Cen-
tury of Progress Exposition in 1933 it had only a few
devotees in this country. The large model displays of
several leading railroads at the Chicago fair made many
new friends for the hobby, and its growth thereafter
has been rapid.
There are two general types of model railroads.
Some use the ready-built toy or "tinplate" trains and
track. This equipment is inexpensive and runs well. But
toy trains, as anyone will readily agree, often have only
a general resemblance to real ones. For this reason, man>'
model railroaders prefer to buy or build their own equip-
ment, which, being built to exact scale, is realistic in
almost every detail.
Scale model railroads toda\- are built in numerous
different scales and gages of track, but three scales and
Ry T. C. Shedd, Jr.
gages (the distance between the inside faces of the run-
ning rails) account for perhaps 92 per cent of the model
roads in this country. Listed in order of their popu-
larity as revealed in a recent poll, they are:
"HO" gage: track 16.5 mm. wide; equipment biu'lt
to scale 3.5 mm. = 1 ft.
"O" gage: track 1 L| in. wide; equipment built to
scale 1
I
in. = 1 ft.
"OO" gage: track 19 nim. wide; eqvu'pment built tn
scale 4 mm. = 1 ft.
Of these three gages and scale, "O" is the oldest
;
its track gage of II4 inches is the same as that of the
majority of the tinplate trains being made today. "H(^"
gage has gained greatly in popularity in the last few
years. Its chief advantage is the fact that, since it is
about half the size of "O" gage, it allows the laying
of about four times as much trackage as would be pos-
sible with "O" gage for any given amount of space. The
cost of "HO" equipment is also proportionately lower.
The locomotives used on model railroads are an in-
teresting study. Almost every type to be found on a
real railroad is modeled by enthusiastic fans. Dinky
roundhouse switchers, streamlined passenger engines, huge
articulated freight "hogs," and diamond-stacked old
timers—all are found on American model railroads.
In the old days the scale model fan had to build his
own establishment of a home pattern shop and foundry
for making cylinders, drive wheels, truck sides, and many
other cast parts.
Such labor is no longer necessary except in the less
popular scales; it is usually cheaper and more satisfactory
to buy ready-made castings for locomotives and to build
up the rest for one's self, or to buy the complete loco-
motive kits which are now on the market. These kits
contain all the necessary parts to build a complete engine.
Sets are available for a large number of locomotive types
in the more popular scales. In HO scale, for example,
;ir least twenty different kits are now being sold.
In tile case of cars the story is much the same; the
varietv of kits available is truly astonishing. In HO
scale alone there are at least 150 different kits being
manufactured at present. Wood, cardboard, and castings
are the materials most generally used in car construction.
—Courtesy of the Model Railfoader
"O" gage scale model made by rebuilding a standard toy engine
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Track for scale inock-l railroads is always built as
realisticalh' as possible. Up to the present time, due to
production difficulties, nearly all the rail sections a\ail-
able are somewhat oversize. Rail is generally brass or
steel. Some aluminum is also used. Steel is the most
realistic; but brass is somewhat easier to woik and is
less subject to corrosion. In O gage and to a lesser
extent in HO and CX), the usual practice is to use
wood ties. The.se are laid on a "ballast" material, usually
of roofing paper, although sometimes sand or fine gravel
is used the more closely to simulate actual practice. The
rail is spiked to the ties with scale spikes or small nails.
The entire track structure is mounted on narrow boards
of pl\- or pressed-wood cut somewhat wider than the
track. These boards are, in turn, placed on tables, the
tops of which are three feet or more off the floor. The
planning of a track layout is a subject far too detailed
to discuss here. Several books on the subject have already
been published.
Switches are either made up from standard rail or
rapidly gaining popularity, utilizes both rails for the
power circuit. This method is especially successful in
HO gage, where a third rail is difficult to maintain. The
flow of current is through the wheels of the locomoti\es.
No rails are left for signal circuits; consequently signal-
ling is likely to be difficult and expensive. Another dif-
ficulty is that the wheels on one side of each car must
be insulated from the axles.
In some cities, model railroad clubs are growing
rapidly. The larger clubs may have their own railroads
on which members combine their equipment to form one
large system. These club railroads are operated like
fidl sized ones, with dispatchers, towermen, engineers
and section hands. Members work their way up from
the lower positions to the coveted engineer and dis-
patcher posts. Trains are operated on timetable sched-
ules ; every effort is made to run the system in accordance
with actual practice. With a club railroad, it is possible
for a perfon who has no space for a home layout to
derive the fullest enjoyment from the hobby.
—Courtesy of the Model Radioade
Scenes on the "Hell West & Crooked" Railroad—an HO gage line
are assembled from commercially available kits of parts.
A noticeable difference between scale and tinplate rail-
roads is the fact that curves of large radii are used on
scale layouts; four feet is considered the minimum radius
to allow the operation of scale equipment in O gage.
These large curves, of course, require considerable space.
Model locomotives are usually dri\en by small motors
which run on low \oltage alternating or direct current.
For O gage, series-wound motors which operate on either
AC or DC, 12 to 18 volts, are the most popidar. A
transformer usually is used to deliver this voltage from
the AC house mains. The same system is also used for
OO gage. In HO, DC supply from a 6 volt storage
battery or rectifier is almost universal. HO locomotives
use motors with permanent magnet fields. These motors,
which operate only on DC, can be reversed simply by
changing the polarit\ of the supply voltage.
Several forms of current distribution systems arc
employed by model railroaders. The outside third rail,
as used by the New York Central and other railroads,
has been almost standard. Overhead trolley is a very
satisfactor\ method for roads which follow electric pro-
totypes. In either of these systems one of the running
rails is used as the return circuit ; the other running rail
is available for signal circuits. The two-rail svstem, now
This article has only touched in the briefest way
some of the high spots of model railroading. One reason
for the increasing popularity of this avocation is that
one of its many phases appeals to almost everyone. Cars,
locomotives, track, signalling, operation, clubs—all these
sides of the hobby make it one of the most interesting
imaginable. In the opinion of its followers, at least,
there is nothing to compare with it!
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KNOW Your Illinois
Article No. 1—Meat Packing
Jean went in first—in fine spirits. A moment latei'
she staggered out, crying teartully. I went in with the
rest
—
gnawing a chocolate bar. The squealing of hogs
rent the air and a persistent odor was everywhere. I
leaned over the rail as nonchalantly as I could, gazed
at the dying hogs and at the blood flowing on the floor,
and took another bite of my chocolate bar.
Jean had been profoundly shocked b\- the stockyards.
She loved bacon, but she didn't really know it came from
hogs like those. She would have preferred to remain
ignorant and enjoy her bacon without a shudder.
But why avoid truths that seem unpleasant ; we
must admit openly that mutton is dead sheep and beef
is dead cow. Besides this, the gap between the pasture
and the frying pan is so valuable to Illinois industry
that we should feel proud of it. Let us bridge the gap.
Farmer Brown has some hefty half-ton cattle and
250-pound porkers that he's been stuffing as he watches
Every packing plant operates its own
refrigerating system, and many, especially
in Chicago and East St. Louis, own power
plants, carpenter shops, laundries, gymna-
siums, railway cars, and motor trucks. In
the value of products, the meat packing m-
dustr>' ranks first among all industries in
the United States. About one and one half
billion dollars worth are produced each
year. Does it surprise you to hear that
Illinois ranks first among all the states?
More than three hundred million dollars
worth annually, or about one fifth of the
total, is produced here.
market prices. They're full grown and ready to sell,
so on a fine September day when the market prices are
fair he hies them ofi by railroaii to Chicago, several
hundred miles away. \o, Mr. Brown is not an Illinois
farmer; he lives west of the Mississippi, but he prefers
the Chicago market because there, at the world's greatest
meat-packing center, he can sell quickly and at a fairly
constant price.
His livestock arrives consigned to his "commission
man" who will sell for him. It is placed into clean
paved pens, fed, and watered, and soon buyers of?er
their bids. In less than twenty-four hours, perhaps even
one hour after their arrival. Farmer Brown has ex-
changed his livestock for cash.
The animals are driven into the pens of the packing
company which bid highest and consequently bought
them. Let us follow first a hog through the conveyor
system. He is crowded with many others on to the
floor beneath a huge, slowly rotating, vertical wheel.
He squeals and dodges frantically, but his time comes,
and he is shackled to the wheel by a hind leg, lifted, and
transferred to a sliding rail. A knife thrust severs his
neck artery and the blood drains. Scalding and scraping
remove the bristles and hair, and the hog is scrubbed
—
clean for once. A short stick with an attached hook is
set between the hind feet tendons, and the carcass is
hung from a trolley on an overhead rail. As it passes
the various workmen, it is split open, dressed, trimmed.
By Bob Tideman
drenched, and finally delivered to the cooler. About
half an hour has passed since the hog was shackled to
the wheel.
After chilling for about twent\-four hours, the car-
cass is divided into various cuts, which fall to the ship-
ping and curing rooms. The live hog entered at the
top of the building and has been falling ever since, both
in elevation and dignity. In the curing rooms, many
processes are under way—smoking, salting, pickling, lard
rendering, and others. The smoking is done in large
rooms, one above the other, with vents between and a
fire of hickory logs at the bottom.
The killing and dressing of sheep and cattle is very
similar to but not the same as of hogs. Cattle are
stunned before being dispatched, and sheep die without
a murmur. Beef is usually cut into sides or quarters;
veal, lamb, and mutton carcasses are usually delivered
whole. In the killing and dressing departments we en-
counter federal inspectors at every turn, many of them
trained civil service veterinarians. Every animal is in-
spected several times in several different ways, before the
stamp of approval is given and the meat sent to the cooler.
It is easy merely to say, "Then the meat is delivered
to the retailer," but before the era of refrigeration, fresh
meat could be transported only in winter, and even then
a warm spell could ruin carloads of valuable meats. In
certain sections there was. in cold weather, a "fresh meat
season" welcomed perhaps as cheerily as Christmas itself.
However, with the development of the refrigerator car.
fresh meat all year aroiuid became a commonplace con-
venience. Later, the development of mechanical refrigera-
tion proved to be the emancipation of the meat packing
industry. Formerly, the ice house was often larger than
all the rest of the plant, and because of the lack of "re-
frigerators on wheels," the average distance from pasture
to frying pan was well under a hundred miles. Now-
adays, the refrigerator system is only a small integral
part of the whole plant, and the average distance between
producer and consumer is barely under a thousand miles!
Much meat prepared in Chicago travels hundreds of
miles in refrigerator cars to local wholesalers, who de-
liver it in refrigerator trucks to meat markets.
Perhaps you have wondered, as you reach into vom'
pocket, where the money goes when you bring home the
bacon. It is almost invariably true that about one-half
goes to the farmer, about one-sixth to the stockyards,
and about one-third to the wholesalers and butchers.
As the industry has developed, increasing use has
been made of by-products, until today it is actually true
that onl\- the pig's squeal is wasted. The by-products
from cattle and sheep are so valuable that a dressed car-
cass can sell for less than the live animal ! Among the
140 by-products are sandpaper, isinglass, ammonia gas,
insulin, and violin strings.
I guess Jean was right. The stockyards are bloody,
ugly, and smelly, but the nation demands meat. Poppa
says, "Steak!" Junior cries, "Bacon!" and the wheels
of the industry spin a little faster and the stench becomes
a little stronger. Surely the hogs squeal and bleed, but
in Illinois alone, each day's produce is worth more than
:?SO0,0O0. I say, "Give me my pork chop," I can hold
mv nose.
Sif'/f/iihrr. ]QJQ
A teleph
THE ILI.IN(~)IS Ti:CHN(X^,RAFH
. . . would be needed to carry
the 4,242 wires that Western
Electric packs in a telephone
cable this size—
Either fantasti-
cally high poles
would be needed—or many people
wlio now have telephones would
have to go without. Streets couldn't
hold enough poles for the telephone
requirements of a modern city.
To handle the demand for service
Western Electric's Engineers in col-
laboration with EellTelephone Lab-
oratories' scientists have sought and
found ways to make cable contain-
ing more and more wires, tvithoiit
increasing the cable's diameter. The
need for compactness is becausenew
cable must fit into conduits already
in position under the streets.
Finer and finer wire was used.The
insulation on each wire was grad-
ually reduced in thickness. To ac-
complish this a new insulating proc-
ess had to be developed— the paper
applied in pulp form to the wire,
instead of in the old and bulkier
wrapping of a paper ribbon.
So with resourcefulness Western
Electric engineers meet their prob-
lems, making telephones for your
use today and in the World of To-
morrow.
NYWF
Western Electric , .
. made your
BELL TELEPHONE
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OIR AD\ ICE ON
How to Make Yourself Known
and Enjoy Your School Life
is to
JOIN YOUR
SOCIETIES
These words are endorsed by students and faculty alike. Why? Because
ILLINI ENGINEERS present something nowhere else to be found.
Chain letters, smokers, banquets, games, interesting trips, student speeches,
moving pictures— all hand in hand—are a part of our societies' activities.
'»'Signed:
Railway Club
General Engineers Society
Mineral Industries Society
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Atnerican Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Institute of Metallurgical Engineers
Student Branch American Ceramic Society
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OUR SOCIETIES
ILLINI ENGINEERS
Officialh in full swing and replacing the old Engi-
neering Council is the Illini Engineers whose purpose
is
"
—to unite the engineering students, faculty, and
alumni of the University of Illinois, and, through this
union, to promote interest in the welfare and traditions
of the College of Engineering."
Dues are $1.75, seventy-five cents being applied on
the student's departmental society and an equal amount
for eight issues of the student magazine, the Tnlinn-
f/rnph. The society's standing committees are as follows:
membership, program, publicity, athletics, open house,
employment, social, guide service, curricular, and schol-
astic.
Tom McCrackin, C. E President
V. J. Cicho\^ski. Cer lice President
Robert Roosc. M. E Treasurer
T. I- Waismnn. Met Reeording Secretary
R. M S'nks. E. E Corresf>ondiilg Secretary
RAILWAY CLUB
Don Lvons President
Dick Rayer Vice President
Del Eglin Secretary-Treasurer
Dick Stair Publicity
The Railway Club is an organization of railroad fans.
and is open to anyone on the campus who is interested.
Meetings are held twice a month featuring speakers,
quiz programs, and trips to points of railroad interest.
Information about the first meeting of the fall se-
mester may be obtained by consulting one of the above
officers. Rail fans and model railroaders are cordially
invited to come and meet a .swell bunch of fellows.
ASAE
Lynn K. Huffman President
]. P. Crandell I'icc President
R. Rhae Pickens Secretary
G. E. McKibben Treasurer
E. G. Gallagher Reporter
The Illinois student branch of American Society
of Agricultural Engineers sent four representati\es to
the National Convention this \ear. Those selected to
represent the University of Illinois at the Convention,
held in St. Paul, were L. K. Huffman, J. \L Trum-
niel, R. Rhae Pickens, and L. G. Melvin. The con-
vention, which was held at the University of Minne-
sota farm near St. Paul-Minneapolis during the week
from June 19 to 24, provided a great many interesting
contacts for those privileged to attend and furnished
several new ideas for the organization in the fall.
AIEE
The student branch of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers is interested in aiding and develop-
ing the abilities of the students by affording them oppor-
tunities to carry out activities similar to those of the
professional society, such as, holding meetings and pre-
senting and discussing papers, reports, and abstracts. This
club is noted for its interesting smokers and its enthu-
siastic membership.
SBACS
y. J. Cichowski President
J. W. Briscoe J 'ice President
R. R. Rough Secretary
R. L. Garret Treasurer
The student branch of the American Ceramic Society
carries out a very active program during the school year.
A dance, the Ruckus, is given annually, and the Pig
Roast, a traditional banquet, enjoyed at the close of each
year. The club also publishes a year book, The Illinois
(jcramist. The club meet twice a month and prominent
men from the ceramic industries are invited to speak.
AIChE
The winners! Last semester "Five Point" Don Han-
son, now president of AIChE, won the medal awarded
annually to the junior chemical engineer who has main-
tained the highest scholastic average during his freshman
and sophomore years. Lee Lyons and Bob Holmes won,
also, the first and second prizes of ten and five dollars
for the best .solutions to the AIChE contest problem.
Their solutions will be entered into the national com-
petition.
ASCE
The student chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers is begining its first semester of its fifty-sixth
year as a campus organization with the following officers:
Tom McCrackin President
Harry Prince I'iee President
Da\is Stitison Seetretary
William Brett Treasurer
AIME
The American Institute of Metallurgical Engineers
has not announced its program but will probably place
a large placard of coming e\ents in a prominent place.
ASME
R. W. Roose Chairman
G. L. LaRoche lice Chairman
Jack Carter Secretary-Treasurer
Prof. D. G. Ryan Honorary (Chairman
Sam Capizzi Publicity Committee
A. L. Danielson Publicity Committee
Thomas Jackson Publicity Committee
The purpose of the student branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers is three-fold : it ser\es
to unite the mechanical engineering students with the
practicing engineers of the professional society; it brings
to the campus speakers who talk about the practical side
of engineering ; it helps the student get acquainted with
the faculty members. Membership in the student branch
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers reached
160 last semester, the largest in its history. It was sec-
ond only to the branch at Purdue and leads even Purdue
iii^ percentage membership.
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Books
CLASS SUPPLIES
Is our Specialty. Buy and
sell Your Books at a
Student-Activitv Store.
Illinois Student Union
BOOK
EXCHANGE
Near Student Center
For Reasonable Rates
Eat at The
ILLINI
INDIAN
STUDENT OWNED
STUDENT OPERATED
On Sixth Street by Kamerers
13 Meals $4.50
20 Meals $4.99
MIS
Officers of the Mineral Iniinstries Society are:
J. L. Waisman Prcsidfut
K. R. Huchholz Vice Prcsidnit
Joe Lange Seirctary
R. S. Hogue Treasurer
H. L. Walker Feicully Adviser
GENERAL ENGINEERS
A new society which made great progress under the
leadership of pioneer Maynard Huffschmidt last semes-
ter and which shows promise of being an active and in-
teresting organization this year is the Socict\ of General
Engineers. Officers are:
William Shive President
William Chamberlain I'iee President
Ken Hamming Seeretnry
Joe La Mantia Tretisiner
SYNTON
One of the most unusual organizations on the campus
is the local chapter of Synton, professional radio fratern-
ity. While many of its activities are common to other
fraternities, both professional and social, its cential theme
is unique.
Radio communications form the principal acti\ity of
this fraternity. Since 1Q25. when the first chapter of
Synton was founded at the Liiiversity of Illinois, its
members have maintained a short wave station in the
liiiversity Armory. Most of its members are licensed
operators who own and operate their own amateur sta-
tions at home. Since very few of them bring their radio
equipment to school with them, the Synton station is
used considerably for keeping schedules with home sta-
tions and for keeping in touch with other friends over
the air.
W9ZOL, as the station is officially designated, is
licensed to Synton through Prof. H. A. Brown, of the
Electrical Engineering Department, who acts as trustee.
The room in which it is located, 236 Armory, is fur-
nished as a club room. Synton operated W^'^ZOL twen-
ty-four hours a day during the annual amatevu' DX
contest held last year in the spring. With the aid of
a newly-acquired Comet-Pro communications receiver and
the 300-watt transmitter, stations in all parts of t''e
world were worked. Synton members all over the I'nitcd
States will .soon be communicating with one another as a
result of a new program to eqiu'p all active and ahimni
members with crystals on the same amateur frequenc).
ALL SOCIETIES
Here are some figures on the memberships in the
departmental societies last year. Look 'cm o\er.
Soeiety
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THE ILLINI TRAIL
(This column has been compiled by Eltcyn hing,
M. E. '42, to whom alumni correspondence should
be addressed.)
Hail, mini Engineering Alums! Since this intel-
lectual boiler factory north of Green Street has just
made an addition to your ranks, the class of '39, the
Tcrhnof/r/iph has to keep pace with an enlarged section
devoted to Illinois.
Recently I had the pleasure of talking to Sigfried
H. Westby, '28. For the last ten \ears he has been
in the Chicago office of the Illinois State Highway
Department. Though I had never seen "Coolie" before,
we had an enjoyable chat, and it was interesting to get
his views on engineering and also his remembrances of
his college days.
Class of '.34. let's see what some of your members
are doing. Robert F. Hoffman and Herbert R. Stopes
are both with the Tennessee Valley Authority. They
both live in Knoxville and are working on silt investiga-
tions. After two years of construction work at the Mil-
w-aukee Filteration Plant, H. X. Kingsbur\' became a
district engineer for the Wisconsin State Board of
Health. He li\cs in .Ashland.
Walter J. Hoffman became a land appraiser for the
village of Glenview, Illinois, after graduation. In two
years he joined the water department. From there his
trail led to a city engineering job and then to statistical
work and physical appraising. In May, 193^, he was
appointed village manager and is still in that capacit\
.
F. R. Brown and V. G. Kaufman are connected
with the L nited States Waterways Experiment Station
at Vicksburg, Mississippi. C. C. Arze is in South Amer-
ica. James Hamilton is with the Chicago Bridge and
Iron Company.
In the five years since Leslie E. Colby has been out
of school, he has been a surveyor, a flying cadet at Ran-
dolph Field, a draftsman, and at present he is a con-
struction inspector at the Sardis Dam at Sardis, Missis-
sippi. The work is being carried on by the Department
of Rivers, Harbors, and Waterways of the Federal
government.
Russell G. Carlin is another alum that has had
varied experiences. After graduation he worked in th?
statistics department of the City Light and Power Com-
pany of Seattle, Washington. From there he went to
the South Works of the Carnegie Illinois Steel Cor-
poration, in Chicago. He has done mapping, railroad
track layouts, estimating of proposed construction, and
inspection of actual construction. He has designed struc-
tures ranging from auditoriimns and post oflices to .sewage
plants. At present he is engaged in estimating and de-
signing reinforced concrete structures.
Arthur C. Carlson is with the Building Engineering
Department of the Illinois Bell Telephone Company.
His work has been in the design, installation, construc-
tion, and inspection of their buildings. He has designed
and installed ventilating and heating equipment, humidi-
fication systems, flood control protection systems, has
worked on the accoustical treatment of buildings, and
also has had experience in cost studies.
Any of you grads (young, old, or otherwise) know-
any yarns about your college days that are fit to print?
I'd like to sit in on a bull session with vou and listen
BROWN & SHARP£
••••Productive
Machine Tools
• Milling Machines
Universal Plain
Omniversal Vertical
• Grinding Machines
Universal
Plain
Surface
Cutter and Tool
> Screw Machines
Automatic
Wire Feed (Semi-Automatic)
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.
Providence, R. I.
to them. Since that isn't possible. wh\ not write us and
tell us about them ? Let's take another look and see what
more of our alumni are doing. Richard T. Larsen, '29,
has been with the L nited States Bureau of Reclamation
since 1930. Friends perhaps remember seeing him and
Westby running surveys near their home town of Elgin.
Starting as a junior engineer, he became an a.ssistant, an
associate, and now is the resident engineer in charge of
construction on the Salt River Project in Arizona.
From the class of '26 is William Fischman, Junior
Subway Engineer. His work is in connection with Chi-
cago's system of freight tunnels. W. C. King. '29, is in
Whiting, Indiana, with the Standard Oil Company.
C. K. Willet is in private consulting work in Dixon,
Illinois.
Another of our graduates to leave the United States
is Clement V. Lloyd, '28. For the past ten years Lloyd
has been engaged in the maintainence and construction
of roads, bridges, and public buildings in Jamaica, Brit-
ish West Indies.
Wayne R. Wooley has been with the United States
Bureau of Public Roads since he graduated in 1927.
His first two years after graduation consisted of time
studies and cost analysis in several southeastern states.
He also worked in the vVashington laboratory of the
bureau. Since 1929 he has been the Materials Engineer
of District 7 and has his office in Chicago.
After two years as sales engineer for the American
Steel and Wire Company, Don W. McGlashon, '25,
went with the Portland Cement A.ssociation as a sales
promotion engineer and at present is located with this
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Quality Guaranteed
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lompain. Frank A. Stmuse, '25, joined the McClintic
Marshall Corporation immediately after graduation. He
rose from a shop apprentice to a draftsman, then to an
estimator and designer. Shorth' after this he became the
Assistant Works Manafjcr. In 1931 he left McCh'ntic
Marshall to become the super\isor of piece work in the
Fabricated Steel Division of the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany.
Since he graduated in 1022, Earnest Y.. Michaels has
lieeii with the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company, first
as engineering assistant, then as chief draftsman, and
then as assistant manager of operations. Since 1930 he
has been the manager of the company's Birmingham
(.'\labama) plant.
After holding various jobs from the time he grad-
uated until 1928, Cyrus C. Fishburn, '16, located per-
mancnth with the Bureau of Standards at Washington,
D. C, where he is an associate engineer in masonry
construction.
Your Magazine
THK TECHXOCJRAPH is a student magazine
the purpose of which is to publish items pleasing and
benclicial to students, faculty, and alumni of the Col-
lege of Engineering, and to present opportunity for stu-
dents to write technical and non-technical papers.
It is our wish that you follow the pages of The
'l\( hnot/rat'h during the next seven issues; that you
coopeiate with us in bringing patronage to our adver-
tisers; and finally, that you have the best of luck
throughout the rest of the year.
Students, we welcome you to apply for work on the
editorial or business staffs. Those already in our midst
are: Marvin E. Veerman, Thomas McEneelv. R. A.
Thorton, M. P. Williams. George H. Hargitt'. W. W.
Witort, George W. Somers, V. H. Evans, Joseph Col-
lins, Vernon Steiner, Robert Tideman, G. B. Carson,
Hob Hafner, Elwyn King, Thomas Shedd, Jr., Walter
Pahl, Hideo Niiyama. Jaines Thale, Roy Hammar, Don
Stevens, Gene Sternberg, and Wayne Moore.
This issue brings \ou the first of a .series of articles
on our State of Illinois. Watch each issue to see if you
"Know Your Illinois." "Tommy" Shedd who usually
has his model railway on exhibit at our open houses,
brings his version of the hobb\' to you and urges you
to try it out.
In view of the so called "awakening" of the engi-
neering students, it seems tinieh' to open a section of
The Technograph for the purpose of stimulating or en-
couraging any tendencN' toward a closer commumcation
among the students and faculty, and alumni. Hereafter
it is our intention to devote space for letters to the editor.
This means an opportunity for anyone who so desires
to voice his opinion on topics that should be of interest
to our readers. There are many "gold mines" hidden
in the ranks of our students, and it should be proper
that their theorizing and philosophizing which would,
if heard, promote a good "ole bull session, should be
presented for the public eye. We invite, therefore not
only your letters of facts but also those in which you
may expound the benefits and drawbacks of a summei'
job or of laboratory technics.
No letters will be published which, in the opinion
of the editor, will bring discredit to the college.
Lester Seiler Business Manayer
( jlenn Voigt Editor
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COAL BY-PRODUCTS
With a gayly feathereJ hat, Mrs. Society may ride
out of town "tarred and feathered" and in great dig-
nity
;
grateful for the fine dyes and perfumes derived
for her pleasure from common coal tar. And more
than that, she may now go so far as to wear artificial
silk stockings made from coal which far surpass rayon
and pure silk hosiery in many respects.
Today many of our most useful products are made
from coal gas residuals—by-products obtained by the
coking of coal. Xot long ago these gases, vapors, and
liquids were thrown away, but the industrial chemist
has foiuid ways of converting them into useful products
very necessary to our civilization. Now, as a result,
the coke by-product plant is a complete and self-contained
unit within the steel making industry with which it
has little connection except for the fact that the steel
plant must have coke and gas.
During the summer, many do not realize that their
.soft drinks are sometimes sweetened with saccharine, 150
times sweeter than sugar, that this product is derived
from coal tar, and that the vanilla or bitter almond
flavoring in their delicacies are also such products.
Among the many drug store goods of this faniilvi we
are particularly interested in novocaine, aspirin, salver-
san, phenol, acetanalid, salcylic acid, and picric acid
which serves the triple purpose of being a medicine, a
dye, and an explosi\e.
Clothing may not only be dyed with synthetic in-
digo, but it may be cleaned in naptha, preserved in moth
balls made from napthalene, and perfumed with gera-
nium, violet, hyacinth, or musk—all coal tar products.
T. N. T. (Trinilrotoluoi) and nitro benzol as explosives
are vital to our national defense. Benzol, toluol, and
solvent naptha, among other uses, are quite essential
to the paint and rubber industries.
Phenol, produced from benzol, sulphuric acid, and
caustic potash, when treated with formaldehyde is trans-
formed into bakelite and similar resins used in the rapidly
growing plastic industry.
As a general statement, it may be said that from
10 crude compounds removed from coal tar are pro-
duced about 300 very complex substances from which
about 900 dyes, and numerous drugs, explosives, and
perfumes are made. The 10 crude substances are ben-
zene, toluene, xylene, phenol, cresol. napththalene, an-
thracene, methyl anthracene, phenanthrene, and carbazol.
DUAL CURRICULUM
In keeping with the trend toward a higher degree
of specialization in professional fields, the College of
Engineering of the L^niversity of Illinois is offering
a "Dual Curriculum" but limiting it to the superior
students only.
The dual curriculum has no fixed standards in re-
gard to studies. Its purpose is to give the exceptional
student opportunity to train in some technical problem
which may not be adequately covered in any of the
regular courses. For instance, one student whose father
was a heating and ventilating contractor, was able to
enter this business because he had tentative plans to
go on in his father's business. Another might want to
make an intensive study of soil mechanics or spherical
bearings. The student in this special course graduates
with the degree of his original department.
Anyone contemplating this curriculum should discuss
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it «ith Associate Dean H. H. Joniaii. with the head
of the liepartiiient in which he is registered, and with
the professor under whom the specialization would take
place. If the student has pro\ed himself capable, and if
the consultation shows that such action might be desir-
able, the matter will be taken up with a committee of
which the Associate Dean is chairman. If the vote is
favorable, the student is free to go into the special
curriculum and to actually begin his life's work under
able guidance.
Believe in Your Ambition, Freshman
(mvc a man a cigarette, a car, and a suit of clothes
and he will make you think he is the biggest e.xecutive
in town although he may be only a clerk in a grocery
store. This is a man's vanity. Give a woman some
co.smetics, a fine dress, and a funny hat and she will
look like the executive's wife. This is a woman's vanity,
(jive .some girls a .sorority house and you'd think they
belonged to the elite "400." You'd think the\- earned
the distinction.
BL^T, put a man on an island, with no promise of
ever seeing anyone again, and he will pine away. War-
den Lewis E. Lawes has said that a man in solitary
could learn to sleep 22 out of 24 hours! In society, this
prisoner would be alive 16 hours a day conversing, boast-
ing, smoking a big cigar, seeing things, doing things,
satisfying his vanity—living in a land of make believe.
Sometimes a college student sees deep into reality
and rebels at pretending. He becomes suspicious of his
previous conceptions, and soon his vanity and the desire
to e-xcel is gone.
FIRST YEAR MEN, the only things in life that
ha\e value are those which are accepted on principle.
You may easily lose your belief in the principle that
time spent studying at your desk is more valuable than
an evening at the movies. You may think many of our
accepted standards to be delusions. You may ask for
proof that "honesty is the best policy." You may won-
der at the reward for following the straight and narrow
path. As a matter of fact, we really don't know whether
it is better to sleep our lives away, like the prisoner, or
to work them awa\', but let's work them away. It is
like "civic-pride, " the word sounds good.
Take faith in your pretensions. Vanity is a pretension
but it is the gasoline of human lives. Do not condemn
it ; it is what makes us ambitious to do things, to strive
for power, to develop a good personality, to act pleasant.
We admire the American Indian's vanity, for he would
rather die a silent, courageous death than show coward-
ise in the sight of his fellow man. Throughout all his-
tory it has been vanity that forced man to adopt certain
principles, or ethics, that governed his speech, his dress,
his character and behavior.
FIRST YEAR MEN, you are given 10,000 fellow
students, a place to spend four years, and some vanity
to inspire you. True, your ambition is merely an ideal
which may fade at times, but play the game the best
way you know how. If you fail here, you may fail any-
where you go and it will be because you have not found
the reason for taking faith in certain principles placed
before you, possibly by your profes.sors.
Reconcile yourself to man's vanity, for, "keeping up
with the Joneses" is God's way of keeping us busy till
we die. And there is no substitute for honest and sincere
work.
—
Editor.
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Desk Blotters Study Lamps Desk Sets
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n CUTS SOME ict
NICODEMUS, the liroun-iioseii seal, playhiliy swam
up to the North Pole, tripped the circuit-breaker
and plunged Santa's v\<irkshop into darkness.
Absurd? Not as tar as the successful operation of G-E
outdoor air-break switches is concerned. These have been
placed in a special room in the General Electric Research
Laboratory at minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit, spra\ed with
water, and tested when coated with ice to a thickness of
one and a half inches. The powerful leverages shattered the
ice as easily as a walrus swallows a (ish. In each case the
switches opened and closed properly.
This test is just one of the many which G-E equipment
must pass. And the observers, who check the operations
with pitiless eye, are members of the G-E Test Course —
young college men in their first year with the Company.
OH/ MUMMY. . ..'
ASKELETON in the closet— a white-robed ghost inthe attic—even Ichabod Crane's headless horseman -
may well feel jealous of Harwa, the Egyptian miunmy. I'or
while conservative ancestors content themselves with roll-
ing in their graves in a genteel way, Harwa is Hootllighteil
in a golden glow in full view of the public in the Ci-E
building at the New ^'ork World's Fair.
This luiusual exhibit is designed, not to frighten women
and little children out of their wits but to demonstrate one
of the many uses of x-rays. By pressing a button, an x-ray
machine is turned on, and an image of Harwa's skeleton
appears on a fluorescent screen which moves in front of the
mummy. The principle employed is the same as that by
which a doctor may fluoroscope a tiroken bone, except
that the entire body of an adult person is viewed.
Harwa lived 2800 years ago, in Egypt. From inscriptions on
the cofHn lid it is learned that he was overseer of storage
houses on the great farming estate of one of the temples of
Amen, chief god of the empire. Pathological study of the
mummy by means of x-ray indicates that Harwa was
probably forty years old at the time ot his death. .-Xnd
now, nearly 3000 years later, he is in his portable grave, a
citizen of ancient Egypt in the World of Tomorrow.
FLOATING POWER
THE surging waves of a stormy sea are beautiful to an
artist, disconcerting to a food-loving passenger, but
just another problem to an engineer. Whenever a sleek,
ocean liner plows her bow through a heaving swell, her
engines feel an added load, and her captain wonders it the
fuel will last. So, G-E engineers built an all-electric meter
that will accurately measure the power put out by the
propeller ot any boat, from a tiny tug to a transatlantic
greyhound.
The meter is essentially a combination ot two electric
generators mounted a little distance away from each other
on the propeller shaft, and connected to instruments
which can be located at any point on the ship. The
generators are so mounted that at no load the voltages
generated are exactly 180 degrees apart in phase and there-
tore add to zero.
When a load is placed on the revolving shaft, the torque
causes a small angular twist in the shaft; consequently,
the two generated voltages no longer add to zero. The
resultant voltage is proportional to both the shaft twist
anil the propeller speed, and hence the meter can be made
to read directly in horsepower. The installation can easily
be modified to indicate total horsepower-hours and to
write an automatic log of the power delivered during the
trip.
.Among the G-E engineers who developed the device
are A. V. Mershon, Pratt Institute '13 and Union College
'15, and C. I. Hall, U. of Illinois '10.
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They can't talk those
telephones to death
. . . because Bell telephones
can "take it"
Every piece of apparatus used in making a telephone
call must pass many tests at Western Electric, the
manufacturing unit of the Bell System.
These tests begin w ith the raw materials and are
carried through each stage of manufacture. They
range from simple visual inspections to complicated
chemical, electrical and mechanical tests.
And that helps to explain why your Bell tele-
phone doesn't "let you down."
A Wcitt-m Electric machine which puts telephones
through their paces. Here representative samples receive
a test which, in a few weeks, is equivalent to a lifetime
of actual service.
Western Electric . . . made yourBELL TELEPHONE
RICKER LIBRARY OF ARtHITECTURt
UNIVERSITY OF KJINOiS
THE ILLINOIS TECHNOCRAPH
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Harvesting Pineapples
in Hawaii
Personal Experiences
of
HIDEO NIIYAMA
G.E. '41
When Middle Western people learn that I am from
the Hawaiian Islands, they eagerly ask questions, most
of them concerning the same thing. "Are the gals down
there as pretty as they look in pictures? You must get
an eyeful of those hula dancers. I'll bet surf-riding is
a lot of fun!" This is the general run of the questions.
A great many people have the impression that Honolulu
is a collection of grass shacks inhabited by people who
lie on the warm beach and sing and dance all day, in a
very primitive fashion. In reality, Honolulu is a thriv-
ing American city of more than 1,50, 0(10 people, larger
than any city in Illinois except Chicago; being supported
largely by sugar manufacturing, pineapple canning, and
the tourist trade.
Hawaii leads the world in pineapple production,
shipping about 20,000,000 cans of the fruit annually.
The soil and the semi-tropical weather enhanced by the
northeast tradewinds are ideal for the growing of pine-
apples. Here the temperature averages about seventy
degrees, and very seldom does it vary as much as ten
degrees. The islands are of volcanic origin and the soils
are basaltic, with a high content of iron.
The commercial production of pineapple has been
highly industrialized, and a description of the canning
process would mean a tedious description of the mirac-
ulous machines. The "Ginnaca" which peels, cores, slices,
and racks the fruits in short order, is one. The fact
that two-thirds of the five thousand odd workers in a
canary are women, mostly of high school age, may make
you think otherwise, but I found the field work more
exciting.
The most extensive pineapple fields on the island of
Oahu are located between the two mountain ranges that
fence the islands. Nestled in a gulch, circled by acres of
pineapples, is Kunia Camp, maintained by the California
Packing Corporation. Here, in the very shadows of Scho-
field Barracks, I learned to pick "pines" and had a whale
of a time doing it.
The pine-pickers' day begins at four in the morning,
when the night watchman bangs on the doors of the
rooms in Bachelor's Row to wake the men. The watch-
man, stout fellow, is on the receiving end of some very
harsh words as he goes around flashing his light into the
faces of laggards. At 4:30 a. m. the camp gong is rung,
and sleepy laborers in all stages of partial dress straggle
out to the office for the day's assignment. The houses are
still nothing more than darkly silhouetted masses at this
hour and many are the times we tramped on some prize
plant that an industrious housewife was carefully nurs-
ing. By the time the huge blots take the shape of iden-
tical, drab, reddish-brown houses the men are away on
a huge truck to do the day's work in the fields.
In pineapple picking the men are generally split up
into gangs of about fort\'. This group in tiun is divided
in half, the stronger ones doing the picking and the
others the top-cutting and packing. A foreman, a check-
er, and a water carrier complete the personnel of each
field gang. The pickers, wearing heavy gloves and gog-
gles, plunge into the crowded paths between the rows
of plants, and pick the fruits by grasping their tops
and pushing down. The plants grow neck high and the
pines sit on the top. Each plant bears fruit three consec-
utive years, but the fruits grow inferior each year. The
pickers carry the pineapples in "Pitas" bags and empty
them at the end of the row. The normal capacity of the
bags is about a dozen fruits, but those amazing Filipino
men are able to carry thirty or forty by piling them with
their tops inside, and the fruits themselves bulging out
in golden fans.
The "cut-top" men cut the tops off the picked fruit,
trim the bottoms, and pack them into crates. The checker
sees that the fruits have been properly handled and seg-
regated by size. Heavy trucks transport the crates to the
switches, where they are loaded into freight cars and
rushed to the canneries in Honolulu.
As the day wears on, the burning sun, the constant
pricking of sharp leaves, and the red dust begins to tell
on the men, and they attempt all kinds of dodges to do
the least amount of work in the longest possible time.
All old timers smoke Bull Durham. The few seconds of
rest gained while "rolling their own" makes their tough
jobs more bearable. The company allows workers to eat
as many pineapples as they wish while working, and they
take good advantage of the privilege. I learned to pick
the tasty ones very soon. The idea is to tap the fruit
with the index finger and repeat the procedure on the
palm of the left hand. If the sounds are identical, the
pine is A-1. There is nothing quite like a fresh pineapple,
cold with morning dew.
Except when the harvest is in full swing, the work-
er's day ends at 3 p. m. "Pau hana" is the welcome call
when everyone climbs back on the truck and heads home.
After a hasty clean-up, our camp usually headed for
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Know yom^
ILLINOIS...
Any Saturday, Sunday, or holi-
day will find Monk's Mound
crowded with pleasure seekers.
Young people have long made it
a weiner roasting spot without
peer; older folks find it a most
enjoyable place to while away
free afternoons ; Boy Scouts
visit the place frequently and
camera fiends are constantly in
abundant evidence. Its broad,
grassy top and the view it gives
of farmlands and neighboring
manufacturing centers equal the
1 ndiiin inhabitants of Southern Illinois of several
hundred years ago have left a permanent reiord of their
history and habits in several groups of earthern mounds
in St. (jlair and Aladison Counties, immense iiori-s ob-
viously erected for religious rites or other public purposes
of the constructing tribes. The largest and most impres-
sive of these groups is that knoivn as The Cahokia
Mounds, scattered on both sides of the hiffhicay serving
as the dividing line betircen the territories of Madison
and St. (jlair (jounties. Smaller and less important
groups of mounds have been found a feiv miles from the
(Jahokia group in Mitchell and Lebanon, Illinois. Js
late as ISIS a distinct path from the Lebanon carthuorks
to the Cahokia group could be distinctly traced, provid-
ing definite evidence that the Indian builders ivere di-
rectly related or nomadic descendants of the same ancient
tribe or race. Yet it has to this time been impossible to
definitely fix the credit for the construction of these
cartJncorks as the first French settlers reached the Illi-
nois region many years after the Indians responsible for
the mounds had migrated or become extinct. It has,
hoicever, been conclusively proven that the tribes of the
region icere not natives of Illinois but migrants from
the southern states of the Americas, iiherc agriculture
u-as the main livelihood.
the volleyball courts for a quick game. The Filipinos play
a unique variety, in which they kick the ball over the net
instead of using their hands. I gave that game up after
kicking the ball out of the lot a few times. At night
all the younger fellows would gather on the front porch
and disturb the others with their attempts at harmony.
A few of the Hawaiian boys were fine instrumentalists
and they "really got in the groove." There was one fel-
low who could play a ukulele with one hand. He sang
best on a stomach full of beer. Then there was Ricardo,
a Cuban ex-navy man, who told us all about the fem-
inine interests in the Orient.
There were some drawbacks at Kunia, and one of
them was the shower facilities. We never took showers
before bedtime, because we would be dirty again by bed-
time. Dry, red dirt, rising from the fields above, sweeps
down across the camp and smothers everything. It col-
lects on one's skin and dries stickily. Clothes get brown
in half an hour.
Pa\day was a day of headaches for the camp bosses.
Not because they begrudge the workers their pay, but
because they were sure a good percentage of the work-
ers would not show up for work for a few days. The
Filipino really goes on a mean binge. Most of the
Illocanos owned fighting cocks, and they would bring
them out on paydays for some spirited fights. The fights
were bloody affairs. The propositions were all challenges.
My cock against yours for $50, winner take all. The
spectators form a ring. The two owners get in the cen-
ter and hold their battlers tightly, teasing them contin-
ually to make them fighting mad. For instance, the own-
ers make each rooster give the other a few pecks on the
head and neck. When the cocks are crowing murder at
each other, the respective owners swiftly withdraw to
the corners and watch the fight with $100 worth of
eagerness. You see two streaks collide in the center of
the ring, a flash of knives, and soon one proud fighter
quivering in the dust, a bleeding mass of defeated fowl.
Bets are paid off, and the ring is cleared for the next
contest. The losing rooster is usually too decrepit even
for the frying pan.
The younger boys of us usually went to the army
post or to nearby Wahiawa town for excitement. The
soldiers put on attractive sports carnivals which we made
a point of seeing. One time ten of us rounded up about
30 of the boys from a nearby CCC camp and set off to
Wahiaha to find excitement or to make some. We came
upon a Japanese box liance and took possession. Fortu-
nately the dance was easy to learn, and we managed to
do a pretty fair imitation of the routine. The managers
thought of asking us to leave, but only for a moment.
The boys danced conventionally, if not very gracefully,
and added color to the affair. The girls were friendly to
dance with and soon everyone was having a good time.
They even gave us Japanese towels with which to wipe
our hands and faces, as is the custom at tliese dances.
Judging from the boasts, everyone had an enjo\abIe time.
I dill. That goes for my entire season at Kunia.
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Article No. 2—
Itidiuu Mounds
by
GENE STERNBERG '42
beauty of the densely wooded
slopes. At the foot of the trail
leading to the great mound is
located a small museum, of
Spanish architecture, which
houses the well-exhibited ex-
amples of the handiwork of the
ancient artisan inhabitants. One
would have a mighty hard time
convincing the people of South-
ern Illinois that their Monk's
Mound is not the foremost his-
torically beautiful spot in the
State of Illinois.
Several years ago 144 acres in the Cahokia area in
Southern Illinois were set aside as a state park. I'he
park district contains 1 1 of the largest and most im-
portant structures, the most widely known being Plonk's
Mound, the major subject of our discussion. Plonk's
Mound, aside from the fame arising from its enormous
size, has attracted much attention from amateur arche-
ologists and educational institutions, who have found the
abundance of Indian pieces buried there much to their
liking. A museum has been erected at the foot of the
great mound to accommodate the never ending supply
of Indian relics unearthed by various searching parties
who have made Monk's Mound their favorite digging
spot. As an organized group, the L'niversity of Illinois
has done a great deal of research throughout the mounds
and has given much toward the preserving of the his-
tory and the fascinating lore discovered there. Men who
have spent their hobby time in gathering and tabulating
data from the mounds have also done more than their
share to keep these landmarks alive for posterity.
The picturesque name of IVIonk's Mound has been
handed down from the colony of Trappist Monks who
dwelt on its larger terrace from 1808 to 1913, when
they were driven out by a vicious siege of malaria.
The entire group of mounds, and Monk's mound in
particular, represents an enormous outlay of labor even
when considered spread over a succession of generations.
It is almost inconceivable that a primitive people could
have fashioned a regular truncated p\ ramid, 1080 feet
long, 710 feet wide, and 100 feet high, with the base
covering an area of sixteen acres, three acres more than
that covered by the historical Pyramid of Cheops near
Giza, Egypt. These facts of size make it even harder
to believe that men, women, and children, handicapped
by the lack of modern construction facilities, coidd have
had the patience and stamina to construct the lasting
tumulus that is today one of the most magnificient of
Illinois' spots of beauty. It has been estimated that it
would take one thousand men five years to set up the
great earthwork if the\ were forced to use the primitive
implements available to the Indian laborers. The dirt
was chipped or broken loose with shell, wooden, or stone
lioes and spades and transported to the mound site in
crude skin or bark fiber bags. If it would take one
thousand men five years to erect Monk's Mound, how
much time and labor would be expended in raising the
eighty-five mounds once scattered over the surrounding
3000 acres? DestrLiction of the mounds to make way
for railroad rights of way and the cultivation of the
land by farmers of the region have reduced the present
number of the earthworks to between fifteen and twenty.
The farmers, in tilling their acres, have never ceased
finding relics of ancient Indian life.
Peculiarities in construction of the great tumuli as-
tound the layman. It seems incredible that the mounds
were once almost perfect truncated cones or pyramids,
the corners of the pyramids directly facing the four
major points of the compass.
A discussion of the number and variety of the ob-
jects recovered from the mound groups would require
volumes, and a mere list of the effects with defining
characteristics will be given here. Thousands of arrow-
heads of all shapes and sizes have been found. Agricul-
ture implements consisted mostly of spades and hoes,
notched and unnotched, oval and flare bitted. Caches
of unused spades and hoes have also been recovered. The
theory has arisen that they may have been stored or used
as an indication of family wealth. Mortars and grind-
stones of finely grained sandstone recovered show that
sharpening tools was not done by chipping alone. Beads,
pendants, earrings, and like ornaments have been found
in abundance, the trinkets made of shell, bone, and
stone, fantastic in their crude beauty and charm. Metal
pieces recovered have been very rare, only a few made
of copper, galena, and hematite ores. The pottery work-
ing skill of the tribes is manifest by the great number
of vessels of striking serviceability and craftsmanship.
Follow this interesting column in each issue of The Technograph
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Freshman Explodes a Bomb
(The following is taken from a Rhetoric theme
of R. S. W. written last year)
I am prouil to be a stiiiiciit in one of Aim-n'ca's finest
imiversities. But I am ashamed of my superiors for
feeling that they are doing me a service. I am a student
in the College of Engineering of this university merely
because I could not afford to attend a speciali/xd engi-
neering school, and did not have the proper connections
to get started in a promising position.
My ambition is to become an engineer—a good en-
gineer. I don't believe that I am in the proper place
to achieve this goal, but what can I do about it? Nothing.
I must accept my fate. For four years I must pay out
fabulous sums of money for the privilege of trying to
make a group of professors think I know something. If
I am successful, they will gi\'e me a diploma. I will have
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engi-
neering. I will be ready to take my place beside any
engineer in the world. I will advance past the non-
university engineer as if his years of practical experience
were actually handicapping him. Or will I?
What shall I have learned during my four year seige?
Undoubtedly I shall have picked up a great deal of in-
formation which will help me as an engineer. Also in
order to get my diploma, I will have necessarily absorbed
a considerable amount of knowledge which will be of
absolutely no use to me. During this, my first year at
the University, I am taking a required course in Rhetoric.
Rhetoric is a splendid subject for journalists. As an en-
gineer, I fail to see what good it will do me. I am well
aware of the fact that engineers must write reports.
However, I have received no instructions as to how an
engineering report should be written, be\ond the fact
that it must contain unity, coherence, and emphasis. It
seems incredible to me that an engineer should write
about the weather in one of his reports unless the weather
is a factor to be considered. Yet three semester hours
have been spent teaching me to talk about what, and
only what, I am supposed to be discussing. I have been
taught several "tricks" as to how to secure better co-
herence in my work and to emphasize the proper points,
but most of these seem to me to be the natural thing
to do. Certainly I have not learned enough this semester
to consider the time profitably spent. And next semester
I will learn how to write narration, which undoubtedly
is far from the field of engineering.
Military science, physical education, and hygiene are
other subjects which have value in themselves, but which
take up far too much of the student's time and money.
As I advance in the school, useless course after course
will be forced upon me. Mathematics which I will for-
get after the final examination, and will never again use,
will take up much of my time in my sophomore and
following years. Languages and non-technical subjects
will haunt my study hours from now till Commence-
ment Day. Only six of the one hundred thirty-six se-
mester hours ahead of me will be taken up by technical
specilization. If I desire to get much out of my chosen
technical option, I must take graduate work.
The University method is a well established educa-
tional order, and since engineers must be educated, most
emplo\ers turn to these graduating classes for their new
blood. But these men have been found to be lacking
in sufficient engineering education ; so large concerns
give the cream of the crop an extra two years of techni-
cal training. For those young men who find it impossible
to attend college, apprenticeship schools have been estab-
lished. In these, the student learns the machinist's or
pattern maker's trade, and if he is of sufficient intelli-
gence, he has an opportunity to stud\ engineering. But
these schools are very few and very small, and only a
slight percentage of the thousands of applicants ever
enter their portals. In fact, most schools of this type
limit their student body to young men who have lived
for a number of years in the city in which the shop is
located. Only a few of those accepted have the chance
to do any real engineering. Prospective engineers, on
the whole, are still left without a place to study.
The best possible education is open to the student
with a well-padded billfold. Especially in the field of
aeronautical engineering, specialized vocational schools
ha\e been set up. Here the student studies absolutely
nothing but subjects which he will use. Languages and
umiecessary higher mathematics have no pLace in a school
of this type. The student's program has been set up
by industrial leaders who know just what he will need
and what will be of no value to him. He studies the
material and applies his knowledge by actually designing
and building. He is in close contact with manufacturers
and has many opportiuiities to watch industrial produc-
tion methods. When he graduates at the end of two
years, he has the same degree he would get in a college,
and a great deal more practical knowledge and exper-
ience.
Senior Answers
Dear R. S. W.
:
Many freshmen object strenuously to the "useless"
courses which they are required to take during their
first two years at Illinois. Some, for example, fail to
see what good rhetoric can possibly be to an engineer.
However, it may be pointed out that, in addition to
being of use in writing reports, a good training in Eng-
lish is a traiiu'ng in clear and logical thinking— and the
ability to think clearly and logically is perhaps the most
necessary attribute of a good engineer.
With the engineering curricida already tailing to
cover many subjects which an engineer could profitably
study, doesn't it seem logical to assume that if rhetoric
were a useless course the authorities would have elim-
inated it from the list of required studies? Schools which
reach only technical subjects may train good shop fore-
men, but they do not produce good engineers. A good
engineer should not only be a whiz with his slide rule,
but shoidd also have some acquaintance with subjects
not directly in his field. The realh' great engineers have
been men who could write fluently and logically, who
took an interest in the affairs of their countries, who
read good books in other fields of endeaxour, in short,
men whose educations were balanced.
A imiversity can give you a start toward a balanced
education ; a strictly technical or trade school cannot.
Thomas Shedd, E. E. '40
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Descriptive Geometry
Dear Editor:
For some time I ha\e been harrassed by one of those
persistent pests who took Dcscrifitivc Geometry and
didn't see the value of the course. I won't side-step my
guilt. I'll admit that for some time I felt the same
way about that infamous "descript" course. Now I must
seek to redeem myself to some extent, for I have found
a little of the greatness of the course. Perhaps I can
convince him, and then you, too.
Descriptive Cieometry is a fine puzzle. It makes one
think logically to solve that puzzle in ilistinct steps.
E\ery problem is a challenge, and it's surprising how
many freshman engineers try to evade that challenge.
I can see now that each problem was a pri\ate little
course of training in itself. Yet all of the problems
are tied together to provide a formidable brain-tussle.
There are luidoubtedly many applications of this
type of geometry to the modern engineer's life. Projec-
tion of lines is the background of engineering drawing,
and the theory of sin'face intersection is essential in effi-
cient mechanical design. Development has always in-
trigued me. I think it affords the best application of the
subject to everyday life. Funnels, air-conditioning, and
furnace ducts, and footballs are all easy representatives
of development work. "Lnfolding" the object before
one's eyes requires imagination and is a real adventure
in finding what makes things "tick." You know that
these architecture students are proud of their perspective
and shadow drawings, but even I found a big "kick" in
learning of their principles while studying this course.
Even if the practical applications were overlooked,
the hours of brain and imagination-training provided by
G. E. D. 2 would make it valuable in any engineer's
language. I think you will agree that "descript" is really
a good course and we are glad to have had its training.
Very truly yours,
Donald K. Stevens, Cer. '42
Time Study
Dear Mr. Editor:
During the past summer, I was fortunate enough
to be employed in a radio coil factory on a job which
I thought would offer an opportiuiity to gain experience
in electrical engineering. Actually, however, it brought
before my eyes a different field of engineering, one which
is neglected here at Illinois.
I am speaking of the problems of production, speed,
and efficiency. My boss, who was interested in the
coinses offered here at Illinois, was advising me as to
which subjects to take. "I can get plenty of engineers,"
he said, "who can design test equipment. My problem
is to find an engineer who can design coils and equip-
ment with a view to making assembly as simple as
possible! The engineer must then be able to go into the
factory and find out where the 'lines' are slow and elim-
inate the difficulty." He went on to say that there was
plenty of room in industry for men with a college back-
ground and some experience in time study and production.
Perhaps the "line" needs some explanation. In gen-
eral, the radio coil, in our instance, was wound on a
cardboard form by the first girl on the line. She passed
the coil on to the second girl who removed the in-
sulation from the end wires with sand paper and passed
the coil on to the third girl. This girl attached the ends
of the wires to the lugs on the cardboard form. The
coil was then tested and adjusted for correct inductance.
(This was my job). Finally it was soldered, coated
with shellac, and baked for three or four hours. If any
one of the workers is slow, all the other workers are
slowed down and production is decreased. The amount
of work done by each worker must be so adjusted as to
make all operations of approximately the same difficulty.
This is the problem of the production engineer.
Take a look in the Chicago Tribune want ads some
Sunday morning. There are more ads for time study
engineers and production managers than for any other
type of employment.
Yours truly,
lames Thale, E. E. '42
Founding the Einstein Bureau
Albert Einstein — we've all heard of him. He's the
man who invented "Einstein's Theory," with all the
reputed inconceivabilities. Einstein offered a couple of
theories on relativity— now don't stop reading yet ; I
admit I don't know beans about them — but one of these
theories is called the "Special Theory of Relativity,"
and the other, I guess, must be just the "Plain (Ordinary
Theory of Relativity. "
Any\vay, when I took sophomore physics (or vice
versa) Prof. Loomis, head of the department, taught the
class. One of the dozen or so sleep-chasing remarks he
made was that in just two or three weeks he could give
us all a good idea of Einstein's Special Theory of Rela-
tivity. The class, as one, choked on a mental gasp, "Who,
me?" Prof. Loomis replied with regrets that the sopho-
more course was too short to include it.
Well, thinking about it afterwards, it seemed a
shame to miss studying such a much-talked-of-and-little-
talked-into subject. Why think how much fun it would
be to explain the theory to the little girl-friend. My,
my, wouldn't she be proud ! But seriously, aren't you
getting tired of hearing only uhout the theory?
The math department includes the topic of relativity
in its curriculunii but what engineer will take the burden
of an extra course in advanced math? Not I.
So in the spirit of a reformer, I ask, "What's to be
done?" and answer my own question. If we students
will demonstrate a desire to learn something about the
theory of relativity, perhaps we can talk someone in the
physics department into conducting a series of no-credit
no-grade classes in the subject, perhaps in the evening,
once or twice a week. If you can spare the time to at-
tend possibly ten such classes, send a post card to
The Einstein Bineau
213 Engineering Hall
L^rbana, Illinois.
If sufficient number of cards arrive to warrant some
high-powered fast talking, the bureau will take the mat-
ter up with Prof. Loomis and attempt a solution. Re-
member, if there's no grade you can't flunk, so let's
hear from vou.
—R. T.
"Did you see \Iay?"
"May who?"
"Mayonnaise."
"No, she was dressing."
"That's the cat's pajamas!" remarked Mr. Henpick,
as he picked up his wife's sleeping togs.
JK- * -* -*
Life: One damn thing after another.
Love: Two damn things after each other.
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MILITARY ENC
^Illinois-Michigan Bridge Buildit
—r. A^. T. All Wet . ..But Helt
T. \. T. (Tau Nu Tau), military engineering
honorary society, sent forty Second Lieutenants to Camp
Custer this summer from Illinois. These oiificers were
recently advanced to positions ranging from First Lieu-
tenant to Lieutenant Colonel of the student corps.
The purpose of the R. O. T. C. camp is to put into
practice those things that the student has learned during
the school year, and, since it is to be expected that the
Reserve Officer will at some time command troops, all
Reserve Officers must attend these camps both before
and after receiving their commissions. In this way stu-
dents are given first hand knowledge of the conditions
under which troops actually serve and of the newer
weapons which are constantly being added to the army
equipment.
Training is given in bridge building, rifle and pistol
marksmanship, defense against gas, trench construction,
barbed wire erection, overnight maneuvers, bridge and
road repair, demolitions, combat firing, care of animals,
field fortifications, scouting and patrolling, guard duty,
command of troops, close order drill, extended order
drill, demonstrations of infantry weapons and new in-
fantry drill, and ceremonies and inspection.
The most interesting competition among the engi-
neers at Camp Custer, Michigan, this summer was the
pontoon bridge constructing. The Illinois Engineers were
teamed with Michigan against Michigan State and Wis-
consin. Each team received detailed instructions and had
time to practice their routine in erecting a heavy. Civil-
war-type bridge over the waters of Eagle lake.
The Michigan State-Wisconsin team was first in the
competition. The flooring was laid on five heavy string-
ers which were supported on rectangular barges or pon-
toon boats. The amazing teamwork of this side was
enough to take away all hope of another record that day,
for they broke the existing record of fifteen minutes for
the completion of the entire job. The Illinois team got
into a huddle. Everyone knew that the slowest speed in
building the bridge was in lashing the stringers to the
About to place the first trestle of the heavy
pontoon bridge in Eagle Lake are. left to right,
John Webber, Art Cocagne. Louie S c h u m m ,
George Eyerly, Joe Mcintosh, Bruce Carroll, and
Hugh Brzycki.
Next, Brzycki, Cocagne, Schumm, Bilhorn, and
Eyerly hasten the trestle alignment while Edwin
Bodmer (on pontoon) awaits his move.
In the final operation, the planking details
swiftly lays the remaining flooring.
The bridge completed. Captain Barney, in-
structor, and Sergeant McDowell, 5th engineers,
make their final inspection.
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ERS AT CAMP
^ets Unorthodox Record
Michigan State-Wisconsin Victory
boats. How tedious that job did seem! Wasn't there
some unorthodox means of winning this fight? "When
duty calls 'you must,' the youth replies. 'I can'." Some-
one got an idea. Words began to Hy. The student
who was in command of the team, reported to Captain
Keith R. Barney, one of the judges of the contest.
"The boys want to try a new idea. Captain. Instead
of waiting until the flooring is laid to carry the stringers
out to the end, they want to float them out and keep
two gangs working at the same time.
"There is nothing preventing the use of that method,"
was the reply, "but you have had no preparation, no
practice.
"
Only rapid plans were made. All agreed, the signal
was given. Oral orders filled the air. The abutment
section rapidly went to work. After some delay the
stringers were floated out. There was no current. It
was easy to lash them between the abutment section and
the pontoon boats. The Tech-Wisconsin team began to
take interest when they saw what was happening and
they soon became wildh' excited. Nevertheless, the work
went on ; the anchors of the remaining three boats had
been lowered and these boats were brought into place
as the stringers were floated out. The lashing detail was
able to work without a stop, keeping well ahead of the
men bringing up the floor boards.
For a time the last two pontoons were badly out of
line—much to the delight of the team on shore. Excite-
ment reached a peak. The last pieces were brought up.
The final side rail went into place. "Fall in " was the
command. Each man wondered about the bridge align-
ment as he hurried to his place. The time ... 12 min-
utes! Captain Barney and Captain Benjamin R. Wimer
examined the bridge and then announced that the Michi-
gan Tech-W^isconsin team had done a better job on the
abutment and on the alignment but that this was offset
by the good lashings made by the Illinois-Michigan team,
who, having set a time record of 12 minutes, were pro-
nounced THE WINNERS.
Grub is served from the mess wagon in reg-
ular army style. "We had plenty of vegetables and
steaks," says Hal Nelson, president of T. N. T.
At night the boys find plenty of social enter-
tainment, but during the day, odd moments are
spent napping, sunning, and bulling.
On the firing point with 70 seconds to load and
fire 10 shots.
On the last day. Sergeant Webb is "ducked"
by his company as a farewell salute. Joel Taylor
and Bob Harmon, Illinois men, enjoyed the
ceremony.
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Who's Who in Illini Engineering
PROF. ALONZO P. KRATZ, although In- teaches
no !VL E. students, is nevertheless, one of the cogs in
the machinery of the M. E. department, where he directs
research. He started h'fe in Champaign and has heen
here ever since. While earning his H. S. in M. L., he
kept in condition as a member of the gymnastic team.
,'\fter ser\ing the Charter Gas Engine Co. for several
months, he returned to start working for his ^Laster's
Degree. After the degree in 1909, he did research in
combustion engineering and also taught some classes.
Since his marriage in 1920, he has been Research Pro-
fessor of M. E., which position has allowed him to give
instruction to graduate students only. That he is co-
author of twenty-two Engineering Experimental Station
Bulletins is ample proof that sleeping is not his hobby.
Sixty-five technical papers bear his name, the later ones
dealing with heating, ventilating and air conditioning.
Prof. Kratz is a member of Acacia and Gamma Alpha,
a full member of A. S. ^L E. and American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers. He also holds hon-
orary memberships in Pi Tau Sigma and the National
Warm Air Heat and Air Conditioning Association. Golf
absorbs some of his time with his fond fiddle serving to
help him forget some of the higher scores.
JAMES L. MURPHY of Fairfield, Illinois, a -sen-
ior in electrical engineering, is secretary of the student
branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
During his sophomore \ear his name was on the list
of those receiving class honors and last year he made
college honors.
Following graduation from high school, Jim worked
in his father's jewelry store. Hut after a year he came
Murphy in u "Studious" .Mood
to Urbana and enrolled in the school of liberal arts.
Soon he began working in the office of the Dean of
Engineering where the work was such that he found
engineering to be so interesting that he switched courses
and is now "north of Green Street."
Murphx's main outside interest is music, originally
intended to be his life's work. Experience derived from
playing in his father's town band and in the high school
band made Concert Band material of Jim at the L'ni-
versity until class schedules conflicted. He now pla\s
in the First Regimental Band.
During the summer he still works in his father's
jewelr>' store and likes it. Asked about activities. Mur-
phy said that he was anxious to cooperate with student
affairs atid he felt that instigating the Illini Engineers
was a beneficial move.
COL. CHARLES J. TAYLOR. Engineers, an
Assistant Prof, of Military Science and Tactics, is a
native of Kansas. When he was three, the Taylor family
moved to Wyoming. As a result, Charles attended the
State L'nixersity of Wyoming. The Wyoming baseball
team lost a good man when young Taylor entered West
Point after his third year in college. He left West Point
in 1909 as a Second Lieutenant and spent the following
year at the Engineers' School. Before the World War,
he was a specialist on sea-coast fortifications and saw
much active service in that capacity in many sections of
this country, in Hawaii, and Manila Bay. He was com-
missioned as Colonel in 1918 and until 1925 did much
construction work and obtained a few more years of
education. The latter consisted of courses taken at the
School of the Line, the General Staff School, and the
Army War College. In 1925 Col. Taylor became a
General Staff Member. Headquarters of the Fifth Corps
Area. L'niversity of Illinois Engineers in the R. O. T. C.
have known him since 1936. His two sons are seen
north of (7reen Street, one of them being in Engineering
Ph\sics, the other a jump farther away at L^niversity
High. Col. Taylor is especially interested in books of
science and still finds much interest in construction work,
an interest which has stayed with him since his non-
commissioned days.
It wasn't my fault. I wouldn't ha\e taken the date,
but Harrv's girl liked her and wanted to .see her get
around. I didn't have any excuse, and they bought my
ticket to the Frolic.
When she came down the stairs 1 shudilered. I
grabbed Harry. She was dressed in lavender or some-
thing, her slip showed decidedly, her dress was low in
the back, and I could see her skinny bare shoulder blades.
Her hair was corn color, and she wore horn-rimmed
glasses. She liked me, of course, and made passionate
love all the way down. When we danced I held her
away as much as possible, but I couldn't prevent her
knees from knocking mine.
On the way home, she said she liked my car better
than hei>. 1 asked what kind of a car she had, and she
said it was a Packard. I wondered what business her
lather was in, and she said he was president of a big
b.ink. In June we were married.
—
Kansas State Engineer.
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THE ENGINEER
(Reprhitid pom Novciiihcr, 1937.
TechiKii/raph by request)
One day, thrct- men, a Lawyer, a Doctor, and an
Engineer, appeared before St. Peter as he stood guard-
ing the Pearly Gates.
The first man to step forward was the Law>er.
With condence and assurance, he proceeded to deliver
an eloquent address which left St. Peter dazed and be-
wildered. Before the venerable Saint could recover, the
Lawyer quickly handed him a writ of mandamus, pushed
him aside, and strode through the open portals.
Next came the Doctor. With impressive, dignified
bearing, he introduced himself. "I am Doctor Brown."
St. Peter received him cordially. "I feel I know you.
Doctor Brown. Many who preceded you said you sent
them here. Welcome to our City!"
The Engineer, modest and diffident, had been stand-
ing in the background. He now stepped fonvard. "I
am looking for a job," he said. St. Peter wearily shook
his head. "I am sorry," he said ; "we have no work
here for you. If you want a job, you can go to Hell."
This response sounded familiar to the Engineer, and
made him feel more at home. "Very well," he said
;
"I have had Hell all my life and I guess I can stand it
better than the others." So St. Peter was puzzled. "Look
here, young man, what are you?" "I am an Engineer,"
was the reply. "0\\ yes," said St. Peter; "Do you belong
to the Locomotive Brotherhood?" "No, I am sorry,"
the Engineer responded apolegetically ; "I am a different
kind of Engineer." "I do not understand," said St.
Peter; "What on earth do you do?" The Engineer re-
called a definition and calmly replied: "I apply mathe-
matical principles to the control of natural forces."
This sounded meaningless to St. Peter, and his temper
got the best of him. "Young man," he thundered, "you
can go to Hell with your mathematical principles and
try your hand on some of the natural forces there!"
"That suits me," responded the Engineer; "I am always
glad to go where there is a tough job to tackle." Where-
upon he departed for the Nether Regions.
And it came to pass that strange reports began to
reach St. Peter. The Celestial denizens, who had amused
themselves in the past by looking down upon the less
fortunate creatures in the Inferno, commenced asking
for transfers to that other domain. The sounds of agony
and suffering were stilled. Many new arrivals, after
seeing both places, selected the Nether Region for their
permanent abode. Puzzled, St. Peter sent messengers
to visit Hell and to report back to him. They returned,
all excited, and reported to St. Peter:
"That Engineer you sent down there," said the mes-
sengers, "has completely transformed the place so that
you would not know it now. He has cooled the Fiery
Furnaces for light and power. He has drained the Lakes
of Brimstone and has filled the air with cool and per-
fumed breezes. He has Hung bridges across the Bottom-
less Abyss and has bored tunnels through the (Obsidian
Cliffs. He has created paved streets, gardens, parks and
playgrounds, lakes, rivers, and beautiful waterfalls. Thar
Engineer you sent down there has gone through Hell
and has made of it a realm of happiness, peace, and
industry!"
Get Acquainted . .
A
Stranger
Can't
Possibly
Size Up
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Trip to
J0S.KUHN&C0.
Downtown Champaign
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Unii'ersity of Illinois, Inc.
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ILLINOIS
OIL and MUD
by
WAYNE MOORE
In the past three years Illinois has risen from the
list of states who could saj' that oil was one of their
natural resources to the state listed under the caption,
"Outstanding Field of the Week," in the Oil and Gas
Journal. In fact production has been established so rapid-
ly and so easily in Illinois that it is sometimes called the
"producers paradise. ' This paper is intended to point
out briefh' the major problems encountered in drilling
wells in Illinois and to show how the engineers have
met many of them.
When drilling contractors first came to Illinois from
Oklahoma and Texas, the first problem that they faced
in the way of adapting their equipment to the new condi-
tions was brought about by the shallowness of the wells
to be drilled. They had been accustomed to drilling
wells 400U to 8000 feet in depth, and here in the new
field it was necessary to drill only between 1600 and
2500 feet in most instances. For this reason, drav\^vorks,
blocks, crowns, and drill pipe in Illinois are lighter, but
they still retain a good margin of safety with greath
increased portability. This last feature is of great im-
portance in Illinois because of the large luimber of moves
to be made and the adverse conditions under which they
are made in bad weather. In almost all cases the rigs
are adapted to internal combustion engines instead of
steam for power with diesel and butane engines heading
the list. Highly imitized rigs of the portable type are
very popular in that they may be torn down, loaded, set
on the floor, and rigged up in a minimum amount of
time. In most cases six lines are strung on the blocks,
and four inch drill pipe is used.
The practice is to start drilling with water in place
of mud and then to add prepared mud as the "pay" is
neared. When wells are drilled much below the !VIc-
Closky, there is danger of losing circulation so that cot-
tonseed hulls are added to the mud to help plug the
cavities and to wall tip the hole. As the Devonian is
approached, this danger of losing circulation increases
until in wells drilled beyond the Devonian the mud
must be carried below nine pounds per gallon and very
thick.
Contiolk'd-directional di'illing has not been used to
any great extent until recently. At the present time, in
order to space wells under the Lake Centralia, the con-
tractors are using this method of drilling. Since the
lake is a source of drinking water, it is necessary to keep
all contaminating impurities out of the water. This pro-
hibits the use of barges for drilling and also the cost of
drilling from barges would be prohibitive. In the di-
rectional drilling plan, the rig is placed on the shore of
the lake and the bottom of the hole will be placed undei'
the lake-bed at a predetermined point by slanting and
curving the hole. This requires a careful control by both
the survey company which superintends the work and
by the crews which carry out the plans. The direction
of the curve and the precise location of the bottom of
the hole is determined by a photograph. In order to
keep the drilling mud from getting into the lake, the
slush pits are metal tanks.
In mo\ing the rigs from place to place is found one
of the big headaches of well contracting in Illinois. In
general when the weather is good, the usual methods of
truck transportation are sufficient. In rainy weather, it
is not unconuuon for the trucks to sink in up to the bed
in mud so that even "cats" (tractors) cannot be used
to drag the trucks through. In fact several trucks were
actually pulled in two last winter in attempts to drag
them through. If the equipment must go to the location
and the "cats" cannot stay on top of the mud enough to
pull, the rigs are placed on mud-boats and towed in.
When it is necessary to move the derrick, it is always
skidded whenever possible. This consists of placing the
derrick foundations on rollers and sliding it to the new
location. This is most common when the wells are
twinned, however.
At first the contractors had little fear of sticking
the drill pipe in Illinois because of the shallow depth.
It soon became apparent, however, that the shale here
would have a tendency to ball up on the drill collar and
thus stick the pipe when a narrow place was encountered
coming out of the hole. This is a real problem. Because
of the smaller drawworks and lighter equipment through-
out, less pull and force may be used to break the pipe
loose, and it often has been necessary to circulate oil
through the drill pipe to work it loose. A mud pressure
of about 300 pounds is carried to speed up drilling and
to keep the bit from balling up with shale. Cone rock
bits are used throughout so that a fast, straight hole may
be drilled. Drill stem tests are made often to determine
the straightness of the hole. This consists of lowering a
small bottle with some hydroflom'ic acid in the bottom
down the inside of the drill pipe and letting it set long
enough to etch a ring around the bottle. If the ring is
in a plane at right angles to the vertical axis of the bottle,
the hole is straight. If it slants, the direction of the
slope determines the direction the hole is off and the
approximate angle of slant. A more accurate check can
be made by one of the well survey companies. Many of
the surve\s employ the resistance of a formation to a
flow of electricity to determine the porosity and the pos-
sible satvu'ation of that formation with oil and water.
These are some of the problems that our state's new-
est industr\' has presented to the engineer and the engi-
neer's answer. The problems are still in existence though,
•Mui so new ideas are necessary if the industry keeps on
being, "The greatest game on earth," as someone has
named it.
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ILLINI ENGINEERS?
All good things don't come easy. In the spring of
1938, Sid Berman and Maurice Carr, both '39, sug-
gested a new all-engineering society for Illinois engineer-
ing students. In the fall they gave it a name, RLMCA
(first letters of society names), and drafted a constitu-
tion. It was presented to the Engineering Coimcil,
opposed, favored, changed, and finally adopted under the
new name, Illini Engineers. It was ratified by about four
societies and opposed vigorously by the M. E.'s who
stood to lose. It was then forgotten ; the summer passed ;
school started. At registration. Bill Shive, R. M. Sinks,
and J. L. Waisman, presidents of the Railways, the
Electricals, and the Miners and Metallurgists asked,
"What about the Illini Engineers?" Who knew? I
didn't. Where were the posters, the membership blanks?
The next day, however, Tom McCrackin and V. J.
Cichowski put in their lot ; and this group revived the
society, sold three memberships, had a conference with
Professor Doland, and quit. No one seemed to care.
But a spark was left and a meeting was called. Dean
Enger, Professors Doland, Evans, and Thomas and oth-
ers graciously donated their time. Representatives from
each society and The Technograph were there. Each man
took a turn to give an opinion, each one, at first, pro-
tecting the assets of his paiticular group. Beautiful pic-
tures were painted of our future engineering campus.
Then condescensions were made ; financial sacrifices were
proposed; but. no agreement yet!
Chichowski and Sinks, who were very democratic
and sincere in their attitude, cornered the discussion for
a time, and, with the aid of McCrackin, it was decided
to charge only 25 cents dues and to cut the subscription
to The Technoyraph out of the offer until higher fees
could be charged.
Suddenly, out from behind the clouds came a noble
gesture. Here had been a handful of boys preparing
a tonic for a disinterested student body and about to
administer it, almost free of charge. It must have been
the invisible spirit of our old patron Saint Patrick that
said, "Considt the students. See what they want." Again
plans were changed. Drafts of circulars were typed and
revised for presentation to the student body. New ideas
began to come in. The last report was of a proposal to
omit student dues but to allow each society to pay a fee
for its members on a percentage basis.
Does it not seem that your leaders have been sin-
cere? They have talked and listened; called meetings,
consulted the faculty; drafted constitutions; accepted
individual defeat for the common good ... in an honest
effort to bring something of a help to the student body
that they hope will be accepted as a help.
Will you accept our fellowship, Illini Engineers?
Will you join in our sports, listen to our speakers? Will
you attend our smokers, drink our cider? If not, what
is left? Classrooms, slide rules, and the walls of Engi-
neiering Hall ... no St. Pat to grace our ballroom
again. We can let the faculty supervise the Open House
and remind us of the E. E. Show. Students, your circ-
ulars about the Illini Engineers will be ballyhoo and
your new society will be an historic engineering "feat"
at the foot of a dump heap if you do not stand for your
part.. —Editor.
A neat piece of military strategy used by the Germans
in the last war was to name their ships after jokes so the
English wouldn't see them. —The Wisconsin Engineer.
HIGCINS— THE INK THAT
GIVES "WINGS" TO YOUR IDEAS
No matter what your classroom problem
a bridge or some siiiiple gadget— it is
your ideas on paper. With most en-
gineers, architects, designers and
students— all who draw— Higgins
American Drawing Inks are first
choice for their high quality, even
flow and true color. Higgins comes
in waterproof and soluble blacks,
17 brilliant waterproof colors, white
and neutral tint. For better work,
buy Higgins at your College Store.
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
— an airplane,
ink that puts
HIGGinS
THANK YOU
Engineers
We appreciate your patronage and
co-operation . . . we shall continue
to please our customers with the
FINEST FOOD
at the
LOWEST PRICES
ivith the
BEST SERVICE
on Campus
THE STIUKNT OWNKD .4NDSTIDKNT OPKKATED
Illini Indian
SMI .S<iutli Sixth stic.-t Chanipai^ii. lllinniK
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Rhetoric and the Engineer
(By Arthur Cutis Willurd
)
The ability to express oneself accurately and clearly
through the spoken and written word is an asset in any
profession, vocation, or station in life. This is so obvious
that it deserves mention only because that which is self-
evident too often escapes attention simply because it is so
elementary.
It is inconceivable that an institution of hiijhcr educa-
tion should not expect its students to acquire this ability
before they are graduated, regardless of the professions
for which thev have been traine<l. Hence, the study of
George B. Allen, Alum
(Interview by Elwyn King)
With highly mechanized armies moving in Europe,
I enjoyed listening to George B. Allen's ('11) account
of the attempts to motorize the American field artillery
in France d\ning the last war when he was in charge
of all experimental work for the Field Artillery Board
in France. He commented that while the increased
speed with which guns were moved was important, the
main reason for the change was that they couldn't work
mules twenty-four hours a day. Mr. Allen received a
citation from General Pershing for his work. Since he
rresideiit Willard
rehetoric and English literature is and always should be a
standard requirement in college curricula. Rhetoric is
fully as important to the student of pure and applied
science as it is to the student of the classics or humanities.
P'or example, the terminology used by the professional
engineer is often difficult for the layman to understand.
It is important, therefore, that the engineer be able to
express himself in correct language which is intelligent to
his fellow men in other walks of life.
With few exceptions, men and women do not lead
cloistered lives. Because they mingle with many others
engaged in a variety of pursuits, having different points
of view and philosophies, it is a distinct advantage to any
individual to develop a broad cultural background for his
chosen profession. Example of this advantage can be
(Continued on Next Page)
MOST COMPLETE COAL AND
COKE STOCKS IN 120 MILES
Wagner Coal Company
Telephone 7-1111
Champaign Urbana
.Mr. Allen, Chief Kni;ineer
was engaged in experimental engineering rather than
actual army operations, this citation must have been for
even greater service than ordinary.
(leorge Allen is the Chief Engineer for the Dodge
Brothers Corporation. His is the responsibility for all
work done on the company's products from the time the
blueprints come into the factory proper until the finished
car is on the highway. As he stated it, "Our chief prob-
lem is to give a good product to the public. " 1 hen,
with a smile, "But we don't give it away, we sell it!"
Whenever trouble arises, whether it is manufacturing,
sales, or service, Mr. Allen's group, Dodge Engineer-
ing, must find a solution. One instance of the breadth
of their work is that they must approve every statement
made by the advertising department about the mechanics
of the car. One does not ordinarily relate salesmanship
to engineering.
Although he is 52, Mr. Allen does not look more
than 40. He has been married twenty years; the Allen
family lives in an attractive home at 809 Lakepointe,
Grosse Point Park, Michigan. Mr. and Mrs. Allen
have two children, the one a girl in her sophomore year
at the l'niversit\- of Michigan, the other a robust lad
of 14.
Mr. .Allen first worked for the Chalmers people,
and in lOU) lie went to the Liberty Motor Car Com-
pany. After this he went overseas with the A. E. F. He
feels that the most outstanding thing about this period
was that, "My army work was educational to my pro-
fession," which was a rare thing to happen to a civilian.
He returned to Libert\ upon his arrival home. After
remaining there until 1Q23, he became the Experimental
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ALLEN (Continued)
Engineer for Dodge Brothers, a job that meant driving
occassionally from coast to coast testing automobiles, as
well as laboratory work. In 1929 he became the Chief
Engineer for the company.
A member of the Society of Automotive Engineers
and a Tau Beta Pi man, Mr. Allen believes that, "The
successful engineer must know a good deal about other
things than engineering." He pointed out the importance
of salesmanship to engineers. Whether the youth learns
the important things besides straight engineering in school
or out is unimportant in Mr. Allen's opinion — as long
as he learns them. He feels that the hardest job of the
college graduate is to work into the "atmosphere" of the
factory. These new men must see the problems of the
corporation and must have "the right disposition and
attitude both to the work and the workers," which seems
to be sound advice for us to follow when we graduate.
RHETORIC (Continued)
found in almost any conceivable situation involving hu-
man relations.
Referring again to rhetoric, and particularly its place
in an engineering cinriculum it should be evident upon a
few moments' reflection that even within a given profes-
sion where men use a common technical terminology the
exchange of information and ideas is facilitated by the
ability to express them readily in simple, correct langu-
age. To be sure, it is possible to convey ideas without re-
gard for grammar, but no engineer would excuse another
if he used technical terms incorrectly, and by the same
token it is inexcusable for a professional man to use faulty
English.
The truly educated man is not only well grounded
in his field of specialization but he has a background of
general knowledge, or at least an acquaintance with oth-
er fields of learning not necessarily related to his own.
Engineering students will be well advised to include in
their curricula a generous number of courses in the social
sciences and the humanities. In no field of the applied
sciences is a general, cultural background more important
than in the several engineering specialties. The profession-
al engineer comes into contact with an infinite variety of
situations in which his technical training needs to be sup-
plemented by a good deal of knowledge in other fields.
Time
Means a Lot to Engineers . .
.
YOU HAVE
Convenience
(30 Seconds from Campus)
Efficiency
and Good Food at Reasonable
Rates When You Eat at
CHARLIE'S
Restaurant
(Opposite Physics Building)
Meet Your Friends at
20 Taylor Tavern
FINEST STEAKS
COLDEST ALE
20 Taylor Street Champaign
Engineers
. . .
Trust your hair
to good care
so that people
will not glare
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
(Opposite Physics Building)
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-'.^S^;'^- COME IN. PAW
*i^t>|ykTHE KING AND OUtfN
^ S'kJ ARE IN HEDf /" r
ENTERTA(N(NG ROyALTY-
BY PROXY
TT7"HEN Great Britain's King and (Juccn visited the
"
' New York World's Fair on their international social
caii, 20 farmers were able to watch the royal pair as
closely as it they were entertaining Their Majesties out
on the farm. And the rural folk were 130 miles away
from the Fair grounds.
This long-distance watching was made possible by G-E
television engineers. Directed by C. A. Priest, Maine '25 and
ex-Test man, radio engineer for General Electric, they were
simply proving that television programs could sometimes
be received at a tar greater distance than the previously
supposed limit of 40 to 50 miles.
For, instantly and clearly, while the King and Queen in-
spected the Fair, television reproduced complete details of
their visit to the group— I'^o miles away, atop the Helder-
berg Hills near Schenectady. Not far from the scene of" this
experiment is General Electric's powerful new television
station, \V2XB, soon to go on the air.
TECHNfCAi DOUBLE TALK
TT7"Ai.KIN(j through one of Cjeneral Electric's factory
' ' buildings, a visitor paused in front of two young
men kneeling in front of an electric motor. He was mvstified
to hear, "Say, Bill, put a tac on that BT.A, and after
you've hooked up the pots and c-t's and plugged power,
see if she still swings and hunts!"
All of which made as much sense to the visitor as "gate,"
"jive," "alligator," and similar swing-music terms mean
to a symphony conductor. Translated, the young man was
merely asking his co-worker to connect certain instruments
to the motor, turn on the power, and notice whether the
motor ran smoothly.
Few of the graduate engineers selected by (ieneral Electric
for its Test Course are familiar with this Test man's
jargon when they arrive. But after a few days in the
shops the new man, too, is rattling away in the technical
double talk as expertly as his elders.
TRAVELING HOl^l
"^k TEX'l" Spring, when a hdtel-on-wheels rolls into Bom-
-^ ^ bay, India, some of the citizenry may have grave
doubts about their sanity. Or they may blame the blazing
tropical sun. They'll be wrong. Lawrence Thaw's trans-
Asiatic motorcade will be completing a 14,000-mile safari
from Paris.
Quite obviously, such things as 14,000-mile trips require
quite a bit more than iavoir-faire and an adventure-
some spirit. Preparation, and plenty of it, was required by
Mr. Thaw. This brought into the picture—both directly
and indirectly—G-E engineers.
The four mobile units of the motorcade boast of the latest
G-E two-way radio, for maintaining contact between the
various vehicles throughout the journey. During tests two
of the units maintained contact when as far as 200 miles
apart. .Air conditioned throughout, the deluxe trailer con-
tains all the appliances and equipment normally found in a
modern home—from tiled bath and indirect lighting to an
array of electric appliances.
GENERAL® ELECTRIC
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Student Flying Over Randolph Field
NOVEMBER I939
2^ (fw/s
MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED
THK ILLINOIS TLCHN()(iR.\n ilnr. 1939
Pedro, the Voder, speaks
. . . and HOW!
THE VODER, nicknamed Pedro, is an amazing
electrical device which actually talks—the first
machine in the world to do that!
By pressing keys, singly or in combination, a
skilled operator can make Pedro talk in almost
human fashion— with varying inflections and in
either a man's or a woman's voire.
The Voder is an outgrowth of fundamental re-
search in speech sounds, articulation and voice
reproduction being carried on at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Such studies have led in the past—
and will continue to lead
—to constantly improving
telephone service for you.
A telephone call home would be appreciated. Rates to most
points are lowest any time after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday.
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.Miiji)r4ieiu'i:il H. H. AiiKiliI
Chief, I'. S. Army Air (Hips
Progress in Air Corps Materiel
UNITED STATES AIR CORPS
USES LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
OF ENGINEERING WORLD
Rt-pifscnting an inxestnicnt ot SlD.UOO.HUll in the
world's most modern aeronautical engineering equip-
ment, the United States Air Corps Materiel Division
laboratories might well be the goal of the engineering
student who looks to his fiiture in the rapidly-growing
aviation industry. Opportunities tor service there exist
toda\ uiuler the Air Corps expansion program which
will practically double the .Air Corps in the next few
years, because additional engineer ofticeis of the Air
Corps will find their places along with the country's
foremost aeronautical engineers, on the staff of the Ma-
teriel Division laboratories. Perhaps the best route for
the aspiring student engineer exists through the flying
cadets—to a reserve commission, active <Iut\ with the
Air Corps, regular arnn commission, studv at the Air
Corps Engineering school, and then assignment to the
.Materiel Division.
The laboratories at Wright field, near I)a\ton, Ohio
(home of the Wright brothers), are onl\ a part of the
Air Corps Materiel Division. Wright field, dedicated
in 1027, comprises 746 acres and is occupied by the
laboratories and a 520 acre field for actual flight test-
ing. Adjoining Patterson field, occupying 3,800 acres,
is allocated to the use of the Fairfield air depot. The
Materiel Division also has supervision over three other
depots in the L nited States at San Antonio. Texas; Mid-
dletown, Pennsvlvania ; and Sacramento, California; and
three more, one each in Panama, Hawaii, and the Philip-
pine Islands. L'nder the direction of Brigadier General
Cieorge H. Brett, assistant chief of the Air Corps, the
Materiel Division is charged with having in readiness
for immediate production and service the most advanced
tvpes of aircraft, engines, armament, and other equip-
ment, procuring this equipment in necessary amounts to
issue to the tactical services of the Air Corps, and main-
taining it throughout its service life. The Materiel
Division also supervises three procurement districts and
six industrial planning districts, to which the Air Corps
looks for mass production of fighting planes in the event
of an emergency.
The history of the Materiel Division dates back to
the establishment, in 1917 under the Signal Corps, of a
laboratory for aeronautical experiment, testing, and re-
search, in order to provide adequate aviation equipment
for war purposes. The field was named McCook field,
honoring (General Anson McCook, who with his seven
sons fought in the Civil war, and who were known as
the "Fighting McCooks." By 1910 McCook field had
254 acres, 69 buildings, including hangars, shops, labor-
atories, offices, hospital, and wind tunnel. In 1926 the
Air Service became the Air Corps and the engineering
division became the Materiel Division. McCook field,
• Two (vpt's 111 inilitar.v air rrafl vvitli whicli llic I'. .S.
Aniiv Air ('or|)>. pursuit sciuailniiis ma.v l>e equipped in
tlu' near future: (upper) llie SeversUv \ri:>; (lovvei) (he
IJell Xl'-:i!l Pursuit Interceptor.
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-All Putuvcs Courtesy Aoc Digest
Keceiit type of sinule-plare tighter already ordered in
i|iiaiitity. This is a Curtiss P-40.
pioxinji too siiiali, tlu- laboratoru-s were mo\'t'(l to the
present location, Wiight field, in 1927.
During the twenty odd years of its existence tlie
Wateriel Division has figured directly or indirectly in
virtually all aircraft developments, commercial as well
as militaiy. In many instances its contributions have
been of major importance, definitely influencing aircraft
operation or performance. The present high-powered air-
cooled engine is the direct resvilt of intensive study begun
in the McCook field laboratories in 1919 in the cooling
of valves and cylinders. The methods evolved there re-
sulted directly in the production of the famous Wright
J-5 "Whirlwind." The higher powered air-cooled engines
of today gradually followed. As the result of an investi-
gation of heat losses in water-cooled cylinders, ethylene-
glycol was tried as a possible high temperature cooling
compound at McCook field in 1923. The result was a
gradual obsoleting of water-cooled engines, a 65% re-
duction in radiator size, and a decided saving in weight.
The development of superchargers was a pioneering ven-
ture on the part of Materiel Division engineers and this
has become a prime factor in the high performance de-
rived from present power plants. In the past several
years, the supercharger has been applied to cockpits for
the comfort of passengers. The Lockheed C-35, built
for the Air Corps, incorporates a supercharged cabin,
which not only proved highly successful in test flights
but has caused the supercharger feature to be adapted to
other types of aircraft for altitude flying.
The Materiel Dixision has helped to perfect many
other important features of the modern airplane. In co-
operation with the fuel industry, 100 octane fuel has
been developed, which has resulted in a decided increase
in power output of engines of a given size. An oil dilu-
tion and priming system has been worked out which
greatly facilitates the starting of engines in cold weather.
Instruments have been designed to record vibration in
pi'opeller-crankshaft combinations, so that simple damp-
lioeing XIJ-1.) I.ipnj;-I{ain;e Hoiiiher
ing mechanisms coidd be worked out to decrease pro-
peller-crankshaft flutter. Airport and airplane lighting
systems have been greath' improved as a result of the
Materiel Division's research. Navigation and flight in-
struments have been developed to the point that it is now
possible for an airplane to land completely blind and
also automatically. In cooperation with the Signal
Corps, the radio beacon was developed so that it now
forms the highway of the air. As a result of studies
begun at McCook field, wooden propellers have given
way to metal propellers and more recently to constant-
speed, controllable pitch, full-feathering propellers. After
long experimentation, it is now possible to photograph
points 331 miles away, and the fog and haze hindrance
may be overcome by using super-sensitive, haze-penetra-
ting film.
Engineering graduates or students with at least two
yeais of college, from 20 to 26 years of age, have a very
good chance of being accepted for the flying cadets. Ap-
plication ma\ be made by writing the Commanding
(jeneral. Headquarters, Sixth Corps Area, New Post
Office Building, Chicago, Illinois. College training waives
the necessity for an academic examination, but good
health, especially eyes and nervous system, is a prere-
quisite in the physical examination. Successful candidates
(a new class is dispatched each six weeks) receives nine
months training at selected civilian fields, and at Ran-
dolph and Kelly fields, San Antonio, Texas. Completion
of the course bring the student his wings, a commission
in the Air Reserve, and extended active duty with a
tactical unit, with the opportunity- to secure a commi.ssion
in the regular army. After further training with the
tactical unit, the young officer may apply for detail as a
student in the Engineering School. Flying cadets are
paid $75 a month, plus ration allowances and clothing.
As a second Lieutenant, the flyer is paid $205.50 a
month, and a $40 quarters allowance if the government
is unable to fLirnish quarters. As a First Lieutenant the
flying officer receives $298.50 a month, with a quarters
allowance of $60. Upon completing his three year tour
of active duty, the officer receives a bonus of $500 if he
returns to civil life.
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University Spreads Its Wings
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
ACCEPTED AS FLYING
AND GROUND SCHOOL
P'ortx-niiie men and one woman at the L niveisit\
have become "Hying Illini." The ground school work
began on November 13 and 14 in two sections. The
sections meet from 7 to 9 p. m. twice a week and will
continue into the second semester until 12 hours have
been used in this type of instruction. The actual Hying
work will begin about December 1. The Champaign
airport has been approved by the Civil Aeronautics
Authority as the official Hying field. It will be equipped
with five planes, for instructional purposes, of an ap-
proved type and an equal number of certified instructors.
Applications for training in this cixilian Hight course
were considered by the selection committee composed of:
R. R. Hudelson, 'C. E. Palmer, R. B. Browne, D. D.
Feder, W. C. Robb, and H. H. Jordan, chairman. To
be eligible for application the students had to be be-
tween the ages of IS and 25 and were to ha\e sophomore
standing in the University. For those luidc Co
sent and Release form signed by a parent or guardian
had to be filed with the committee. The committee's
selection was based upon the student's ability to carry
the training program as an extra-curricular activit\, non-
interference with necessary work, and the passing of the
prescribed health examination. Seniors were given
preference over juniors, et cetera. Accepted students were
required to pay the University a fee of $34 to cover
the costs of insurance, transportation to the airport, and
the complete ground school and Hight instruction. The
fee for the health examination was $6.
The ground school will be carried on four hours a
week for twelve weeks during the first semester. The
instruction is presented in the evening and covers
the following subjects: history of aviation (2 hours),
civil air regulations (12 hours), navigation (15 hours),
meteorology (15 hours), parachutes (1 hour), aircraft
and theory of Hight (15 hours), engines (5 hours).
instruments (5 hours), and radio uses and forms (2
hours). Flight instruction will be given three hours a
week over both semesters in one hour periods best suited
to fit the student's program and the airport restrictio?is.
This is the first ground school work that has been
given in Hying at the University of Illinois since the
World War. It is interesting to note the advances that
have been made in aviation in this intervening 20 years.
The first air-ground contact by radio was made in 1916,
but today the airplane is dependent upon radio for safe,
eflicienct operation. At the close of the War the largest
engine in use by the Allies was the Liberty which was
rated at approximately 420 horse-power. Today the
army has available engines which are rated at 2000
horse-power. This list of advances is practically limitless,
but we are by no means close to perfect yet. Perhaps
one of these "Hying Illini " will someday step into avia-
tion's Hall of Fame along with the Wright brothers;
wlui knows?
Illini Mr Pilot IMaiies I.ilic Tliis
I WANTED WINGS
( F^rom / // anted II int/s, by Bierne Lay, Jr. New York.
Harper and Brothers, 1937.)
If \ou are at all interested in aviation—and who
nowadays isn't?—and particularly if you have any ambi-
tion to become a service pilot, you should place "I
Wanted Wings" on your "must read" list. For the
thrills and dangers, joys and sorrows of army Hying are
portrayed between the covers of this book in a most
entertaining and exciting way.
The author was a college student when the Hying
bug first bit him. After taking a Hight in a barnstormer's
plane, he became obsessed with a burning desire to be-
come an arm\' pilot. Upon graduation he took the stiff
health exam necessary for admission to the Flying Cadet
training course—but failed to pass due to a slight eye
defect. L'ndaunted, he set out to correct his deficiency.
He finally succeeded after six months, during which
time, having graduated, he walked the streets ceaselessly
in search of a job. He was placed on the waiting list to
enroll at Randolph Field, San .Antonio, Texas; and the
following year was ordered to report.
At this point the author's story really begins. He
tells in a \i\id st\le of the hardships and joys of his
eight month stay at Randolph Field. He tells of the
"Hell Month" to which he and all the other new stu-
dents were subjected—a hazing which would make oiu"
local "Hell Week" seem like a Sunday school picnic. He
describes his first solo flight, his first crack-up, his pro-
motion to Kelly Field, headquarters of the more ad-
vanced course. Nearly all of those who had begun the
course with him have fallen by the wayside, but he has
at last attained the rank of second lieutenant in the Air
Corps Reserve; he has earned his co\eted "wings." His
dream has finally become a reality.
Lieutenant Lay spent two years on acti\e duty fol-
lowing his graduation from "the West Point of the Air."
He was one of the intrepid pilots who carried the mail
in 1934, when the government cancelled the private air
mail contracts, and although the Air Corps can he ac-
cused of inefficiency as the residt of the twelve pilot
deaths which occured during the period of Arm\ oper-
ation, the author points out that the Army had to s?t
up, in two weeks, a complete air mail service equivalent
to the one which the commercial lines had biult up over
a period of years. Its pilots were not familiar with the
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Know your ILLINOIS
Article No. 3—Steel
BOB HAFNER, MET. '40
The steel industry is perhaps the basic industry of
America. In this country it contains the largest known
combination of management and capital—the L^. S. Steel
Corporation. The industry is without doubt the barom-
eter not only for American business but for American
labor. The manufactine of iron and steel products, and
of products depending upon iron and steel as raw mater-
ial, is Illinois' second ranking industry.
The iron ore for these industries is secured from the
Lake Superior region and transported to Chicago in giant
lake steameis carr\ing between ten and twent)' thousand
tons. Since tile (ii'eat Lakes are impassable in winter
routes the\' had to Hy under mulwinter weather condi-
tions. The deaths which occured were a logical result
of the hurried manner in which the system had to be
assembled. The author tells of a night air mail trip
between Chicago and Terre Haute, with both his com-
pass and radio out of order—nothing but the stars with
which to navigate on an unfamiliar route, on a winter
night with the temperature below zero.
One of the most thrilling chapters in the entire book
is entitled, "The\' Bring .Me Hack Alive." The author
and two passengers had gone up in a big Keystone bomb-
er for the pmpose of making a routine formation flight.
It was a cold winter day at Langley Field, Virginia,
where Lieutenant Lay was stationed at this time. A
high wind was blowing as the planes got into the air.
At 2,500 feet the wheel suddenly came free in Lieutenant
Lay's hands. The ailerons were out of control. He
found that he could maintain some control of the plane
using the motors and rudder, so he climbed to 5,000
feet and took stock of the situation. Deciding that it
was impossible to land the plane, he motioned for his
two companions to "bail out," and followed them hmi-
self, leaving the plane to its fate. As he floated down
in his parachute, Lieutenant Lay first feared he would
strike a hangar or building at Langley Feld. Then he
discovered that the wind was carrying him out over
a finger of Chesapeake Ray. He tried to guide his
'chute to land across the bai,-, but seeing that this would
fail, he began to strip and unbucle his parachute. His
fingers having already become numb with the cold, he
was unable to undo the straps, with the result that when
he struck the water, he was dragged halfway acro.ss
the inlet, under water. He was nearly drowned, before
the parachute, acting as a sail, dragged him to shore.
Rescue boats had, in the meantime, pulled out from the
other .shore, and the author was pidled from the icy
waters of Chesapeake Bay after a harrowing experience.
Yes, if you want thrills and excitement, together
with an insight into the workings of the Army Air
Corps, you certainly must read "I Wanted Wings."
months, immense stores ot the ore must be accumulated
at the plant during the navigable sea.son for use during
the winter months.
The ore, together witii coke and hniestone, two min-
erals abundant in Illinois, is charged into a blast furnace.
The charge is then heated, the molten ore reduced, and
the pig tapped off, sometimes at the rate of twelve hun-
dred tons per day. Illinois ranks third in the nation in
tonnage of pig iron produced annually. She will prob-
ably produce some two and one half million tons of pig
iron this year, which is enough to build a railroad half
way around the world. To produce this pig iron she
will spend $35,000,000 for materials, fuel, and other
necessities. She will receive in the neighborhood of
$46,000,000 for the finished products.
Illinois ranks fourth among the states in the number
ot blast furnaces within the state. Three establishments
in the state own a total of seventeen of them. To man-
age her furnaces and supervise labor, she employs 219
salaried officers, earning $485,OOO per year. While Illi-
nois employs only one thousand, or six percent of the
total niuiiber of workers in the country, they earn ap-
proximately $1,551,000, or eight per cent of the total
wages paid.
After tile pig leaves the blast furnace, it must be
further refined, as it contains much carbon, silicon, and
manganese. Three methods are available, the Bessemer
process, the open hearth, and the duplex process, which
is merely a combination of the two. The greater part of
the steel produced is made by the duplex method. The
Bessemer process is the speedier method, but is is not as
efficient nor as thorough. Essentially, the principle used
in the purification processes takes advantage of the fact
that pure metals in the molten state tend to .separate
from molten metals in the oxide state. The Bessemei-
operation is so rapid that no external heat need be ap-
plied. A normal "blow" will last for twenty minutes.
During this time, the impurities oxidize, or combine with
the oxygen in the air. These then separate out, float on
top, and are poured off. The product remaining is called
steel. Any iron with less than 1.7% carbon is known as
steel. The life of a converter is limited, for the bottom
must be repaired after ever\ "blow" and replaced about
once a week.
The open hearth process is essentiall\' the same in
principle as the Bessemer, but a heat will take eight
hours. A far superior product will be obtained however,
as the furnace atmosphere can be controlled and temper-
atures regulated with refined controlling methods, both
of which help to make a SLiperior product. Economically'
the Bessemer stands before the open hearth.
Three million long tons of steel billets, sheets, and
other products are run through Illinois' thirty-five rolling
mills and processing plants every year. 25,000 men are
employed and pocket an average of $1360 annually.
Supervising them, 3100 officers earn an average of $2500
per year. The great purchasing power of the steel in-
dustry is one or the reasons why the industr\' is so often
called the barometer of business.
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tree stati- or in ;i clu-micalh conibincil stati- with tin-
atoms of an cli-iiient. The temperature of a volume of
a substance is determined by the number of free heat
particles in it. Chemically combined heat particles with-
in a substance have no external heating efiPect. They
are, literally speaking, bottled up and cannot escape.
When free heat particles chemically combine with an
element, thev raise the energy level of the atoms. On
the f)tlu-r hand, when a chemical reaction takes place
,uul licit is ^i\en off, heat particles are released from
the atoms, and their energy levels are lowered.
A chunk of coal is a good example of heat particles
chemically combined with an element. The heat parti-
cles are, as before, bottled up in the coal. The atoms of
cf)al have a high energy level. When coal burns, heat
U. of I. Student's Theory of Heat
[Last semester John Sloniyer. M. E. '41,
nitthrjr of this article, hroiit/ht this i/le/i of hctit
to the local A. S. M. E. sfieech co/ii/ictition.
He has since had it criticized h\ ineiiihers of
the Physics department, and enoiu/h discussion
has resulted to narrant a review of it in the
Technoi/raph. The editor feels that this type of
original thought and research on regular
courses of study is to he encouraged. Discussion
of this theory from the readers and original
papers on other subjects of cnginccrini/ interest
will he ivelconied.]
Many theories pertaining to heat, light, and energy
have been developed by various philosophers and scien-
tists for centuries in an effort to give us a better under-
standing of these powers. As a result, great progress
has been made since the first (jreek philosophers set
their minds to the study of the laws of nature, for th'j
present day world is built on science. But there is still
much to be learned. We know that light, heat, and
energ\' are very closely related. As yet, however, we
have not been able to show a simple logical relationship
between the present day theories pertaining to these
subjects. It would be helpful in the advancement of
science if we had a simple theory showing the relation-
ship between light, heat, and energ\.
As a result of considerable literary research, 1 ha\ e
pieced together a theory which appears to be of this
nature. This theory may not exactly picture light and
heat as they really are. but it does seem to conform with
experimental results.
I like to think that light and heat are made up ot
particles having several very important characteristics.
Namely these particles are about the size of electrons.
They have negative gravitation ; in other words, they
have a repulsive force between each other. And they
al.so have the characteristic of being neither attracted
nor repelled by any of the elements that are known h\
the chemists.
Heat particles, thus defined, may exist either in a
particles are released, and the energy levels of the atoms
are lowered.
Free heat particles may also be bottled up to a cer-
tain degree. When a piece of iron is heated, free heat
particles are shot into the iron. A white hot piece of
iron contains energy which may be represented by the
many heat particles contained within the iron. When
white hot iron cools, energy is given oE in the form of
light and heat. This energy may be represented by the
free heat particles radiating from the iron with the
speed of light. The particles emitted from white hot
iron succeed each other within a distance eqiiivalent
to the wave length of visible light; in other words, the
frequency with which the heat particles are emitted
from the iron is equal to the wave frequency of visible
light. After a white hot piece of iron cools for a cer-
tain length of time the iron turns black and light cea.ses
to he emitted, but heat continues to radiate from the
iron. The explanation for this is: the heat particles
emitted from a hot black piece of iron have a frequency
equal to that of invisible infra-red light radiation.
A particle theory of heat also offers a \ery simple
explanation of how water is converted into steam when
heat is applied. Water is made up of molecules that
have a gravitational attraction between each other.
When water is converted into steam the volume in-
creases many times. From observation and reasoning it
appears as though the expansion of steam is the result
of the hot molecules of water having a repulsive force
between each other. As previously defined, heat parti-
cles possess negative gravitation. When water is heated,
heat particles are shot into the molecules of water, and
after a certain number of heat particles have attached
themsehes to the molecules of water the force of re-
pulsion of the heat particles overcomes the force of at-
traction ot the molecules of water. When this takes
|ilace the molecules of water are pvdled apart, and the
water corncrts into steam.
1 believe that this theory could be \ery helpful in
the thermodynamical analysis of steam, for it gives a
physical picture of heat and its relationship with steam,
which seem to conform qualitatively with the funda-
mental laws of thermodynamics. It is for future experi-
ments to prove this or some modified particle theory, tor
it seems imperative that we do ha\e organized knowledge
(if present "wa\e " forms of energy.
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EMPLOYMENT . . .
The annual can\ ass ot the ci\il ensjineerini; graduat.-s
of the University of lllino's for the \ears 1923 to 1938,
which was completed in May. 193S, shows emphatically
that, for this group at least, employment conditions have
been highly satisfactory. Also, it seems quite probable
that opportunities for eniiineerin!! graduates in general
arc much better than is commonh' supposed.
I-'or the giadiiates for the \-ars 1923 to 1938. 98
per cent were employed and 91 per c:-nt of these men
were engaged in civil engineering or closely allied helds
such as contracting. The statistics for the depression
years of 1930 to 1938 are almost exactly the same and
all but one of the 31 members of the class of 1938 who
replied are employed on civil engineering work. The
lowest percentage of emplo\ment during the period o\er
which the canvasses have been conducted was in 1933.
the first year, when 92 per cent were employed.
The number of replies recei\ed in the last canvass
was about 750, which is about 85 per cent of the total
number of graduates for the years 1923 to 1938.
—W. C. Himtington. Head of Department
"Ah wins!"
"Whut yuh got?
"Three aces. '
"No yuh don't."
"Whut yo' got?'
"Two eights an'
"Yuh sho' does.
a razor.
How cum \o IS so
MEMBEKS OF E.\( I INEERINC COLLEGE iL\GAZIXES
.\SSOCLJlTED
Cl:a:iintin, I'rof. PL C. Richardson. L'niversity of .Minnesota.
.M.nneapoiis
Arkansas EiiKineer, Colorado Engineer, Cornell Enginter.
Illinois Technograph, Iowa Engineer, Iowa Transit. Kansas
Engineer. Kansas State Engineer. Martinette Engineer. Michigan
Technic. Minnesota Techno-Log. Xeliraska Bine Print. Xortli
Dakota State Engineer. Ohio State Engineer, Oregon State
Technical Record. PennsyKania Triangle. Purdue Engineer. New
^'ork I/niversi:y Quadrangle. Rose Technic. Tech Engineering
News. \"illanova Engineer. Washington State Engineer. ^Vi^-
cou:in Engineer.
Pulilished eight times during the year (September, October.
Xoveniber. December, January, February, April, artd May) by
the mini PuMishing Company. Entered as second class matter.
(Jclober 30. 1921, at the post olfice of L'rbana, Illinois. Sub-
scriptions, $1.00 per year. Single c^ipy 20 cents. Reprint rights
re^er\'ed li> tlie lllniois i echnograph.
Stude : Yes sir, e.xcept when you were between me
and the hoard.
Prof.: I tr\ to make m\self clear, bvit 1 can't make
myself transp:irent.
A spinster took two young hopefuls to the aviary.
When they came to the stork she began a \ivid account
of the important part the stork had played in their lives.
In the midst of her enlightening discourse, one youngster
whispered to the other, "Hadn't we better tell the old
lad\' the truth about it?"
"Wh>' was Adam created first?"
"To give him a chance to say something.'
<? ^vc^ ^\v»^
fle^i'
vvf<^-
,-ie'
1
BROWN & SHARPE
CUTTERS
OKAVEKS
(^hoirwh
^e^juice.
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Student Engineering Activities
Hazen National President of Pi lau Pi Sigma
At the annual nici'ting of I'i Tan Pi Sigma at Camp
Custer this summer, Dan Ha/en '4(1, was elected presi-
dent of the national organi/ation. Hazen, who is also
president of the local chapter and Student Colonel of
the Signal Corps was instrumental in the reorganization
program of the national organization. A \k\\' constitu-
tion w;is drafted and the membership requirements were
altered. Henceforth, sophomores will be eligible for
membership.
The local chapter initiated a group of honor stu-
dents on Xo\ember Id. Drill ;uid pistol competitions
as well as regular social functions will be sjionsored again
this year.
Keramos Plans Freshman Award
The freshman student achieving the highest scholastic
standing in either ceramics or ceramic engineering will
be awarded a sin'table prize by the honorary ceramic
fraternity. Plans are being made for the admission of
eligible students at an initiation banquet to be held prior
to Thanksgiving. Three projects for the group are
planned : revision of the present card catalogue in the
Ceramic Engineering Library, formation of a biblio-
graphy of ceramic subjects, and the investigation of snm.'
reseach problem.
Mu San Elects Officers
At the first business meeting, Tuesday, October in,
the new officers of the fraternity were elected
:
Otto Hallden President
Howard Spence Vice Pres. and Treas.
R. Cj. Thomas Secretary
E. R. Shields Historian
ASAE
The Student Branch of the American Society of
Agricultural Engineers held its first meeting of the year
Thursday, October 5.
Lynn Huffman, newly-elected president, presided at
a short business session. Meetings of the ASAE will be
held the first and third Thursdays of each month during
the school \'ear. Connection of the society with bot!i
the mini Engineers and the Agricultural club w,is ex-
plained to new members by President Huffman, who
also named the following committees:
Prixjiyuii Cdiiumttic
John P. Crandell H. F. Munheid
Fiil)lii!l\ Coiiiiinltcc
Roger M. Smith ' R. W. Whitaker
Enti) tiiiiiiiinit ('.(iiiuiiilhc
William Lytic Edward Powlisch
Following the business meeting. Professor E. \V.
Ivchmann ga\e an interesting and informatixe talk on
the development of Agricultural Engineering, particu-
larh in Illinois, with sidelights on rural electrification
and soil conservation. He concluded with some timeK
and significant observations of the benefits which .iccnii'
to the engineering profession from worlil peace.
After Professor Lehmaiui's speech, members and
guests enjoyed a plentiful supply ol cider.
AIEE
On Thursday. October 12, in 21 S Electrical Engi-
neering Lab, the AIEF! met to hear E. A. Post '36,
describe the electrical engineer's place in aviation. This
was the first meeting of the Urbana Section and the
svcond of the Student Branch, (j. H. I'ett opened the
meeting and introiluced the speaker.
Air. Post, of the United Airlines communications
department, confined most of his talk to the work being
done on the radio beacon systems and to the problem
of reducing "snow static" in the airplane receiving sets.
In general, five-tower, simultaneous-range transmitters
are in use today. They are capable of tran.smitting the
radio beacon signals and weather reports simultaneously.
There are some 238 of these stations in operation in the
United States today. According to Mr. Post, the coming
things in airplane radio work are ultra-high frequency
radio equipment and the broadcasting of weather re-
ports directly from planes equipped with portable tele-
type machines.
To the interested alums, Mr. Post's address is Ber-
wyn, Illinois.
MIS
The first meeting of the Mineral Industries Societ\'
for '39-'40 was held on October 4, in room 119 of the
Physics building. Dr. C. A. Chapman, instructor of
geology, spoke on earthquakes from the geologist's stand-
|ioint. In accordance with the society's plan to have a
speaker at each meeting, Mr. A. V. Lee, principal of
the Colonel Wolfe school, and Mr. Reedy of the Tim-
ken Roller Bearing company were selected to speak at
later dates.
Railway Club, Students Down Faculty
The second meeting of the Railway club was held
on Wednesday, C^ctober 11, at 7 p. m. in room 105
Transportation building. As was announced, a student-
faculty quiz was held, the questions being submitted
by the members. The final result showed the students
leading the faculty by an average of 25 to 22 points
per person. There were plenty of doughnuts and cider
for refreshments. In the near future a nio\ie showing
the battle of the Southern Pacific Deiner and Rio
(iiande Western railroads in the Ro\al (^lorge will h:
a feature.
ASCE, .'Xncient Engineering! Structures
"The subject of 'The Engineer and Art, " Professor
j. ( I. \'an Derpool tolii those privileged to attend the
second meeting of the American Society of Cixil Engi-
neers, Wednesday, October 11, "is one fraught with
tremendous implication."
Professor V'an Derpool went on to explain this srate-
nieiit by naming over-specialization as one of the primar\'
errors of our rapidly moving civilization. As an antidote
for this growing condition, he suggested that "a basis
of common knowledge be provided all higher students
before theii period of specialization begins in concen-
tr.'ited form.
"
l'"ollowing his brief talk Professor V'an Derpool
nIkiwciI MJiiic slides of (ireek, Roman, and (lOthic archi-
t cture lo illustrate the influence of the engineer in the
Arts of the past and the present.
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SGE, Matching Wits
At the first meftiiig of tin- year, held September 19,
the society was privilegeil to have as guests several nieiii-
bers of the faculty: Dean Jordan, Me.ssrs. Brielinaier
and Walker, and Professors Olixer, Esp\', and Springer.
Members of the societ\' got acquainted with the faculty-
men. A contest, "Matching Wits," was held, in which
questions were asked on history, world events, famous
sayings, and humor. Refreshments were served at the
end of the meeting.
Notices for futuie meetings will be posted on the
bulletin board in the west entrance of Engineering Hall.
Eta Kappa Nu Holds Weiner Roast
The local chapter of HKN entertained the facult\
at a wiener roast Sunday, October 14. Plans were made
for a banquet to be held for the Executive Secretary of
the national organization on his visit to the campus in
December.
ALUMS . . .
By Elwyn King
In August I had an inspiring chat with Charles H.
Apple, the chief engineer for District 1 of the Illinois
State Highwa\' Department. C^ur conversation was fla-
vored with Mr. Apple's accounts of student activities
during his undergraduate years. I greatly enjoyed his
story about taking a student out snipe hunting two nights
in a row. He didn't know that he had been "taken in"
till a co-ed told him at a party! I wish we had a fresh-
man-sophomore pushball scrap as they did in Mr. Apple's
time. The cla.ss of '14 won both their fracases, the sec-
ond one being fought in a sea of mud.
Mr. Apple, his wife, who is also a graduate of Illi-
nois, and their four children live at 871 Larkin Avenue,
Elgui. Their oldest son, Charles Jr., however, is at the
I ni\ersity of Illinois studying chemical engineering. At
4.S, Mr. Apple is a senior member of the American Soci-
ety of Civil Engineers. He is responsible for the design,
construction, maintenance, safet\', and traffic of all state
highways in his district. A considerable amount of his
work at the present time is in connection with grade
.separations.
E.vcept for the \ear of 1918, Mr. Apple has been
with the state highway department since he graduated
in 1914. His first job was as Junior Engineer — then
a Civil Service post. Came the war, and Mr. Apple
joined the army. In the spring of 1919 he was back in
the highway department and in a short time was made
A.ssistant District Engineer for the area of which East
St. Louis is the headquarters. Appointment to the rank
of District Engineer came in 1925 when he was made
head of the Paris district (No. 5). He remained in
Paris until 1935, when he was transferred to District 1
with headquarters in Elgin.
Robert J. Diefenthaler is one of our 1939 graduates
who is doing especially well. Receiving his degree at
the end of the summer session. Bob immediately went
to work in the testing laboratories of the (ieneral Elec-
tric factory at Lynn, Massachusetts. Bob not only is
working regular hours, but overtime as well. When
List heard from, he was very enthusiastic about his work.
Diefenthaler was well known to all Illini because of
his prowess in track. He was captain of the team in
193S. He was in Sachem, Tribe of Illini, and was
chairman of the Student Branch of the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers.
Another '39 graduate is Sam Sachs, mechanical en-
gineer. At present, Sam is a research assistant in the
mechanical engineering department. He is helping Pro-
fessor Fahnestock in his investigation of the efficiency of
radiators and convectors under service conditions. During
his undergraduate days, Sachs was very active in the
1 h'-ater (niild, his interests centering around the de-
signing and construction of the sets. A student member
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Sam
e\entually hopes to become the cliief design engineer for
one of the big manufacturing companies.
Engineers . .
.
Have you figured out your
shearing moments yet?
When you do, it's time to visit
Lee at
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
Opposite Physics Building
It's Here
The Ne\A'
ROYAL
First and Only
Portable with
MAGIC MARGIN
. . .
in:in> other exclu.sive Kojal Mauic Keiitiircs.
John McCormick Typewriter Company
W'l N. HicUor.v, (lianipaimi—Plume T.VM)
The Place to Stop in for
GOOD FOOD and
REFRESHMENTS
VAKY'S
Downtown, Champaign
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Who's Who in Illiiii Engineering
HAL XELSOX, L. K. '4(1, is the original t-nginccr-
ing paradox. He started out to become a preacher,
bolted into the engineering school and stayed there. Hal
was born in Hraidwood, Illinois, and has been there
most of his life. He attended both the Lockport and
the Reed Custer Township high schools long enough
to collect three letters apiece in football, basketball, and
baseball, a National Honorary Athletic association mem-
bership, membership in the glee club and mention as
an all-conference tackle. During his sta\ here at Illi-
nois, he has been one busy boy. He has worked on the
Illio, The Daily Illini, Technograph, and YMCA staffs
and has spent two years on the football squad and one
year trying for the hockey team. He is now president
of Tau Nu Tau, second lieutenant in Pershing RiHes,
a member of the drill team and leader of the drum
and bugle corps, a member of the Military council, Scab-
bard and Blade, A.S.C.E., Mu San, U. of I. Glee club,
and is a forum leader at the McKinley foundation. Hal
spends his summers constructing night-gardens, IVLC-ing
at a ballroom and puttering with his numerous hobbies.
His greatest joy is leading community singing. Hal also
works on his hobbies of philosophy, short wave radio
and military aircraft stud\. What I want to know is
what he do-.'s with all liis spare time.
JOHN BRISCOK, Cer '40, is an example of the
engineer who can combine studies, activities, and work
without suffering. He has a job in the ceramics lab,
carries a full schedule, and holds several offices in
SBACS. John was promoted from secretary last year to
vice president this year. He is chairman of the "Rukus"
(dance to you) committee. His eniplo\nient in the ce-
ramics lab has been setting up apparatus; he recently
fimshed work on equipment to measure, by helium light,
the wave length of light rays to an accuracv' of 10 to
the minus four. John hails from Westfield, Illinois.
He is a trasfer student from Hanover college in Indiana,
where he played varsity basketball and freshman foot-
ball. He also was a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity.
He has had various summer jobs. Oni' was playing a
saxophone in a dance band. Another summer he worked
in the oil fields on a joining rig. His crew never struck
oil, but two of their holes were turned into salt water
wells. John also worked as an assistant dynamiter on
;i construction gang. This work entailed placing dyna-
mite under stumps and stones, lighting the fuse and run-
ning. He's still here so the job wasn't too dangerous.
KENNETH H. NELSON, M. E. '40, has made
his summer vacations as \aluable in his engineering edu-
cation as his time in school. He has worked for the
last five summers in the Buda factory in Harvey, Illi-
nois, his home town. Two of his summers were spent
in drafting work. He was then graduated into auto-
motive engineering. Last summer he worked in the
design department, designing small parts, such as nozzle
testers and jacks like those used in the T.A.M. lab.
For him, "Engineering is a thrill." He says there is
nothing like the satisfaction you get from seeing .some-
thing you designed turned out in the factory, a finished
product, your handiwork. If you think you're good, he
advises you to go into some big factory and talk to one
of the engineers. "You realize then just how little you
know," he said.
Although engineering keeps him busy. Ken has found
time to work in Sigma Phi Delta, professional engineer-
ing fraternity. He is treasurer of that organization, quite
a step for a man who came to Illinois as a junior. His
main iliversions are tennis and dancing. In high school,
he played basketball with such greats as Boudreau,
Nisbet, and Benior.
C^ne of the youngest and yet one of the highest rank-
ing students in engineering is HCHVARD R. SWIFT,
Cer. '40. In high school at Streator he was president
of the National Honor Societ\\ His first year in college
was merely a continuation of his record high scholar-
ship when he made Phi Eta Sigma and class honors.
The following year he again took class honors. As a
junior, he made college honors and was elected to Tau
Beta Pi, a fraternity which usually admits only senior
engineers. His three \ear average is about 4.7, that
potent average making possible his thesis work on the
solubility of iron oxide in enamel. Howard is, however,
not one o
()\er then
fraternit\
chairman
ceramists.
those students who spend all their time poring
books. He is president of Keramos, honorary
for Ceramists. In SBACS he is freshman
Hid an editor of the annual published by the
For pastimes he likes music, reading, and
especially ping-pong. Every Saturday afternoon is ping-
pong time for him. Swift formerly played the baritone
Fiench horn in the band but was forced to give it up
because of lack of time. During the summer he spends
(|uite a lot of time playing the piano. His other summer
occupation is working on his father's farm near Streator.
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Third Prize in "What I Did This Summer" Letter
Contest by the Harvard Lampoon:
(riiess what I did t\M<- suiiinicr! I went to the beach
with Cousin Han\. He is a nice niaji ami helped ni
wit'i m\ mud-pies. He was asleep once but I pned h s
eyelids apart with a little stick and sprinkled sand on h s
eyeballs. It took him longer than usual to lauijh at
this tine joke; I guess maybe he was tired or somethiny;.
Sometimes I climbed in the dunes without Cousin Harr\
or anybod\'. One day there were some little rabbits
up there which I threw stones at. It was easy because
they were young and could hardly run at all. Also I
don't think they could .see }iet. I bet my summer was
more fun than anybod\s. —Egor Rumford,
Aged seven.
Diner: "What's wrong with these eggs?"
Waitress: "Don't ask me. I only laid the table.
"
"Well, son, what have \ou been doing this after-
noon?"
"Shooting craps, mother. "
"That must stop. Those little things have as much
right to live as you ha\e." —Rose Technic.
Lan<llady: "1 think you had better board elsewhere."
Student: "Yes, I'll admit I frequenth have."
Landlady: "Have what?"
Student: "Had better board elsewhere. "
Citizen: "\ our honor, I'm too sick for jury duty.
I've got a bad case of the itch."
Judge (to clerk) : "Scratch this man out."
i^r ^ * ^
"How did you puncture that tire?"
"Ran over a milk bottle."
"Couldn't you see it?"
"No, the little runt had it vnider his coat."
-::& T^ Jif *
Professor: "Did you read the les.son today?"
Student: "Not all of it."
Professor (after questions): "Did vou read anv of
it?"
Student: "No, sir."
New Expansion Joints
For some time, engineers have sotight to reduce the
cost of expansion joints in concrete highways, and to
provide better protection against cracks and buckles due
to temperature extremes. Professors J. S. Crandell, C.
C. Wiley, W. C. Huntington, and F. E. Richart have
been working on a device which ma)' be the solution to
the problem. It is a machine which cuts spaces for the
joints aflcr the concrete has been laid.
Briefly, the device consists of two emory wheels
driven by a gasoline engine and mounted on a frame
so that they can be lowered to the surface of the road.
The wheels are run across the road from one side to
the other, cutting an expansion slot which is then filled
with asphalt. Thus the road may be laid in one con-
tinuous strip, and the joints installed later.
A short strip of concrete has been laid north of the
Physics building, and the new machine is being tested.
A section of highway near Danville has already been
laid by the new method, using this type of machine.
IPATEMT PEr.T'ltJ-
HIGGINS brings you a new stopper
for your greater convenience
This improved quill stopper has been adopted for the famous
Higgins Drawing Ink desk bottle to add to its convenience
and safety. Its several new features are as follows:
1 Shoulder ridges make stopper easy to grip for tiirningto remove
from bottle neck and prevent rolling when stopper is placed
on a sloping drawing table.
2 Stopper is weighted so it always rests with point of quill up.
3 Flat side oa steeple provides a thumb rest which is so arranged
that open face of quill is always uppermost when thumb is
placed upon it, thus guarding against spilling.
4 Quills are genuine feather quills which will not splinter or
break and are just right to take up enough ink for one hlling
ot ruling pen.
5 Large cork makes possible bottle neck wide enough to ailmil
freely lettering pen or brush.
New Stoppers and empty bottles may be purctiased from your College Store or Stationer
HIGGinS
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC. 271 NINTH STREET BROOKLYN, N. T.
We Do Not Handle
Side Lines
But Specialize in
«
Dry Cleaning
USE THAT EASY
TO REMEMBER
Phone Number 4-4-4-4
Three Delivery Trucks
at Your Service
BRESEE BROS.
CLEANERS
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The Co-ed's Lament
M\ true love is an engineer
And yet it seems he's never here.
For days I sit and plot and plan
Just what will please this splendid man.
At last a thought I evolve.
But he has problems that he must solve.
And all my plans have gone for nil
And I've a holiday to kill.
At intervals when he comes here
He always keeps his slide rule near.
And strewing problem sets about.
Proceeds to work the darn things out.
An hour or two he'll puzzle there
With formula both strange and rare.
I lend my ears to tales of woe
About great things I ne'er can know,
Of stre.ss and strain and heat content
And how to mix the best cement.
He talks of ohms and tlouble E,
And will not snuggle-pup with me.
In fact it seems he only cares
For decimal points and finding squares.
At home or here he hardly seems
The suitor of my girlish dreams.
But stills he's made my destiny.
And so it seems I'll have to be
Till school is through from \ear to \ear
The widow of this engineer . . .
jMichiyiin Slate
ENGINEERS!
// Pays to Look Well
FOR QUICK, EFFICIENT
SERVICE TRY
Kandy's Barber Shop
Dial 3015
and
Save Money
ON PORTRAITS
You Can't Get
"Something for Nothing"
—BUT YOU CAN COME
NEAR IT \T
WEBER
STUDIOS
on John Street
Do You Know?
We own and operate our own Laundry and
Dry Cleaning plant.
We have been serving the people of the two
communities since 1919.
That we have one of the largest and finest
Dry Cleaning Plants in this part of the
state.
We are always glad to serve you in Laun-
dry and Dry Cleaning to the best of our
ability.
GORDON'S
Laundry and Cleaner
517 South Goodwin Avenue
Urbana. 111.
Laundry with All Its Services.
Cleaninii that Looks Like New and
Kills All Moths.
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GRINNELL
WHENEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED
HEATING
OriiHiell Thfinioliers, in three types.
lliiily .sizes, niret every unit heater rei|uire-
metit. supply heat hy ""sperial tielivery*"
where and wlien you want it.
PIPE PREFABRICATION
For all kiini> of major power and proc-
ess piping johs. Grinnell prefahricates ac-
curate siii)-a»send)lies. easily field-welded
into fini-lnil piping sy.stems.
FIRE PROTECTION
Giiatdini; u\fi (lit\ liillioti doUars
worth of property. Crimiell Automatic
Sprinklers stop fire quickly at its source,
without human supervisiou.
Produc^^ and engineering hy American
Moistening Company, Grinnell suhsidiary,
surround each textile process with ''money-
making air" . . . carefully controlled
huniiilification.
PIPING
Grinnell Fillings of Cast Iron. Air Fur-
nace Malleal)le Iron, Bronze. Welding Fit-
tings. Pipe Hangers and Socket Fittings
all made to famous Grinnell (lualily
standards.
Continent-wide service tliroiiiih branch offices, wholesalers and licatinij; and
phiinlnni: contractors, (rriiniell Company, Inc., Execiiti\e Offices. Providence, K. I.
Branch cdlircs in principal cities.
Grinnell Company, Im . Grinnell Company of the Pacific * Grinnell Company of Canada, Ltd. * American Moistenina
Company '''' General Fire Extiniinisher Company " Columbia Malleable Caslini^s Corporation
The Ontari<i Malleable Iron Cttntpanv. Ltd.
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(j-ECa/nfius /\/etvs
s-:»,
20,000,000TH OFFSPRING
L'^ST month, the historic city ot Lynn, .\Lissachusetts,
I paraded, unveiled a tablet, and had a ceremony in its
new stadiimi—all because ot the <oth anniversary ot one of
its most prominent tamilies. But commendable as a Golden
Anniversary may be, that was only part of the reason. The
city was also hailing the arrival ot the family's 20,ooo,oooth
offspring.
"Watthour meters" is the family name, and it was in 11^89
that Professor Elihu Thomsun, electrical genius, developed
the first practicable meter of this type. Produced b\ the
Thomson-Houston Electric Company, one of the organiza-
tions which were merged in 1H92 to form the General Electric
Company, this early meter stepped into a world having only
17,500 household users of electricity. The 20,000,000th meter
joined a world which in ii^?S hail 22,900,000 household users.
The G-E factories at Lynn today are a far cry from the small
factory of 50 years ago which produced little dynamos and
arc lamps—two great factories now produce powerful motors,
ship-propulsion equipment, turbines, superchargers for air-
planes. At Lynn, too, there is a division of General Electric's
Test Course for recent graduates of engineering colleges.
SNOW CRUfSER
WHKX it comes to dignity, .Antarctica's penguins, with
their permanent tail coats andstiff shirts, are rightin the
front row. But their diunitv is due tor a shock. .A "snow
cruiser" will soon be rolling across the penguins' icy front yard.
Putting it mildly, this cruiser is quite different from the
locomotives, trolley coaches, and other vehicles that G-E
engineers help to build or equip. But these engineers weren't
the least jierturbed when called upon to design electric equip-
ment tor the strange conveyance. Four G-E traction motors,
generators tor the two 1 i;o-hp diesel engines, and complete
control equipment were installed.
The cruiser was designed by the staff ot the Research
Foundation of the Armour Institute of Technology tor use
by the Government during the L'. S. .Antarctic Service under
Rear .Admiral Byrd. It is so built that it will crawl over
crevasses 15 feet wide. Constructed by the Pullman-Standani
Car Mfg. Co., the vehicle is 55 feet long and will weigh
75,000 pounds when fully loaded. Ten-foot pneumatic tires
support the tour wheels. .A five-passenger airplane is carried
on top.
oppoRTUN/ry
IN five universities, eight selected college graduates are
doing research work in electricity, physics, and chemistry,
aided by Charles -A. Coffin Foundation Fellowships. .As under-
graduates these men attended the U. of Cincinnati, Johns
Hopkins, College ot the City ot New York, L . ot Washington,
Oberlin, Columbia, Nhihlenberg, and Oenison.
These awards are granted annually b\' General Electric in
honor ot the Company's founder and first president—Charles
.A, Coffin. Several previous recipients have attained national,
and even international, fame; one, Dr. Carl I). Anderson,
has received the Nobel .Award in Physics -probably the
outstanding recognition tor .scientific achievement.
I'he committee ot three distinguished men who will make nc\r
year's awards is composed ot: J. H. \ an\ leek, representing
the National .Academy of Sciences; Olin J. l-'erguson, repre-
senting the Society for the Promotion ot Engineering Educa-
tion; antl F. Xhdcolm Farmer, representing the .American
Institute of Electrical Engineers. Applications for the 1940
fellowships are now being distributed to colleges and univer-
sities. They must be completed and returned to the Secretary
ot the Charles A. Coffin Foundation, Schenectady, N. \
.^
before January 15, 194O.
GENERALO ELECTRIC
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Self-unloader boat discharging coal into 7,000 ton bin at rate of 1,200 tons an hour. First step in steel-making
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DOVV^
CHEMICALS INDISPENSABLE
TO INDUSTRY
CONCRETE. LIKE HUMAN BEINGS, must be
kept from catching cold.
Dow chemists have a prescription for this
purpose now widely used by contractors. For
if concrete "catches cold" it freezes. Curing
time is prolonged and other difficulties arise.
Concrete must be cured, whatever the
temperature may be. The curing, of course,
does not refer to any illness suffered by the
concrete, but to treatment that increases the
extent of the hydration (water adsorption)
of the silicate compounds which constitute a
large portion of Portland cement.
These extremely small jelly-like particles
of silicate form a cementing film to hold
together the crushed gravel, stone or slag
which makes up a large portion of the con-
crete. In winter it is extremely important that
this cementing process be accomplished as
quickly as possible.
The "cold cure," or rather the cold pre-
ventive, which Dow chemists prescribe for
concrete is calcium chloride made available
in a convenient form known as DOWFLAKE.*
Calcium chloride has a strong affinity for
water. It therefore increases the rate and
extent of hydration (water adsorption) and
the quantity of gelatinous silicate.
Its use assures, really, a victorious race
against time and temperature, for it means
that the curing period can be cut in half.
Authentic tests by the Natit)nal Bureau of
Standards established that with two per cent
of calcium chloride the time for standard con-
crete to attain safe comprehensive strength
was reduced from 14 to 7 days.
When you reduce curing time in winter
you reduce freezing hazards and the time
required for protective measures, such as the
use of salamanders (mobile heating units),
tarpaulins and other expensive equipment,
^'ou are also reducing labor and construc-
tion costs and the chances of penalties for
failure to complete the job on time. The
lower the temperature, the more effective the
use of DOWFLAKE to protect concrete and
to produce high early strength.
And so out of Do^v laboratories comes still
another product that chemical research has
made indispensable to industry.
•Tnulc M.-vrk Rec. U. S. Pat of!
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
1 1911 East Main Sircel MIDLAND, MICH.
RICHER LIBRARY OF ARCHlTECTURt
UNIVERSITY 0"^ ILLINOIS
THE ILLINOIS
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
Established in 1885
WHAT WOULD HAPPKN if the
daily newspaper came out with the
headlines, "Engineering magazine
to be organized ! Students and faculty have
opportunity to publish own work." We
would immediately picture an assemblage
of worthy engineering ideas; we would
expect technical reviews of the most im-
portant professional developments ; we
would look for a complete record of cur-
rent faculty and student news and for ads
representing a cross-section of the coun-
try's industrial products.
• The magazine would be published. We
would look for an assemblage of worthy
engineering ideas, for technical reviews of
the most important professional develop-
ments, and for a complete record of cur-
rent faculty and student news.
WE WOULD LOOK, ANi:» LOOK,
and look.
But it woiddn't be there.
And nobodv would do anything about it.
• BUT IF SOMEONE threw a hint,
in black and white, that we already have
an engineering publication the purpose ot
which is to publish all these things eth
students and faculty who like that sort
of thing would begin to investigate their
magazine and they would take a free op-
portunity to do some good work and to
publish some of their own material. They
would find that the administrators of the
college would be very happy for them.
And a dream would be a reality.
• Staff members responsible for this issue
are: George Desmond, (jeorge Guirl,
Gerald Homman, Hideo Niiyama, Bob
Anderson, Lyle Schaffer, Tom Shedd, Earl
Smith, Gene Sternberg, Don Stevens, Jim
Thale, Bob Tideman, Ed Foerster, Joe
Collins, and Walter Pahl.
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The Flame and The Weld
Instructions
[Editor's Note: Because of the groiving interest in ivelJine/
here and on other campuses, this article is reprinted from the
November issue nf Oxy-.Icetylene Tips. Due to a lack of space
here, the reader is referred to that publication for a diart
shoiuinr/ recommended ivcldinff methods, flame adjustments,
weldinij rods, and fluxes for welding commonly used metals
and alloys.]
The importance of proper flame adjustment in oxy-
acetylene welding and cutting is readily apparent when
it is realized that the sole purpose of the various items
of equipment used is to enable the operator to produce
and control at will an oxy-acetylene flame of the size
and character best suited for the work at hand.
One unique feature of the oxy-acetylene flame is
that its chemical characteristics, and consequently its
Fig. 1.—The neutral Haiiie has an approximately
one-to-on* mixture of oxyyen and acetylene
Vifi. i.—This llanie is vaiiciusly called an excess
a«'etylene, a rcdiicini;. or a carburizing flame
action on molten metal, can be varied over a wide
range. Determination of these characteristics is brought
about by the relative proportions of oxygen and acetylene
in the mixture which burns at the blowpipe tip. This
proportion is accurately controlled by the blowpipe
oxygen and acetylene valves. The blowpipe valves are
not simply shut-off valves to provide a means for turning
the gases on and off; they give the operator complete
control of the flame adjustment at all times.
Once the blowpipe has been lighted in accordance
with the manufacturer's direction, the flame must be
properly adjusted before the operator can proceed to
weld. To accomplish this, the operator, in addition to
knowing the composition of the metal on which he is to
work, must be familiar with the different types of oxy-
acetvlene flame adjustments and the methods ot obtaining
them.
Characteristics of Neutral Flame
The neutral flame occurs when an approximately one-
to-one mixture of oxygen and acetylene is lighted at the
blowpipe tip. It is called a neutral flame because there
is no excess of either oxygen or acetylene. As shown in
Fig. 1, it has a characteristic appearance. There are two
sharply defined zones. The inside portion of the flame
consists of a brilliant white cone from 1-16 to ^ in.
long, depending on the size of tip used, and surrounding
this inner cone is a second larger cone or "envelope
flame" which is only fainth' luminous and which has a
delicate bluish color.
(Jhuracteristics of the Excess Acetylene Flame
When the oxygen and acetylene proportions are
varied from the one-to-one mixture, a decided change
takes place in the character of the flame. Slightly more
than this proportion of acetylene in the mixture will pro-
duce a flame which is variously called an excess acetylene,
a reducing, or a carburizing flame. As shown in Fig. 2,
this type of flame will be found to consist of three zones
instead of the two which exist in the neutral flame.
There still remains the inner cone and the bluish outer
envelope, but between these, surrounding the inner cone,
is an intermediate cone of whitish color. The length of
this intermediate or excess acetylene cone varies directly
with the amount of excess acetylene in the flame.
The carburizing or reducing flame is used in welding
steel by the Lindeweld process, in applying Haynes
Stellite alloys, in fusion welding alumiiuun, Monel
metal, nickel and some alloy steels, and for certain other
applications.
Characteristics of the Excess Oxygen Flame
At the opposite end of the flame adjustment range is
the "oxidizing" flame which is produced when oxygen
is in excess in the mixture. Its characteristics are shown
in Fig. 3. The oxidizing flame has the general appear-
ance of the neutral flame but can be readily identified
by its shorter inner cone which is "necked in" on the
sides, is not as sharply defined, and acqvures a purplish
tinge as compared with the brilliant white inner cone
of the neutral flame.
A slightly oxidizing flame is used for all bronze-
welding and bronze-surfacing applications, while a more
strongly oxidizing flame is used in fusion welding brass
I'lK. '.i.—The oxidizing or excess oxysen flame is ob-
tained by supplying additional oxygen to a neutral flame
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and bronze. In the latter case, the correctly adjusted
Hanie is the one that will melt the base metal and main-
tain a bright surfaced puddle which is free from film
or coating.
Adjusting the Flame
After the correct welding head or tip tor the work
at hand has been attached to the blowpipe and proper
o.\>gen and acetylene pressures have been adjusted at the
regulators (all according to the apparatus manufacturers'
recommendations and instructions), it is a simple matter
to obtain the desired Hame adjustment. First light the
blowpipe, with the blowpipe acetylene valve one quarter
turn open (if low-pre.ssure, open wide) and the blow-
pipe o.xygen valve just slightly open. The acetylene will
burn with a smoky yellow flame and will give off quan-
tities of fine black soot.
Excess A cetylene
Now open the blowpipe oxygen valve slowh. The
flame will gradualh' change from yellow to blue and will
show the characteristics of the carburizing or excess
acetylene flame. There will be three distinct parts to
the flame—a brilliant but feather>-edged inner cone
surrounded by a secondary cone, and a bluish outer
envelope forming a third zone.
Most medium-pressure blowpipes will produce a
slightly carburizing flame at recommended gas pressures
when both oxygen and acetylene blowpipe valves are
wide open. If a greater excess of acetylene is desired
at this point, close the blowpipe oxygen valve slowly
until the secondary cone is of the length required. Con-
versely, to decrease the excess of acetylene in the mix-
ture, close the blowpipe acetylene valve gradually until
the secondary cone is correctly proportioned with respect
to the brilliant and sharply defined inner cone. Car-
burizing or reducing flames are usually measured by the
ratio between the length of the acetylene cone or
"feather" and that of the inner cone, both being meas-
ured from the end of the blowpipe tip.
If any difficulty is encountered in obtaining the de-
sired ratio between the lengths of the acetylene cone and
inner cone, first adjust the flame to neutral, and then
increase the acetylene until the desired ratio is established.
Neutral
To obtain a neutral flame proceed as above with an
excess acetylene flame. Then close the blowpipe acety-
lene valve very slowly so that the secondary cone gets
steadily smaller until it finalh' disappears completely.
Just at this point of complete disappearance the neutral
flame is formed.
Because the difference between the neutral and the
carburizing flame is much more readily apparent than
that between the neutral and oxidizing flames, an ad-
justment of the flame to neutral shoLild alwa\s be made
from the excess acetylene side. In other words, first
adjust the flame so that it shows the secondary cone of
excess acetylene, then reduce the amount of acetylene
until this secondary cone just disappears.
Excess Oxygen
If an oxidizing flame is desired, proceed as though
adjusting for a neutral flame. Then, when the neutral
flame is obtained, either increase the oxygen or decrease
the acetylene until the correct amount of excess oxygen
is noticeable in the flame. The amount of excess oxygen
in the flame will vary inversely with the length of the
Thfse pictures show, from top to bottom, the positions of
rod and hlowpipe for Hat, \erti(al, and overliead weldins
inner cone as compared with that of the neutral flame.
Therefore, the proper oxidizing flame can be easily
recognized when the length of the inner cone has been
shortened the desired amount. The more the inner cone
of the neutral flame is shortened, the greater the excess
of oxygen in the flame. In some cases, as in fusion
welding brass and bronze, the exact adjustment has to
be determined by the action of the flame on the molten
metal.
Check Adjustment Regularly
As welding proceeds, the adjustment of the flame
should be checked by the operator occasionally to see that
there is no variation. Changes may occur from a number
of perfectly natural causes. For instance, any fluctuation
ill the control of gases by the regulators may make it
necessary to adjust the flame from time to time.
It will take only a moment for the operator to lift
the blowpipe, hold it in a convenient position and check
the flame with his goggle-covered eyes. Any necessary
adjustment can then be quickh' made in tlie manner
previously described.
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Seniors See Industry
Arranged by Genr^c Gtiirl '42 from reports on
annual inspection tour
Of the 321 "inspectors" to leave Champaign Tues-
day, (\-tober 24, 104 were mechanical engineers. Ar-
ri\'ing in Chicago Tuesday night, this group of would-
you-believe-it engineers retired to their headquarters at
the Hotel Chicagoan for they well knew that Wednes-
day's schedule was a full one. Wednesday morning the
inspection trip started into full swing with a visit to the
Wisconsin Steel Works in southeastern Chicago.
There, the men witnessed production of steel from
the reduction of the ores to the final stages of develop-
ment. From the coke ovens and by-product plant the\
were directed to where the blast furnaces and open
hearth furnaces were being operated. They continued
on, then, into the noisy rolling mill section of the plant
where trained men called "rollers" worked standing at
the center of a circle formed by a moving white-hot steel
bar which they fed from one roll to the next.
The afternoon tour scheduled for Wednesday took
the senior mechanicals through the Electro-Motive cor-
poration at La Grange, Illinois. There the men ob-
served every stage in the construction of modern stream-
lined and fast-freight Diesel locomotives. They were
shocked to see a two-inch solid slab of steel 10 feet wide
by 35 feet long being flame cut for the bed. And they
were impressed with the perfect beads in the welding
operations. For a happy conclusion of the day, 450
facultymen, alumni, students, and various representati\es
had the annual "get together" dinner at the Medinah
club in Chicago.
What the second day of tours was to hold in store
for the seniors was found early Thursday morning upon
visiting the Western Electric Company. From one de-
partment to another the men found ever-busy fingers and
machines turning out intricate metal and plastic parts.
Some interest was focused on the girl-labor. These
women seemed satisfied and highly efficient. At noon
the "inspectors" enjo\ed lunch at the expense of their
hosts.
Thursday afternoon was spent at the State-Line
(jenerating Plant of Chicago. Having such a huge
capacity (360,000 K.W.) the plant was enormous in
size. Obser\ing the different types of generators, the
engineers didn't mind the extremely warm, moist atmos-
phere, but, after several hours of walking and climbing
steep steps, they were glad to return back to their rooms.
Friday morning saw the senior mechanicals eating
breakfast at 80 miles per hour in a swaying diner headed
toward Milwaukee, there to tour and inspect the Allis
Chalmers plant. Among the things seen were wood and
metal patterns of all sizes being made, castings poiu'ed
in mass production, and materials machined and forged.
In the tractor plant, a separate department, production
tractors were being assembled.
The Friday afternoon's schedule called for a tour of
the Kearney-Trecker plant, one of the largest and most
complete plants for the manufacture of milling machines.
Here the seniors split into two factions headed by \l.
Rottersmann and Keith Pfundstein, respectively. The
first group scrutinized and anahzed the accurate
machinery operations and plant layout and routing while
the second group made a discovery in personnel—the
This nishttime scene of a rouuhiim train represents one pliasp of stei'l nialiini; seen on tlie inspection ton
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eiiginceiiiifi (lepartmcnr had two expert and good looking
young women on the drawing hoard.
Cii'il Engineers
Thursday morning October 26, the civil engineering
inspection group, 63 in all, tramped through Chicago
Bridge works located in (iary, Indiana. The tour not
only included the fabricating industry but also engineer-
ing work pertaining to bridge construction. Works of
pre-fabrication and bridge-tower construction, bridge
superstructure and even a partly constructed arch to be
used to span the Mississippi at Rock Island were seen.
After a quick lunch at the Y.M.C.A., the senior
civils rolled off to take up a tour of the Universal Atlas
Cement Co. Here they witnessed the manufacture of
cement from every angle and through every process. An
early impression gained while at this huge plant (the
largest of its kind in the world) was how cleanliness
and order were maintained in a plant of this kind.
Modern ventilating systems, flow sheets, bm'ning ovens
over the grounds" to the Universal Atlas Cement Com-
pany along with the Cix'ils. After the several hours
spent at the cement plant, they proceeded to the over-
pass at 127th street and Hlue Island still with the Civils
and witnessed the interesting structure still in the pro-
cess of completion.
Railway Engineers
While at the Electro-Motive Corporation plant at
La (jrange, Illinois, the Railway E.E.'s had the oppor-
tunity of viewing four different types of diesel-elcctric
locomotives. In addition to the switching and stream-
lined engines, there were under construction at the plant
two new types of locomotives, one for branch line work
and the other of streamlined freight design.
An interesting note sent in by one of the Railway
Engineer students stated that while on their tOLir in W\\-
waukee "an entire group of fifty students with the ex-
ception of three, went down to the station to watch the
'Hiawatha' roll through after returning from the Allis-
This picture was taken i»n the mining inspeetiun trip, iy;;i Civll's inspection trip, li(;J4. Cameras are not allowed now
and many other things were of practical engineering
instruction to the men.
Not spending more than two hours at the cement
plant the men hurried on to witness the most interesting
construction at 127th and Blue Island. At about 4:30
p. m. the "inspectors" dispersed to formulate plans for
the evening's entertainment.
General Engineers
To get off to the right start on their tour, the (len-
eral engineers started Wednesday morning with a visit
to the Western Electric plant. Here they observed
equipment, processes, and most of all, the bulletin boards
(for labor and management notices). "We saw copper
bars drawn to fine wire, telephone receivers made from
powdered bakelite in less than eight minutes," said one
boy. As guest of Western Electric, the generals enjoyed
an excellent lunch, then settled down for a short bus
ride out to the Wisconsin Steel Works. They, also,
enjoyed the thrills of the day watching the blast fur-
naces operate, and the huge ladles of molten iron being
carried around and poured.
Thursday morning, even as early as it was, found
the men assembled and prepared as usual for another
tour, this time through the American Bridge Company
at Ciary, Indiana. There the group saw the superstruc-
ture to be used in the construction of part of the Shasta
dam, huge drum gates for the (]rand Coulee dam and a
part of the 540 foot span to be erected at the Rock
Island dam. Huge presses and punches used in making
rivet holes in the structural steel were observed as being
"amazing pieces of machinery."
After a lunch at the Gary "Y," the (jenerals "dusted
Chalmers plant. The three exceptions were the Railway
Engineers who couldn't find the station, although it was
but a block away."
Eriday found the Railway Civils at the Proviso yard
of the Chicago Northwestern observing different phases
of operation. The Railway E.E.'s spent most of Frida\'
inspecting the west-end shops of the Chicago Surface
Lines viewing maintenance and repair vv'ork of all kinds.
Saturday the tour ended with the Railwa\' Civils in-
specting the interlocking tower at the Union Station and
the Railway E.E.'s inspecting the Burnside shops of the
Illinois Central electric lines.
Electrical Engineers
The party of 64 senior Electric Engineers officially
started their inspection trip Wednesday also with a visit
to the Western Electric's Hawthorne Plant. This plant
covers nearly 200 acres and employs 13,000 workers,
specializing in electrical apparatus. From the wire plant,
past the "pickleing" vats and winding machines, through
the moulding rooms, and along the endless block long
conveyor belts strolled the visitors assimilating as much
"field" knowledge as possible.
During the lunch at the Bell Telephone central
office building, the inspectors had a demonstration of how
long distant calls are made. While in the building they
visited the department that houses the radio network
lines were National, Columbia and Mutual circuits to
and from Chicago are controlled. From there they went
to the cable vault in the basement of the same building.
Those vaults are known to be the largest of their kind
in the world.
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STEEL THEME OF INSPECTION TOUR... OF STUDENTS' FUTURE PROFESSION
Dr lO.S') THE ILLINOIS ti:chn(x;raph
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RIDDLE OF IRON
• In an address hel'ore (he Ameri-
can liiin and Steel Institute in l!i:{(),
Artliur I). I-ittle invited liis audience
til uuess a riddle:
Wliat it is tliat is very liard and
very s(>ft ; weaU and very stroni;;
!iii;hly resilient and sprinuless; easily
corroded and resistant t<i corrosion
;
magnetic and nonmagnetic; resis-
tant to atniosplieric influences hut
that talies fire when exposed to air;
tliat welds readily and is incapable
of weldins;; a yood conductor of heat
and electricity and a poor conductor
of both ; that is weak and soft at
led heat and hard and stroni; at the
same temperature?
The answer to this riddle is iron
in its many forms. Kvery phase of
enfiineerin;; is connected to this ver-
satile metal. On this pa«e are shown
some scenes in the development of
iron ore to steel. I pper left^ llull-
Kust Mine, one of t'le oulstandin::
operaticms on the Mesabi ranye
Kower left, the pusher side of a bat-
tery of modern coUe ovens; upper
right, construction on a blast-fur-
nace; lower risjlit, a finishins train
uf a rullinu mill.
d^
,^0^
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Locating the Decimal Point
Bv \i (liter J. Kaliss
Poor Bicycles
liv Bob Tide man
There are two steps which we must foUow in slide
rule calculation : setting the slide rule to find the answer,
and locating the decimal point in the answer. We may
most readily locate this decimal point by either the round
numbers method or the characteristic method.
Of these, the round numbers method is most often
used because it is more widely known. In applying this
method, we calculate the location of the decimal point
by adding the total number of digits, and if the slide
is to the right, subtract one digit to get the total number
of digits in the answer. When the slide is to the left,
it is not necessar>' to subtract the digit. A more wideK'
used variation of this method is to round out the num-
bers and calculate the location of the decimal point in
our heads if the numbers dealt with are small, or on
paper if they are large. For example, if we multiply
321 X 82, we round out the numbers to read 300x80
and thus see that we will have 5 digits in our answer.
The characteristic method locates the decimal point
of answers to complicated calculations more easily and
more rapidly than does the round number method. The
characteristic, as all engineers know, is the integral part
of a logarithm, the mantissa being the decimal part. We
find the characteristic of the logarithm of a given num-
ber by subtracting one from the number of integers in
the given number, e. g., the characteristic of 32 is 1.
If the given number is a decimal fraction, the character-
istic is found by adding 1 to the total number of zeros
before the first significant figure, the sum having a minus
quantity, e. g., the characteristic of .0005 is —1.
Let us multiply 18x20. On the slide rule we get a
reading of 36. Now the characteristic of 18 is 1 and
that of 20 is 1 giving us a total characteristic 2 of the
answer. Reversing the process, we see that the reading
should have 3 integers, giving us an answer of 360.
But we must modify this general rule whenever we
use the right hand index, as indicated by the projection
of the sliding scale to the left. Let us multiply 40 x30.
Here we see that the sliding scale projects to the left.
Applying our characteristic method the characteristic of
40 is 1, of 30. is 1, the total being 2. Moving the slid-
ing scale to the left has the efifect of adding another
logarithmic scale to the D scale. The addition of this
logarithmic scale will increase by 1 the characteristic
of the answer, which now becomes 3. We see, then, that
our answer must have four figiu'es in it. Our reading
of 12 then will be the correct answer by adding two
zeros, becoming 1200.
Mother (on entering the room unexpectedly) : "Well
I never
—
"
Daughter: "Oh. mother, you must have!"
Under this stone lies Murphy
They buried him today
;
'
He lived the life of Riley
While Riley was away.
Eyerly: "Woman's greatest attraction is her hair."
Barsdukas: "I say it's her eyes."
Boeker: "I strongly disagree, it's her teeth."
Swift: "What's the use of our sitting here and lying
to each other?"
Engineers are supposed to be pretty good mechanics
—handy at taking apart, greasing, and putting back to-
gether, but did you ever see such a rusty, creaky, wobbly
bunch of bicycles (mine too) as rest their tired selves
between the Ph\sics Building and Engineering Hall
while their masters attend classes? Count them on a
rainy day, any less?—hardly. The poor decrepit serv-
ants wait, mute and faithful, in the cold rain. Ah me!
Gee fellas, ain't it a shame? What're we gonna do?
P bikii
Hey, here's an idea. Suppose we chip in and buv
another rack. Then at least the bikes could rest them-
selves comfortably instead of having to sit down on the
wet grass.
What's that? You say we don't need another rack?
Huh! How'd you like to sit on the wet grass for an
hour or so?
Oh— I get it. That's not what you mean. You mean
that if we'd always use every other parking space on
either side, fewer bikes would be left out.
Hey now fellas, there's a thought. Suppose we all
park our bikes in alternating slots. After all, that's how
the racks are meant to be used. At 7 :45, I've been
told, it's pretty hard to discern which is the alternating
slot, when there's only one other bike and it's at the
other end, but at 7:595^, I know, it's very easy to dis-
cern when someone has used the third slot somewhere,
dammit. If we'll notice there are foiu' slots between
diagonal supports, a simple linear equation will tell us
which is the even-numbered slot.
It is a bother, isn't it, to find an empty space one
can't get into without moving 10 bikes on either side..
And look here, we can spare the late sleeper from having
to dash over to the grass to park his bike, so that he's
20 seconds late to his eight-o'clock.
Let's start a society—the S. P. C. B. Ah, I see a
new day approaching—when faithful servants need not
sit down, but can stand in the rain. Hurrah !
ENGINEER'S TEST OF GOOD WHISKEY
Connect 20,000 volts across a pint. If the current
jumps it the whiskey is poor.
If the current causes a precipitation of lye, tin, ar-
senic, iron slag, and alum, the whiskey is fair.
If the liquor chases the current back to the generator,
you've got (jOOD WHISKEY.
French Sentry: "Halt! Who goes there?"
Voice: "American."
French Sentry: "Advance and recite "The Star-
Spangled Banner."
Voice: "I don't know it."
French Sentry: "Proceed, American."
A parrot was sitting in the luxurious salon of a
steamer watching the magician do tricks. The magician
served notice that he was now going to do a trick ne\er
before accomplished. He pulled up his sleeves and then
proceeded to make a few fancy motions. Just at that
moment the ship's boilers blew up demolishing the ship.
About five mimites later, as the parrot came to, floating
about on a piece of drift wood, he muttered: "Damn
clever, danui clever."
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Count on your telephone in a pinch
A smell of smoke, a burst of flame—and instinc-
tively you rush to your telephone for help-
Bell Telephone service is reliable for two reasons.
The people who provide it are capable. The equip-
ment is well made—Western Electric's part.
At your command is a vast plant—underground,
overhead and in central offices—which responds so
smoothly that you take it for granted.
It does so because into the production of the
43,000 different items entering into this plant have
gone careful thought and skilled workmanship.
That's been Western Electric practice throughout 57
years of telephone making. Count on a Bell Telrphune su>itrhboard too, and alt the rmf
of the complex apparatus. Here is ahotcn one of hundreds of
inspections which Western Electric makes.
Western Electric . . . made yourBELL TELEPHONE
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North of Green Street
The Mysteries of the Diesel
The nusteries of the Diesel are no longer mysteries
to the members of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers of Illinois since the discussion by Mr. Robert
T. Mees of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. at the October
17 meeting.
Although the first application of the compression
ignition system to internal combustion engines is not
credited.- to Rudolph Diesel, related Mr. Mees, this
engine bears his name because he is responsible for the
operation of the engine as it stands today. In fact, con-
tinued Mr. Mees, Diesel was more of a theorist than
an engineer. This is evidenced by the fact that his first
experiments were often accompanied by violent explosions.
The members of the ASME were then acquainted
with the theory, construction, and operation of the
Diesel engine. Why the Diesel uses less fuel, why it is
more efficient than the gasoline engine, why its exhaust
is almost void of carbon monoxide, and yet why it is not
likely to be installed in automobiles, are a few of the
points which Mr. Mees covered. At the conclusion of
his talk, Mr. Mees demonstrated the fuel injection sys-
tem of the Diesel with a small model, which exploded
the vaporizing fuel with a flaming "pouff."
Synton Hear Own Voices
The members of Synton, national professional radio
fraternit\-, agree that their first meeting, an open house
held October 19, was one of the most interesting the\'
have ever had.
"Instaneous Recording" was the subject discussed in
a talk by Mr. James Ebel, engineer from WILL. He
spoke of the principles underlying the action and con-
struction of recording and play-back machines. How the
electrical circuits are varied in the cutting head to secure
various frequency and amplitude responses, how \arious
t\pes of records differ in scratch level, and how the
cutting stylus is shaped to cut the record are a few of
the points brought out in the talk.
Following the discu.ssion, ^Ir. Ebel recorded and
pla\ed back the voices of every person in the audience.
Everyone was thus given a chance to hear his voice as
others hear it. Refreshments were served while turns
were taken viewing, through a microscope, the impres-
sions made b\' the cutting stylus in the record.
Konzo Speaks
The "heat was poured on" as Professor Konzo dis-
played colored movies to accompany his talk on "Com-
bustion in Lender-Feed Stokers" when, at their November
2 meeting, the ASME's were acquainted with the
results of tests carried on in co-operation with the Na-
tional Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Asso-
ciation to secure scientific data in this field. Professor
Konzo discussed the effects of varying the feeding and
burning rates, and the adaptabilities of various coals to
the under-feed stoker.
How the various coking properties of coals are related
to the formation of coke trees could be clearly seen in
the moving pictures. What to the inexperienced eye
appeared in all respects to be a beautifid autumn sunset,
allowed the engineer to peer directh' into the midst of a
blazing inferno.
(tnl.v a .shallow pool of inolteii weld metal should
be carried when weldiiiK in the vertical iiosition.
See page 5.
TAM Students, Nature's Impact Limit
In studying momentum and impact, students need
a vital definition of energy imits that deal with speeds
of the human body. Police department records show
that impact accidents at 25 miles per hour are not usually
fatal, though they may cause considerable property dam-
age and more or less serious injuries. There are, how-
ever, a number of other fortunate facts which seem al-
most providentialh' helpful in presenting the picture of
energy.
For instance, a human being caimot run more than
25 miles an hour, even down hill with the wind at his
back. Jesse Owens, world's fastest human being, might
<1() it for 100 yards.
It is probable that Jesse would survive if he ran full-
tilt into a telephone pole at that speed. .Mother Nature
has given man the physique to withstand such a blow.
(^ddly enough, the energy to be absorbed if we strike
an object while running 25 miles an hour is just the
same as if we fell from a height of 20.9 feet. For
tliousands of years men have been falling off their two-
story dwellings and out of trees, where the fall is about
20 feet. It is possible to survive this impact, although
it is just about the "shock limit" for the human body.
And. if we call this quantity of energy which each
pound of the body and each pound of the car carries at
2S miles per hour, "one Danger L^nit of energy," at 3.5,
the blows are twice as heavy. At 75, they are nine times
as heavy. Naturalh, the bod\' cannot stand such blows.
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Know Your Illinois —
Dear Mr. Editor:
Thank you for the September and October copies of
Technograph with the publicity material about Illinois
to which you called my attention.
Illinois ranks high agriculturally and in the indus-
trial field, and today has several industries which an-
nually produce more than $100,000,000 of finished
products. These industries and their annual output
include:
Agricultural implements $155,000,000
Bread and Bakery products 109,000,000
Dyeing and like processes 102.000,000
Printing (exclusive of
newspapers) 110,000,000
Printing ( newspapers and
magazines 106,000,000
Steel works and rolling
mill products 163,000,000
CiW production and allied
processes 173,000,000
Clothing manufacture
(all types) 155,000,000
(Note: figures based on 1935 reports)
Quite a number of other industries manufacture
products annually valued in excess of $50,0(X1,000 whicii
includes: boots and shoes, canning, candy, flour and
other milled products, soy bean products, iniclassified
small machinery, paints and varnishes, tin cans and otht-r
tin ware.
Incidentally, your story on the meat packing industry
is interesting, but the value of this industry's annual
production is closer to $600,000,000 today than the
$300,000,000 mentioned in your article. Chicago and
East St. Louis rank first and second in the nation re-
garding size of stock yards.
If we can be of further assistance, please call at yo\u'
convenience.
Very truly yours,
MiLBURX P. AkeRS. Siipirtntindi lit
Division of Depiirliiniit Rrpoits
Dipiirtnitnt of Finance
State of Illinois
Poros Metal
Metal will absorb ink like a blotter; it can be used
as a wick in a kerosene lamp. "Porous " metal is first
prepared in powder form by a chemical or an electrolytic
process. This powder is then subjected to a pressure of
several thousand pounds per square inch. The com-
pressed metal resulting is given a brief heating process
in a furnace. After it comes out of the furnace, it is
the finished product—"porous"' metal. It looks and feels
like ordinary metal, but it it lighter, for the fine grains
of powder have been pressed just tightly enough to leave
tiny cracks and crannies between the grains. These
microscopic openings are, of course, invisible to the naked
eye.
When a drop of ink is placed on "porous" metal, the
ink runs down between the powder grains. The metal,
in other words, blots the ink exactly as a blotter does.
When a piece of "porous" metal is set in some kerosene,
the liqvud works it way up through the cracks ; the piece
of metal can then he lit with a match and used as a wick.
HIGGINS gives you
a complete color palette
Higgins American Drawing Inks have
always been the first choice of engin-
eers, architects, designers, artists — all
who draw. W herever plans, shop draw
ings, designs or line work for reproduc-
tion are made, Higgins American India
Ink gives that unchanging jet-black
needed for clarity in the blue-print and
for permanency in the original.
\^ hen color is indicated, Higgins Amer-
ican Drawing Inks assure you of true
color, uniformity and even flow. All
Higgins colors mix freely with each other
and with black and lend themselves
equally well for use with pen or brush.
Higgins American Drawing Inks may
be purchased from your College Store
or Stationer.
COLORS
All Waterproof
Yellow
Orange
Hed Orange
( Verm ilion )
Red
Carmine Red
Red Violet
Violet [Purple)
Blue
Turquoise
Green
Leatgreen
Brick Red
Russet • Brown
Indigo
White
Neutral Tint
BLACKS
American
India Inks
WATERPBOOF
SOLUBLE
HIGGinS CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC-271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. T.
You'll Enjoy the Home-cooked
Taste of Our
Well Prepared
MEALS
They're Satisfying
Dinner Dancing
Sunday Evening
5:30-7:30
SOUTHERN TEA ROOM
624 E. Green St.
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A GIFT STORE
Best for Christmas Shopping
IVe are Specialists in Gifts
Quality Careful Selection New
and Appropriate Gifts
•
STRALCH'S
At Campus, 709 So. Wright
Order Greetings as Karly as Possible
Engineers ...
For Holiday Social
A ffairs
Look Your Best . . .
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
(Opposite Physics Building)
Need a
LIFT MISTER?
(Si?'
A Cup of
Charlie's
COFFEE
will do the
T I^ I C K !
It's Always the Best
at
CHARLIE'S
Restaurant
2021/0 S. Mathews
Near the Famous Boueyard
ALUMS . . .
Stress labor relations
and fundamental
theory
McCarthy
W. L. McCarthy is one of the members of the class
of 1929 in Mechanical Kngineering. At present he is
with the Delco-Remy Division of (leneral Motors Cor-
poration as the assistant superintendent of the Starting
Motor Plant. This plant manufactures some eight thou-
sand starting motors a day.
Delco-Remy specializes in the manufacturing of start-
ing, lighting, and ignition equipment for all the (uMieral
Motors cars, and also for certain other manufacturers.
Immediately upon graduation, Mr. McCarthy enrolled
in this division's Student Engineering Course. After
plant maintenance department, which acquainted him
plant maintenence department, which acquainted him
with the entire factory layout. He was next made fore-
man of the cupolas and permanent molding depart-
ment, where the company does extensive work with
gray iron. From here he went to the plant engineering
office to supervise construction work, and four years ago
he was promoted to his present position.
The present labor situation governs Mr. McCarthy's
opinions on special training for young engineers. He
feels that courses are needed in Industrial and Human
Relations wherever the engineer may be thrown into
close contact with the laboring classes. He feels that
the present situation has arisen because of lack of study
of these topics, and the engineer with this knowledge
will find success a bit easier.
After obtaining a B.S. degree in 1925, R. E. Peter-
son returned to the University of Illinois and in 1926
obtained his master's degree in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. He immediately went to work for the
W^estinghouse Electrical and Manufacturing Company
in their Motor Engineering department. After a year
in the Westinghouse Research Laboratories (28-29), he
became the Section Engineer in charge of strength of
materials. Finally, in 1931 he attained his present posi-
tion, that of Manager of the Mechanics Division. This
position entails the supervision of work on the strength
of materials, vibration, lubrication, and stress analyses,
as applied to electrical machinery.
Mr. Peterson is married and has two children. The
family lives at 6.^6 Cascade Road, Forest Hills, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania. In response to our question regard-
ing the special training he thought a young engineer
should have, Mr. Peter.son replied, "The student plan-
ning to go into design or research should obtain a train-
ing along strictly fundamental lines. He should master
thoroughly the various subjects in physics and mathema-
tics. During the period of study he should not be con-
cerned as to whether or not the information will ever be
useful." This comes from a man primarily concerned
with research and design, and as such is well worthy
of .serious consideration by those students contemplating
such a vocation.
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Third Skin Protects Hand
A recent patent in which glycerine is utiHzed as an
important ingredient, has already begun to attract con-
siderable attention. The patent consists of specifications
tor a preparation tor making an invisible "third skin"
for the hands. This preparation, which would seem to
fill a long-felt need for many industrial workers, is
claimed to protect the hands against dirt, grease, paint,
oil, ink, gasoline, acids, alkalis, and so on.
This mixture is said to be invisible, elastic, permits
the passage of perspiration without loss of its proctective
properties, and to persist in this property for at least
eight hours. It may be removed by washing with water.
This "third skin" consists of:
Sodium soap 128 oz.
Water glass 110 oz.
Glycerine 100 oz.
Potato starch 100 oz.
Distilled water 2 oz.
Cottonseed oil 32 lbs.
Perfume, if desired, a few drops
Such a glycerine-containing preparation may be ex-
pected to be especially useful for painters, printers, gaso-
line-station attendants, automobile mechanics, and in
short, all workers who come in daih' contact with cling-
ing substances that are difficult to remove from the skin.
The use of the coating is not limited to the hands alone,
but may be used on any part of the skin where protection
is desired. The inventor designates his invention as the
"third skin" because it covers the two natural skins of
the bodv. The patent referred to is U. S. Pat. No.
2.120,569, Osmer F. Oliver, of .Uron. Ohio.
Experiment Station
While most of the engineers-to-be here at Illinois
were taking Suzy to the show this summer, the Engi-
neering Experiment Station was busy getting new experi-
ments under way and preparing the bulletins for re-
cently completed experiments for publication.
Two bulletins, a circular, and a reprint will soon
be out. One of the bulletins is a report of fatigue tests
made on the connection angles used on through-truss
railway bridges to connect the stringers to the floor
beams. The other bulletin deals with the range of stress
on the fatigue of S.A.H 3140 steel in both the hot-rolled
and the heat-treated condition. The circular is made up
of papers presented at the fifth short course in coal util-
iz.ition held at the University of Illinois, May 23-25,
1039.
Two new experiments are being conducted in the
ceramics and chemistry departments. Dr. Burnham
King is experimenting upon the fundamentals of opacity.
His experiments are being conducted in the ceramics
building. In chemistry Dr. Swan is working upon
electrolytic reduction.
The Technograph Staff
Wishes You
A Happy New Year
Remember
Your
FRIENDS
SEND THEM
Christmas Cards . . .
Large Selection
With Cards as Low as Ic Each
Complete Selection of
BOOKS
For Ei'ery Taste and Age
LARGE VARIETY OF
GIFT WRAPPINGS
FOLLETT'S
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
629 East Green Champaign
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:—
We offer a superior service, based on years of experience, a
sincere desire to please, in laundry, dry cleaning, pressing, pleating,
hat cleaning and fur cleaning, glazing and storage, to you who know,
want, demand and appreciate QUALITY and are willing and expect
to pay a fair price. MAY WE SERVE YOU, TOO?
WHITE LINE SERVICES
Phone 4206
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6'BCamifus /\/ews
CONQUERING HEROES
'
I
nVO newcomers to the Ci-K family of electric products
took the stage recently and proved to 2i;o industrial,
utility, and railroad guests that they could "take it." The
ppir were oil-less circuit breakers, designed tor applications
heretofore limited to oil-type breakers.
As are all their brethren, these breakers are designed to protect
electric circuits, interrupting those circuits when the current
rises to a dangerous level. One ot the pair operates magneti-
cally. The other uses high-pressure air. As they should have
been, the actual circuit interrupting tests in themselves
we're properly uneventful. The breakers passed them with
ease— even though one test exceeded their interrupting
ratings by 50 per cent.
Among those present were three distinguished ex-Test men
—
R. O. Shreve, Iowa State '04, G-E vice-president in charge of
apparatus sales; M. O. Troy, Virginia '96, commercial vice-
president and head ot the Central Station Department; and
I). C. Prince, Illinois '12, heaii ot the engineering department,
G-K Philadelphia Works.
^1
SKYSCRAPER STRETCHERS
"V TLW YORKLRS who have the tallness of their city's
skyscrapers neatly cataloged in their minds will soon
have some mental reorienting to do. General Electric
engineers are stretching the towering G-E building in mid-
town Manhattan.
The actual stretchers are tour 25,000,000-candlepower search-
lights of a type recently introduced by General Electric. Each
contains three "midget suns"— looo-watt water-cooled
mercury lamps the size ot a cigarette. I'our ot these search-
lights are being mounted so that they will send their streaks ot
bluish-white light up the building's corners, accentuating the
structure's vertical lines and creating an illusion of greater
height. Under favorable atmospheric conditions the beam
will be visible high above the tower.
Thus, G-E illuminating engineers, some ot whom only recently
completed the Test Course tor engineering college graduates,
continue to introduce new methods ot illumination. Other
examples of their work can be seen in all parts ot the nation
—
on highways, buildings, city streets, athletic fields, and
hvmdreds of other places.
SIT STIii, VL^hSZl
OOMF. photographic subjects are the pertection of immobil-
ity, but not so the subjects ot \V. K. Rankin, G-E engineer.
He photographs electric arcs, the flashes ot electricity that
occur when a circuit is broken.
Before he could photograph these arcs, Mr. Rankin had to
catch up with them. He designed what is believed to be the
world's tastest camera—capable ot taking i 20,000 pictures per
second. The tast-stepping arcs occurring in various types ot
electric apparatus can now be more closely stuilied and the
product itself improved.
In making the camera it was found undesirable to use glass
lenses. Therefore, the pinhole principle was used, employing
1000 holes ot .01 inch diameter through which light passes to
the film. The camera is its own darkroom, being surrounded
by a case large enough to house its operators.
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Assembling Snow Cruiser
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20 cents
MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCLATED
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You'd be surprised how telephone
engineers put them to work for you
How to put more and more wires into a tele-
phone cable ivithoiit increasing its diameter
is an ever present problem at Western Electric
—manufacturing unit of the Bell System. Exist-
ing ducts beneath city streets limit both the
number and the diameter of cables—but de-
mand for telephone service continues to grow.
Until recently, the largest cable contained
3636 wires in a diameter of 2% inches. Years
of study led to an entirely new insulating proc-
ess that saved 3/1000 of an inch per wire. Mul-
tiply this tiny fraction of an inch by 3636, and
you provide enough space to place 606 more
wires in the same size cable!— a total of 4242.
With such resourcefulness. Bell System en-
gineers meet countless problems. Result: you
can talk to almost anyone, anywhere, at any
time— rpiickly, clearly, at low cost.
A telephone call home would
be appreciated. Rates to most
points are lowest any time
afterZp.M. and all day Sunday
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An Engineer's Diary
MAY, 2100 A.D.
By Wayne E. Moore '41
The Terlinoffrapli takes great pleasure in [njblish-
ing the following material taken from the Diary of John
Engineer, the subject of the first successful "long-sleep"
experiment of suspended animation. The experiment was
started shorth after the beginning of the Second World
War in 19.i9, and was halted in May of 2100, so that
the subject would be completely conscious before tlie
morning of May 30, 2100. The foremost hobby of John
Engineer before his "sleep" had been following the In-
dianapolis Memorial Day Race which was held in the
city of Indianapolis at that time. The doctors in charge
of the experiment wished to determine how much, if any,
the subject's memor\' had been impaired b\' the test. It
was believed that the race would be foremost in his
mind, since, at the beginning of the experiment, he was
engaged in preliminary calculations and designs for the
fuel and exhaust system of one of the cars being built
for the race. After his return to "life" and until his
death a few days ago, John was under observation by
the foremost men in all branches of science and sociology.
The following pages taken from his diary reveal, far
more clearly than do the observations, the processes which
he went through in his readjustment to life as he fouml
it in what to him was a new world.
"IVIay 29, 2100:
"Today has been one of the strangest days of m\- life.
When I volunteered for the 'sleep experiment,' I did
not think of its lasting more than a few weeks at the
most. My first concern when they told me the date was
to ask about the Memorial Day Race, and I was puzzled
when they all smiled as if they were quite pleased. Short-
ly after this, they told me that it was the year 2100. The
race is still held on Memorial Day, but it is on a new
speedway. The doctors ha\e promised to let me attend it,
even though I am still rather weak. 1 am very curious
to .see the cars. If they have been improved as much as
other things I have seen, they will indeed be marvels of
engineering! The room that I was in when I regained my
senses was almost like a room which I had dreamed fairies
lived in when I was a boy. There were no windows,
and no sound ever entered the room. The door was kept
closed except when someone passed through it. It seemed
to open automatically—some sort of photronic cell con-
trolled it, I suppose ; I must remember to ask about that
tomorrow, for all the doors that I have seen so far are
automatic.
"One of the most puzzling things I have seen toda>'
is so unbelievable that I hardl\- dare to mention it until
I am more certain that my mind is completely clear. A
short time after I became fully conscious, I felt thirsty;
but since so many things were happening, I didn't ask
for a drink, (^ne of the doctors, whose sole job seemed
to be recording my reactions to the questions the others
were asking, brought me a glass of water at almost the
same time that I first noticed my thirst. I would have
forgotten about it, except that he remarked, 'Here is the
drink you wanted.' Several times later in the day, sim-
ilar instances occurred. It seems that at least a few of
the people know just exactly what I'm thinking all the
time. I ha\en't asked about it yet, because I have so
many other questions to ask.
"The doctors have moved me to a hotel now, and I
am alone for the first time since early this morning when
I regained full consciousness. During the past hour I
have been exploring my suite. It has been a lot of fiui
trying to figure out how all the gadgets work. One of
the most convenient things is my telephone. It is an
earphone and microphone arranged in a unit much like
the cradle telephones which were in use at the time I
started the 'sleep,' but a bit lighter. On one side of this
telephone is the number dial, and on the other side is a
dial which tunes and controls the radio. Apparently, the
telephone is a small radio transmitter with a limited
range
—
probably just within the room in which it is
used. One of the workers in the hotel said that the tele-
phones have wires from station to station just as before,
but that each room has a larger and more complex trans-
mitter-receiver, which sends and receives signals from the
portable unit. Each telephone line in a single building
operates on a different frequency, .so that private lines
are assured. I still haven't tired of tuning m\' radio as
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I walk about the room carrying this small phone unit in
ni\ hand! My radio is a television set. of course.
"One thinu; that I have enjoyed is the music 1 ha\e
heard. The instruments arc all stranj^e to me, but man\
of them have .sounds similar to those of the instruments
which I remember. All the orchestras are small, and
most of the instruments are electrically amplified ; this is
obviously the rea.son for the small number of players.
In the orchestras which seem to be the theater and dance
orchestras, many of the instruments are what we used
to call 'synthetic"—the tones are produced mechanically.
It seems odd that I should have been alive when the
first of these mechanical instruments, the electric organ,
was popular. I am very an.xious to see these instruments
personally, so that 1 can see how they work; the tele-
vision image is .so small that I cannot see the actual
working of the instruments.
"I think that I'll go to bed now, so that I can be
fresh for tomorrow.
••May 30, 2100:
•'Today I saw my favorite race, but my greatest thrill
came from watching and inspecting the cars that were
used. They are so different from the old ones that I
could only get a .smattering of the principles upon which
they operate. It was the same race that it has b?en since
its start as the Memorial Day Classic. One of the doc-
tors told me that it was the oldest annual sporting race
in the world. The cars were more perfectly streamlined
than any that I ever dreamed of in the 'old world.'
The drivers are completely enclosed. Most of the cars
have engines which operate much like the old steam tiu"-
bine, a marvel of efficiency in 1940, but these gasoline
turbines burn a very light, moderately volatile hydro-
carbon fuel. One of the chemical engineers who prepared
the high-quality fuels for the race told me that most of
the fuels are now made synthetically from plants grown
under intensive cultivation processes. This is necessary
because much of the oil was wasted in the Second World
War. He said that most of the oil produced is used in
making lubricating materials which can be reclaimed,
rather than in making fuels.
••()ne of the mechanics showed me a piece of metal
from a combustion chamber which had broken from one
of the racing engines. It was extremely hard and had a
very low coefficient of thermal expansion, according to
one of the engineers nearby. The chief property of the
metal, however, was its abilit\ to withstand extremely
high temperature without losing its structural strength.
There is no direct mechanical connection between the
engine and the driving wheels; instead of the conven-
tional clutch to which I had been accustomed, a hydraulic
drive working upon the principle of the turbine is used.
This prevents an\' sudden shock's damaging either the
engine or the gears.
••The engines operate at extremeh high temperature,
and the exhaust is liberated at a relatively low tempera-
ture and pressure. Most of the engines develop about
l.OOO horsepower.
••.\fter the race, I asked the doctors, who were still
my guides, if I might \'isit some of the factories in In-
dianapolis. The plant that we visited was the Whi/
.Motor Works, where most airplane motors are made.
Here again the building was windowless, and the light
came from fluorescent tubes in which the light was pro-
duced by electrical discharges through gases. There was
no glare and no shadow from these lights; the room
seemed to glow rather than to be artificially lighted. The
air conditioning system must operate on a new principle,
for I heard no noise when they showed me the unit.
Machines in the plant furnish the heat, someone said.
I'm going to visit a heating engineer tomorrow; perhaps
he can explain how the circulating and filtering units
work so silently.
••Here again the engines were tmbines, and some
developed as high as 5,000 horsepower! I couldn't under-
stand this increase in power until I saw the largest engine
being tested. It was turning up 6,000 r.p.ni. at an oper-
ating temperature of 1,300 degrees Fahrenheit! The
rotor shaft was running on alloy roller bearings housed
in a circulating oil bath. The lubrication engineer told
me that the oil used for lubrication was subjected to a
high electric potential discharge through thin layers of
oil to improve film strength and heat resistance.
"May 31, 2100:
•Today I visited the Chicago Municipal Airport.
The planes are not the surprise I had expected. The
huge airliners are similar to the planes that I remember,
except that they are much larger and more refined in de-
sign. The engines are mounted inside the wings, with the
propellers operating from the back side of the wings,
so that the leading edge of the wing enters undisturbed
air. This fact is very important in the planes that I in-
spected today, because the leading edge has a difierent
airfoil from any I remember seeing before, and there are
some very complicated looking •flaps' and slots along
the leading edge, which enable the plane to lift its load
at a slower speed than the airfoil would normally allow.
At the planes' cruising speed, these flaps and slots close
automatically, letting the airfoil furnish the entire lift.
This results in two difierent wing sections—one for high
speeds and the other for take-off and landing speeds.
The plane that I inspected had a cruising speed of 47.S
miles per hour. It is flown and landed entirely auto-
matically, and the pilot's job consists merely in regulating
and operating the automatic pilot. It is possible in an
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Space—Time Universe
By Lyie SchatVer '42
" // r lun'i joiiiid ii slidinir frjol print on tin
shores of tin uiikiioiiii. II c have dii'isril frof<Jiind
theories, one lifter nnother. to neeoiint for its orii/in.
At last ive liavc sueeeeiled in reconstritrting the
creature that tnade the footprint. And to! It is our
ou'ii!"
Eddin'GTOn
C)iw of tlu" greatest of man's iinentions is the luini-
bet s\stem, for it will satisfy both the theoretical and
the practical side of mathematics. Today science is con-
tinnaliy linking the theoretical with the practical. Prac-
ticalh' we take a number of the first power and let it
represent linear units. We let the second power repre-
sent area, and the third volume. Here we gave way to
the theoretical. We had a fourth power but where was
the fourth dimension? Today science puts to use the
fourth power and it thinks in terms of foin- dimensions.
\V^hen we speak of the fourth dimension and count
the fourth dimensional thinkers, we realize that their
number is exceedingly small. Henri Poincare said, "Any-
one who devoted his life to it might perhaps in the end
form some idea of the fourth dimension." Moreover,
those who have formed some concept of the super-space
and work with the four dimensions do not agree with
the theories of one another. The science of the foiuth
dimension is not yet an exact science. Therefore, I do
not propose fully to explain the fourth dimension. More
exactly, when you have read this essay, you will be able
to distinguish not what it really is, but what it is not.
Although the fourth dimension is not an exact sci-
ence, we do not suppose that it has not contributed
anything of practical worth to the world. The hyper-
geometry of the fourth dimension has yielded irrefutable
results in the fields of astronomy, and evidence of its
realit\- have been adduced in the fields of physics, espe-
cially in electromagnetic phenomena. Moreover, the
postulates and theorems of the fourth dimensional
geometry are as exact and logical as those of Euclidian
geometry. Although we cannot visualize them we can
at least conceive and study them. The problem of the
fourth dimension is not imaginary but abstruse. Since
none of the images about us can give us a basis for com-
parison, it is difficult if not impossible to visualize a
fourth dimensional solid as to size and shape. To con-
ceive clearly the fourth dimension we should need other
senses, a different brain, in a word the power to break
the bonds which hold us within our three dimensional
envelope.
All relativists agree that we are living in a fourth
dimensional world. The three dimensions are our con-
cepts of it, our manner of relating it to our lives. Our
difficulty in picturing the fourth dimension is often re-
lated to the difficidty a person of a two dimensional
world might have in picturing the third dimension. His
world is involved in a three dimensional universe, and
the two dimensions are his concepts of it. Let us imagine
one of the iidiabitants of such a Flatland. That is to
say, a being incredibh' thin, and Hat like a sheet of paper,
living on a marble table from which he cannot po.ssibly
escape, just as one cannot escape from the earth. He is
absolutely unaware of the fact that space exists, so that
he has no idea of the thickness or height of objects. He
has never seen objects which have height or thickness.
Let us cut out of paper two identical triangles, as the
two in figure one. Let us then place them into the world
of Flatland. Our Flatland friend, having studied the
I'ij;. I V\v.. •-'
lines which enclose them, and which are all that he can
see and touch, will conclude that the two triangles are
equal and similar. He can pro\e this by sliding one of
them over the other, and seeing that the\' occup\' the
same area and position.
Let us instead turn one of the triangles over, as in
the second drawing. The flat being will once more look
at his triangles, and after examining them, the lengths
of the sides and the sizes of the angles, he will discover
that each has its counterpart in the other, and there is
no difference between the two in regard to the area
which they occupy. They are precisely similar; but to
his inexpressible amazement, he can in no way make
one of them fit upon the other as before. Now should
a being of the third dimension appear, and turn the tri-
angle through the third dimension, a world which in
con.sequence is immeasurably superior to that in which the
flat being is confined, so that the triangle has rotated
on one of its sides, it will fit perfectly.
It is the same with us. We cannot visualize the
outer world. To us there are onl\' three dimensions. But
when problems unsolvable by three dimensional geom-
etry are solved by hypergeometry, we have to accept as
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(iid tlic Hat man the rcalit\ ot a world bcyunti our coni-
prcheiisioii. (e. g. rlic i.clcbran-<i ilisiilaceineiit of the
penhflion ot Mcrcinx, a triumph of the Kinstcin
theor\
. )
Just as a two dimensional figure of Flatland is in
reahty a cross-section of a three dimensional solid, so is
a three dimensional solid a cross-section of a fourth di-
mensional solid. It is not improbable that the fourth
dimension is the movement of the third, or of a solid,
in a direction which is not contained in it. and which
lies outside all the directions which are possible in a
three-dimensional figure.
What then is this new direction? The ordinary
mathematical method of measiuing the location of an
object is to relate its position to an arbitrary set of ref-
erence frames. In two dimensions two perpendicular
lines are employed; in three dimensions three perpendicu-
lar lines are employed. Relativists assume reference
frames for all positions, directions, and speed. This
introduces the element of time which gives us the fourth
dimension. This is the new direction.
So far this seems logical. At this point, however,
the relativist's reasoning becomes obtruse. We will yield
to this new concept of the variable time, but the rela-
tivist then reverts to three dimensional space, and says
that time is in reality nothing more than space — not
the space of the three dimensions as we see it, but a new
space viewed in a different perspective called space-time.
The fourth dimension is a contiuLunn in which not lines,
surfaces, or solids, but events form a continuity. He
speaks not of solids, but of movements or events which
play in time the same part that solids play in space. The
fourth dimension is an aggregate of events, and the event
of space-time corresponds to a point in space, and can
be located by an observer with respect to a system of
reference frames.
This concept of time relative to space is hard to
grasp. "We understand by time," says Ouspensky, "the
distance which separates events in the order of succes-
sion, while connecting them in different wholes. This
distance is in a direction which is not contained in space
of three dimensions; this is why it must be the new di-
mension of space, i. e. the fourth dimension. It cannot
be compared with the dimensions of three dimensional
space any more than a year can be compared with St.
Petersburg. It is perpendicular to all the directions of
three dimensional space and is parallel to none of them.
By time we are in reality expressing a certain space and
a movement in this space ; and consequently, extension
in time is extension in unknown space." Thus we arc
forced to realize that time and space are very closeh
akin and at certain points are interchangeable. "1 he
sense of time is an imperfect sense of space," says Ous-
pensky, "the fringe and limit of our spatial sense."
Space is the present made visible. Time is space that is
on the move, and becoming the future or the past. We
cannot measure our limited space save by the time we
take to traverse it, and we can only measure the space
which is beyond our frontiers by the number of seconds
or of centuries which light takes to traverse it ; and
as soon as we endeavor to give time a sort of countenance,
we can only imagine it as an immaterial space. There
is no difference between time and space except that our
consciousness moves along time ; and when we no longer
are able to follow time, the image of space encompasses
us.
Confronted h\ such a statement we ;nc thrown into
a sort of cosmic impasse. When the mathematicians
come to the critical point where space no longer responds
to their investigation, they call in a fourth variable, (t) ;
it is time that restores equilibrium to their calculations
and enables them to carry them further, after which
they are compelled to recognize that time is nothing
more than space which has changed its name. It is
enough, therefore, that space should assume a different
name, and operations become possible which, though
they seem to be based on a twofold illusion, are none the
less capable of attaining truths which experiment will
confirm.
When we have grasped this concept of space-time
we have the heart of the fourth dimension, (^f course
there are terms and theorems of the fourth dimensional
geometr\, but the language and the consciousness of
the fourth dimensional thinker is not ours, and it is
almost impossible to write about them in our terms.
However, a few of the terms of the fourth dimensional
mathematician will be of interest, and will help to show
how he puts to use the space-time concept.
The fourth dimensional relation between two neigh-
boring events is called an interval, which corresponds to
distance in the third dimensional world. The track
of a particle through the fourth dimensional space time
is called its world-line. World lines have no absolute
shape, and they may intersect each other or not. Every
world-line must be so drawn as to represent the .shortest
line between two points, because as we shall see later,
space-time is curved and the greater the curvature the
shorter is the distance between two points. In other
words, every world-line must be geodesic in the fourth
dimensional continuum. Geodesic means the shortest
distance between two points on a curved surface. The
world-line of a ray of light is geodesic in the continuum.
Hodies free to move travel in the line of least resistance,
that is, in geodesies.
The Einstein theory is based on the density of
matter and the curvature of the universe or space.
Matter or substance which fills the entire space and
identifies itself with space is not uniform, the amount
of its curvature and of the curvature of space it occupies
is proportional to its density. The curvature of so-called
empty space is almost zero. It is not absolute zero,
because there can be no such condition as absolutely
empty space. Gravitation can be artificially produced
by acceleration, and acceleration is the result of the
warped condition or the curvature of space. A^Iass mul-
tiplied by time is called action, and action is the curvature
of space-time. Wherever there is matter, there is action
and therefore curvature.
To summarize, although the superdimensional world
is an abstract world where only conditions and states
exist, it is the world in which we live. As was men-
tioned in the comparison with the two dimensional
being, his world is a cross section of the three dimen-
sional world about him. Likewise, our three dimensional
world represents a cross-section of the fourth dimensional
world in which we actually exist. Matter of the thinl
dimensional world represents limitless numbers and va-
rieties of cross-sections of the super-dimensional world.
The fovn-th dimensional form is produced by moving
a solid in the perpendicular direction of time. Time, an
old \ariable, which restores equilibrium to the mathe-
matician's calculations, fills a link in the fourth-dimen-
sional concept, and reveals itself as a "blood-brother" of
space.
I
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Television Transmitter
TELEVISION'S HORIZON
Another scientific theory has just been blasted into
the hereafter. Since the beginning of practical television,
scientists working toward its perfection had accepted the
theory that television waves were transmitted in straight
lines and could not bend themselves around the curva-
ture of the earth; that is. they were limited to the dis-
tance of the horizon. The only solution to the problem
was the construction of antennae high enough to make
possible straigiit-line sending over long distances. The
solution was only a temporary respite, since the practical
height of antennae towers is, of coiuse, limited. Tele-
vision scientists were stumped. What to do now?
Interference between the Philco and Columbia trans-
mitting stations, ninety miles apart, was noted in the
Philadelphia area. If stations couldn't .send pictures any
farther than the visible horizon, how could one station
interfere with another ninety miles from it? The here-
tofore-accepted theory was plainly theory and nothing
more. Another of television's obstacles has been set aside.
THOSE VERSATILE E. E.s'
John C). Kraehenbuehl, recently advanced to profes-
sorship, is a busy man. Besides teaching classes and doing
research in illumination and related problems, he serves
three committees, the College Program Committee, the
Library Committee, and the E. E. Department Teaching
Program Committee. Last summer he and Mr, Horn
busied themselves studying the wear of crayons on black-
boards. He devised a machine to do the work of wearing
out the specimens of crayon. He has green and yellow
black ( ?) boards and uses colored chalk and sponge eras-
ers in his classroom, hidden awa\ in the E. E. Annex.
Several of the staff are studying meter and relay
problems. M. A. Faucett and C. A. Keener are pre-
paring a paper on this subject for publication in the
journal of the AIEE. Professor Keener also finds time
for participation on four college committees: the Dual
Curricula Committee, the College Polic\' and De\elop-
ment Committee, the Program Committee, and the De-
partment Meeting Committee.
Most \ersatile of all is probably Professor Knight,
active in campus dramatics, college committees, Ho\'
Scout work, and research in problems of meters and
photography, the latter being one of his hobbies. He is
the secretary of the Engineering Faculty and a member
of the Committee for Engineering Petitions, the Illini
Theater Guild, and the Illini Board of Control. He rep-
resents the department in faculty dramatic presentations.
Professor H. G. Reich is the flying electrical engineer.
When not flying over the country on pleasure or business,
he is concerned with research in electronics, (^ne of the
results of his work is a device to measure the speeds of
automobiles passing a point on a highway. It has proved
itself during several years of use by the Illinois Highway
Department and several other states. It is a versatile
gadget. Last spring it measured the speed of ba.seballs
thrown by visitors of the engineering show. It is also
used to measure the speeds of bullets.
The electrical engineers have a knack for gadgets
—
usually practical ones. H. X. Hayward, who is in charge
of the instrument room, is developing a scale drawing
de\ice which calibrates instruments by incorporating cor-
rections in a new scale. Professor H. A. Brown teaches
and conducts research in radio problems. He and Pro-
fessor Paine are studying problems of high voltage in-
sulation. It is only natural that Professor Brown is the
faculty key man in S.\"nton, professional radio fraternity.
He acts as the fraternity's trustee.
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THE POLAR GIANT
By George Guirl '42
Seeking to insuie the L nited States' claims in tlie
Antarctic regions, the Research Foundation ot the Ar-
mour Institute of Technology has designed and construct-
ed a giant "Snow Cruiser" to be used on Admiral Hryd's
third South Pole expedition. This strange conveyance
was designed to provide a mobile base tor the expedition
as well as to house much of the scientific equipment and
apparatus. A part\ of perhaps four scientists will take
up quarters in the huge machine and from it will make
observations and record scientific facts while miles away
from their main base.
On previous expeditions, ships were able to come near
the shores of the Antarctic regions, but then for only a
few months at a time. Tractors were somewhat of a
success, but their cruising range and maneuverability
were greath limited. Dog teams could not carry enough
supplies and were good for only a few miles each trip.
Airplanes required too elaborate and expensive landing
facilities.
Only after careful and scientific consideration did
Dr. Thomas C. Poulter, scientific director of the Re-
search Foundation, outline the specifications for a trans-
portation uiu't that would serve in eliminating all dis-
advantages of former exploration. Dr. Poulter outlined
them as follows: "the cruising range of the luiit should
be from four to six thousand miles and it should be able
to travel across any t\pe of rough terrain or open crev-
asses; moreover, it must be its own base in the event
of storm, without having to make elaborate preparation.
An auxiliary means of making high altitude observations
would be necessary. The unit, however, in the exent
of a forced or desired stay of several months in one spot
should consume no more provisions than the crew itself
should need. It should also be desirable that a sufficient
amount of scientific and radio equipment be taken along
for observations and communication."
The framing structure of the criiiser is the kuul used
in airplanes; structural members b?ing welded together
and covered with vei\' thin sheet metal. All of the
frame structure was welded, instead of riveted as is
usual. Regular 12-inch structural "I" beams were used
in the base or floor of the cruiser, having every other
part tacked to them, straightened, then finalh welded
into place. Throughout the frame structure, special steel
was used—steel which could withstand severe shocks
and temperatures of fifty or more degrees below zero.
Welding, used primarily as a weight reducer, saved
5,00(1 pounds, bringing the cruiser's total weight down
to 43,000 pounds. With a full load of equipment and
fuel, it weighs 7x000 pounds. It is 20 feet wide and ^0
feet long; as long as three automobiles Inied up binnper
to bumper.
In the foremost |iart of the cruiser is the ccinrrol
loom, built into a raiseil luitch to increase \isibilit\. In
the control room is the dashboard, eight feet long and
covered with a multitude of dials, gauges, and indicators.
In the rear of the control room and built upon a cat-
walk is a chart table upon which the scientists will plot
their course of tra\ el. I nilerneath the catwalk are the
welding generator, pumps, and other equipment. To the
left and below the control room is the machine shop, in
which equipment and apparatus for repair work may be
found. On the opposite side of the machine shop is the
engine room, in which are located the two 130 horse-
power diesel engines with which heat and power are
generated. The galley and darkroom are one and the
same. In the living quarters are sleeping bunks lining
either wall, and a heater, a table, and chairs in the cen-
ter. Between the rear wheels is storage space for food
to last four men at least a year. Directly behind the food
storage space is a compartment for two spare tires.
The cruiser carries a huge generator, capable of an
output of 200 amperes, which supplies current for the
foiu' traction motors as well as for heating, cooking,
lighting, and other equipment. Included among its scien-
tific equipment are a photographic darkroom, a two-way
ladio SNStem, geological eqiupment, and astronomical
data recorders. "It is \irtually a traveling scientific
laboratory," says one critic.
As was mentioned before, two Cummins Diesel en-
gines are used as basic power units. The diesel engines
have coupled to them two 50-kilowatt generators which
suppl\ each of the auxiliary traction-wheel dri\c motors
with current, (ihcol is the cooling agent for the diesel
engines. None of the heat gi\en off b\ the exhaust of
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the engines will be wasted. Devices have been installe<l
with which to warm the airplane engine and with which
to heat the tires after they ha\e stood motionless tor
some time.
Since each wheel is powered and controlled st-parate-
h', the cruiser's maneuverability is greatly increased, f.ach
wheel can be lowered, raised, and steered separately.
Thus the vehicle can move sideways at an angle, turn
sharp corners, crawl along with its framework in the
snow and ice, or glide along with its body four feet above
the ground. Designed to slip across crevasses 15 feet
wide, the cruiser should encounter no trouble in man-
euvering over the desolate, rough lands of the Antarctic.
Its four electric traction motors carr\ the cruiser, full\
loaded, up grades as steep as 37 per cent and on le\el
ground at 30 miles an hour.
The cruiser carries an airplane, with which the ex-
plorer's will map lands by using a huge seven-lens aerial
camera especially' adapted to that use in Antarctica.
Mounted on top of the cruiser, the plane can be de-
tached, loaded, and made ready for flight in 10 minutes.
It has a cruising range of 1,500 miles, and with it the
men can reach the ocean from any interior point, even
though the Antarctic territory is larger than the United
States and Mexico combined.
An engineering feat within itself was the construction
of the pneumatic tires, the largest and only ones of their
kind in the world. Since it was required that they have
such large surface area, their design was indeed a prob-
lem. Each tire is 10 feet in diameter, has 12 plies (auto-
mobile tires have only four or six), weighs nearly 800
pounds, and has a contact surface area of three square
feet. They were extremely expensive and because they
are expected to wear but little, only six of them were
manufactured. Along with the tire problem came another
question—how were the tires to be changed? An ingen-
ious device was constructed, whereby a simple portable
derrick and hydraulic lift are used to raise the wheel and
axle into working position. From there on the task is
a man-sized job, requiring all four men to "negotiate"
the tire into place.
Who were the men to be chosen to accompany Dr.
Poulter in the snow cruiser? That was a question of
major importance. Dr. Poidter, who made the selection,
had set down these requirements as the necessary com-
bined talents of the four men: licensed airplane pilot,
airplane mechanic, licensed radio engineer and operator,
aerial photographer, navigator, geophysicist, surveyor,
diesel engineer, physicist, doctor of medicine, cook, min-
erologist, geologist, chemist, meteorologist, and amateur
astronomer. Each man had a through training in one
major field and extensive training in each of three or four
other fields listed.
Now that the snow cruiser has been rightfully tested,
checked, searched for faults, and given a tremendous
write-up in the newspapers, it remains only to be seen
whether in its final test it will perform the tasks in-
tended for it.
Poulter and X'antborf
Harold Vagtborg, C. E. '26. Director of the Re-
search Foundation of the Armour Institute of Technol-
ogy, supervised the planning, building, and financing of
the giant $150,(100 polar pullmau, along with Dr. T. C.
Poulter. It was under his supervision and watchful eye
that the cruiser made its breaking-in trip from Chicago
to Boston.
(iraduated from the U. of I. in municipal and san-
itary engineering, Mr. Vagtborg became a partn?r in
the firm Allen ^' Vagtborg, Inc., designers of water
treatment and sewage disposal plants. From 1931 until
1930 he taught sanitary engineering at Armour Institute
where he received his M. S. degree in 1''37. In that
same year he became Associate Director of the Research
Foundation and later Managing Director.
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Presenting
VAL CICHOWSKL CVr. ^(I, is one ot Horace
(jreeley's proteges, migrating west all the way from New
Britain, Connecticut, to enroll in Illinois' ceramics
course. Val received his education in the public schools
of New Britain and was graduated from the New Bri-
tain Senior High School in the class of 1929. He spent
the several years following working in and learning about
porcelain enameling. Before coming to Illinois, he at-
tended Trinity College in Hartford for the equi\alent
of one year. After searching for a good school in which
to continue his stud\' of ceramics, he came to Illinois and
went to work in porcelain enameling, the work in which
lie hopes to specialize after graduation this spring. Val
has been one of the main cogs in the student branch of
the American Ceramics Society, the societ)' in which he
served a term as President. He is also a member of Sig-
ma Tau, all engineering honorary; Keramos, ceramic
jionorary professional fraternity; Alpha Chi Sigma. iiro-
fessional chemists' social fraternity, and Tau Beta Pi,
engineering honorary. Industry is Val's forte. Anyone
who know.s how hard he worked on the enameled porce-
lain programs for the Ceramists' Ruckus will vouch for
that.
\.\\. ( l( IKIWSKI
THOMAS .M<( i;\( KIN
THOMAS .McCRACKIN, C. E. '40, is the ener-
getic president of the A. S. C. E. Tom, one of the cadet
majors on the colonel's staff of the University R. O.
T. C, is an active member of Pershing RiHes, Scabbard
and Blade, Tau Nu Tau, the Military Council, and is
also President of the Illini Engineers. McCrackin at-
tended Ritenour High School in St. Louis and playetl
football four years, basketball two years, and took a
Hing at dramatics. He had to leave school for two years
to fatten his purse as Corresponding Clerk for the In-
ternational Shoe Company. Between times Tom tooted
a mean trumpet, until he saw the famous Illini band
in action. He followed the band right into the Twin
Cities and the L niversity. Foi' two summers McCrackin
picnicked with pay as U. S. Ranger at Yellowstone Na-
tional Park. Last summer he spent six weeks at Camp
Custer learning some of the things he hopes he never
has to apph'. From Camp Custer he rushed back to
work as assistant engineer on a paving job at Chanute
I'ield. At present Tom is assisting Mr. E. W. Suppiger
in the stud\' of Loadings on Concrete Specimens ami is
,ilsi) earning tobacco money as agent for McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company.
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JOSEPH WAISMAN
JOSEPH L. WAISMAN, Met. '40, works hard
and studies hard but has a whale of a time meanwhile.
He likes music, both classical and swing and thinks wom-
en are here to stay. Joe was born in Racine, Wisconsin,
on March 10, 1919, and later moved to Chicago. Fol-
lowing graduation from Von Steuben High School
Waisman attended Roosevelt, where he was a member
of the school chess team and an officer in the R. O. T. C.
unit. Here at the L niversity, Joe is always on the go.
He was a member of the Tcchnot/raph staff, the Inde-
pendent Council, and M. I. I). A. He was Vice Presi-
dent and is now prexy of the Mineral Industries Society
and is also Recording Secretary of the Illini Engineers.
One summer Waisman was a "trucker" at a machine
shop in Racine, and the last few summers he has cov-
ered the Midwest as a steel salesman. At Illinois he
works as a laboratory helper in the Metallurgy Labora-
tory and as an assistant in the Engineering Library. All
his activities haven't kept Waisman from maintaining
high scholarship, as evidenced by his membership in Sig-
ma Tau and Tan Beta Pi. Joe is now engrossed in his
Bachelor's Thesis on the Heat Treatnient of Coal Cut-
ter Bits.
OTTO HALLDEN, C. E. '40, was born in Rock-
ford, Illinois, on February 10, 1914, and attended
Rockford grammar schools through the eighth grade.
During his high schol years in Rockford, he managed to
stay among the first 10 scholasticaliy, while taking part
in a number of activities that included the Vice-Presi-
dency of the ninth grade class, varsity swimming, intra-
mural sports, and management of several clubs.
Hallden spent his evenings as locker room attendant
and life guard at the Rockford Boy's Club. Summers
lie spent profitably as counsellor at summer camps op-
erated by the Club.
L pon graduation from high school. Otto spent a
trying interval knocking around in a depression-ridden
country, working at odd jobs. When his younger brothei-
decided to work his way through the University of Illi-
nois, Otto followed suit, but the Hallden boys struck
a snag. They ran out of funds, so Otto went home and
worked the rest of the semester, but he came back in
February to take another crack. After that single set-
back, the Hallden brothers found enough work to carry
them through their four years.
Otto Hallden is a member of the A. S. C. E., was
Secretary and is now President of Mu San. He is deep
in the sanitary option in civil engineering and hopes to
find employment in that line of work after graduation.
OTTO H.\LL1)EX
Calculating Resistance
Hey E. E.s! For hard-drawn copper wire:
T 4- ?34 =iR= T59 5
""
X 1.261^ X L X 10*
R is resistance in ohms.
T is temperature in degrees Centigrade.
L is length in feet
S is wire size ( B. (S: S. or A. W. G.
)
Set your index above the constant 1.261 on LL. ; set
your hairline to the value of S on the C scale, and read
1.261* on LL. luider the hairline. The rest is easv. Once
you get the idea, it's as quick as hunting up a resistance
table. If the temperature is 25 degrees C, the fraction
becomes unity. For multiple-zero wire sizes S must be
considered negative. R. Tideman.
A Freshman's Prayer
Now I lay me douii to rest
Before I take tomorrow's test.
If I should die before I wake.
Thank Ciod I'd have no test to take.
FOR SALE—One Bed—or will trade for a kero-
sene lamp. Have changed from the Commerce to the
Engineering College.
Absent minded professor (after date)
from here next time.
"
"We'll go
12 'J'lli; ILLINOIS Ti;CH.\()(iRAI'H Jiiuuiiiy. 1^40
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Flame-Produced Ice
"Atlil a steam engine to a compressor refrigerator,"
says Dr. R. ^L l^uffington of the Servel Electrolux
Company, "and you get a machine which, without mov-
ing parts, will turn heat into ice." The thermodynamic
principles of such a machine were explained at the
ASME meeting Nov. 30.
These principles were known long ago, according
to Dr. Buffington, but were put into use only recently.
Two Swedish university students. Von Platton and Mun-
ters, by di.scovering how to circulate ammonia through
a constant pressiu'e cycle, pointed the way to the non-
mechanical machine which now steals ice from a tiny
gas flame. Dr. Bufiington displayed a small "flea-pow-
ered" refrigerator with an alcohol lamp at one end and
frost at the other.
The new officers of the ASME are:
Keith Carter '40 Pnsiilciil
Ed Wanderer '40 lice President
Tom Jackson '41 Secretary
Paul Smith '40 Treasurer
Fiil'licity ('.fjininittec
Victor Frysinger '4(1 (). W. (larnei- '4(1
Pat Mallov '41
Avery Shows Own Films
At the general engineers' meeting N 0\', ( leor;
Avery showed some beautiful movies which he took in
several national parks. Shown in the films were, among
other topics, the construction of a dam and of an all-
weather road through a narrow canyon subject to wash
and slide.
The Society of General Engineers, formed in 1928,
for eight years was very active. Absorbed b\' the ASCE
in 1936, it fell into the background and became dormant.
Last \ear, prominent general engineers on the campus
formed a nucleus to begin reorganization of the original
club. Although the organization has been growing stead-
il\ in size and importance since last year, its leaders
know that there are still many general engineers on the
campus who could gain much from membership ui tin-
society and as.sociation with its members. A plan is under
way to make the Societ\ of (leneral Engineers national!)
recognized. The seven chapters in the country need only
a few more members and a little more drive to make if
one of the top-ranking national societies.
Faculty Research Paper Presented
"The Accuracy of W'atthour Meters on Intermittent
Loads," research project of Professors Warren and
Keener and Mr. Helm, was presented in a most clear
and fascinating manner at the last A.I.E.E. meeting.
The large number of questions from the audience indi-
cated appreciation and understanding of the well-pre-
pared, copiously illustrated talks. Following the presen-
tation, officers for the second semester were elected as
follows:
Spalding Robb '40 President
Donald Nelson '41 Vice President
Frank Thoma '40 Secretary
Leo Rosenman '40 Treasurer
Ralph Kuehn '41 Publicity (Ihainnan
Synton Initiates
Recently initiated into S\'nton, "ham society," were:
Albert Fish, Robert Hockfield, Charles Martin, Don
Mason, Robert Nelnis, Richard Pinsley, Walter Ste-
phens, Wesley Stull, Walter Taylor, and Stanley Wil-
cox. At the banquet following the formal initiation,
Mr. James A. Ebel, Chief Engineer for station WILL,
described the enormous amount of work necessary to
obtain the data required for the hearing which WILL
had before the Federal Communications Commission,
when asking for an increase of power. Officers of
Synton for the following semester are as follows:
|ohn lacobowitz, W90XA President
r,eoffrev Vore, W9QBJ //,, President
Stanley Howell, W9QAF Secretary
Stanley Peirce, W9MXE Treasurer
Lloyd Rigg, W9YST Chief Operator
(icorge Kirkpatrick, W9LGQ--<^>'/;/V/ Engineer
{
-ASCE Fleets
The officers for next semester are:
Robert Chase '41 President
Harry Prince '40 lice President
Joseph Mcintosh '40 Secretary
William Bills '41 Treasurer
I
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SEE THESE OUTSTANDING TAPE VALUES
AT YOUR DEALERS. WRITE FOR CATALOG
lUFKIN
TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN New York City
HIGGINS American Drawing Inks
enable you to do better work— Let the
HIGGINS Inkettes tell you how—
Iliggins American Drawing Inks have those qualities of
uniformity, even flow and true color which are demandetl
hy professional men throughout the world. Higgins Inks
come in Vi aterproof and Soluble blacks, 17 brilliant \\ ati r-
proof colors including \\ hite and Neutral Tint. l''or better
work, buy Iliggins at your College Store.
HIGGinS
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. T.
A WORLD of
INFORMATION
in BOOKS
The textbooks that you will be
needing this next semester
are on our shelves.
SLIDE RULES
A complete stock
of all kinds of
paper and scliciol
supplies.
Vour o I d te\l •
hooUs taken for
cash or on con-
signment.
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Valentines
The Superb Showing nf
All Types of Valentines Now
Holds the Stage in Our Store
"To Love is to Remember," and Our 'Vals'
will help you do a good job of remem-
bering. 'Vals' for everybody.
For the Second Semester,
we can help you in
PENS, NOTEBOOKS, PENCILS,
PAPERS, AND SUPPLIES
Let us stamp your Slide Rule with your
name for iiletitification
STRAUCH'S
709 South Wright Street
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ENGINEER'S DL\RY . . .
[(Jontinue/l from Piit/f 4)
emergency for the pilot to control the plane manually
until it is safe to land or until the automatic pilot is
repaired. Rut they told me this rarely happens.
"The small privately owned planes are autogiros.
They were experimental jobs back in the old days. These
planes use only the rotors for support and have no wings.
The front wheels are very ruggedly constructed, and the
rear wheel is the same size as the two front ones. The
plane without the rotor loks very much like the cars
I ha\e been seeing, in fact, some planes serve also as cars.
Most people store their rotors at the airport unless they
are going to be switching often from air to land, in which
case they u.se a different rotor which can be carried on
the plane and folded out of the way w-hen not in use.
This rotor is very light and quite a bit slower than the
regular rotor, which is used only for straight flying.
"My clothes, which the doctors ordered for me, came
rliis morning. They are odd looking but very comfortable
and bright. Clothes which are in direct contact with
the body are made of a material which seems to be a
cellulose product—at least it looks and has a texture like
rayon. The outer garments are made of glass cloth and
rayon and are very strong. They are fireproof, too.
"I am very tired tonight. I think I'll go to bed early.
I ha\'e trouble in breathing comfortably. I guess the ex-
citement is too strong for me. I hope to go to the oil
fields tomorrow to see them flush out the old oil reser-
voirs to recover the oil which was not removed when the
fields were originally operated. They have described
the process to me, and it seems to work like the Frash
process for the extraction of sulfur from underground
beds. They use a solvent w-hich has a very low surface
tension and takes the oil into solution quite readily. In
some fields the oil sand is actually mined and the rock
treated with solvents to remove the oil.
"Breathing is becoming much more ilifficiilt. I
hope
—
"
-^ ^ *
We all regret John's death. His heart, weakened by
the abnormall\- long rest, found the sudden return to
active use too much.
And then there was the butcher who backed into
the meat grinder and got a little behind in his orders.
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THE ILLINI TRAIL
By Elvvyn King and Gerald Homann
To find new uses for arc (electric) weldino;, the
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation of Cleveland
recently sponsored a :;';200,()()0 award program, in which
three of the o.Si prize winners are lllini : Adolph V.
Bulaw '35, Charles A. Davis Jr. '32, and Paul A.
Smith '11.
Arc welding in which the parts to be joined are
heated to fusion by an electric arc by the passage of a
large current through the junction, is already wideh'
used for joining steel rails, steel tubing, etc. The Lincoln
foundation winners have, however, found other applica-
tions which can save industry at least $1,600,000. Arc
welding has already effected great savings—Fords would
cost $2,000 more if not arc welded.
—'36—
l^eslie Silverman, M. E., is working for his Doctorate
at Harvard L^niversity. After leaving Illinois, he studied
at Rutgers, where he received his ^'I. S. in Mechanical
Engineering. His major field is Industrial Hygiene.
—'15—
Clyde F. Weingartner, graduate in Architectural
Engineering in 1915, spent the first two years after his
graduation working for the I. C. Railroad. When the
United States entered the War, Weingartner enlisted
in the Corps of Engineers. He attained the rank of
lieutenant and served for two years. In 1919, forsaking
his earlier line of work, Clyde entered the real estate
business with his father in Rockford, and since then, has
handled real estate, loans, and insurance. He married
Miss Dorothy Fuller, also of Rockford, in 1920, and
now has three children, Phillip, Ann, and Jean. Phillip,
now a senior in high school, may be seen here at Illinois
soon.
'37—
The National Carbon Co. of Cleveland, Ohio em-
ploy:; Bruce K. Shonneger, M. E., as an Industrial En-
gineer. His work is cost estimating, time and motion
stud\-, and rate setting.
—'39—
We are wondering if Siil Herman ever fulfilled his
threat of drinking three design classes under their boards
in one afternoon. At present Mr. Berman is working
in the Soils Testing Laboratory for the Chicago Sub-
way and Traction Department. Before he graduated
in February, 19.?9, Sid budgeted his time between the
'rcibnoi/raph. amateur photography, and the student
chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He
was president of this group his last semester. The con-
struction of the new Chicago subways is occupying all
of Sid's time right now.
Tom Chapman knew what he wanted to do before
he came to Illinois, and now he is doing it. After gradu-
ation in 1939, he went to work for the Carter Oil Com-
pany as a Petroleum Engineer Trainee. At present he
is in Tulsa, Oklahoma. At school Chapman held all the
offices (at different times) of the student chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engineers. In addition, he
was a Tau Beta Pi man. (As this magazine goes to
print we learn that Tom has recently been transferred
to South America.)
—'32—
Charles A. Davis, M. E. ('32), an engineer for the
Caterpillar Tractor Company at Peoria since graduation,
has re-designed the track roller frames of Caterpillar
tractors so that the maximum economy in arc welding
is gained. By his plan a 48 per cent saving could be
effected.
PROBLEMS MADE EASY
By Use of Slide Rules
We have the Keuffel and Esser's Slide Rules for Engineers, etc. The
Recognized Standard of Calculating Efficiency
Green and Wright THE CO-OP Phone 6-1369
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EXTRA-SPECfAt OEi/VERY
To most people, the mailman is a teilow who rings the
doorbell or toots a whistle or stops at roadside boxes.
But to Rear Admiral Byrd and his expedition the mailman
is a chap thousands of miles away.
The Admiral's mail, you see, is delivered by one ot General
Electric's world-famous short-wave stations at Schenectady,
just as was done tor the two previous Byrd expeditions. The
letters are read from WGEO every other Friday, 1 1 to i i
-.45
p.m., EST, under the direction of station manager Eugene S.
Darlington, Oregon State ex-Test man, and John R. Sheehan,
Union '25, program manager.
A General Electric all-wave receiver on both the Bear of
Oakland and the North Star, the party's ships, are the actual
mailboxes. They will later be installed at the expedition's
two camps. VVGEO's mailman invites friends and relatives
to send messages to the Byrd Antarctic Mailbag, General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y., tor transmission to the expedi-
tion. Fittv words is the maximum.
PUni PACKAGE
FAME is nothing new to Brazil. She is not only the worKi's
leading coffee grower, but also the largest state in South
America, being 250,000 square miles bigger than continental
United States.
Fame also is nothing new to General Electric's transporta-
tion department, headed by Guy \V. Wilson, Penn State '23
and ex-Test man. In all parts ot the nation, the products of
this G-E division can be seen in operation. Theretore, what is
more natural than tor these two parties to get together?
They have— frequently. Their latest bit ot co-operation is
represented by tour G-E direct-current locomotives, the
world's most powerful, scheduled tor delivery this month to
the Paulista Railroad in Brazil. These 185-ton locomotives
have a continuous rating ot 4200 horsepower and a maxi-
mum speed of 93 miles per hour.
D!
NAUTICAL MOTOR
IFFERENT though the sailing ships ot a century ago
were from the express liners ot today, the two have many
things in common. Among their points ot similarity is a need
tor emergency pumps, for water may sometime get where
it doesn't belong because ot a collision or other accident.
•A tar cry trom the hand-operated pumps ot old is the
equipment which will be part ot the S. S. America, the
United States Lines' new 723-foot superliner, the largest
ever built in American yards. Mounted J^o teet helov\ the
liner's boat deck, a G-E 40-horsepower motor will drive
an .Aldrich pump capable ot emptying 900 gallons of tlootj
water per minute. The motor and pump will empty all
compartments through a system ot piping reaching all parts
of the ship. Other G-E equipment on the America includes
150 auxiliary motors and controls tor such equipment as
winches, retrigeration machines, and steering apparatus.
These applications are t\pical ot the thousands ot uses
to which General Electric motors have been successtully
applied. And an important reason for this success is the
vast amount of motor-test data contributed by the young
engineering college graduates on the G-E Test Course.
GENERALO ELECTRIC
l/t^l
\a
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Super-activity
in aviation is cur-
rently putting the
spot-light on the
unique value of
magnesium — the
world's lightest structural metal.
In aeronautics, the race for greater
speed
—
greater payload—hinges on the
elimination of needless weight. Mag-
nesium, weighing only one fourth as
much as iron—one third less than any
other metal commonly used— is rapidly
being specified in an increasing number
of applications.
But, aviation is not the only field in
which magnesium is riding high. The
whole realm of transportation— rail-
roads, buses, trucks, passenger cars, and
even tractors— is fast adopting mag-
nesium as the means of stepping up per-
formance, pay load capacity and power
utilization through weight reduction.
Industry, too, is taking an ever-growing
advantage of the high-strength low-
weight ratio of this metal. In machinery,
household and office appliances, hand
and portable tools, it is doing what no
other metal can accomplish.
Magnesium, known in metallurgic
circles as DOVCMETAt*, is a basic metal
like iron, tin, copper or aluminum. It is
not only light— but strong and durable;
ready to serve in many heavy-duty appli-
cations. For example, DONX'MFTAL land-
ing wheels on the huge, multi-motored
transport planes withstand the shock
and impact of tons.
The Neu' Doug/as DC 3
DOWMETAL, produced in a wide range
of specialized alloys, is available in sheet,
strip, plate, sand, die and permanent
mold castings; also standard and special
extruded shapes. It can be worked by all
common methods such as stamping, forg-
ing, drawing, hot-forming, riveting, and
welding.
No wonder that DOWMETAL is riding
high in American industry. It speaks the
idiom of present-day designing and fabri-
cation
—
greater performance through
lightness.
M.irk Rob. U. S. Pat. < III.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
Branch Sales Oifices: 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York Cicy—Second and Madison Streets. St. Louis-
Field Building, (hica^io— 9 Main Street, San Francisco— 4151 Bandini BI\d.. Los Angeles
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Our Electrical Engineers
become Showmen
By Tom Shcdd •4(1
At last ! Here it is, fellows, all the dope on the big-
gest engineering event of the year — the 1940 ELEC-
TRICAL SHOW. According to Chairman Hob Sinks
'40, the show this year will be the biggest and best in
history, and if past shows are any indication, that means
it's really going to be good ! Over 80 exhibits have been
definiteh' promised by the Electrical students alone. And
on top of that there will be dozens of stunts put on by
Ph\sics and Railwa)' students.
You will certainh' want to put the Electrical Show
on your "must" list, so why not take a hurried preview
of some of the more important features of this huge
show? When you enter the portals of the E. E. lab,
you will be surprised to hear a bell ring. But don't be
alarmed. Your fiery personality has not rung a fire alarm.
It's merely the photo-electric counter ringing up another
customer. Everyone who enters is registered automat-
ically' in this WAX. There are many other applications of
the versatile photo-electric cell in use at the show, tor
instance, that drinking fountain on your right as you
enter will operate automatically when you bend down
to take a swig. Then there is the automatic door. Ap-
proach within a few feet of it and it opens—without
\our even touching it. This de\ice is used in many ways,
particularly in buildings such as restaurants and railway
stations. And the photo-cell is also used on a device to
time automobiles. The police mereh' set the instrument
at the side of the road ; it automatically records the speed
of e\ery passing car. You just don't have a chance these
days.
A good-sized show could be staged showing photo-
cell applications alone. But that's just a beginning at this
colossal exposition! For example, have you ever witnessed
an electrocution? You've never been to Sing Sing? Well,
here's a chance to see what you've been missing all these
\ears. At the 1940 Electrical Show, a genuine electric
chair will be on exhibition and in daih use! See the
victim strapped into the chair, and watch him writhe in
agony as thousands of volts are sent through his body
!
It's a sight you'll not soon forget, but what makes it
even more unusual is that the \ictim will come through
this terrible experience miharmed—well almost, anyway.
\ ou won't want to miss the demonstration of perpet-
ual motion, either. It's not possible, you say? Who said
so? Some stuffy old Physics instructor, eh? Well, don't
take his word for it. Some of the perpetual motion ma-
chines of other years may have been, er, slightly on the
doubtful side, but they've got the real McCoy at the 1940
Electrical Show, and you can see for yourself that it's
no fake. Chairman Sinks states the secret of this amaz-
ing invention, one of the greatest of the century, will
not be revealed in advance of the show.
Then, too, there is the ever-Howing wine bottle. This
astounding invention never goes dry. Just think of the
many advantages and economies possible with the gen-
eral adoption of this latest product of student scientists.
It can be applied to any form of beverage, too— every
man should have one for his basement. The manage-
ment has not \ct decided whether free drinks will be
The "Hitt Seat"
gi\en a\\a\' at this demon>tration. The\ fear that that
"would draw all the customers from the other fine ex-
hibits at the show."
Poor old Isaac Newton would certainly turn over
in his grave if he saw the way his laws of gravitation
are being booted around at the show this year. For in-
stance, take a look at the floating dishpan. It's just an
ordinary dishpan, such as you and I have slaved away
over many a time, but, wonder of wonders, it Hoats in
the air without any means of support! You don't be-
lieve it? Well, all the boys ask is that you take a look.
In addition, there is the demonstration of water flowing
uphill. Even the government hasn't been able to dup-
licate this one yet. This is no ballyhooed circus sideshow,
either. The whole works are right out in plain sight,
in order that you may see how the laws of gravitation
can be defied at will.
Don't fail to stop in at the illumination lab in the
course of your ramblings through the show. Here, in
one of the most completely equipped laboratories of its
kind in the country, will be given interesting demonstra-
tion lectures with astonishing lighting effects. See a
statue change its facial expression as in real life, and
'I'lli: ILLINOIS TLCHNOCiRAI'll luh, l'/40
watch ail automobile, apparcntl> notliin^ iiioic than a
painted image, appear to mo\e at hifjh speed. Notice
also how the lecturer changes a picture whenever he
wishes, without even touching it. It's all done with
lights!
The Tesla coil will be another important feature
of the 194(1 Electrical Show. This good-si/.ed piece of
apparatus, which has been under construction by stu-
dents for well over a year, will be the source of a very
Tom Tliuinh Motdi-
high \oltage discharge of man-made lightning. It'll prob-
ably scare you to death, but ne\ er mind — \ou'll get
used to it.
If you begin to get tired after walking around after
a while, trot over to 215 E. E. lab. In this room will
be demonstrated the new Novachord, an electrical piano,
one of the latest applications of electricity to the art of
music. Stop in any time your dogs begin to bark, and
listen to the skilled operator play your favorite tunes on
this novel instrument.
And don't forget the radio lab upstairs, either. A
number of interesting pieces of apparatus will be on
exhibition: transmitters, receivers, and other interesting
de\ices. Television will play an important role in the
show this >ear, if present plans go through. The bo\s
expect to have on hand an example of the latest type
of television transmitter, as well as a receiver. You will
have an opportunity to see how your friends look through
the medium of television. Synton, honorary radio so-
ciety, will hold a "ham forum" during the show. All
ham radio operators will certainly want to be on hand.
Maybe you've heard these radio nuts "Calling CQ" on
your home radios; here's a chance to find out just how
they do it.
Many commercial exhibitors will have demonstra-
tions at the show, although the great majority of the
features will be entirely the creations of students. One
coinmercial exhibit will be the interesting "voice mir-
ror." Speak your piece into an ordinary telephone trans-
mitter; then listen while your own voice is retmiied to
you. For the first time, you may hear yourself as others
hear you. Another interesting display will be the "Hip-
tlop discs." Watch the little discs jump from one sur-
face to another, back and forth apparently without the
aid of any outside forces. You'll get a big kick out of
it, as well as from trying to match wits with tin- n^-w
cashier's cage. If you were a bank robber, this wouhi
certaiidy get your goat, if anything would. Reach in
for the money, and you won't get it—but you will get
plenty of fireworks! Don't miss also the working model
of an automatic garage door. Drive up in \our car and
the door automaticallv opens. It's that ubiquitous photo-
cell again, folks!
To disprove the old contention that dead men tell
no tales, a gruesome talking skidl will be on exhibition.
It'll tell you anything you want to know, and probably
some things you don't want known, too. And you needn't
try to find out who's doing the ghost-talking because
there isn't ainbody.
When the student in charge of the circular saw,
which is actually cutting wood but not moving, tells
you to keep \our finger away from the blade, he really
means it! It's just an illusion produced by the strobo-
scope, a light device which may be used to make rapidly
mo\ing objects appear to be standing still, and in fact
actually to move backwards. There are several other
stroboscopic devices at the show, they will give you some
idea of the importance of this new tool to the modern
experimenter.
One of the most popular features of the Electrical
Show year after year has been the kiss-o-meter, which
is making a return engagement this year. You will want
to make use of it. particularly if you have your girl
friend \\\t\\ you. It will tell you just where you rate
in this business of sex-appeal. If you don't get a rating
of at least H, you'd better take a course in charm. And
by all means bring yoin' girl friend if you can. She will
enjoy the show as nuich as you will.
Well, you've had a brief glimpse of only a few of
the interesting exhibits to be seen at the 1940 P'lectrical
Show. The show has been given biennially e\er since
Hill Tracy built (he larut'st and Miiallcst exhibits—tlu'
tiii.v motor and the tesla euil.
i9(l7. Tile /irst show was certainh a tar cr\ from the
huge spectacle to be presented this year on .March 28,
29, and 30. Then the show occupied only a few rooms;
this \ear three buildings will be jammed full of exhibits.
Profits from the show, after expenses have been paid,
are placed in a loan fund for deserving electrical engi-
neers. The fund has grown from year to year and now
amounts to o\er fi\e thousand dollars. The show is
staged entirely by students who have to carry their reg-
ular class program in addition to working, sometimes
for months, on their displays. The show will be well
worth \()ur time, so let's see you all at the E. E. lab
on March 28, 29, and MM
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Tlie New Waco 1940
-Courtesy Aviation M(uia::inc
It's here to STAY . . .
By George Guirl '42
On DcccmbtT 17, 1903, a biplane carrying a sixteen
horsepower motor and Orville Wright "raised itself into
the air in full flight, sailed forward without reduction
of speed, and finally landed at a point as high as that
which it started." Eleven years following that first
flight, men were fighting in planes, in sixteen years they
had flown the oceans, and in twenty-six years they had
Hown to both poles of the earth. Today, transport planes
fully loaded make flights between Chicago and New
York in less than three hours. Yet with all of these
major advancements in aviation, critics still maintain
that air travel is doomed and will never amount to any-
thing.
Standard arguments against the ultimate usage of
planes are those of high costs, ineff icienc\ , and passenger
comfort. Costs may be considered down one-third com-
parable to the original cost of the Wright's first plane.
Engine costs are down tremendously, from $25 per horse-
power to six and seven dollars, as are general construc-
tion costs. Operating costs for fuel alone are between
two and three cents per ton-mile of useful load, which
is better than that of a great many trucks. No one knows
what operating costs in general will be imtil ultimate
development is attained and then not until standard-
ization steps forward.
That argument of inefficienc\ — look how the pro-
peller roars and beats the air! Hulkiness is retarding
advancement! The air propellor is not merely a device
with which to slice and cut the air for the airplane to
enter, but a device which converts mechanical energy
into longitudinal thrust at an 80', to 90% efficiency'.
You many say that an 80' ; ei?icienc\' at sea level is much
le.ss at 15,000 feet. In the rarified atmosphere of those
altitudes, the propellor must cut a wider swath in the
air to do the same amount of work. So, "no sooner said
than done," the variable pitch propellor was successfully
adopted. New low-winged fl\ing ships have decreased
their weight h\ 50%, the weight per horsepower in
the engine being of major importance. These all steel,
well constructed ships are built in all sizes, ranging from
a single seater to the giant flying boats which carry
from thirty to forty passengers easily.
You may ask, if you are any sort of pessimist at all,
how ships are to fly at higher altitudes where there is
little or no air to support the wings and allow the en-
gines to function properly. As for the support of the
ship, higher speeds will sufficiently accomplish this, but
we cannot attain these higher speeds with a poorly func-
tioning motor. So that the motor could have the proper
proportions of air in the correct composition, an ingen-
ious development was made— the "supercharger" which
is now standard equipment on modern planes.
Passenger comfort in most instances is becoming of
prime importance. Physiologically, altitudes of 10,000
feet are distressing to most people, above 15,000 feet,
universally so. IVLan must have near sea level conditions
or be frightfully uncomfortable. Sealing the cabins and
using a slight portion of the air from the supercharger is
the answer to his requirements. Fortiuiatel\-, the air com-
position \aries but slighth' with the altitude, so that by
merely increasing the pressure, the problem is solved.
Wing loading reaches its highest efficiency in modern
planes in that they are loaded up to 28 pounds per square
foot of wing area. This is not only an efficiency in wing
loading, but it also adds to the passengers comfort by
75';.
A\i;ition has a great man> problems to solve before
it is what it should and will be. "Aeronautical engineers
have been leaping gazelles compared to the snails in other
engineering fields." Most of its personnel have been
young, have known little to start with, have had no
tradition to overthrow, and little false knowledge to un-
learn. How they did go . . . and are still going, higher,
higher; faster, faster; farther and farther.
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ILLl .MINATI(>N of a iu« automo-
tive plant romoves an industrial
lioadarlie. ';.")0-li\v. fliiuresccnt lum-
inaries solved the problem. Three
tubes of each unit operate on 1!-
phase power, eliminatin'; ItieUer.
I)il':sl-:i,-ELK( TKU power is
eompaet generators (at left).
furnished b.v
lU ll.l> Ol TSIDK when jour crane is too lariie to
lit inside the building. That's what they did for the
gantry-crane erected at .\riel Dam power house in
Wa.shington state.
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In Compliment to the 1940 KE Show-
Cuts Courtesy:
Electrical World
.American Machinist
The Whiting Coi-poration
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Presen ting . . .
The i:K Show Cimiinittt'f, left tcp liaht. front row: .lirii >Iiiriili,v, KiMiuis Tallmadgc, .Tack
Slinahlf, Henry l)iis/.ak, I'lank Under, Hill Tr;i<>. Second row: Bill Witort, l$ol» Nelson,
Merlin Adams, IJob Sinks, Norman ('oll)>, and ISill Welliourne.
Leonardo da Vinci
The name of Leonardo ila Vinci may seem a little
out of place here in an engineering magazine. Most peo-
ple fail to realize that Leonardo was in reality the first
engineer. His contributions to science and engineering
are more varied and of greater importance than those
of any other man in history.
His was the true scientific mind ; when Leonardo un-
dertook to solve a problem, he studied all aspects and
went to the original source for his information. This
metliod of studying all aspects of a problem led him into
many fields; mathematics, physics, geometry, astronomy,
cosmography, navigation, anatomy, optics, hydraulics,
and many other subjects. In hydraulics, he is called the
originator of the science. Leonardo came to be known
as an expert in painting, sculptoring, music mechanics,
engineering and natural philosoph)'.
An example of his wide investigation is that under-
taken when he was commissioned to make a statue for
one of the Sforzas. Leonardo spent several years in
studying the casting of bronze before even beginning a
statue. In 1494 when he was called in as a consultant
on the improvement of the waterways of Lamellina, da
Vinci began a study of storms, lightmiig. and mountaui
structure. As soon as he was commissioned to paint liis
famous "Last Supper," da Vinci began a study of pig-
ments. His picture was painted in tempera, the elements
of which have yet to be iliscovered.
The famous cathedral of Milan was completed by
Leonardo, who was gi\en the difificult task of finishing
the construction which had been halted for some years.
He has records of vast plans for the moving of the pop-
pistry of St. John in Lorence to the opposite side of the
cit\. While serving as militar\' engineer to Duke Caesar
Horgia, he mapped nearly half of northern Italy in mi-
nute detail. In the early fifteen hundreds da Vinci trav-
eled in France, where he designed the wonderful circular
staircase at Blois and drew the plans for the castle at
Amboise. There are also numerous records of canals
and harbors which he designed.
It is thought by engineers who have made a study
of his notes, that da Vinci woidd have perfected the
airplane if he had had some motivating power such as
petrol. His study of flight is the first and one of the most
complete on record. He was the first to discover the laws
of perspective and the relation of shade and shadow. In
fact, da Vinci's discoveries taxed the intelligence of men
for hundreds of years afterwards in trying to under-
.and them.
An interesting tiling about his notes is that he wrote
((jonlhuiid (in Piujc 12)
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Your ears are our business
Western Electric makes— for the nation's ears
—the telephones and the vast array of equipment necessary
to provide Bell telephone service. Moreover, out of the
telephone have come many other products which widen the
hearing range of your ears— adding to public safety, conve-
nience and pleasure. Here are some of these, made with
the skill gained in seventy years' experience.
THE AUDIPHONE—based on techniques
developed in Bell Telephone Laboratories
— is helping many thousands with impaired
hearing to hear clearly again. The Ortho-
Technic model represents the most recent
forward step in hearing aids.
RADIO BROADCASTING isalsoanout-
growth of work in Bell Telephone Labor-
atories. More than 200 of this country's
leading stations now use Western Electric
equipment to put your favorite programs
on the air.
THE FLYING TELEPHONE, which helps
make possible today's splendid airline ser-
vice, is the air-minded member of the fam-
ily. All the major airlines and many private
flyers now keep an ear to the ground with
Western Electric equipment.
TALKING PICTURES, too. came out of
telephone research. The principal produc-
ers and thousands of theatres use Western
Electric sound apparatus for recording and
reproducing pictures that entertain and in-
struct millions.
jYouJ
PUBLIC ADDRESS equipment, which
widens the hearing circle at large gather-
ings, is another young brother of your tele-
phone. It serves many purposes in hotels,
schools, hospitals, auditoriums, stadiums,
airports and amusement parks.
POLICE RADIO—pioneered by the mak-
ers of your Bell telephone— is one of the
law's most powerful weapons. Today
Western Electric equipment is helping to
increase arrests and decrease crimes
—
giv-
ing added protection to 45 million people.
Western Etectric . . . made yourBELL TELEPHONE
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Newly elected, secoiul-semestcr officers of the student
societies are as follows:
A. I. E. E.
Spalding Robb '40 President
Donald Nelson '41 1 ice President
Frank Thonia '40 Secretary
Leo Rosenman '40 Treiisurer
Ralph Kviehn '41 Piililidly (,'linir/ii/in
Mineral Industries Society
Joe Waisnian '40 President
Joe Lange '40 lice President
Harry Czyzewski '40 Secretary
John Daly
'40' i; Treasurer
Railway Club
Tom Shedd '40 President
George Adams '40 lice President
Dick Rayer '41 Secretary
Tom De Wan, Graduate Treasurer
Kirk Taylor '41 Publicity (Chairman
Society of General Engineers
Bill Shive '40 President
Joe La IVLintia '40 Tiec President
Don Koehler '41 Secretary
Hob Owen '41 ' > Treasurer
( C'intiniicd fruni Pat/c 10)
them backwards and upside down. For this reason, and
others, they were lost for several hundred years after
his death, and the knowledge he had acquired had to be
re-acquired. Leonardo knew in 1515 the facts that Gal-
ileo, Bacon, Newton, and Harvey were to discover years
later.
Leonardo was Watt's precursor in the discovery of
the steam engine. He was the first to commence studies
on problems that still puzzle scientists today. Leonardo's
one fault was his intense curiosity. He wore himself out
in his studies.
Ofificers carried over f r o m 1 a s t semester are as
follows
:
A. L Ch. E.
Don Hanson '40 President
James Anderson '40 / ice President
John Weedman '40 Sccret/iry-Treasurer
A. S. C. E.
Bob Chase '40 President
Harry Prince '40 lice President
Joe .Mcintosh '40 Secretary
Bill Bills '41 Treasurer
A. S. M. E.
Keith Cai ter '40 President
Ed Wanderer '40 J'ice President
Tom Jackson '40 Secretary
Paul Smith '40 Treasurer
Victor Fr\'singer '41,
O. W. (jarver '41,
Pat ALilloy '42 Pahluity Coniiiiittee
mini Engineers
Tom McCrackin '40 President
Val Cichowski '40 lice President
Bob Sinks '40 (Jorresfiondine/ Secretary
Joe Waisman '40 Rcionlint/ Secretary
Bob Roose '40 Treasurer
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How's Your Osculation?
By James Freek
No longer will go unchallenged the vain boast, "Clark.
Gable has nothing on me! My kisses leave 'em dizzy."
It you think that you excell at the art of osculation, try
out the effects of your kiss on the Kissometer! If you
can register a high score, you will probably win greater
favor with the fairer sex.
The theory of the Kissometer is very interesting. A
lucky couple sit facing each other, each gripping a copper
tube. They embrace, kissing on the lips, and the inten-
sity of their kiss is registered on a dial. Of course the
experiment is purely scientific, but some practice with
a co-operative partner is recommended before the actual
trial. If, however, the experimenter wishes to test his
sex appeal, a stranger is recommended as a partner. If
the needle swings clear arovind, you have "it," friend.
The Kissometer consists simply of a bridge circuit
containing a gal\ anometer and a battery of low voltage.
The ends of two wires, one from the cell and the other
from the galvanometer, are each attached to a piece of
copper or brass tubing. When these tubes are pressed
tightly together the circuit is closed and the galvano-
meter is set to read 100';.
The current in the circuit \\'hen the couple are kiss-
E
ing is I = where E is the e.m.f. of the batterv,
R+Rh
R a high resistance in series with the galvanometer, and
Ri, the resistance of the couples' bodies. When the circuit
is closed by contact of the two tubes alone, the current
E
in the circuit is given mainlv bv 1= — . And for this
R
value the galvanometer is set to read 100',' . The closer
the contact of the couples, the smaller Ri, becomes and
E
consequenth' the current approaches — and the dial thus
R
reads closer to lOO*^,'.
No matter how enthusiastic the couple may be their
kiss can never be perfect, that is, from the scientific
standpoint. Their score can be increased, however, by
moistening their lips and taking a tight grip on the cop-
per terminals.
The first Kissometer was developed here at the L'ni-
versity of Illinois by red Ames E. E. '38 for the 193S
E. E. Show. Since then many reproductions of the Kiss-
ometer have been made at other universities.
Rumors that the Kissometer will make its major
debut at the fair next summer as an added attraction
have been circulated.
Just That — And No More!
We should be careful to get out of an experience
onlv the wisdom that is in it— and stop there; lest we
be like the cat that sits down on the hot stove-lid. She
will never sit down on a hot stove-lid again— and that
is well ; but also she will never sit down on a cold owf
any more.
—Mark Twain
The HIGGINS Stopper helps you to work
better, easier, faster— Let the HiGGINS
Inkettes tell you how —
Weighted stopper keeps
quillpoint up uhen rest-
ing un drauing board.
Shoulder ridges
provide grip for
easier removal and
prevent rollin ff on
tloping surface of
drawing board.
Flat'side on steeple
provides thumb rest
arranged to insure
uppermost position uf
open face of quill—
prevents spilling.
Higgins American Drawing Inks have been the first
choice of professional men throughout the world
for the past 60 years. They come in 17 brilliant
\^ aterproof colors including White and Neutral Tint.
For better work, buy Higgins at your College Store.
HIGGinS CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y,
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Rockefeller Center
By Don Stevens
Last of the fourteen buildings comprising Rocke-
feller Center is now iimier construction in New York
City.
The Rockefeller fortinic was dented to the extent
of about :r;l ()(),()( )(),()()() to put the Center in concrete
form. When completed it will have \1 14,000 square
feet of floor space. Eighty-nine per cent of the present
lloor space was rented last fall, and if this percentage is
Glass and marble foyers and halls, high speed ex-
press elevators, heroic bronze statues, costly trees and ex-
clusive shops near the entrances, distinctive lighting
efifects and countless other marvels of man's ingenuity
fill their allotted spaces in the Rockefeller Center.
College students and other \ouths find a paradise
in the Rainbow Room and Rainbow (jrill, gaily colored
products of designing genius. Hoth show the results of
sound management. Center Theater and Radio City
Music Hall are among the large scale enterprises housed
in the Center. This architectural and engineering monu-
ment is now becoming a sound commercial enterprise,
and from present indications. Rockefeller Center is prov-
ing to be a successful experiment.
continued, the present financial dent v\ill become a bulge.
Excavation began in July 1931. Smce that date there
has been erected the 70-story R. C. A. Building, a six-
floor parking garage for 800 cars, and a unified group
of office buildings from which hundreds of large cor-
porations control their respective businesses.
TECHNOCRACKS
Gwendolyn: "I had a date with a general last night."
Madeline: "Major general?"
Gwendolyn: "Not yet."
-*-
-* * ^
"Mother is the necessity of invention," said the co-ed
as she crawled in the window at 3 a. m.
* * * *
A wealthy, elderly bachelor advertised for a wife to
share his estate in return for bearing him an heir. Four
years passed and the \illagers decided the woman had
misrepresented herself. When questioned she replied,
"The old man is indeed heir-minded ; but he is far from
being heir-conditioned."
—The Hexagon
-:S- ^ * *
Molly: "I was up till four every night during my
vacation."
Polly: "That's nothing, I went to bed with the milk-
man every morning during mine."
Greatly agitated, a woman carrying an infant dashed
into a drug store: "My baby has swallowed a bullet,"
she cried. "What shall I do?"
"Give him some castor oil, and be sure and don't
point him at anyone."
* » * -*
Conscience is what makes a girl tell her mother some-
thing she knows darn well she's going to find out.
*- « » *
Dear Pete (Kurlak) :
I just read in the [laper that students who don't
smoke make better grades than those who do.
Dad.
Dear Dad
:
I have thought about it, but truthfulh' I would rather
make a "B" and have the enjoyment of smoking; in fact,
I would rather smoke and drink and make a "C." More-
over, I would rather smoke and drink and neck and make
a "D." Pete.
Dear Pete
:
I'll break your neck if vou Hunk an\thing.
Dad.
* * -* »
Why is it that none of the motorists pv\t out then
hands to signal for tm'iis?
This is a college town, and young men ain't octo-
pusses.
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THE ILLINI TRAIL
By Gerald Homann
'05
Edmund B. Wheeler, electrical engineering grad-
uate of the Class of 1905, is now employed by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., of New York City. He
is a member of the technical staff in charge of various
types of telephone development work, including insu-
lated wires and telephone office cables, lamps and pho-
tometry, and air cleaning and conditioning apparatus.
'20
Joseph C. Albright, a mechanical engineering grad-
uate of the Class of 1920, is now the Vice President
and Eastern District Manager of the Marley Co. of
Kansas City, Kansas. The Marley Co., is a manufactur-
er of atmospheric weather cooling equipment. Mr. Al-
bright married Miss Hazel Wartman in 1924 and now
has one son, John David Albright.
70
R. L. Sweigert, mechanical engineering graduate of
1920, chose teaching as his work and now is known as
Prof. Sweigert. Prof. Sweigert studied in the University
of Iowa after leaving Illinois, receiving both his M. A.
and his Ph. D. degrees from that university. He soon
began his present work as a member of the staff of the
Georgia School of Technology. It was in this institu-
tion that he received his rank of Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, serving both as the Director of Freshman
Engineers and Consultant in Mechanical Engineering.
Prof. Sweigert has been the author of numerous articles
published in technical and educational journals, among
the most recent of these being a series of articles on Gas
and Diesel engines which appeared in the Southern Pow-
er Journal.
Prof. Sweigert is a member of the National Com-
mittee for Engineering Education, and a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Prof. Sweigert married Miss Edna Powers in 1921 and
now has two sons, R. L. Jr., and Milton, eight and four
years oKl, respectively.
BROWN & SHARPE
"World's Standard of Accuracy"
No. 141
Catalog
lists the Complete Line—
Copy on Request Milling Machines
E
BS
Bro^n & Sharpe
Mfg. Co.
Providence/ R.I.
Grinding Machines
Screw Machines
Machinists' Tools
Cutters and Hobs
Arbors and Adapters
Screw Machine Tools
Pumps and Vises
Miscellaneous Equipment
'30
Carl J. Scheve, a 1930 graduate of the Department
of Architecture, is now a Lieutenant, Junior Grade, in
the L nited States Navy. He is a member of the Civil
Engineer Corps and has supervision of building con-
struction. In February, 1939, Mr. Scheve married Miss
Rosalie Di Fiore in Hawaii. They now reside in Nor-
folk, Virginia.
'31
F. Stewart Brown, who graduated in Civil Engi-
neering in 1931, is now in charge of the design section
of the U. S. Engineers Office, Boston, Massachusetts.
'29
A. R. Nieman, civil engineering graduate of 1929,
has recently been promoted to Assistant General Super-
intendent of Grand Coulee Dam in direct charge of all
construction for the contractor, Consolidated Builders,
Incorporated. This dam is being constructed across the
Columbia River in Central Washington by the United
States. It is second only to the Boulder Dam in height,
among the dams of the world, and contains three times
the volume of concrete of Boulder Dam. The schedule
calls for completion late in 1941.
W. (i. Kahl. civil engineering graduate of 1936, is
working directly under Mr. Nieman as Assistant Engi-
neer, on construction estimates, plans, and costs.
Engineers . . .
BEFORE YOU TRY FOR
THAT "A" IN
Personal Appearance
See Lee at
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
(Opposite Physics Building)
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GOLD RUSH
TF YOU talked to an old-time prospector, he would probably
tell you that while burros are more than a little aggravat-
ing at times, they are also very handy animals. I'dr when it
comes to carrying paraphernalia rant;ing Irom pick axes
to Hour and bacon, they're tops.
Hut good as burros can be, they haven't a chance in modern
large-scale mining operations; they're completely out m the
cold. Electric shovels and dredges, tor example, are parr ot
one California company's equipment. Scooping out the pay
dirt In great gulps, the shovel dumps it into barges containing
the recovery machinery and there's the gold.
Aiding such modern miners are G-E engineers, Test men and
ex-Test men alike. For this particular job they supplied a
motor-generator set, a hoisting motor, and various control
and auxiliarv units. What chance has the lowlv burro.'
PAINTED WITH LIGHT
OTONF. elephants and ball parks, athletic fields and tun-
nels may seem to have absolutely nothing in common,
bvit they do. They are typical ot the diverse things that have
been painted with light by G-F illuminating engineers under
A. F. Dickerson, Texas A. & M. 'lo and ex-Test man, man-
ager ot the illuminating laboratory.
These engineers are particularly tond of lighting bridges.
San Francisco's great Bay bridge and towering Golden Gate
bridge were two ot their favorite assignments. Now they
have another unusual span to illuminate -the world's
longest floating bridge, a i 14-mile pontoon structure being
built across Lake Washington near Seattle.
.Sodium lights will illuminate the bridge proper, which con-
sists ot 25 precast, reintorced-concrete pontoons, 350 teet
long and 59 teet wide. .Anchored by cables to the lake bot-
tom, they float seven ami one-halt feet out ot water.
^^-.
GHASTLY REALITY
^
I
"*HF. citizens ot Schenectady, (ieneral Flectric's head-
(|uarters, have long been looking at the giant that is ra<lio
and saying, "I knew him when!" For G-F radio engineers
have made scores ot important contributions to radio progress.
Now they are giving Schenectadians .something new to
boast ot in a radio way. These engineers, headed by C .A.
Priest, Maine '25 and ex-Test man, will soon put in operation
a station based on the revolutionary " frequency modulation"
system of broadcasting developed by Edwin H. .Armstrong.
.Among the features ot this new system are extremely high
fidelity, better signal coverage, and virtual elimination ot
static. In fact, so lite-like was a recent tiemonstration broad-
cast that an English journalist simply said, "It was ghastly
in its reality."
GENERAL» ELECTRIC
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^
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South Gross Member of 200-inch Telescope. (See page 6
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TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings
Industry's bearing problems constantly are increasing in number and
importance due to the rapid developments and Improvements in machin-
ery of all kinds.
Speeds are going higher and higher. Operating loads—both radial and
thrust—are becoming heavier and heavier. Working clearances of moving
parts are getting closer and closer.
So in order to meet all modern requirements an anti-friction bearing must
be able to do a lot more than eliminate friction, it must also be able to
carry any load or combination of loads that are Imposed on it—radial, thrust or both to-
gether—and at the same time hold shafts, gears and other vital moving parts in correct
and constant alignment.
TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings have been doing all of these things—and doing them
effectively—for more than 41 years. Today they are used in automobiles, motor trucks,
trailers, streamlined trains and locomotives, steel rolling mills, precision machine tools—in
fact wherever smoothness, accuracy and stamina must be assured.
TIMKEN Bearings are made by one of the world's out
standing engineering-manufacturing institutions ... a
large and financially strong organization with complete
research, production and testing facilities, including
the world's largest electric furnace steel capacity.
TIMKEN
TMPERED ROLLER REARIHG5
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
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To the Council of the
ILLINI ENGINEERS"
"
—to unite the engineering students, faculty, and
alumni of the University of Illinois and through this
union to promote interest in the welfare and traditions
of the College of Engineering." That was the stated
object of the society known as the "Illini Engineers."
Last September, the Society's Council was inspired and
great plans were afoot. All agreed that the engineers
should cast aside their differences and stand together
"unified." Meetings were held; there was much talk.
How grand it was that all agreed!
But now it is April and the last meeting of the
Council was held in November, five months ago. Not
even consideration of a St. Pat's Ball was enough to
cause the Council to convene. For the first time in years,
St. Pat's Ball remained only a thought. What was the
matter, Council members ? Was it too much work ? Did
you give up? In September, many plans and much talk;
in April, no plans, not even talk. Has the "Illini Engi-
neers" failed? If so, why?
RealK now, we want to know what went wrong.
The Teehnograph will print replies in the May issue.
Write your "post mortem" in less than two hundred
words and bring it to 213 Engineering Hall before 8:1)0
a. m., April 15.
Perhaps by heeding your advice, the Class of '41
can make the "Illini Engineers" function as the forceful
unit you planned.—R. T.
Sorry
The proper title of the recent engineering exhibit
is not the E. E. Show, as incorrectly stated in the Feb-
ruary Teehnograph. but the Electrical Show. A number
of students not registered in Electrical Engineering,
notably those in Engineering Physics, contribute much
time and effort to the Electrical Show.
—-Courtesy Architectjtral Forum
Anyone would like this New York City town house (See "Beauty'*—page 8)
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HARDENING
Reduced from a Prize-Winning
Essay on a Modern Science
•
By Joe Waisman, Met. '40
Not so long ago the production of metals was a dis-
tinct art. Desirable metallic products were a result not
of an understanding of the mechanism of manufacture
but of the skill and experience of the individual pro-
ducer. Today the picture is radically different. Metal-
lurgy is taking its place with the exact sciences. The
development of metallurgical theory has aided not only
in understanding the structure of metals and in impro\-
ing production methods, but is also making possible the
design of new alloys with certain desired physical or
chemical properties for specific uses.
One of the most outstanding developments in the
science of alloys has been in the design and use of those
which are said to "age harden." The age hardening
alloys known today—from age hardened iron to low-
weight, high-strength dviralumin alloys—ha\e a wide
range of industrial applications.
The phenomenon of age hardening was first reported
by Wilm in Germany during the year 1911. He an-
nealed and quenched an alloy of aluminum containing
a few per cent copper and less than one per cent mag-
nesium. He found that if he then allowed the alloy to
"age" at room temperature or a slightly elevated tempera-
tine, it would become progressively harder and stronger.
The alloy used by Wilm is of approximately the same
composition as our modern duralumin. From time to
time new age hardening alloys were discovered, but for
a long period no explanation of the observed changes in
properties was advanced.
The development of the theory of age hardening is
an excellent example of the practical value of general-
izations. Before Merica, Waltenberg, and Scott proposed
their "Critical Dispersion Theory" for age hardening in
1919, only a few age hardening alloys were known. It
was generally accepted that these alloys were "gifts of
God" and exceptional cases. Although the original "Crit-
ical Dispersion Theory" has since been found to be in-
adequate to explain fully the phenomena obser\ed, it
nevertheless made possible certain generalizations leading
to the systematic discovery of new age hardening alloys.
Merica and his co-workers found that alloys which
age hardened were the type forming a solid solution of
limited concentration and that the solubility of the dis-
solved constituent decreased with decreasing temperature.
They also found that in the alloys they had studied,
under the conditions they had studied them, the proper-
ties of density and electrical resistivity showed the varia-
tions to be expected if precipitation of the solute were
actually taking place. Their conclusions were that age
hardening was due in some way to the precipitation of a
hardening constituent, and that maximum hardness was
obtained in an alloy only when the particles were present
in a "critical dispersion." This explanation seemed even
more acceptable after Jeffries and Archer proposed their
"Slip Interference Theory" for hardening. Before discuss-
ing this theory of hardening, it might be well to define
hardness.
The property "hardness" is commonly defined as the
ability of a substance to resist deformation. Deformation
of metals occurs mainly by intra-crystalline slip along
atomic planes called "slip planes." Since ductile materials
fail by a general yielding of the metallic grains causing
excessive deformation and "necking down," the strength
of a metal would supposedly be some function of its
hardness and resistance to deformation. Generally speak-
ing, the greater the resistance of a metal to slip, the
greater its hardness and strength will be. The "Slip
Interference Theory" explains the hardening effect of
precipitated particles as being due to the keying action
of these particles along the slip planes. According to
this theory, the hardness of an alloy would increase pro-
gressi\ely during precipitation imtil complete precipita-
tion had taken place. Further aging would cause the par-
ticles to coalesce with an increase in particle size and a
decrease in the number of particles. The highest hard-
ness is to be expected when a maximum number of par-
ticles is present— at the stage immediately preceding
appreciable coalescence. Maximum hardness is thus ob-
tained when the precipitated particles are present in a
particle size corresponding to a critical dispersion such
that the particles give greatest interference with slip
along the atomic planes.
In general, age hardening occurs in alloy systems in
which the solubility of the hardening particle decreases
with decreasing temperature. With this type of alloy it
is possible to secure a supersatiuated solid solution by
rapidly cooling an alloy of the proper composition from
an elevated temperature. Spontaneous precipitation is
opposed by the rigidity of the metallic crystal lattice.
Since the metal is more rigid at lower temperatures, aging
would be expected to take place, and actually does take
place less rapidly at lower than at higher temperatures.
The precipitation theory of age hardening which has
just been described, attempted to give a clear and concise
picture of the phenomenon, but like so man\' all-inclusive
concepts, the explanation was later found to be over
simplified. For example, if precipitation of the solute
( Continiud on Page 12)
200
INCHES
. . .
And Every Inch
Is Telescope
by
George B. Richards, E.E. '42
Partial assembly of tube lor borini;
llustrations through courtesy of
Metals and Alloys
Scheduled to be completed this fall, the new 2()( 1-inch
telescope at Mt. Palomar, California, has furnished head-
aches for engineers in many fields. The extraordinary
size of this instrument, together with the extreme ac-
curacy required, provided problems quite unlike anything
previously attempted. The observatory site itself had to
be carefully chosen. It had to be high above the sur-
rounding country, far from the bright lights of cities,
and yet readily accessible by roads of gradual slope, for
tons of equipment had to be brought in by motor trucks.
The construction of the building which is to house
the telescope was no small job. The height, from the
ground to the top of the dome, is 135 feet or about 11
stories. The dome must rotate to allow the telescope
to point in any direction. To prevent irregular expansion
of the telescope due to uneven temperatures, the dome
had to be insulated. It was desirable to have a material
which was not onl\' a good insulator, but which would
give a pleasing architectural effect as well. Aluminum
foil was selected, and the inside of the dome is lined with
layers of the foil having dead air spaces between them.
Because of its metallic luster, the foil is a poor radiator
and absorber, but a good reflector. For this reason there
\\\\\ be very little heat transfer between the telescope
.111(1 the dome.
The purpose of this insulation is not to keep the heat
in. as is usually desired, but rather to keep the heat out.
Left— I'"!;;. I, Artist's <-(»ii(-i>i>ti(»ii of
rompleted telescope
Fig. 2, Horseslioe bearing of special design
since the slot in the dome must he open at nisjht, the oh-
servatory is to be kept at night air temperature all day
while the slot is closed. Were this not done, the sudden
opening would result in an inrush of cool night air which
would probably cause une\en contraction and the loss of
much valuable observation time, while waiting for the
telescope to "cool oft." For this reason, the temperature
in the dome is never to be allowed to vary more than
five degrees from the temperature of night air, while that
of the air immediately about the 200-inch mirror is to
be kept within one degree of night air temperature. Vari-
ations in humidity are also to be kept at a minimum.
The telescope is the yoke type, as is the 100-inch
telescope at Mt. Wilson observatory, at present the
largest operating telescope in the world. In this type of
telescope, the tube is pivoted on a yoke, as shown in the
artist's drawing. Fig. 1. The difterences between the two
telescopes, however, are many. The diameter of the mir-
ror of the new telescope is twice that of the Mt. Wilson
telescope m i r r o r and is the largest glass casting ever
poured. The total weight of the new instrument is more
than eight times as great as that of the Mt. \Vilson
telescope.
\ oke construction prevented the telescope at Mt.
Wilson from observing the southern horizon and from
observing near the north celestial pole. To eliminate this
disadvantage in the new telescope, a large horsesho?
shaped bearing, 46 feet in diameter, and with a 22-foot
slot in it was designed. As shown in Fig. 2, the slot ter-
minates in a circle, concentric with the bearing surface
and having a diameter equal to the width of the slot.
The use of this slotted bearing makes it possible to ob-
serve from two and one-half degrees above the south
horizon to two degrees below the north celestial pole.
Machining of this horseshoe bearing was one of the
major operations in the fabrication of the instrument.
When Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany undertook the operation, they had to lay special
tracks around their 18-foot boring mill to accommodate
the 46-foot diameter of the bearing. The tolerances
agreed upon by the manufacturer and the California In-
stitute of Technology, owner of the telescope, were that
the top should not be more than .005 inch concave, con-
vex, or conical, and that the bearing surface on the outer
diameter should be within .005 inch of being square with
the top. When the job was finished, the bearing surface
was found to be round to within .0002 inch and free of
tool marks. The surface was straight to within .001^
inch for 5,3 inches across the bearing. The surface was
(iiu'shed first with an .Aloxite wheel, then with an Aluii-
tlum wheel, and fiiialh' with a muslin buft'er. One pass
across the surface with a one-half inch feed and a .0001
inch depth cut with the giinder required about eiglit
hours.
because the telescope was designed to last for at
least 100 years, great care was taken to relieve all stresses
in the metal b\- careful annealing. Since the parts were
assembled b\' welding, many of the parts were annealed
two or three times. For this purpose, a special annealing
furnace, capable of holding all but the largest piece, was
constructed. W^hile the furnace was ui operation, con-
tinuous autographic reports were taken from at lea.st
four positions within the furnace by thermocouples in
contact with the metal.
The annealing was performed in a double cycle. First
the metal was heated slowly to between 1150 and 1200
degrees Fahrenheit. It was then held at this point for
three hours for the first inch of thickness and one hour
for each additional inch of thickness, and then cooled
slowly to 600 degrees Fahrenheit. The entire cycle was
then repeated. The second time, however, the metal was
cooled slowly to 300 degrees and then withdrawn from
the furnace.
If the telescope were mounted on roller or ball bear-
ings, the torque required to rotate the polar axis in right
.ascension would be about 22,000 Ib.-ft. Obviously, such
a torque could cause severe bending in the structural
members and the amount of energy necessary to operate
the telescope would be enormous. In the larger of the
West center .voke section
previously designed telescopes this problem was solveil
by floating the telescope in mercury, but the unusual size
of the new telescope made this procedure impractical. It
was finally decided to mount the telescope on three oil
pads. These pads, made of metal, have the oil pumped
into them at very high pressure, so that the telescope
actualh' floats in oil. The coeft'icient of friction of the
oil pads is approximately 2.6 X 10''.
Although welding was used almost entirely in the
assembly, and the telescope was probably made possible
by welding, no welding is planned in the final assembly
at the observatory. The chief reason for this is that there
is danger of setting up strains in the metal which cannot
be annealed after the telescope is assembled. The tele-
scope will therefore be assembled with bolts.
Thus is engineering, a practical science, contributing
to the advancement of astronomy, an absolute science.
Together they are pushing back the borders of the un-
known. In this one great step they will increase the
known universe to eight times its present size.
BEAUTY . . .
FI-ASTICS .sii|i|>l.> licaiit.v <ni Uiv^i' mikI small
scales as is seen in tlie radio above and the
interior eoliinuis on the rif;lit.
Just to disprove the idea t.
engineers can do nothing i
work a slide rule, we present t
pages of Beauty in Engineer
li.MMiOAUS are gaining
beautj' and inrreasinK profits
by tlie use of modern eoach
interiors as in tlie smart ob-
servation lounge ear at left.
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nn</inccri}ui News Record
Macliiite Design
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Engineering
IBKIDGKS spell "beauty" when (lesi^ned in the iiioilein manner. The railway l)riilj;e (above)
and highway bridge (liiwer rii;ht) nitriKliue the aesthetie into einiineerinj;.
Bl'ILDlNtiS brins beauty to progressive cities when
pi-operlj engineered, as was the new eoliseuni in
Indianapolis. (ISelow).
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fmi STEEL T.
For more accurate results, longer service, and
ease of use, you can't match a Lufkin Frame
Steel Tape. They're built to give more years oi
dependable service. Lines available in three
weights on four-arm frames. Write for catalog.
NEW YORK TH£/uFK/ffPuL£^0.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN WINDSOR, ONT.
TAPES -RULES -PRECISION TOOLS
HIGGINS Drawing Board Paste —
"Qv\cV and sure fo catch" say the
Higgins Inkettes
—
gives you an
even surface without warp mSK^imMMM -^/^
or wrinkle
Higgins Drawing Board Paste is of great strength and body,
simple and easy to use in mounting paper to the drawing
board to make a "stretch." Just apply the paste smoothly and
evenly to the margin of the board about an inch wide all
around. Then press the previously moistened paper down
firmly and allow to dry. Color washes may then be applied
without fear of wrinkling or warping.
Specify Higgins Inks and Adhesives on your next order and
ask your College Store for one of the new Higgins Color Wheels
showing Higgins Inks actually ajipllcd on drawing paper.
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y. HlGGinS
NEWS BRIEFS
Joe LaMantia to Head General Engineers
Due to the rcsif^nation of Hill Siiivc, Jof La.Maiitia
'4(1 has accepted the presideiic\' of the general engineers.
Hill was past vice-president, and as yet no new vicj-
piesident has been elected.
Railway Club Plans Trip
The rail\va\ engineers are planning an inspection
trip to the Dan\ille railroad shops during April.
The model railroad, track brake, and demonstration
of the electric test car which many of lis saw at the
E. E. show were presented by members of the club.
An invitation is e.xtended to all who are interested
in any phase of railroading to attend Railway Club meet-
ings in 105 T. B.
'Catskinning'
E\ery junior M. E. who visited the Caterpillar Trac-
tor plant at Peoria, February 22, knows wh\- "catskin-
ning" is tough, (^n this inspection tour the \L E.'s
were given the opportunity to see and discuss every im-
portant step in the manufacture of the tractors. Pro-
duction processes and production machines were the main
subjects of the inspection, which occupied the entire day.
On the assembly line they watched the growth of tractors
from a multitude of individual parts to the mighty "cats"
usjd in construction work.
Lieutenant Lothrop to Leave Illinois
Lieutenant R. H. Lothrop of the military engineers
will leave Illinois in Jime for service in the Philippines.
Lieutenant Lothrop is well known on the engineering
campus. He has served as faculty adviser of Scabbard
and Hlade, military honorary, and as assistant coach of
the riHe team since his arrival at llhnois in I'l.ih. Good
luck, Lieutenant!
Mrs. Wood Speaks Before A. S. C. E.
In the space of a lifetime, engineers have made mar-
\elous inventions, developed the airplane, the automobile,
the movie, and interior lighting. Process after process
has been de\eloped to a high degree, but the problems
of "social engineering ' have been sadly neglected. Surely
the engineers shoidd be inspired to end the unscientific
form of social and health education we have today. Such
was the challenge given to the civil engineers at their
.March 13 meeting by Mrs. Margaret Wells Wood.
"The most important problems of life and society,"
says Mrs. Wood, "are the ones which need most the sci-
entific dexelopment which the engineer has given other
fields. That is why I speak of Social Engineering."
At the close of her talk, Mrs. Wood answered ques-
tions concerning the individual social problems of those
present.
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RIGHT OR WiRONG?
A 2-minute test for telephone users
1. It's impossible for you to telephone to people
in two different cities at the same time.
RIGHT WRONG a
2. Police Radio Telephone made by Western Elec-
tric is an outgrowth of research at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. RIGHT n WRONG
3. About 75% of the Bell System's 85 million miles
of telephone wire is contained in cable.
RIGHT n WRONG D
4. Lowest telephone rates to most out-of-town
points are available every night after 7 P. M. and
all day Sunday, RIGHT a WRONG
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BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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PRECISION TOOLS
for All Measurements
Ask for No. 33 Catalog showing the complete line.
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. r|B S
PROVIDENCE, R. I. ffl
Brown & Sharpe
Tools
IVe Do Not Handle Side Lines
But Specialize in
DRY CLEANING
Phone Number 4-4-4-4
THREE DELIVERY TRUCKS
At Your Service
BRESEE BROS.
CLEANERS
COSTUMES • TUXEDOES
Athletic Equipment
SEELY JOHNSTON '21
39 Main St. "Downtown" Champaign
Age Hardening . . .
(Conlinind fro/ii Pcu/v 5)
actually takes place during the age hardening of an allov,
certain changes in properties are to be expected. In the
case of duralumin, precipitation should be accompanied
by a drop in electrical resistivity, an expansion, and a
change in the inter-atomic distance of the aluminum
matrix.
These changes actually did occur in most of the alloy
systems known at the time of the publication of Merica's
original theory. It was not long, however, before experi-
mental evidence supposedly inconsistent with a simple
precipitation theory of age hardening was discovered. The
contradictory evidence was explained by introducing the
concept of a "two-stage" hardening process. During the
first stage, diffusion of the dissolved atoms into groups
or "knots" takes place, and during the second stage, ac-
tual precipitation of particles from these highly super-
saturated areas occurs. This theory explained many of
the conflicting data. According to the simple precipita-
tion theory, an increase in hardness would be expected
with increased aging time until a maximum hardness
is reached. Further aging, causing coalescence of these
particles, would cause a decrease in hardness. Thus if
a hardness versus aging time graph were plotted, the
curve should be in the form of a hill or peak. If a sim-
ilar curve were drawn for a two-stage hardening process,
it would consist of two hardness peaks. Later workers
have shown that hardening can occur in even three stages,
and hardness versus time graphs have been presented
showing the presence of three hardness peaks. The past
decade has seen a great many conflicting points of view
presented, and there has been lack of agreement as to
the actual mechanism of age hardening.
Many of the arguments which arose from time to
time concerning the validity of observed hardness peaks
were due to the fact that in most of the experimental
data available, the scattering of points on properties
versus aging-time graphs was sufficient to cast doubt
on the actual presence of these maxima.
The conventional method was to give a solution treat-
ment followed by a quench to several specimens of a
given alloy. The specimens were then aged isothermally,
each at a different temperature, and tests were made at
certain time intervals. The data were presented in the
form of time-hardness or time-strength curves for aging
at different temperatures.
It is conceivable that if the different aging stages
were in some way produced in a single specimen, the
((Joiitiniiid on Page 14)
Timely Offerings From
STRAUCH'S
Photos for Thesis, Cameras, Photo
Supplies, Mother's Daj Cards, Pen
Repair Service, Watch Repair Service,
Photo Finishing.
}()tirs for Seri'ice
Strauch's at Campus
709 South Wri|iht
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THE CITIES
MEN BUILD
» "^ r^egr
piROM THE EARLIEST times man has en-
•* deavored to create communities for
reasonsof safety, comfort and fellowship.
But as he built his towns and cities he
faced new difficulties. None of these had
greater bearing on his well-being than
the removal and disposal of waste. To
this day the sanitation of cities has re-
mained one of the most pressing prob-
lems of urban lile.
Yet here again modern chemistry is
giving material aid to sanitary engineers
who are meeting this municipal problem
in a truly remarkable manner.
Raw sewage is about 97 per cent water
and 3 per cent organic matter. The basic
task is to extract the organic matter from
the water. The solids must be precipi-
tated in settling tanks, then coagulated—
causing the organic particles to cling
together. These primary processes are
necessary so that the coagulated sewage,
or sludge, can be dried and disposed of
either as fertilizer or by burning.
For these processes modern practice calls
for the use of Dow Ferric Chloride and
many sewage disposal plants are de-
signed accordingly, including the South-
west Plant recently completed in Chicago,
the largest activated sludge plant in the
world, with a capacity of 400,000,000
gallons a day.
Dow Ferric Chloride has proved to be a
remarkably efficient conditioning agent.
Engineers favor it also because it permits
a much simpler design for disposal
plants and assures a minimum of chem-
ical and operating costs as well.
In this contribution to sanitary engineer-
ing we find another practical example of
the far-reaching value of Dow's chemical
developments.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Midland, Michigan
Branch Sale! Offices; 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New
York (jly—Second and Madison Streets, St. Louis
— Field Building. Chicago—9 Main Street, San
Francisco—4151 Bandini Blvd., Los Angeles
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study of the variation ot haiiliiess and niicrostructuic
during the aging might be made more coherent. With
this object in mind, the writer designed an experiment
in which a single bar of commercial duralumin was gi\en
a solution treatment and aged in a temperature gradient
for two hours. The bar was then examined for hardness
variation and change in microstructure. During aging,
tile hot end of the bar was maintained at 380" C and the
cold end at S.i" C The temperature at each point of the
bar during aging was measured, and after the aging
treatment was complete, the variation of hardness along
its length \\as measured. The scale used was the Rock-
5
80
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44.000.000 .
PHANTOM FIREsFMHfEKS
Ready To Stop Fire At Its Source
!
Night and day, forty-four million
Grinnell fire-fighters stand guard in
plants and structures everywhere. For,
every sprinkler head in a Grinnell
Automatic Sprinkler System is a never-
sleeping watchman, alert to stop fire at
its source! In ten years, Grinnell Systems
have nipped more than nine thousand
conflagrations in the bud.
Important in itself, this effective fire
protection is only one of the Grinnell
services-built-on-piping. Complete engi-
neered piping systems, high and low
pressure pipe fittings and hangers,
Thermolier unit heaters and Amco
industrial humidifiers are among the
products which have made Grinnell
the leading name "whenever piping is
involved." . . . For detailed information
regarding any of these piping services,
write to Grinnell Company, Inc., Execu-
tive Offices, Providence, Rhode Island.
Grinnell Company. Inc. • Grinnell Company of the
Pacific * Grinnell Company of Canada. Ltd. * General
Fire Extinguisher Company • American Moistening
Company • Columbia Malleable Catlings Corpctration
• The Ontario Malleable Iron Company. Ltd.
GRINNELL
WHENEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED
Automatic
Sprinklers
Thermolier Unit Heaters Pipe Fittings Pipe Hangers Prefabricated Piping Amco
Industrial Humidifiers
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4400 T(M£S HfS OWN WEfGHT
A MAN could lift tour loo-ton freight cars it he were pro-
portionately as strong as a new Alnico magnet assembly
recently developed in the General Klectric Research
Laboratory.
The greatly increased strength of the new magnet is due to
a special mounting, which permits the magnetic flux to pass
through many air gaps instead ot the usual two in bridging
trom pole to pole. This makes possible a more efficient
utilization of the magnetic energy. In recent laboratory
tests a magnet weighing only one ijuarter ot an ounce was
able to support 69 pounds—about 4400 times its own weight.
This new development, although not yet commercially avail-
able, broadens the field of permanent magnet ajiplications.
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TWO Ol/T OF TWENTr
TN his selection ot the 20 outstanding men and women of
1939, Durward Howes, editor ot ".America's Young Men,"
honored two General Electric leaders: I'hilip 1). Reed and
Katharine B. Blodgett.
Mr. Reed has been with General Electric since 1926. He
received his engineering degree trom Wisconsin in 1921 and
his law degree from Fordham University three years later.
In 1937 he became the assistant ot Gerard Swope, President
of General Electric. Mr. Reed is now Chairman of the Board
of Directors.
Miss Blodgett was graduated from Bryn Mawr in 1917,
received her M.S. degree trom the University of Chicago,
and spent the next six years in the General Electric Research
Laboratory in Schenectady. In 1924 and 1925 Dr. Blodgett
studied at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, F.ngland,
where she received the degree ot Doctor of Philosophy.
Returning to the G-E Research Laboratory, she has since
been engaged in the study ot molecular films.
2.000,000 HORSES
TT* VEN in its heytlay the Wild West would hardly have
-*—
' tried stopping a stampede ot 2,000,000 horses. Yet the
job ot stopping 2,000,000 horsepower ot electric energy has
been assigneii to the General Electric breakers installed at
Bovilder Dam, and they do the job in 1/20 of a second. And
the relays which trip these breakers are even more versatile,
for it takes them only 1/200 ot a second to locate trouble and
trip the proper breaker.
The power developed at Boulder Dam is carried to Los
Angeles at 287,000 volts—the highest voltage in the world
in regular service. Two transmission lines, running side by
side, are used to span the 380 miles. To protect these lines
required the development ot circuit breakers capable of inter-
rupting one and a halt million kilowatts ot power.
Student engineers, recent college graduates taking the G-E
Test Course, had the responsibility of testing these circuit
breakers in the Philadelphia Works of General Electric.
GENERALS ELECTRIC
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TIMKEN BEARINGS
The fu damental ch racteristics of the TIMKEN
Bearing, arising from inherent features of its design, make this bearing
eminently suitable for every bearing application in every kind of
mechanical equipment. In your future years as an engineer, bearing
selection will be one of your many Important responsibilities. The more
you learn about bearings now, the easier your task will be.
RAOIAL LOAD
SB;
END-THRUST
RESULTANT LOADS
The, most important feature of the TIMKEN Bearing 1$ its
basic tapered principle, introduced by Timlten in 1898 and
never superseded. This enables the bearing to carry all types
of loads—radial, thrust or both together in any combination
—without auxiliary supports of any kind, (such as thrust
plates or thrust washers).
To assure true rolling motion and thus provide maximum anti-
friction efficiency in operation, the bearing is so designed
that lines projected along the tapered surfaces of the rolls
and races meet at a common apex on the axis of the bearing.
Rolls are kept m exact alignment with respect to the races
by two area contact of the large roll ends with the undercut
rib of the cone (inner race).
A scientifically-designed and accurately-perforated cage keeps
the rolls properly spaced around the cone so that each roll
carries its proper proportion of the load.
For more than 41 years a constant process of engineering refinement has been going on,
resulting In the perfected TIMKEN Bearing of today—a product of one of the world's
largest and most famous engineering-manufacturing organizations.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
Manufacturers of TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings for automobiles, motor trucks,
railroad cars and locomotives and all kinds of Industrial machinery; TIMKEN Alloy
Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and TIMKEN Rock Bits.
TIMKEN
TAP£m ROLLIR BEARINGS
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The Editor's Pen
Without qualifying myself, I am offering, in the
following sentences some advice on a situation as it
appears to me. It comes from a conversation between
an old-school German mechanic and his helpers in a
large industrial plant. Two of the men were talking
sour-grapes about one of the plant "big-shots" and how
he got to be boss when old "Ciermany Joe" said this:
"Listen boys, maybe you and I, we see an inch. But
the boss, he sees a foot, and his boss sees a yard. But,
not only does he see a yard, he sees every foot in that
yard and every inch that you and I see. That's why
he's the big shot."
We may be able to learn something from that wise
advice given by a mechanic who knew his own place
and who respected the position of his superior. You and
I will have opportunities later on to change jobs and
take on new and difficult responsibilities. We will have
been taught tliat diligent effort will get any job done
successfully. But don't be too certain about that! A
conscientious man with strange problems piling up faster
than he can even understand them may cause expensive
embarrassment, and whatever good talents he may have
had for a different situation will make no difference.
Be sure that 5'ou can see an inch before you try to
look at the foot. Ambition, if well placed, is good, but
be prepared. There is a lot to know about the single
inch, and when you're boss, you've twelve of them to
look after.
Editor
The Ikiw anil why ol present
-
day modes of urban tranN|>i>rtn-
tion, their distinKiii.shini; charaC'
teristies, then- a(lvaiilanes and
disadvantages anil Mir probable
winner.
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Trackless Trolley Versus Street Car
By Tom Shedd, Ry.E. '40
Illustrations Courtesy
Mass Transportation
Transit journal
Twenty-five years ago practicall) all city transit sys-
tems used street cars exclusively. The trolley car reigned
supreme, from the dinky single truck "safety" car up to
large two-car articulated units. Over 40,()()() miles of
street railway track and more than 60,0(10 cars were in
use in the United States. Yet today the track mileage
anil the number of cars in use have been reduced by about
one-half; many good-sized communities are entirely with-
out street cars. On all sides may be heard the statement
"The trolley car is dead. From now on it's buses for
city transportation."
Is the trolley car actually on its way out? What
is the true picture of urban transit today? Since street
cars reached the height of their popidarity some years
ago, motor buses have begun to play an increasingly im-
jiortant part in the transit picture; lately trolley buses,
or trackless trolleys, ha\e stepped to the fore in supply-
ing cities with more modern transportation.
The sclf-propelli'il bus has a \cr\' important place
on city transit hnes wlieic traffic is no longer heavy
enough to support the operation of street cars. No in-
vestment in overhead construction or track is requireii
tor the bus, but its relati\e]\' high operating cost and
inability to handle efficiently large numbers of rush hour
passengers have ruled it out, generalh' speaking, on liea\ \
traffic lines in large cities. In many smaller communities,
however, the self-propelled bus is used exclusiveh' for
local transport. In addition to gasoline buses, a number
of diesel, diesel-electric, and gas-electric buses are in
service throughout the country.
A trolley bus or trackless trollex' is, as the name im-
plies, nothing more than an electric car with rubber
tires, designed to run directly on the street. Most trolley
coaches of modern design look more like buses than
street cars however; their most noticeable feature is the
two trolley poles and collectors. Two collectors are
needed because no running rails are available for the re-
turn circuit; the current must be sent back through the
extra trollcv wire. The motors arc controlled by rcsis-
rate ; three different types of brakes are used in sequence
to stop the car. Operation is astonishingly quiet. The
I'CC car makes le.ss noise than the average automobile
and onh' slightly more noise than a trolley dus.
Each type of vehicle has its advantages as well as
drawbacks. The trolley bus is very quiet in operation
and reijuires no track. It is thoroughh' modern and cre-
ates no gas fumes to foul the atmosphere. If necessary,
trolley buses, luilike street cars, can pass around a stalled
unit. A trolley bus can tra\el in a region up to 12 feet
on either side of the trolley wires. This makes it pos-
sible to run around road obstructions and slow-moving
traffic. It also permits the trolley bus to load and unload
passengers at the curb.
( )n the other hand, the modern street car is not lack-
ing in advantages for city service. The street car has
more capacity than the trolley bus ; it is capable of higher
speeds with more comfort to the passengers. Furthermore,
when safety islands are used, the street car causes less
interference to other traffic than a curb loading vehicle.
The street car has large aisles and is not subject to jolt-
tances in much the same way as on street cars; com-
pressed air operates the controller as well as the doors
and brakes. Acceleration and braking are both performed
by means of foot-operated pedals, leaving the motorman's
hands free for steering and collecting fares. Operation
is simpler than in the case of a bus, since no shifting of
gears is necessary. The trolley bus can accelerate at a
rate of about 3.8 to 4.0 miles per hour per second. A
few years ago the average street car accelerated at 2 to
3 mphps. Acceleration is accomplished much more smooth-
ly than it is in the case of a conventional street car,
since the controller has more "steps" than the street car
controller—usually about three times as many.
Street cars have been constantly improved ever since
the electric railway became practical, but it was not
until 1Q33 that the modern car used in Chicago and other
large cities made its appearance. This car was developed
following a conference of street railway presidents who
were interested in producing a really good car. The so-
called Presidents' Conference Committee or PCC car
is being built in considerable numbers; there are now
1,100 of these ultra-modern cars in service in the Uiu'ted
States. The PCC is a far cry from the conventional
car; it utilizes rubber insulation to reduce noise to a
minimum ; it has luxurious upholstered seats and an im-
proved ventilating system. It can accelerate at about 4.5
miles per hour per second and brake at a comparable
ing due to rough pa\ement. This makes it easier for
passengers to ride standing up. The street car is also
less subject to accidents than the trackless trolley, be-
cause its exact position on the street is known at all times.
Automobile drivers do not attempt to force it off the
road with disastrous results. On heavily traveled streets,
the trolley car can make better time than a trolley bus
because it is nor subject to delays in pulling away from
the curb.
What deternu'nes whether a trolley bus or a street
car shall be used on a given line? For a time the trolley
bus was considered the best solution to the problem of
providing modern transportation. However, present prac-
tice is to select a type of vehicle for a given run only
after a number of factors have been considered. A trolley
bus line requires considerably less investment in right of
way equipment than a street car system. While the trol-
ley bus overhead wire construction is more expensive,
there is no track to build and maintain, (^n the other
hand, more trolley buses will be needed to handle a
given traffic, since the trolley bus is smaller and oper-
ates on a somewhat slower schedule than the modern
street car. In addition there is the important question
of which type of vehicle the public will prefer. There
are no reliable data on this point as yet, but some indi-
cations are that the trolley bus is getting an even more
(Continued on Page 12)
No More Privacy
Than an Atom
. . .
... is virtiiall,\ true since rc>.cairli slartcd in
atom shiittciiii«. I.jic Siliallt-r (jives a brief
histoi'.v (if atiiiiiie ilisintei;i'atii>ii, deMiibes tlie
eyilolioii anil iiiK'ar acieleiatiir liere at llliiKiis,
and discusses present means lor studjin;; atomic
strnctures.
nuinhiT ot one. but a mass ot two. Instead of lieavy-
h\(lro}ien it is often more practicable to use heavy ice,
that is, ice composed of oxygen and heavy-hydrogen.
Two methods are being used by the physics depart-
ment to accelerate deuteron particles for bombardment.
' )ne employs the cyclotron and the other the linear
accelerator tube. The cyclotron is a hollow c\linder
composed of two Hat semicircular shells resembling hollow
"D's". The two halves arc insulated and charged
oppositely by high frequency alternating potentials, and
the assembly is placed in a strong magnetic field. The
deuteron particles, shot into the center of the cyclotron,
are drawn by the alternating charges irom one shell to
the other while rotating in a circle under the influence
of the magnetic field. Starting at the center of the
By Lyle Schaffer, M.E. '41
L iitil thirt)' \cars ago, the stud\' of physic dealt
\\ith bodies which we can see, and whose properties
and actions can be observed with the eye. The chemist,
however, was already interested in the combinations of
atoms to form molecules, and in the 1890s the electron
was discovered. It was found to be the same in all
atoms, and to possess a negative charge. For ten or fifteen
years, physicists speculated upon the combinations and
relations of the negative and positive charges forming
the atom.
Then just before the World War, Rutherford dis-
covered the nucleus of the atom and found that it
possessed all the positive charges. Experiments soon
following gave very definite information on the structure
of the outer part of the atom, and shortly physicists
turned their attention to the mystery-shrouded nucleus.
Here we find nearly all the weight of the atom, and
here lies the battlegroLind of experiments being carried
on today in many universities throughout the country.
Among these is the University of Illinois, whose physics
department is conducting experiments with the cyclotron
and linear accelerator tube, the names of which already
may be familiar to the reader.
To open the secrets of the inner atom, scientists are
trying to shatter nuclei by bombarding them with bullets
of alpha particles, protons, neutrons, et cetera. Neutrons
have proved one of the most satisfactory because they
have mass but no electrical charge, and hence are more
likeh' to pass, luiaffected by electrical influences, into the
nucleus of the atom. One problem then is how to secure
these neutrons and how to give them the \-elocity
necessary to penetrate the atom.
Today there are two .sources of neutrons available.
The first and until recently the only one, necessitates
the use of radium and ber\lliinu. Radium as it de-
composes gives up, among other things, alpha particles,
which are the nuclei of helium atoms. The alpha particles
acting on beryllium results in the formation of carbon
and neutrons. One milligram of radivim is necessary to
produce 27,000 neutrons per second. The physics depart-
ment has but 200 nu'ligrams of radium.
The second method of producing neutrons employs
the method of high-speed deuteron bombardment. Deu-
terons, which are heavy-hydrogen or deuterium atoms
stripped of their planetary electron, produce neutrons
when bombarding deuterium, berylliimi, or lithium tar-
gets. The latter two are better at high potentials, while
the first, deuterium, is best at lower potenfi.ils. Deuter-
ium is heavy-hydrogen, that is, hydrogen with ,in .'itomic
Illinois ( .M'lotron.
Hiiilt tiy I'liit'essor
K r II :; e r and Dr.
(Jieen of the I'lij s-
ics l>e|)ai'tnient
hollow cyclotron, as the particles gain speed, they travel
in successively larger circles, luitil having reached the
inside surface of the cylindrical shell, they escape through
an opening with tremendous velocity.
The second accelerating method uses the linear
accelerator tube. It is composed of several short, insu-
lated tubes placed end to end and charged to potentials
which increase successively from one eiul to the other.
The deuteron particles are formed at the end of high
positive potential by an electric arc in deuterium. Pos-
sessing a positive charge of their own, these deuterons
are repelled toward the end of low potential, where
ha\ing attained great speed, the\' impinge upon a target
of heavy ice and form neutrons. With a power source
of 230 kilovolts, 200 microamperes of deuterons may
be generated. These in turn are capable of producing
270,000,(100 neutrons per second. That is, for neutron
production this system is as good as ten or more grams
of radium. The neutron particles emerging from the
bombardment have a velocity equal to that possessed by
electron particles accelerated through a potential differ-
ence of two and one-half million volts. Their path is
gin'ded by shields of cadmium, lead, paraffin, et cetera,
•ind are in turn ready to bombard other atoms. These
neutrons may be slowed down to the velocity of Indrogen
:;t room temperature by being passed through hydro-
geneous materials. Their effects are much different at
th!s lower velocity.
By this atomic bombardment, physicists hope to throw-
off the veil of mystery which still partly surrounds the
depths of the tiny atom. Valuable results of these experi-
ments such as the production of artificial radioactivity,
already have been realized, and there are promising
possibilities of their application in the field of luedicine.
Production ot glass, an ancicMit art, has been trans-
formed to a modern science. Although its origin is
cloudeil from antiquity we are certain that glass was
known to the Egyptians six thousand years ago. The
Romans im[)ro\ed the qualitN' of glassware, but their
ware was very crude by modern standards, practical!)'
all forms having the green cast characteristic of iron
salts and similar impurities. It has remained for colonial
period artisans to introduce soda and potash to remove
such undesirable colors and fiiul better silica sand
11(111 Stevens cxpluiiis the inaiiiil'a<turt' of
jilass Iniiii the standixiiiit of pniihietiiin,
discusses se\'eral t>pes nt i;lass and their
de\ elopnients, and pointN out ditVi'i'enres
in their quahties and the numerous prod-
ucts made from eacli.
An Art Becomes a Science
By Donald K. Stevens, Cer.E. '42
deposits from which to produce glass. Twentieth cen-
tury research has completed the transformation from an
art to a science and the years ahead may see a combination
of science and art to produce even better ware.
The term "glass" is generally applied to any hard,
brittle amorphous substance produced by the fusion of
silica with an alkali, such as potash or soda, and anothei'
base, as lime or lead oxide. The structure of glass is
not definite, but may be considered as a super-cooleil
h'quid. Transparenc\' is a common but not requisite
quality of a gla.ss.
Colors are introduced to glass through the dispersion
of oxides or coloidal metal such as gold. The colors
produced in this manner include blue or green from
copper oxides, blue from cobalt oxide, ruby and orange
from selenium, purple or black from MnO.„ and red,
pvirple. or blue from gold. Opacity and milky colors are
obtained by adding feldspar, Sn(^._., CaF,, in small
quantities.
So many different compositions are used in glass
manufacture we will not discuss them at length here. It
is sufficient to note that a wide variety of properties are
obtained by varying the chemical analysis. Window
and bottle glass is usually a soft glass containing mixed
calcium and sodium silicates. A harder glass is obtained
b\ substituting potassium for sodium. Lead replacing
a part of the calciiun will produce a brilliant flint
glass from which lenses and dishes are made. The
addition of boron compounds, as in the case of pyrex
glass, produces borosilicates having low coefficients of
thermal expansion. Current research is past the ele-
mentary stage in determining the effect of given elements
on properties. In fact, the resulting properties may be
predicted rather accurateh by the glass technologist
\--'th(Mit previous test.
It is in the manufactin-ing processes that most of
the engineering work is done, the technique belonging to
the ceramic chemist. Raw materials of controlled purit\'
are mixed according to formula, together with cullet
(previous crude glass fusion) in large tanks of average
area 300 sq. ft. and depth 3 ft. In the.se large tanks
or furnaces the batch is brought to the fusion point
and thoroughly mixed in either a single-heat or a con-
tinuous charge system, thus making the glass. The old
method of making glass was to use small pots for the
melting process, but this is used only in optical glass
nrod\iction and similar exacting problems today. The
larger tank is more consistent with modern high-speed
production. An interesting application of the recently
introduced contiiuious-feed tank is the production of
safety glass for automobiles.
Commercial plate glass for a number of >ears had
been made by the same slow, time and money-consuming
process invohing small batch preparation. When the
demands of the automobile industry forced prices for
plate glass up sharply in 1921 the search was intensified
for a less expensive, mass-production, continuous method
of making finished glass. As a result the Ford Process
\\'as developed.
Glass from automatic gas-fired fvunaces is fed through
refractory troughs to two heated rolls, which in turn
spread a uniform ribbon of glass onto an endless chain
of contiguous flat-topped cars. These cars then pass
at a regulated speed through the annealing lehrs, where
controlled cooling of the glass is closely regulated. It
is interesting to note that provision is made for the
glass to come out from the lehr at a slower speed than
that at which it entered, to compensate for the shrink-
age on cooling.
Grinding and polishing laps complete the transforma-
tion from crude glass to final plates. Abrasives used
include carborundum, garnet, and rouge. Operating
almost complete])- automatically, the plant turns out
tens of thousands of square feet of glass in normal pro-
duction days (24 hours). Recent improvements in this
process include combination surfacers which grind and
polish both top and bottom of the glass sheets at the
same time insm-ing um'formity and parallelism in surfaces
o{ the final product.
Safety glass is maile by pressing layers of glass
together with a resin in the center. Heat and pressure
apiilied produce a satisfactory bond, and when properlv
protected along the edges, the glass preserves its
clearness and uniplanar appearance indefinitely.
Plate glass is not the only product to benefit from
the continuous process. Bottle machines and electric
light bulb or radio tube machines are ingenious devices
now being fed from continuous tanks. With such
devices we produce many thousands of units better and
more rapidly than we could have produced a dozen by
hand a few years ago.
Todav the blowing |irocess, which has been highly
developed in the past, is used only in making the highly
ornate and individualized stemware and other tableware,
(^it glass and etched work are responsible for much
that glitters on the banquet table. A lead glass is used
for most of this ware because of its high luster. The
glass is dipped from a pot on a hollow metal tube.
Ry twisting, rolling, and blowing the molten glass the
master craftsman can create art glassware, but this
requires time. Time is money, so the short-cuts of
irolding and pressing by machine are used in manufac-
( Continued on Paye 14)
Electrica
In the old days of the oil fields wiu-ii a rou^iuicck
earned his name and field workers wcie (hstinjiuishahle
by their missing fingers, the geologist ami production
engineer had to rely upon drill cuttings and cores <if
the formations penetrated for information pertaining
to the completion of the well, probable water condition:.
in the producing formation, and control of the produced
gas-oil ratio. Today, thanks to the tireless work of a
group of men who combined their various professions
to form a new profession, geophysics, the drilling branch
of the petroleum industry has a new service which
removes much of the guess work from the completion
problems listed above—the electrical logging process.
Several companies offer electrical logging services,
but they all operate upon the same general principle.
Two important characteristics of the subsurface rock
formations are usually recorded, namelw the resistivity
of the beds and their porosity.
It is quite apparent that if the subsurface rocks
were dry, the resistance would be infinitely large. These
rocks are not dry however, but they are filled to a certain
degree with water having various amounts of salts dis-
solved in it; the salt concentration depending upon the
soluble minerals the water has come in contact with.
It is also evident that the very dense beds such as shale,
clay, granite, and marble would contain very little
water in comparison with the more porous sand, conglom-
erate, and limestone beds. Thus it is seen that the con-
ductivity of the rocks depends upon the amount of
water they contain and the concentration of an electro-
lyte in this water. Thus the resistivity, the reciprocal
of the conducti\ity, will vary from one formation to
the next as the above conditions \ar\. In measuring
this resistance, the drilling fluid used in modern rotary
drill is necessary since it serves as a conductor from the
rocks penetrated to the electrodes which are lowered
into the well. The basic principle of the measming
process is carried out as follows. An electrode is lowered
into the hole and then connected to one terminal of a
battery, the other terminal being grounded to the earth
—usually the surface casing. Around this electrode which
is lowered into the well are equipotential surfaces which
are spherically shaped. Two other electrodes, connected
together across a potentiometer, are lowered into the
hole. These two electrodes are separated from each
other, one above the other, and are lowered at a distance
away from the electrode which carries the initial poten-
tial, equal to ten to twenty times the diameter of the
well. These two measuring electrodes measure the drop
in potential in the distance between them, which is
equal to the drop in all directions from the source-of-
potential electrode over the same distance. This resist-
ance is measured, and recorded at the surface on co-
ordinate paper, in ohms IVP:^I, where M represents
one meter. These three electrodes, and their insulated
cables, are woven into one large cable wiiich is carried
on a truck.
In determining the porosity of the subsurface rocks,
tlu' phenomenon known as electrofiltration is used. When
an electrolyte flows through a pervious dielectric, an
electromotive force is set up between the sides of the
dielectric which are in the direction of the flow; the
side of ingre.ss being negative with respect to the side
of egress. This electromotive force is proportional to
the resistivity of the liquid, the pressin'e of the liquid,
and a constant factor depending \qion the porous
medium, and is imersely proportional to the viscosity of
the li(]uid. This force may also be expressed: E=C(JR.
where:
E is the electromotive force.
C is a constant depending upon the porous medium,
Q is the quantity of fluid which flows through, and
R is the resistivity of the fluid.
From this it is seen that this electromotive force is a
close indication of the porosity of the porous medium
under consideration. In the rotarv-drilled oil well there
Logging
. .
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I iiiliTuroinKl iliMtrical surve.v service is (ill'ereii
li.v iii(le|ii'Mileiil ccirniianies to tile ilrillini: liraiieli
of tile petnileiiin iii(liistr.\.
By Wayne Moore, M.E. '41
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is sufficient drilling fluid in the hole to produce pressures
in excess of the hydrostatic pressures within the rock
formations, and thus a slight filtration of the drilling
fluid into the formations takes place. This is not a
minor effect, for differences as large as 100 to 200 milli-
volts may be observed within a few feet or even inches.
In measuring this potential difference an impolariz-
able electrode is lowered, on the tri-cable used for
resistivity, into the well. This electrode is connected
through a potentiometer to another impolarizable elec-
trode which is embedded in the groiuid and whose
potential is considered to be zero. These impolarizable
electrodes are electrodes which are not affected by chemi-
cal electromotive forces set up by the contact of a metal
with the water in the hole and the moisture in the earth.
These usually consist of a metal electrode inside a porous
cup filled with a concentrated solution of the salt of this
metal. The porosity is thus measured in milli-volts, and
it is recorded on the same coordinate sheet that the
resisti\ity is and the depths are plotted on the same
scale. Thus one side of the strip gives the resistivity
of a given bed while the other side shows an index of
its porosity.
Oil occurs in the more porous formations since
there must be space in which to accumulate. Now oil
is not I'ust a poor conductor, it is an insulator; so that
an oil-bearing horizon should show both high porosity
and high resistivity' on the electrical log of a well, salt
water formations would show high porosity and low
resistivity, and an impervious bed would show up with
high resistivity hut with low porosity. This is the exact
way that they do show \ip. In rotary drilling it is easy
to drill through an oil sand without noticing it at the
siu'face, and many of the modern operators will nm an
electrical logging survey when there is any doubt as to
the probable location of any oil sands before the\ will
abandon a well. It is obvious that these surveys must
be made before the ca.sing is run into the well.
Another use which has been found for the electrical
surveys is the determining of the exact depth at which
to land the casing, the parts of the sand to be shot
with nitroglycerin or to be acidized, and the probable
amoimt of shot or charge that is needed. (las, oil, .iiid
water tend to accumulate from the top of the sand to
the bottom in the order mentioned. The best engineering
practice is to produce the maximum amount of oil with
the nunimum .imount of gas and water, these two afford-
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The Council Speaks
Tin all-cnijiiniriiKj s'ttiity. "It/mi Enybnirs ," hct/dti i nthiiiiastiinUy in S( ph /ii/ur, hut icdsiti
nctwity after a fnv months. An itiitori/il in the Af'il Technograi'H nskcil the r/iustioii " If hut ahotit
the 'Illini Engineer'?" Interest deiiiunstrated in the fullouing replies fro/ii (Uiineil inenilnrs of the
onee-active orgiiniztitiun indieates perhaps that an all-engineering soeiety still is possible.
Hypocritical Organization
The world likes a wiiiiicr. Yor that reason there
are many men in our midst who claim to be winners.
They radiate what is termed optimism, a thing that
is like a new front on an old building. They are in
our classrooms and in our organizations. These men
ha\e one characteristic: if when they fail, they admit
defeat, we dislike them ; so they cover up and carry
on, head high.
Time-consuming obstacles have given oiu' engineering
campus hypocritical organizations, one of which is the
Illini Engineers. The human inertia in this case was
too great for student leaders to combat. Here, the
task, after undertaken, required much more than an
ordinary amount of work because the men had no
authoritative power behind them. The faculty was kind,
but it did not lend enough prestige to carry the plan
through. Without the faculty shoulder, some students
might have been capable of corralling their fellow men
into a grand organization of Illini Engineeis, but they
would be risking graduation . . . and the world does
not like a loser, it likes a winner. Thus we have
what is called taking the path of least resistance.
In the future there will be attempts to inauginate
an honor system in this college, a St. Pat's Ball will be
plaiuied, a new Engineering Council will be started,
but. in my estimation, they will all fail to be of a
worth\- consequence due to the tremendous vohuitary
sacrifice required of the students.
Wm. Glexn" Voigt. Editor
Non-Existent—Start Anew
In leply to \'our editorial, "To the Council of the
Illini Engineers," in the Tcehnograph of April, 1*54(1,
the "Illini Engineers" does not exist at present! It
is true that there was an attempt made to organize
the engineers on our campus. The officers of the
departmental organizations met and much talking and
planning was done. There were four of us who acted
as a committee and devoted much time and effort to
"start the ball rolling." However, our proposals were
not unanimously accepted. The work done by the
committee was rejected by a certain feiv individuals. The
committee did a good job, and thought nothing of the
time spent, but it likewise felt that its work should
have been considered by the few. After all, we could
not go on forever making plans and forever producing
negative results. We wanted to see the organization
"Illini Engineers" started
!
At this time, we on the committee were pressed
for time. Our own individual organizations began to
suffer because we were unable to de\ote much needed
time to them. So, after more talk, we had to stick by
our own guns. We could not see both ships go down.
The student departmental organizations after all will
take a great part in the "Illiiu' Engineers" and without
question will be the nucleus of such an organization.
It seems to me that the council members should bury
their differences and get started again. The foundation
should be laid for the "Illini Engineers." This founda-
tion should be simple but solid. Money is secondary
to the existance of such an organization. What is
more pertinent? The sincere cooperation of all
concerned
!
The main purpose of the organization is to unite
the engineers and thus make the students involved feel
that they are an organization and not individuals. To
nisure its existence, such an organization must be
approved and backed b\ all concerned. There is no
other way out
!
My ad\ice is to meet again and "start the ball
rolling." We who are familiar with the problem in
hand surely can yet save what is left and show our
successors what is expected of them.
V.AL J. CiCHOWSKI
President: Student Braneh
of the Anieriean (hraniie
Society
No Definite Need
Before any organization can be built up, there must
be a real reason for that organization. Although the
"Illini Engineers" might function in a number of dif-
ferent ways, there is still no clear cut outstanding need.
(Organized first as a means to aid the Technograph. and
then gradually expanding until it was to supervise all
functions on the engineering campus, it was left without
a purpose.
Student societies have long fulfilled the need for
professional activity of the students. The "Illini Engi-
neers" was to encompa.ss all this, and to put the individual
societv on the b'ock. The plan to have the student join
the "Illini Engineers" for $1.73 instead of the usual
>. 30 fee for his own society jeopardized the membership
of each society imtil after the second day of registration
\\h?n it was cut out.
As for St. Pat's Ball, why was the debt of $191
incurred from last year? It was because of a lack of
student interest- The engineering campus is too large
and too diversified as to group interests to get that
close together.
Whether the deciding reason why the covuicil did
r'ot take steps last fall was that they felt that the
students woidd not suppoit the plan or whether they had
tlu'ii" own organization work to do is debatable. It was
c:is\ then, as it will be in the future for .some few to
paint a rosy future for the "Illini Engineers." The
completion of the task will be left to another group,
notably the presidents of the individual societies. How-
ever, they have work of their own to do!
Robert M. Sinks, E.E. '40
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Replies Continued . . .
Students Suspicious of Purpose
As a member of the Council of the "Illiiii Engineers,"
I can only admit that the Council failed in its purpose.
In attempting to analyze the situation I cannot Ia\
mv finger on any one definite reason for failure. I thinic
realh' that the "lUini Engineers" needed someone with
a rare bit of leadership and energy and a true interest
in the organization—someone who could put actual life
into the group. Perhaps that person will still come
along to save the society. This I do know though, the
engineering student body was highly suspicious of the
imrpose of the "Illini Engineers." After all, the success
of the group depends upon the students themselves and
not upon the members of the Council. Any attempt to
weld a group into one body will recei\e resistance when
no one knows what he is going into. Systematic
advertising of the aims and benefits of the organization
reaching every student should be made in order to put
those affected in a receptive mood.
DoNAi.i) F. L^oxs
•
Failure Due to Superiority Complex
In reply to your editorial in the April issue of the
Illinois Tcchnografih concerning the "Illini Engineers,"
I write in the capacity of Treasurer of the so-called
organization and in behalf of the A.S.M.E. Student
Branch. The Mechanical Engineers were the only ones
to oppose the original constitution of the "Illini Engi-
neers" when it tried to replace the old Engineering
Council in the spring of 1939. We didn't feel it was
fair to the students to expect them to pay $4.75 for
membership into the "Illini Engineers" and the Student
Branch of the A.S.M.E., as our Student Chapter dues
are $3.00 per year. This original constitution stated
that the dues be $1.75 per year. The student, in turn,
would be given a year's subscription to the Illinois Tich-
no'/rnph. We will leave the question for \ou to answer
as to who was behind the original constitution.
We admit that there are definite advantages of
organizing all the engineers into one unit, but is that
the right approach ?
A revised constitution was proposed and it severed
all connections with the Illinois Tcchnoijraph and made
the dues $.25 per year. We agreed to ratify it under
tho.se conditions because this enabled more students
to become members of the "Illini Engineers" as well
as their own Student Branch Society. Officers were
elected in the spring to carry on the work of organization
in the fall of 1939.
Fall came. All the presidents and faculty advisers
of the Student Branch Societies met and decided to put
out publicity to every engineer explaining what the
"Illini Engineers" was and what was intended to he
done. An all-engineering smoker and two large meet-
ings that were to be held in the Auditorium were the
main points for the first semester.
The publicity was prepared and subnu'tted to the
president to be mimeographed and passed out in the
classes. Time passed and no publicity appeared. We
have not seen the publicity w had any kind of a
meeting since that time.
This whole affair is an example of not being united
from the start. Until each of the branches of engineeiing
drops its superiority complex, the idea of an all-
engineering society will not be established. If it is
going to be a "Unit Organization," we must agree on
a central idea and then work together!
Robert W. Roose
.Xdvertising Program Muffed
My position on the "Illini Engineers" Council was
purely unofficial, although I did serve on a committee
wirh another student and a facult\- man. Our job was
to compose the advertising material and decide on some
method of arrangement of this material for the serial
sheets which were to be printed and distributed on Engi-
neering Campus. This work was completed and tu'iied
(i\er to the chairman of the Council.
Since that time I have had no word concerning
the plans of the Council, and the only information I
have been able to get came through unofficial sources
in the way of conversation on the question of the
"Illini Engineers."
K. PiL NDSTEI.V
•
Questionable Purpose
Perha|")s it is not improper, after reading all the
replies, that I attempt the delicate task of summing up,
and in effect, reply to my own editorial. All the replies
except one mention a person or group as a contributor
to the downfall of the society. Leaders, council, students,
faculty, the Tcrhnotjraph—all are suggested. I believe
it is considerably more probable howe\er, that some
idea oi" some method was at fault.
The main criticism of the organization of the societx
has been that the presidents of the student branch organ-
izations were too busy with their own work to contribute
time and effort as the council of an all-engineering group.
Perhaps this dift'icidty would be removed if the coimcil
were composed of the vice presidents of the departmental
societies or of specially elected delegates, both of whom
might afford to spend more time in outside work.
But it remains to be answered whether or not the
society has a commendable purpose. As stated, the p\ir-
pose is to unify the engineers, and through unity to
promote interest in the welfare of the College. It is
implied that the welfare is to be improved, and this
improved welfare is actually the main purpose of the
organization. Thus the main purpose of the society is
onh- implied, whereas the method, unification, is stated
definitely and offers a catchword
—
unity! But as Bob
Sinks and Bob Roose observe, is unity the best method for
improving the welfare of the College?
A more reasonable stated purpose might be to conduct
the functions which do not fall to any one society—St.
Pat's Ball, Open House, all-engineering and inter-depart-
mental contests, and so forth. But if the main purpose
of the society is to make the students involved feel that
they are an organization and not individuals, please
count me out. The value of such a feeling is at least
extremeh questionable.—R.T.
PI TO THIRTY PLACES
One j aime a faire apprendre im nombre utill aiix
sages.
Immortel Archimide, artiste, ingenieur.
Qui de ton jugement peut priser la voleur?
Pour moi ton probleme eut de parelis a\antages.
This verse in French will gi\e pi to thirt\- places.
Count the number of letters in each wcud and write the
numbers in tlie order of the poem; i. e., 3. 141592653-
589793238462643383279.
George Gamertsfelder
Physics Dept.
» * *
Canvasser: "You pa\' a small deposit; then you make
r.o payments for six months.
"
Lady of the house: "Who told you about us?"
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Your voice . . . with CARE
When you send your
voice by telephone, it
arrives in perfect shape
Back of the j^ood service u hicli your Bell
Telephone Company gives you is the
equipment you use. This is Western Elec-
tric's responsibility, as it has been for
nearly sixty years.
It is a many-sided activity which calls
for experience in management, extensive
resources in manufacturing, purchasing
and distributing, a large staff of engineers
and technicians and thousands of skilled
men and women trained in the making
of no less than 43,000 items of telephone
apparatus.
Thus Western Electric helps your tele-
phone company to handle "Your Voice
with Care" and to provide a service
w hich is the best and most economical
in the world.
Western Electric . . . made yourBELL TELEPHONE
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HIGGINS American Drawing Inks
enable you to do better work— Let the
HIGGINS Inkettes tell you how—
riippins American Drawing Inks have tliosp qnalilirs of
unilorniily, evon flow and Irur color which arc ilcniandcii
l>y professional men ihrouphout the worlil. llififjiiiA Inks
come in \\ atcrproof ami Soluble blacks, 17 brilliant \\ atcr-
proof colors including Vi bite and Neutral Tint. For better
work, buy llipgins at your College Store.
Trackless Trolley
HIGGinS
CHtS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
GRAVERS
(^omph
^^e/LOice.
mu)a.
CHAMPAIGN ILL
( (Idiilliuiid frijin Payi 5)
favorable public rcci-ption tban the modern street car.
Local coiulitions, as tor example the character of the rush
hour period, ma>' be an important factor to consider.
Two different lines ha\ii)g the same averafie traffic den-
sity ma\- require different vehicles if one line has hca\ier
traffic at the rvish hour.
Experiments with trackless trolleys were begun onl\
a short time after the electric railway had become a prac-
tical reality. The first trolley bus seems to have been
the one built in 1899 by Siemens and Halske, of Rerlin.
Other experimental trolley coaches were built from that
time until the first modern ones were installed in Salt
Lake City, in 1928. The early trolle\- coaches did not
have the benefits resulting from automotive research.
They ran on hard tires, had crude bodies and heavy elec-
trical equipment, and were generally unsatisfactory.
The trolley buses installed in 1928 were the first
ones to utilize the latest developments in automotive
body design; they ran on pneumatic tires and were
eqiu'pped with light-weight motors. Since 1928 a large
number of trolley bus installations have been made. Ke-
nosha, Wisconsin, replaced all its street cars and motor
bus systems with trolley buses in 1932. Shreveport,
Louisiana, has recently retired its last street car, while
in Providence, Rhode Island, trolley buses are grad-
ually replacing all street cars. In large cities such as
Chicago. trollc\- buses are being used with great success
on lines with medium traffic density.
Large fleets of modern PCC street cars are operat-
ing today in Chicago, Brooklyn, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh,
Toronto, Washington, and other cities. ^lany more cars
are being built; so far, however, the number of new
cars in comparison with old cars still running is small.
The new cars have met with enthusiastic public recep-
tion wherever they have been installed.
Perhaps the only completely modern transportation
system in any large city is to be found in Indianapolis.
The Indianapolis Railways recently installed modern
street cars, trollev buses, and motor buses on all its lines.
The greatest increase of traffic after the installation of
the new equipment occurred on the trolley bus lines;
while the motor bus lines showed the least increase.
Is the trolley car doomed? In the smaller cities, yes.
In large cities it will probably continue to play an im-
portant part in local transit for many years. In all cities,
large and small, transit engineers are installing the type
of vehicle which is most suited for each line, so that
efficient and economical transportation will result, to
the benefit of both the riding public and the transit com-
panies.
For Recof^nition
Au Illinois key or Pin icill iilcutijy
you (IS "Illinois" on graduation, or
during vacation for the undergraduate.
Our Emblems are Attractive and
Not Expensive
Now Featurin)* Mother's Day Gifts and
Greetings Cards at
Strauch's, at Campus
709 South Wright, Camera Shop
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could be built 5 times over tcith
the fittings Grinnell has produced!
Indisputable evidence of Grinnell's
leadership in the field of piping is the vast
number of fittings produced by this com-
pany in the past sixty years. It totals over
300,000,000 . . . enough to join standard
lengths of pipe into five continuous pipe-
lines to the moon!
Beyond numerical impressiveness, this
figure has far broader significance. It
typifies the experience in design and
production that stands behind all of
Grinnell's services- built-on-piping.
Among the products which have made
Grinnell the leading name "whenever
piping is involved", are: automatic
sprinkler fire protection systems, pre-
fabricated piping, Thermolier unit heat-
ers and Amco industrial humidifiers. For
detailed information regarding any of
these services, write to Grinnell Co.,
Inc., Executive Offices, Providence, R. I.
Grinnell Company, Inc. • Grinnell Company of the
Pacific * Grinnell Company of Canada, Ltd. • General
tire Exiingiiiiher Company • American Hlontening
Company * Columbia Malleable Caning;! Corporation
• The Ontario Malleable Iron Company, Ltd.
GRINNELL
WHENEVER PIPING IS INVOLVED
=1^
Thermolier Unit Heaters Automatic Sprinklers Pipe Hangers Prefabricated Piping Amco Industrial Humidifiers
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LOGGING . . . (Continued JK.n, l',i,n H)
ing the pressure which will force the oil our of the well
and thus save punipinj; costs. H\- running; a temperature
survey in connection with the previousl\' nientioneil sur-
vey it is possible to determine the portion of the sand
which contains gas, since the escaping gas acts as a
refrigerant and cools the formations and the mud at
that point. The porosity-resistivity curves will show the
oil-water contact since the resistivity curve will drop
when the water is reached. Thus by having a tempera-
ture-resistivity-porosity survey made, the operator is able
to set his casing below the gas level so that only oil
will be produced, he is able to plug off the parts of the
sand which bears water, and he is given information
which will enable him to shoot only the most impervious
parts of the oil sand, thus saving time and money, rather
than resorting to chance and experimentation with their
resulting waste. Thus through the fusion of three pro-
fessions came a new one with a future that is new,
namely geophysics; and just as new alloys create new
uses for themselves merely by their e.xistence, so has
geophysics created new problems for itself and has
solved these consistentlv from day to day.
GLASS . . . ( (Uintinncil jrnni Page I)
turing the ten-cent variety of tableware. Both types
of glass find demand and both are important to the
modern world.
.Special glasses are created for special purposes. The ;
particular glass developed by a University of Illinois
graduate for use in glass fabrics is an example of special-
pin-pose glass. New composition formulae for glass
products are continually streaming from the laboratory.
In industry we find glass used for reaction kettles,
stills, mixers, evaporators, storage tanks, electrical insu-
lators, fiberglass tape, building blocks, grinder guards,
insulating wool, and even nuts and bolts.
Much of the ceramist's contribution to science is in
the field of glass. Optical glass is an interesting example.
At the time of the first World War all of our optical
glass was imported, but when that supply was cut off
a notable group of American ceramists were faced with
the difficidt problem of supplying flawless, crystal-clear
optical glass for binoculars, microscopes, and camera
lenses. Fortunately these experts soon solved the problem
sufficiently to avert a military crisis, and subsequent
experiments have added greatly to the knowledge avail-
able in the United States. Only one company manu-
factures optical glass in this country, but that company
makes many \aried types and coidd produce an\' types
tor which a demand would develop.
Polaroid, the laminated glass impregnated with
organic crystals, is filling a need for an inexpensive
polarizing medium. Store fronts of heavy glass are
rapidly dotting Main street in Everytown, glass wool
is insulating new homes, and glass chairs and tables
made their presence known at the world's fairs last
summer.
Where will the glass industry lead us? To what
new applications will ceramists apply this adaptable
substance? Your guess is as good as mine, but we may
be certain that glass has just begiui to demonstrate its
usefulness. If this is the age of speed, aluminum, and
radio, then this is just as surely an Era of Gla.ss! An
ancient art has become a science.
YouU think it's
Xmas when ii'c
give you out-
check for your
Used Books.
The Uni\ ersit) Book Store
610 E. Daniel—202 S. Mathews
May we suggest —
To you young men and women at Illinois, a new venture in service,
convenience, and economy.
Store your heavy winter coots, suits and furs here this
spring—In our icy cold vault, fully insured and ready
for use next fall.
WHITE LINE FUR STORAGE
PHONE 4206
.'*N
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DOWMETAL,HE METAL THAT TRAVELS
One can always spot experienced
travelers. As the saying goes—they travel
"light. " They have long learned that
excess baggage— needless weight—
hampers the progress of the journey.
Present progress in modern transpor-
tation is prompted largely by a realiza-
tion of this truth. Needless weight is
being shunned as a shackle on speed—
a penalty on pay load—a waster of power.
To avoid useless weight, designers now-
adays are turning to magnesium, because
magnesium "travels light." It is fully
a third lighter than any other metal in
common use, yet strong and durable.
Magnesium has been made available by
Dow in a series of low-cost alloys known
as DOWMETAL*. Each contains from 90
to 98 per cent magnesium, each is formu-
lated to stress a special quality.
\\ hen. as in DOVi METAL, you find both
unique lightness and abundant strength,
you have come pretty close to answering
a designer's prayer. And you feel you
are still closer when you learn that there
are well developed methods for the fabri-
cation and assembly of DONX'METAL.
No wonder DO^Jl: METAL is growing so
rapidly in favor for incorporation in
airplanes — also in trains, trucks, buses,
tractors.
Just so in other industries—the making
of tools, vacuum cleaners, typewriters
and many other varied products where
lightness and strength are factors of
importance — DOWMETAL is in ever-
increasing use.
As the metal that "travels light,"
DOWMETAL is in truth carrying American
industry far along the road of progress.
.Murk Uri;. U. 6. P;U. (HI.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
Branch Sales iiificti: New York Cit>'— St. Louis—Chicago—San Erancisco—Los Angeles
O'BCamfius/\kws
/*^<?'
NETWORK TELEVISfON
GENERAL ELECTRIC engineers passed another mile-
stone on the road to large-scale telecasting when
they recently demonstrated to the Federal Communications
Commission the feasibility ot network television.
Until a short time ago it was not thought possible to transmit
television farther than the horizon. Recently, however,
General Electric put into operation its new relay station,
picking up programs originating in New York City — 129
miles away, more than a mile below the line ot sight. The
New York programs are then retelecast over Cieneral Klec-
tric's Schenectady television station VV2XB to lionics in the
Schenectady-Albany-Troy area.
FOR OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
GRADUATES from seven colleges, five ot them also
graduates ot General Electric's tamoiis Test course,
were among the 22 G-E employees who were given Charles A.
Coffin Foundation Awards this year for accomplishments
which reflected outstanding initiative, perseverance, courage,
and foresight.
"electric eye" to control temperatures in cement manufac-
ture; Florian A. Arnold, Purdue 'is, for designing automatic
welding machines used in making fractional-horsepower
motor stators; William S. Bachman, Cornell '31, tor im-
proving tone reproduction in broadcast receivers; James E.
Beggs, Purdue '31, tor developing a loop antenna for radio
receivers; Eugene \V. Boehne, Texas A & M '2'i, and Leonard
J. Linde, South Dakota State '29, for developing a high-cur-
rent circuit breaker which does not use oil as an insulating
medium; Kenneth K. Bowman, Kansas State '26, M. A.
Edwards, Kansas State '28, and Francis Mohler, V. P. L
'26, for developing Amplidyne controls for high-powered
motors; Adolph F. Dickerson, Texas A & M '10, tor lighting
the Golden Gate International Exposition; and Simon H.
Weaver, Purdue '03, for developing a heat stabilizing treat-
ment for steam turbine shafts.
James R. .Mexander, Jr., U. N. C. '24, received recognition
for perfecting equipment (developed by Arthur W. Burns,
who also received a Coffin award for his work) using an
PHOTOGRAPHING LIGHTNING
PI KjroGR.'^PHING lightning is almost like trying to
turn around and face yourself. By the time you've turned
around, vou're not there any more. But while nobody has yet
been able to look himself in the eye, General Electric scientists
have iihotographcd lightning and recoriied the wave shape ot
lightning strokes.
With a high-speed cathode-ray oscillograph and a high-speed
camera installed in the tower of the Empire State Buikting
in New York City, Dr. Karl B. McEachron, a former Ci-E
Test man, directs the study ot the characteristics of lightning.
The lightning stroke itself "pulls the trigger" and puts the
complicated mechanism into operation in one-millionth of a
second.
Records obtained in this way help General Electric engineers
to build electrical equipment that laughs at lightning —
keeps the lights on and the factories running when thunder-
storms come.
GENERAL• ELECTRIC






